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of construction 
and reconstruction 
is underway 
1 
Change is rampant in and about Sterling Hall of Medicine. 
Order and tranquility have been temporarily shattered by 
the relentless pounding of hammers and shreiking of 
power saws. The pace is swift. Within days, former labs 
and offices become doorless, empty spaces filled with 
debris or building materials. The terrace and lawns of 
Harkness Dormitory, where only a few short months ago, 
alumni attending Alumni Day sipped sherry, are now an 
enormous crater in which new underground facilities for 
the Child Study Center will be built. 
Most of the construction and reconstruction activity is 
centered in the Institute of Human Relations. The De¬ 
partment of Psychiatry offices moved in December from 
IHR to new quarters in the Grace Education Building. The 
move put members of the staff in closer proximity to the 
Connecticut Mental Health Center, where many of the 
Department’s activities take place. The Yale Psychiatric 
Institute is scheduled to move from IHR this spring to its 
own building on the campus of Albertus Magnus College 
on Prospect Street. Renovations of this building were 
begun in January. These two moves have created signifi¬ 
cant space for laboratories for the Comprehensive Cancer 
Center and the Department of Human Genetics, the Child 
Study Center and the Center for Molecular and Cellular 
Mechanism in the Disease. 
Perhaps the most eagerly awaited is the construction of 
a two floor bridge across Cedar Street, which will join 
IHR and the Winchester Building. The first level of the 
bridge will include office and laboratory space for the 
Cancer Center; the second level will provide laboratories, 
office and teaching space for the Department of Human 
Genetics. This project is scheduled to start in 1977. 
Meanwhile, inspite of the clouds of plaster dust, the 
noise and the confusion, there is an air of excitement and 
anticipation as the various projects progress. 
projects completed, underway and planned 
Center for Molecular and Cellular Mechanism 
in Disease 
Section of Cell Biology 
Dr. George Palade, chairman 
1952 net sq. ft. of new laboratory space on the entrance 
level of IHR 
cost: $188, 761 
occupied in May, 1975 
further additions are planned 
Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Dr. Jack W. Cole, director 
Phase I includes the Winchester-Boardman Connector 
(floors 1 and 2) and the Hunter Out-patient Clinic in 
Yale-New Haven Hospital; tissue culture facility on IHR 
entrance level; solvent storage facility and radio isotope 
facility underground between the B-wing of SHM and the 
Laboratory of Epidemiology and Public Health, 
total 6,453 net sq. ft. 
cost: $ 1,203,000 
scheduled completion date: March 1, 1977 
Phase II includes all alterations for research laboratories in 
IHR (22,355 net sq. ft.); the first level of the bridge 
between IHR and the Winchester Building (6,164 net sq. 
ft.); and part of the Winchester Building (2,330 net sq. ft.) 
estimated cost: $5,643,000 
scheduled completion date for IHR space: June, 1977 
Phase III involves the renovation of the Winchester In¬ 
patient Unit for Yale-New Haven Hospital cancer patients. 
Total of 3,227 net sq. ft. 
estimated cost: $515,000 
scheduled completion date: 1978 
Estimated total construction cost of the Cancer Center: $7.3 
million 
The N.CA. funding amounts to $4.8 million 
The State of Connecticut has pledged $1.2., Yale fund raising 
campaigns are committed to $1.7 million. 
Department of Human Genetics 
Leon E. Rosenberg, chairman 
Relocation of the department from the Laboratory of Clini¬ 
cal Investigation to IHR 
Phase 1 consists of alterations of nearly 14,000 net sq. ft. 
on the third floor of IHR, to be used for cell genetics 
laboratories, offices and teaching space, and Winchester- 
Boardman Connector, third floor, 
cost: $2,500,000 
completion scheduled for August 1, 1976 
Phase II includes renovation of 2,627 net sq. ft. of space on 
the first floor of IHR and construction of the third floor of 
the bridge - 5,057 net sq. ft. Estimated cost of $1.4 million. 
Completion of the IHR space is scheduled for June, 1977. 
Child Study Center 
Dr. Albert J. Solnit, director 
Renovation of 4,071 sq. ft. of the ground floor of IHR and 
construction of 6,635 net sq. ft. underground building 
between IHR and Harkness dormitory with with new 
playgrounds above. The new space will include class¬ 
rooms, interview and treatment rooms and offices, 
total 10,706 net sq. ft. 
estimated cost: $1.5 million 
scheduled completion date: April 1, 1977 
Medical Library - expansion 
Stanley D. Truelson, librarian 
Phase /, the relocation of the Medical Illustrators to a new 
space in IHR has been completed. 
Phase II, alterations to first floor of Medical Library wing, 
includes new circulation and reserve book areas, and new 
photocopy and microtext services, amounting to about 
1900 net sq. ft. 
Phase III consists of the installation of new stack facilities 
in the sub-basement of the Laboratory of Clinical Investi¬ 
gation, for less frequently used material which can be 
retrieved on a day’s notice. This will provide 1200 sq. ft. of 
new stack space. 
estimated total project cost: $220,000 
scheduled completion date: mid-summer 1976 
Alterations in Brady Memorial Laboratory 
Department of Pathology 
Dr. Vincent T. Marchesi, chairman 
About 2,400 net sq. ft. on the first floor are being reno¬ 
vated for laboratory space. The estimated cost of the pro¬ 
ject, which is nearly completed, is $155,541. 
Laboratory space for the Section of Neuropsycho¬ 
pharmacology 
Department of Psychiatry and Department of Pharmacol¬ 
ogy 
Dr. Morton J. Reiser, chairman and Dr. Robert E. Hand- 
schumacher, chairman 
About 2,360 net sq. ft. on the second floor in the B-wing, 
are being reconstructed to provide laboratory and office 
space. 
estimated cost: $153,400 
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Untitled Poem on the Physical Demise of The Institute of Human Relations 
Once upon a Monday dreary 
As / wandered, lost and leery, 
Through the halls once seen so clearly, 
That I knew so well before— 
(Where the Hell was 304?) 
As o'er the debris / did trip 
Came / on a man from Schnip (2), 
Hammer firmly in his grip. 
By my former office door- 
Knocking down the walls of 304. 
Amid the dust and fallen plaster, 
Hallway tike a bomb disaster. 
Asked I, like some doomed Jocasta, 
"Where is all that went before?" 
Replied the man, "Get out of 304." 
Memories of men of science 
On whom we all had great reliance 
Because of their unique defiance 
Of dud tradition, gone before, 
Intruded, 'mid the ruin of 304. 
There is May, who left his Mark. 
Miller, Hull, with theorems stark. 
Hovland, who enjoyed a lark- 
All exponents of the four 
Disciplines revered in 304. 
Dollard, Doob, and good Sir Walter (3) 
Who in their duties did not falter. 
Were they, then, our egos alter? 
/ could hear them, as of yore, 
Exhorting us to read, in 304. 
The Institute of Human Relations was established in 1927 
by Milton C. Winternitz, Dean of the School of Medicine 
from 1922 to 1935. Its first—and last—Director was Mark 
A. May. It brought together, in an unstable alliance under 
a shaky roof (1), Anthropology, Psychiatry, Psychology, 
and Sociology. The concept of the Institute was aban¬ 
doned in 1960, upon the retirement of Professor May. The 
buildings are now being renovated to house the Com¬ 
prehensive Cancer Center and the Department of Human 
Genetics. 
Now and then a chimp of Yerkes 
Breaking from its cage, bezerkes, 
Would visit those with mental quirkes 
Housed on Cedar floor. 
Or such the myth, in 304 (4). 
Water pipes with joints akimbo, 
Four of Croppers lost in limbo (5) 
Where once was Marquis and his combo (6). 
Would that he could play an encore 
For those of us from 304. 
"Is there place, amid the cell growth. 
Mutated genes, resulting Hell growth. 
For study of the normal, well growth. 
As took place before 
By students grad, in 304?" 
Then through the gloom l caught a glinter, 
Dimly glimpsed Yale's Great Dissenter, 
Heard once more the voice of "Winter" 
Answer from the other shore. 
As I wept my tears for 304: 
"The IHR was not heretical 
And through displaced by research medical 
Still lives the concept theoretical 
In the CSC next door (7)!" 
Said I, “An 'voir!" to 304. 
Ethelyn Henry Klatskin 
alias 
Elmer Henry Potter. PHD '49 
(Dr. Klatskin is professor of 
clinical psychology in 
pediatrics, Child Study Center) 
Footnotes 
(1) There was a plan to put another floor on the Institute but the building 
couldn't stand the strain. 
(2) The destruction of the Institute is literally in the hands of the Schnip 
construction company. 
(3) As Miles was affectionately called. 
(4) This token of history courtesy John B. Wolfe. 
(5) There was vitreous china discrimination on the third floor on IHR, as the 
men's room had three of Crappers, while the women’s room had only one. 
(6) Jazz improvisation in the evening, with Don on clarinet. 
(7) The Child Study Center was established in 1948. Its first Director was 
Milton J E. Senn. The present Director is Albert J. Solnit. It houses, in a 
stable coalition and under an expanding roof, faculty in Education, Pediat¬ 
rics, Psychiatry, Psychology, and Social Work. 
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new services, facilities and 
equipment at Yale-New Haven 
Hospital 
Primary Care Center 
The Hospital’s new Primary Care Center was opened in 
November. Designed to provide medical care for the more 
than 15,000 New Haven residents who regularly use the 
hospital emergency room as their “family doctor”, the 
Center includes general medical and pediatric clinics and 
laboratory facilities. 
During the past 25 years, an increasing number of 
people throughout the nation have been relying on urban 
hospitals, rather than neighborhood clinics or private 
physicians, for their health care. This has been especially 
true in New Haven, where non-emergency patient visits to 
the emergency room have more than tripled in the past two 
decades, creating overcrowded conditions and long waits 
for treatment. 
It is anticipated that the new facility will provide a more 
appropriate continuity of care for these patients, while 
facilitating a more efficient operation of the emergency 
room. A team of nurses, clinical nurse practitioners, so¬ 
cial workers and interpreters work under the supervision 
of a physician to provide general health care services, 
including case finding, evaluation, treatment and referral. 
The Center, which is located on Howard Avenue next to 
the Emergency Service, is open on Saturday mornings and 
in the evenings in addition to regular hours. An “urgent 
visit” service is available for treating sudden illness re¬ 
quiring immediate medical attention. 
Mr. Herbert Paris, associate director of the Yale-New 
Haven Hospital and director of ambulatory services, was 
in charge of planning the Primary Care Center, which cost 
slightly more than $1 million, and includes 31 examina¬ 
tion and treatment rooms. 
a new “whole body” scanner for X-ray examination 
Yale-New Haven Hospital is one of the first hospitals in 
the nation to use a computerized axial tomographic scan¬ 
ner. This new diagnostic instrument, which is similar to 
the brain scanner, is capable of producing extremely de¬ 
tailed images of any part of the body. The Department of 
Diagnostic Radiology is operating the new facility. 
Combining X-ray and computer technology, the scan¬ 
ner produces a television image of the body in cross 
section, which is actually a computer-reconstructed image 
of a selected area of the body, seen on two television 
screens, one color and one black and white. The colors 
represent different densities of body tissue, such as the 
difference between blood and brain. 
The scan image also shows the relationship of the body 
parts in depth. This is an advance over conventional X-ray 
films, which cannot “see” a difference between body 
structures aligned over one another. This capability is a 
result of the scanner’s moving X-ray source, which aims 
many small exposures from hundreds of different points as 
it rotates around the body. These exposures are collected 
and then reassembled by a computer, which in turn gener¬ 
ates the television image. This image must be expertly 
evaluated not only for its content but also for the quality of 
programming that shaped it. The scanner’s X-ray data is 
displayed according to the commands entered on a compu¬ 
ter keyboard; these decisions draw simultaneously on a 
knowledge of radiology, anatomy and computer elec¬ 
tronics. 
Because of the technical sophistication required to op¬ 
erate the scanner, it seems likely that its use will be limited 
to medical centers for the time being. Yale-New Haven 
Hospital expects to accept referrals from this region in 
order to make the scanner available to those patients who 
will benefit most from its capabilities. It is expected that 
approximately eight patients will be scanned daily, a rate 
that will amount to more than 2,000 patients a year. 
new radiation therapy facility 
A 32 million electron volt linear accelerator was recently 
put into service in the Hunter Radiation Therapy Center. It 
is the first of its type in New England, and only the third in 
the nation. The new equipment will be used to treat ap¬ 
proximately 400 of the more than 1,000 cancer patients 
who receive radiation therapy at the hospital each year. 
The new accelerator will be used to generate a high 
voltage X-ray beam, which will deliver relatively more 
radiation to deeper tumors more accurately, and with less 
danger to normal surrounding tissue, than is possible with 
lower voltage equipment. It is also possible to treat pa¬ 
tients with the electron beam taken directly from the 
accelerator. These beams have the property of penetrating 
a certain distance into the body and then stopping abrupt¬ 
ly. This allows the therapist to treat tumors and spare vital 
structures located at a greater depth. The new unit can 
generate electrons at seven different energy levels up to a 
maximum of 32 million volts and covering depths from 
one to five inches. 
The 32 million electron volt accelerator occupies a 
special three-room suite in the Hunter Building. The 
treatment room walls are shielded with steel plates more 
than 18 inches thick, and its concrete ceiling is more than 
eight feet thick. The total cost of the project, which took 
more than three years to complete, was over $1.4 million. 
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Robert W. McCollum, 
energetic chairman of E.P.H. 
Dr. McCollum with Kathleen H. Howe, assistant dean for public 
health, who is keeping pace. 
“I’ve never seen Bob McCollum walk to a class or a 
meeting,” a long-time colleague recently observed. ”He 
always moves at full speed, as though he were jet- 
propelled—full of energy and enthusiasm.” 
As the chairman of a department that is also a school. 
Dr. Robert W. McCollum has a lot of ground to cover, 
figuratively and literally. The Department of Epidemiol¬ 
ogy and Public Health has a complicated organization 
which includes four distinct, seemingly unrelated divi¬ 
sions: biometry, epidemiology, health sciences adminis¬ 
tration and environmental health. It is based in two 
schools, the School of Medicine and the Graduate School, 
and is an accredited School of Public Health in its own 
right. Its faculty have established relationships and joint 
programs with a number of other departments both in the 
School of Medicine and in other parts of the university, 
and with the John B. Pierce Foundation Laboratory. 
Dr. McCollum, who is Susan Dwight Bliss Professor of 
Epidemiology and Public Health, has been chairman for 
the past six years, and seems to thrive on the diversity 
within his department. To hear him tell it, he would like to 
see an expansion of its programs to include still more 
participation with other departments and schools. 
“Public health today is hard to define,” he explained. 
“It's an umbrella subject which covers a multitude of 
programs which are no longer restricted to the original 
concept of public health, and which impinge on a number 
of professional interests and identities.” He mentioned 
forestry, architecture, social sciences, economics, nurs¬ 
ing, divinity, and of course, medicine. “Environment, for 
instance, is thought of in health terms in our domain,” he 
continued, “but the School of Forestry and Environmen¬ 
tal Studies has a somewhat different concept of environ¬ 
ment. Nevertheless, the two share a common concern, and 
possibly could relate in academic programs. I think the 
university should thoroughly explore specific areas of 
scientific and academic interests in which faculty and 
students from different departments could collaborate.” 
The Department of Public Health was founded in 1915. 
In 1960 it was reorganized to include the Section of 
Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, which had been a 
part of the Department of Internal Medicine. The new 
department’s many programs, some of which were over¬ 
lapping, were organized into the present four divisions. 
One of the most important developments during the years 
of reorganization, was an agreement between Yale Uni¬ 
versity and the Rockefeller Foundation to transfer the 
Foundation’s virus laboratories to Yale. In 1964, a group 
of the world’s leading scientists in the field of arthropod 
borne viruses was established in the department as the 
Yale Arbovirus Research Unit. 
Dr. McCollum, then a member of the epidemiology 
division, became chairman of the department in 1969, the 
year student unrest began in earnest on campus. Scarcely 
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two years later, Yale was hit with severe budget cuts. 
“Bob has done a good job,” according to Dr. Edward 
M. Cohart, C-E.A. Winslow Professor of Public Health, 
who was chairman from 1966 to 1968. “For one thing, he 
has managed the department’s financial problems with the 
least possible trauma. And he has given the students a 
voice; this department supports a strong and active student 
organization.” 
By his own admission. Dr. McCollum is not a big 
organization man. He shys away from large staff meet¬ 
ings, w hich is probably just as well in a department of such 
diversity, and tends to operate on a one-to-one basis. He 
has learned about the interests and problems of the other 
divisions in the department by going to their faculty and 
asking questions. 
“Although he always seems to be in a great hurry. Bob 
is never in a hurry when he comes to talk with you,” Dr. 
Cohart said. “He is direct and tells you exactly what he 
thinks. At the same time, he listens, and is receptive of 
others’ ideas, even though he may take awhile to react.” 
In addition to the fact that the department has grown in 
both its student and faculty population in the past several 
years. Dr. McCollum feels that the establishment of the 
Connecticut Cancer Epidemiology Unit has been one of 
the major accomplishments during his term as chairman. 
“For many years it had been apparent that the Con¬ 
necticut Tumor Registry, which is a part of the Connect¬ 
icut State Health Department, was an invaluable resource 
for obtaining facts and generating new hypothesis about 
cancer epidemiology. It was, however, under utilized. 
Several years ago, the National Cancer Institute initiated 
efforts to extend and expand the availability and utiliza¬ 
tion of the Registry’s information, and its use in the 
luture.” Dr. McCollum was one of the key people in 
bringing this about. 
"‘After a great deal of negotiation, a plan was devised to 
establish the Connecticut Cancer Epidemiology Unit, 
which is co-sponsored and co-govemed by the Con¬ 
necticut State Health Department, the Connecticut State 
Medical Society, the University of Connecticut School of 
Medicine and the Yale School of Medicine. However, the 
Unit is based in the Department of Epidemiology and 
Public Health. Its director. Dr. J. W. Meigs, and members 
of its staff have faculty appointments here,” he explained. 
“ I his is a tremendous resource for us. It opens up many 
opportunities and possibilities for cancer epidemiology 
research and training.” 
Last July Dr. McCollum w'as reappointed chairman for 
another three-year term. Asked what he would like to 
accomplish in the coming term, his reply reflected interest 
in interdisciplinary programs relevant to current national 
concerns for public health. 
"For one thing, 1 think it is important that we address 
ourselves to the groundswell of opinion among faculty and 
students throughout the university that Yale implement 
academic and research activity in the fields of demog¬ 
raphy and nutrition. Since health is a principal concern in 
these interrelated fields, a department of epidemiology 
and public health would be an appropriate home base for 
such activity. However, these subjects have broad inter¬ 
disciplinary interests and should not be bound into the 
structure of any one department.” 
Research into the effects of environment and climate on 
health is another area the chairman would like to see his 
department stress in the coming years. “Federal and state 
governments are assuming more and more control of 
monitoring and regulating environmental factors for the 
purpose of protecting the public health,” he noted, “but, 
unfortunately, many of the current regulatory controls are 
based on rather inadequate scientific data. This has gener¬ 
ated a great deal of activity and emotional heat, and a lot of 
energy and money is being wasted while the argument 
continues.” 
Three years ago several members of the department and 
members of Yale’s Institution for Social and Policy 
Studies participated in a two-year study of the Clean Air 
Act Amendments of 1970. The study specifically as¬ 
sessed the adverse health effects of air pollutants emitted 
from automobiles, and the expected benefits to be derived 
from the auto emission controls set by the Act. During the 
investigation the research team devised a method to relate 
the potential increase of health benefits to the proposed 
percentage of reduction in ambient air pollution. This was 
an important development since the method can be used to 
evaluate other similar environmental controls. 
“I would personally like to see the department develop 
further our interest in environmental epidemiology in 
complement to the basic science (environmental physiol¬ 
ogy and toxicology) research approach and to the regula¬ 
tory activities, to devise studies which will direct basic 
research and provide advice to the regulatory agencies in 
an appropriate fashion. This is an area of environmental 
health that has not been sufficiently attended to anywhere, 
and I think we have the expertise to do it well.” He noted 
somewhat wistfully that his plans for the future will re¬ 
quire funding for additional faculty and facilities. 
When Dr. McCollum came to Yale in 1950 as an 
assistant resident in internal medicine, he fully intended to 
pursue a clinical career. “1 became involved in public 
health quite by accident,” he claimed. “I’m here partly 
because of Gerry Klatskin (Dr. Gerald Klatskin, David 
Page Smith Professor of Medicine), who generated my 
interest in hepatitis during my first year here, and partly 
because of the Korean War.” 
He was in the Army Reserve in 1951, waiting for his 
orders. “Every one was being called up right and left,” he 
remembers, “and I knew I would be soon, but in the mean 
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time I applied for a position to work in the lab with Dr. 
John Paul.” 
Dr. Paul was chairman of the Section of Preventive 
Medicine, and at the time, Director of the Commission of 
Viral Infections of the Armed Forces Epidemiological 
Board. Through his long-standing involvement with the 
Army, Dr. Paul was working with the 98th General Hospi¬ 
tal in Munich, which had a large hepatitis research com¬ 
ponent. Some of this work was carried out by Dr. Paul and 
his staff at Yale. Until his orders came. Dr. McCollum 
worked in the lab doing research not only on hepatitis, but 
also poliomyletis and hemorrhagic fever, a disease which 
reached epidemic proportions among American troops 
stationed in Korea. 
His Army orders marked the beginning of the end of his 
clinical future. He was assigned to the Hemorrhagic Fever 
Research Center part of a special M.A.S.H. unit which 
was set up just behind the lines in Korea. Although he 
admits this wasn’t the safest place to be, and conditions 
were not exactly ideal. Dr. McCollum found his work, as 
well as his colleagues stimulating. 
From Korea he went to the 406th Medical General 
Faboratory in Tokyo, which at the time was concentrating 
on Japanese encephalitis. In two years his work had 
switched from polio and hepatitis, to hemorrhagic fever, 
to bench and field work with an arbovirus. 
“I was now deep into epidemiology and virology. My 
identity with a clinical future began to fade as I became 
more and more involved with these new fields.” 
At Dr. Paul's request, he returned to the Section of 
Preventive Medicine at the end of his tour of duty, to 
continue research on hepatitis. As a newly appointed 
assistant professor of preventive medicine he was asked to 
participate in a series of lectures to public health students. 
In 1959, after a year studying at the Fondon School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, he returned to a joint 
appointment in the Section of Preventive Medicine and the 
Department of Public Health. 
“I became a sort of bridge person, teaching in one, and 
doing research in the other,” he said. “My interest be¬ 
came oriented in epidemiology as a broad subject and 
hepatitis as a specific area of research.” 
Dr. Dorothy Horstman, John Rodman Paul Professor of 
Epidemiology and professor of pediatrics, remembers the 
first day Dr. McCollum walked into the Section of Preven¬ 
tive Medicine laboratories in 1950. “Bob became in¬ 
terested in hepatitis that year, and has been doggedly 
pursuing the problem ever since,” she recalled. “He has 
made major contributions to the field, and his standards of 
academic and scientific excellence have earned him inter¬ 
national recognition as an authority on the subject.” 
A member of several epidemiological and public health 
organizations, he was chairman of the World Health Or¬ 
ganization's Scientific Group on Viral Hepatitis in 1972, 
and chairman of the National Academy of Science's 
Committee on Viral Hepatitis from 1971 to 1973. Fast 
spring he was elected president of the American 
Epidemiological Society. 
Have the time and energy-consuming activities of de¬ 
partment chairman made serious inroads into his research? 
“I have been involved in one or another phase of hepatitis 
for almost 25 years,” he answered. “I must admit that it 
has been difficult during the past six years. More and more 
time and dedication seem to get relegated to administra¬ 
tive needs, but I still teach, and I keep my research going. I 
refuse to give up these activities for strictly administrative 
tasks.” 
For the past several years he has been deeply involved 
in a Veteran's Administration collaborative research pro¬ 
ject on post-transfusional hepatitis. The work, according 
to Dr. Horstmann, is typical of Dr. McCollum’s diligence 
and meticulous standards of scientific research. In the 
course of the investigation his laboratory has performed 
studies on over 33,000 serum specimens of post- 
transfusional hepatitis. “That is an astounding number of 
specimens by anyone’s standards,” Dr. Horstmann com¬ 
mented. 
Born in Waco Texas, Dr. McCollum attended Baylor 
University in his home town and received his medical 
education at the Johns Hopkins University. He was an 
intern in pathology at Presbyterian Hospital, New York, 
and in internal medicine at Vanderbuilt University Hospi¬ 
tal, Nashville, Tennessee, before coming to Yale in 1950. 
When he returned from Tokyo in 1954, he and the former 
Audrey Talmage were married. Mrs. McCollum is a re¬ 
search associate in social work in the Department of 
Pediatrics and the Child Study Center and the author of 
Coping with Prolonged Health Impairment in Your Child, 
published last year by Fittle, Brown and Company. 
The McCollums spend much of their leisure time travel¬ 
ling, hiking, sailing and skiing with their children, Cindy, 
a sophmore at Princeton, and Douglas, a high school 
student. Fast summer they spent their vacation skiing in 
South America, but the chairman of EPH denies that he is 
an expert skier. “I might excell among octogenerians,” 
he declared with his usual modesty. “Anyway, Audrey 
and I both feel that the pleasure of skiing, like the pleasure 
of sailing and traveling, is seeing the world from a dif¬ 
ferent perspective and feeling a part of nature. We are not 
interested in racing down the slopes as fast as we can, just 
to get back in the lift line.” 
This statement might come as a surprise to some of Dr. 
McCollum’s colleagues who try valiantly to keep up with 
him as he dashes down the corridor to this lab or across the 
parking lot from E.P.H. to Sterling Hall. 
restoring self-confidence and independence to the newly blinded 
from an interview with George M Gillespie, director of the Eastern Blind Rehabilitation Center, Veteran's Administration Hospital, West Haven 
Through the centuries the blind have been regarded as pitiful 
and helpless members of society. The blind beggar on the street 
corner with his faithful Seeing-eye dog and tin cup is a typical 
image, and until recently, not much has been done to change it. 
Before the 1950’s, programs for the newly blinded were 
mostly protective rather than rehabilitative. People who worked 
with the blind qualified because they were blind themselves, or 
because they were interested in working with the blind. There 
were no professional programs to train social workers and 
therapists to work specifically with blind patients. 
A change in the attitude toward dealing with the problems of 
blindness grew out of the experience of veterans blinded as a 
result of World War II. Members of the Blinded Veterans 
Association evolved the concept for a live-in adjustment center 
which would restore much of the independence and self assur¬ 
ance lost with the loss of eyesight. Since 1949 the Veteran’s 
Administration has developed and established three such cen¬ 
ters one of which is the Eastern Blind Rehabiliation Center at 
West Haven. These have served as models for state and private 
institutions. 
While this concept was gaining recognition, post graduate 
programs for training professionals to work with the blind were 
established in several universities. Graduates of these programs 
have added new dimensions to the rehabilitation programs. 
The initial shock and grief of blindness is soon followed by a 
period of frustration, confusion and deep depression. According 
to George M. Gillespie, who is a blind veteran of World War II, 
and one of the early proponents of the live-in center concept, it is 
better for the newly blinded person to be away from home 
during this period. “They need advice and guidance from pro¬ 
fessionals during this time, not sympathy from well-meaning, 
but misguided friends and relatives." 
Mr. Gillespie maintains that the newly blinded should have 
rehabilitation learning soon after the onset of blindness. “The 
greatest danger for them is to sit and meditate about blindness 
and do nothing,” he explained. “Loss of vision evokes impor¬ 
tant neurodynamic changes which take the form of compensa¬ 
tory rearrangements in the brain. The process of rearrangement 
and substitution does not occur spontaneously. It requires vol¬ 
untary activity. Therefore, it is essential for the blind person to 
get up and go, not only for the adjustment process, but also for 
the human body to develop and create a new sensory system. 
Newly blinded people don't automatically learn how to use their 
remaining senses, which are best developed through programs 
ol training, practice and reeducation available at a live-in ad¬ 
justment center.” 
I he Eastern Blind Rehabilitation Center’s program is based 
on a four step system which starts with a thorough eye examina¬ 
tion and treatment by ophthalmologists, optometrists, 
psychologists and physicians. The next phases deal with ad¬ 
justment to blindness, vocational rehabilitation and, finally, a 
return to home. 
The key to the success of the program is teamwork. Through 
the team approach the patient becomes a person, not just another 
body to be run through a rigid process, which is unwilling to 
cope with individual needs. The team includes therapists who 
specialize in communications, braille, manual skills, and orien¬ 
tation and mobility. Each works with the patient on a one-to-one 
basis and consults regularly with other members of the staff, all 
of whom have special expertise in dealing with the problems of 
blindness. 
In addition to managing rehabilitation, the team decides when 
the patient has attained maximum benefit from the program. 
Most are ready for discharge after 16 weeks, but the flexibility 
of the program makes it possible for those who need additional 
time to adjust to remain in the program without a feeling of 
failure or pressure. 
medical examination and counseling 
Observations of blind veterans have shown that it is best to tell a 
patient who is becoming blind all the facts about the condition as 
soon as possible. Letting him down slowly may postpone 
depression, but it will also delay the ultimate acceptance of 
blindness, and in the long run, prolong and intensify emotional 
problems. 
After an evaluation of the eye condition is made by an 
ophthalmologist from the Department of Ophthalmology at 
Yale, the staff psychologist or physician tells the patient the 
results. If necessary, the ophthalmologist counsels the patient 
about physical disfigurement associated with the blindness. 
Shrunken eyes or orbits, scarred corneas, bulging or rolling eyes 
and various facial disfigurements which are unattractive, can 
cause social and psychological problems. Most of these dis¬ 
figurements can be corrected by surgery or covered by the use of 
dark glasses. 
A little known fact about blindness is that 80 percent of 
“legally” blind people have some vision. From the beginning 
of the rehabilitation process, every attempt is made to improve 
or at least maintain this vision, even if the eye condition is 
progressive and correction will last only a short while. A low- 
vision specialist on the staff fits the patient with the proper 
device and works with the patient as well as the rehabilitation 
team to help the patient adjust to it, both physically and 
psychologically. The device does not restore sight, but it does 
maximize the extent of the remaining vision. Unless the limita¬ 
tions of the aids are carefully explained beforehand, many 
patients become further depressed and frustrated when they find 
that they do not restore their sight to normal. 
adjustment therapy 
It has long been recognized that a blind person's inability to 
travel freely is the greatest loss imposed by his disability. This 
loss intensifies the other great loss- social adequacy. 
Most of us are not consciously aware of the close interrelation 
between visual communication, mobility and social adequacy. 
Newly blinded people, greatly concerned about betraying their 
disability by social awkwardness and physical clumsiness with¬ 
draw, becoming timid and hesitant. Restoring their ability to 
travel to the extent needed for normal life and work, is one of the 
major objectives of the rehabilitation program, for with mobility 
comes at least a partial restoration of self confidence and inde¬ 
pendence. 
Present day mobility is largely the result of the work of Dr. 
Richard E. Hoover and others who refined the use of the long 
cane and other mobility techniques while training blinded vete¬ 
rans during World War II. These skills were later refined at the 
Blind Rehabilitation Center at Hines Veteran's Administration 
Hospital in Topeka, Kansas, and in university programs for 
professionals working with blind people. 
Orientation and mobility skills are now taught in a teacher- 
client rlationship of one-to-one, by teachers who have de¬ 
veloped a deep identification with blindness through special 
training, and through their work, have further developed the 
habit of thinking all the time about how to manage problems of 
living without sight. Patients are taught to walk with a sighted 
guide and various devices such as a long cane and new elec¬ 
tronic equipment, as well as how to protect their bodies with the 
arms and shoulders. They are also taught how to understand and 
make use of verbal descriptions of the environment and to use 
their auditory and kinesthetic senses for traveling. 
The most important part of mobility training, however, is 
learning travel concepts and the required thought processes 
necessary for independent travel. To accomplish this the blind 
must be taught to collect necessary information from the envi¬ 
ronment, either by verbal direction or auditory or kinesthetic 
sense, process it and come up with the right decision to apply to 
every conceivable travel situation. If the independent traveler 
has veered off course, he should know how to rectify his 
mistake. 
manual skills therapy 
At the Eastern Blind Rehabilitation Center manual skills therapy 
is not vocational therapy. It is a most important part of the 
rehabilitation process because it helps patients learn to give up 
the need to see by teaching them how to rely on their other 
resources. It develops organization, hand and finger dexterity, 
independent thought and action, memory patterns, hand-foot 
coordination, neatness, accuracy, mental and spatial imagery, 
orientation and mobility skills, and confidence. It is a repetitive 
exercise that requires the use of the tactile, auditory, olfactory 
and kinesthetic senses, to the point where it becomes both 
routine and satisfying. 
Through the course of a manual skills program, the blind 
person consciously and unconsciously learns to conquer the 
fears and anxieties related to doing things soon after the loss of 
sight. Each task, each skill, demands a little more of him, 
challenging him to develop to his fullest potential. In return for 
his efforts he acquires a little more respect, dignity, versatility 
and proficiency. 
At present there are no university programs to prepare 
specialists in manual skills for the blind. The Eastern Blind 
Rehabilitation Center has developed an internship with Central 
Connecticut State College in which students in the manual skills 
curriculum work at the Center. They receive extensive training 
under blindfold and in orientation and mobility skills, as do all 
professional personnel working at VA blind rehabilitation cen¬ 
ters. 
communication 
The sudden loss of vision eliminates a person’s primary com¬ 
munication channel. The familiar system of giving and receiv¬ 
ing information by talk, gesture, reading and writing are no 
longer effective and new ways of communicating must be 
learned. 
Using appropriate hand gestures, facial expressions, and eye 
contact are important in verbal expression in a sight oriented 
society. Only practice and experience in such skills as facing the 
individual to whom one is speaking, conversing with ease in a 
group setting and making introductions with confidence will 
eliminate the blunders and awkward social situations created by 
the new condition of blindness. At the E.B.R.C. there is a 
twenty-minute coffee break every morning, attended by staff 
and patients, to provide ample opportunity to practice spoken 
communication skills in a group setting. 
Instruction is also given on how to employ and use a paid 
sighted reader. This is especially important for the blind stu¬ 
dent, because even the best intentioned friends, relatives and 
classmates become bored with reading over an extended period. 
Knowing how to use the sight of others is a valuable skill. 
Braille is still very much a part of blind rehabilitation even 
though few recently blinded adults will become highly profi¬ 
cient in its use. It is not the forgotten language that many believe 
it is, hnd is still very much in use. No electronic gadget has yet 
taken its place, and there is no substitute for braille when the 
blind person needs to take notes for a name and address, or for 
sheer reading pleasure. 
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techniques for daily living 
Blindness should not be an excuse for sloppy table manners, 
messy appearance, or poor personal hygiene, but many of the 
techniques of daily living which we do without a thought be¬ 
come extremely difficult after the loss of sight. If a newly 
blinded person stays at home, it is very likely that many things 
will be done for him that he should be doing for himself, thus 
compounding his dependency on others. 
The techniques-for-daily-living instructor at the Center is 
responsible for teaching self-help skills such as eating manners, 
identification of clothes, personal hygiene and grooming, han¬ 
dling of money, and household chores like vacuuming and 
sweeping, making a bed, and washing clothes. Sometime dur¬ 
ing the training, each blind veteran is responsible for setting the 
table and preparing a meal for several friends, and cleaning up 
after. 
recreation 
In the early stages of blind rehabilitation many people are 
reluctant to try new recreational activities. The E.B.R.C. has a 
full-time recreation and activities specialist who develops an 
individual recreation program for each patient. In an interview 
he asks the veterans what recreation they enjoyed before they 
lost their sight and plans programs to suit their backgrounds as 
well as limitations. Recreational possibilities are investigated in 
the veteran’s home area to encourage him to remain active after 
he leaves the Center. Contacts are made and volunteers are 
trained in the West Haven community to integrate the patient 
into neighborhood recreational areas. 
psychology 
By the nature of their disabilities, blind people have unique 
personal and adjustment problems. The psychologist at 
E.B.R.C. who provides clinical and counseling psychological 
services has received many hours of extensive training under 
blindfold. This training in orientation and mobility, manual 
skills, techniques of daily living and communications, provided 
an understanding of the blind, and appreciation of the profes¬ 
sionals who teach them, as well as the philosophy of blind 
rehabilitation. It permitted him to work with greater ease around 
blind people and provided an opening for communication be¬ 
tween himself and other members of the rehabilitation team. 
According to Dr. Walter E. Needham, the Center 
psychologist, a psychologist working with the blind must be¬ 
come familiar with blindness and what it does to a person. 4 ‘The 
psychologist in the early stages of training, will see only blind 
people with problems caused by blindness,” he said. ‘‘As he 
progresses with his work and matures with the job, he will begin 
to see individual blind people with special problems that are 
unique to blindness, but behavior problems that are common to 
all people.” 
During the blind person’s stay at the adjustment center, the 
psychologist assists him in developing a rough plan for his life 
which is consistent with his former life style. 
social work 
In many instances, the social worker will make the first profes¬ 
sional contact with the blind person and must be prepared to find 
a depressed individual operating very poorly in everyday life 
functions. The social worker must not only identify the person’s 
problems but be able to discuss them with the patient. As with 
others who work with blind people, the social worker at 
E.B.R.C. is trained under blindfold and works closely with the 
psychologist and other members of the team, in his relationship 
with the blind veteran and his family. 
low vision and electronic reading aids 
The supervisor of low vision and electronic reading aids acts as a 
connecting link between the ophthalmologist, optometrist, and 
members of the rehabilitation team. He coordinates all low 
vision activities at the Center and disseminates information on 
visual acuity, prescribed low vision aids and special techniques 
for the use of the aids. 
He also instructs the patients in the use of electronic reading 
aids. The low vision apparatus and electronic reading aids are 
constantly evaluated and assessed, teaching techniques and 
methods are refined, and provision is made for a follow-up 
monitoring of the equipment after the veteran finishes the re¬ 
habilitation program. Progress and accomplishment in this area 
have been remarkable. 
The market is stocked every year with electronic devices and 
gadgets invented for the blind. The philosophy of the E.B.R.C. 
is that it is better to give the blind veteran a skill that will enable 
him to interpret information from the environment through 
normal means if at all possible, rather than give him an elec¬ 
tronic device. The more a blind person relies on such a device, 
the more he is removed from his environment. 
The E.B.R.C. has a research specialist to test new aids and 
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Standardized therapeutic projects used in the manual skills program start with a 
link belt, and progress in order of complexity to a laced wallet, patterned rug, 
footstool, and lamp. The blind veterans receive training in power mechanics, 
home mechanics, and metal working, and are required to use hand tools, 
measuring devices, a hand loom, woodworking tools and lathes, as well as 
power equipment and machinery. Success with projects completed builds confi¬ 
dence and independence, and improves the ability to function as a blind person. 
At E.B.R.C., blind veterans are taught how to type personal and business 
letters, to manage their personal income by using a braille checking account and 
special spacing indicators for writing checks, and to use an abacus for arithmetic 
calculation. The typewriters used by the blind are the same as ordinary typewrit¬ 
ers, except the “f” and “j” keys have markers for easy orientation to the 
keyboard. 
A braille watch designed for the blind has hands which are easily identified as 
the hour hand and the minute hand. 
The cane is not a magic wand. It will provide protection, and the tip will inform 
the traveler of changes in terrain—that is all The most important part of 
mobility training is learning travel concepts and thought processes that are 
necessary for independent travel. 
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appliances and to develop and recommend teaching techniques 
for them. Through the specialist’s research and experience with 
blind veterans, he decides which aids are practical and operable. 
At present he is involved with experimentation and investiga¬ 
tion to teach the blind the detection and change of resonating 
sound. Success has been attained in this area for blind veterans 
with hearing losses as well as those who have normal hearing. 
family program 
The attitude of the blind person's family is one of the greatest 
factors in determining how the blind person lives with blind¬ 
ness. If the family and close friends hold a typical stereotyped 
image of the blind, the person will soon conform and learn a 
dependent, subservient role. 
A goal of the live-in adjustment center is to change the 
self-image of the newly blinded from dependence to indepen¬ 
dence and self reliance, but to concentrate on the patient and 
neglect the family is a gross-oversight. Family members may 
need as much or more counseling than the blind person. 
The Veteran's Administration has been one of the pioneers in 
introducing the family program as an important concept in blind 
rehabilitation. The program is essential in educating family 
members to the philosophy of blind rehabilitation. 
Approximately a month before the blind veteran leaves the 
Center his wife (or the person who is closest to him) is invited to 
spend three to five days in a motel near the Center, and the 
patient leaves the Center to stay with her. She attends classes at 
the Center in basic skills, observes her husband in training class 
and discusses his progress, limitations and potential with his 
therapists. She learns about orientation and mobility, and meets 
with the psychologist, social worker, and others to discuss any 
special problems. 
The veteran is then ready to return to his home and to a family 
that is prepared to accept him as a self-reliant, independent 
person who is blind. If rehabilitation is to provide a restoration 
of confidence to the blind, then it must also provide a restoration 
of confidence to the family. 
continuing education 
An adjustment Center should not be thought of as a one-time 
procedure where the blind person attends classes and training 
for a four-month period, then is considered trained and adjusted 
to blindness forever, according to Mr. Gillespie. The services of 
the Center are available to the blind veteran for the rest of his 
life. He may need to return from time to time to brush up on his 
skills and to keep abreast of the latest innovations, gadgetry and 
technology of blind rehabilitation. 
Blind people who isolate themselves from progress cannot 
expect to fulfill their greatest potential. 
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Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center 
names associate director for regional 
activities 
Dr. Clarence Elton Cahow, Jr., has been 
appointed associate director for regional 
activities for the Yale Comprehensive 
Cancer Center. He is associate professor 
of clinical surgery in the School of 
Medicine, as well as chief of surgery of 
the Yale University Health Plan, and at¬ 
tending surgeon at the Yale-New Haven 
Hospital. 
As associate director for regional ac¬ 
tivities, Dr. Cahow will be responsible 
for planning continuing medical educa¬ 
tion, in coordination with the Office of 
Regional Activities at the School of 
Medicine, and for creating medical pro¬ 
grams in cancer education, prevention 
and treatment. In addition, he will work 
with the statewide organizations to de¬ 
velop an outreach program in the various 
clinical areas involing cancer treatment. 
Dr. Cahow is a graduate of Davidson 
College and of the Cornell University 
Medical College. He interned in surgery 
and in medicine at the New York Hospi¬ 
tal, and was assistant resident in surgery 
and resident surgeon at New York Hospi¬ 
tal. He is a fellow of the American Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons, and a member of the 
American Thoracic Society, Association 
of Academic Surgeons, the Society for 
Surgery of the Alimentary Tracts, Inc., 
Collegium Internationale Chirurgiae Di- 
gestivae, and the American Gastroen¬ 
terological Association. 
a leading renal radiologist appointed 
professor in the Department of Diag¬ 
nostic Radiology 
Dr. Cecil J. Hodson has been appointed 
professor of diagnostic radiology. He is 
a leading world authority on reflux 
nephropathy and radiologic aspects of 
pyelonephritis. 
Dr. Hodson came to Yale from St. 
John’s, New Foundland where he had 
been professor of radiology at Memorial 
University of New Foundland and 
chairman of radiology at The General 
Hospital since 1970. Born in London, 
England, he was educated at Eastbourne 
College and received his M.B.B.S. de¬ 
grees from St. Mary’s Hospital, London, 
in 1939. He became a member of the 
Royal College of Physicians in 1941. 
In the years between 1938 and 1942 he 
served as house physician to several 
London hospitals and was medical regis¬ 
trar at the Harefield Emergency Medical 
Service Hospital under Professor George 
Pickering, the distinguished British med¬ 
ical educator. During that time. Dr. Hod¬ 
son was also a radiological assistant at St. 
Mary’s Hospital. From 1942 to 1946 he 
served as specialist in radiology in the 
Royal Army Medical Corps. 
He was chief radiologist at Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital for Children from 
1948 to 1970, and served as deputy direc¬ 
tor and director of the X-ray Diagnostic 
Department at the University College 
Hospital in London from 1949 to 1970. 
In 1958 he was named a fellow of the 
Royal College of Physicians, one of 
Great Britain’s highest medical awards. 
Dr. Hodson is a member of a number 
of professional societies including the 
Royal Society of Medicine, the Medical 
Society of London, the British Paediatric 
Association, and the European Associa¬ 
tion of Radiologists. He is also a member 
of the Scientific Advisory Board of the 
National Kidney Foundation of Ameri¬ 
ca. 
A skiing and sailing enthusiast. Dr. 
Hodson lists as his hobbies “mountains, 
sailing, gardening, watercolour painting 
and kidneys’’. 
Drug Dependence Unit receives award 
The Connecticut Mental Health Center’s 
Drug Dependence Unit has received the 
Gold Award of the American Psychiatric 
Association. The award is presented an¬ 
nually to psychiatric facilities for out¬ 
standing accomplishments in serving the 
mentally ill. 
Dr. Herbert Kleber, professor of clini¬ 
cal psychiatry, is director of the Drug 
Dependence Unit which provides treat¬ 
ment for an average of 475 indi¬ 
viduals a day, and conducts research, 
training and community education pro¬ 
grams in drug addiction, (see Yale 
Medicine, Winter 1972). The Unit’s 
treatment facilities include a methadone 
maintenance clinic, long and short term 
therapeutic communities, a day program 
for adolescents, a low intervention pro¬ 
gram using narcotic antagonists and 
NARCO, Inc., a grass roots organization 
which provides community outreach and 
drug education programs. 
Funding for the Drug Dependence 
Unit’s programs comes from the Na¬ 
tional Institute for Drug Abuse, the Con¬ 
necticut State Department of Mental 
Health, and the Addiction-Prevention 
Treatment Foundation, a New Haven 
based organization. The Connecticut 
Mental Health Center is a cooperative 
endeavor of the State of Connecticut and 
Yale University. Dr. Boris M. As- 
trachan, professor of clinical psychiatry, 
is director. 
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coming events of interest to alumni 
A one-day symposium to be held on 
Apnl 23rd on the Care of the Non-Life 
Threatening Burn will highlight some 
of the problems encountered in manag¬ 
ing the minor and moderate sized burns. 
Alan R. Dimick, M.D., associate pro¬ 
fessor of surgery. University of Ala¬ 
bama, will be the keynote speaker. In¬ 
cluded in the program will be discussions 
of the outpatient management of burns, 
debridement, infection control and 
wound closure. The role of the physi¬ 
cian’s assistant and burn nurse in the 
team approach will also be discussed. 
The program is open to all health prac¬ 
titioners and has Category 1 accredita¬ 
tion toward the AMA’s Physicians’ Rec¬ 
ognition Award. Further information 
may be obtained from the Office of 
Graduate and Continuing Medical Edu¬ 
cation, Yale School of Medicine, 
333 Cedar Street, New Haven, Con¬ 
necticut 06510; or by phone, (area code 
203) 432-4582. 
faculty member produces film and 
exhibit on the history of endoscopy 
Dr. Martin E. Gordon, associate clinical 
professor of medicine, has produced an 
exhibition and a film on the evolution of 
gastroscopy. The exhibition, which is 
sponsored by the American Society for 
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy and the 
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, 
traces the history of endoscopy from 
early instruments such as the Magen- 
kratzer, to the more sophisticated in¬ 
struments used today, including fiber op¬ 
tics and computers, and projects future 
developments in new techniques and 
equipment. 
It opened in November at the Yale 
Medical Library and will be taken to 
medical schools and conferences across 
the country. The film was recently 
awarded first prize in its category at the 
1975 New York Film Festival. 
Weekly seminars on medical oncology 
will be held on Thursdays from 1 1 a.m. 
until 12 noon through November 1976. 
The seminars are sponsored by the Sec¬ 
tion of Medical Oncology and the Yale 
Comprehensive Cancer Center. No res¬ 
ervation is necessary and there is no 
charge. For further information contact 
Marion Marra, Program Manager, Yale 
Comprehensive Cancer Center, 333 
Cedar Street, New Haven. 
A two-day seminar for oncology nurses 
will be held on April 2 and 3 at the Park 
Plaza Hotel in New Haven. It will be 
sponsored by the Allied Health Profes¬ 
sionals Committee of the Connecticut 
Oncology Association, an affiliate of the 
Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center. For 
further information and res¬ 
ervations contact Tish Knobf, 444 
LSOG, Yale School of Medicine, 333 
Cedar Street, New Haven. 
A two-day course dealing with the biol¬ 
ogy, epidemiology, diagnosis and 
treatment of brain tumors, sponsored 
by the Yale Neuro-Oncology Group and 
the Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center, 
will be held on May 17 and 18 at the Park 
Plaza Hotel, New Haven. For reserva¬ 
tions and further information contact 
George Dohrmann, M.D., Yale Neuro¬ 
oncology Group, 333 Cedar Street, New 
Haven. 
A three-day postgraduate course in 
Perinatal Medicine will be held on 
March 17, 24 and 31, at the Mary Hark- 
ness Auditorium. It will be sponsored by 
the Departments of Pediatrics, and 
Obstetrics and Gynecology. For further 
information contact Judy VanLeuvan, 
Office of Graduate and Continuing Med¬ 
ical Education, Yale University School 
of Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, New Ha¬ 
ven, Conn. 06510, phone: 432-4582. 
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Herbert R. Edwards, M.D. 
Herbert Robert Edwards, associate pro¬ 
fessor emeritus of public health and 
medicine, died at the Veterans Adminis¬ 
tration Hospital in West Haven on De¬ 
cember 6, 1975. He was 85 years old. 
A physician long active in the fight 
against tuberculosis, Dr. Edwards re¬ 
ceived his M.D. degree from the College 
of Medical Evangelists in 1918. He sub¬ 
sequently served with the Virginia State 
Board of Health, the National Tuber¬ 
culosis Association, and the Institute for 
Government Research in Washington, 
D.C. From 1927 to 1934 he was director 
of the Bureau of Tuberculosis of the New 
Haven Department of Health and from 
1934 to 1947 held a similar post with the 
New York City Department of Health. 
He was appointed executive director of 
the New York Tuberculosis and Health 
Association in 1947. 
Dr. Edwards returned to New Haven 
in 1955 as an associate professor of pub¬ 
lic health and medicine at Yale and con¬ 
sultant on tuberculosis to the Grace-New 
Haven Community Hospital. His re¬ 
sponsibilities included teaching, re¬ 
search, and consultation with special 
emphasis on tuberculosis control, not 
only at the medical center but also in the 
New Haven area. He retired from this 
post in 1959 but continued to reside in 
New Haven. His fight against tuber¬ 
culosis and in improving health care are 
well established and will long be remem¬ 
bered by his colleagues at Yale and 
elsewhere. 
Surviving are his wife, the former 
Carol Kemerer, two sons, and seven 
grandchildren. 
faculty notes 
The Connecticut Digestive Disease So¬ 
ciety has named Dr. Samuel D. 
Kushlan “ 1975 Physician of the Year”. 
Dr. Kushlan, a clinical professor of 
medicine and associate chief of medicine 
at Yale-New Haven Hospital, is consult¬ 
ing gastroenterologist for eight area hos¬ 
pitals. He was the physician-in-charge of 
the gastroenterology clinics at the 
Yale-New Haven Hospital for 18 years. 
Charles B. Wonier, director of the 
Yale-New Haven Hospital and lecturer 
in public health, was chairman of an As¬ 
sociation of American Medical Colleges’ 
review committee which examined the 
Association's policy on national health 
insurance. He presented the committee’s 
report at their Executive Council meeting 
in September. 
At that same meeting, the Executive 
Council approved the appointment of 
Dr. Jack W. Cole as one of four AAMC 
representatives on the Liaison Committee 
on Graduate Medical Education. Dr. 
Cole is Ensign Professor of Surgery and 
director of the Yale Comprehensive 
Cancer Center. 
Dr. Dieter G. Soil and Dr. Joan A. 
Steitz, both associate professors of 
molecular biophysics and biochemistry, 
were among the 22 American delegates 
to the Nucleic Acid Symposium held in 
Kiev, Soviet Russia from September 28 
to October 8. The Symposium was ar¬ 
ranged by the National Academy of Sci¬ 
ences and the Soviet Academy so that a 
small gathering of the top scientists of 
both countries could report on the latest 
developments in nucleic acid research. 
The National Achievement Award of the 
National Foundation for Iletis and Colitis 
was presented to Dr. Howard Spiro at a 
dinner dance in his honor in New York 
City on December 11. Dr. Spiro, profes¬ 
sor of medicine, is well known for his 
research into new ways of treating life- 
threatening inflammatory bowel dis¬ 
eases. 
Dr. Robert Jay Lifton, professor of 
psychiatry, received an honorary degree. 
Doctor of Humane Letters, from Wil¬ 
mington College in August. 
The C. Anderson Aldrich Award in 
Child Development was presented to Dr. 
Sally Provence, professor of pediatrics 
and director of the Child Development 
Unit of the Child Study Center. An out¬ 
standing writer, teacher and research sci¬ 
entist, Dr. Provence is internationally 
known for her services to children and 
their parents, and for her application of 
child development principles to educa¬ 
tion, social policy and law. Dr. Milton J. 
E. Senn, Sterling Professor of Pediatrics 
and Psychiatry, and the first recipient of 
the Aldrich Award, presented the 1975 
award to Dr. Provence. 
Dr. George Rosen delivered the first 
Richard H. Shryock lectures in Medicine 
and Society at the University of Pennsyl¬ 
vania on December 1-3. His subject was 
“The Structure of American Medical 
Practice, 1875-1975”. 
The American Academy of Orthopaedic 
Surgeons presented its 1976 Kappa Delta 
Award for outstanding research to a team 
of investigators in the Department of 
Surgery for their project “A Quantitative 
Biomechanical Study of Fracture Re¬ 
pair”. Dr. Augustus A. White III, as¬ 
sociate professor of surgery (orthopedic) 
was the director of the project. Other 
members of the team are Dr. Manohar 
M. Panjabi, an engineer, who is co¬ 
director of the project. Dr. Edmund S. 
Crelin, professor of anatomy, and Dr. 
Wayne O. Southwiek, professor of 
surgery (orthopedic). 
Dr. Byron H. Waksman, professor of 
pathology (immunology), delivered an 
address on “Immunologic Techniques in 
Pathology” at the Joint Latin-American 
and Brazilian Congress of Pathology, 
held in Reclife, Brazil from November 
16-21. He then gave a series of lectures 
on lymphocyte functions in a newly de¬ 
veloped graduate training program in 
immunology at the Instituto Venezolano 
de Investigaciones Cientificas (I VIC), in 
Caracas, Venezuela. 
Dr. Morton Reiser was in Rome in Sep¬ 
tember to attend the 3rd World Congress 
of the International College of 
Psychosomatic Medicine, of which he is 
the newly elected president. Dr. Reiser is 
professor and chairman of the Depart¬ 
ment of Psychiatry. 
Dr. Herbert D. Kleber, professor of 
clinical psychiatry and director of the 
Substance Abuse Treatment Unit at the 
Connecticut Mental Health Center, has 
accepted an invitation from the Secretary 
of Health, Education and Welfare to 
serve on the National Advisory Council 
on Drug Abuse of the Alcohol, Drug 
Abuse and Mental Health Administra¬ 
tion. The appointment is for a term of 
four years, beginning December 1, 
1975. The Council’s function will be to 
advise, consult with, and make recom¬ 
mendations to the Secretary in the field 
of drug abuse, covering policies related 
to drug abuse education, prevention, 
training, treatment, rehabilitation, and 
research, as well as to develop new pro¬ 
grams and establish priorities with re¬ 
spect to grants and contracts in the field 
of drug abuse. 
Dr. Myrna M. Weissman, associate 
professor of psychiatry, was elected 
to the American College of Neuro¬ 
psychopharmacology at its annual meet¬ 
ing in December. The American College 
of Neuropsychopharmacology was 
formed in 1961 in response to the need 
for an organization to contain the multi¬ 
ple scientific disciplines attracted to this 
rapidly expanding field. 
Dr. Melvin Lewis, clinical professor of 
pediatrics and psychiatry, has been 
named editor of The Journal of the 
American Academy of Child Psychiatry. 
A journal of clinical child psychiatry, 
this periodical is known for its scholarly 
papers dealing with all phases of child 
development and a wide range of child 
care activities. 
new books by faculty 
The Anterior Pituitary. Edited by A. 
Tixier-Vidal, M.D. and Marilyn G. Far- 
quhar, M.D., professor of cell biology 
and pathology. Academic Press (New 
York) 1975. 
This book summarizes current knowl¬ 
edge about the structural and functional 
aspects of the anterior pituitary secretion 
mechanisms. It brings together informa¬ 
tion obtained from using a variety of 
localization techniques (light and espe¬ 
cially electron microscopy, im- 
munocytochemistry, autoradiography, 
and cell fractionation) on several dif¬ 
ferent systems, i.e., pituitaries from in¬ 
tact animals or those incubated in vitro as 
slices, disassociated cells, or cells in cul¬ 
ture. The emphasis is on the structural 
basis of pituitary secretion but there are 
also chapters on the physiological as¬ 
pects and pathological aspects of pitui¬ 
tary secretion. 
Medical Complications During Preg¬ 
nancy. Edited by Gerard N. Burrow, 
M. D., professor of clinical medicine, 
and Thomas F. Ferris, M.D., W. B. 
Saunders Co. (Philadelphia) 1975. 
This comprehensive text provides the 
most recent information on managing 
complications in pregnancy. Clinical 
approaches to cardiology, nephrology, 
endocrinology, hematology, diabetes 
mellitus and other essential areas are 
covered. 
Perinatal Physiology and Disease. 
Kroc Foundation Series, Vol. 3. Edited 
by Delbert A. Fisher, M.D. and Gerard 
N. Burrow, M.D. Raven Press (New 
York) 1975. 
Endocrinologists, pediatricians, inter¬ 
nists, obstetricians, neurologists, and 
nutritionists have assembled this survey 
of perinatal thyroid problems to better 
assess the diagnosis and treatment of 
congenital hypothyroidism. 
Radionuclide Studies of the Spleen. By 
Richard P. Spencer, M.D., Ph.D., and 
Howard A. Pearson, M.D., professor 
and chairman of the Department of 
Pediatrics. CRC Press (Cleveland) 1975. 
Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery 
with Related Pathology. Third edition. 
By William W. L. Glenn, M.D., Charles 
W. Ohse Professor of Surgery, Averill 
A. Liebow, M.D., and Gustaf E. 
Lindskog, M.D., William H. Carmalt 
Professor Emeritus of Surgery. Apple- 
ton, Century, Crofts, (New York) 1975. 
A New Language for Psychoanalysis. 
By Roy Schafer, clinical professor of 
psychology in psychiatry. Yale Univer¬ 
sity Press (New Haven) 1976. 
The author offers a radical reconcep¬ 
tualization of Freudian metaphysics. He 
sees psychoanalysis as an interpretative 
discipline, a human science that requires 
a language of its own, unencumbered by 
the old natural science concepts. 
Physical Illness and Handicap in 
Childhood. An anthology of The 
Psychoanalytic Study of the Child. 
Edited by Ruth S. Eissler, Anna Freud, 
Marianne Kris, and Albert J. Solnit, 
Sterling Professor of Pediatrics and 
Psychiatry. Yale University Press (New 
Haven) 1976. 
The papers collected in this volume 
show, in clinical detail, how an under¬ 
standing of emotional stresses can help 
adults and children to deal with and over¬ 
come the psychic consequences of ill¬ 
ness. 
Medical Care of the Adolescent. By 
J. R. Gallagher, M.D., clinical profes¬ 
sor emeritus of pediatrics, F. P. Heald, 
and D. C. Garell. Third edition. 
Appleton-Century-Crofts (New York) 
1975. 
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alumni 
news 
Class of 1951 
reunion plans 
Plans were being finalized before 
Christmas for a special 25th reunion 
program by a local committee of the 
Class of 1951 headed by John L. 
Sullivan. The group will be billeted 
in the lovely Harrison Inn in South- 
bury on Thursday evening, June 3. 
An exciting program has been or¬ 
ganized with four class members 
being the principal speakers in a 
symposium whose theme is: “Career 
Perspectives 25 Years Out of Yale 
Medical School.” The speakers and 
the fields in which they have been 
engaged, include: Robert Hamburger 
(Immunology), California; John 
Berg (Cancer Research), Iowa; 
Daniel Freedman (Psychiatry), 
Chicago; and Bradley Straatsma 
(Ophthalmology), California. 
The usual program at the School of 
Medicine will follow on Saturday, 
with transportation and special 
Saturday programs for spouses being 
arranged. Assisting John Sullivan 
from his class are Tom Amatruda, 
Wally Morgan, John Haxo, and 
Andy Wong. An environment pro¬ 
viding total needs for the week-end 
. . . food, lodging, conference 
facilities, and the Class Dinner . . . 
are provided by the Inn. 
The added day allows alumni to be 
active participants in the definition of 
what Yale Medical Alumni have in¬ 
volved themselves in professionally 
since graduation, as well as provid¬ 
ing the social setting for the tradi¬ 
tional reunion festivities. At this writ¬ 
ing, other reunion classes have ex¬ 
pressed interest in structuring a simi¬ 
lar class program, which incidentally 
will provide continuing medical edu¬ 
cation credits. These programs may 
occur in different corners of the Har¬ 
rison Inn, with classes sharing some 
of the social activities, or in other 
locations near New Haven. 
The success of this program, which 
to a degree was programmed last year 
by the Class of 1945, may well 
emerge as a traditional format for fu¬ 
ture reunion classes, antecedent to 
the regular program given annually 
by the School. Final details of these 
activities, as well as the Alumni Day 
program at the School on Saturday, 
June 5, will be published in the spring 
issue of Yale Medicine. 
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1920 Med 
An article about W. Bradford Walker 
appeared in the March 20, 1975 issue of 
Senior Scholastic magazine. Entitled 
'‘Local Health Care: A Country Doctor 
Remembers,” the profile describes Dr. 
Walker’s experience practicing “coun¬ 
try medicine” over the past 52 years. 
In April 1923, the Walkers arrived in 
Cornwall, a small rural town in north¬ 
western Connecticut. News of the new 
doctor’s arrival quickly spread and it 
wasn't long before Dr. Walker was 
seeing patients not only in Cornwall, but 
in the surrounding tow ns as well. Despite 
drawbacks of having to travel over 
deeply rutted roads and oftentimes treat¬ 
ing patients by candlelight or kerosene 
lamp light, he made many house calls for 
all sorts of emergencies. He became re¬ 
sponsible for several different fields of 
health care, maintaining an extremely 
busy general practice, from delivering 
babies (on the average he delivered 140 
babies a year for 50 years) to setting 
broken bones to performing emergency 
operations to treating mental illness. He 
even dispensed medicines, saving his pa¬ 
tients the trip to the nearest drugstore 
w'hich was 20 or 25 miles away. 
In 1938, he opened an office in Tor- 
rington, 15 miles away. Today, at 80, his 
pace has slowed down somewhat (he no 
longer delivers babies), but he has an 
active practice out of his two offices and 
at the same time, for the past ten years, 
has been head physician in Torrington’s 
Extensive Care Nursing Home. 
Dr. Walker was for many years, chief 
of Charlotte Hungerford Hospital’s (Tor- 
rington) medical services and also for 
some years presided over its staff. He has 
been head of his county’s medical as¬ 
sociation, his state’s medical society, 
and the Connecticut Public Health As¬ 
sociation. For decades, he’s served as 
Cornwall’s chief medical examiner, and 
as the town’s elected Judge of Probate. 
Dr. Ira Hiscock, emeritus professor of 
public health at Yale, calls Dr. Walker 
“one of Connecticut’s ‘unsung health 
heroes’. He ‘stands out for dedication, 
devotion, and skill, in medical care, gen¬ 
eral primary care, extensive community 
and state service.’ 
1930 Med. 
The second edition of Hand Surgery, 
edited by J. Edward Flynn, has been 
published by Williams & Wilkins. Dr. 
Flynn is clinical professor of surgery at 
Tufts University School of Medicine, 
visiting surgeon. Tufts Surgical Service 
and Chief of Hand Surgical Service 
at Boston City Hospital. At Boston 
V. A. Hospital he is visiting surgeon and 
chief of Hand Surgical Service. Dr. 
Flynn is consultant surgeon at St. 
Elizabeth’s Hospital, Chelsea Naval 
Hospital, Brighton USPHS Hospital, 
Morton (Taunton) Hospital and Nor¬ 
wood Hospital. 
J. Roswell Gallagher has just returned 
to New Haven from an Australia—New 
Zealand junket. The third edition of his 
book “Medical Care of the Adolescent” 
has recently been published by Apple- 
ton, Century, Crofts. 
Alumni Day will be held on Saturday, 
June 5. The program for the day will be 
announced in the Spring issue of Yale 
Medicine. Plan now to attend! 
1936 Med. 
Last fall, Donald Marshall was pre¬ 
sented by the Kiwanis Club of Portland, 
Maine, its Thirty-second Annual Award 
for Distinguished Service to the City of 
Portland. Dr. Marshall, now retired, was 
for eighteen years chief of the Urology 
Service at the Maine Medical Center. 
Through his efforts to establish a renal 
dialysis and transplant center in the Port¬ 
land area and to interest Governor Curtisj 
and the State Legislature in allotingj 
funds for the specific purpose of setting! 
up such a facility, this unit has become! 
one of the largest in New Englnad. At thel 
Award presentation, it was noted thai 
“Dr. Marshall has repeatedly emj 
phasized the results achieved to date as £ 
fine example of cooperative effort no 
only on the part of the medical profes 
sion, but also that of the legislature anc; 
the citizens of Portland and other areas o' 
this state. . . . His interest in the pasj 
many years in furthering the advance: 
toward improving the delivery of medil 
cal care to the unfortunate victims o| 
chronic renal disease, and to the future o 
medicine in this state by supporting th< 
drive toward re-establishing a school o 
medicine continues unflinchingly.” 
Dr. Marshall wrote recently that hi; 
daughter. Dr. Bonnie Tompkins, is no\ 
assistant professor of anesthesiology £ 
the University of Wisconsin where he 
husband is an assistant professor i 
biomedical engineering. 
1944 Med. 
Robert Mason, son of Nora Harndt 
Mason, was a guest of Nick Spinelli fd 
a few days in late September. Robert isij 
senior medical student at Manchest 
School of Medicine in his native Englar 
and had just completed a medical cler, 
ship at McGill in Montreal. Robe: 
toured Yale with Nick and Larry Pick* 
and spent a day in Croton, New Yo: 
with Edith Jurka. Thus Nora indirect 
achieved a kind of New Haven reuni) 
with some of her classmates, and Robe , 
a view of the American postgradu;-e 
training scene, which may perhaps bt:a, 
part of his future plans. 
1946 Med. 
Sanfurd Bluestein wrote recently that 
he has been appointed to the Board of 
Directors of the New York City Opera at 
Lincoln Center. 
Robert Wagner is currently on a six- 
month sabbatical at Oxford University, 
following which he and his wife, Mary, 
will spend a month in Italy. Dr. Wagner, 
chairman of the Department of Mic¬ 
robiology at the University of Virginia in 
Charlottesville, received a Faculty Scho¬ 
lar Award from the Josiah Macy, Jr., 
Foundation. These awards were estab¬ 
lished to reward excellence in academic 
medicine by giving those selected the 
opportunity to enjoy an uninterrupted 
period of creative scholarship. 
1947 Med. 
Amoz Chernoff is now the medical and 
scientific director of the Cystic Fibrosis 
Foundation at the national headquarters 
in Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. Chernoff was, 
for the past I 1 years, director of the Uni¬ 
versity of Tennessee Memorial Research 
Center and also professor at the Universi¬ 
ty’s College of Medicine. 
1948 (June) Med. 
At the 206th Commencement of the Col¬ 
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Lewis 
Rowland received the Distinguished 
Teacher Award having been elected to 
receive this honor by the Class of 1975. 
Dr. Rowland is director of the Neuro¬ 
logical Institute as well as director of the 
newly established H. Houston Merritt 
Clinical Research Center for Muscular 
Dystrophy and Related Disease. 
1961 Med. 
1 The new director of the National Heart 
and Lung Institute is Robert Levy, an 
i authority on lipoprotein metabolism. He 
has been coauthor of several papers with 
Dr. Donald Fredrickson, the former di¬ 
rector of NHLI. 
1962 Med. 
David Gelfand has been appointed as¬ 
sociate professor of radiology (gastroin¬ 
testinal) at the Bowman Gray School of 
Medicine of Wake Forest University. In 
his new position. Dr. Gelfand will have 
teaching and clinical responsibilities. 
1964 Med. 
William Bishop has been appointed a 
consultant to the staff of the Mayo Clinic 
in Rochester, Minnesota. After holding 
postdoctoral fellowships at Yale and 
University of Minnesota, he was an as¬ 
sistant professor in biochemistry at Uni¬ 
versity of Pittsburgh. Since 1971 he has 
been at Mayo Clinic where he was a 
research associate in endocrine research 
until 1973 when he became an associate 
consultant in that field. 
A happy announcement arrived from 
Joseph Curi. On October 2, 1975 Dr. 
and Mrs. Curi became parents of their 
fourth child, their first son. He has been 
named J. Michael Bradley Curi. 
1971 Med. and 1973 Med. 
William Toms (1971) and John 
McDowell (1973) of the Gorham (N.H.) 
Medical Center are developing a student 
health care program that will “foster 
more student awareness of health care” 
as contrasted with the “traditional quick 
screening examinations which most 
adults probably remember from their 
own school experiences.” 
According to a newspaper account re¬ 
ceived last fall but too late for our last 
issue, in outlining their program before 
their local School Board, they pointed 
out some of the features of their program: 
children from five to eleven are “taught 
basic safety rules because the trauma 
caused by accidents is the major health 
hazard for their age group; older students 
are given information on venereal dis¬ 
ease, family planning, alcohol and drug 
abuse; female students are taught how to 
give themselves breast examinations to 
detect possible cancer.” Dr. Toms and 
Dr. McDowell feel that “our health 
treatment must go beyond screening and 
the emphasis of the program should be on 
preventive care and health education.” 
23 
Public Health 
1962 
James E. Bowes is chief of the Bureau of 
Health Services for the Indiana-Marion 
County Health Department. 
1969 
Charles T. Heaney is serving as health 
analyst for the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary for Health, Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare. 
1970 
Robert Beeman, formerly president of 
Connecticut Health Plan, has been ap¬ 
pointed as project administrator of the 
Regional Council of Elected Officials of 
South Central Connecticut, in New 
Haven. 
1971 
Lloyd F. Noviek, is associate commis¬ 
sioner in the Department of Health, New 
York City. He commutes to Manhattan 
from Nyack, New York. 
Willard Cates, Jr., is chairman of the 
Abortion Surveillance Branch of the 
Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
Thomas M. Jones, has been named 
deputy commissioner of Physical Health 
for Fulton County, Georgia. 
Wanda Hatmaker, has been appointed 
assistant professor at the School of 
Health Sciences, Grand Valley State 
College, Allendale, Michigan. 
1973 
Marjorie Nelson has been appointed 
medical director of the Planned Parent¬ 
hood Association of Utah. 
1974 
Olga Brown is serving as a consultant to 
the Utilization Review, Blue Cross, Blue 
Shield. 
1975 
Mary Palshaw has been appointed 
epidemiologist and administrator of oc¬ 
cupational health at the Stamford, Con¬ 
necticut Chemcal Company. 
A CHALLENGE FOR YALE 
PUBLIC HEALTH ALUMNI 
The generous sum of $10,000, re¬ 
cently provided by an anonymous 
donor, forms the basis for a major 
one-to-one challenge gift appeal di¬ 
rected to all Public Health alumni 
this year. In announcing a drive for 
additional matching gifts, Public 
Health Alumni Fund representa¬ 
tives Kay Howe (’56) and Eric 
Mood (’43) were joined by Dr. 
Robert W. McCollum, chairman 
of the Department of Epidemiology 
and Public Health, in emphasizing 
the growing need for increased 
student scholarship aid. The com¬ 
bination of diminishing Federal 
traineeships and steadily rising tui¬ 
tion and living costs leads to a 
heavy burden of indebtedness for 
more and more students each year, 
a situation faced by relatively few 
students during the ’60’s. The 
matching gifts, i.e. all those dollars 
representing new donors as well as 
individual increases over 1974-75 
donations, will go directly to stu¬ 
dent scholarships based on finan¬ 
cial need. 
Hope for success in reaching or 
exceeding the challenge level is 
high. As of December 15th, even 
before letters announcing the plan 
were in the mail, 20 donors had 
provided $1600 toward the goal. 
All alumni are urged to help by 
becoming new donors (every dollar 
counts!) or by giving that much- 
needed extra amount this year. Po¬ 
tential future providers of chal¬ 
lenge gifts are encouraged to let the 
fund representatives hear from 
you. 
remember Alumni Day, Saturday, June 5th 
plan now to attend! 
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A Message From the Dean 
On March 8, at the Rockefeller University 75th anniversary sym¬ 
posium on trends and prospects in medical science. Dean Robert 
Berliner participated in a panel discussion of "Clinical Investiga¬ 
tion and Medical Education: Pressures for Choice and Change." 
The following are excerpts from his remarks. 
I would like to emphasize the distinction between health 
care and medical care. The traditional role of the physician 
is as the provider of medical care, not as the provider of 
health care. Of course many critics say that this is exactly 
the trouble with medicine; it’s not interested in keeping 
people well, only in trying to cure them when they get 
sick. However, the fact is that there is relatively little that 
medicine can do to keep people healthy. Much of ill- 
health derives from economic and social factors far 
beyond the competence of the physician to remedy. 
Another large segment of ill-health is the result of 
people doing things that are dangerous to their health— 
driving too fast, smoking too much, drinking alcohol— 
and we don’t know how to make them stop. Our critics say 
that this is because medical students spend too much time 
on the hard sciences and not enough on the behavioral 
sciences. However, 1 think it is clear that the behavioral 
sciences have yet to prove useful in providing acceptable 
forms of behavior modification. When they do, this ac¬ 
cusation may be justified, but it is not now. 
Much of ill-health relates to noxious influences in the 
environment. It is certainly a responsibility of medical 
science to attempt to identify these influences and to lead 
the way to their elimination. Indeed, this is the area in 
which public health and preventive medicine have 
achieved their greatest triumphs. But there is little here for 
the individual physician, as physician, to contribute ex¬ 
cept for the occasional brilliant epidemiological insight 
that leads to the identification of a dangerous environmen¬ 
tal factor. 
Finally, we have those preventive measures that physi¬ 
cians as individuals can offer to patients as individuals. 
We must take note of the fact that once we get past the 
immunization for infectious diseases, we know precious 
little about disease prevention. Certainly we should advise 
patients not to over-eat, not to drive too fast, smoke 
cigarettes, etc., but we shouldn’t expect to have much 
influence. 
The appropriate principal role for the physician is, in 
my opinion, the traditional one; namely, to try to effect the 
restoration to health of the individual patient, and this is 
indeed a function on which the public places considerable 
value. The appropriate role of medical education is, ac¬ 
cordingly, to provide the physician with the background 
that will maximize his effectiveness in this role. 
This means that the prospective physician should ac¬ 
quire a grasp of the medicine of today, not in all its detail, 
but particularly the principles and the science that give it 
substance. The physician must be prepared for the drastic 
changes that will most certainly occur in the future, and 
most important to this preparation is that he learn to 
distinguish dogma from truth, assertion from evidence. It 
is in exposing the student to the questioning, evidence¬ 
seeking attitude that research makes its most important 
contribution to the process of medical education. 
The linkage of medical research to education is 
threatened by attempts to redirect the careers of physicians 
by changes in their undergraduate medical education. The 
tendency is perhaps epitomized in the practice of referring 
to the medical school experience as the “training” of 
physicians rather than education for medicine. We are 
being pressured to “train” physicians for primary care 
rather than to prepare physicians for a career in primary 
care. Whatever may be the validity of the currently popu¬ 
lar view that American medicine is deficient in primary 
care, undergraduate medical education is not the appro¬ 
priate place to remedy it. This is especially true when the 
preparation for such a career is interpreted as a dedifferen¬ 
tiation of medicine, a deemphasis of its scientific content, 
and an emphasis on the sociological aspect of health and 
disease. In such a view, the physician-scientist is con¬ 
sidered a baleful influence, an inappropriate role-model 
for the physician-in training. The student should be 
shipped off to so-called remote training sites where he wil 1 
be exposed to preceptorships with those who cm; and do, 
rather than the influence of those ivory tower scientists 
who can’t and teach. 
As a matter of fact. I believe, most of the pressures for 
primary care and family practice are based on the nostalgic 
illusion that things were better in the good old horse and 
buggy days when the physician is thought to have been 
more sympathetic and attentive. Everyone has in mind 
that famous picture of the physician sitting helplessly, but 
sympathetically, by the bedside of the sick child. Many of 
the older among us had that kind of care and attention. I, 
for one, would not exchange it for a brisk, business-like 
physician with a little penicillin, although a little under¬ 
standing and sympathy would indeed be a welcome 
bonus. In any case, whatever may be the virtue of a greater 
emphasis on primary care, medical education should be 
geared to producing physicians prepared to offer the best 
that medicine can provide in whatever aspect of medical 
practice they subsequently choose to follow. 
Medicine 
in the American Revolution 
by George Rosen, M.D., Ph.D., professor of history of 
medicine, and epidemiology and public health 
A bicentennial exhibit covering various aspects of 
medicine in the American Revolution will be opened in 
April 1976 and will be on view until September 1976 in the 
Medical Library. The following article is intended as an 
introduction to the exhibit. 
American medicine was derivative in its origins. In the 
beginning of the colonial period it was an integral part of a 
culture brought from Europe by the first settlers, and its 
development continued to be influenced by European 
sources until the beginning of the present century. During 
the eighteenth century numerous American students were 
drawn to major medical centers in Britain and on the 
Continent, chiefly Leiden, Edinburgh and London, from 
which they returned with concepts of health and disease as 
well as methods of prevention, diagnosis and treatment. 
The medical literature current among Americans prior 
to the Revolution was essentially British, since continen¬ 
tal publications were available for the most part in English 
translations. As a result, medical practice followed 
closely the pattern current in Great Britain, though the 
lines between physicians, surgeons and apothecaries were 
not drawn in the North American colonies. In considera¬ 
ble measure, this pattern also applied to those medical 
men who did not visit the mother country or the Continent 
but acquired their knowledge and skill by apprenticeship 
to home-grown preceptors. Finally, when the Pennsyl¬ 
vania Hospital, the first general hospital in the colonies, 
was founded in Philadelphia in 1751, and the first medical 
school was established in the same city in 1765, the 
models followed were British. In short, at the outbreak of 
the Revolution, medicine in the colonies was a branch of 
the British stock and remained so during war and the 
period of the early Republic. 
Physicians were active during the Revolutionary War 
not only in a medical capacity, but also as politicians and 
soldiers. Among the signers of the Declaration of Inde¬ 
pendence were a number of medical men in the colonies, 
Lyman Hall of Georgia, Josiah Bartlett and Mathew 
Thornton of New Hampshire, and Benjamin Rush of 
Pennsylvania. Hall was born at Wallingford, Connecticut, 
and graduated from Yale in 1747. He later moved to 
Georgia which he represented in the Continental Con¬ 
gress. In 1783 Hall was elected governor of Georgia. 
Josiah Bartlett was born in Amesbury, Massachusetts in 
1729. He received his medical training by apprenticeship 
and in 1750 opened a practice in Kingston, New Hamp¬ 
shire, where, as James Thacher relates, he “soon became 
popular as a physician and secured a large share of practice 
both lucrative and honorable to himself and highly useful 
to the people." Bartlett also became a political leader in 
his state, which he served in the Provincial Assembly, the 
Continental Congress, as Justice of the Court of Common 
Pleas (1779), and as the first governor of New Hampshire 
(1793). Best known today, however, is Benjamin Rush 
(1746-1813), physician politician and social reformer, 
who was trained in medicine under John Redman in 
Philadelphia and then at Edinburgh. Rush was a member 
of the faculty at Philadelphia medical school, first as 
professor of chemistry (1769), and in 1789 as professor of 
the theory and practice of medicine. His practice was 
based on empiricism, tradition and theories that lacked 
any firm scientific foundation. However, Rush did make a 
significant contribution to medicine and social welfare 
with his study of mental illness, published in 1812 as 
Medical Inquiries and Observations Upon the Diseases of 
the Mind. From 1776 to 1778, Rush served in the Conti¬ 
nental Congress and as surgeon general of the armies of 
the Middle Department. In this connection, he wrote a 
pamphlet on military hygiene, Directions for Preserving 
the Health of Soldiers which was published in 1778 and 
dealt with clothing, diet, care of encampments, cleanli¬ 
ness and exercise. 
In addition to the physicians mentioned above, there 
were many others whose military and political activities 
are preserved in the records of the Provincial Congresses 
and in other documents. Some were active as soldiers. 
One of these was John Brooks of Medford, Massachusetts 
who became captain of a company of militia early in the 
war, and who served throughout the Revolutionary War, 
first at Concord and Bunker Hill and eventually at 
Saratoga where he participated in the defeat and capture of 
General Burgoyne. Another physician soldier was Hugh 
Mercer who was born in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, in 
1725, received his M.D. at the University of Aberdeen, 
and served in the 1745 Jacobite uprising as a surgeon’s 
mate in the army of Bonnie Prince Charlie. In 1746, 
Mercer migrated to America and first opened a practice in 
Pennsylvania. Later he moved to Fredericksburg, Vir¬ 
ginia, and engaged in medical practice as well as the 
business of an apothecary. (His shop is still open to vis¬ 
itors interested in the history of medicine and pharmacy). 
Mercer was a friend of George Washington and a member 
of the American Philosophical Society. When the Revolu¬ 
tion began, Mercer became a soldier, first with the rank of 
colonel, and in 1776 he was appointed brigadier general. 
He was with Washington at Trenton, and was mortally 
wounded at the battle of Princeton on January 3, 1777. 
Mercer was attended by Drs. Benjamin Rush and 
Archibald Alexander, but died on January 12, 1777. 
The medical and surgical aspects of the Revolutionary 
War are best known, probably, from the journals and 
diaries of physicians who served in various campaigns. 
One of the most interesting is that of James Thacher, a 
practicing physician of Plymouth, Mass. His principal 
military assignments were in the army hospitals at Boston, 
Ticonderoga and the Hudson Valley, and he was also 
present at Yorktown. Thacher provides vivid pen pictures 
of the hospitals of the Revolutionary period, their person¬ 
nel, and even of the relative skill of American and foreign 
surgeons. Another important journal of the period was that 
of Isaac Senter, a physician and surgeon who accom¬ 
panied Benedict Arnold’s expedition against Quebec in 
1775. Senter provides a day-by-day record of this ill-fated 
enterprise. Other useful and interesting journals are those 
of Drs. Waldo, Beebe and Greene. Albigence Waldo, a 
native of Pomfret, Connecticut gives a particularly vivid 
account of the winter the Continental Army spent at Val¬ 
ley Forge. 
During the American Revolution, military medicine in 
the Continental Army was embryonic. Like the army itself 
it had to be developed and organized. In this endeavor 
several participants stand out. One was John Jones, a 
student of Thomas Cadwalader of Philadelphia who was 
also a student of Hunter and Pott. As a result of his 
experience in military hospitals during the war, he wrote 
Plain Concise Remarks on the Treatment of Wounds and 
Fractures, a work on which his fame rests. Jones was a 
physician to Washington and Franklin. He operated on the 
latter for the stone and pulled him through a stormy con¬ 
valescence. 
Another important contribution was made by James 
Tilton, a physician who was requested by the Continental 
Congress during 1777-1778 to visit the American military 
hospitals and to submit a plan for improving their efficien¬ 
cy. Tilton was stationed at Williamsburg, Virginia, where 
the French were hospitalized after the battle of Yorktown, 
and his comparison of French with American methods of 
caring for the ill and wounded show Tilton of a man who 
thought well of American therapeutic practice. His book, 
based on these observations. Economical Observations on 
Military Hospitals and the Prevention and Care of Dis¬ 
eases Incident to an Army was not published until 1813, 
but its contents describe the situation during the Revolu¬ 
tion. 
Another accomplishment of military medicine early in 
the course of the war was the eradication of the smallpox 
epidemics with which the army was affected. Whole 
regiments were inoculated, and as early as August, 1776, 
General Gates wrote to Washington that “the small-pox is 
now perfectly removed from the Army.’’ Thacher re¬ 
corded in his journal that of “five hundred troops inocu¬ 
lated with'the small-pox only four died.” 
Otherwise medical treatment consisted of the therapeu¬ 
tic measures common in the 18th century. These comprised 
purging, sweating, blistering, bleeding and vomiting. 
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These methods were derived chiefly from traditional 
humoral concepts, as well as from newer systems of 
pathology developed in the 17th and 18th centuries, e.g. 
chemical concepts. Drugs were also used. Among the 
more common drugs are cinchona bark, antimony, mer¬ 
curial preparations including calomel, opium, rhubarb, 
camphor, ipecac, tartar emetic. Lancets and scarifiers 
were used for bleeding as were cups. Most drug therapy 
was symptomatic rather than curative, although in some 
cases cinchona was an exception. In most cases the medi¬ 
cal practitioner relieved pain and other distressing 
symptoms, while nature presumably took her course to 
cure the patient. Surgery was available for certain extreme 
situations, such as trauma, bladder stone, hemorrhage and 
the like, but was naturally fraught with the dangers of 
blood loss, shock and infection. 
Clearly, medicine in the American Revolution was rep¬ 
resentative of the state of the art in the 18th century. To a 
considerable degree the provision of medical care for the 
troops was a hit or miss affair. Medical supplies were 
limited, epidemics swept the army, hospitals were in¬ 
adequate, sanitation was often lacking, and yet the medi¬ 
cal personnel persevered. Eventually, the war ended and 
w ith the coming of peace medical men could again return 
to their regular practice having contributed to the winning 
of the country’s independence. 
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Left: an eighteenth century shelf of medical bottles. 
Below: a bill sent by Doctors Mercer and Clemens in December 
1771, for medical care provided to members of the Lewis family. 
These physicians practiced in Fredericksburg. Virginia. 
Right: a surgeon's chest used in the Revolutionary War. At top 
are a turnecot and small bleeding knives; at the bottom, scalpels 
and other instruments used for wound surgery, including ampu¬ 
tations. 
Below right and on cover: eighteenth century pharmacy equip¬ 
ment including a mortar and pestle and a pill making machine. 
The pill mass was placed on the grooves and spread evenly; the 
press on which the spatula rests was then pushed over the pill 
mass toward the viewer, leaving twelve pills that could be 
removed and wrapped for a patient’s use. 
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Right: Bleeding was a common therapy in the 18th century. For 
this purpose, the physician used leeches, cups and scarifica¬ 
tion. Physicians and pharmacists kept leeches in containers 
such as those shown. The cover was perforated to allow air to 
pass through into the jar. Two glass cups are shown, and a 
scarifier with multiple blades appears to the lefi of the leach 
container. 
Below: an eighteenth centuryJ prescription for melancholy. 
Opposite page: a portable medical chest as well as a pair of 
scales used for measuring medicaments and wooden mortar 
used for their preparation. 

The Hospital at New Haven 
the first one hundred years, 1826-1926 
Excerpts from one of the Lectures in the History of Science and 
Medicine at the Yale School of Medicine 
February lb, 1976 
Courtney C. Bishop, M.D. 
clinical professor emeritus of surgery. 
New Haven Hospital Ambulance no. 2, circa 1900. 
Colonial New Haven following the war for independence, 
had no regularly organized facility for the care of the sick, 
though there are references to establishment of an “in- 
noculating hospital" in the mid-1790's to meet the prob¬ 
lems created by epidemics of small pox, yellow fever and 
scarlet fever. In 1803, thirteen physicians of the young 
city of less than 10,000 persons had founded “The As¬ 
sociation of Physicians of the Town of New Haven”; a 
meeting of that organization on May 8, 1826 voted to 
appoint a committee of six “to solicit subscriptions for the 
hospital”, petition for the establishment of which had 
been presented to the General Assembly on May 3rd. 
Three weeks later an “act to establish a State Hospital” at 
New Haven, having been passed by the Assembly and 
approved by Governor Wolcott on May 31st, authorized 
the ten incorporators to establish and maintain “a general 
hospital in the City of New Haven” and the hospital at 
New Haven became the fifth general hospital to be or¬ 
ganized in the United States.* In the language of the act, 
the new organization was identified as the General Hospi¬ 
tal Society of Connecticut, and, without change through 
the years, it has continued to be the official, legal name of 
the corporate body. 
Of the ten incorporators of the General Hospital Socie¬ 
ty, four were members of the faculty of the Medical 
Institution of Yale College (Drs. Thomas Hubbard, Eli 
Ives, Jonathan Knight and Nathan Smith), one the profes¬ 
sor of chemistry in the College and Medical Institution 
(Benjamin Silliman, M.D. Hon.), four were practicing 
physicians in the community (Drs. Thomas Minor, John 
S. Peters, John Skinner and Eli Todd) while the remaining 
spot was filled by a local citizen of means, one William 
Leffingwell. 
The first meeting of the new Society, for purposes of 
organization, was not called until nearly a year later on 
April 30, 1827 but was adjourned to the following day to 
obtain a quorum. The ten incorporators together with Drs. 
T. S. Beers and A.S. Monson, were elected Directors. As 
officers, William Leffingwell, Esq. was chosen president, 
John S. Peters, M.D., vice-president, John Skinner, 
M.D., treasurer and Charles Hooker, M.D., secretary. 
Efforts to obtain funds proceeded slowly. Solicitation 
throughout Connecticut by a committee chaired by Dr. 
Skinner raised $9,417.74. A Dr. Swan of Westville, then 
known as Hotchkisstown, was engaged to canvas Fairfield 
County; for providing his own conveyance he was to 
receive a per diem of $2.50 plus actual expenses. Upon 
conclusion of his efforts he reported that he had met 
everywhere either “systematic opposition or disgusting 
indifference” and that his allowances exceeded his collec- 
* Philadelphia General Hospital, founded 1731; Pennsylvania Hospital, 
chartered 1751; New York Hospital, chartered 1771; Massachusetts 
General Hospital, chartered 1810; Bellevue Hospital, opened April 
28, 1816. 
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tions by $2.50. A petition for support of the new institu¬ 
tion was forwarded by the Directors to the General As¬ 
sembly in May of 1827; after a delay of nearly a year, 
$5,000 of state funds was appropriated in 1828. Mean¬ 
while, additional funds were sought at the federal level by 
a request that the unexpended balance in the account of the 
seaman's port tax be made over to the hospital; however, 
political considerations precluded Congressional approv¬ 
al. A compromise was reached in March of 1828 and the 
Treasury Department agreed to remit henceforth all 
monies so collected* in return for a contract under which 
the hospital would agree to provide necessary care for sick 
and injured sailors. 
With these assurances, serious search for a site began 
and, after several reconsiderations of earlier choices, the 
Directors voted on December 17, 1829 that “the buildings 
for the General Hospital Society be located on the hill . . . 
northwesterly of the road leading from the foot of Church 
Street to West Haven, upon a part of the Beecher lot so 
called. . .“ At the same meeting it was also voted to erect 
a hospital building or buildings at a cost not to exceed 
$15,000. Construction was begun in 1830 of a sandstone 
and stucco building from the design of Ithiel Town and 
completed in 1832 at a cost of just under $13,000.** 
The completed structure rising three stories above 
ground or 43 and a half feet from the “top of water level to 
the eaves" and rectangular in shape with dimensions of 
118 by 116 feet, occupied a position at approximately the 
center of the lot on the site of the present main elevator 
lobby; the building faced toward Cedar Street with the 
elaborate entrance facade approached by a pathway cor¬ 
responding in position to the present corridor from the 
Cedar Street entrance of the Boardman Building to the 
elevator lobby; at a later date a semicircular drive was 
added. This, known over the years as the North Building, 
remained in continuous use for hospital purposes until 
demolished in 1930 to make way for construction of the 
present Clinic Building. 
The new institution, known as the State Hospital, was 
opened for use in 1833 with accommodations for about 75 
patients together with the necessary service facilities and 
quarters for the Steward. The medical staff consisted of 
six Attending Physicians and Surgeons, four of whom 
*These collections, despite the depressed activity of the port as a 
result of the Embargo Act of 1807, had averaged from $500 to $600 
per year. 
*+The first printed report of the General Hospital Society, issued in 
May, 1850, records the “cost of hospital building" as $13,900. The 
difference, if actual, could represent repairs and improvements. 
were members of the faculty of the Medical Institution. 
The initial demand for beds was not great; until 1840 the 
average occupancy was about 15 patients. Rates for sea¬ 
men were $3.50 per week and patients able to pay for their 
support were charged from $3.00 to $5.00 per week de¬ 
pending upon individual agreements. To provide addi¬ 
tional revenue, unoccupied rooms were rented as apart¬ 
ments to one Dr. James Percival Gates, a poet, and a Miss 
Bunnell; other unused rooms were leased as storage areas. 
However, by 1851 space requirements for patient care 
necessitated withdrawal of these rental privileges but not 
without protest on the part of the tenants. 
In the fall of 1862 the hospital and grounds were leased 
to the Surgeon General of the Army at a rate of $1000 per 
annum for use as a military hospital. Named in honor of 
Dr. Jonathan Knight, an incorporator, Professor of 
Surgery and an Attending Surgeon, the Knight General 
Hospital provided beds for about 1500 patients in North, 
temporary barracks and tents. Initially staffed by a Con¬ 
tract Surgeon and physician volunteers, jurisdiction for 
patient care was transferred to the Surgeon General and a 
staff of medical officers in 1863; it continued so until its 
last military patients were discharged at the end of 1865. 
For the period of its activity, the Knight General Hospital 
provided care for 25,340 patients with but 185 deaths. 
Meanwhile (1862-1867) the civilian patients of the State 
Hospital were cared for in an interim facility at 154 Whal- 
ley Avenue whence they were finally returned to the 
original building in August, 1867. 
For that hospital year, 1867-1868, the annual statistical 
report indicates substantial growth. Two hundred fifty- 
seven admissions were recorded with an average daily 
census of 34; the average length of hospital stay was 45 
days. Total operational expenses of $ 18,007 averaged out 
at a cost per patient of $5.19 per week. The senior medical 
staff was composed of 11 physicians; one resident house 
physician* brought the total medical staff to 12 in 
number. For the first time the surgical activity of the 
hospital is indicated by a report of 14 operations per¬ 
formed in addition to treatment of ten fractures and 12 
injuries. The operating room, primitive in every respect, 
was a top floor room “in the most inaccessible situation in 
the whole hospital, ill adapted for its purpose, poorly 
lighted, cramped for space, with indifferent washing 
facilities." 
In 1871, pressed by increased demand for space, the 
annual meeting of the General Hospital Society authorized 
the Directors to consider enlarging its plant and on July 
25, 1872, “to construct additional buildings in accor- 
*First appointment of a house physician was in 1848 
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lop to bottom the State Hospital, designed by Ithiel Towne, 
completed in 1832; Gifford Wing, left, completed in 1890 and 
Gifford (Impel, added in 1892; the New Haven Dispensary 
(now etdled the Hope Building), established by public spirited 
citizens in 1872. 
dance with the plans of the building committee” at a cost 
“not to exceed $75,000”. Financed by subscriptions of 
those “who made themselves Vice-Presidents for life, by 
the payment of $220 and upwards, and life directors by the 
payment of $100 and upwards”, accrued rental due from 
the United States government for its war-time lease, and 
private gifts, the East and West Wards, providing for 84 
additional hospital beds, as well as quarters for the newly 
established Connecticut Training School for Nursing, 
were constructed in 1873 at a cost of $92,233.99. The East 
Ward still stands as the Tompkins East Wing and the West 
Ward stood in the position now occupied by the Sarah 
Way Tompkins Memorial Pavilion; the wings were joined 
at a central point with common access to the south end of 
the North Building. 
With its facilities so expanded, the State Hospital, at its 
fifty year anniversary in 1876, had a capacity of approxi¬ 
mately 150 beds to which were admitted 382 patients with 
a daily average census of 156 and an average length of stay 
of 45 days. Among those were 195 patients discharged 
with surgical diagnoses; 42 operations were performed, 
17 fractures were cared for and 12 cases of injury treated. 
The total operational expense was $46,913 at an average 
cost per patient of $6.64 per week; operating revenues 
exceeded expenditures by $1,636. The medical staff were 
23 in number (21 senior staff and two house physicians); 
the Board of Directors was increased from 12 to 15 mem¬ 
bers. 
A heating plant was built in 1876 at the rear of the lot on 
Howard Avenue corresponding in position to the northerly 
half of the present Dana Clinic Building entrance. In 
1879, a fire destroyed portions of the top floor of the North 
Ward and “the opportunity was seized to partially rebuild 
this story, carrying the roof up sufficiently to install a 
more commodious and convenient surgical operating am- 
pitheater*. with dressing and washing rooms adjacent and 
a few rooms for private patients. A skylight and large 
windows toward the north gave abundant light for the 
amphitheater and banks of seats for students** were carried 
up to overlook the operating theater. In 1881, a residence 
hall for nurses was built on Howard Avenue at about the 
location of the present Emergency Room driveway en¬ 
trance; the male help were simultaneously evacuated from 
the third floor of the East Ward permitting its conversion 
to another male surgical pavilion. 
By this time the institution was no longer the sole 
general hospital in Connecticut*** and had become so 
clearly identified with New Haven that it appeared no 
longer appropriate to apply the term “State Hospital”. On 
January 19, 1884 the Directors of the General Hospital 
Society voted “that the hospital of this society be called 
*Equipped with the Lister carbolic acid spray for asepsis, the first in 
Connecticut 
**The first reference to specific provisions for student teaching 
***Hartford Hospital, incorporated May 1854 
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the New Haven Hospital, and that the legislature be in¬ 
vited to render this vote legal if necessary”. There is no 
record that the vote was considered illegal and “New 
Haven Hospital” remained the name of the institution in 
common usage for the next 60 years. 
In 1888, at the southerly limit of the north-south axis of 
the hospital and adjoining the junction of the East and 
West Wards, the Famam Memorial Operating Amphithea¬ 
ter was built providing a large, horseshoe shaped and 
well-lighted operating theater, surrounded, except at its 
base, by a three-tiered observation gallery. Between it and 
the central hospital buildings was an Accident Room with 
separate outside entrance which permitted ready access 
for emergency cases to either operating room or hospital 
wards. With construction beginning in 1889, the Gifford 
Wards* adjoining the northerly limit of the North Build¬ 
ing, and extending towards Howard Avenue on the site of 
the present Fitkin block, were completed within the year, 
and provided initially 16, but later 20 medical beds on 
each of two floors. Continuing the northerly extension of 
the central axis, the Gifford Chapel was added in 1892 and 
served not only as the site for religious observances but 
also, in times of special need, as overflow space for 
additional beds. 
A separate kitchen building was added at the rear of the 
southerly wing of the North Building in 1898-99 and in 
1900 the South Ward was erected west of the Famam Am¬ 
phitheater and approximately at the center of the former 
parking lot on the line of the Howard Avenue elevation of 
the new Ambulatory Service Center building. Planned for 
the Women's Service, it provided, besides service, stor¬ 
age and utility space, two rooms for septic pueperal cases 
in the basement with their separate entrance and 14 ward 
plus four semi-private labor beds on the first floor. On the 
second floor were the delivery and operating rooms, 12 
ward and two semi-private post-partum beds together with 
15 bassinets; in the attic were two rooms for private 
patients. 
The turn of the century found the principal entrance 
approached from Cedar Street and the original North 
Ward, now housing the administrative functions, was the 
core structure with the patient care areas extending from 
both its wings and behind it to Howard Avenue. The 
surgical elements were grouped on the southerly half of 
the plot as seen from the southeast (corner of Congress and 
Cedar) while the medical components were evolving on 
the northerly half. With the growth of the physical plant 
there had been concomitant expansion of its services. 
There were just over 200 beds and 15 bassinets to which in 
the year 1903 there were 1721 admissions; the average 
'Originally built, under the provisions of the bequest, as Ellen M. 
GiltorcJ s Home for Incurables, later opinion ot the court permitted 
admission of correctable medical conditions as well, and the building 
was commonly known as the Gifford Wards. 
daily census was 146 and average length of stay 30 days. 
There were 924 surgical discharges and 342 operations. 
The total operating expense was $84,704 at a cost per 
patient of $10.81 per week and an operating deficit of 
$20,002. The medical staff numbered 22 senior and five 
house physicians. The Board of Directors had 30 mem¬ 
bers. 
While the clinical faculty of the Medical Institution had 
constituted a significant number of the original incor¬ 
porators and shared similar prominence as members of the 
medical staff from the outset, the relationships between 
hospital and school were at best casual during the 
nineteenth century. The school, though accessible to, was 
physically separated from the hospital having been located 
originally in a building standing on the site of the present 
Strathcona Hall at the head of College Street and since 
1860, at 150 York Street on the site of the parking lot 
opposite the University Press building. Clinical teaching 
was conducted primarily in the ambulatory clinics of the 
New Haven Dispensary, established by public-spirited 
citizens in 1872 in a building adjacent to the Medical 
Institution and in the wards of the hospital by the attending 
staff on rotational assignments. However the latter pro¬ 
gram was less than totally successful and during the last 
two decades of the century “the directors of the hospital 
and a portion of its medical staff were indifferent, even at 
times antagonistic, to the functions of the hospital as a 
factor in medical education.” 
The initial step towards realistic physical integration of 
plant and program came about in 1900 with construction 
of the present Hope Building by the University; this per¬ 
mitted transfer of the services of the New Haven Dispen¬ 
sary to the immediate vicinity of the hospital and operation 
as its outpatient department. Established simultaneously 
as the University Clinic, the staff was nominated by the 
Medical Department. During the same year the University 
also built an amphitheater for clinical teaching, situated on 
hospital land and located between the Gifford Wards and 
Chapel, to the west of the connecting corridor. The latter 
was the first expenditure of University funds for construc¬ 
tion in the physical plant of the hospital; all other construc¬ 
tion costs to this date had been borne by the General 
Hospital Society through private gifts, public subscrip¬ 
tions and governmental appropriations. 
The expanding plant and services necessitated an addi¬ 
tion to the Nurses’ Residence in 1902. A stable was built 
north of the steam plant and nearly abutting the westerly 
end of the Gifford Wards in 1906. 
In November of 1909, a contribution of $300,000 
which was to prove the first of several was received from a 
then anonymous donor “to establish an institution for the 
treatment of tuberculosis" under the direction of the Gen¬ 
eral Hospital Society but not necessarily “located on the 
present hospital grounds as probably a more advantageous 
site might be secured". Over the course of the next nine 
years, additional gifts by the same donor, raised the sum to 
$1,325,000; her later bequests added even larger amounts 
to the Fund. To carry out the wishes of the donor, land was 
purchased in West Haven at the site of what is now the 
Veterans Administration Hospital. The hospital, designed 
to provide approximately 100 beds and complete service 
facilities, was completed in 1918; Following lease of the 
facilities to the U.S. Government for ten years, the Wil¬ 
liam Wirt Winchester Hospital was operated as the Tuber¬ 
culosis Division of the New Haven Hospital until 1940. 
To return, however, to the story of the main hospital, 
the effort of the University to develop its Department of 
I he term ’ School of Medicine" did not come into use until 1914- 
1915. 
Medicine* moved one step nearer to realization in 1907 by 
installation of offices and laboratories for Surgery and 
Obstetrics/Gynecology in two wooden frame dwellings at 
311 and 323 Cedar Street, now the site of the C wing of 
Sterling Hall of Medicine. 
The principle of University Medicine (i.e. full-time) 
was inaugurated at about the same time, initially in 
Surgery. In 1906, Harvey Cushing in a letter addressed to 
President Hadley declining his invitation to become Pro¬ 
fessor of Surgery, wrote that “so far as I could see during 
my brief visit, the one pressing need of the School is a 
hospital with continuous service for those occupying the 
clinical chairs." The medical staff roster of the hospital 
for the year 1907 indicates for the first time that Drs. 
Carmalt and Blumer were appointed to “continuous ser¬ 
vice"** in Surgery and Medicine respectively. During 
that year. Dr. Carmalt was succeeded as Professor of 
** All other appointments continued to be alternating staff for rotational 
duty assignments. 
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Surgery by Joseph Marshall Flint; the latter advocated 
organization of the School according to the “University 
Medicine" principle and “himself adhered to it absolutely 
. . . years before its adoption in any school in the coun¬ 
try.” If this date is correct, it antedates acceptance of the 
full-time principle by the clinical departments at Johns 
Hopkins by seven years. The hospital formally installed 
the full-time service for the entire faculty in 1918, to 
implement the affiliation agreement of 1913 which 
had provided for nomination by the University of the 
members of the medical staff for appointment by the 
hospital and their use, for teaching purposes, of the clinical 
material on the public and semi-private wards.* The hospital 
title of Surgeon-in-Chief was first used during the academic 
year 1917-18. 
During this same period the hospital’s physical plant 
continued to expand slowly. Planned in 1912 and opened 
for patients in 1914, the Howard Building, an isolation 
unit, was built, with the aid of $75,000 contributed by the 
city, at the corner of Howard and Davenport Avenues and 
provided 70 beds for the care of infectious disease, equally 
divided between the adult and children's services. Con¬ 
sonant with a long term building plan developed upon the 
advice of a consultant of national reputation, the present 
Boardman building was constructed in 1917 with hospital 
funds derived from the bequest of Mrs. Lucy Hall 
Boardman. It provided, on the first floor, offices for 
general administration and was connected with the origi¬ 
nal hospital building by a closed corridor in the same 
location as at present; the basement housed the two diag¬ 
nostic and one 200,000 volt open tube x-ray units, an 
electrocardiograph, a room for physical therapy and con¬ 
sultation rooms for private patients, while the second and 
third floors were used for living quarters for administra¬ 
tive staff and house officers respectively. During the same 
year. University funds provided for construction of the 
Anthony L. Brady Memorial Laboratory which for the 
first time provided modern laboratories and offices for 
certain sections of the School of Medicine, including the 
Clinical Pathological services of the hospital. In 1918, the 
University likewise acquired the former Elm City Private 
Hospital, located on the northwest corner of Park and Oak 
Streets and renamed it Nathan Smith Hall; for the first year 
it provided laboratories for the Chemical Warfare Service, 
from 1919 to 1923 housed Pharmacology together with 
the newly organized Department of Public Health, and 
from 1924 to 1956 a dormitory for the Yale School of 
Nursing. In 1918 also, a temporary annex to the Brady 
Laboratory was built by the University at the corner of 
Cedar Street and Congress Avenue. Originally used as a 
facility for the Yale Army Laboratory School, it was 
subsequently converted to the peace time uses of the 
School of Medicine; here from 1921 until completion of 
the present Farnam Memorial Building in 1928 were 
housed the offices and laboratories for Surgery. 
The Farnam Memorial Operating Amphitheater was 
modernized in 1915 with funds made available to the 
hospital from private gifts. The amphitheater itself was 
completely renovated and a second, smaller operating 
room added with a complete sterilizing unit between to 
“conform to the requirements of surgical asepsis.” Adja¬ 
cent were an anesthetizing room, recovery room, admit¬ 
ting accident room, and surgical dressing room; opening 
from the corridor connecting with the East and West 
Wards was a suite of two rooms for urological examina¬ 
tions and cystoscopy. The East and West Wards were 
thoroughly remodelled in 1922; not only was the interior 
of the lower two floors renovated but also the original 
mansard roof was removed and the brick walls carried up 
to complete a third story of full height for additional 
patient divisions. Toward the estimated cost of $200,000 
for the project, the University contributed $115,000. 
Nearly simultaneously and to accommodate for the needs 
of the expanding teaching program, the University con¬ 
structed an elongated three story structure across the east 
end of the Gifford Wards between the North Building and 
Gifford Chapel and corresponding in position to a part of 
the present structure and, as now, housing offices and 
laboratories for Medicine and Pediatrics. 
Planned in 1921 and opened for patients in 1923, the 
hospital built, with funds derived in part from a bond issue 
and partly from public subscription the Private Pavilion, 
now the William Wirt Winchester Annex or more simply, 
the Winchester Building. Designed entirely for the care of 
private patients, it provided 54 rooms on three floors; two 
general operating rooms, two minor surgical rooms, a 
delivery suite and space for appropriate service functions 
occupied the upper-most story. Simultaneously, the Uni¬ 
versity finished erection of the Sterling Hall of Medicine. 
This second half century of growth, now just con¬ 
cluded, had seen a variety of new modalities of patient 
care introduced. A Social Service Department was or¬ 
ganized to serve inpatients in 1911 through the efforts of 
the Board of Lady Visitors and in the Dispensary in 1917; 
the two efforts were coordinated under a single head in 
1921. Dental care to inpatients was instituted in 1915 
complementing the earlier specialty services of Otolaryn¬ 
gology (1894), Ophthalmology (1895), Neurology (1913), 
Dermatology (1914), and Psychiatry (1921). For the man¬ 
agement of the diseases of women, identification of a 
Gynecologist first appears in the medical staff roster for 
1883 and an Obstetrician in 1901. Radiology, directed 
during the early years by the Radiographer, was from its 
introduction in 1905 a subsection of Surgery; it did not 
*Now the upper lot for public parking 
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become a hospital department until 1944. 
The fiscal condition of the hospital had been clouded 
during the latter years of this first century. For the first 
three quarters of its life it had been able to function on a 
nearly self-sufficient basis with operational expense 
largely met by operating revenue; intermittent, modest 
annual deficits were offset by charitable contributions. 
From about the turn of the century the governing body 
chose to meet its mounting annual deficits with but modest 
increases in rates* and “in part by drawing on unrestricted 
funds derived from legacies and special gifts." Upon the 
onset of World War I sharply escalating costs, particularly 
food, labor and progressively sophisticated services, accen¬ 
tuated the spiral even more and by 1920 the weekly cost 
per patient reached $41.42. With the ward rate for patient 
care at $14.00 there was a constantly decreasing propor¬ 
tionate recovery of costs from patient accounts and addi¬ 
tional revenue from other sources was insufficient to meet 
the resulting negative balances. There was continued re¬ 
luctance to increase rates to a realistic level because of the 
traditional image of the hospital as a charitable institution. 
The dilemma was met by creation of an annual voluntary 
subscription program, the offering of a five percent bond 
issue and the generous response of the University in estab¬ 
lishing an annual appropriation varying upwards from 
$50,000 in recognition of "the estimated increase in ex¬ 
pense caused by the demands of a teaching hospital." 
Survey of the annual statistical analysis of the hospital 
for 1926 demonstrates its growth. Total beds had been 
increased to 341 to which 5747 patients were admitted 
during the year; the daily average census was 278 and the 
average length of stay per patient was 15.8 days. Total 
cost of operation had been $653,570 at an average patient 
cost per week of $44.94. After deduction of the ap¬ 
propriation of $57,000 from the University for the year, 
the net operational deficit was $10,867; capital assets 
were valued at $6,670,053. The medical staff numbered 
28 full time and 51 part time members; there w'ere 15 
residents, 30 interns and one member of what would now 
be designated as the professional staff. An estimated 2000 
surgical operations were performed. 
Completion of 100 years of continuous existence was 
observed by the General Hospital Society in a one day 
assembly on Thursday, May 27, 1926. Following clinical 
presentations by representatives of the departments of 
gynecology, medicine, pediatrics and surgery during the 
morning, visiting physicians and delegates from other hospi¬ 
tals were entertained for lunch. Afternoon addresses entitled 
“The Second Half Century of the General Hospital Society' 
of Connecticut” and "The Modem Hospital and Medical 
Progress” were presented by Drs. William H. Carmalt and 
Rufus Cole. To conclude the occasion a subscription dinner 
that evening was attended by about 180 persons including 
representatives of the university, city, state and important 
philanthropic agencies and guests. 
*$8.75 per week in 1916 as contrasted with $7.00 in 1880 
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Physician Evaluation and 
Quality Assurance in Emergency 
Medicine 
William H. Frazier, M.D., assistant professor of 
surgery' (plastic) 
Thomas J. Krizek, M.Dprofessor of surgery (plastic) 
Joseph F. Cannon, director of research and evaluation, 
Health Planning Council, Hartford, Connecticut 
The evaluation of medical care delivery systems and indi¬ 
vidual physician performance, previously confined only 
to the academic medical iconoclast, has now become a 
federal mandate under which every university medical 
center, community hospital, and health care delivery 
agency must work. Great attention has been paid to estab¬ 
lishing utilization review boards, professional standards 
review organizations, and other evaluative systems to 
examine the quality of care delivered to hospitalized pa¬ 
tients. Little effort, however, has been directed to evalua¬ 
tion of the quality of care provided to the one out of four 
American citizens who are cared for annually in an 
emergency department. 
While there has recently been great stress placed upon 
quality assurance in medical care in the form of profes¬ 
sional standard review organization (PSRO) establish¬ 
ment, this approach has been applied almost exclusively 
to inpatient care. It is, however, equally important that the 
50,000,000 individuals in the general population who will 
visit an emergency medical care facility this year also be 
assured of receiving quality medical care. This is even 
more critical when addressing the needs of the truly emer¬ 
gent cases, where errors in diagnosis, treatment, or 
follow-up may have catastrophic consequences. 
The physician plays perhaps the most important role in 
the delivery of emergency medical care, thus particular 
attention needs to be given to his performance. Dr. A. R. 
Barro, in an article in the Journal of Medical Education, 
points out that “the performance of the individual physi¬ 
cian is of particular interest because he is the major figure 
in the health care team, thereby assuming the primary 
responsibility for delivery of quality care. Thus, when the 
quality of the individual physician’s performance is 
raised, the general level of medical care should improve.” 
Implicit in Dr. Barro’s statements is the hypothesis that 
any measures which upgrade physician performance, such 
as continuing medical education, or which establishes 
performance as acceptable by agreed upon standards, such 
as recertification examinations or practice audits, will 
have a positive impact on the quality of patient care. Both 
hypotheses, however, remain unsubstantiated. Further¬ 
more, most methodologies currently in use to evaluate 
physician performance are inadequate to establish the 
validity of these hypotheses due to major deficiencies in 
the methodologies in the form of “experimental” bias and 
lack of sensitivity to patient and physician variables. 
There exists today a rapidly growing utilization of 
emergency departments, both for emergent care and as a 
primary care substitute. This is coupled with a heightened 
interest in emergency medical services and patient care 
delivery at all levels of government and society. Yet there 
have been no successful attempts to evaluate the efficacy 
of the spectrum of physician delivered care in the 
emergency setting. In the majority of hospitals, physician 
staffing of emergency departments involves either intern 
or junior resident level personnel with their inherent lack 
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of experience, or private physicians drawn from a number 
of specialty or general practice backgrounds who have 
experience in patient care, but generally lack specific 
training in the complexities of emergency medical mea¬ 
sures. The great emphasis placed on pre-hospital care 
training of emergency medical technicians and 
paramedics, the emergence of the mobile coronary care 
unit and telemetry, and the administration of intravenous 
fluids and medications in the field, does not ultimately 
benefit the patient if upon arrival in the emergency de¬ 
partment the available professional staff does not have a 
commensurate level of training and capability to adminis¬ 
ter subsequent emergency medical care. 
In an effort to determine the quality of physician 
mediated emergency medical care, and to establish the 
validity of existing methodologies in physician perfor¬ 
mance evaluation, the faculty of the Yale Trauma Pro¬ 
gram has begun a prospective study to determine the 
validity of existing methodologies in physician perform¬ 
ance evaluation, the faculty of the Yale Trauma Pro¬ 
of physician performance in the emergent setting. The 
evaluation of an EMS system and its individual compo¬ 
nents should accomplish three clearly definable tasks: to 
assess the present level of care or services provided, to 
identify areas of inadequate services, and to provide in¬ 
formation concerning the causes of such inappropriate 
services. If indeed the quality of emergency department 
physician provider care constitutes a “weak link’’ in the 
system, appropriate changes in physician training or re¬ 
training, or an ongoing medical education program must 
clearly be initiated. 
Physician Performance Measures: The Independent 
Variable 
While many attempts have been made to measure physi¬ 
cian task performance and to relate it to the quality of care 
delivered, this has met with only limited success. Three 
general types of evaluation are available: structural, 
process, and outcome. Structural evaluation with its im¬ 
plicit, though usually unproven, correlation with outcome 
has been applied to systems evaluation, but the use of 
structural criteria and performance evaluation of indi¬ 
vidual physicians has been sparing. 
The two major approaches to be used in the Trauma 
Program evaluation of performance involves the use of 
process and outcome assessments. The use of process 
measures as an evaluative tool requires an initial inven¬ 
torying of the activities of physicians and an establishment 
of judgmental comparison schemes with which to define 
the “goodness” of performance as compared to arbitrary 
standards. Although these standards should optimally be 
derived from their demonstrable relationship to outcome, 
a fundamental problem remains the paucity of efforts to 
validate such processs measures against outcome criteria. 
Without such validation, the value and meaningfulness of 
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process measures remain open to question. A variety of 
techniques to document the activities of physicians are 
available and have been tested with varying degrees of 
reliability and validity. The four major techniques to be 
used in the Trauma Program study are: direct observation, 
retrospective record review, aggregate resource utiliza¬ 
tion, and tracer group analyses. 
The direct observation technique represents an out¬ 
growth of the concept that the art and science of medicine 
cannot be separated. It involves an observer, usually a 
peer, who records the physician’s interaction with his 
patients. Variations in this approach range from the objec¬ 
tive form of the descriptive, social, nonparticipant obser¬ 
vation to itemization of various specific performance di¬ 
mensions in which an objective assessment is made of the 
presence of specifically defined tasks. In the latter case, 
the observer’s subjective judgment is used only in evaluat¬ 
ing the quality and technical correctness of the task by 
assigning a weight to each item. This technique is limited 
in its application, however, since it is difficult to identify 
which skills constitute components of quality care in a 
given situation, and what is the contribution made to 
“quality care” by the varying tasks and skills itemized. 
The retrospective record review is the technique most 
commonly used in studies of physician’s activities, but the 
lack of standardization of information on medical records 
makes a comparison of physician performance difficult. 
The information on the medical record is frequently in¬ 
complete and inaccurate, and the record may not indicate 
all aspects of care which were actually provided. A fun¬ 
damental yet insurmountable bias is added when one con¬ 
siders that the individual being evaluated is also acting as 
the evaluator in the sense that he is recording the data by 
which he is evaluated. 
The third technique, aggregate resource utilization, in¬ 
volves identifying variations between an individual case 
and a set of standard cases with regard to total resources 
utilized in the performance of care. The basic premise 
underlying this approach is that patients in a given diag¬ 
nostic or severity category, exhibiting the same charac¬ 
teristics, should exhibit the same patterns of care. In this 
model, “patterns of care’’ are not defined as a highly 
selective series of performance tasks, but rather as an 
aggregate measure of resources provided. This technique 
does not identify or evaluate the performance of an indi¬ 
vidual physician with respect to selected criteria. The 
approach is somewhat unidirectional in that the sensitivity 
for undertreatment is relatively high, while the sensitivity 
for overtreatment or inappropriate treatment is low. 
While each of the previously discussed techniques has a 
certain degree of validity and will be used in the study, 
each is equally unsatisfactory in that no correlation with 
actual patient outcome is made. For this reason, the criti¬ 
cal component of the physician evaluation study is the use 
of tracer groups. The tracer approach is a modified version 
of process measurement which uses specifically defined 
health problems to “trace” the process of that entity from 
onset through treatment to outcome. Through the use of 
tracer mechanisms, it is possible to pinpoint the strengths 
and weaknesses of a particular medical practice or an 
entire health services network. The value and reliability of 
evaluating physician performance by this mechanism rests 
upon the selection of reliable tracers and the comparison 
with minimal care criteria. The most limiting constraint 
which a tracer element must meet is that the natural history 
of the condition should vary with both the utilization and 
effectiveness of medical care. For this reason, an under¬ 
standing of the mechanisms by which the tracer element is 
affected by therapeutic intervention requires the estab¬ 
lishment of stringent process standard criteria complete 
with specified interrelationships between the dimensions 
of those therapies. 
Patient Outcome: The Dependent Variable 
While use of tracer groups permit correlation of process 
measures with outcome variables, the choice of an ap¬ 
propriate patient outcome measure for evaluation must 
depend upon both the perceived objective of the health 
system under evaluation and the definition of health used. 
While “absence of disease” is an appropriate outcome, it 
is also highly unmeasurable. As both the goals of the 
health intervention under evaluation and the definition of 
health become more specific, the outcomes defined also 
become more specific and tend to move closer in time to 
the point of intervention. An example of a specific out¬ 
come measure is the electrocardiographic evidence of 
ventricular fibrillation reversal following the application 
of a controlled electric shock. In this situation, not only is 
the outcome specific, but the point in time of assessment is 
very close to the time of the actual intervention. The 
importance of this concept is that when the outcome mea¬ 
sure is exceedingly close to the intervention being 
evaluated, there are few additional interposed treatment 
variables for which controls must be instituted. 
The major problem in the definition of outcome mea¬ 
sures in emergency care relates to the dual role of 
emergency departments, and hence the dual objectives in 
care. One group of patients presents with conditions 
which can usually be definitively treated within the re¬ 
source range of the emergency department and with min¬ 
imal follow-up care. In this case, the objective is to diag¬ 
nose, treat, and “cure” the presenting problem. The 
emergency physician’s intervention in this case represents 
a majority, if not all, of the processes involved in the 
treatment of the condition. This permits a logical and 
relatively unbiased outcome measure to be gathered at the 
point of “cure”, or disposition from the emergency de¬ 
partment. The second group of patients presents with 
serious or life-threatening conditions. The objective here 
is recognition of symptoms, stabilization with immediate 
therapy, and appropriate triage to more sophisticated re¬ 
source centers, usually an inpatient component of the 
hospital. In this situation, the ultimate end-point or 
1 ‘cure” is removed from the point of emergency physician 
intervention, thus allowing for minimal attribution of the 
effect of his intervention in the ultimate outcome of the 
condition. 
It is now possible to identify three inherent biases in the 
use of most outcome measures: differences in patient 
severity have a great effect on individual patient outcome; 
patient outcome is a measure of the additive effects of the 
EMS system and other medical resources applied to the 
patient’s treatment; the timing of the outcome measures is 
critical in determining the difference between a “real” 
outcome and a “perceived” outcome. Controls for each 
of these three biases must be instituted for the resulting 
data to be valid. For example, if a non-timed specific 
outcome measure, mortality, is taken at hospital dis¬ 
charge, a patient “salvaged” in the emergency depart¬ 
ment and subsequently expiring in the intensive care unit 
would not be shown as benefiting from the E.D. physi¬ 
cian’s intervention. An outcome measure taken at the 
point the patient is discharged alive from the emergency 
department, (i.e. admitted) will record him as “sal¬ 
vaged”, when the eventual outcome of care may be expir¬ 
ation in the hospital. In this case the true meaning of “sal¬ 
vaged” is undermined. 
Various outcome measures will be used in the Yale 
study including a graded disposition scale and aggregate 
24-hour charges following discharge from the emergency 
service. These two measures may be termed process esti¬ 
mates of outcome. Intermediate or proximate outcome 
measures will be collected by isolating bench marks along 
a healing process time line, with such measures closer in 
time to the intervention under study than the final outcome 
of “health.” In this way, the contribution of other and 
subsequent factors to eventual outcome can be minimized. 
An example of this is the patient in ventricular fibrillation 
who is defibriHated and a proximate outcome measure 
made at one minute. Similarly, evaluation of a sutured 
wound at 72 hours with attention directed to the presence 
or absence of infection is another form of proximate out¬ 
come measurement. 
In all such studies, it is critically important that patients 
be aggregated into similar groups. This is to be done not 
only by presenting complaint and final diagnosis, but also 
by the presenting severity according to a predetermined 
severity scoring device. This allows separation of patients 
such as the 75-year-old gravely ill with a third heart attack, 
and the 40-year-old with his first attack who is quite 
comfortable, even though both present with chest pain and 
both have a final diagnosis of myocardial infarction. The 
outcomes for these two patients will obviously be substan¬ 
tially different. 
Each of the measures thus far described incorporates a 
variable amount of subjectivity, and therefore does not 
represent an ideal measurement of outcome. A test which 
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is simple, objective, carried out at the initial patient en¬ 
counter, and which correlates highly with outcome would 
be an invaluable tool for physician process evaluation. 
With regard to wound care, quantitative bacteriology ful¬ 
fills all of these requirements. It has a high degree of 
predictive validity and hence can serve as a surrogate 
outcome measure, theoretically obviating the need to fol¬ 
low such a patient to a complete return to health. The 
technique basically determines the number of bacteria 
present in an open wound. If the bacterial counts are in 
excess of 105 organisms per gram of tissue, a resulting 
wound infection is inevitable. With less than 105 bacteria, 
the incidence of infection is nil. 
Since quantitative bacteriology is an excellent indicator 
of the subsequent incidence of wound infection, it will be 
used in the Yale physician evaluation study as a surrogate 
for eventual patient outcome and additionally as a valid 
indicator of treatment modalities or process measures. 
Virtually all quality assurance methodologies employ 
some form of criteria against which the observed results 
are compared. Evaluative criteria may be explicit or im¬ 
plicit. Explicit criteria are predetermined and set by a 
group consensus such as an expert panel or a Delphi 
group. Implicit criteria are based on the subjective judg¬ 
ment of the evaluator, without the use of predetermined 
criteria. Criteria may also be termed normative or empiri¬ 
cal. Normative standard selection places stress upon con¬ 
sensus and source validity characteristics, deriving stan¬ 
dards from a subjective opinion of respected peers. The 
empirical approach places more stress upon the content 
and explicitness characteristics and derives such standards 
from the actual performance of physicians through such 
methods as task analysis. 
A dual approach to standard setting utilizing both nor¬ 
mative and empirical criteria is necessary for this study. 
Certain highly sophisticated psychomotor techniques are 
requisite to quality care delivery and require the use of 
empirical standards for judgment. The decision as to when 
and where to apply these techniques, however, is the 
major area of quality evaluation, and requires normative 
standards forevaluation. In both bases, it is essential that 
the criteria used to judge physician performance be shown 
to correlate directly with outcome measures. The 
methodology used to gather data for such an evaluation 
must also be valid and sensitive to actual physician per¬ 
formance and not merely reflect the adequacy of record 
keeping. 
The implications of such a physician evaluation pro¬ 
gram for medical education are far-reaching. It is now 
possible to design a continuing medical education pro¬ 
gram to address actual performance deficiencies. Similar¬ 
ly, medical school curricula can be restructured to provide 
greater emphasis and training in areas of consistently 
identified physician performance inadequacies. The entire 
spectrum of medical education can in this way be made 
relevant to the physician’s expected or actual practice 
needs. The results of such performance evaluation studies 
as have been described here will undoubtedly bring about 
positive and productive changes in medical care practices 
and medical education, and help to insure that patients 
receive quality health care. 
IX 
The New Instrumentation 
Laboratory 
Daniel R. Snyder, Ph.D., assistant professor of 
comparative medicine and anthropology 
In the tradition of British research, American scientists in 
the past constructed most of their own specialized ap¬ 
paratus from Axonal baths to Z (impedance) meters. The 
benefits were many including an intimate knowledge of all 
components with the ability to repair, replace or modify 
equipment as needed and the opportunity to pursue a 
research problem with minimal funding. While necessar¬ 
ily more time consuming, the scientist had a rare degree of 
independence and privacy. 
As the pace, complexity and demands for productivity 
have escalated, particularly in the United States, the scien¬ 
tist’s freedom to leisurely knock about a machine shop or 
electronics bench designing apparatus, building, learning 
from mistakes, re-designing and re-building, has become 
severely limited. Sponsored research grants rarely extend 
beyond three years funding which effectively means col¬ 
lecting one’s publications and data to prepare the next 
grant proposal every second year. Graduate students and 
medical students are under similar pressures with clear 
limits on the time available to complete their research 
projects. Even a month spent in the shop instead of in the 
laboratory can be a Costly investment in view of reduced 
research funding. But even more importantly, much of the 
specialized instrumentation required today such as mi¬ 
cromanipulators, implantable electrode carriers, micro¬ 
volume syringe pumps, ionto- and electrophoresis cham¬ 
bers is not only commercially unavailable, but requires the 
design abilities of an engineer and motor skills of a master 
technician to build. And, as biomedical instrumentation 
becomes increasingly miniaturized, micro-collection for 
micro-assay, intra-cellular recording and perfusion, and 
implanted transducers for physiologic telemetry to name 
just three such areas, the need grows for components made 
from physiologically inert materials machined to ex¬ 
tremely close tolerances and electronics, using the latest 
micro-integrated circuit technology. It has become one 
thing for an investigator to describe to an engineer what he 
wants built in terms of what it is supposed to accomplish 
and quite another to expect the scientist to fabricate it 
himself. According to Dr. Gilbert Glaser, professor and 
chairman of the Department of Neurology, and one of the 
school’s more devout Anglophiles, even our British scien¬ 
tific cousins are being forced reluctantly to relinquish their 
tradition of “somehow muddling through’’ when it comes 
to research instrumentation. They, too, have recognized 
the central role played by well equipped and staffed 
mechanical and electronic shops in support of scientific 
research. 
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New Space, New Facilities 
At the conclusion of academic 1974-75, Dean Berliner 
authorized a review of shop resources within the School of 
Medicine. A faculty committee, working with Deputy 
Dean Ebbert and Robert Budetti, Assistant Director of 
Financial Affairs concluded that a major expansion in 
space, personnel, equipment and range of services offered 
was long overdue. 
The relocation of the Department of Psychology from 
the IHR wing of the Sterling Hall of Medicine to the main 
campus provided space for the Radiology Teaching 
Laboratories to move from the Hope Building basement to 
new quarters in IHR. Psychology’s move also meant their 
former machine shop had to be moved or lost since the 
Child Study Center was slated to occupy that space. In this 
school-wide game of “musical chairs”, the existing shops 
in the basements of the Sterling Hall of Medicine and IHR 
were finally combined and moved to the newly renovated 
Hope Building basement at the corner of Congress Av¬ 
enue and Cedar Street. 
Thus, the School of Medicine now boasts a new, fully 
equipped centralized mechanical and electronic in¬ 
strumentation facility staffed with machinists and en¬ 
gineers experienced in the design and fabrication of spe¬ 
cial purpose apparatus, as well as modification and 
maintenance of standard laboratory equipment. 
Administrative responsibility for the operation of the 
Mechanical and Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory 
has been delegated by the Dean to a faculty committee 
composed of Dr. Daniel Snyder, assistant professor of 
comparative medicine and anthropology, who will serve 
as chairman; Dr. James Coward, assistant professor of 
pharmacology; and Dr. Gilbert Glaser; plus an ex officio 
representative from Financial Affairs and Management 
Office. 
Equipment Consultation 
Most research scientists find they gain valuable advice and 
ultimately receive more functional equipment if they seek 
the machinist’s opinions on design and material selection. 
Also, few investigators have either the interest or the 
ability to produce detailed job drawings. The workshop’s 
machinists and engineers are practiced at working from 
rough sketches. Understanding what the scientist wants 
the instrument to do is more important than starting from 
scaled blueprints. Often a visit to the laboratory is in¬ 
cluded so that final installation and interface with other 
apparatus can be taken into account. 
Another advantage of working through a design with 
the scientist is that accurate estimates of cost and time of 
fabrication are routinely provided. There is no charge to 
the investigator for preliminary design consultation. 
Open Shop—A New Concept 
Junior faculty, graduate students and others in the 
University-wide research community on tight research 
budgets, and those who simply take pride in “doing it with 
their own hands,’’ have received special attention in the 
planning and lay-out of these facilities. A full-range of 
hand and power tools including, mill, drill press, lathe, 
band saw, and grinder, and electronic hand tools and test 
equipment such as oscilloscope, volt-ohm meters, power 
supplies, and wave form generators have been set aside for 
individual use by investigators or their assistants. The 
only limitation is that persons operating power equipment 
or high voltage sources must be approved by the 
machinists and engineers who are responsible for shop 
safety. The shop personnel will provide parts and mate¬ 
rial, design consultation, and instruction in equipment 
operation as requested. 
As progress makes the individual scientist more depen¬ 
dent on research assistants and interdisciplinary contribu¬ 
tions of colleagues, the experimental machinist and elec¬ 
tronic engineer have become essential members of the 
biomedical research team. Yale has recognized this rela¬ 
tionship and come a long way to bringing its instrumenta¬ 
tion facilities up to date. 
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Above: Nigel Cox, experimental machinist and Open Shop 
supervisor, showing Allan Bart, machinist and new member of 
the instrument shop staff, neck plate adjustment procedure on a 
recently designed transport cubicle for non-human primates. 
Below: Ralph Miller, experimental machinist, centering head 
on milling machine in one of the precision instrument shop 
areas. 
Right: Dr. Daniel Snyder, Frank Esposito, electronic engineer 
in the Department of Neurology, and Nigel Cox discussing 
design for a new stereotaxic electrode carrier. 
Below right: Wasil Litvenko, specialist in experimental elec¬ 
tronics, modifying physiologic telemetry system. 
tant professor of surgery (trauma). Bal¬ 
linger Publishing -Co. (Cambridge) 
1975. 
Gastrointestinal Problems in the In¬ 
fant. By Joyce Gryboski, M.D., clinical 
professor of pediatrics. (Volume XIII in 
the series: Major Problems in Clinical 
Pediatrics). W. B. Saunders Co. (Phil¬ 
adelphia) 1975. 
American Handbook of Psychiatry, 
Volume IV: Organic Disorders and 
Psychosomatic Medicine. Edited by 
Morton F. Reiser, M.D., professor and 
chairman of the Department of 
Psychiatry. Basic Books, 1975. 
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coming events of interest to alumni 
The Yale Department of Pediatrics and 
the Children’s Hospital of the Univer¬ 
sity of Basel, Switzerland are co¬ 
sponsoring the first of a two-part con¬ 
tinuing education program entitled 
“Comparative Approaches in 
Pediatric Problems”, to be held at 
Yale during the second week of Sep¬ 
tember, 1976. The second part of the 
program will be held in Switzerland in 
the spring, 1977. Faculty from both 
Yale and Switzerland will participate. 
For further information contact the Of¬ 
fice of Graduate and Continuing Educa¬ 
tion, Yale University School of 
Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, New Ha¬ 
ven, Connecticut 06510, or phone 
(203)432-4582. 
“Hypertension 1976” will be the 
topic of a one-day conference spon¬ 
sored by the Department of Internal 
Medicine and CIBA Pharmaceutical 
Company. It will be held on September 
14 at the Sheraton-Park Plaza Hotel, 
New Haven. This conference is ap¬ 
proved for seven hours of American 
Medical Association Category 1 credit, 
and is also acceptable for seven elective 
hours by the American Academy of 
Family Physicians. Inquiries can be 
addressed to Dr. Henry Black, De¬ 
partment of Internal Medicine, Yale 
University School of Medicine, 333 
Cedar Street, New Haven, Connecticut 
06510. 
ARE YOU MOVING IN JULY? 
Please send us your new address so 
that the mailing list for Yale Medicine 
can be kept up to date. 
We welcome news items for the 
Alumni New s section. We would par¬ 
ticularly like to know of honors and 
awards, election to office in profes¬ 
sional societies, foreign travel, and 
similar news about your classmates 
and yourself. Items should be sent to 
the Editor, Yale Medicine, 333 Cedar 
Street, New Haven, Connecticut 
06510. 
alumni 
news 
1723 
An historical vignette entitled “David 
Turner, the First British Der¬ 
matologist” by Ruth J. Mann appeared 
in the January 1976 issue of Mayo 
Clinic Proceedings. Daniel Turner re¬ 
ceived an honorary M.D. degree from 
Yale College in 1723, the first medical 
degree conferred in the English col¬ 
onies of North America. An article on 
Dr. Turner “Yale’s First M.D.” was 
published in the winter 1970 issue of 
Yale Medicine. 
1943 (Dec.) 
Dr. Donald Seldin was one of the prin¬ 
cipal speakers at the Rockefeller Uni¬ 
versity 75th anniversary celebration on 
March 8. He spoke on “Clinical Inves¬ 
tigation and Medical Education: Pres¬ 
sures for Choice and Change.” Dr. 
Seldin said the sources of the pressures 
stemmed from economic, social and 
educational sectors of society. These 
sectors tend to blame medical schools 
for the high costs of health care for the 
impoverished, the lack of health 
facilities in urban core areas, and the 
training of doctors who society now 
often views as ill-fitted to provide the 
kind of family care many citizens so 
vitally need. Dr. Seldin is William 
Buchanan Professor and chairman of 
the Department of Internal Medicine at 
University of Texas Southwestern 
Medical School. 
1944 
Harvey Humphrey was named a Fel¬ 
low of the American College of 
Radiology in March at its Annual Meet¬ 
ing and Convocation in Washington 
D.C. Dr. Humphrey is with the Centre 
City Hospital, San Diego. 
1945 
Charles Lowe is director of the Office 
of Child Health Affairs which, in Au¬ 
gust 1975, was established in the Office 
of the Assistant Secretary for Health. 
OCHA was created “to advise the as¬ 
sistant secretary on child health matters 
within the Public Health Service, 
which he heads; oversee related PHS 
programs; and coordinate PHS ac¬ 
tivities in these areas with other HEW 
branches. A major role for OCHA will 
be to make sure that policy is not con¬ 
flicting in different agencies where 
programs overlap.” 
The executive committee for mater¬ 
nal and child health which Dr. Lowe 
chairs consists of representatives from 
each of the six PHS agencies, plus the 
Office of Human Development, the 
Social and Rehabilitation Service, and 
the Social Security Administration and 
is a resource for policy development 
including innovations or ways of im¬ 
plementing existing programs. 
In an interview (Maternal/Newborn 
Advocate, December 1975) Dr. Lowe 
said; “For about twenty years, there 
has been a feeling in the pediatrics 
community that the interests of children 
would best be served if a permanent 
advisory position were established in 
the office of the assistant secretary. 
Until recently, children had no lobby. 
Their political resources were limited. 
This office brings to the assistant sec¬ 
retary’s attention immediate, specific 
issues directly related to maternal and 
child health.” 
1948 
Victor Drill has returned to academic 
work, having retired as director of 
Biological Research atG.D. Searle and 
Company, a post which he held for over 
twenty years. Dr. Drill is now at the 
University of Illinois School of 
Medicine where he is professor of 
pharmacology. He has been president 
of the Society of Toxicology and is a 
member of the Drug Research Board of 
the National Research Council. He has 
recently been appointed to the Science 
Advisory Board of the National Center 
for Toxicological Research. 
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1949 
Dr. Daniel Rudman, professor of 
surgery and associate professor of 
biochemistry at Woodruff Medical 
Center, Emory University, has re¬ 
ceived the additional appointment of 
associate professor of preventive 
medicine and community health. Dr. 
Rudman is chairman of the medical 
school's Clinical Research Facility. 
At the Annual Meeting and Convoca¬ 
tion of the American College of 
Radiology in March, Charles Rennell 
was named a Fellow of the College. Dr. 
Rennell is at University of California 
Medical Center, San Francisco. 
1950 
Alexander Crosett was named a Fel¬ 
low of the American College of 
Radiology at its Annual Meeting and 
Convocation in March. Dr. Crosett is 
affiliated with Overlook Hospital, 
Summit (N.J.) and with the Veterans 
Administration Hospital in East Orange 
(N.J.). 
1951 
In a letter to John Sullivan, N. Karle 
Mottet wrote that he had met Paul Mil- 
likin and his wife at the January 1975 
pathology meeting in San Francisco 
and that the Millikins are still in Peoria 
where Paul is very active in developing 
the new medical school there. Also, 
several months ago John Berg and his 
wife visited the Mottets at their home in 
Seattle. 
1953 
A book fund in memory of Bert Kus- 
serow is to be established at the Yale 
Medical Fibrary. Dr. Kusserow, who 
was professor of pathology at the Uni¬ 
versity of Vermont, died on December 
18, 1975 as the result of injuries re¬ 
ceived in an auto accident. Contribu¬ 
tions may be sent to S. Evans Downing, 
M. D., Professor of Pathology, Yale 
University School of Medicine, 310 
Cedar Street, New Haven, Connecticut 
06510. Checks should be made payable 
to Yale University and noted in the left 
lower corner “Kusserow Book Fund”. 
1965 
David Kupfer has been promoted to 
professor of psychiatry at the Univer¬ 
sity Health Center of Pittsburgh. Dr. 
Kupfer is a member of the faculty of the 
University of Pittsburgh School of 
Medicine and director of research and 
research training at Western Psychiat¬ 
ric Institute and Clinic (WPIC). Priorto 
joining the UHCP in 1973, he was a 
faculty member of the Department of 
Psychiatry at Yale. 
Dr. Kupfer’s main interests lie in the 
relationship of EEG sleep to psychiatric 
illness. He is currently furthering his 
sleep research at WPIC with support 
from a National Institute of Mental 
Health grant. 
1968 
David Millett, a major in the U.S. Air 
Force Medical Corps, was recently 
awarded the Joint Services Commenda¬ 
tion Medal for his tour of duty from 
May 1973 to May 1975 as Assistant Air 
Attache, U. S. Embassy, Moscow. He 
is currently Chief of Flight Medicine at 
the U. S. Air Force Regional Hospital, 
Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina. 
1949 House Staff 
David Hamburg, professor of 
psychiatry and biology at Stanford 
University, has been appointed for a 
five-year term as president of the Insti¬ 
tute of Medicine with the National 
Academy of Sciences. Dr. Hamburg 
succeeds Dr. Donald Frederickson who 
left his position to become director of 
the National Institutes of Health. 
Public Health 
1952 
Anne Barlow has been appointed 
chairman of the Professional Resources 
Committee of the American Medical 
Women's Association (AMWA). This 
committee receives “all requests and 
suggestions for appointments to special 
panels on various specialties called for 
by the President of the United States, 
governmental agencies or other health 
related agencies ... In order to facili¬ 
tate responses to requests for names of 
women to fill appointments, the Com¬ 
mittee expects to shortly provide the 
Association with a Cathode ray data 
retrieve system, available for AMWA 
members’’, as noted in a recent news 
release concerning Dr. Barlow’s ap¬ 
pointment. 
Dr. Barlow received her medical de¬ 
gree from the University of Fondon and 
her master of public health degree (with 
honors) from Yale. Currently medical 
director of the Hospital Products Divi¬ 
sion of Abbott Faboratories with whom 
she has been associated since 1963, she 
is a consultant in maternal, child, and 
school health and also serves as director 
of the Well Baby Clinics for the Fake 
County Health Department of Fake 
County, Illinois. 
1970 
Dr. Walter O. Spitzer has been ap¬ 
pointed professor of family medicine, 
and professor of epidemiology and 
health in the Faculty of Medicine at 
McGill University. He is also division 
head in the Department of Medicine of 
The Montreal General Hospital. 
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A number of Public Health alumni re¬ 
sponded to the Department’s recent re¬ 
quest for information about the current 
whereabouts and activities of its 
graduates with many of whom it felt it 
had lost touch. 
Dorothy Schober (1948): “Retired on 
October 1, 1975 after 26 years with the 
American Heart Association, New 
York City, and moved to Laguna Hills, 
California.” 
Hilda Kroeger (1949): “Retired from 
full-time teaching but still have an of¬ 
fice at Graduate School of Public 
Health at University of Pittsburgh and 
am Medical Consultant to project on 
Medical Direction in Skilled Nursing 
Facilities.” 
E. Field Horine (1958): “Having left 
the service of the UN (WHO and FAO) 
after 18 years of service in Latin 
America, Asia and Europe, I took a 
four-year course at the G. G. Jung Insti¬ 
tute, in Zurich, and received my di¬ 
ploma as an analytical psychologist at 
the beginning of 1971. Since then, I 
have been able to build up an extensive 
private practice in psychotherapy and 
counselling as well as working in as¬ 
sociation with the Sanatorium Bellevue 
as consulting psychotherapist since 
1971.” 
Rita Dingman (1959): In addition to 
much information regarding her years 
since receiving her degree from Yale, 
she added: “. . . I'm the ‘to be’ (May 
7, 1976) president of the Colorado 
Heart Association—first nurse and 
fourth woman to hold this post in the 
almost 30-year history of the Colorado 
Affiliate.” 
Armin Funke (1960): “Manager of 
Program Services for the Veterans 
Home and Medical Center for the State 
of California in Yountville.” 
R. John C. Pearson (1960): Moving 
this summer from Ottawa, Ontario to 
“West Virginia Medical School to be 
professor and chairman of the new De¬ 
partment of Community Medicine.” 
Warren Kessler (1965): “Executive 
Director at Augusta General Hospital in 
Augusta, Maine.” 
Ronald Holloway (1967): “Live in 
Pennington, New Jersey and am direc¬ 
tor of The Emergency Medical Service, 
City of New York.” 
James Malloy (1967): “Executive di¬ 
rector of the Jersey City Medical Cen¬ 
ter. Received my fellowship from 
American College of Hospital Ad¬ 
ministrators in August 1975 as did Tom 
Weil (1957). Dr. A1 Snoke has been 
assisting us in Jersey City Medical 
Center. . . also Gerry McNair (1972) 
is assistant executive director Am¬ 
bulatory Services there. Bob Mar- 
quardt (1976) currently doing his resi¬ 
dency at Jersey City Medical Center 
and will probably stay on as an Ad¬ 
ministrative assistant in June.” 
Elizabeth Murphy Whelan (1967) is 
“Executive director. Demographic 
Materials, Inc. Contrary to popular 
opinion, I do not sell demographic 
materials by the yard, but rather operate 
a consulting service in the area of 
epidemiology and demography. In re¬ 
cent months I have worked with the 
Population Council, The Child Welfare 
League of America and others, and dur¬ 
ing the last year have published four 
books.” 
Robert Woodward (1967) is a Lt. Col. 
in the U.S. Air Forces in Europe where 
he is “Chief, Finance Facilities and 
Biometrics, Office of the Surgeon, in 
West Germany. In July 1976 I will be 
moving to RAF Base, Alconbury, Eng¬ 
land where I will assume the position of 
Commander of the USAF Clinic.” 
William Carey, Jr. (1971) is “Direc¬ 
tor of the Broward County Office of 
Community Development Planning in 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.” 
Mark Magenheim (1971): “Com¬ 
pleted M. D. degree in 1974 at McMas- 
ter University in Hamilton, Ontario and 
after internship, I moved to Oregon to 
be director. Department of Health, 
Benton County. Love Oregon and my 
work!” 
Carolyn Webster Stratton: (1972) 
“Is a nurse practitioner and instructor 
at the University of Alaska.” She re¬ 
sides in Ketchikan, Alaska. 
Raymond Sphar (1972): “Am Com¬ 
manding Officer of the Naval Sub¬ 
marine Medical Research Laboratory, 
Submarine Base at Groton, Connec¬ 
ticut.” 
Robert McAllister (1973): In Harris¬ 
burg, Pennsylvania “am director of 
Sickle Cell Treatment Services. Bureau 
of Children’s Services of the Pennsyl¬ 
vania Department of Health.” 
Beth Weinstein (1973): “Director, 
Connecticut Citizen Research Group 
Health Project in Hartford, Connec¬ 
ticut.” 
Ray Tang (1975): “Living in Hong 
Kong and am assistant director of 
Community Health at United Christian 
Hospital in Kowloon.” 
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Alumni Day Program 
SATURDAY, JUNE 5, 1976 
Registration—Rotunda, Sterling Hall of Medicine 
9:00-11:00 12:30-1:00 
Coffee Service—Beaumont Room Sherry—Edward S. Harkness Lounge 
10:00-11:30 
Special Round Table Discussions 
I. “Medical School Admissions—An Annual Challenge” 
Thomas L. Lentz, M.D., Associate Professor of Cytology; 
Chairman, Committee on Admissions 
Lawrence K. Pickett, M.D., William H. Carmalt Professor 
of Clinical Surgery and Pediatrics; Chief of Staff and 
Chairman, Medical Board, Yale-New Haven Hospital; 
Associate Dean, School of Medicine 
Joan L. Venes, M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery 
(Neurosurgery) and Pediatrics 
II. “Prospects for the Treatment and Prevention of Ge¬ 
netic Disease” 
Edward A. Adelberg, M.D., Professor of Human Genetics 
Maurice J. Mahoney, M.D., Associate Professor of 
Human Genetics and Pediatrics 
Leon A. Rosenberg, M.D., Professor of Human Genetics, 
Pediatrics and Medicine; Chairman, Department of 
Human Genetics 
III. “Informed Consent in Clinical Practice” 
Jay Katz, M.D., Adjunct Professor of Law and Psychiatry 
Rose J. Papac, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine 
Fredrick C. Redlich, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry 
Richard A. Selzer, M.D., Assistant Clinical Professor of 
Surgery 
IV. “Public Health Policy—Public Law 93-641: The 
Health Planning Resources Development Act” 
Donna K. Diers, Dean, School of Nursing; Associate 
Professor of Nursing 
John D. Thompson, Professor of Public Health and Nurs¬ 
ing Administration and Institution for Social and Policy 
Studies 
Margaret Cushman—Yale School of Nursing ('16) 
11:30-12:30 
Annual Meeting of the Association of Yale Alumni in 
Medicine—Mary S. Harkness Memorial Auditorium 
Welcome and introductory remarks 
John B. Ogilvie, M.D. (’34) President of the Association 
Robert W. Berliner, M.D., Dean, School of Medicine 
1:00-2:30 
Buffet Luncheon—Edward S. Harkness Dining Room 
2:30-4:00 
Alumni Day Assembly—panel—Mary S. Harkness 
Memorial Auditorium 
“The Team Approach to the Cancer Problem”— 
Perspectives on Therapeutic Modalities, Rehabilitation, 
the Role of the Primary Physician and Research Specialist 
Moderator: Jack W. Cole, M.D., Ensign Professor of Surgery; 
Director, Division of Oncology and the Yale Comprehensive 
Cancer Center for Connecticut 
James T. Collins, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical 
Therapeutic Radiology 
Thomas J. Krizek, M.D., Professor of Surgery; Chief, Section 
of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery; Associate Dean for 
Graduate and Continuing Medical Education 
Marie Manthey, R.N., M.S., Director, Division of Nursing; 
Associate Director, Yale-New Haven Hospital 
William C. Summers, M.D., Associate Professor of Therapeu¬ 
tic Radiology, Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, and 
Human Genetics 
4:30-6:00 
Social Hour—Edward S. Harkness Lounge 
Medical Library Exhibit 
“Medicine in the Revolutionary Era”, George Rosen, M.D., 
M.P.H., Professor of History of Medicine, Epidemiology 
and Public Health 
Individual Class Parties and Dinners for the five year reunion 
classes (’26, ’31, '36, ’41, '46, ’51, ’56, ’61, ’66, ’71) will 
be held in the evening. 
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Class of 1976 
First Year Postgraduate Medical Education Appointments 
Name of Student Type of Internship 
Paul Gordon Abrams Medicine 
Richard Arthur Anderson Medicine 
Sarah Sedgwick Auchincloss Surgery 
Alfredo Luis Axtmayer Surgery 
John Cook Bartlett Medicine 
John Kuonlet Bartz Psychiatry 
William George Bithoney Pediatrics 
Peter Bruce Bitterman Pediatrics 
Sharon Lorraine Bonney Medicine 
Roger Arnold Boshes Pediatrics 
William Dean Carlson Medicine 
Randall Dale Cebul Medicine 
Helen Yuk Yu Chang Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Pauline Yuen Chao Medicine 
Richard Storrs Childs, Jr Medicine 
Joseph Ciabattoni Medicine 
John David Clemens Medicine 
Florence Comite Medicine 
Candace Naomi Corson Medicine 
Mark Richard Cullen Medicine 
Randall Keith Cullen Family Practice 
Dvora Cyrlak Medicine 
Vincent Charles DiCola Medicine 
Kenneth Jay Dobuler Medicine 
Gary Stanway Dorfman Diagnostic Radiology 
Thaddeus Peter Dryja, Jr. Medicine 
John Alex Elefteriades Surgery 
Carol Linda Epstein Medicine 
Todd Wilk Estroff Medicine 
Leonard Lewis Firestone Surgery 
Dennis Marshall Fisher Pediatrics 
Richard Alan Frank Pediatrics 
Jeffrey William Fuson Family Practice 
Ira H Gewolb Pediatrics 
Stephen Mark Goldfinger Psychiatry 
Rose Hannah Goldman Medicine 
Glenn Alan Gorlitsky Medicine 
Raymond Edward Grier Flexible 
Glenn Charles Harder Surgery 
Randall Scarle Hawkins Neurology 
Pamela Faye Herbert Medicine 
Avi Jacques Hettena Surgery 
Clarion Ellis Johnson Medicine 
Christopher Jesse Jolles Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Joel Kabak Medicine 
David Toshio Kawanishi Medicine 
Richard Donald Kayne Medicine 
Norman Vita Kohn Medicine 
Richard Edward Kremer Medicine 
William Jonathan Lederer Medicine 
Carol Heiduck Lee Medicine 
William Kramer Levy Medicine 
Richard Mario Low Surgery 
George William Luedke Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Hospital 
George Washington University Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan. 
Roosevelt Hospital, New York, New York. 
Presbyterian Hospital, New York, New York. 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
McLean Hospital, Belmont, Massachusetts. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Waterbury Hospital, Waterbury, Connecticut. 
Children's Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 
University of California Hospital, San Diego, California. 
New England Medical Center Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Hartford Hospital, Hartford, Connecticut. 
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island. 
Case Western Reserve Affiliated Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
University of Rochester Associated Hospitals, Rochester, New York. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
St. Mary’s Hospital, Madison, Wisconsin. 
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center, Bronx, New York. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Waterbury Hospital, Waterbury, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
New York University-Bellevue Hospital, New York, New York. 
Cleveland Clinic Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven. Connecticut. 
Children's Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
University of Connecticut Affiliated Hospitals, Hartford. Connecticut 
Maine Medical Center, Portland, Maine. 
Children’s Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Mount Zion Hospital, San Francisco, California. 
Waterbury Hospital, Waterbury, Connecticut. 
University of California Hospital. Los Angeles, California. 
Los Angeles County—University of Southern California Medical 
Center, Los Angeles, California. 
University of Michigan Affiliated Hospitals. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
University of California Hospital at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, 
California. 
V.A. Hospital—Los Angeles Medical Center, Los Angeles, 
California. 
University of Minnesota Hospitals, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
SUNY—Kings County Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York. 
University of California Hospital, San Diego, California. 
Montefiore Hospital, New York, New York. 
Los Angeles County—University of Southern California Medical 
Center, Los Angeles, California. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center. New Haven, Connecticut. 
University Service, V.A. Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Mount Auburn Hospital, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
University of Washington Affiliated Hospitals, Seattle, Washington. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Los Angeles County—University of Southern California Medical 
Center, Los Angeles, California. 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsvlvania. 
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Jack Stuart Madowitz Medicine 
Sidney Henry Mandelbaum Medicine 
Cynthia Frances Mann Pediatrics 
Douglas Gordon Mann Surgery 
Josefina Vega Marin Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Larry Markowitz Medicine 
Frederick Clement Morin 111 Pediatrics 
Jon Stanley Morrow Pathology 
Richard Leonard Neubauer Medicine 
O’dell Owens, Jr. Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Richard Raymond Pelker Surgery 
Wilmer Joseph Petite, Jr. Medicine 
Nii Saban Quao Medicine 
Daniel Wallace Rahn Medicine 
Paul Robert Ramirez Obstetrics & Gynecology 
James Edward Reed Surgery 
Emanuel Ronny Reinitz Surgery 
Norman Wade Rizk Medicine 
James Lawrence Rosenzweig Medicine 
Mark Charles Ruchman Medicine 
Susan Hee Kyung Ryu Flexible 
Richard Steven Schottenfeld Medicine 
Daniel Phillip Schuster Medicine 
John Thomas Sladky Pediatrics 
Henry Dirk Sostman Diagnostic Radiology 
Bonita Frances Stanton Pediatrics 
Frank Peter Swanson, Jr. Family Practice 
Charles Robert Swenson Psychiatry 
Jacob Eric Tauber Surgery 
Robert Fredrick Taylor Medicine 
Peter Mei-Tzong Ting Surgery 
Robert Calkins Ward Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Frank Berchell Watkins Surgery 
John Christopher Wiles Medicine 
Carol Mary Zintinski Medicine 
Medical Center of Western Massachusetts, Springfield, 
Massachusetts. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Baylor College Affiliated Hospitals, Houston, Texas. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
Norwalk Hospital, Norwalk, Connecticut. 
Stanford University Hospital, Stanford, California. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
University of Michigan Affiliated Hospitals, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
University of California Hospital, Los Angeles, California. 
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, New York. 
George Washington University, Washington, D.C. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland. 
New York University Medical Center, New York, New York. 
University of California Hospitals, San Francisco, California. 
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Waterbury Hospital, Waterbury, Connecticut. 
Hartford Hospital, Hartford, Connecticut. 
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, New York. 
University of Texas Southwestern Affiliated Hospitals, Dallas, Texas. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Case Western Reserve University Affiliated Hospitals, Cleveland, 
Ohio. 
University of Connecticut Affiliated Hospitals, Hartford, Connecticut 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
University of Minnesota Hospitals, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Hospital for Joint Diseases, New York, New York. 
University of Alabama Medical Center, Birmingham, Alabama. 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland. 
We need your advice— 
The Board of Editors of the Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine has proposed that we consider an amalgamation of 
the Yale Journal and Yale Medicine. The new journal, which might be called the Yale Journal of Medicine, would 
combine features of both journals and add new sections that would increase their scope. The proposed journal, which 
would be published quarterly or bimonthly, would have two sections, one dealing with scientific and clincal subjects and 
the other with medical school activities. Features would include editorials, letters to the editor, original papers on science, 
clinical research and health policy, reports of Medical and Surgical Grand Rounds, case reports, profiles of Yale 
departments and faculty, travel reports, and articles on the history of medicine and public health. Also suggested is a new 
“Notes and Events’’ section, including reports on Yale guest lectures and symposiaand also reports from Washington and 
Bethesda. Book reviews would be included and there would be an expanded section of “Alumni News.” 
This proposed amalgamation of the two publications will be considered by the Executive Committee of the Association 
of Yale Alumni in Medicine when they meet in June. We eagerly seek your opinion. Are you or are you not in favor of the 
merger? If you do find it a reasonable idea, would you be willing to contribute $5 or $10 .apart from your annual giving to 
the Yale Medical School Alumni Fund, in order to support (and, of course, receive) the new journal? A reply postcard has 
been included in this issue of Yale Medicine for your convenience. Please help us decide whether this proposal is worth 
pursuing. Thank you for returning the reply postcard with your opinion. 
A. E. 
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A special message from the Dean 
The Campaign for Y ale has entered its third year. As of the 
first of October, $160 million has been raised toward the 
total goal of $370 million. The Campaign is soliciting 
contributions from corporations, foundations, and 
friends. Also, each Yale graduate will be asked to give to 
the Campaign in addition to his or her annual gift to the 
Alumni Fund. In fact, the success of the Campaign will 
depend to a great extent upon alumni contributions. 
This opportunity—maintained or increased annual giv¬ 
ing to the Alumni Fund plus a separate gift or pledge to the 
Campaign—has been termed “the Double-Ask”. 
The Medical School Alumni Fund annual giving cam¬ 
paign for 1976-77 has already been launched with Dr. 
Harvey L. Young (’52) as the new chairman. In addition, 
each medical graduate will be solicited by a volunteer 
from the Campaign for Yale and asked to make an addi¬ 
tional, special gift or pledge. 
Gifts to the Campaign for Yale may be unrestricted or 
designated for one of the specific goals of the Campaign. 
They may be paid over a five-year period and donors may 
make part of their gifts in the form of life insurance, 
bequests, or trust arrangements. The current School of 
Medicine goals are listed on this page. 
Each Yale graduate owes a great deal to this University 
and this is especially true of our medical graduates. The 
Yale School of Medicine has a reputation for excellence. 
We want to maintain that excellence. We want to continue 
to produce doctors who are leaders in their profession. To 
do this we need your support. 
When you are asked by your local volunteer to give to 
the Campaign for Yale, remember that this is an occasion 
when you are expected to make a special gift. Please give 
generously. 
I would also like to point out that grateful patients 
sometimes ask their doctors if they can make contributions 
to some institution in appreciation of care that has been 
rendered. This School has on occasion received some very 
generous gifts from patients of our alumni. So keep in 
mind that a patient with no Yale ties may want to con¬ 
tribute to the Campaign in your behalf. 
Don’t be confused this year by “the Double-Ask”. 
Remember that Yale is looking to all of its alumni and 
alumnae for support, so plan now to make your annual 
contribution to the Alumni Fund and a special gift to the 
Campaign for Yale. 
The Campaign for Yale Goals 
for the School of Medicine 
Endowment 
The total sought for endowment is $10,000,000. 
$2 million of endowment funds are needed for increased 
financial aid for students, particularly loan funds. 
$8 million has been designated to be used for endowed 
professorships. 
Physical Improvements 
The total sought for construction and physical improvements is 
$13,000,000r 
This includes the following projects: 
Completion of the Comprehensive Cancer Center and expan¬ 
sion of the Hunter Radiation Therapy Center 
Construction, renovations, and equipment for the Human 
Genetics Laboratories 
Renovations in Sterling Hall of Medicine to develop new 
classrooms and other educational facilities 
Expansion of the Medical Library 
Renovations in the Brady Memorial Laboratory and the ad¬ 
joining Lauder Building for Pathology 
Closing of Cedar Street between Congress and Davenport 
Avenue to create a pedestrian mall. 
Individual gift opportunities, including named funds, can be 
tailored to the interests and giving potential of any donor of 
$5000 or more. 
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New hope for pregnancies at risk 
When I was in labor with my first child almost 20 years 
ago, I was hooked up to a small television-like box by 
several small electronic sensors placed on my abdomen. 
As I waited, a nurse and I watched in fascination the 
screen where two moving lines bounced up and down. 
One was recording the intensity of my uterine contrac¬ 
tions, while the other was recording the heartbeat of my 
soon-to-be-born baby. My pregnancy at risk, I was one of 
the first patients to be put on the fetal heart beat machine. 
Developed at Yale-New Haven Medical Center by Dr. 
Orvan Hess and Dr. Edward Hon, it was then, and is still 
considered a major advance in perinatal medicine. Used 
periodically throughout pregnancy, the fetal heart beat 
machine can detect quite early, problems such as whether 
the umbilical cord has become constricted, shutting off the 
blood supply carrying oxygen to the brain. During labor, 
by monitoring the relationship between the mother's 
uterine contractions and the fetal heart beat, the machine 
advises trained medical personnel of significant changes 
in the fetal condition as soon as they occur. In caring for 
high risk patients, this is an improvement over periodic 
checkups by stethoscope. 
The management of pregnancies at risk, and the diag¬ 
nosis and treatment of fetuses with abnormalities or ill¬ 
nesses have come a long way during the past two decades. 
Major medical centers across the country have developed 
new techniques and designed new programs to deal with 
the problems associated with high risk pregnancies. Yale 
has remained in the forefront of these developments. 
Dr. John C. Hobbins, associate professor of obstetrics 
and gynecology and diagnostic radiology, is director of 
the High Risk Pregnancy Program. A team of faculty in 
medicine, pediatrics and obstetrics and gynecology, chief 
residents, and nurse practitioners, all specially trained in 
the care of women whose pregnancies are at risk, partici¬ 
pate in the program. They maintain an extraordinary 
schedule of diagnostic testing, consultation and delivering 
babies. 
The hour between 11:00 and 12:00 noon one recent 
morning began with an ultrasound scan of the uterus of a 
young diabetic patient from Bridgeport. Her obstetrician 
had sent her to the program for further diagnosis and 
evaluation of her condition. She was in the 31st week of 
pregnancy and her uterus was abnormally enlarged. Dr. 
Hobbins checked the condition of the uterus and umbilical 
cord, and made a close estimate of the gestational age of 
the fetus, as well as its weight and the size of its head. 
At the same time, on the other side of the partition, a 
woman obviously in the final hours of multiple pregnancy 
was intently watching the screen of the fetal heart beat 
machine. The nurse waiting with her, and timing her 
contractions, called Dr. Hobbins and several other mem¬ 
bers of the team in for consultation. Within a very few 
minutes the woman was wheeled into the delivery room, 
where the resident obstetrician would deliver her twins. 
Dr. Hobbins returned to his Bridgeport patient to ex¬ 
plain the scan to her, and answer her questions. He would 
report his findings to her obstetrician. 
On the floor below, in a room equipped with ultrasound 
as well as X-ray equipment. Dr. Richard Berkowitz, assist¬ 
ant professor of obstetrics and gynecology and public 
health, and a member of the High Risk Pregnancy Pro¬ 
gram, was moving the arm of the scanner back and forth 
across the abdomen of an Rh sensitized young woman in 
the 28th week of pregnancy, while a resident, a nurse and 
an X-ray technician watched the ultrasound screen. They 
were preparing to administer an intrauterine transfusion. 
Earlier that morning, Dr. Hobbins and his colleagues 
had performed a fetoscopy on a woman in the early weeks 
of pregnancy. She and her husband had heard of the new 
technique developed at Yale to diagnose in utero diseases 
such as Cooley’s anemia and sickle cell anemia, and had 
flown here from their home in the Fiji Islands. Their only 
child had thalassemia. 
When Dr. Hobbins returned from the ultrasound room, 
the young father was waiting to talk with him about his 
wife’s condition. Consultation with the patient and her 
family, as well as with the referring physician, is an 
important function of the program. 
Also involved is close collaboration with the Newborn 
Special Care Unit, directed by Dr. Joseph B. Warshaw, 
professor of pediatrics and obstetrics and gynecology. 
Members of the Newborn Unit are a part of the team that 
sees a patient from the time she enters the program until 
she is ready for delivery. In this way, the Unit is aware of 
the fetal condition, and is prepared to handle problems the 
newborn may face. 
The High Risk Pregnancy Program has been designed 
to care for pregnant women with diabetes, hypertension, 
renal disease, cardiac disease, Rh sensitization, thyroid 
disease, and neurologic diseases, as well as women who 
are excessively over or under weight, drug addicts or 
alcoholics. Women who have had previous unexpected 
fetal loss or problem pregnancies are also included. 
Patients are referred to the program by New Haven 
clinics and by private physicians from all over Connec¬ 
ticut. They have been made aware of the program through 
a newsletter edited by Dr. Warshaw and Dr. Hobbins, 
which contains information about the program as well as 
new concepts in perinatal medicine. The two doctors also 
conduct continuing education programs in perinatal 
medicine in hospitals throughout the area. 
The High Risk Pregnancy Program is available as a 
consultation resource for high risk problems, for con¬ 
tinuity care, and as a resource for delivery, if it is antici¬ 
pated that newborn special care will be likely. Maternal 
transfer is encouraged whenever possible, to avoid the 
hazards of newborn transfer. The referring obstetrician is 
encouraged to become a protein member of the high risk 
team and assist in delivering the baby. 
According to Dr. Hobbins, maternal transfer is an es¬ 
sential element in the success of the program. “Because of 
the nature of high risk pregnancies, many of these babies 
have to be delivered long before they have matured—two 
months, sometimes as much as 27 weeks before,” he 
commented. “We have here, what I consider to be one of 
the best newborn special care units in the world. By 
having the mother in the program, we can transport the 
baby there from the mother’s abdomen in a minute, rather 
than in an ambulance, which may take many minutes.” 
Diabetes is one of the conditions most frequently seen 
in the program. Dr. Donald R. Coustan, assistant profes¬ 
sor of obstetrics and gynecology, and a member of the 
High Risk team, is director of the Gestational Diabetic 
Clinic, another unit which works closely with the pro¬ 
gram. The Clinic cares for women who are newly diag¬ 
nosed diabetics. For some, the condition has been brought 
on by pregnancy, and will most likely disappear with the 
termination of the pregnancy. Others have had an unde¬ 
tected or neglected diabetes. The treatment of these dia¬ 
betic patients is much the same as treatment for other dia¬ 
betics in the program: diagnostic tests such as the oxito- 
cin challenge test and ultrasound scans; and dietary and 
insulin therapy. 
New diagnostic tools have dramatically improved the 
capabilities of the perinatal team. Ultrasound has proven 
to be one of the most valuable. It is used in extremely 
small doses to accurately study the fetus in utero, without 
exposing the mother or the fetus to the risks associated 
with radiologic studies. 
Obstetrical ultrasound is limited to frequencies in the 
range of two to five million cycles per second. Analysis is 
made by means of reflected echoes of this high frequency 
sound. The ultrasound machine used in the program is a 
large unit with two small screens: one displays the re¬ 
flected echoes as a series of spikes; the extent of the spike 
is proportional to the intensity of the reflected echo. The 
other screen projects a two dimensional picture of the 
subject under study. A much larger screen, showing the 
same image, is mounted above the examining table, so the 
patient can watch the procedure. 
A long arm with a transducer is passed back and forth 
over her abdomen. Sometimes it takes several minutes to 
find the desired location on the fetus, and sometimes a 
fetal arm or leg obstructs the view, or the fetus is in a 
position which hides the site and has to be gently moved 
into a better position. 
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Once the desired area is located, a polaroid camera is 
pushed against the screen to record the view. From this 
record the attending physician on the team can determine 
the gestational age of the fetus with a high degree of 
accuracy. This is important information in high risk preg¬ 
nancies, which are frequently terminated before term. 
Ultrasonic diagnosis of pregnancy can be made as early 
as five to six weeks after the last menstrual period, when 
the gestational sac can clearly be noted within the uterine 
cavity. By eight weeks, the fetus can be discerned within 
the sac, and at 10 weeks fetal acti vity and heart beat can be 
observed. 
A great deal of information can be obtained by the 
ultrasonic study of the placenta. Various radioactive trac¬ 
ers and radiopaque dyes have been used to locate the 
placenta, but these techniques are invasive and potentially 
dangerous. Other methods are not always accurate. 
Ultrasonic scanning, on the other hand, permits accu¬ 
rate location of the placenta, and in most cases, identifies 
its margins. Furthermore, it frequently permits identifica¬ 
tion of the site of the cord insertion, as well as textural 
changes in the placenta which can indicate fetal stress. 
The Yale team uses ultrasonic equipment to follow the 
growth of fetuses in multiple gestation pregnancies, and to 
monitor conditions which might occur, such as twin to 
twin transfusion syndrome. They also use it to monitor 
fetal well-being when intrauterine growth retardation has 
been diagnosed. 
At the time of delivery, ultrasound can unerringly diag¬ 
nose whether the fetus is in a vertex, breech or transverse 
presentation. This accurate assessment permits adequate 
preparation in the delivery room, as well as in the New¬ 
born Special Care Unit, if necessary. 
Amniocentesis is performed more and more frequently, 
for a variety of reasons, at medical centers across the 
country. In the second trimester of a pregnancy the proce¬ 
dure is usually done to obtain fluid for genetic studies. In 
the third trimester, it is done to test for indices of maturity, 
to follow the progress of Rh incompatible pregnancies, 
and to look for the presence of meconium. 
At Yale, all second and third trimester amniocentesis 
taps are performed with the aid of ultrasound. “We sub¬ 
scribe to the principle that when it comes to surgical 
manipulation, it is better to see what you are doing, than to 
do it blindly,” Dr. Hobbins explained. “The advantages 
of using ultrasound to avoid hitting fetal vital parts, the 
umbilical cord, and the placenta, seem obvious.” 
The incidence of Rh sensitization has diminished ap¬ 
preciably in recent years with the introduction of anti-D 
globulin treatment. However, medical centers still en¬ 
counter patients who require intrauterine transfusion. 
Traditional techniques for managing severe cases of 
fetal Rh disease by intrauterine transfusion require the use 
of multiple X-rays, along with image intensified fluoro¬ 
scopy. Since these patients often require several transfu¬ 
sions during pregnancy, the amount of radiation exposure 
to the mother and fetus is considerable. 
Dr. Hobbins and his colleagues have developed a new 
technique utilizing ultrasound scanning, which di¬ 
minishes exposure to radiation and allows more control in 
placing the tip of the transfusing needle in the fetal abdom¬ 
inal cavity. With careful scanning, the position of the fetal 
spine, bladder and umbilical vein can be located, and the 
angle of introduction of the needle, as well as the site of 
introduction, can be determined. With this method, only a 
small amount of radiopaque contrast media is injected and 
only a few seconds of X-ray image intensification is re¬ 
quired. This is to assure the operating physician that he is 
in the correct place before Rh negative blood is injected 
into the fetal peritoneal cavity. 
Studies on amniotic fluid are valuable because they are 
done on a substance which is only one step removed from 
the fetus. However, there has been considerable interest in 
getting even closer to the fetus in utero. 
With Dr. Maurice J. Mahoney, associate professor of 
human genetics and pediatrics, Dr. Hobbins has de¬ 
veloped a procedure which may well be one of the most 
important advances in perinatal medicine in recent years. 
Known as fetoscopy, the procedure makes possible direct 
visualization of the fetus, as well as fetal biopsies, and the 
ability to obtain fetal blood. 
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The area of the fetus to be observed or biopsied is 
located with ultrasound. The fetoscope, which consists of 
a fiberoptic “needlescope", 1.7 mm in diameter, inserted 
inside a cannula with a diameter of 2.2 mm, is introduced 
through a needle-aspiration transducer, so that its tip can 
be seen on the oscilloscope of the ultrasound machine. 
Because the optics of the system are such that the field of 
vision is very limited, the scope is not good for over-all 
surveillance of the fetus, but is sometimes capable of 
visualizing the entire spine, as well as specific locations. 
Skin biopsies are performed on the scalp of the fetus by 
first locating it with the scan, and then introducing the 
scope through the needle aspirator transducer. Once an 
area completely covered with hair is located, the scope is 
removed, and a biopsy instrument inserted. With visuali¬ 
zation of the scanner, a 1 mm biopsy is taken. 
Fetal blood is drawn by introducing a 27-gauge needle 
through a side arm in a specially designed cannula. Again, 
ultrasound is used to identify an area in which the fetus is 
not covering the placenta. The scope is then inserted and 
the needle passed through the side arm. A fetal vessel on 
the placenta is located, and under direct vision is pierced 
by the needle. Blood is aspirated, as is adjacent amniotic 
fluid, when the needle is pulled back out of the vessel. 
Fetoscopy has made possible the diagnosis of thalas¬ 
semia and sickle cell anemia in utero, and offers the 
potential for detecting other genetic diseases of the blood 
as well as some structural abnormalities which might 
indicate serious problems of brain or heart function. The 
ability to sample fetal blood opens up the possibility of 
managing drug levels in treating fetuses for infectious 
disease or correcting metabolic disorders or growth ab¬ 
normalities. 
So far, fetoscopy has been performed on over 150 
patients at Yale-New Haven Hospital. Over 20 patients 
have recently been tested for fetal blood diseases. Some 
have come from as far away as Greece, Italy, South 
America and the Fiji Islands. Yale is the only medical 
center in the world to use this diagnostic procedure. Fetal 
blood is obtained by a procedure called fetal aspiration at 
the University of California Medical Center in San Fran¬ 
cisco, at the University College Hospital, London, and at 
Yale, but with this method, the fetal blood is frequently 
mixed with a high percentage of the mother’s blood, 
which makes diagnosis more difficult. 
As progress in the new technique of fetoscopy con¬ 
tinues, other medical institutions are becoming interested 
in its potential. Physicians from Munich, Athens, and 
Rotterdam have come here to learn the procedure. They 
will set up programs much like the Yale diagnostic pro¬ 
gram in their cities, using ultrasound and fetoscopy 
techniques to improve the outcome for pregnancies at risk. 
M.B. Noyes 
Dr. John C. Hobbins 
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Ceremonies held in memory of two professors 
Dr. Howard A. Pearson and Mrs. James D. Trask 
The lives and careers of two professors, who had been 
close friends and colleagues, were commemorated at the 
School of Medicine this spring. On May 7, the Depart¬ 
ment of Epidemiology and Public Health dedicated a 
seminar room in memory of Dr. John Rodman Paul. A 
month later, the Department of Pediatrics rededicated the 
James D. Trask Memorial Room, a classroom and study 
originally dedicated in 1943. 
Dr. Robert W. McCollum, Susan Dwight Bliss Profes¬ 
sor of Epidemiology and Public Health and chairman of 
the Department; Dr. Dorothy M. Horstmann, John Rod- 
man Paul Professor of Epidemiology and Pediatrics; and 
Dr. W. Paul Havens, professor of medicine at Thomas 
Jefferson School of Medicine, were speakers at the dedi¬ 
cation of the John R. Paul Seminar Room. Dr. Howard A. 
Pearson officiated at the ceremony in honor of Dr. James 
D. Trask. On both occasions guests included Mrs. Paul 
and Mrs. Trask, as well as many of their husbands' friends 
and colleagues at Yale. 
Dr. Paul, who was professor emeritus of epidemiology 
and preventive medicine at the time of his death in 1971, 
had served on the Yale faculty from 1928 until his retire¬ 
ment in 1961. Soon after he arrived at Yale, he began his 
now classic family studies on rheumatic fever, combining 
his abilities as clinician, laboratory scientist and 
epidemiologist to develop a new discipline which he 
termed “clinical epidemiology’’. His approach focused 
attention on the environmental and social factors that 
contribute to the pathogenesis of rheumatic fever, and 
supported the role of the hemolytic streptococcus in pro¬ 
ducing the disease. This concept of illness was applied 
again in his studies of infectious hepatitis, infectious 
mononucleosis, and especially in his work on 
poliomyelitis, which was recognized throughout the 
world. 
Dr. Trask, who was a member of the medical school 
faculty from 1921 to 1942, made numerous important 
contributions to the understanding and control of 
pneumonia, influenza and poliomyelitis. In the 1930's,as 
associate professor in the medical school and associate 
pediatrician to the New Haven Hospital, he developed a 
children’s infectious disease service and a laboratory for 
clinical bacteriology which were unique in university 
pediatrics. Dr. Trask died on May 24, 1942, while serving 
as consultant to the Secretary of War as a member of the 
Commission on Hemolytic Streptococcal Infections, a 
board for the investigation of epidemic diseases in the 
Army. 
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Remarks on the occasion of the dedication of The John 
R. Paul Seminar Room, May 7, 1976 
by Dr. Dorothy M. Horstmann 
It is not possible to consider John Paul’s life and career 
without a few words about James Trask, his long time 
colleague and close friend. 1 did not have the privilege of 
knowing Dr. Trask, for his untimely death occurred 
shortly before I came to New Haven. Yet I have most vivid 
impressions of this remarkable man, and of his scientific 
contributions. Paul and Trask, Trask and Paul—they 
complemented one another beautifully in their per¬ 
sonalities, in their style, and in their intellectual approach. 
They shared many common interests—in the out-of- 
doors, in conservation, in trout fishing, sailing, and many 
other activities. Their companionship included a love of 
good conversation, good food and wine. Each had a de¬ 
lightful sense of humor and fun, and most important, they 
were both blessed with enthusiasm in all of their ventures 
in life, both scientific and extracurricular. But it was in 
their scientific collaboration that their talents meshed so 
productively. That collaboration began in 1931 when a 
large poliomyelitis epidemic occurred in Connecticut, and 
the New Haven Hospital was full of paralytic cases. Seiz¬ 
ing the opportunity that such an outbreak provided, the 
Yale Poliomyelitis Commission (later the Yale 
Poliomyelitis Study Unit) was promptly founded, with 
Dr. Trask as its first director. Shortly thereafter Paul and 
Trask received the first research grant awarded by the 
President's Birthday Ball Commission which sub¬ 
sequently became the National Foundation for Infantile 
Paralysis; Dr. Paul continued to hold grant No. 1 until his 
retirement in 1961. 
The series of papers on the clinical epidemiology of 
poliomyelitis published by Paul and Trask and their col¬ 
leagues beginning in the 1930's are landmarks in the his¬ 
tory of the disease. They resulted in the channelling of 
research away from the currently popular laboratory in¬ 
vestigations in which a single highly neurotropic 
monkey-adapted strain of poliovirus was used, into field 
studies among families and other contacts of patients. It 
was there, outside the hospital, that the two investigators 
found the real action in terms of extensive dissemination 
of the virus, a high rate of mild or inapparent infection, 
and only rarely the clinical disease. This work won for 
Trask and Paul the John Phillips Memorial Medal of the 
American College of Physicians in the spring of 1942. 
Dr. Trask was also deeply involved in studies on strep¬ 
tococcal infections and made many significant contribu¬ 
tions in this area. When World War II came along he was 
appointed to the Commission on Hemolytic Streptococci 
of the U. S. Army Epidemiological Board. It was while on 
a military mission in connection with the Board that Dr. 
Trask suddenly became ill and died at the age of only 52 
years. His loss was acutely felt by his family and host of 
friends, by the whole Yale Medical School, but particu¬ 
larly by Dr. Paul. The closeness of the two men in their 
lives and their work is illustrated by what happened when 
in 1934 Dr. Paul developed pulmonary tuberculosis and 
was sent off to a sanitorium in Arizona for a year. Dr. 
Trask wrote him a letter every single day, reporting on the 
laboratory and its progress, and keeping his spirits up with 
discussions and plans for future activities both scientific 
and otherwise. 
In the years after Dr. Trask’s death it was clear to all of 
us that he was never long out of Dr. Paul’s thoughts for 
comments on what Jim Trask said or did on one occasion 
or another turned up frequently in conversation on all 
kinds of topics. And so Trask’s influence on Paul con¬ 
tinued to the end. They were a marvellous team and their 
impact on students, colleagues, and friends stands as a 
living memorial to them both. 
Mrs. John R. Paul with colleagues and friends of Dr. Paul 
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The medical mystery that 
began in Lyme, Conn. 
The American public has been made dramatically aware 
of the science of epidemiology this past summer. In June, 
two Yale physicians announced the discovery of a new 
form of arthritis called ‘‘Lyme arthritis”. In July, another 
unknown disease affected scores of men attending an 
American Legion convention in Philadelphia, and has 
resulted in 28 deaths to date. No one now knows the cause 
of either disease. 
The process of finding the cause of a new disease is 
often long and tedious, and very frustrating. Like any 
mystery it requires the talents and patience of a good 
sleuth. Epidemiologists, like detectives, must sort and sift 
through clue after far-fetched clue in search of their cul¬ 
prit. 
The Lyme arthritis investigation began last November 
with a call to the State Department of Health from a 
woman who lives in Lyme, Connecticut. The woman, 
Mrs. Judith Mensch, told Dr. David Snydman, who was 
acting director of epidemiology in the Department, that 
her nine-year old daughter had a strange form of arthritis 
which had been diagnosed as juvenile rheumatoid arth¬ 
ritis. She might have accepted this diagnosis, she 
explained, had not a dozen other children in her neighbor¬ 
hood been affected by the same symptoms. 
Arthritis, she knew, was not an infectious disease. Mrs. 
Mensch could supply the names of the other victims. 
“I didn't know what it was,” Dr. Snydman said later in 
a New York Times interview, “but it sounded interest¬ 
ing.” He called Dr. Allen Steere, a former colleague at the 
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, who is now a 
postdoctoral fellow in the Section of Rheumatology at 
Yale. “If they really have juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, 
then what’s happening in Lyme is unheard of in 
medicine,” Dr. Steere commented. 
A few days later, Mrs. Polly Murray, who lives in East 
Lyme, a few miles north of the Mensch home, went to the 
Yale Rheumatology Clinic, where she reported that three 
members of her family had suffered from symptoms, 
which as she described them, seemed similar to those 
reported by Mrs. Mensch. Mrs. Murray did not know 
Mrs. Mensch, nor had she heard of Mrs. Mensch’s report, 
but she too had acquired a list of people in her neighbor¬ 
hood with similar symptoms. 
Dr. Snydman and Dr. Steere went to work. They tele¬ 
phoned everyone on the lists the two women had given 
them and took quick medical histories. They drove to 
Lyme and interviewed some of the victims in their homes, 
and consulted with local doctors and school nurses. The 
findings checked out. 
The victims all experienced recurring and often painful 
swelling in their large joints, particularly the knee. Most 
attacks were relatively short, others lasted for months. 
Some patients complained of headaches, fever and a feel¬ 
ing of weakness, even when the joint symptoms were 
absent. Others, including members of the Murray family, 
described an unusual rash which appeared weeks before 
the joint swelling began. The rash started as a small red 
lump and developed into an expanding, raised, red circle 
as large as ten inches in diameter. 
Dr. Steere took the results of the interviews back to his 
lab and conferred with Dr. Stephen Malawista, head of the 
Section of Rheumatology and director of the Rheumatol¬ 
ogy Clinic. Dr. Malawista found the evidence significant 
enough to launch a full scale investigation. He and Dr. 
Steere put aside the research they had been collaborating 
on and began the search for the cause of this new form of 
arthritis. 
‘ ‘ I felt that if we were able to solve the problem of Lyme 
arthritis, it might give us important information on a host 
of other related diseases,” Dr. Malawista said. “It would 
be very exciting.” 
The first step was to design a research plan. It was 
submitted to the School of Medicine Human Investigation 
Committee, which determined that the study would be 
carried out ethically. 
Next, all the known victims were asked to come to the 
Rheumatology Clinic for an intensive examination and a 
battery of laboratory tests. Word of the study spread and 
throughout last winter patients from Lyme, Old Lyme and 
Haddam arrived at the clinic. By spring the list of known 
cases had grown to 51; 39 were children. 
Usually, when there is an outbreak of a disease among a 
group of people, an epidemiologist looks for a single clue, 
common to all of the victims—food, drinking water, con¬ 
ditions where they work and the like. The Lyme arthritis 
investigators checked all the typical factors, “water, 
food, drugs, pets—you name it”. Nothing plausible came 
from this check. Two factors did jibe, though. All of the 
victims lived in heavily wooded, sparsely settled 
neighborhoods, and almost all had their first attacks of 
arthritis during the summer months. The clustering of the 
cases was particularly interesting: on four country roads, 
one in ten children had the disease; in six families, more 
than one person had been infected. These facts plus the 
rash reported by some patients added up to an important 
clue. 
X 
At the end of May, Drs. Malawista and Steere issued a 
progress report to the patients and their families. It in¬ 
formed them that laboratory tests had ruled out bacterial 
infection as well as certain microbes, such as those that 
cause the tick-borne Rocky Mountain spotted fever and 
those that cause arthritis in some animals. Tests run on 
viruses known to cause other forms of arthritis have also 
proven negative. 
“Still,” the report stated, “we believe that 'Lyme 
arthritis’ is most likely caused by an infectious agent that 
has not yet been identified. Furthermore, the geographic 
clustering of patients in heavily wooded areas rather than 
in town centers, the peak occurrence in summer months, 
and the usual lack of close temporal onset of those living 
close together is best explained by transmission of an 
agent by an insect vector. In this regard, the occurrence of 
an unusual expanding skin lesion before the onset of 
arthritis in one-quarter of the patients is particularly in¬ 
triguing. This lesion fits the description of an entity that is 
usually thought to be caused by a tick bite.” 
“In summary,” the report continued, “we believe this 
type of arthritis is a previously unrecognized clinical iden¬ 
tity and have called it 'Lyme arthritis’ after the community 
where we first studied it. We have seen patients from other 
parts of Connecticut and Rhode Island who seem to have 
the same illness, and so we believe that the illness is not 
just confined to your communities. Because we think that 
'Lyme arthritis' is probably transmitted by an insect vec¬ 
tor, we are beginning to study insects in the Lyme area.” 
Specially built insect traps were set in the yards of 
several of the patients’ homes. An ordinary light bulb 
attracts insects that are sucked in by a fan and blown 
through a funnel into a gauze bag. Ticks, which are 
arachnids, not insects, and do not fly, are collected by 
dragging a wooly blanket or towel through the brush. Each 
trap yields hundreds of insects each day. 
The gauze bags and towels are taken to the Yale Ar¬ 
bovirus Research Unit in the Laboratory of Epidemiology 
and Public Health, where they are sorted and identified. It 
is an extraordinarily tedious procedure. There are, for 
instance, two dozen common species of mosquitos in 
Connecticut and at least as many rarer ones. Dr. Thomas 
H.G. Aitken, a senior research associate in epidemiology, 
with years of experience in tracking down insects that 
cause disease, spends hours each day, sorting through the 
catches, using a low-powered microscope and tweezers. 
Then each collection of mosquito, mite, deer fly, flea 
and tick species is ground up into sludge. The sludge is 
added to several different types of tissue culture to see 
whether any viruses reproduce. If a virus or other or¬ 
ganism grows, it will be tested against sera from Lyme 
arthritis patients, who presumably have antibodies to the 
agent. 
Insects, specifically mosquitos, are known to transmit 
arthritis in other parts of the world—chikungunya and 
o'nyong’ nyong arthritis in Africa and Ross River arthritis 
in Australia. Tests on the Lyme arthritis patients showed 
that none had antibodies to these diseases. So far, there is 
no known insect or arthropod-borne arthritis in this coun¬ 
try. 
Meanwhile, Dr. Warren A. Andiman, postdoctoral fel¬ 
low in pediatrics and epidemiology, is conducting a virus 
search on tissues and sera from the Lyme arthritis patients. 
Every two or three days he and his colleagues remove 
dozens of test tubes from their incubator and examine 
them under the microscope. So far, none has revealed the 
sought after virus. 
According to Dr. Andiman, if the cause of Lyme 
arthritis is a virus, it may have hidden itself within the 
patients’ cells where it behaves like one of the chromo¬ 
somes rather than a “free” virus. If this is the case, the 
only way to detect the virus is to extract fluid or tissues 
from new patients in the early stage of their illness. 
“This is our first summer on the study,” Dr. Malawista 
said in early July. “We are especially interested in pa¬ 
tients who come to us with the rash, which just might be 
the tip-off to the beginning of the disease, or with the first 
attack of arthritis. This is important because we are more 
likely to find the agent during the initial stage.” 
During the summer the Rheumatology Clinic saw about 
24 new patients with the disease. Almost all of them had 
the rash, which as Dr. Malawista and Dr. Steere had 
predicted, seems to be an excellent marker of the begin¬ 
ning of the illness in many cases. 
Many questions will remain if and when the cause of 
Lyme arthritis is found. Where did it come from? Why did 
it appear in these communities, at this time? Is it really a 
local disease? And finally, and perhaps most important, is 
there a way to prevent the disease? 
The implications of the investigation are not confined to 
the study of Lyme arthritis as far as Dr. Malawista and Dr. 
Steere are concerned. “We are extremely interested in 
what's happening in Lyme, but we’re also interested in 
what Lyme arthritis might tell us about other diseases. 
This disease might well serve as a model of how other 
forms of arthritis, such as rheumatoid arthritis, are in¬ 
itiated and propagated.” 
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Y.P.I. moves to a new location 
The Yale Psychiatric Institute has moved from the Insti¬ 
tute of Human Relations on Cedar Street to Dominican 
Hall on the Albertus Magnus College campus. The move, 
a result of several years of “search and negotiation”, 
makes available space in IHR occupied by Y.P.I. for 45 
years. This will be renovated for offices, laboratories, 
and classrooms for the Department of Human Genetics, 
the Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center, and the Child 
Study Center. 
The building on the Albertus Magnus College campus 
has been remodeled and redecorated for Y.P.I. It offers 
the patients, who are between 13 and 20 years old, a 
campus atmosphere in a pleasant neighborhood not far 
from Yale's “Science Hill”. The new facility accom¬ 
modates 66 beds, 20 more than the IHR, and has several 
well equipped recreational facilities and a large dining 
hall. 
Y.P.I. is a component of the Department of Psychiatry. 
Founded in 1931, it is a private hospital for in-patient 
evaluation, treatment and psycho-social rehabilitation of 
severely disturbed adolescents and young adults. Inten¬ 
sive family participation is an important element in the 
comprehensive treatment program. 
Attendance at Cedarhurst, the accredited special school 
within Y.P.I., is also an important part of the program, 
and is mandatory for all patients who have not completed 
high school. Classroom instruction is designed to meet the 
individual requirements of each patient. 
In July the Child Study Center joined the Department of 
Psychiatry in the administration, direction, and supervi¬ 
sion of Y.P.I.’s treatment and educational programs. This 
will enable the Institute to broaden its program to include 
pre-adolescent patients. Tentative plans call for an entire 
section of the new facility to become a children's unit, 
with educational and treatment programs designed for the 
younger patients. 
Y.P.I. will continue its emphasis on intensive 
psychotherapy and treatment-in-residence of severely dis¬ 
turbed youngsters. Faculty of the Department of 
Psychiatry and the Child Study Center will staff the hospi¬ 
tal and continue research in the nature and development of 
behavioral and psychological disorders. 
Dr. Stephen Fleck, professor of psychiatry and public 
health, is psychiatrist-in-chief of Y.P.I.; Dr. Wayne 
Downey, associate clinical professor of pediatrics and 
psychiatry, is clinical director; and Dr. Charles Gardner, 
associate clinical professor of psychiatry, is director of 
psychotherapy and education. 
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Yale-New Haven Hospital celebrates 150 years of service 
On May 31st, 1826, an “act toestablish ageneral hospital 
in the City of New Haven’’ was passed by the Connecticut 
General Assembly and approved by Governor Wolcott. It 
was the fifth general hospital to be organized in the United 
States. One-hundred and fifty years later more than 500 
members of the community, health care professionals, 
and hospital employees celebrated the Yale-New Haven 
Hospital's 150 years of service at a gala dinner. 
Dr. Theodore Cooper, Assistant Secretary for Health, 
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was 
the keynote speaker. He praised the hospital’s continuing 
leadership in “teaching, research, and in service to the 
community”. 
Presiding at the celebration was William Horowitz, 
who served as chairman of the Hospital’s Sesquicenten- 
nial Committee. Mr. Horowitz is a former member of the 
Hospital Board of Directors. 
Other speakers included the Honorable Frank Logue, 
Mayor of the City of New Haven; Sister Louise Anthony, 
administrator of the Hospital of St. Raphael; Dr. Courtney 
C. Bishop, former chief of staff; Kingman Brewster, Jr., 
president of Yale University; G. Harold Welch, Jr., 
chairman of the Board of Yale-New Haven Hospital; 
Charles B. Womer, president of the hospital; and Dr. 
James D. Kenney, president of the medical staff. 
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Dr. James P. Comer 
Dr. Comer appointed to a new chair 
Dr. James P. Comer has been ap¬ 
pointed the first Maurice Falk Professor 
in the Child Study Center. The chair 
was established with a five-year grant 
from the Maurice Falk Medical Fund of 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The gift was 
made through the “Campaign for 
Yale”, the University’s three-and- 
one-half year, $370,000,000 capital 
fund drive. 
Dr. Comer is professor of psychiatry 
in the Child Study Center and associate 
dean for student affairs in the School of 
Medicine. He is the author of Beyond 
Black and White and co-author with Dr. 
Alvin F. Poussaint of Black Child 
Care. 
A graduate of Indiana University, 
Dr. Comer received his M.D. degree in 
1960 from Howard University College 
of Medicine. In 1964 he was awarded 
an M.P.H. degree in adminis¬ 
tration and mental health by the Uni¬ 
versity of Michigan School of Public 
Health. He was a fellow in child 
psychiatry in the Yale Child Study 
Center in 1966-67, and at Children's 
Hospital, District of Columbia, in 
1967-68. He returned to Yale in 1968 
as an assistant professor of psychiatry 
in the Child Study Center. 
In 1969, he was appointed a John and 
Mary R. Markle Foundation Scholar in 
Academic Medicine. Dr. Comer has 
been a consultant to school officials in 
several cities as well as to the National 
Institute of Education, the National In¬ 
stitute of Mental Health and the Chil¬ 
dren’s Television Workshop. For the 
past three years he has served as chair¬ 
man of the Committee of Black 
Psychiatrists of the American Psychiat¬ 
ric Association. 
Dr. Joseph E. Coleman 
New chairman appointed for the De¬ 
partment of Molecular Biophysics 
and Biochemistry 
Dr. Joseph E. Coleman, a biochemist 
noted for his research in protein 
chemistry, enzymology and DNA pro¬ 
tein interactions, has been appointed 
chairman of the Department of Molecu¬ 
lar Biophysics and Biochemistry. He 
succeeds Dr. Franklin Hutchinson, 
professor of molecular biophysics and 
biochemistry, who will return to teach¬ 
ing and continue his research in the 
biological effects of radiation. 
Dr. Coleman, who is professor of 
molecular biophysics and biochemis¬ 
try, served as director of Yale’s Medi¬ 
cal Scientist Training Program from 
1970 to 1975. His research projects 
have involved carbonic anhydrase, al¬ 
kaline phosphatase, copper proteins, 
RNA polymerases, and DNA melting 
proteins. 
Bom in Iowa City, Iowa, he received 
his B.A. and M.D. degrees from the 
University of Virginia, and a Ph.D. 
degree from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. He spent the years 1957 
to 1964 at Peter Bent Brigham Hospi¬ 
tal, where he was an intern in 1957-58, 
and a research fellow in the Department 
of Medicine from 1958 to 1963; and at 
Harvard Medical School, where he was 
a research fellow, and later, an assistant 
in medicine. 
Dr. Coleman joined the Yale faculty 
in 1964 as assistant professor of 
biochemistry. He was promoted to as¬ 
sociate professor in 1966 and was act¬ 
ing chairman of the Department of 
Biochemistry from 1966 to 1969. 
The Department of Biochemistry 
and the Department of Molecular 
Biophysics were merged in 1969, and 
Dr. Coleman became associate profes¬ 
sor of molecular biophysics and 
biochemistry. He was appointed pro¬ 
fessor in 1975. He is a member of the 
American Society of Biological 
Chemistry, the American Chemical 
Society, and the New York Academy 
of Sciences. 
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Two psychologists appointed to 
named chairs 
The Yale Corporation has appointed 
two psychologists with appointments in 
the School of Medicine to named 
chairs. William Kessen has been ap¬ 
pointed Eugene Higgins Professor of 
Psychology and Edward Zigler has 
been appointed Sterling Professor of 
Psychology. 
Professor Kessen is a noted child 
psychologist and is affiliated with both 
the Department of Psychology and the 
Department of Pediatrics. He received 
his B.S. degree in 1948 from the Uni¬ 
versity of Florida and his Sc.M. degree 
from Brown University in 1950. In 
1952 he completed his Ph.D. degree at 
Yale and was a Sterling Fellow. Before 
joining the Yale faculty as an assistant 
professor in 1952, he was a U.S. Public 
Health Postdoctoral Fellow at the Yale 
Child Study Center. He was a fellow at 
the Center for Advanced Study in the 
Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, 
California, from 1959 to 1960, at 
which time he was promoted to as¬ 
sociate professor of psychology of the 
Child Study Center and director of un¬ 
dergraduate studies in psychology at 
Yale. He was promoted to professor in 
1965. Childhood in China, which he 
edited, was published by the Yale Uni¬ 
versity Press last autumn. 
Professor Zigler received his B.A. 
degree in 1954 from the University of 
Missouri at Kansas City, and his Ph.D. 
degree in 1958 from the University of 
Texas. He taught at the University of 
Missouri before his appointment in 
1959 as assistant professor of psychol¬ 
ogy at Yale. He was promoted to as¬ 
sociate professor in 1963 and to profes¬ 
sor in 1967. In 1970 he became head of 
the Health, Education and Welfare De¬ 
partment’s Office of Child Develop¬ 
ment, and held that post until 1972, 
when he returned to Yale. He was 
named chairman of the Department of 
Psychology in 1973. 
Spring lectures honor two former 
professors 
Dr. Eugene Braunwald delivered the 
fourth annual Louis H. Nahum 
Memorial Lecture on May 11. Dr. 
Braunwald is Hersey Professor of the 
Theory and Practice of Physic at Har¬ 
vard University and head of the De¬ 
partment of Medicine at Peter Bent 
Brigham Hospital. He spoke on the 
“Function and Protection of the Is¬ 
chemic Myocardium”. 
The Nahum Memorial Lecture series 
was established in 1973 in the Depart¬ 
ment of Physiology by gifts of friends 
and colleagues, as a tribute to Dr. 
Nahum. He was a distinguished Yale 
alumnus who was lecturer emeritus of 
physiology at the time of his death in 
July 1972. 
The Paul B. Beeson Lecture, De¬ 
partment of Medicine, was delivered 
by Dr. Robert G. Petersdorf, who 
spoke on the “Experimental Aspects 
of Bacterial Endocarditis”. Dr. 
Petersdorf, who is a member of the 
Class of 1952, was a student, and is 
now a colleague of Dr. Beeson at the 
University of Washington. 
The Paul B. Beeson Lectures were 
established by the Department of In¬ 
ternal Medicine to honor Dr. Beeson, 
who was chairman of the department 
from 1952 until his resignation in 1965. 
He is presently professor of medicine at 
the University of Washington in 
Seattle. In 1975, Yale University con¬ 
ferred on Dr. Beeson the honorary de¬ 
gree of Doctor of Science. 
The Class of 1976 presents awards to 
two faculty members 
Dr. Vincent T. Andriole received the 
Francis Gilman Blake Award as the 
“most outstanding teacher in the Medi¬ 
cal Sciences” from the Class of 1976. 
Dr. Andriole is professor of medicine. 
The Betsy Winters Award was pre¬ 
sented to Dr. Ary L. Goldberger, as 
“that member of the house staff desig¬ 
nated by the senior class as the most 
outstanding teacher of Clinical 
Medicine”. The award, honoring Miss 
Winters, who is assistant dean for stu¬ 
dent affairs, was established two years 
ago in recognition of her interest in 
medical education and teaching. 
Journals will not merge 
In our last issue (spring 1976), we 
asked your opinion regarding a pro¬ 
posed merger of the Yale Journal of 
Biology and Medicine and Yale 
Medicine. For your convenience in re¬ 
sponding to this opinion poll, a reply 
post card was included in that issue. 
Although a number of alumni re¬ 
sponded in favor of the merger and 
many of these indicated a willingness to 
provide financial support for the pro¬ 
posed journal, the total number of 
alumni responding represented less 
than ten percent of medical and public 
health graduates. Therefore, the Execu¬ 
tive Committee of the Association of 
Yale Alumni in Medicine unanimously 
opposed the merger of the two journals. 
It was felt that the proposed merger 
would impair the primary function of 
Yale Medicine, that of keeping all 
members of the Association informed 
of medical school activities. 
Yale Medicine will continue to be 
published three times a year and sent 
without charge to members of the As¬ 
sociation of Yale Alumni in Medicine, 
students, and others interested in the 
School of Medicine. Its purpose will 
continue to be to provide information 
about activities, events, and people at 
the School of Medicine. As noted in the 
first issue (winter 1966), “It will not be 
impartial; it will have a decidedly blue 
tinge, and we shall not be disappointed 
if it excites a modest amount of pride 
and nostalgia.” 
The Yale Journal of Biology and 
Medicine will continue publication 
with Dr. Malcolm S. Mitchell as its 
editor and Neale Watson Academic 
Publications, New York, as the new 
publisher. A new cover design and 
graphics will enhance the Journal's 
esthetic appeal. It is anticipated that the 
subscription price will be held down by 
use of less expensive production 
methods. 
We are pleased to report that the 
Journal is very much alive and about to 
flourish again. Further information 
about the Journal will be sent to alumni 
in the near future. 
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Graduation—1976 
One hundred and fifty-three School of 
Medicine students were among the ap¬ 
proximately 2,800 men and women 
who received degrees at Yale Universi¬ 
ty’s 275th commencement on May 
17th. After the traditional ceremony on 
the Old Campus, the medical school 
graduates returned to their campus. 
In a ceremony in Mary S. Harkness 
Auditorium, the eighty-nine candidates 
for the Doctor of Medicine degrees re¬ 
ceived their diplomas from Dean 
Robert W. Berliner. Ten received their 
degrees cum laude. During the brief 
ceremony, in which Dr. Charles Put¬ 
man, associate professor of diagnos¬ 
tic radiology and medicine, gave the 
commencement address, prizes and 
awards were presented to 20 new 
M.D.s and five other students whose 
academic work had been outstanding. 
Dr. Howard Levitin, professor of clini¬ 
cal medicine and associate dean for 
student affairs, delivered the closing 
remarks. 
The Department of Epidemiology 
and Public Health held its ceremony in 
a striped tent set up on the lawn in front 
of the Laboratory of Epidemiology and 
Public Health. Kathleen Howe, assist¬ 
ant dean for public health, and Dr. 
Robert W. McCollum, chairman of the 
Department of Epidemiology and Pub¬ 
lic Health, presented diplomas to 63 
candidates for the Master of Public 
Health degree and one candidate for the 
Doctor of Public Health degree. Dr. 
Colin White, Ira Vaughan Hiscock 
Professor of Public Health, delivered 
the commencement address. During 
the ceremony a number of essay prizes 
were awarded, and Marilyn Saspor- 
tas, a second year student, received the 
E. Richard Weinerman Fellowship. 
Physician Associate Program 
graduates twenty-one 
On August 30th, 21 students were 
graduated from the Yale Physician As¬ 
sociate Program. This was the fifth 
class to complete the program that 
trains men and women to assist doctors 
in performing many common clinical 
functions. 
Seventy students have graduated 
from the Yale program since its estab¬ 
lishment in 1971. They are employed in 
a variety of settings throughout the na¬ 
tion, including hospital emergency 
rooms, clinics, and special care units. 
Thirteen of the Program’s new 
graduates will remain in the New 
Haven area; three are doing a post¬ 
graduate surgical residency at Yale. 
Dr. Ebbert in charge of implementa¬ 
tion of Title IX in School 
Dr. Arthur Ebbert, deputy dean, has 
been appointed the person responsible 
for the implementation of Title IX of 
the Education Amendments of 1972 at 
the School of Medicine. The purpose of 
Title IX is to prevent private educa¬ 
tional institutions from discriminating 
on the basis of sex, both in admissions 
policy and in employment policy. 
As it relates to students, Title IX 
requires that students be treated equally 
and that they have equal access to edu¬ 
cational resources, financial aid, and 
extra-curricular activities. In regard to 
employment, Title IX prohibits the 
school from using any employment 
criteria which adversely affect mem¬ 
bers of one sex, nor can the school 
discriminate on the basis of sex in the 
granting of promotions, tenure, leaves 
of absence, benefits (including finan¬ 
cial support for apprenticeships, con¬ 
ferences, meetings), and employee ac¬ 
tivities. It also prohibits making pre¬ 
employment inquiry concerning either 
marital status or parental status. 
In addition. Title IX stipulates that a 
grievance procedure must be developed 
for the prompt resolution of complaints 
alleging violation of the regulation. 
Such a procedure has been drawn up for 
the University. For further information 
regarding Title IX and its implementa¬ 
tion at the School of Medicine, please 
contact Dr. Ebbert. 
Medical sudent awarded 
Henry Luce Scholarship 
Joann Bodurtha, a student in the Class 
of 1978, received a Henry Luce Schol¬ 
arship to spend a year in Asia. She will 
be doing genetic research at the Radia¬ 
tion Effects Research Foundation in 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan. 
The intent of the Luce Scholars Pro¬ 
gram is to cultivate a transcultural ex¬ 
change with professional and business 
people in the Orient. Fifteen recent col¬ 
lege graduates of the highest intellec¬ 
tual and professional promise, who 
lack any extensive study or commit¬ 
ment to Asian affairs, are chosen each 
year. Internships and job placements 
are arranged on the basis of the indi¬ 
vidual student's professional interest 
and background. 
Ms. Bodurtha was a member of the 
honors program at Swarthmore Col¬ 
lege, where she received a B.A. degree 
in biology in 1974. She was co¬ 
president of her medical school class 
during the freshman and sophomore 
years. 
Student publishes medical self-help 
journal 
Tom Ferguson, a student in the School 
of Medicine, is the editor and publisher 
of Medical Self-care, a new quarterly 
magazine which provides laypeople 
with the tools and information neces¬ 
sary to take responsibility for their 
health. The first issue was published 
this summer. 
In the introduction, Mr. Ferguson 
wrote, “I never planned to edit a 
magazine. I’m a fourth year medical 
student planning to become a family 
practitioner. But during my first year 
on the hospital wards, I was continually 
amazed by how little responsibility 
most patients took for their own 
health.” Medical Self-care is intended 
to help readers overcome their fear of 
illness by teaching them what they can 
do to stay healthy and how to cope with 
illness when it occurs. 
Copies of this issue are available for 
$2 by writing to P.O. Box 31549, San 
Francisco, Cal. 94131. Yearly sub¬ 
scriptions are $7. 
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Promotions to professor 
Nineteen members of the medical fa¬ 
culty have been promoted to the rank of 
professor effective July 1976. They 
are: Mark W. Bitensky, M.D., profes¬ 
sor of pathology; Malcolm B. Bowers, 
Jr., professor of psychiatry; Marshall 
Edelson, Ph.D., M.D., professor of 
psychiatry; Martin H. Floch, M.D., 
clinical professor of medicine; Richard 
K. Gershon, M.D., professor of 
pathology; Robert H. Gifford, M.D., 
professor of clinical medicine; John A. 
Goffinet, M.D., professor of clinical 
medicine; George R. Heninger, M.D., 
professor of clinical psychiatry; Rufus 
O. Howard, Ph.D., M.D., clinical pro¬ 
fessor of ophthalmology and visual sci¬ 
ence. 
Also, Peter I. Jatlow, M.D., profes¬ 
sor of laboratory ryedicine; Eliezer L. 
Kier, M.D., professor of diagnostic 
radiology; William Konigsberg, 
Ph.D., professor of molecular 
biophysics and biochemistry; James C. 
Niederman, M.D., clinical professor of 
epidemiology and medicine; Patrick A. 
Ongley, M.D., clinical professor of 
pediatrics; Robert J. Schulz, Ph.D., 
professor of clinical therapeutic radiol¬ 
ogy (radiological physics); Dieter G. 
Soli, Ph.D., professor of molecular 
biophysics and biochemistry; Joseph 
B. Warshaw, M.D., professor of 
pediatrics and obstetrics and gynecolo¬ 
gy; Robert M. Weiss, M.D., professor 
of surgery (urology); and Morris A. 
Wessel, M.D., clinical professor of 
pediatrics. 
Internationa! conference held 
The International Academy of the His¬ 
tory of Medicine held a three-day meet¬ 
ing at the School of Medicine in early 
September. Dr. George Rosen, profes¬ 
sor of history of medicine and 
epidemiology and public health, and 
president of the Academy, led the meet¬ 
ing which included a symposium on the 
relationship between medicine and 
government. 
Established ten years ago for the 
purpose of bringing together senior 
medical historians from throughout the 
world, the International Academy of 
the History of Medicine has 200 elected 
members who meet every three years. 
In addition, they publish a quarterly, 
Clio Medica, which includes papers 
presented at the symposia. 
New faculty appointments 
Dr. Howard Rasmussen has been ap¬ 
pointed professor of medicine and cell 
biology. He comes to Yale from the 
University of Pennsylvania where he 
was the Benjamin Rush Professor of 
Biochemistry and also held professor¬ 
ships in medicine and pediatrics. Dr. 
Rasmussen received his M.D. from 
Harvard in 1952 and his Ph.D. degree 
from Rockefeller University in 1959. 
He is internationally known for his con¬ 
tributions in the field of calcium, phos¬ 
phorous, vitamin D, and parathyroid 
function. 
Other recent full-time faculty ap¬ 
pointments include: Thomas P. Duffy, 
M.D., associate professor of clinical 
medicine; Bernard G. Forget, M.D., 
associate professor of medicine and 
human genetics; Caleb Gonzalez, 
M.D., associate professor of clinical 
ophthalmology; Herbert Y. Reynolds, 
M.D., associate professor of medicine; 
and David B. A. Silk, M.D., associate 
professor of medicine. 
New book by faculty 
Anesthesiology and the University, 
by Nicholas M. Greene, M.D., profes- 
sdr of anesthesiology. J. B. Lippincott 
Co., Philadelphia and Toronto, 1975. 
faculty notes; 
Dr. Alvam R. Feinstein, professor of 
medicine and epidemiology, and Dr. 
Jay Katz, professor (adjunct) of law 
and psychiatry, have been elected to 
five year terms in the Institute of 
Medicine of the National Academy of 
Sciences. Dean Robert W. Berliner 
was reelected to a second term in the 
Institute. 
Dr. Richard H. Greenspan, professor 
and chairman of the Department of 
Diagnostic Radiology has been named 
editor-in-chief of Investigative Radiol¬ 
ogy, the official journal of the Associa¬ 
tion of University Radiologists. Dr. 
Greenspan is past president of both the 
A.U.R. and of the Fleischner Society. 
Dr. Stuart C. Finch, professor of 
medicine, spoke at the College of 
Physicians of Philadelphia in Sep¬ 
tember as part of their bicentennial lec¬ 
ture series entitled "World Health in 
Human Perspective." Dr. Finch, who 
is currently on leave of absence in 
Japan and serving as chief scientist at 
the Radiation Effects Research Founda¬ 
tion in Hiroshima, spoke on "A 
Thirty-year Follow-up of Survivors of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki". 
Dr. David Seligsom was elected chair¬ 
man of the Academy of Clinical 
Faboratory Physicians and Scientists. 
(ACFP) in June. Dr. Seligson is profes¬ 
sor and chairman of the Department of 
Faboratory Medicine. Fast December 
he was made an honorary member of 
the British Association of Clinical 
Biochemists. 
In April and May, Dr. Massimo 
Calabresi, clinical professor emeritus 
of medicine, was a visiting professor at 
the University of Perugia Graduate 
School of Public Health, where he gave 
a series of lectures and seminars on pre¬ 
ventive aspects of chronic diseases. Dr. 
Calabresi has visited Perugia on a bien¬ 
nial schedule since 1959, and has also 
lectured at other universities in Italy. 
Another traveler is Dr. Edith Fishing, 
professor of laboratory medicine and 
chief of the Virology Faboratory, West 
Haven Veterans Administration Hospi¬ 
tal. Fast spring she toured the People’s 
Republic of China where she was able 
to visit medical schools and research 
laboratories in several major cities. In 
May she went to Switzerland, where 
she was a visiting professor at the Insti¬ 
tute of Microbiology and Hygiene, 
University of Basel. 
The American Psychiatric Association 
has awarded Dr. Francis J. Braceland 
its Distinguished Service Award. Dr. 
Braceland is clinical professor emeritus 
of psychiatry. 
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David Ingersoll Hitchcock, Ph.D. 
Dr. David I. Hitchcock, associate pro¬ 
fessor emeritus of physiology, died on 
May 8, 1976 at the age of 82. He had 
served as a member of the Yale faculty 
from 1927 until his retirement in 1961 
and taught physiology to hundreds of 
medical students. 
Born in Detroit, Michigan, David 
Hitchcock was graduated from 
Dartmouth College in 1915 and then 
taught chemistry there for two years. 
He joined the Army in 1917 and served 
in France in World War 1. In 1922 he 
received his Ph.D. degree from Col¬ 
umbia University. From 1921 to 1926 
Dr. Hitchcock did research in the 
laboratory of Jacques Loeb at the 
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re¬ 
search in New York and in 1926-1927 
taught at Bryn Mawr College. He 
joined the Yale faculty in 1927 as an 
assistant professor of physiology. 
In addition to Dr. Hitchcock’s many 
papers dealing with membrane equilib¬ 
ria and the physical chemistry of pro¬ 
teins, he was the author of a widely 
used text book. Physical Chemistry for 
Students of Biology and Medicine. He 
also contributed to a number of books 
including Howell's Textbook of 
Physiology edited by John F. Fulton 
and The Chemistry of the Amino 
Acids and Proteins edited by Carl 
L. A. Schmidt, and he was the author 
of articles in the Encyclopedia of Elec¬ 
trochemistry and the Encyclopedia of 
Chemistry, Medical Physiology and 
Biophysics. 
He was a member of the American 
Society for Biological Chemists, the 
Society of General Physiologists, Phi 
Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi. In 1960 he 
was awarded a National Science Foun¬ 
dation grant to do research with G. S. 
Adair at Cambridge University in Eng¬ 
land. 
Dr. H itchcock was an avid hiker and 
amateur photographer. For many years 
he played the flute in the Business and 
Professional Men’s Orchestra of New 
Haven and at one time was president of 
that organization. He is survived by his 
wife, Margaret Ballou Hitchcock, a 
daugher, son, and eight grandchildren. 
Thomas Franklin Hines, M.D. 
Dr. Thomas F. Hines, associate clinical 
professor of medicine, died on August 
12, 1976. He was 59 years of age and 
was the medical director of Gaylord 
Hospital in Wallingford, Connecticut. 
A native of Berwick, Pennsylvania, 
Dr. Hines received his M.D. degree 
from the University of Pittsburgh. Fol¬ 
lowing his internship he served as a 
fellow in physical medicine at the 
Warmsprings Foundation and Emory 
University Hospital. In 1951 he was 
appointed director of Physical 
Medicine at the Grace-New Haven 
Community Hospital and an assistant 
professor of medicine at Yale. He was 
promoted to associate professor in 
1957. 
In 1960 he was appointed director of 
Physical Medicine at Gaylord Hospital 
and subsequently became the medical 
director and chief executive officer. At 
this time when Gaylord was in transi¬ 
tion from an outdated sanatorium, he 
helped to build the modem rehabilita¬ 
tion hospital which now stands as a 
tribute to his tireless efforts. He con¬ 
tinued his affiliation with Yale as a 
member of the part-time faculty and as 
a consultant in rehabilitation medicine 
at Yale-New Haven Hospital and the 
West Haven Veterans Administration 
Hospital. 
Widely known throughout the State, 
he served as a board member and con¬ 
sultant to many organizations and hos¬ 
pitals. In addition to State and local 
medical societies, he was a member of 
the American Academy of Physical 
Medicine and the American Congress 
of Rehabilitation Medicine. He re¬ 
ceived many honors including a cita¬ 
tion by the President’s Committee for 
Employment of the Physically Handi¬ 
capped. 
Dr. Hines is survived by his wife, 
two children, and three grandchildren. 
Wayne P. Whitcomb, M.D. 
Dr. Wayne P. Whitcomb died on May 
27, 1976 at the age of 56. He was direc¬ 
tor of the Radiation Therapy Center at 
the Hospital of St. Raphael, and had 
served on the part-time clinical faculty 
at Yale since 1961. 
Born in Norwich, Connecticut, Dr. 
Whitcomb had attended Duke Univer¬ 
sity and received his M.D. degree from 
the University of Vermont in 1945. He 
was an intern at the Stamford Hospital, 
and following two years of Army ser¬ 
vice he became a resident in radiology 
at the Hospital of St. Raphael. On com¬ 
pletion of his residency in 1951, he 
spent a year in Manchester, England 
working at the National Cancer Center 
Institute and then returned to St. 
Raphael’s as a member of the attending 
staff in the Department of Radiology. 
He was extremely active in commun¬ 
ity affairs in Orange, where he resided, 
and also in various professional organi¬ 
zations. He had been president of the 
staff at St. Raphael’s, president and 
founder of the Radiological Society of 
Connecticut, and was a member of the 
Board of Governors of the New Haven 
County Medical Association at the time 
of his death. He also belonged to the 
American College of Radiology and the 
Radiological Society of North Ameri¬ 
ca. 
For years. Dr. Whitcomb had par¬ 
ticipated in teaching sessions and con¬ 
ferences at the School of Medicine. 
During the past two years, Yale-New 
Haven Hospital residents in radiation 
therapy have received part of their 
training under his guidance at the Hos¬ 
pital of St. Raphael. Since 1974, he 
held an appointment as a senior clinical 
associate in therapeutic radiology. His 
promotion to associate clinical profes¬ 
sor on the Yale faculty was to have 
become effective in July 1976. 
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An Event in the Life of Dr. Samuel 
Karelitz, ’23 
The following communication was re¬ 
cently received from a friend of Yale 
Medicine. 
My husband and I visited in Aix-en- 
Provence for two days this summer. 
Since we knew no one in the city, the 
warm reception tendered us by the con¬ 
cierge of the Hotel du Roy Rene was 
totally unexpected. Why were we 
treated like VIPs, two middle class 
middle-aged Americans? Because we 
were Americans and, therefore, coun¬ 
trymen of Dr. Samuel Karelitz, New 
York pediatrician, Class of ’23 at the 
Yale School of Medicine, and affec¬ 
tionately remembered for his medical 
services to the people of the City of Aix 
during World War II. 
Dr. Karelitz, who had been practic¬ 
ing pediatrics in New York City, joined 
the Mt. Sinai Hospital Unit of the Army 
Medical Corps in 1941 as a major. It 
was in 1943 that the Unit, including 
then Colonel Karelitz, took over the 
handsome building of the Hotel du Roy 
Rene to billet the staff of the 3rd Gen¬ 
eral Hospital. Although stationed in 
Aix to provide medical services for the 
U.S. Army, Dr. Karelitz was moved by 
the parlous state of supplies and ser¬ 
vices available to the ailing civilian 
population of Aix and determined to 
provide what time and medicines he 
could possibly spare or beg in treating 
seriously ill infants along with a sprink¬ 
ling of adults. 
In a recent letter about his experience 
in Aix, the doctor recalled with 
amusement some of the gifts bestowed 
on him in appreciation. A jar of black 
olives from a grateful arthritic old 
woman was tempting looking indeed in 
a rationed food era, but since they 
hadn’t been cured, turned out to be bit¬ 
terly inedible. . . . The small amount 
of aspirin which he could spare, to¬ 
gether with a miniscule amount of 
cocaine to dull her pain, also prompted 
this appreciative patient to give the doc¬ 
tor a live white chicken. The fresh poul¬ 
try, a rare item too, he remembered was 
the mainstay of a wedding dinner when 
one of the staff doctors married a nurse. 
The father of a baby desperately ill with 
pneumonia, overjoyed by his child’s 
recovery, presented Dr. Karelitz with a 
bottle of fine old French brandy with 
the prescription, “Bouves le brandy 
alumni 
news 
goutte a goutte”. 
One day he was consulted by a dep¬ 
uty of the Mayor of Aix, whose 
6-year-old son had been diagnosed as 
suffering from typhoid fever. The local 
doctor wanted to operate because he 
feared an impending rupture of an intes¬ 
tinal ulcer. Dr. Karelitz disagreed with 
the diagnosis and suggested a blood 
transfusion. Obtaining the blood was 
not an easy task, but the doctor man¬ 
aged and transfused the boy. The child 
recovered within a few days. 
These incidents, multiplied many 
times, precipitated a memorable event 
in the lives of Dr. and Mrs. Karelitz. 
In April of 1960 they were invited to 
be guests of the city in a day of un¬ 
forgettable ceremonies. There was a 
public presentation of the medal of the 
city to the doctor and flowers to his wife 
from the local functionaries; then 
speeches and a large cocktail party. 
This, in turn, was followed by a cere¬ 
monial dinner at the home of Monsieur 
Bianchi, father of the boy saved from 
surgery by Karelitz’ diagnosis. The 
local papers made front page news of 
the events, headlining the visit of the 
“medecin-colonel new-yorkais, ami 
des Aixois.” 
Dr. Karelitz, who is director 
emeritus of the Long Island Jewish 
Hillside Medical Center in New York, 
has received other awards over the 
years, but he will never forget the re¬ 
ception by the citizens of Aix. And, 
obviously, they have never forgotten 
him. 
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Alumni Day—1976 
Alumni Day was held on Saturday, 
June 5th. The annual convocation of 
medical school alumni and their guests 
began with four round table discussions 
covering medical school admissions, 
prospects for the treatment and preven¬ 
tion of genetic disease, informed con¬ 
sent in clinical practice, and the Health 
Planning Resources Development Act. 
Dr. John B. Ogilvie presided over 
the annual meeting of the Association 
of Yale Alumni in Medicine. After re¬ 
marks by Dean Robert W. Berliner, 
new members and members appointed 
to a second term on the Executive 
Committee were announced. They are: 
John N. German, M.D., ’44, a new 
member; and Clement F. Batelli, 
M.D., '28, Carol Goldenthal, M.D., 
’44, Majic S. Potsaid, M.D., ’51, and 
Muriel D. Wolfe, M.D., '59, all re¬ 
appointed until 1978. Harvey L. 
Young, M.D., ’52 was named chair¬ 
man of the Medical School Alumni 
Fund. 
After the meeting, the Alumni Day 
participants gathered in the large blue 
and white tent set up on the terrace of 
Harkness Dormitory, where they 
sipped sherry and greeted old friends. 
A buffet lunch was followed by an 
Alumni Day Assembly on “The Team 
Approach to the Cancer Problem”. 
Perspectives on therapeutic modalities, 
rehabilitation, the roles of the primary 
physician and the research specialist 
were discussed. 
Following a day of thought provok¬ 
ing talks, members of the five year 
reunion classes relaxed at class parties 
and dinners. 
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Reunion class notes 
(due to space restrictions, other 
class notes submitted for this 
issue of Yale Medicine will appear 
in the Winter 1977 issue) 
1926 
The following report on the 50th re¬ 
union of the class is submitted by 
Maxwell Bogin: “Our class dinner on 
Alumni Day was held at the Graduate 
Club. Attending were Eugene Beck, 
Joseph Hetzel and Mrs. Hetzel, John 
Lauricella, Joseph Matteis and Mrs. 
Matteis. Reuben Thalberg and Mrs. 
Thalberg, Maxwell Bogin and Mrs. 
Bogin. 
“Discussion brought up reminis¬ 
cences of this ‘transition’ class which 
enjoyed the study of anatomy at the 
medical school building on York 
Street, and bacteriology in the old 
Brady Annex barracks before transfer 
to the new Sterling Hall of Medicine. 
The memory of these buildings may 
fade with the years but the lustre of our 
faculty remains ever so brilliant—to 
name a few: Wintemitz, Mendel, 
Winslow, Ferris, Blake, Harvey, Park 
and Powers. 
“What happened to a class so care¬ 
fully selected, tenderly nurtured and 
nobly inspired is revealed in a recent 
survey. Number admitted, 49, number 
graduated, 37; living graduates, 25, 
non-graduates, 5; responded to ques¬ 
tionnaire, 17 graduates, 1 non¬ 
graduate; active practice, 4, part-time 
practice, 4; retired, 10; general prac¬ 
tice, 3, specialty practice, 11; board 
certified, 8. This small roster includes 
one professor of anatomy, editor of 
“Gray's Anatomy”, Honorary Sc.D., 
one clinical professor, one hospital 
administrator and consultant, and one 
director of Laboratories. 
“Although the numbers involved are 
so small as to be statistically insignifi¬ 
cant, those attending the dinnerdecided 
that the class of 1926 has adequately 
repaid society for its investment in our 
medical education.” 
1931 
Benjamin Castleman reports on re¬ 
union activities of the class of 1931 on 
Medical Alumni Day: “Of our original 
graduating class numbering 48 there 
are now 35 members living, 15 of 
whom live in the New England and 
New York area. Although only five of 
this latter group (Blanchard, Castle¬ 
man, Heller, Schechter, and Taffel) 
returned for our 45th reunion with our 
wives (all originals), we all agreed it 
was a wonderful get-together. We 
ended at Mory’s for dinner for an even¬ 
ing of reminiscing and looking at old 
pictures of our first year at Yale (1927). 
One of our members who was unable to 
attend (Helen Richter Gilmore of 
Norwich, Vermont) telephoned us at 
Mory’s to extend her best wishes and 
wanted to be remembered to all. We 
look forward to a much larger attend¬ 
ance for our 50th in 1981, even if some 
of us will come hobbling with our 
canes.” 
1936 
“Enclosed is my class reunion report, 
longer than usual because this year we 
urgently solicited news from those un¬ 
able to attend,” writes Philip 
LeCompte. 
“Our class reunion dinner, arranged 
as usual by Nick D'Esopo, was held in 
the Captain’s Room at far-famed 
Mory’s. In addition to host Nick and his 
charming wife, Rose, and your secre¬ 
tary and spouse Jean, those present 
were: George and Marie Brown (after 
retiring from the V.A. two years ago, 
George decided to remain in his house 
in Johnson City, Tennessee, but he has 
added a new wing to accommodate his 
furniture-making hobby); Lester and 
Grace Burket (after establishing what is 
probably a record for stability for deans 
in the medical field—21 years as dean 
of the School of Dental Medicine at the 
University of Pennsylvania—Lester 
reached the mandatory retirement age 
but continues to share his expertise as a 
consultant and is getting out the sixth 
edition of his standard textbook in addi¬ 
tion to editing a letter from a family 
grandmother who went West in a 
covered wagon in the mid 1800’s); 
George and Anna Hahn (George has 
been professor of obstetrics and 
gynecology and director of the Gyn 
Tumor Clinic at Jefferson Medical Col¬ 
lege for some 15 years, also chairman 
of obs. and gyn. for Project Hope for 
nine trips, including a fascinating 
summer with the Navajos); Ham and 
Margaret Hamlin (Ham continues to 
practice neurosurgery in Providence, 
with weekly visits to the Neurology 
Clinic at Mass. General Hospital; as 
you know, he also does a great job at 
squeezing money out of us); Steve and 
Aila Nagyfy (Steve, a faithful reunion 
visitor, was for many years part of the 
Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company’s 
model employee health plan, but more 
recently has been in obstetrical practice 
on his own). 
“After an excellent dinner in a room 
lined with portraits of great Yale 
athletes of olden times, we reminisced 
a bit and the secretary read some mes¬ 
sages that had been sent by various 
classmates. A condensation follows: 
Bill Barry has been clinical professor 
of otolaryngology at U. of Kansas 
School of Medicine, also consultant in 
facial plastic surgery at the V.A. and 
the Federal Prison at Leavenworth. He 
received a papal honor in 1966. A1 
Diddle is the senior member of a six 
man group practicing obs. and gyn. in 
Knoxville, Tennessee. He has given up 
obs. and now has emeritus status in his 
teaching position at University of Ten¬ 
nessee, but gets around to meetings and 
to visiting teacher assignments. He 
wants to know how come a fifth of our 
class went to, or west of, the Rocky 
Mountains. Emir Gaw, having retired 
last year as staff psychiatrist at Napa 
State Hospital (California) is now en¬ 
gaged, with his wife, in trying to make 
the desert around Wendell, Idaho, 
bloom. (‘Wind and dust storms, 
coyotes, potato farmers, surround us, 
as well as the desert'). Roger Hebert, 
who finished his training at Laval, was 
in general practice in Springfield, 
Mass., for years, and now, a widower 
and living alone, runs the outpatient 
clinic at a V.A. hospital in Holyoke. 
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“Louise Hutchins writes from 
Berea, Kentucky, that, after three years 
in family planning clinics in Hong 
Kong, she returned to Kentucky in 
1970 and since then has been a family 
planning clinician with a mobile team 
serving 11 counties. After seeing 
26,000 women and inserting 2156 
IUD’s, she has a retention rate of 69% 
after 5 years. Last year her medical 
career was taped for the Schlesinger 
Library at Radcliffe in an interview 
with James W. Reed. Don Marshall 
sends regards but is too modest to men¬ 
tion the note in Yale Medicine telling of 
his receiving the Thirty-second Annual 
Kiwanis Award for Distinguished Ser¬ 
vice to the city of Portland (Maine), this 
for his efforts in setting up a renal 
dialysis and transplant center. Don’s 
daughter. Dr. Bonnie Tompkins, is 
now assistant professor of anesthesiol¬ 
ogy at the University of Wisconsin, 
where her husband is assistant profes¬ 
sor of biomedical engineering. Bill 
Peltz writes from Manchester, Ver¬ 
mont, that his conflicts included a 50th 
reunion at Albany Academy, a 45th at 
Yale College, and a 40th at Harvard 
Medical. Margo Sommers has moved 
her psychiatric practice to Cambridge, 
Mass. We talked to her on the phone 
and tried to get her to drive down with 
us—no luck, although she expressed 
interest. 
“John Sullivan writes from Green 
Valley, Arizona, that the “green” on 
his two acres comes from 1800 feet of 
underground hose and 90 bubblers. He 
discontinued the practice of ophthal¬ 
mology on Jan. 1, 1974 because he had 
been working about 15 years with a 
chronic facial neuralgia but now, in a 
more relaxed state, has only about 20 
per cent of the pain he previously ex¬ 
perienced. Morris Tager couldn't 
make it because he had to ‘baby sit’ for 
his near 95 year old mother. He still 
runs the Microbiology Department at 
Emory in Atlanta, giving about 80 lec¬ 
tures a year to medical, dental and PA 
students. He wonders if anyone wants a 
dishwasher after his obligatory retire¬ 
ment date of Aug. 31, 1978. Eddie 
Warren, after 20 years in the private 
practice of psychiatry in the state of 
Washington, has become medical di¬ 
rector of the Mid-Columbia Mental 
Health Center, a rapidly expanding 
community service organization and 
the only one of its kind in the North¬ 
west. He says that his wife has become 
an ‘incomparable’ art therapist and that 
they enjoy their children and grand¬ 
children. Thayer Willis has retired 
from pediatrics in Connecticut to lei¬ 
sure in Florida, where he has time to 
worry about his weight. He and his 
wife, who has been slowed up by two 
coronaries, will be on Cape Cod this 
summer near their daughter. 
“Necrology: we recently lost Bill 
Baum (Sept. 1975) and Jack Clancy 
(Dec. 1974). In answer to inquiries 
from some of you, Mary Maher died 
in 1969 and Deborah Leary (wife of 
Lou Welt, M’38) in 1957 of staph 
pneumonia in the influenza epidemic of 
that year.” 
1941 
Charles Cheney, class reunion chair¬ 
man, writes that “we had a fine thirty- 
fifth reunion on June 3-5. This was held 
partially at the Harrison Inn in South- 
bury in company with the youngsters of 
1951 and partly at the Medical School. 
The general feeling was that this was 
the best reunion we’ve ever had. 
“Thirteen members of the class (ap¬ 
proximately one-third of us who still 
survive) attended. They were: Blum, 
Cheney, Dine, Duncan, Fenton, 
Franklin, Gilbert, Glike, Lih, 
Monroe, O’Connell, Parrella, and 
Pecora. All but three of the above 
brought their wives, and none brought 
mistresses. 
“On Friday afternoon, in South- 
bury, we were the guests of ’51 for a 
Medical Symposium, an excellent, 
worthwhile affair consisting of well- 
presented, interesting lectures given by 
professorial types of the class of 1951. 
Cocktails, dinner and dancing fol¬ 
lowed. After spending most of Satur¬ 
day at our alma mater attending the 
Medical Alumni Day program, we re¬ 
turned to Southbury for our class dinner 
where we were again chummy with ’51 
and benefited from their rousing 
speeches and merrymaking. 
“We are now hoping for 100% at¬ 
tendance at our fortieth. Wheelchairs 
and catheters have been ordered.” 
1946 
“Eighteen members of the class of ’46 
plus their spouses made it to their 30th 
reunion,” reports Gregory Flynn. 
“While much of the University was 
newer, all of the class of ’46 was older. 
After a delightful day of a planned 
program at the Medical School, we had 
a cocktail party and dinner together ar¬ 
ranged by Gerry Yudkin. In attend¬ 
ance were the Behrles, Yvette 
Richards Biehusen, the Colemans, 
Cooneys, Coopers, Filers, Gordons, 
Jim Horton, the Kleemans, Longos, 
Murphys, Pepes, Phil Roth, the 
Sachses, the Shattucks, Colby 
Stearns, the Wedemeyers, the Wings, 
and fleetingly—Gerry Yudkin, our 
busy host. 
“All present updated their lives, 
and, with one exception, Ken Hardy, 
someone was able to account for the 
careers of other classmates. It was a 
warm, worthwhile visit with old dear 
friends. The more mature I become, the 
more I appreciate the select group in 
time we were. 
“Hope to see you all in ’81. Gregg 
and Peggy Flynn.” 
Editor’s note: Alumni Records re¬ 
ceived notice in 1974 of Dr. Hardy’s 
death. 
1951 
Tom Amatruda, reunion secretary pro 
tem, reported on the very successful 
25th reunion activities of the class of 
1951: “Twenty-three members of the 
class along with seventeen lovely wives 
and one impressive husband (Mike 
Malkin) attended: Amatruda, Ardell, 
Bagshaw, Berg, Bruch, Egan, 
Freedman, Furst, Goodman, Ham¬ 
burger, Haxo, Iverson, Kiekhofer, 
Malkin, McGarry, Morgan, Mow- 
lem, Potsaid, Riley, Sullivan, 
Taylor, Walker, and Wong. In Heri¬ 
tage Village, Southbury, Connecticut 
(about 25 miles from Yale), the Harri¬ 
son Inn, with its many facilities includ¬ 
ing conference rooms, dining halls, 
golf course, tennis courts, swimming 
pool and a variety of unusual shops and 
boutiques, provided a comfortable and 
enjoyable setting for the reunion. 
“On Friday, following a noon buf¬ 
fet, four distinguished members of the 
class presented a four-hour symposium 
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1961 
designed to update our knowledge in 
their particular disciplines. Dan 
Freedman, professor and chairman of 
the Department of Psychiatry at the 
University of Chicago spoke on ‘The 
Biosocial View: 25 Years in Academic 
Psychiatry'; John Berg, professor and 
director of the Iowa Cancer Research 
Center, University of Iowa, presented 
‘The Cancer Story: 25 Years in Cancer 
Research’; Maj Potsaid, professor and 
director of the Division of Nuclear 
Medicine of Massachusetts General 
Hospital, chose the title, ‘Emit? 
Transmit? or Holler?—Ruminations 
after a Quarter Century in Radiology’; 
and Bob Hamburger, professor and 
head of Pediatric Immunology at the 
University of California at San Diego, 
addressed the group on ‘A Pediatri¬ 
cian’s View of the Immunology of Al¬ 
lergy’. 
“Each talk in the symposium which 
was moderated by Tom Amatruda, 
clinical director of the Waterbury 
Hospital and clinical professor of 
medicine at Yale, represented a ‘state 
of the art’ review in depth of the various 
fields and generated a number of ques¬ 
tions and interesting discussion from 
the floor. The participants obviously 
spent a great deal of time preparing 
their addresses and all of them were 
lucid although detailed, and presented 
new knowledge for the continuing edu¬ 
cation of the physician members of the 
audience. The symposium was accred¬ 
ited for four hours of continuing medi¬ 
cal education. In addition to the class of 
1951, a large contingent of the class of 
1941 attended, as did a few other 
physicians from other classes. Of in¬ 
terest was the fact that many of the 
wives attended the symposium and felt 
that they also gained insight to the med¬ 
ical fields being discussed. The concept 
was enthusiastically received and may 
set a model for subsequent classes as 
they approach their 25th reunion. 
“At the symposium it was also an¬ 
nounced that the class of 1951 would 
dedicate its gift to the medical school in 
memory of Barbara Lipton, the 
youngest member of the class of 1951 
who died of carcinoma of the breast on 
July 20, 1974 at the age of 46. Barbara 
held the affection and respect of her 
classmates at Yale and following 
graduation served an internship in 
surgery at Yale and subsequently en¬ 
tered the field of anesthesiology. At the 
time ot her death she was chief of anes¬ 
thesiology at the Mt. Sinai Hospital in 
New York City and held the rank of 
clinical professor of anesthesiology at 
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine. 
“Friday evening we enjoyed a 
cocktail party followed by dinner and 
dancing until the early morning hours. 
The following day some hardy souls 
engaged in early morning golf or tennis 
but eventually the majority of the class 
found its way to Yale to participate in 
the Alumni Day program, with the late 
afternoon and early evening activities 
again at the Harrison Inn culminating in 
the class dinner in the Garden Room. 
Tom and Mary Forbes honored us by 
their presence and several members of 
the class of 1941 also joined our class 
for the dinner. The final official event 
was an informal breakfast on Sunday. 
“The overwhelming consensus was 
that the reunion had been a great suc¬ 
cess and that time had treated the mem¬ 
bers of the class and their spouses very 
well indeed. We hope that the members 
of the class of 1951 who were unable to 
attend will join us at the 30th reunion.” 
1956 
Dwight Miller’s account of the class of 
1956 Medical Alumni Day activities 
reveals that they had a very pleasant 
and highly successful reunion. Dr. Mil¬ 
ler, who set up the program, noted that 
everyone was genuinely happy to see 
each other and that an open house held 
at the Park Plaza and hosted by Drs. 
Scheig, Downing, Gurwitt, Zigun, 
Miller and wives, provided a central 
focus for those coming in to meet and 
chat. 
Saturday’s activities included dinner 
at the Graduate Club, followed by an 
open house at the Gurwitts’. Those at¬ 
tending were: Alan and Linde Apfel, 
Alfred and Mary Berend, Levon and 
Gloria Boyajian, Edwin Child, James 
and Tina Collias, Chandler Dawson, 
Mitchell and Janet Edson, Gilbert and 
Rona Eisner, Thomas Ferris, John 
Gardner, William and Joyce (’57) 
Gryboski, Alan and Nissa Gurwitt, 
Jerome and Linda Klein, William and 
Gloria Lewit, Dwight and Sally Mil¬ 
ler, Frederick North, William and 
Nancy O’Brien, David and Holly 
Page, James Patrick, Robert and 
Bonnie Scheig, James and Ruth 
Scheuer, Benjamin Shaver and 
Charles and Sylvia Zigun. 
The class reunion activities on Medical 
Alumini Day weekend are reported on 
by Lawrence Chiaramonte: “I guess 
I feel a bit like a bride standing at the 
altar in her new wedding gown with a 
wedding scheduled at 10:00 a.m. and 
the clock striking 12:00 p.m. with no 
groom. Of course, like President Ford, 
1 don't have a right to complain as I was 
not elected to this position. Of course, 
fifteen years out is a tough time to hold 
a class reunion. 
“Our plans for a Friday evening 
cocktail party were, to put it mildly, 
less than successful. However, 
classmates began to drift in on Saturday 
afternoon. Some were interested in the 
official program and others were more 
interested in bending their elbows and 
sitting around trading stories about 
their life styles and career choices. 
Dinner was held at the Graduate Club 
and really was quite pleasant and 
much better attended than the other 
functions. 
“George Lordi is associate profes¬ 
sor of medicine at New Jersey Medical 
School. He is active in the training 
program in internal medicine and teach¬ 
ing students. He attended with his wife, 
Christa. Wayne Downey came from 
the shores of Guilford, Connecticut, 
with his wife Joan. Wayne is leaving 
the private practice of psychiatry to 
take a position at Yale as a clinical 
director of a new developing institute 
for disturbed adolescents. Robert 
Briggs is practicing as an ‘L.M.D.’ 
near Hartford, Connecticut. From 
snatches of his conversation with 
Philip Felig, I gather Bob is practicing 
some interesting medicine. Phil, still at 
Yale, won an award recently for his 
excellence in research in diabetes. He is 
vice chairman of the Department of 
Medicine. He must be doing something 
right. He looked absolutely fantastic 
with a mod haircut with just touches of 
gray—tanned, trim appearance, just 
like the movies. 
“Warren Widmann is in private 
practice of thoracic surgery in a teach¬ 
ing community hospital in New Jersey. 
Also in New Jersey is Bob Livingston, 
practicing obstetrics and running an 
abortion clinic. His oldest son who was 
born while we were in Medical School 
is now applying to college. Of course 
they are all much older than I. 
“We are still living in Queens, New 
York, but are considering a move to 
Greenwich, Connecticut. My private 
practice, which is mostly in Queens, is 
limited to allergy and I am continuing 
to run an A.M.A. approved allergy 
training program at Long Island Col¬ 
lege Hospital in Brooklyn, on a part- 
time basis. Fortunately, I have avoided 
going full-time and have been able to 
maintain a program by hiring some ad¬ 
ditional capable part-timers. 
“My best to all of you who did not 
attend, even the ones in the New Haven 
area. I know our lives are busy but let us 
try harder on our twentieth.” 
1971 
Judging from the account of their re¬ 
union activities written by Barry 
Perlman, those of the class of 1971 
who returned to New Haven on June 8 
had a very pleasant day. Barry writes: 
“About one-third of the graduating 
class gathered at Chuck’s Steak House 
to celebrate their fifth year reunion. A 
great variety of experience, profes¬ 
sional and personal, marks the years 
since leaving New Haven. Some had 
recently completed military service or 
Public Health Service obligations. 
while others, because of ongoing ser¬ 
vice, were unable to attend. Many, 
predominantly surgeons and medical 
specialty fellows, are still continuing 
their postgraduate education while 
others have entered practice, joined 
medical school faculties, or are work¬ 
ing in other medical areas, and quite a 
few have married. The numbers of 
births seem prodigious—as a class, 
zero population growth does not seem 
our hallmark. 
“Specifically notable for their pres¬ 
ence were: Joe Paris who has been 
serving on the front lines of the Hudson 
Highlands at West Point; Stuart Phil¬ 
lips who seems to have become more 
‘inscrutable’ while serving in Korea; 
Richard Moggio, who will be moving 
to New York (can the Big Apple be 
saved by (a) graft?); Michael Hart, 
who drew applause for arranging the 
dinner—especially when it was an¬ 
nounced, to his amazement, that all 
would be his guests; the Boston contin¬ 
gent, among whom were numbered 
Sten Lofgren, Liz Morgan, Burns 
Woodward, the Crossmans. Wally 
Matthews and his wife Sherry (Loo), 
the Pattis, and the Vignolas who 
brought the spirit of the Celtics and 
Bruins with them. New York was 
solely represented by the 
Perlmans—while conspicuous in their 
absence were the Martin Parises and 
the Pierceys, perhaps unable to obtain 
travel visas from the city. Ken Har- 
kavy and wife travelled the farthest to 
attend—driving from Philadelphia. 
“New Haven continues to be home 
to many of our classmates and, as ex¬ 
pected, they were well represented by 
Barbara (Kinder) and huband John 
Ogden, the Jettes, the Kirmsers, 
Doug Schmidt, Semeon Tsalbins, 
John Mills, the Minihans (who 
perhaps wish they were with the Boston 
crew)—with so much available talent, 
do the late afternoon football and 
softball games continue? 
“Among others present, if only 
through conversation about them were: 
the Diasios, the Rinzlers, Irv 
Raphael, Gregory Bartha, the Ciep- 
lys, the Cateses, Gary Lande—to 
mention a few among many. If it be 
their wish not to be discussed ‘behind’ 
their backs, then they had better be 
present at the tenth—when we hope the 
turnout will be even greater.” 
1975-1976 Medical School Alumni Fund Campaign 
fund officers 1975-76 
Medical School Alumni Fund 
Nicholas P. R. Spinelli, ’44, Chairman 
Harvey L. Young, ’52, Chairman-Elect 
J. Roswell Gallagher, ’30, Bequest and Endowment Chairman 
Public Health Alumni Fund 
Robert W. McCollum, Chairman 
Kathleen Howe, ’56, Volunteer Co-Chairman 
Eric W. Mood, '43, Volunteer Co-Chairman 
MAJOR GIFTS DONORS 
CHAIRMAN'S GIFT ASSOCIATION 
Donors of $500 to $1000 
David M. Raskind, ‘24 
Tony Liebman Rakieten, ’29 
Daniel F. Harvey, ’33 
Harry Sherman, ’34 
Margaret C. Gildea, ’36 
Rebecca Z. Solomon, ’39 
Thomas J. Coleman, ’46 
Claude W. Delia, ’50 
Yvette Francis, ’50 
Harvey L. Young, ’52 
John D Rice, Jr., ’53 
Robert J. Donohue, Jr., ’58 
Warren D. Widmann, ’61 
ELIHLI YALE ASSOCIATION AND CHAIRMAN’S GIFT 
ASSOCIATION 
Donors of $1000 and over 
Myron A. Sallick, ’24 
Lewis A. Scheuer, ’28 
John B. Ogilvie, ’34 
Hugh Allan Smith, ’36 
Anonymous, '37 
Nicholas P. R. Spinelli, ’44 
Joseph A. Arminio, ’46 
SanfurdG. Bluestein, ’46 
Thomas Amatruda, Jr., ’51 
Lowell I. Goodman, ’51 
Arthur C. Crovatto, ’54 
Gilbert M. Eisner, ’56 
George E. Green, ’56 
Arne G. Haavik, '56 
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Bartha, Parents 
NATHAN HALE ASSOCIATION AND CHAIRMAN’S GIFT 
ASSOCIATION 
Donors of $5000 and over 
J. Roswell Gallagher, ’30 
23 
Dear Medical School Alumni: 
It has been my privilege to be Chairman of the Medical 
School Alumni Fund for the 1975-76 year, an experience I 
sincerely wish could be shared by every graduate of Yale Medi¬ 
cal School. It has again been a record year, with a total of 
$131.969 contributed compared to $113,488 the previous year. 
The increase suggests a raised consciousness on the part of a 
faithful and large core of alumni givers to the urgent needs of our 
School and her current students. It is particularly gratifying that 
all but thirteen classes increased either or both their percentage 
of participation and dollar total. 
It has been gratifying to me to have the opportunity for 
communication with fellow alumni, and particularly the Class 
Agents to whom credit for this year’s record squarely belongs. 
What I heard in these dialogues were sounds of a concerned and 
involved alumni body, questing means for greater relevance as 
an organization. The possibility of articulating this interest 
through the increasing activities surrounding reunion functions 
which are occurring should be further explored. 
I regret that I shall be unable to continue the Chairmanship 
which I assumed temporarily, but am delighted that Harvey 
Young, of the Class of 1952, has consented to assume the reins. 
I intend to assist him in every way that I may in the missions 
mentioned above, as 1 hope every Yale alumnus will. One may 
predict Dr. Young will achieve record goals in the future, 
commensurate with the needs of the private institutions of 
medical education. 
Finally, my gratitude to the staff of the Alumni Fund, and 
especially to the administration of our medical school whose 
support and assistance were crucial. The Yale system of medical 
education endures under many and great constraints. Were you 
to be Chairman of the Alumni Fund, the enormous effectiveness 
of Dr. Berliner and his team in sustaining this achievement 
would be as obvious to you as it has been inspirational to me. 
Sincerely, 
.x 
Nicholas P. R. Spinelli, '44 
Chairman 
Open Letter to Public Health Graduates: 
The highlight of this or any other year would have to be your 
overwhelming response to our urgent appeal for alumni con¬ 
tributions to be used for financial support of public health 
students. The anonymous challenge gift of $10,000 that 
matched all new and increased giving (and was actually over¬ 
matched) played a very large part in our success story. 
The almost unbelievable final figures of close to $25,000 far 
surpassed our previous high of $6,500. We all have good reason 
for much pride! 
You will be pleased to know that more than $2,000 of that 
total was contributed by public health faculty who are not 
graduates of the Yale program, a good indication of their sup¬ 
portive attitude toward our students and the Department. 
To all of you we extend our heartfelt thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Bob McCollum 
Kaye Howe 
Eric Mood 
This year, members of the Class of 1951 have contributed 
$4,876 to the Yale Medical School Alumni Fund on the occa¬ 
sion of their 25th Reunion. 1951 has decided to make its gift in 
memory of Barbara Lipton, a deceased member of their class. 
Their generosity to the School of Medicine provides for the 
School’s continuing excellence and acts as a fitting memorial to 
Dr. Lipton. 
24 
1974-5 1974-5 1975-6 1975-6 
Year(s) Agent Per. Partic. Total Per. Partic. Total 
1900-1920 Charles C. Murphy $ 1,521.00 42% $ 883 
1921 Barnett Greenhouse 40% 170.00 67% 245 
1922 Edward T. Wakeman 50% 465.00 51% 450 
1923 William Cohen 47% 650.00 50% 500 
1924 Myron A. Sallick 56% 1,605.00 64%) 1,870 
1925 Alice A. S. Whittier 68% 848.00 58% 540 
1926 Maxwell Bogin 38% 445.00 56% 685 
1927 Henry Irwin Fineberg 45% 1,076.00 46% 1,265 
1928 Clement F. Batelli 50% 1,756.00 43% 1,653 
1929 Paul F. McAlenney 67% 1,684.00 76% 1,642 
1930 J. Edward Flynn 48% 1,061.00 44% 17,840 
1931 Michael D’Amico 37% 1,090.00 36% 1,250 
1932 Storer P. Humphreys 58% 817.00 47% 809 
1933 Frederick Wies 44% 2,126.00 52% 1,652 
1934 Frederick Beck 47% 5,202.00 40% 2.925 
1935 James Q. Haralambie 44%' 2,066.00 53% 1,836 
1936 Hannibal Hamlin 42 % 2,136.00 36% 2,979 
1937 Lorande M. Woodruff 44% 1,731.00 49%) 1,819 
1938 Nelson K. Ordway 50% 1,787.00 50%) 1,180 
1939 Robert G. Ernst 52% 1,772.00 49% 1,837 
1940 James F. Ferguson 50% 1,125.00 40% 969 
1941 Charles B. Cheney 46%- 1,340.00 60% 1,700 
1942 Walter J. Burdette 54% 1,206.00 54% 1,413 
1943 Gerard Fountain 
S. Brownlee Brinkley 53% 2,490.00 52% 2,405 
1944 Nicholas P R. Spinelli 60% 3,040.00 71% 3,636 
1945 Richard W. Breck 60%. 2,120.00 54% 1,815 
1946 Julian A. Sachs 54% 2,310.00 48% 5,042 
1947 Ellis J. Van Slyck 56%. 1,790.00 63%) 1,775 
1948 Boy Frame 47% 1,175.00 39% 1,070 
1949 Paul Goldstein 43% 1,400.00 45%. 1,935 
1950 Archie Golden 71% 12,280.00 57% 2,772 
1951 Goffredo S. Aecetta 43% 1,450.00 37% 4,876 
1952 Harvey L. Young 53% 2,925.00 49%. 2,690 
1953 Vincent Lynn Gott 53% 2,850.00 55% 2,672 
1954 John K. Rose 54% 1,785.00 61%. 3,640 
1955 Robert A. Kramer 57% 2,300.00 59% 2,535 
1956 John H. Gardner 64%. 5,230.00 62% 7,645 
1957 Howard Alyn Minners 50%. 2,308.00 50% 2,542 
1958 Charles A. Hall, Jr. 64 % 3,033.25 60% 3,350 
1959 Lincoln T. Potter 55% 3,255.00 51% 2,640 
1960 Thomas P. Kugelman 60%. 3,240.00 53% 2,921 
1961 Jon D. Dorman 56% 2,841.00 54% 3,045 
1962 A. Richard Pschirrer 53% 1,730.00 49%. 2,370 
1963 Craig H. Llewellyn 53% 2,725.00 56% 2,775 
1964 William J. Houghton 57% 1,700.00 58%. 2,260 
1965 David G. Campbell 50% 1,590.00 63%. 2,208 
1966 Richard J. Howard 54% 1,265.00 61% 1,565 
1967 James M. Dowaliby 61% 1,610.00 64%. 2,010 
1968 Frank E. Lucente 48% 1,085.00 53% 1,210 
1969 Lee Merrill Jampol 36% 765.00 40% 1,430 
1970 James R. Missett 30%. 531.00 41%) 878 
1971 John L. Cieply 44% 2,244.21 53% 1,215 
1972 Paul A. Lucky 28% 345.00 23% 300 
1973 David Bailey 25% 345.00 30% 376 
1974 Peter J. Buchin 16% 163.94 \7% 175 
1975 8%- 116 
Medical School Alumni 49%) 125,836 
Medical School Parents 2,070 
House Staff 3,305 
Others (Friends & In Memoriam Gifts) 763 
Medical School Alumni Fund Total 131,969 
Public Health Alumni Fund Total 34,692 
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Medical Manpower and Public Policy: A Short History of P.L. 94-484 
Arthur J. Viseltear, Ph.D. 
“This committee in authorizing and reorganizing this 
legislation acts as the steward of the American people 
regarding the purposes and the amount of funding 
available for health professional schools. In that respect 
the committee must be constantly vigilant in asking itself 
the question-is the public receiving full value for the 
investment we are making on their behalf? This committee 
believes that the public at large is not receiving full 
value." 
U.S. Senate. Health Professions 
Education Assistance Act of 
1974. Committee on Labor and 
Public Welfare. Report No. 
93-1133. September 3, 1974. 
Washington, G.P.O., 1974, p. 
212. 
‘ ‘We have reason to believe that incentive rather than 
coercion, individual choice rather than programs 
imposed by decree, are most likely to liberate all 
individuals to find their ownfulfillment. We would trade a 
little efficiency, even a bit of welfare, in order to assure 
the opportunity for individual choice and immunity from 
coercive authority.’' 
Kingman Brewster, Jr., 
Churchill Lecture, The 
English-Speaking Union of the 
Commonwealth. London, 
November 27, 1975. 
A few days before adjourning in early October 1976, 
Congress sent President Ford "The Health Professions 
Educational Assistance Act of 1976" (H.R. 5546). Upon 
receipt of the bill, and within ten days, the President could 
have done one of three things: sign the measure into law, 
issue a veto message, or do nothing and thereby pocket- 
veto one of the most controversial and highly charged 
measures to reach his desk from the 94th Congress. 
On October 12th, the day of expiration. President Ford 
signed H.R. 5546 into law. There was no signing cere¬ 
mony . No member of Congress or representative from the 
public or media were present. None of the most exercised 
and concerned constituencies—the deans and the students 
Dr. Viseltear, associate professor of public health, spent a year in the 
Congress as a Robert Wood Johnson Health Policy Fellow, and 
another as a consultant to its Senate Committee on Labor and Public 
Welfare. 
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of medical schools—were in attendance. No pictures were 
taken, no autographs given, and no ball point pens—that 
universal symbol of Presidential approval—were 
awarded. The emergence of P.L. 94-484 was after all a 
solitary Presidential act; one based as much on politics as 
policy, on historical accident as statesmanship. 
The public learned about President Ford’s decision in a 
White House press release. The President noted that there 
were not enough doctors in rural and inner city areas and 
that there was a continuing decline in the number of 
doctors practicing primary care. The new law would cor¬ 
rect this. To be sure there were some “undesirable fea¬ 
tures” in the bill, but “on balance.” it represented a 
definite step toward improving health care delivery, and, 
accordingly warranted his signature. 
The assumptions underlying the new law—specialty 
and geographic maldistribution—are those which have 
been proffered since the first manpower bill became law 
in 1963. With the 1963 act and its amendments. Congress 
pursued a consistent policy which increased the aggregate 
supply of physicians, provided a stable base of revenue to 
medical schools to assure their financial viability, and 
encouraged specific project grant programs, including 
curricula innovation and improvement, programs to re¬ 
cruit minorities, experiments to train mid-level health 
practitioners, and loan forgiveness programs for students 
who agreed to practice for at least two years in rural areas. 
During the 93rd Congress (1972-74), Congress again 
reviewed the effects of its legislative initiatives and con¬ 
cluded that taxpayers just were not receiving full value for 
their investment. Despite massive federal aid (over $4 
billion spent between 1963 and 1976), increased enroll¬ 
ments, construction of 21 new medical schools and new 
and experimental programs, the Congress believed that 
physicians were still not being trained in sufficient supply, 
not practicing where they were needed most, and not 
engaged in primary care. 
It was at this time that the most comprehensive and 
intrusive of the manpower bills was introduced. Senator 
Kennedy’s omnibus proposal was designed to impose new 
regulatory controls to distribute health personnel. For 
continued capitation grants, medical schools would have 
to assure that their students would practice for a time in 
Dili.W-designated physician-shortage areas. Additional¬ 
ly, each school would have to meet certain prescribed 
obligations, including: (a) establish an identifiable teach¬ 
ing and research unit in family medicine “comparable to 
other departmental units”; (b) conduct a three-year resi¬ 
dency program in family practice or its equivalent; (c) 
reserve a prescribed percentage of five-year places for 
students who sign up for the physician-shortage areas 
scholarship program; (d) agree to expand enrollment; and 
(e) reserve at least 35 percent of its filled residencies for 
training in primary care. Additional moneys would have 
been made available for special project grants for pro¬ 
grams in postgraduate and remote site training, and for 
educational assistance to individuals from disadvantaged 
backgrounds. Additionally, the original Kennedy pro¬ 
posal included provisions for national certification of 
postgraduate training programs (to correct specialty mal¬ 
distribution) national licensure and recertification of 
physicians, and regulation and restriction of foreign medi¬ 
cal graduates. 
Not surprisingly, most of Kennedy's regulatory provi¬ 
sions were ultimately rejected. In its place the Senate 
substituted a voluntary' program and the House and Senate 
conferees ultimately considered a program which would 
have expanded the National Health Service Corps, con¬ 
tinued capitation for certain obligations (less intrusive 
than Kennedy’s, but intrusions nonetheless), and au¬ 
thorized certain private groups (the Liaison Committee on 
Graduate Medical Education, for example) to review spe¬ 
cialty maldistribution and national licensure. But owing to 
a number of factors, not the least of which was a burlesque 
involving a controversial vitamin bill which had been 
added as a rider to the manpower proposal by Senator 
Proxmire, the Conference Committee was unable to arrive 
at a compromise and no bill emerged from the 93rd Con¬ 
gress. 
At the conclusion of the meeting of conferees. Senator 
Kennedy and Congressman Rogers agreed to make man¬ 
power their first item of business during the 94th Con¬ 
gress. Both agreed to send each other a bill as soon as they 
could orchestrate hearings, write a committee report, and 
muster enough votes on the floors of their respective 
chambers. After all, both committees had been consider¬ 
ing the manpower legislation since 1971. It was not as it 
they were embarking on an adventure into unexplored 
territory; indeed, it was something that almost was 
enacted in December 1974. Yet, as with all things politi¬ 
cal, with so many vested interests and critical concerns, 
the bill ultimately approved by Congress was delayed time 
and again and did not emerge until the last moment in the 
life history of the 94th Congress. 
One reason for the delay was the realization, finally, 
that there may no longer be a physician shortage in this 
country. Indeed, in early 1974, then Assistant Secretary 
Charles Edwards could testify that we had too many 
physicians. Edwards, as his successor Theodore Cooper 
was to do in 1976, advanced the argument that a surplus ot 
physicians, the inevitable result of the omnibus provisions 
of both the Kennedy and Rogers bills, would increase 
rather than decrease the total per unit cost of health ser¬ 
vices, result also in a reduction in productivity, and dis¬ 
place other types of health manpower from their present 
roles in the health delivery system. Even the Senate ac¬ 
cepted the Administration's position, but nevertheless ar¬ 
gued that needs for health manpower could not be dealt 
with solely in terms of aggregate supply. Also to be 
considered, for example, were the population served and 
the demand, availability, accessibility, and the quality of 
health services. Seen in these terms, the Congress was 
inevitably led back to the fundamental problems of geo¬ 
graphic and specialty maldistribution and this nation’s 
increasing reliance on alien graduates of foreign medical 
schools. 
The Senate bill that ultimately emerged in 1976 was a 
pale representation of the original Kennedy regulatory 
program. It authorized continued capitation, and called 
for two “modest" obligations. For continued institutional 
support, each medical school would be required by 1980 
to: (a) set aside up to 35 percent of its positions for students 
wishing to enroll in the National Health Service Corps, 
and (b) reserve up to 50 percent of its filled residency 
positions (direct and affiliated) for family practice, gen¬ 
eral internal medicine, and general pediatrics (with an 
additional 7 percent each year set aside for obstetrics and 
gynecology). If, on an aggregate basis, the “assured na¬ 
tional goal” was met in 1978 (42 percent of filled residen¬ 
cies in primary care), individual medical schools could 
proceed with business as usual. If the national goal was 
not met, then in 1979 all the medical schools would be 
required to set aside 47 percent of their residencies for 
primary care. 
The House bill also would have continued capitation, 
but the medical schools wishing continued support would 
have to accept one of the following three conditions— 
increase the size of their first-year class, increase the size 
of their third-year class, or develop a program of remote 
site training. Also included in the House bill was a con¬ 
troversial “pay-back” provision which would have re¬ 
quired that medical students repay the amount of money 
received from the federal government for their education. 
This amount was to be waived, however, if the student 
agreed to practice in a physician-shortage area. As Con¬ 
gressman Rogers said during House debate: 
“We are saying to the student, if you 
would help us meet the national need 
where tax dollars have gone to pay for 
your education—if you would be willing 
to help meet that need by choosing to 
serve where they need a doctor—you do 
not have to pay it back. But if you want 
to go to Park Avenue, or to Palm Beach, 
or out to California and make a lot of 
money, you can do that too. You are not 
helping us too much to solve the national 
need, but that is your choice.” 
What the conferees sent to the White House in October 
1976, however, reveals the elegance and ambiguity of 
compromise that is so characteristic of the Congress. 
Continued capitation would depend on acceptance by 
medical schools of two principal features: (a) set aside up 
to 50 percent of their affiliated residency positions for 
primary care by 1980, and (b) accept as transfers to the 
third-year class United States citizens currently enrolled in 
foreign medical schools who pass Part I of the National 
Boards. 
Despite the fact that the transfer provision is designed 
only for those United States students currently enrolled in 
foreign medical schools, and will end in three years (when 
the legislation expires), some believe the USFMG section 
to be an unprecedented infringement of academic free¬ 
dom. Bypassing as it does the normal admissions process, 
the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, designated in the law to distribute such students 
“on an equitable basis” to all U.S. medical schools, 
becomes a school's admissions officer with respect to this 
category of transfer student. 
The USFMG section which emerged during the twilight 
hours of the 94th Congress, was a variation on a theme 
which had its origin in the 93rd Congress. Congressman 
Rogers wanted to increase the number of medical students 
in the country. One way to accomplish this goal was to 
establish a new program to encourage the transfer of U.S. 
citizens studying medicine in foreign countries to U.S. 
schools. The problem was that many of these students 
needed remedial work to make up for poor basic science 
training received abroad. The House bill, therefore, au¬ 
thorized moneys for such remedial training for U.S. stu¬ 
dents wishing to transfer. This provision, incorporated in 
the 1974 bill eventually approved by the House but 
stillborn in Conference, was not subjected to policy 
analysis or debate by the Congress during the 94th Con¬ 
gress. It was resurrected from the collective memory of 
those Congressional staffers responsible for resolving the 
differences between the Senate and House bills in Confer¬ 
ence. And what happened in Conference? Well, Con- 
1 
gressman Rogers had lost the pay-back provision, as he 
did his provision to increase the first-year class size. If the 
bill to emerge from the Conference was not to be consid¬ 
ered primarily a Senate bill, then Congressman Rogers 
would have to “win" something. Reasoning that impend¬ 
ing national health insurance would create a demand for 
more doctors, Rogers held firm for increased enrollments 
in the first-year classes, but having lost that provision, 
settled for the transfer section that was conceived and 
agreed to. 
The USFMG section has found many supporters in the 
Congress. Senators and Representatives from the larger 
states (California, New Jersey, and New York) have been 
prompted by their constituents to act on behalf of their 
sons and daughters enrolled in foreign medical schools. 
Admission to medical school, these Congressmen 
learned, was often based on subjective, “alchemical" 
considerations. Some students failed to gain admission 
not because they were not qualified, but because there 
were not enough slots to go around. Rather than becoming 
osteopaths, veterinarians, mid-level health practitioners, 
or change their career goals altogether, many sought their 
medical training abroad. In the opinion of some, the 
villain in the piece is not the Congress at all, but the 
American Medical Association, which they say has fought 
since the 1930’s against moves which would have ex¬ 
panded enrollments. 
It may be argued that too much attention has been 
focused on the transfer provision as the major objective of 
the bill is to train primary care physicians. The law con¬ 
tinues support for family practice and authorizes a new 
program to assist the training of teachers for family 
medicine residency training. Over $70 million in new 
grant moneys have been set aside to establish or expand 
training programs in primary internal medicine and prim¬ 
ary pediatrics. And the new act prescribes, as a quid pro 
quo for capitation, the general expansion of all primary 
care training programs by requiring by 1980 that 50 per¬ 
cent ot the nation's filled, affiliated residencies be in 
primary care specialties. 
The law also should bring more physicians to our na¬ 
tion’s medically underserved areas. In return for scholar¬ 
ship support a young physician will serve, and may choose 
to remain, in these physician shortage areas. By 1980. it is 
envisioned that there will be enough scholarships for one 
out ot every four medical students, ultimately assuring 
that medical care will be available in all communities of 
our nation. 
Yet the law has left a “bitter aftertaste." The debate on 
what eventually emerged as P.L. 94-484 extended for 
over two Congresses. Through it all, there were thousands 
of pages of often funereal testimony, hundreds of wit¬ 
nesses, scores of modified and redrafted committee prints, 
interminable staff and member briefs, bizarre subcommit¬ 
tee and committee mark-ups, lengthy and often caustic 
floor debates, innumerable real and imagined threats, and 
countless strategies and alliances carefully developed and 
summarily shattered. It is an inelegant process at best; 
downright messy at its worst. 
But the Congress believes it has always acted for the 
very best of reasons. It has sought to address national 
needs, while some of the medical schools. Congress con¬ 
tends, pursue only their own needs and mission. In the 
opinion of some, the schools have turned inward; declar¬ 
ing themselves national resources. The schools continue 
to be contemptuous of anything the Congress offers in 
terms of the national interest. Congress, for its part, often 
has asked for too much, has been equally contemptuous of 
all but testimony it wanted to hear, and often has chosen to 
follow its preconceived conclusions rather than accept 
the data and recommendations of other than its own ex¬ 
perts. 
Moreover, Congress and the official spokesmen for the 
schools often appeared locked in “mortal combat" over 
even the most innocuous sections of the bill. Even those 
provisions which were debated thoroughly and unani¬ 
mously approved by the Congress and the concerned con¬ 
stituencies, such as the provision limiting alien graduates 
of foreign medical schools, have become controversial 
and policy suspect. Is it any wonder that the new law has 
become cause cel'ebrel 
In deciding at this time whether or not to accept capita¬ 
tion, Yale recognizes that it is standing almost alone. Even 
the Association of American Medical Colleges, which in 
November unanimously passed a resolution deploring the 
transfer section as an “intrusion into the academic pre¬ 
rogatives of the University," one month later had resigned 
itself to the fact that the chances of revising the law in the 
present (95th) Congress were slim and, furthermore, 
might provide an opportunity for a variety of changes to be 
made, many of which would doubtless be more intrusive 
than the obligations in the present law. 
From its vantage point, then. Congress, and the Ad¬ 
ministration as well, have addressed their perception of 
the national need. Yale, in pursuing a course, must decide 
whether or not its fulfillment of that perception is a price 
too high to pay. 
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President Brewster Speaks Out on P.L. 94-484 
The following text has been excerpted from a speech delivered by Presi¬ 
dent Kingman Brewster, Jr. during ground-breaking ceremonies for the 
Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center, October 7, 1976. 
As we break new ground here, however, new ground of a 
different sort has been broken by the Conference Commit¬ 
tee Report on the current Health Manpower legislation. 
This now sits upon the President’s desk awaiting his 
signature. Under this act the imposition of requirements 
and conditions is no longer limited to the furtherance of 
constitutional values. It is not even designed to further 
good causes of general applicability. This legislation 
seeks to make the Secretary of Health, Education and 
Welfare the admissions officer for any medical school 
which would receive a capitation grant, or whose students 
want federally insured loans. 
Under this legislation no school shall receive either 
capitation grants, or loans for its students through the new 
guaranteed loan program unless it will reserve spaces for 
transferees from foreign medical schools as apportioned 
among American medical schools by the Secretary. 
This is an outrageous federal intrusion upon academic 
self-determination. It bears no rational relation to the 
purposes of either the student loan or institutional grant 
programs. Furthermore, it seeks to single out for special 
benefit a group who by definition did not meet the criteria 
for admission established by American medical schools. 
And this group is by circumstance further limited to those 
who were affluent enough to be able to study abroad when 
they were turned down at home. 
I submit that the perversity of this legislation is manifest 
and its constitutionality is very dubious. It seeks to force 
American medical schools to admit persons many of 
whom would not have been admitted on their own. It was 
never proposed or discussed in hearings or in debate. It 
was just slipped in during the conference committee 
negotiations and accepted by a harried and hurried confer¬ 
ence committee anxious to complete years of work on a 
health manpower bill. None of the parties affected had a 
chance to make their views known before final passage by 
the Senate and the House. 
1 bring this wretched business up here, not to spoil the 
celebration, but because each one of us who cares about 
the quality of research and scholarship, education and 
training, as well as clinical care has a stake in this matter. 
It seems to me fitting on an occasion which celebrates the 
best in the partnership of private and public initiative to 
reassert that all three of us—federal, state and private— 
and the nation at large have much to lose if grants and 
contracts are abused to usurp the initiative and distort the 
mission of academic centers of medical science and clini¬ 
cal training. 
If we do not take our stand against this latest abuse of 
the grant making power, you of the Cancer Institute and 
the federal medical science establishment will lose the 
quality of independent research which you count on for 
new breakthroughs. This state, and all other states will 
lose the vitality of local academic initiative. We in 
academic and other non-profit research institutions will 
betray our trust if we are not allowed to exercise our best 
judgment about who is best qualified to study and work in 
our laboratories. The whole society will lose if academic 
preferment becomes more a question of special interest 
legislation than of competitive merit. 
Happily the Constitution of the United States is not 
dead, and perhaps its restraints upon the abuse of federal 
power may provide judicial protection and redress where 
Congressional self-restraint has failed. 
We here, dedicated to the furtherance of human under¬ 
standing of human health, have a common cause. It is to 
maintain the vitality of academic freedom and self- 
determination while we seek to mobilize national re¬ 
sources on problems of national significance. 
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To Maintain Academic Integrity 
Dean Robert W. Berliner, M.D. 
8 
The prospects for re-enactment of legislation for the sup¬ 
port of the development of health manpower have been 
a matter for continuing discussion ever since the pre¬ 
vious version of the legislation expired several years ago. 1 
have [previously ] reported to the alumni on some of the 
progress of these deliberations and have expressed my 
concerns over various provisions that have been proposed 
in one or the other of the Congressional committees that 
have jurisdiction over legislation concerned with health. 
As Dr. Viseltear has related in describing the history of 
the current legislation, during the long period that the new 
legislation has been under consideration there have been 
tentative provisions that would have placed various condi¬ 
tions on the eligibility of medical schools for the receipt of 
the general financial support that is referred to as “capita¬ 
tion”. A number of those proposed conditions would have 
put Congress in the position of legislating (at least for 
those schools that accepted capitation support) admission 
requirements, specific items of curriculum, methods and 
places of teaching, and even internal departmental organi¬ 
zation. Although most or all of those particular condi¬ 
tions, as they affect schools of medicine, have been 
omitted from the legislation finally enacted in 1976, that 
legislation does include several provisions that would 
violate the principle of academic self-determination. 
The requirement to increase the share of affiliated 
residencies devoted to what has been defined as “primary 
care” has not been a major issue between the medical 
schools and the federal government. There are several 
reasons why this provision has been considered more 
acceptable than that concerned with American medical 
students enrolled in foreign schools. The percentage goals 
are set, at least initially, as national standards and are not 
imposed on individual schools. Each school can, for the 
time being, go its own way although some would have 
great difficulty in meeting the requirements should the 
national goals not be met. In addition most schools can 
rationalize their positions by claiming that the residencies 
with which they are affiliated are not primarily their re¬ 
sponsibility, but that of the affiliated hospitals. In this 
view, the schools are being used as a tool to effect changes 
in the behavior of hospitals, but the academic freedom of 
the schools is not being infringed. 
An additional aspect that is a consideration, although it 
is questionable that it ought to be, is that the provision for 
modifying the distribution of residencies is seen as serving 
a broad national purpose as defined by Congress rather 
than the narrow special interest represented by American 
citizens studying abroad. I question whether this ought to 
be a consideration because of the need for protection 
against the fallibility of the Congressional perception of 
national needs. It can appropriately be argued that the 
academic process needs protection against the conse¬ 
quences of such fallibility in much the same way as do free 
speech and the press. In any case, more than 40 percent of 
the residencies in hospitals currently affiliated with Yale 
fall into what is defined in the heath manpower legisla¬ 
tion as primary care so that no decision would be required 
of us for at least two years. If we are convinced of its 
desirability, we could probably meet the 50 percent re¬ 
quirement of the third year without major dislocation. 
The provision that has raised the most urgent question 
of acceptability is that which would require each school to 
admit to its third-year class its appropriate share, as deter¬ 
mined by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 
of American students who have completed two years of 
medical school outside of the United States and who have 
passed Part I of the National Boards. The schools would 
be barred from setting any additional requirements for 
entrance. In effect. Congress has legislated standards for 
admission, denying to schools the right to set their own 
requirements above the minimum. The issue is not the 
qualifications of the particular group of applicants who are 
covered by this provision but whether schools should 
accept the right of government to assume a function that 
should be the sole prerogative of academic institutions. I 
do not believe that it is a matter of the damage that would 
result from accepting the small group of extra students that 
would probably be our share, but the harm that might 
result from conceding the right of government to set our 
admission standards. Once such an infringement of 
academic prerogatives had been accepted as precedent, it 
would be more difficult to defend against even more 
damaging infringements (which, the history of the legisla¬ 
tion indicates, are virtually certain to emerge when the 
legislation next comes up for renewal). I, therefore, be¬ 
lieve that we must stand on principle and reject capitation 
support if acceptance means that we can not remain the 
sole judges of candidates for admission. Having estab- 
1 ished that we stand on principle by forgoing the capitation 
support, we could then consider whether our posture 
would be made clearer were we to accept our share of 
student transfers chosen, however, to meet our own stan¬ 
dards of acceptability. 
Perhaps a few words might be said about the conse¬ 
quences of declining to accept capitation support. Were 
the amount appropriated for this purpose to be equal to the 
full authorization ($2000 per student) our capitation grant 
would be about $800,000 per year. Since the appropria¬ 
tion rarely is at the level of the full authorization a more 
likely figure is between $500,000 and $600,000. This is 
the income we would be forgoing, and it would clearly be 
a hardship to do. Our budget, drawn up on the assumption 
that we will not receive capitation funds, can, at least in 
the near future, be balanced without cutting back on any 
present activities. It would, however, greatly impair our 
ability to make needed improvements in our physical 
facilities for teaching and research and to add faculty 
strength in areas that we currently consider need to be 
strengthened. 
An additional problem is created by the provision in the 
law that makes ineligible for federally guaranteed loans 
the students of schools that do not meet the requirements 
for capitation support. This would create a need for addi¬ 
tional loan funds within the school or at least a fund to 
insure lenders against loss. Current federally insured stu¬ 
dent loans amount to approximately $450,000. 
I think it is clear that rejection of capitation support will 
create real hardships. However, the problems have been 
discussed with faculty and with students and I believe they 
are prepared to accept them if it is necessary to do so in 
order to maintain our integrity. 
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Now is the Time 
William L. Kissick, M.D., Dr. P.H. 
Critical health manpower policy decisions have been 
made by the 94th Congress in the “Health Professions 
Educational Assistance Act of 1976“ (P.L. 94-484). 
Among other areas, the legislation attempts to address: 
1. the shortage of physicians engaged in the delivery of 
primary care; 2. excessive numbers of physicians pre¬ 
pared in the various specialties; and 3. geographical mal¬ 
distribution of physicians and other health personnel. To 
correct these deficiencies, the Congress would require 
that, as a condition for receiving capitation grants and 
federally insured loans, 50 percent of direct or affiliated 
residency training programs must be in primary care by 
1980. Further, positions in the clinical years must be 
reserved for U.S. citizens who have completed their basic 
science training in foreign medical schools. Finally, the 
National Health Service Corps Scholarships, for which 
participants are required to perform obligated service on a 
year-for-year basis (minimum of two years) in a shortage 
area, are to be greatly increased. 
While supporting the health policy goals of the 94th 
Congress, one can question the means to their realization. 
If 50 percent, why not 75 percent of direct and affiliated 
residencies in primary care? This is probably a more 
realistic representation of relative need. For example, in 
the United Kingdom there are two general practitioners in 
the National Health Service for every consultant in post. 
Next, why not require that each medical school reserve 50 
percent or even 75 percent of its enrollment for National 
Health Service Corps Scholarship recipients in order to 
address more fully geographical imbalance? One senses a 
foreclosure ot alternatives and options, some of which 
might be worthy of exploration. 
Yale Acts in the Public Interest 
Since completing postgraduate education and residency 
training, my career has been almost equally divided be¬ 
tween the federal government and the academic world. As 
such, 1 have come to appreciate the constant tension be¬ 
tween the Congress as benefactor and the medical school 
as an institution with a public trust. However, some state¬ 
ments of policy do not always stand the test of time. In my 
own experience, more than one of the initiatives of the 
Great Society did not flourish in implementation. Sub¬ 
sequent amendments reflected societal requirements and 
expectation. Policy left unchallenged can be detrimental 
to the public good. 
In the present instance, might not an innovative five- 
year combined medical school/residency program in 
primary care represent a greater long term contribution to 
the society than the 50 percent mark in residencies by 
1980? Fikewise, one could envision the matriculation of 
nurses, physical therapists, physician associates, and the 
like into primary care curricula in medical schools in an 
attempt to produce more appropriate practitioners. Such 
could prove to be much more in the national interest than 
admitting U.S. citizens studying abroad to the clinical 
years in domestic medical schools. 
By opting out of Public Faw 94-484, Yale may well 
record a dissent not unlike those in the Supreme Court 
which set the precedent for future decisions. As such, the 
courage to stand alone is a public service. Such an act can 
cause the Congress to reflect further on its action. 
“Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.” This inscrip¬ 
tion over the portal of the National Archives, suggests that 
Yale, rather than being rebellious, is opting out in the 
public interest. 
Leadership is Not Without Risk 
The decision not to surrender academic prerogative, while 
laudable, carries a not insignificant financial penalty. A 
loss of as much as $800,000 in discretionary funds is 
significant for any medical school. While three percent of 
the Yale School of Medicine budget (excluding grants and 
contracts)* does not appear formidable, the mechanisms 
available for making up the loss are limited. Budget cuts in 
expenditures present a challenge to every manager. In¬ 
creases in income naturally focus on tuition. A potential ot 
$2,000 increase in tuition would represent approximately 
a 45 percent increment over the 1976-77 level of $4,500. 
One imagines a painful strategy of budget cuts and tuition 
hikes. This assumes that only those currently associated 
with Yale should shoulder the burden. 
Dr. Kissick is professor of research medicine. School of Medicine and 
professor oj health care systems, the Wharton School, University of 
Pennsylvania; vice president, Association of Yale Alumni in Medicine. 
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*Total 1976-77 budget of $66,680,000 includes $40,600,000 income 
from grants and contracts. 
Now is the Time 
The challenge of leadership can be borne by the few or the 
many. Now is the time for Yale medical graduates, 3400 
strong, to acknowledge a special experience and to sup¬ 
port Yale during a very critical chapter in her history. One 
approach would be for each of us to give about $250 per 
annum above our usual gift to make up the deficit. While 
this is not an unreasonable request, it would appear im¬ 
perative that we each participate. Therefore, I am calling 
for 100 percent participation in Alumni contributions. 
To fulfill a leadership role Yale will need significant 
foundation and corporate support. These in turn will be 
influenced by the percentage of Alumni involvement and 
other manifestations of individual and institutional com¬ 
mitment. 
Yale must have our support as never before. Excellence 
once attained must be supported. 
Now is the time! 
Who Can Afford Medical Education? 
Charles Best 
In 1940 tuition at the Yale School of Medicine was $500. 
In 1950 it was $750. In 1960 it had risen to $1,400. Yearly 
increases began in the 1965-66 academic year—up to 
$2,250 for 70-71 and to $4,500 for the current year.* * 
Financial aid has changed from a relatively simple matter 
of finding funds for a few students, to an operation which 
now involves funding the demonstrated financial needs of 
two-thirds of the student body. The crucial problem cur¬ 
rently facing the Student Financial Aid Office is finding 
reasonable sources of moneys for legitimate educational 
expenses. 
Students are admitted to the Yale School of Medicine 
regardless of their ability to pay, and the School has 
maintained a commitment to help students find funds to 
meet a demonstrated financial need, the sole criterion for 
aid. An individual student’s need is determined by taking 
the difference between an appropriate standard budget and 
the student's resources. The budget is set in the spring of 
the previous academic year by a committee of students and 
administrators with a good deal of student input. The 
resources—an estimated parental contribution, a portion 
of the student’s income and assets, a portion of a spouse's 
income, etc.—are determined using a needs analysis pro¬ 
vided by the Graduate and Professional School Financial 
Aid Service along with guidelines developed by the 
School’s Financial Aid Committee. 
The first portion of aid for all students is loans. Because 
scholarship resources have remained relatively constant, 
the concept of the “unit loan’’ was introduced. In order to 
receive any scholarship support, a student must dem¬ 
onstrate need heyond the unit loan, which is figured using 
the formula: 
total need of all students minus available scholarship 
resources 
number of students eligible for aid 
C harles Best is student financial aid officer for the School of Medicine 
*The tuition for the 1977-78 academic year will be $4,900. 
The primary advantage of this policy is that a student with 
greater need may not necessarily incur larger debts. Basi¬ 
cally, it works to distribute available resources in a fair 
and reasonable manner. The maximum scholarship sup¬ 
port a student receives from Yale is determined by sub¬ 
tracting the unit loan from the budget of a single student. 
This means that those students who show need beyond the 
unit loan and the maximum possible scholarship take out 
additional loans. 
Student-aid funds can be informally divided into three 
categories: free (scholarship), low-cost (low/deferred- 
interest loans), and expensive (higher-interest loans, the 
interest on which must be paid while the student is in 
training). Through this year it has been possible to make 
up the unit loan using a combination of low cost moneys. 
Expensive loans have then been made available to a stu¬ 
dent when either the standard budget is too low or an 
estimated resource (usually the parental contribution) fails 
to materialize. 
Low cost monies can be divided into four categories: 
Health Professions Student Loans, 
which utilize primarily federal moneys al¬ 
located under the auspices of the Bureau 
of Health Manpower; the interest (cur¬ 
rently 3 percent—to be raised to 7 percent 
next year) and the principal are deferrable 
until completion of residency. 
National Direct Student Loans—utilize 
primarily federal moneys allocated to the 
University under the auspices of the Of¬ 
fice of Education: the interest (3 percent) 
and the principal are deferrable until nine 
months after graduation. 
Federally Guaranteed Student 
Loans—utilize funds of either a bank or 
the University but are guaranteed by the 
federal government under the supervision 
of the Office of Education; the interest 
(7 percent) is usually deferrable until nine 
months after graduation, when principal 
repayments begin. 
School of Medicine Loans—utilize 
School or University funds; interest (7 
percent) and principal deferrable until 
nine months after graduation. 
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There are currently two major sources of expensive 
money available to all medical students: 
AMA/ERF Guaranteed Loans—utilize 
funds of-a bank but guaranteed by the 
AMA; the interest (which varies quarterly 
and is now 8 percent) is paid each De¬ 
cember; the loan is due November of the 
year the student finishes residency train¬ 
ing, at which time the loan can be either 
paid off or the interest goes up one percent 
and the usual repayments of interest and 
principal begin. 
Tuition Postponement Option—utilizes 
University funds; the interest (which var¬ 
ies according to the prime rate) accrues 
while the student is in school. Repayment 
schedules are contingent upon the amount 
borrowed and the graduate’s income. 
Each source of loans has established limits, except for 
the School of Medicine loans, the limits of which are 
whatever is available. The first task of the Student Finan¬ 
cial Aid Officer is to see that these moneys are disbursed in 
a systematic way which is fair to all needy students, but 
this does not deal with the primary issue—finding reason¬ 
able sources of moneys. 
For the 1976-77 academic year, the single student 
budget (including tuition and fees) is $8,700; the married 
student budget is $12,100 with an addition of $750 per 
dependent. The unit loan is $4,500, and the maximum 
Yale scholarship is $4,200. 
To date about $1,020,000 in various aid funds have 
been committed to 250 students.* This includes $280,000 
of School and University scholarship funds; $30,000 from 
outside scholarship sources; $590,000 in disbursed loan 
funds and $121,000 in known unmet loan need. 
Students in the class of 1977 arrived at medical school 
with an average debt of $975 (range: 0-$5,500). They 
have begun the year with an average debt of $7,500 from 
medical school alone (range: 0-$20,100). For most on 
aid, an additional loan of $4,500 will be incurred this year, 
so it would not be unlikely that a student could leave the 
Yale School of Medicine this May with a degree and a debt 
*This does not include those studehts on Public Health Sendee or 
military scholarship programs which provide funding in exchange for 
a certain number of years of service. There are an additional 25 
students who are being funded through these programs. 
of $13,000 to $15,000—some of which goes into repay¬ 
ment February of their first year of postgraduate training. 
Students in the class of 1980 arrived in New Haven last 
September with an average pre-medical school debt of 
$2,100 (range: 0-$ 12,250). By the end of the academic 
year, the student with an average need who took the unit 
loan will have an educational debt of $6,600 and three 
years of medicai school to go. It is conceivable that the 
average needy student in this class will graduate with an 
educational debt of $25,000—some of which goes into 
repayment February of the first year of postgraduate train¬ 
ing. 
Assuming costs will continue to rise and assuming the 
School will maintain its commitment to find funds to meet 
demonstrated needs—funds which will keep financial aid 
offers to accepted students competitive with other private 
medical schools—new sources of funding must be forth¬ 
coming, and they must be substantial. 
The 1976 health manpower legislation contains several 
provisions for dealing with student aid. One of the most 
important, and the only one clearly tied to capitation, is a 
new guaranteed loan program under the Bureau of Health 
Manpower, similar to but not the same as the program 
under the Office of Education. Although the legal limits 
on borrowing are large ($10,000 per year, and a $50,000 
total), it remains to be seen how advantageous this pro¬ 
gram will be. For example, if the 10% interest is prepaid, 
will it mean that a fourth year student who has previously 
borrowed $30,000 under this program and borrows 
$10,000 for the fourth year will only get $6,600—or less?. 
Other provisions extend the Health Professions Student 
Loan Program but make it available only to students of 
exceptional need, establish scholarships for the excep¬ 
tionally needy first-year medical students, restructure the 
Public Health Service scholarship program and establish 
nationally at least ten Lister Hill Scholarships of $8,000 
per year for individuals who agree to practice family 
medicine in a health manpower shortage area. How these 
provisions will actually affect the financial aid picture will 
depend upon the regulations and upon the amounts Con¬ 
gress actually allocates for each program. That they alone 
will solve the crisis of reasonable sources of funding is 
doubtful. 
The crisis in student-aid funding remains even with 
existing levels of federal support and the new provisions 
which will go into effect for the 1977-78 academic year. A 
substantial increase in the scholarship and loan resources 
of the School itself will be necessary if the debt of graduat¬ 
ing students is to be kept manageable. Significant con¬ 
tributions are necessary to bring about this increase and 
keep the situation from becoming worse. 
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Dedication of laboratories in honor of 
Dr. van Wagenen held on October 19 
"We are here to demonstrate our high esteem for a 
member of the Yale medical faculty whose scientific 
career in reproductive biology virtually spans the entire 
history of this young science. Dr. van Wagenen’s 
meticulous basic research in this field has over the years 
brought great honor to Yale . . Dean Robert W. Ber¬ 
liner told guests at the dedication of laboratories in honor 
of Dr. Gertrude van Wagenen. 
The laboratories, which occupy both sides of a corridor 
on the third floor of the Laboratory of Surgery, Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, as well as two laboratories in the adja¬ 
cent Famam Building, were made possible by grants from 
the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation. A 
bronze plaque, unveiled during the dedication exercises, 
states, "These laboratories are dedicated in honor of Dr. 
Gertrude van Wagenen for her significant contribution to 
the science of reproductive biology." 
Dr. John McLean Morris, John Slade Ely Professor of 
Gynecology, described these contributions to the gather¬ 
ing of Dr. van Wagenen’s friends and colleagues: 
Some years ago certain members of the Yale faculty were 
asked to submit nominations for the Nobel prize in 
medicine. When I received this rather formal invitation 
from Stockholm, not being familiar with the procedure, I 
went to two friends who had been previous recipients of 
the award and asked for their advice. Interestingly enough 
both of them said almost exactly the same thing to me. In 
essence this was, "Jack, my discovery has never done 
anything to help with caring for people. If you are going to 
nominate somebody for the Nobel prize in medicine, 
nominate someone who has done something that has 
helped mankind.” 
Dr. van Wagenen would qualify because what she has 
done has helped mankind. 
When I came to Yale—although I am one of the more 
senior members of the faculty, this was subsequent to the 
era of the horse-drawn ambulance—except for a half 
dozen offices, the whole third floor of the Famam Build¬ 
ing was Dr. van Wagenen. Dr. Arthur Morse induced her 
to come here, but she didn't start at Yale. Her first major 
scientific work was done on a fellowship at Harvard. The 
problem was that when Harvard found that G. van Wage¬ 
nen was not George but Gertrude, they would not let her 
go to their laboratory in Bermuda until sometime later 
when a suitable chaperone could be found. Her doctoral 
thesis on coral, while perhaps not solving the problems of 
mankind, is a beautiful one. If you get a chance to read it, 
you certainly should do so as it has never been published. 
The work she has done that has application to human 
welfare, however, is extensive—sufficiently so that if I 
should stop and go through this ten-page, single-spaced 
list of publications, we would be here for a very long time. 
But let me single out a few of her major contributions. She 
was the first to induce ovulation in the primate with 
gonadatrophins. This work, done with Miriam Simpson, 
has been a major step in helping women with problems of 
infertility, and Dr. Carl Gemsell of Sweden came to visit 
Dr. van Wagenen before this method was applied in the 
treatment of infertility in anovulatory females. 
A great deal of Dr. van Wagenen's work has been 
concerned with the effects of hormones on growth and 
development. I remember Dr. Howard Jones of Johns 
Hopkins being surprised some years ago when I told him 
that Dr. van Wagenen had been able to produce 
pseudohermaphroditism in monkeys with administration 
of hormones during pregnancy. Johns Hopkins is usually 
considered the center of work in this country in intersexu- 
14 
ality and Howard Jones is perhaps the foremost authority 
on the subject, but I find some of Dr. van Wagenen’s work 
published in journals that obstetricians and gynecologists 
like myself sometimes do not see. 
Her work on the embryology of the ovary and testes 
resulted in a magnificent book with Dr. Miriam Simpson. 
Those of you who can afford it will find it rewarding both 
from the point of view of the scientific aspects of the text 
and because there are such beautiful pictures of the de¬ 
veloping gonad. 
Another observation made by Dr. van Wagenen was the 
effect on maternal changes in pregnancy where the fetus 
was removed, leaving the placenta. She demonstrated 
quite convincingly that the hydroureter of pregnancy, for 
example, was on an endocrine basis rather than from 
pressure of the enlarged uterus. 
With Dr. William Gardner she did some very sig¬ 
nificant studies on the effects of low dose irradiation of the 
ovaries on subsequent pregnancy. I was rather surprised to 
read a manuscript from the West coast in which they were 
carrying out studies on the effect of irradiation of the 
gonads in prisoners. Dr. van Wagenen’s work had already 
shown that the effects of such radiation might be rather 
unfavorable to the future fetus. This research also in¬ 
cluded some very interesting work with Dr. Gardner on 
the production of endometriosis in the monkey. 
There are also a lot of young ladies who are very 
grateful for Dr. van Wagenen’s contributions regarding 
the use of estrogens to prevent implantation after mid¬ 
cycle exposure. 
Her research has covered so many fields from develop¬ 
ment of teeth and bone growth to menopause and prostatic 
hypertrophy, it is hard to know where to begin and where 
to end. 
Dr. Van, we are not authorized to offer you the Nobel 
prize today, but in the dedication of these laboratories we 
are trying to show in a small way our regard for you and 
your work. I personally want to say how much it has meant 
to me to have had the privilege of working with you. 
Ground-breaking ceremonies mark beginning of 
Cancer Center construction 
The Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center for Connecticut 
is a “unique partnership of state, federal and private 
agencies,’’ Connecticut’s Governor Ella Grasso remarked 
at the ground-breaking ceremony for the $7.5 million 
Center. The ceremony, held on October 7, was part of a 
day-long symposium held at the Yale-New Haven Medi¬ 
cal Center. 
About 400 physicians and other health professionals 
attended talks by Kingman Brewster, Jr., president of 
Yale University; Benno Schmidt, chairman of President 
Ford’s Cancer Panel; Jonathan Rhoads, M.D., chairman. 
Cancer Advisory Committee, National Cancer Institute 
Lewis Thomas, M.D., president of Memorial Sloan- 
Kettering Cancer Center, New York; Nicholas Bottiglieri, 
M.D., vice-president. Eastern area of the American 
Cancer Society; and Harold Amos of Harvard Medical 
School. The morning and afternoon panel discussions 
were moderated by Dean Robert W. Berliner. 
In opening the symposium President Brewster com¬ 
mented that “the thirty years of post-war development of 
federally sponsored academic research has been signifi¬ 
cantly free of political abuse. This has been due, in large 
part, to the insistence that awards be made on the basis of 
peer review, rather than on the basis of allocation by 
bureaucrats or politicians. The National Cancer Institute is 
to he commended for sticking to this tradition.’’ 
Dr. Thomas, former dean of the School of Medicine, 
stressed the need for a balance between basic and applied 
science. “Todogood basic research,” he said, “we need 
a decentralization of research and more reliance on indi¬ 
vidual imagination.” 
The ground-breaking ceremonies marked the beginning 
of construction of the new facilities for the Center. Fund¬ 
ing for construction includes $4.85 million in federal 
funds; $1.2 million from the State of Connecticut, and 
$1.7 million from the University. 
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Dr. Kirchner is honored 
An oil portrait of Dr. John A. Kirchner 
was presented to Yale University on 
October 2. Dr. Kirchner, who is pro¬ 
fessor of surgery (otolaryngology), 
joined the Yale faculty in 1951 as the 
first full-time chief of otolaryngology. 
The portrait is by Deane Keller, profes¬ 
sor emeritus of drawing and painting at 
Yale, and a well known New Haven 
artist. 
Dr. Howard W. Smith, chairman 
of the Portrait Committee, made the 
presentation, and Lawrence M. Noble, 
associate secretary of Yale University, 
accepted the portrait on behalf of the 
University at a brief ceremony held in 
the Beaumont Room. Dr. Gustaf E. 
Lindskog, William H. Carmalt Profes¬ 
sor Emeritus of Surgery and former 
chairman of the department, was the 
speaker. 
Following the portrait presentation, 
friends and colleagues honored Dr. 
Kirchner at a luncheon at the New 
Haven Lawn Club in celebration of his 
25 years as a member of the School of 
Medicine faculty. 
Archives of important public health 
papers established 
Personal papers of some of the leading 
strategists of the social medical move¬ 
ment in the United States are now on 
deposit in the Manuscripts and Ar¬ 
chives Department of Yale Universi¬ 
ty’s Sterling Memorial Library. Enti¬ 
tled “Contemporary Medical Care and 
Health Policy’’, the collection is the 
first of its kind to be assembled in this 
country, according to Arthur J. Visel- 
tear, associate professor of public 
health, who is advisor to the collection. 
Dr. Viseltearand Lawrence Dowler, 
head of the Manuscripts and Archives 
Department, developed the collection 
to preserve a basic record of one of the 
most important issues of the twentieth 
century. It will serve as a major re¬ 
search and resource center for health 
policy and social historians, as well as 
political scientists and policy analysts. 
Memos, records and photographs of 
C-E.A. Winslow, the first professor of 
public health at Yale, and a relentless 
public health advocate during the first 
half of the century, and Dr. Ira V. His- 
cock, professor emeritus of public 
health, form the nucleus of the collec¬ 
tion. Papers pledged to the collection 
include the works of Isadore Falk, a 
consultant to President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and chairman of the commit¬ 
tee which framed Senator Edward 
Kennedy’s national health insurance 
legislation. Dr. Falk is now director of 
the Community Health Care Center 
Plan in New Haven. Also to be added 
are the papers of former Connecticut 
Commissioner of Public Health, Dr. 
Franklin Foote, and Dr. Milton Terris, 
former president of the American Pub¬ 
lic Health Association, as well as the 
records of the medical subcommittee in 
medical care from the American Public 
Health Association, dating from 1926. 
“Many such collections have been 
lost or destroyed because the heirs or 
principal leaders themselves did not 
know what to do with them,” Dr. Vis- 
eltear commented. “The Yale collec¬ 
tion is a means of preserving these im¬ 
portant papers so that posterity will 
have an understanding of the history of 
medical care and health policy issues as 
it has developed in this country in this 
century.’’ 
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A new president is appointed for 
Y-NHH 
C. Thomas Smith, vice-president and 
executive director of the Henry Ford 
Hospital and Clinic in Detroit, has been 
appointed president of Yale-New 
Haven Hospital. He succeeds Charles 
B. Womer, who has returned to Ohio to 
become chief executive officer of the 
University Hospitals of Cleveland. 
Prior to joining Henry Ford Hospital 
five years ago, Mr. Smith had been an 
associate director of the University of 
Minnesota Hospitals for four years. A 
graduate of Baylor University in Texas, 
he received his degree in hospital ad¬ 
ministration from the University of 
Chicago. His first administrative ex¬ 
periences were at Baptist Memorial 
Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, and 
the Arkansas Baptist Medical Center in 
Little Rock. 
In a memorandum to employees and 
medical staff, G. Harold Welch, Jr., 
chairman of the Hospital’s Board of 
Directors stated, “I can assure you that 
all of us who have participated in the 
search for our new president are excited 
and pleased about the selection of Mr. 
C. Thomas Smith. . .” 
A search committee appointed by the 
Board and headed by Richard Bower- 
man , president of the Southern Connec¬ 
ticut Gas Company, was assisted by an 
advisory committee of physicians, ad¬ 
ministrative and nursing personnel, and 
by a professional firm of executive re¬ 
cruiters, Spencer, Stuart and As¬ 
sociates of Chicago. 
Faculty Notes 
The Royal Society of Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene has elected Dr. 
Jordi Casals as Honorary Fellow in 
recognition of his “unparalleled con¬ 
tribution to the whole development of 
knowledge about viruses.” Dr. Casals 
is professor of epidemiology and a 
member of the Yale Arbovirus Re¬ 
search Unit. 
The first Fae Golden Kass Lecture was 
delivered by Dr. Dorothy M. 
Horstmann, John Rodman Paul Pro¬ 
fessor of Epidemiology and Public 
Health. The lectureship was created at 
the Harvard Medical School and the 
Radcliffe Institute by gifts of the family 
and friends of Fae Golden Kass, to sup¬ 
port an annual lecture in the medical 
sciences. Dr. Horstmann spoke on 
“Changing Concepts of Infectious 
Diseases.” 
Dr. George Rosen, professor of the 
history of medicine and epidemiology 
and public health, has been appointed 
to the editorial board of the American 
Journal of Surgical Pathology. He has 
also received an appointment as As¬ 
sociate in the University Seminar on the 
Renaissance of Columbia University. 
Dr. Martin H. Floch, associate clini¬ 
cal professor of medicine, was host fa¬ 
culty for a workshop on nutrition dur¬ 
ing a two-weeks visit to Australia and 
New Zealand in January. 
New Books by Faculty 
Lung Cells in Disease. Proceedings of 
a Brook Lodge Conference, Augus¬ 
ta, Michigan, April 21-23, 1976. A. 
Bouhuys, professor of medicine and 
epidemiology, editor. North Holland 
Publishing Co., Amsterdam. 1976 
The Scientific Journal: Editorial 
Policies and Practices; Guidelines for 
editors, reviewers and authors. 
Lois DeBakey, Ph D. in collabora¬ 
tion with Paul F. Cranefield, M.D., 
Ph.D.; Ayodhya P. Gupta, Ph.D.; 
Franz J. Ingelfinger, M.D.; Robert 
J. Levine, M.D., professor of 
medicine; Robert H. Moser, M.D.; 
J. Roger Porter, Ph D.; F. Peter 
Woodford, Ph.D. The C.V. Mosby 
Co., St. Louis. 1976 
Mortal Lessons, Notes on the Art of 
Surgery. Richard Selzer, M.D., 
assistant clinical professor of 
surgery. Simon and Schuster, New 
York. 1976 
Woman Doctor. Florence Haseltine, 
Ph.D., M.D., assistant professor of 
obstetrics and gynecology, and 
Yvonne Yaw. Houghton Mifflin 
Co., New York. 1976 
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Irving Friedman, M.D. 
Dr. Irving Friedman, for many years a 
leading obstetrician and gynecologist 
in New Haven, died at his home on 
January 7, 1977. 
Dr. Friedman received his B.S. de¬ 
gree at the City College of New York in 
1929, where he was elected to Phi Beta 
Kappa, and his M.D. degree from Yale 
in 1933. While at Yale he was the re¬ 
cipient of the Campbell Prize and the 
Perkins Scholarship Award, and was 
elected to Alpha Omega Alpha. Dr. 
Friedman remained in New Haven for 
postgraduate training between 1933- 
1940, serving his internship and resi¬ 
dency in surgery as well as obstetrics 
and gynecology at the New Haven 
Hospital. A post-residency career in 
clinical OB-GYN and tenure as the 
David and Geek Fellow at the New 
Haven Hospital was interrupted by call 
to military duty in 1942. Dr. Friedman 
served in the Army of the United States 
Medical Corps principally in field and 
general hospitals in the South Pacific 
theater. He was discharged honorably 
in 1946 with the rank of lieutenant 
colonel. 
Returning to New Haven he resumed 
the career of clinical practice, teaching, 
and scholarship which would lead him 
to become the foremost member of the 
OB-GYN clinical staff at Yale-New 
Haven, and promotion to clinical pro¬ 
fessor at the School of Medicine. 
Uncompromising devotion to the 
achievement of clinical excellence was 
the one consistent characteristic of Irv¬ 
ing Friedman’s activities throughout 
his career. Combining this with stead¬ 
fast loyalty to the School and Hospital 
and with sustained innovative scholar¬ 
ship in his specialty, he was the model 
physician to his associates, his resi¬ 
dents, and students. N.G.K. 
<S 
J. Haskell Milstone, M.I). 
Dr. J. Haskell Milstone, professor of 
pathology, died after long suffering on 
January 27, 1977 at the age of 64. He 
was a devoted scientist, teacher, and 
pathologist at Yale for over 30 years. 
A native of St. Louis, Missouri, he 
received his A.B. degree with honors in 
1933 and his M.D. degree in 1937 from 
the Johns Hopkins University. Upon 
graduation he joined New York Uni¬ 
versity and from 1937 to 1942 served as 
an assistant in pathology. As a Com¬ 
monwealth Fellow from 1940-1942 he 
worked under the guidance of Dr. John 
N. Northrop at the Rockefeller Institute 
for Medical Research in Princeton. Dr. 
Milstone then served with the U.S. 
Army in the Pacific theater between 
1942-1946. He arrived at Yale approx¬ 
imately at the same time as the late 
chairman of the Department of Pathol¬ 
ogy, Dr. Harry S.N. Greene, whom he 
met while both were working at the 
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re¬ 
search at Princeton. 
“Hack” Milstone, as he was known 
among his friends and colleagues, de¬ 
scribed modestly his own scientific 
contributions as “research on blood 
coagulation and fibrinolysis since 
1935” without mentioning the mag¬ 
nitude of his scientific achievements. 
The purification of thrombokinase by 
Dr. Milstone was a milestone and 
opened new pathways in the biochemis¬ 
try of coagulation. Hack was a method¬ 
ical and meticulous scientist and an in¬ 
novator, who achieved eminence and 
national and international renown in his 
field of research. He was an honest and 
scholarly man, who always gave the 
utmost in the multifaceted activities in 
the department. The late Harry S. N. 
Greene wrote about Hack, “Although 
reticent and reserved, I would rate him 
as one of the top men in the country in 
teaching, in research and in service.” 
All who knew him will agree with this 
statement. Indeed, excellence was 
characteristic of all his professional ac¬ 
tivities. While he was serving with the 
U.S. Army, although not a virologist, 
he managed to isolate influenza B virus 
during an epidemic in the Pacific areas 
earning Hack Milstone the Army 
Commendation Ribbon. 
A very private and devoted family 
man, Hack managed with dignity and 
without complaint the last difficult 
years of his life, admirably assisted by 
his gracious wife Vivian. For all who 
knew him, he will be remembered as a 
model and a remarkable man. 
Dr. Milstone is survived by his wife, 
two sons, and two grandchildren. 
E.E.M. 
A book fund in memory of Dr. 
Milstone has been established at the 
Yale Medical Library by his col¬ 
leagues, friends and students. Con¬ 
tributions payable to the Yale Medical 
Library may be sent to the Department 
of Pathology for the Milstone Fund. 
1912 
According to a letter received from 
Norman Moon (’56), by proclamations 
of the mayor of Albuquerque and the 
governor of New Mexico, December 3, 
1976 was declared Dr. Joseph E. J. Har¬ 
ris Day in honor of Joseph Harris, one 
of Yale's oldest practicing medical 
alumni. 
Dr. Moon also sent a short bio¬ 
graphical account about Dr. Harris. A 
specialist in pulmonary diseases. Dr. 
Harris began his practice in Albuquer¬ 
que in 1917 and later became a member 
of the faculty at the University of New 
Mexico and for twenty years was direc¬ 
tor of the Student Health Service at the 
University. He was a founding member 
of the American College of Chest 
Physicians, has been president of the 
New Mexico Medical Society and the 
Bernalillo County (New Mex.) Medi¬ 
cal Society, and is a Fellow of the 
American College of Physicians. 
Dr. Harris actively practiced 
medicine from 1917 until his recent re¬ 
tirement in the spring of 1976 and “his 
59 years of practice in Albuquerque is 
probably the longest period of continu¬ 
ous medical practice in the history of 
the State of New Mexico. . . . For ex¬ 
citement, Dr. Harris found a most in¬ 
teresting avocation. He was an early 
aviator here in the State of New Mexico 
when few airplanes and pilots were 
present. He enjoyed being a 
barnstormer and went to various state 
fairs, flying biplanes. He not only flew 
the planes, but he also walked wings.” 
Joseph Harris is the brother of 
Benedict and Jesse Harris who 
graduated in the medical class of 1922 
and father of Jackson (’49) who is on 
the faculty of Vanderbilt University. 
1923 
Joseph Epstein continues his activities 
as an assistant clinical professor of 
psychiatry on the faculty of New York 
University School of Medicine at 
Bellevue Hospital Center. In May, he 
was named a 50 Year Fife Fellow at the 
annual meeting of the American 
Psychiatric Association. 
1928 
The first endowed professorship at the 
University of Connecticut has been es¬ 
tablished at the School of Medicine and 
named in honor of William Beecher 
Scoville, of Hartford, Connecticut. 
The chair was made possible through 
gifts by Dr. Scoville’s family, friends 
and grateful patients. When the an¬ 
nouncement was made last spring, Dr. 
Melville Parker Roberts Jr. ('57) was 
named as first incumbent. (Please see 
also class of 1957 notes.) 
Dr. Scoville established and served 
as the first director of Hartford Hospi¬ 
tal’s Department of Neurosurgery in 
1939, and in 1940 he instituted Connec¬ 
ticut’s first neurosurgical residency 
training program at that hospital. Sub¬ 
sequently, he founded the New Eng¬ 
land Neurosurgical Society, organized 
the First International Congress of 
Neurosurgery and was the first president 
of the International Society of Psychiat¬ 
ric Surgery. In 1971 he was elected 
president of the American Academy of 
Neurological Surgeons and he is also a 
member of professional organizations 
in fifteen foreign countries including 
the British, French, Italian and Scan¬ 
dinavian Societies of Neurological 
Surgeons. 
In commenting on the newly en¬ 
dowed professorship. University of 
Connecticut President Ferguson ex¬ 
pressed the University's pride in having 
such an outstanding member of the 
medical profession associated with its 
first named chair. 
alumni 
news 
1932 
Conrad Lam, together with the late 
Dr. Thomas Gahagan, is the author of a 
new book entitled “Esophageal Hiatus 
Hernia: Rationale and Results of 
Anatomic Repair”, published by 
Charles C Thomas, Springfield, Il¬ 
linois. This is a detailed presentation of 
the authors’ position in the controversy 
over the method of repair of esophageal 
hiatus hernia based upon an experience 
of nearly 600 operations at the Henry 
Ford Hospital. Their classification in¬ 
cludes a third type—the infracardiac 
bursa hernia—in additon to the two 
well recognized types of esophageal 
hiatus hernias. Surgical techniques and 
results, along with case reports, have 
been presented for this rare type of 
hernia. 
1934 
Word has been received that The Kal- 
men A. Klinghoffer Memorial Fund 
has been established at Mount Zion 
Hospital and Medical Center in San 
Francisco, in memory of Dr. Klinghof¬ 
fer who died on August 20, 1976. 
1938 
At the 1976 Commencement Exercises 
of Dartmouth College, five retiring 
members of the Dartmouth Medical 
School faculty were honored. Among 
these was Agnes Bartlett, assistant 
professor of clinical surgery (anes¬ 
thesiology). Dr. Bartlett taught at Bos¬ 
ton University, then joined the medical 
faculty at Dartmouth as a clinical assist¬ 
ant in pharmacology (anesthesia) from 
1948-50 and was clinical instructor in 
surgery (anesthesiology) from 1964 to 
1971 when she became assistant pro¬ 
fessor. 
Lester Wallman has been elected a 
faculty member of Alpha Omega Alpha 
at University of Vermont, Burlington, 
where he is professor of neurosurgery 
in the Department of Surgery. 
1943 
On October 23, 1976 the first Anthony 
Zovickian.M. D. Memorial Lecture on 
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery was 
held at University Hospital, Boston 
University Medical School with Dr. 
John M. Converse as guest lecturer. 
Sponsored by the Department of Plastic 
Surgery, the Lecture honors Anthony 
Zovickian who was an associate visit¬ 
ing surgeon at University Hospital and 
an associate clinical professor of 
surgery at the School of Medicine. He 
died in 1969 at the age of 50. 
In opening and dedication remarks it 
was noted that Dr. Zovickian had laid 
the groundwork for the establishment 
of the Department of Plastic Surgery at 
the University and that they now have a 
“Zovickian Flap” used in the radical 
neck dissection operation. 
Dr. Zovickian, a member of Alpha 
Omega Alpha and several professional 
societies, had published numerous 
papers on plastic surgery and was a 
contributing author to a textbook on 
plastic surgery. 
Hilliard Spitz, of New London, is the 
new president of the Connecticut State 
Medical Society, having been installed 
at the Society’s Annual Meeting in 
April. President of the New London 
County Medical Association, Dr. Spitz 
is also a member of the AMA, the 
American College of Physicians, the 
Connecticut Society of Internal 
Medicine and the American Society of 
Internal Medicine. He is past president 
of the medical staff of Lawrence and 
Memorial Hospitals and past councilor 
of the New London County Medical 
Association. 
Sophie Trent was elected president 
of the newly organized Connecticut 
branch of the American Medical Wo¬ 
men's Association (AMWA) in April. 
The AMWA, for women physicians 
and medical students, was founded in 
1915 and is dedicated to interests com¬ 
mon to women physicians. It offers its 
members a professional resource bank, 
a speakers bureau, a monthly journal, 
and membership in the Medical Wo¬ 
men's International Association. It 
maintains a medical education loan 
fund and also develops and distributes 
literature on careers in medicine. 
1947 
Albert Bostrom, Jr. is now assistant 
professor in the Department of Obstet¬ 
rics and Gynecology at University of 
Iowa, coordinator of obstetrics and 
gynecology at Broadlawns Polk 
County Hospital in Des Moines and 
consultant. Maternal and Infant Divi¬ 
sion, Department of Health for the 
State of Iowa. 
1949 
Daniel Elliott has left University of 
Pittsburgh School of Medicine where 
he was professor of surgery to join the 
faculty of Wright State University 
School of Medicine as professor and 
chairman of the Department of 
Surgery. 
Paul Goldstein is now chairman of 
Ambulatory Services and Community 
Medicine at the Hospital of St. Raphael 
in New Haven where he has been a 
member of the medical staff since 
1955. At Yale, Dr. Goldstein served 
his internship and residency, held the 
position of associate chief of pediatrics 
and is currently clinical professor of 
pediatrics. 
He has been a member of Pediatrics 
Associates of New Haven for twelve 
years, is a diplomate of the American 
Board of Pediatrics, vice president of 
the National Board of Pediatric Nurse 
Practitioners and Associates, and is a 
member of the Task Force on Pediatrics 
Education of the American Academy of 
Pediatrics. 
1950 
At the 35th Annual Meeting of the 
American Academy of Dermatology, 
John Strauss was elected to the 
Academy’s 14-member Board of Di¬ 
rectors. He is professor of dermatology 
at Boston University School of 
Medicine and has a private practice in 
Boston. 
1951 
Bradley Straatsma wrote last spring 
that he was president-elect of the 
American Academy of Ophthalmology 
and Otolaryngology and that he was 
chief of staff at UCLA Hospital. 
1952 
Robert Petersdorf was named 
chairman-elect of the Association of 
American Medical Colleges during the 
Association’s annual meeting in 
November. Dr. Petersdorf, chairman 
of the University of Washington De¬ 
partment of Medicine since 1964, 
served on the AAMC’s executive 
council from 1973 to 1976 and from 
1971 through 1973 was chairman-elect 
and then chairman of the Association's 
Council of Academic Societies. 
Willard Centerwall joined the Project 
HOPE medical education program in 
Natal, Brazil, to serve a six-week tour 
of duty as a pediatric educator, accord¬ 
ing to a news release dated June, 1976. 
He serves as a professor of pediatrics, 
public health, anthropology and human 
genetics at Loma Linda University, 
Loma Linda, California. 
Jose Patino wrote recently to say 
that, after serving eight years as execu¬ 
tive director of the Pan-american Fed¬ 
eration of Medical Schools, he has re¬ 
turned to practicing and teaching 
surgery full-time. He is again chairman 
of the Department of Surgery at the 
Hospital General Universitario de La 
Samaritana in Bogota, a post he has 
held in the past. 
He tells of his book Bocio Y Cancer 
De Tiroides, recently published, and 
also that he is currently busy preparing 
the second edition of Hipertension 
Portal, a book which appeared in 1972 
and which will also be published in 
English. 
1953 
John Lord wrote last fall that he was 
the newly elected president of the med¬ 
ical staff of the Eskaton Monterey 
(Cal.) Healthcare Center. 
20 
Louis DelGuercio, formerly director 
of surgery at St. Barnabas Hospital in 
Livingston, New Jersey, is now chair¬ 
man of the Department of Surgery at 
New York Medical College. 
1954 
Robert Joy, director of the Walter 
Reed Army Institute of Research, has 
been appointed chairman of the De¬ 
partment of Military Medicine and His¬ 
tory of Medicine of the Uniformed Ser¬ 
vices at the University of the Health 
Sciences in Bethesda, Maryland. 
1955 
Edward Krull has been appointed 
chairman of the Department of Der¬ 
matology at Henry Ford Hospital in 
Detroit. 
James Nolan, professor of medicine at 
State University of New York at Buf¬ 
falo and head of the Department of 
Medicine at Buffalo General Hospital 
was one of two medical school faculty 
members cited for being “outstanding 
attending physicians” by the 1976 
graduating house staff of the Depart¬ 
ment of Medicine at the E. J. Meyer 
Memorial Hospital in Buffalo. 
Alan Stone has been elected vice pres¬ 
ident of the American Psychiatric As¬ 
sociation and has been awarded the 
APA’s 1976 Manfred S. Guttmacher 
Prize for his monograph Mental Health 
and Law: A System in Transition. 
1956 
Marie-Louise Johnson was elected to 
the 14-member Board of Directors of 
the American Academy of Dermatol¬ 
ogy at its 35th Annual Meeting. Dr. 
Johnson, the second woman to be 
elected to this position, is chief of the 
Dermatology Service at Bellevue Med¬ 
ical Center and professor of dermatol¬ 
ogy at New York University Medical 
School. 
1957 
Harold Fallon has been elected a fa¬ 
culty member of Alpha Omega Alpha 
at Medical College of Virginia where 
he is chairman of the Department of 
Medicine. 
In a note received from John Lord (’43) 
he wrote the following: “George 
Knovick received an unusual award on 
November 22, 1976. Pathologist at 
Community Hospital of the Monterey 
Peninsula (Cal.), Dr. Knovick was 
given Honorary Membership on the 
Medical Staff of nearby Eskaton 
Monterey Healthcare Center in recog¬ 
nition of his contributions to post¬ 
graduate medical education at both in¬ 
stitutions.” The citation which was 
presented to Dr. Knovick by Dr. Lord, 
newly elected president of the Eskaton 
medical staff, read: “He brought the 
lamp of learning from Yale and kept 
it aflame, not only for himself, but 
for all the physicians of the Monterey 
Peninsula.” 
The first incumbent of the William 
Beecher Scoville Professorship in 
Neurological Surgery recently estab¬ 
lished at the University of Connecticut 
School of Medicine is Melville Parker 
Roberts, Jr. The chair, named in 
honor of William Beecher Scoville (see 
class of ’28 notes) is the first named 
chair at the University of Connecticut, 
and the income from the endowment 
fund “will be used to support the work 
of a ‘distinguished teacher, practitioner 
and researcher in the field of 
neurosurgery at the UofC Health Cen¬ 
ter.’ ” In announcing Dr. Roberts’ ap¬ 
pointment, University of Connecticut 
President Ferguson said that the School 
of Medicine is “fortunate to have on its 
faculty a man of Dr. Roberts’ stature to 
be the chair’s first incumbent.” 
After having taught at Yale and the 
University of Virginia, Dr. Roberts 
joined the University of Connecticut 
faculty in 1970. He became a full pro¬ 
fessor in 1975. 
In addition to holding the position of 
chief of the Division of Neurosurgery 
and acting head of the Departments of 
Surgery and Neurology, Dr. Roberts is 
also in private practice with the 
Neurosurgical Group at Hartford Hos¬ 
pital. He is director of neurosurgical 
education at Hartford Hospital and co¬ 
director of the Yale-University of 
Connecticut-Hartford neurosurgical 
training program. 
Dr. Roberts is president of the Sec¬ 
tion of Neurological Surgery of the 
Connecticut State Medical Society and 
is a member of several other profes¬ 
sional and honorary societies. His 
major research interest is in cerebral 
blood flow, and he is widely known for 
his “Atlas of the Anatomy of the 
Human Brain.” 
On July 1, 1976 Arthur Taub en¬ 
tered private practice in the fields of 
neurology, neurophysiology and the 
diagnosis and treatment of pain with 
offices at 2 Church Street South in New 
Haven. A member of the full-time fac¬ 
ulty at Yale School of Medicine since 
1968, Dr. Taub will continue his teach¬ 
ing and research on a part-time basis as 
a clinical professor of anesthesiology. 
He is a diplomate in Neurology of the 
American Board of Neurology and a 
member of the American Academy of 
Neurology, the Society for Neuro¬ 
science, and the International Associa¬ 
tion for the Study of Pain. 
1958 
“Although there is a certain sadness in 
leaving Yale after 21 delightful years, I 
am going to a very exciting job in a very 
exciting city,” wrote Gerard Burrow 
in July. Dr. Burrow has a new position 
in Canada as professor of medicine at 
the University of Toronto and is direc¬ 
tor of the Divison of Endocrinology and 
Metabolism at the Toronto General 
Hospital. In addition, he holds a joint 
appointment in the Banting and Best 
Department of Medical Research and 
occupies the laboratory that Sir Charles 
Best designed for his use after retire¬ 
ment. 
1959 
Asa Barnes, now professor in the De¬ 
partment of Pathology at University of 
Missouri-Columbia and director of the 
University of Missouri Medical Center 
Blood Bank has been elected recently 
to the office of president of The Heart 
of America Association of Blood 
Banks. 
By way of a uniquely designed 
Thanksgiving greeting, Ace updated 
the whereabouts of his “double-tiered 
family”: Seth is a freshman at 
Wheaton, Elizabeth is a high school 
sophomore, Christiana is a first-grader, 
and Nathanael is a second-year pre¬ 
schooler. 
1961 
Walter Hierholzer is now hospital 
epidemiologist at the University of 
Iowa Hospitals and Clinics and also 
holds appointments as associate profes¬ 
sor of medicine (infectious disease) and 
associate professor of preventive 
medicine. 
1962 
In a letter received from Frank 
Hartman in June, he stated: “I am the 
junior editor of a new book The Evolu¬ 
tion of Psychoanalytic Technique pub¬ 
lished by Basic Books. It is comprised 
of a collection of reprints of major arti¬ 
cles which provide the foundation for 
most techniques of psychotherapy prac¬ 
ticed in America today. This summer I 
shall be in France researching the life of 
Rudolph M. Loewenstein, M.D., 
whose biography I am writing.” 
Carter Marshall has moved from 
New York City to Atlanta, Georgia. He 
is now professor and chairman of the 
Department of Community Medicine, 
Medical Education Program at 
Morehouse College in Atlanta. 
Norman Bass, professor of neurology 
and associate professor of pharmacol¬ 
ogy at University of Virginia School of 
Medicine, has been elected a faculty 
member of Alpha Omega Alpha at that 
institution. 
1964 
As guest lecturer at the annual meetings 
of the Ontario Society of Clinical Hyp¬ 
nosis, Remo Fabbri, Jr. spoke on the 
“Treatment of Sex Dysfunction”, 
“Hypnosis in Psychosomatic Dis¬ 
eases” and “Hypnotherapy of Phobias 
and Anxiety.” He also was a panelist 
discussing “Unusual Hypnotic Induc¬ 
tions and Treatment.” 
Richard Lee has become professor 
of medicine and vice chairman of the 
Department of Internal Medicine at the 
State University of New York and chief 
of medicine at the Veterans Adminis¬ 
tration Hospital, both at Buffalo. He 
and his family are living in Orchard 
Park, New York. 
1966 
Recordings by The New Black Eagle 
Jazz Band were reviewed in the May 
30 issue of The New York Times: 
”... This Boston group includes the 
musicians who represent the best qual¬ 
ities of second-generation jazzmen— 
musicians who have absorbed the style 
of an earlier player but, instead of being 
suffocated by it, have established their 
own personalities on the foundation 
provided by the source. . . . The New 
Black Eagles are well recorded and in 
the top of their form on ‘In 
Concert’—which includes strong, 
stomping piano by Bob Pilsbury and 
propulsively full-throated tuba oom- 
pahs by Eli Newberger ...” 
1968 
In a note notifying us of his change of 
address, Ralph Rauch writes that as of 
December he moved to Minneapolis 
where he is “organizing the psychiatric 
services for a Health Maintainance Or¬ 
ganization in the Twin Cities.” 
1969 
Many members of the class of 1969 
have been heard from by means of a 
letter received from David Upton. He 
writes: “Only two and a half more 
years until our next reunion. Some 
news on class members: Yours Truly is 
practicing psychiatry in Alexandria, 
Virginia. I spent New Year's Eve with 
Lionel and Elaine Nelson. Lionel is an 
ENT man in San Jose, California. 
Jerry Smallberg is practicing neurol¬ 
ogy at Lenox Hill Hospital in New 
York City and Mike Liebowitz is a 
psychiatry resident at Columbia. Tom 
Singer is practicing psychiatry in San 
Francisco and studying at the Jung In¬ 
stitute there. Gary Wright is working 
at the Student Health Service at Oregon 
State University after having retired his 
busy pediatrics practice in the Ozarks. 
Jody Robinson is practicing internal 
medicine in Washington, D.C. and is 
soon to be wed! 
“Joe Rochford is running a mental 
health center at Rutgers University and 
Paul Markey is finishing his or¬ 
thopedic residency at Harvard. Rich 
Pollis is practicing orthopedics in L.A. 
and C. E. Long is on the orthopedic 
staff at Stanford. Chuck Angell just 
finished being chief resident in 
medicine at Johns Hopkins and is now 
practicing in Baltimore. I would re¬ 
ally appreciate hearing from other class 
members. Let me know where you 
are and what you're doing. Write to 
me at 208 N. Pitt Street, Alexandria, 
Virginia.” 
Leo Cooney is the new director of the 
Continuing Care Unit at Yale-New 
Harvard Medical School at the Beth Is- 
give intense restorative services to pa¬ 
tients with rehabilitative potential who 
still require acute hospitalization for 
continuing diagnostic and therapeutic 
services.” 
HOUSE STAFF 
1946 
David Molander received the Order of 
the Great Cross from the Nicaraguan 
government in a ceremony held on 
April 9th in New York City. This is the 
second highest Order of the Nicaraguan 
government, and was presented to Dr. 
Molander for meritorious service to the 
Nicaraguan people and government. 
1957 
In a letter from Herman Kamenetz he 
noted that he has received the following 
appointments in the Departments of 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation: 
chief of Rehabilitation Medicine at the 
VA Hospital in Washington, D.C.; 
clinical professor of medicine at 
George Washington University School 
of Medicine and Health Sciences; and 
professorial lecturer at Georgetown 
University. 
1962 
Formerly at Cincinnati General Hospi¬ 
tal, John Phair has been appointed 
Samuel J. Sackett Professor of 
Medicine and director of the Section of 
Infectious Diseases and Hypersensitiv¬ 
ity at Northwestern University Medical 
School. 
1967 
Bruce Jafek will be leaving University 
of Pennsylvania School of Medicine 
where he has been assistant professor in 
the Department of Otorhinolaryngol¬ 
ogy and Human Communication to be¬ 
come professor and chairman of the 
Department of Otolaryngology at the 
University of Colorado School of 
Medicine. 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
1938 
Lucy Morgan, professor emeritus and 
former chairman of the Department of 
Health Education at the University of 
North Carolina (Chapel Hill) School of 
Public Health, received the honorary 
degree, Doctor of Science, at the Uni¬ 
versity’s graduation ceremonies in 
May. Dr. Morgan established the first 
graduate training program for public 
health educators in the United States at 
UNC and with Dr. James Shepard, or¬ 
ganized a similar program at North 
Carolina College (now North Carolina 
Central University) in Durham, for the 
training of black professionals. As re¬ 
ported in The Durham Morning Herald, 
“The majority of the black public 
health educators now serving around 
the country were prepared in this pro¬ 
gram . ’ ’ 
The Herald further noted that Dr. 
Morgan has been called by her students 
and colleagues “an innovative teacher, 
a tireless promoter of public health 
education and an unswerving advocate 
of consumer participation in commun¬ 
ity health.” 
1947 
On December 31, 1976, Cecil Sheps 
will relinquish his post as vice chancel¬ 
lor for health sciences at The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. 
Sheps will return to his work as profes¬ 
sor of social medicine in the School of 
Medicine. 
1950 
At commencement exercises of Iowa 
Wesleyan College, the honorary degree 
of Doctor of Science was conferred on 
Austin Evans in recognition of his ser¬ 
vices in hospital administration. 
1963 
In January 1977 Dorothy Brockway 
began her duties as health director for 
the town of Hamden, Connecticut. She 
had been director of family planning in 
the New Haven Health Department 
since 1967 after having been for two 
years, medical director of the health 
unit of New Haven’s Elm Haven Con¬ 
certed Services, a federally funded 
anti-poverty program. 
Dr. Brockway received her medical 
degree from Long Island College in 
1943, was industrial physician with the 
New York Telephone Company in 
1946 and holds medical licenses in 
New York and Connecticut. Much of 
her career has been spent in Connec¬ 
ticut: from 1947 to 1956 Dr. Brockway 
had a private pediatrics practice in Bris¬ 
tol; for eight years she was medical 
adviser to the Terryville school system 
and from 1957 to 1972 she was medical 
adviser to the West Haven school sys¬ 
tem. 
In commenting on her appointment 
the mayor of Hamden noted that Dr. 
Brockway holds both medical and pub¬ 
lic health degrees, has a strong 
background in child health care and has 
a “complete round of talents in 
medicine, public health and 
administration”—outstanding qualifi¬ 
cations for this important post. 
1967 
Patricia Mai! is a public health 
educator with the USPHS Indian 
Health Service working with eight 
Pacific Northwest Tribes in the Puget 
Sound Area. She is also a member of 
the faculty at Seattle University where 
she teaches in the Alcohol Studies 
Program one quarter a year. She was 
recently elected as secretary-treasurer 
of the Pacific Northwest Chapter of 
SOPHE. 
23 
ALUMNI DAY PLANS 
The following is a summary of plans for the Alumni Reunion Weekend June 3rd and 4th at the School of Medicine in 
New Haven. 
Friday, June 3 An invitation is extended to all Medical and Public Health Alumni to attend the 100th 
Birthday Anniversary Commemoration of Professor Charles-Edward A. Winslow. In 
1915, Professor Winslow established, and was the first Chairman of the Department of 
Public Health. The day’s events are in the process of being scheduled. We will send you 
additional information as we receive it. 
Dr. Arthur Baue, Chairman of the Department of Surgery, extends an invitation to all 
Medical and Public Health Alumni to attend the Surgery Seminar. Alumni in Surgery as 
well as former house officers at Yale-New Haven Hospital will present papers. 
Saturday, June 4 
A.M. The Medical Alumni Day Program will have as its theme "Medical School Revisited” 
This program will demonstrate some of the newer teaching techniques and methods 
introduced since most of our alumni left our campus. There will be demonstrations of 
audio-visual teaching technology and a series of "clinical correlations”. Faculty of a 
basic science will present some new and exciting discoveries in that respective field 
followed by a member of the clinical department who will illustrate how this new and 
exciting information increases our understanding of disease processes and leads to a 
rational basis for therapeutic intervention. 
P.M. The Yale School of Nursing invites all Alumni to attend the Dedication of the new Yale 
School of Nursing Building. 
Social Hour. 
Benjamin Castlcnmn, '31 M.D., was 
born in Everett, Mass., and graduated 
from Harvard in 1927. Except for bis 
four years at Yale Medical School he 
has lived in the Boston area all his life. 
Dr. Castleman has spent more than 
four decades on the staff of Massachu¬ 
setts General Hospital, serving as chief 
of its Department of Pathology from 
1953 to 1974 and as Acting General 
Director of the hospital for the year 
prior to his retirement; he is now 
Senior Consulting Pathologist. During 
the same period, over in Cambridge, 
he regularly taught at Harvard Medical 
School, where he is now Shattuck Pro¬ 
fessor of Pathological Anatomy 
Emeritus. At odd moments in between. 
Dr. Castleman for 23 years edited 
“The Case Records of the Massachu¬ 
setts General Hospitala weekly 
feature in the influential New England 
Journal of Medicine. He is a past 
president of the Association of Yale 
Alumni in Medicine. 
Thoughts on $370 Million 
Why should 1, a Harvard College graduate who, after four years at Yale Medical School, 
returned to Harvard to remain there for the next 45 years, want to write about Yale? The 
answer is that I owe my whole career to Yale. 
In the late 1920’s Yale was a small medical school — only about 50 students in each class 
— but it had a brilliant faculty that was dedicated to teaching and research as well as to patient 
care. Yale’s innovative teaching methods, including a requirement that each student submit a 
thesis on a research problem, greatly influenced my decision to pursue an academic career. Over 
the years I have used at Harvard many of the teaching techniques I learned at Yale. 
Starting in the 1960s, when I became involved in Yale Medical Alumni affairs, I’ve been 
gratified to observe that in spite of the Medical School’s great growth in size (the enrollment 
is now well over 500), the scientific curiosity of its students and faculty continues to be as much 
of a high spot as it was in my day. 
A medical school always requires the most expensive faculty in a university and 
without adequate financial support can quickly become second-rate. Federal funds have 
handsomely contributed to this support since the end of World War II, but recent awards of 
government money have begun to carry so many restrictions that a significant number of 
schools, including Yale, are thinking twice about accepting them. Unless more private endow¬ 
ment is made available, Yale soon will have to curtail its teaching program and will be hard 
put to introduce new projects. As Dr. George Palade, Yale’s 1974 Nobel Laureate, has written, 
“This must not happen”. 
w The Campaign for Yale 
The Campaign for Yale, the largest 
private fund-raising effort ever 
attempted, seeks $370,000,000 from 
alumni and friends, corporations and 
foundations to assure the continued 
strength, integrity and freedom of 
Yale University in the years ahead. 
All alumni will be asked to increase 
their yearly contribution to the 
Yale Alumni Fund and to make an 
additional major gift during the 
course of the Campaign. 
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C.-E. A. Winslow—First Chairman of the 
Department of Public Health at Yale 
The Department of Epidemiology and Public Health is 
commemorating the 100th anniversary of the birth of 
C.-E. A. Winslow, one of the world’s most distinguished 
public health leaders, who was held in esteem locally by 
the Yale community as well as by the city of New Haven. 
He was the first chairman of the Department of Public 
Health, the first director of the John B. Pierce Foundation 
Laboratory, and founder of the New Haven Housing Au¬ 
thority, which he served as chairman from 1938 until his 
death. 
June 3rd was proclaimed C.-E. A. Winslow Day by New 
Haven Mayor Frank Logue. The city, with the John B. 
Pierce Foundation Laboratory, joined the Department in 
celebrating the occasion. 
The late Dr. John F. Fulton, professor of medicine, and a 
distinguished colleague of Winslow, ably described the 
qualities of his friend in the following tribute printed in 
Science, several months after Professor Winslow's death. 
C.-E. A. Winslow, Leader in Public Health 
With the death, in January 1957, of Charles-Edward 
Amory Winslow, there came to a close a life that had been 
uniquely dedicated to the service of mankind. Winslow 
was regarded, nationally and internationally, as the elder 
statesman of the public health movement, a distinction he 
has earned through some 50 years of spirited and 
unremitting labor in the field of public health, including 
bacteriology, epidemiology, sanitary engineering, health 
education, industrial, mental, and social hygiene, public 
health nursing, housing, and the economic aspects of 
medical care. The record of his research and experience in 
these fields was set down in more than 600 books and 
papers. 63 of which have been published since his 
retirement (1945). . . . 
For nearly 50 years Winslow’s advice in matters 
pertaining to global public health was sought by 
individuals and governments, both foreign and our own. 
He had responsible assignments with the U.S. Public 
Health Service, the League of Nations, the American Red 
Cross, and, most recently, the World Health 
Organization, whose work took him on several occasions 
to Geneva. 
Winslow was born in Boston, Massachusetts, on 4 
February 1877. He held bachelor and master of science 
degrees from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
an honorary master of arts degree from Yale University 
(1915), and a doctor of public health degree (1918) from 
New York University. 
. . . In 1915 Winslow was appointed the Anpa M.R. 
Lauder professor of public health at the Yale University 
School of Medicine, and for the next 30 years, brought 
increasing distinction to Yale as he developed his 
department, one of the first in the United States, into an 
outstanding “laboratory” for the training of students, 
who flocked to him from many countries. During these 
years he also played a leading role in founding the Yale 
School of Nursing (1923) and in the creation of the New 
Haven Housing Authority, which he served as chairman 
from 1938 until his death. 
To give a picture ot Winslow, the man and teacher, I 
should like to borrow from his good friend, James Mac¬ 
kintosh of London, who has written: “Winslow was a 
commanding figure, yet he never seemed remote, in spite 
ot his noble and somewhat aristocratic appearance. In 
many ways one thinks of him as the ideal teacher— 
eloquent, scholarly, and humane. He taught men and 
women of all ages and degrees of experience, at all levels, 
trom the World Health Assembly to the smallest class¬ 
room, without ever laying down the law ... He pursued 
his subject—the health of the people—with a devotion 
that was passionate with intensity. Yet he never lost touch 
with reality, and most of his public health ideals were 
severely practical. . . [Lancet 272, 166 (19 Jan. 
1957)] 
It is impossible to contemplate Dr. Winslow’s enor¬ 
mous influence in developing and shaping the field of public 
health without thinking also of Mrs. Winslow, the former 
Anne Fuller Rogers of Boston, one of his pupils, whom he 
married in 1907. In a tribute to William Sedgwick [ /. 
Bacterial, 6, 225 (1921)] Winslow acknowledged his 
great debt to his former teacher and wrote with discern¬ 
ment of Mrs. Sedgwick: “Mrs. Sedgwick not only gave 
her husband a rare personal devotion which made his 
health and comfort and the success of his career a con¬ 
stantly controlled motive, but her artistic taste and rich 
temperament kept a warmth and color in his life which 
made it impossible for Sedgwick ever to feel those limita¬ 
tions which sometimes accompany a life of intellectual 
concentration, limitations which Charles Darwin, for 
example, felt so pathetically in his later years.” Anyone 
who knew them will be struck by the aptness of this 
quotation to the Winslows themselves, for Mrs. Winslow 
was, from the first, completely absorbed in her husband’s 
work and shared with him its problems and satisfactions to 
a remarkable degree. 
. . . One might enumerate here all the areas of public 
health to which Winslow contributed, but I would rather 
repeat his own definition of “public health,” since it 
outlines the broad aspects of the field which he tilled so 
widely: “Public health is the science and the art of pre¬ 
venting disease, prolonging life, and promoting physical 
and mental health and efficiency through organized com¬ 
munity efforts for the sanitation of the environment, the 
control of community infections, the education of the 
individual in principles of personal hygiene, the organiza¬ 
tion of medical and nursing service for the early diagnosis 
and preventive treatment of disease, and the development 
of the social machinery which will ensure to every indi¬ 
vidual in the community a standard of living adequate for 
the maintenance of health.” This represents the “ideal 
others may only later understand” and which they may be 
even longer in achieving. Toward establishing these lib¬ 
eral concepts—the sturdy scaffolding for tomorrow's 
structure—Charles Winslow gave the devoted and vigor¬ 
ous service of a lifetime. 
John F. Fulton 
Yale University School of Medicine 
New Haven, Connecticut 
reprinted with permission from Science, VOL. 125, June 21, 1957 
Professor Winslow was married to the former Anne Fuller 
Rogers, who had been one of his pupils. In addition to sharing 
her husband’s interests, Mrs. Winslow was a leader in the 
organization and direction of public health nursing activities. 
His Influence Cast a Long Shadow 
The most distinguished award of the American Public 
Health Association honors William T. Sedgwick, a 
graduate of Yale’s Sheffield Scientific School in 1877, 
who was an early public health advocate and teacher. In 
the century since, many Yale men and women have taken 
part in the development of public health from an obscure 
concept to a complex of related professions. 
One of Yale’s, and indeed, the nation’s most prominent 
public health teachers and leaders was Charles-Edward 
Amory Winslow, who had been a student of Dr. Sedgwick 
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His far-sighted 
concepts of public health, which still have relevance to¬ 
day, have had profound influence on the health of popula¬ 
tions the world over. Professor Winslow was bom in 
1877, the year Sedgwick received his Yale degree. 
After graduating from M.I.T., Professor Winslow 
taught there for several years. Later he taught at the 
University of Chicago, the College of the City of New 
York, and Columbia University. Then, in 1914 Yale Uni¬ 
versity appointed him to organize the School of 
Medicine's several undertakings in community health into 
a single program for one of the nation's first accredited 
departments of public health. 
Funded by a gift from the Lauder family, the Depart¬ 
ment began in 1915 with a small staff including Winslow 
as the Anna M. R. Lauder Professor, one instructor, two 
assistants, a secretary, a student, and a broadly defined 
program that included “effecting changes in the present 
health laws and organization of the Health Department of 
the State of Connecticut.’’ 
From its rather humble beginning, the Department grew 
in size, scope, and stature under Professor Winslow’s 
guidance. He took public health out of the realm of a 
sub-specialty of medicine, defining it as a “broad and 
vital field of social science and public service, including 
medicine as a component.” He believed that if a depart¬ 
ment of public health were to function efficiently in teach¬ 
ing and research, it must remain in constant touch with 
other disciplines within the university, as well as with the 
public health movement in the nation and in the world. 
3 
Described by his colleagues as an “ideal teacher”. 
Professor Winslow sought always to stretch his pupils’ 
minds. “We must never forget the difference between 
training and education,” he said in an address at the 
graduation just before his retirement. “We can train a vine 
to grow espalier fashion on a wall. Only a man can be 
educated. For education means the development of broad 
relationships and of the power to deal with those relation¬ 
ships. The widerthe vision and the power, the more nearly 
complete is the education.” 
Former students remember Sunday evening seminars 
with Professor Winslow and his wife. Faculty and stu¬ 
dents would engage in scholarly discussion, friendly ex¬ 
change of ideas, brain stretching, and sometimes, reading 
from the classics in front of a warm fire. 
His leadership and foresight extended far beyond the 
laboratories and classrooms at Yale. Professor Winslow’s 
pioneer work and timeless contributions in sanitation, 
bacteriology, education, epidemiology, mental health, 
environmental and occupational health, and many other 
fields made him unique. Repeatedly honored internation¬ 
ally and in his own country during his lifetime his memory 
continues to be honored by a lectureship at Yale and by the 
Connecticut Health Association’s annual C.-E. A. 
Winslow Award. 
The vital legacy of Winslow is still felt by his second 
and third generation students and faculty descendants in 
Yale’s Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, 
and is permanently acknowledged by a professorship es¬ 
tablished in his name by a generous gift from an anony¬ 
mous donor in 1958. In the spirit of growth exemplified by 
Winslow’s early breadth of vision and influence, we wish 
to enlarge this basic endowment and to seek additional 
funds for Winslow Scholarships for graduate students in 
public health. 
Funds have recently been donated by alumni for the 
purpose of relocating, enlarging and improving the de¬ 
partmental library to help meet the requirements of a 
growing faculty and student body faced with the need for 
ready access to old and new information about expanding 
public health problems and programs. It is being named in 
honor of one of the first and most distinguished students of 
Winslow at Yale—and his successor as Chairman of the 
Department—Ira Vaughn Hiscock. We still need addi¬ 
tional funds to assure the continued collection and availa¬ 
bility of books and journals as well as to begin to provide 
newer forms of teaching and reference materials including 
films and videotapes. We hope to raise endowment funds 
for collections and ongoing and permanent acquisitions 
which will bear the donor’s name. 
Dr. Robert W. McCollum, Susan Dwight Bliss Professor of 
Epidemiology and Public Health, has been chairman of the 
Department since 1969. 
I 
I 
I 
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Today, the Department of Epidemiology and Public 
Health is also accredited as a School of Public Health— 
one of only twenty in the United States. With about 200 
full- and part-time faculty and 250 enrolled degree candi¬ 
dates, it is based both in the School of Medicine and the 
Graduate School. Many of its 1200 or so graduates have 
achieved wide recognition as health administrators, re¬ 
searchers and policy makers in private and government 
health agencies. 
Many of the Department’s current programs reflect 
C.-E. A.Winslow’s interests, some of which are only now 
emerging as nationwide public health issues: changing 
disease patterns resulting from environmental conditions 
and increasing longevity; industrial and occupational 
health; increasing pollution of air and water, and the 
widespread use of chemicals in consumer goods and insec¬ 
ticides in agriculture; the problems of soaring population 
outstripping food supplies and other resources; and the 
changing patterns of organization and distribution of med¬ 
ical care, have been subjects of ongoing studies. 
Dr. Jan A. J. Stolwijk, professor of epidemiology and associate 
director of the Pierce Laboratory, directs studies in the De¬ 
partment on the effects of the environment on human health. 
‘ ‘There is no other machine so directly respon¬ 
sive to slight changes in its surroundings as the 
human body. A few degrees change in tempera¬ 
ture make a vast difference in the efficiency of the 
worker. . .” 
C.-E. A. Winslow, 1911 
In 1934, while he was chairman of the Department of Public 
Health, C.-E. A. Winslow was also appointed the first director of 
the John B. Pierce Foundation Laboratory, which has since 
earned an international reputation for its studies of the effects of 
climate and environment on human health. Many of the 
Laboratory’s scientific staff hold appointments in the Depart¬ 
ment and are responsible for a major portion of the teaching 
program in the Division of Environmental Health Sciences. 
In addition to studies of the effects of the thermal environment 
on the comfort and performance of humans, recent projects have 
included assessing the effects on human health of specific pol¬ 
lutants in outdoor, indoor, and occupational environments. Par¬ 
ticipants in the study have devised a method to relate the poten¬ 
tial increase of health benefits to proposed reductions in ambient 
air pollution. The value of the study is that this method can be 
used to evaluate other similar environmental controls. 
The Division plans an expansion of its efforts which will direct 
basic research on and also provide advice on the identification 
and control of environmental health hazards to regulatory agen¬ 
cies. This is an area of environmental health that has not been 
sufficiently attended to in this country, and the Department has 
the expertise to do it well. 
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"In every field of human activity we are today 
facing one common problem—the problem of 
adjusting our social order to the altered condi¬ 
tions produced by a revolution in technology." 
C.-E. A. Winslow, 1933 
In 1964, by an agreement between Yale University and the 
Rockefeller Foundation, a group of the world’s leading scien¬ 
tists in the field of arthropod-borne viruses was established in 
the Department as the Yale Arbovirus Research Unit (YARU), 
subsequently designated as a World Health Organization refer¬ 
ence center. Through research conducted in the laboratories at 
Yale, as well as in collaborating field laboratories in the tropics 
of Africa, South America and India, they have been instrumen¬ 
tal in developing diagnostic methods and basic serological clas¬ 
sifications of more than three hundred viruses of established or 
potential importance to man, and transmitted by mosquitoes, 
ticks, fleas, and midges. 
Alternative biologic methods of insect control are being de¬ 
veloped because of widespread concern about harmful effects of 
chemical pesticides on the environment as well as on human 
health, and the fact that some insects have built up a resistance to 
certain of these pesticides. Members of YARU have initiated 
research on the health and environmental aspects of this new 
approach to insect control. 
Dr. Thomas Aitkens, left, senior research associate in 
epidemiology, is collecting insect specimens in Bush Bush 
Forest, Eastern Trinidad; Dr. Gregory Tignor, assistant pro¬ 
fessor of epidemiology, is involved in a study of rabies- 
related-viruses in his laboratory’ in the Laboratory> of 
Epidemiology and Public Health. Both are members of the 
YARU staff. 
One method is the use of viruses restricted to insects called 
Nuclear Polyhedrosis Viruses (NPVs), which are being de¬ 
veloped to control pests of crops and forest. Two common such 
pests are the cabbage worm and gypsy moth. NPVs have been 
used experimentally, with some success, on crops such as 
cotton, alfalfa, sweet potatoes, com and cabbage. 
How safe are NPVs to the environment, man, and domestic 
animals? Limited use has shown no adverse affect on anything 
except the target insect, but, unlike chemical pesticides the 
viruses contain genetic material subject to mutation and to 
exchange of gene fragments with other viruses. It is essential to 
know, through virus strain identification, that the virus sprayed 
has not changed from the original lot. 
Members of the YARU staff are developing a classification 
system for NVPs which will provide national and international 
agencies with the methodology for quality control assessments 
of production products, for monitoring the environment, for 
recognizing genetically-induced changes in the virus, and for 
directing NPV-induced antigenic changes in non-target or¬ 
ganisms, including man. 
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‘ ‘The health officer who has in him the spirit of 
the pioneers will conceive that one of his primary 
responsibilities is to plan for putting the vast 
resources of modern medical science to work in 
his community. He should have the courage to 
make the facts of the situation clear to the lay 
public; and the statesmanship to secure the 
cooperation of the local medical profession in 
planning wisely so that quality of service can be 
assured—by the expert but cooperative direc¬ 
tion of the professions concerned.” 
C.-E. A. Winslow, 1933 
The quality as well as the high cost of medical care are among 
the nation’s most critical public issues. The impending national 
health insurance program may compound these issues still 
further. 
The Health Services Administration Program in the Department 
is interested primarily in the application of operations research 
techniques to the planning and design of health care systems. 
Members of the program have been reviewing the role hospitals 
could play in shifting the pattern of health care delivery from 
hospitals to other kinds of care. In cooperation with Yale’s 
School of Organization and Management they have conducted a 
hospital utilization review to determine whether patients receive 
the right treatment, in the right bed, for the right period of time. 
“ Microbiology is not a technical tool for the 
doctor, the agriculturist or the engineer. It is a 
basic biological science; and it may be claimed 
that it has rendered greater service to mankind 
than any other science in this class. This service 
has been made possible because it is a basic 
science.” 
C.-E. A. Winslow 
What happens to the health of isolated populations when civili¬ 
zation encroaches on their territory? The present highway build¬ 
ing program in South America has led to the pacification of 
tribes of Indians in the Brazilian Amazon River Basin. It is 
probable that these people have been less affected by outside 
civilization than any comparably large groups elsewhere in the 
world. 
A team of microbiologists in the Section of Epidemiology, 
working closely with the Brazilian Indian Service, is studying 
the health patterns of these tribes to determine what diseases 
have affected a genetically distinct, homogenous population 
prior to contact with outside civilization, and how new diseases 
plague them on first contact with the outside world. The purpose 
of this research is to minimize the extent of these new diseases, 
as well as to gain further knowledge of our own disease heritage. 
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Several years ago the Senegal River Basin region was devas¬ 
tated by a severe, prolonged drought which caused widespread 
famine and the death of thousands. To prevent another such 
tragedy, a project to dam the river in several strategic areas is 
being planned and jointly sponsored by the United States, sev¬ 
eral European nations and the World Bank, underthe control of 
the governments of Senegal, Mauretania, and Mali. 
The State Department, through the offices of its Agency for 
International Development program, has contracted for a team 
from the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health to 
assess the environmental impact, and especially the health as¬ 
pects of the dam proposal. Some members of the team have 
studied the possibility of carrying out immunological research 
of the diseases of the area, while others worked to provide a 
reference base of information on the health of the population 
that would be affected by the project. 
The team will act in an advisory capacity to A.I.D., and make 
recommendations for keeping hazards of mosquito and snail- 
borne diseases, which are the most prevalent in the area, at as 
low a level as possible. 
“. . . The stable world order of which we dream 
can be built only in the foundation of member 
states, in every one of which there is at least a 
reasonable hope of progress toward freedom 
from disease and want, as well as from fear.” 
C.-E. A. Winslow, 1951 
World hunger has been the subject of a University-wide com¬ 
mittee for the past year and a half. One of the conclusions of that 
committee is that “an initial five-year research effort by a 
well-coordinated interdisciplinary group of young established 
investigators would be an effective method of mobilizing Yale’s 
academic resources to the world hunger problem with a 
minimum diversion of established educational programs . . . 
(However) the University urgently needs a faculty member 
committed to the area of human nutrition.” 
Since health is a primary concern in the malnourished, the 
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health would be an 
appropriate home base for such activity, if sufficient funds were 
made available for such a program. 
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Reprinted from Yale Medicine, Spring, 1977 
Recombinant DNA—Scientific and Political Issues 
by Maxine Singer, Ph.D., Head, Nucleic Acid 
Enzytnology Section, 
National Cancer Institute 
From a lecture presented on April 15, 1977, sponsored by the Yale 
Medical Student Council 
Three and a half years ago, a colleague and I wrote a letter 
to the president of the National Academy of Sciences. We 
were not writing for ourselves alone, but at the direction of 
140 scientists, leaders in the fields of nucleic acids and 
genetics. We had all been together at a scientific meeting 
and had heard some fascinating new experiments de¬ 
scribed which made it possible to isolate fragments of 
DNA, that is genes, of any living thing, to join the frag¬ 
ments together with fragments of DNA from a totally 
unrelated species, and to insert these new DNA molecules 
into single cells, in order to study the properties of the 
gene. 
Excited as we all were by the versatility and the oppor¬ 
tunities provided by this technique, and although no 
hazards were actually known to exist, we voted to inform 
the National Academy of Sciences that cells and viruses 
carrying recombined DNA might, in some instances, 
prove hazardous to man or to other components of the 
biosphere. We also voted to publicize these concerns by 
submitting the letter for publication in Science magazine. 
That letter and its publication in Science initiated a long 
series of events. Perhaps the most significant was the 
publication in 1974 of the report of an ad hoc Committee 
on Recombinant Nucleic Acids, a group that included 
molecular biologists who were actively pursuing recom¬ 
binant DNA work. Their report established some prece¬ 
dents that have been central to all activities on recombin¬ 
ant DNA since that time. 
The report defines the possible hazards to include ef¬ 
fects on human and non-human living things and called for 
an international discussion, since the potential hazards 
could not be limited by national boundaries. The 1974 
report recognized that the deliberations could not re¬ 
main ad hoc, but needed to be assumed by proper rep¬ 
resentative bodies which represented the interests of soci¬ 
ety at large. 
It also recognized that, for reasons of safety, certain 
experiments ought not be done, at least for the time being, 
and it called for colleagues around the world to join the 
members of the ad hoc Committee in a deferral of those 
experiments. And finally, the committee established the 
precedent that the discussions should be open and pub¬ 
licized. Much of what has happened since 1974 has been 
in response to the requests made by that ad hoc group. 
The Asilomar Conference* in February 1975 was the 
first attempt by an international group with varied exper¬ 
tise to look at the many types of recombinant DNA exper¬ 
iments and try to rank them as to potential danger. The 
Asilomar recommendations again implied that certain ex¬ 
periments ought not be carried out, and for other experi¬ 
ments, attempted to find levels of containment appropriate 
to the expected risks. 
*An international conference sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences 
and supported by the NIH and the National Science Foundation, held at the 
Asilomar Conference Center, Pacific Grove, California. 
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In this country, the National Institutes of Health alone, 
among other representative organizations, early assumed 
responsibility for serious and sustained consideration of 
the problems. 
The NIH efforts resulted in the publication in July 1976 
of Guidelines for Research on Recombinant DNA*. The 
guidelines are based on analyses that are similar to, but 
more detailed than the Asilomar review, and have explicit 
containment requirements for most techniques used in the 
experiments. 
Publication of the guidelines was not, as some have 
implied, a “go” signal for recombinant DNA research. 
Contrary to public belief, the voluntary deferral which 
started in the summer of 1974, and which has been re¬ 
ferred to as a “moratorium”, did not call for a ban on all 
recombinant DNA research. Only two types of experi¬ 
ments were deferred: first, the construction of drug resis¬ 
tant or toxigenic microorganisms that do not occur natural¬ 
ly; and second, the introduction into bacterial cells of all or 
part of the genome of viruses known to cause cancer in 
animals. (At the present time there are no viaises known to 
cause cancer in humans.) 
'‘At this time, the NIH Guidelines for Research on Recombinant DNA pertain 
only to federally supported research. 
There are many other types of recombinant DNA exper¬ 
iments that are feasible and important, and their potential 
for hazard is not clear cut. They were not covered by the 
deferral. In the Asilomar recommendations and the NIH 
guidelines the experiments deferred in 1974 either remain 
proscribed, or can be performed only under extremely 
stringent containment measures. The guidelines forbid 
additional experiments, includng many that have pro¬ 
voked great fears of possible hazards of recombinant DNA 
research in the minds of the public. 
From July 1974 until Asilomar in February 1975, and 
from then until the publication of the guidelines in June 
1976, there was, as far as we can learn, complete com¬ 
pliance for the then voluntary prohibitions and contain¬ 
ment recommendations. Experiments that were not prohi¬ 
bited were carried out during the entire period. There is 
thus far no indication that hazardous organisms have re¬ 
sulted from any of these experiments. Indeed, with the 
exception of certain experiments involving antibiotic re¬ 
sistance and toxins, we still are not sure that hazardous 
organisms can be produced from recombinant DNA ex¬ 
perimentation. We cannot accurately describe the proba¬ 
bility of, or the precise nature of the projected hazard. 
Insufficient knowledge is the reason why the public 
hears a wide range of different opinions from within the 
scientific community, and insufficient knowledge is also 
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the reason why the recommendations in the NIH 
guidelines were necessarily based on judgement and con¬ 
sensus. 
It would be useful at this point to explain a bit about 
what a recombinant DNA experiment actually is. Above is 
a schematic drawing of a recombinant DNA experiment. 
At the upper left of the drawing is an oval-shaped cell 
which has a chromosome, and therefore chromosomal 
DNA, indicated by the oval shaped DNA structure inside 
of it. In addition it has several small independent genetic 
elements which are shown by the very small circles at the 
left hand part of the cell. In this schematic experiment, this 
cell is a source of that portion of recombined DNA which 
is referred to as the “vector”, and the vector is generally a 
DNA molecule derived from one of these small, indepen¬ 
dent genetic elements. This is shown, blown up, just 
below, as a circular DNA molecule. Most of the 
molecules that are used as DNA vectors are circular. They 
are either plasmids, that is existing independent genetic 
elements of bacterial cells, or viral DNA from viruses that 
infect either bacterial cells or animal cells. 
After isolation and purification of vector DNA, the 
vector DNA, as shown in the next step on the left, is 
cleaved by some endonuclease. It can be a restriction 
endonuclease, as shown here, which leaves on the DNA 
so-called “sticky ends” that is overlapping single strands 
of DNA on either side of the cleavage. These sticky ends 
can come together again under proper conditions. It is also 
possible to make the cleavage with an endonuclease that 
cleaves straight across the molecule and then construct 
sticky ends by biochemical means. 
At the upper right is another cell, a cell from any other 
living species. It need have no relation at all to the cell 
from which the vector was derived. This cell is shown as a 
rectangle, and also has a chromosome and chromosomal 
DNA. It is shown here as also containing certain small 
independent genetic elements. The total DNA, or some 
portion of it, is isolated from this cell, is cleaved, either by 
restriction endonuclease or some other endonuclease, and 
again,, sticky ends occur at each end of the DNA frag¬ 
ments. 
Then these two DNAs, the vector DNA and the other 
DNA, which we refer to here as the “foreign” DNA, are 
mixed in a solution and are allowed to come together by 
means of the sticky ends. 
Then this recombined DNA molecule, made up in part 
by the vector DNA and in part by the foreign DNA, is 
reinserted into a host cell. In general, the cell that is used 
as the recipient of the recombinant DNA will be of the 
same species as the cell that was used to obtain the vector. 
This is because it is a genetic element on the vector which 
is responsible for the ability of the vector and the recom¬ 
bined molecule to be replicated in the cell, and this is the 
reason that those two will, in general, match. 
At the present time, bacterial cells are being used as a 
source of vectors, and as recipients for recombined DNA. 
Animal cells in tissue culture are also used and in those 
cases, viral DNAs are being used as the vectors. 
The adequacy of the containment requirements man¬ 
dated by the NIH guidelines for the permissible experi¬ 
ments is a useful focus for discussion. In this way very 
different issues that are raised by different experiments, 
for example, experiments using a particular host, or a 
particular vector, or a particular source of foreign DNA, 
are considered. Misleading and sweeping statements that 
refer to all recombinant DNA experiments can be avoided 
by focusing on the particular experiment and the problems 
that may or may not be inherent in it. 
Most scientists and laymen who have studied the situa¬ 
tion carefully agree that certain recombinant DNA exper¬ 
iments which mimic naturally occurring processes are 
without any potential harm. Most agree that certain other 
experiments ought not be done at all, at the present time. 
The facile description of people as either “proponents” 
or “opponents” belies very broad areas of agreement as 
well as the complexity of the issues at hand. 
Similarly facile descriptions of bacteria containing re¬ 
combined DNA from a foreign source as a “new living 
thing” are misleading. A bacterial cell normally contains 
thousands of genes, each of which contributes to the cell 
and the nature of the cell in an interdependent way. The 
introduction of one or a few new foreign genes to this 
complex system may be able to alter certain properties of 
the cell, but the bacteria basically remains its old self. 
Questions do remain about certain specific recommen¬ 
dations in the guidelines, and the need for additional or 
different provisions is a subject for debate. The current 
controversy over whether or not recombinant DNA exper¬ 
iments may cause long term evolutionary consequences is 
properly a part of the debate over the guidelines, since the 
risks, or imagined risks, are for a particular type of recom¬ 
binant DNA experiment, but not for all of them. 
The guidelines follow the general principle that the 
experiments should be carried out under conditions gener¬ 
ally used to handle the most hazardous parent of the 
recombinant when DNA from species known to exchange 
genetic material in nature are used. When DNA from 
species not known to exchange genetic material in nature 
are used, more stringent and strictly defined containment 
is required, thereby increasing the physical isolation of the 
experimental material from both the experimenter and the 
outside world. There is documented experience on which 
to judge the efficacy of various physical barriers and to 
prevent any escape of organisms. Moreover, in most such 
experiments, it is mandatory to use modified agents that 
have been certified by NIH as unlikely to either propagate 
outside of rigorously defined laboratory environments, or 
to transfer the recombined DNA to other cells. 
These agents include certain derivatives of the bacteria 
species called E. Coli, and the use of this bacterium has 
caused wide concern. Certain facts should be emphasized. 
Only one strain of£. Coli, called K-12, is permitted by the 
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guidelines. Strain K-12 is one of a large group of bacteria 
strains, all of which are called E. Coli, because they share 
certain properties in common, but they do not all have 
identical properties. Some E. Coli normally live in the 
cells of the intestines of healthy animals and people; others 
are pathogens. K-12, which is rarely found in nature, and 
which does not normally colonize human or animal intes¬ 
tines, is a greatly enfeebled strain, whose principal suc¬ 
cessful ecological niche is the laboratories of molecular 
biologists and geneticists. 
It is very unlikely that alterations in K-12 brought about 
by the insertion of recombined DNA will make it into a 
pathogen, but it is not impossible. It is this remote possi¬ 
bility with which we are all concerned. We are attempting 
to protect against an unlikely, uncertain, if unacceptable 
event. 
Thirty years of study by geneticists of E. Coli K-12 
strains provide confidence that the capacity of these bac¬ 
teria to escape and spread harm, can be reduced to im¬ 
measurable levels. Thus should pathogenic organisms 
arise, it is not likely that they would survive to cause 
disease; nor is it likely that the bacteria containing recom¬ 
bined DNA would survive to evolve in unique and fear¬ 
some ways. 
Nevertheless, because of K-12’s relation to common 
strains of E. Coli, reservations about its use persist. It is 
important to investigate alternative organisms, but it is not 
at all certain that useful and safer bacteria exist. Predic¬ 
tions about the existence of rare and fastidious organisms, 
unable to exchange the DNA with bacteria inhabiting man 
or other living things, are highly speculative at present. 
Debate aside, there has been substantial endorsement of 
the NIH guidelines, both from within the scientific com¬ 
munity and by responsible representatives of public 
bodies, including the Cambridge City Council, the Uni¬ 
versity of Michigan Regents, and the Senate Subcommit¬ 
tee on Health. 
All work supported by government funds is now cov¬ 
ered by the guidelines. They are viewed as mandatory by 
grantees and contractors. The threat of removal of re¬ 
search support is a powerful sanction and not a trivial one. 
Institutional biohazard committees are functioning at var¬ 
ious grantee institutions such as Yale, and there are now 
90 or more such committees. Reports from these commit¬ 
tees indicate a diligent and serious commitment to the 
provisions of the guidelines. 
The most dramatic evidence of this compliance comes 
from the willing destruction of materials constructed in 
accordance with the Asilomar recommendations, but pro¬ 
hibited by the NIH guidelines, and from the very 
straightforward discussions of risk and containment that 
are now appearing in published scientific papers. 
There remains an urgent need to expand the provisions 
of the guidelines in an enforceable manner, to work car¬ 
ried out with non-federal funds. The NIH does not have 
such enforcement authority and as a principal research 
sponsor is not an appropriate agency for such a task. 
Intensive federal efforts to find suitable enforcement 
mechanisms are nearing completion at the Congressional 
level, and we may expect that legislation will be passed in 
the coming months. Discussion is also proceeding rapidly 
in several state and local governments. 
The current situation in the United States is but one 
aspect of world-wide attention to the problem. The scien¬ 
tific community, working through its extensive interna¬ 
tional network, sought and obtained official attention to 
the problem of recombinant DNA in many countries. Two 
countries, the United Kingdom and Canada, have inde¬ 
pendently developed guidelines, and although they differ 
in detail from one another and from the American 
guidelines, all three agree in general approach, and to a 
large extent, in the assessments of relative risks. Other 
countries will make use of one or another of the sets of 
guidelines, organizing their implementation in ways that 
are appropriate to the national situations. Several interna¬ 
tional organizations—on the official level the World 
Health Organization, and on the scientific level the Euro¬ 
pean Molecular Biology Organization, European Science 
Foundation, and the International Council of Scientific 
Unions, have active programs designed to foster both 
science and safety by collection and dispersal of informa¬ 
tion, and by training of investigators. 
Scientific progress with recombinant DNA techniques 
has been slow. Meeting the demanding containment re¬ 
quirements of the guidelines as well as the need for prior 
approval and certification before initiating experiments 
has slowed the pace of the work. Certain permissible 
experiments are not presently feasible because of a lack of 
required physical facilities or the lack of appropriate cer¬ 
tified hosts and vectors. The committee that advises the 
director of NIH on certification of biological containment 
and vectors has been very rigorous in its evaluations. 
The slowdown is useful. It allows time for prudent 
evaluation of accumulating experimental results, and the 
implications of those results, relative to potential hazards. 
The slowdown is also frustrating, not only because it 
has delayed the acquisition of new information, but be¬ 
cause research is a creative, as well as a technical en¬ 
deavor. In successful, innovative work, the impetus of 
enthusiasm, of acting quickly upon an exciting idea, is 
undeniable. 
As 1 mentioned before, though, certain recombinant 
DNA research has continued over the last few years. 
Those experiments have confirmed the initial enthusiasm 
for the value of the method. It is now known that DNA 
from higher organisms, from yeast, from animals, can be 
faithfully reproduced in bacterial cells, and that DNA of 
bacterial origin is readily reproduced in animal cells grow¬ 
ing as single cells in tissue culture. 
Thus, the promise of the method for the preparation of 
useful, and otherwise more unobtainable quantities of 
specific DNA fragments and genes is an established fact. 
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Transcription of the information encoded in DNA into 
RNA is the first chemical step in genetic expression. We 
now know that DNA of complex organisms can also be 
transcribed into RNA inside bacteria, and similarly the 
DNA of simple organisms can be transcribed into RNA in 
cells of more complex organisms. 
Detailed study of these systems promises the elucidation 
of important questions concerning the control of genetic 
information. The final step in DNA expression is the 
translation of information in the RNA that results in the 
formation of protein. Ultimately, it is the set of proteins 
unique to each organism that defines the recognizable 
properties of each species and each individual. Proteins 
encoded by the DNA of yeast, a primitive form of higher 
organism, are synthesized and are active in bacterial cells. 
These results indicate that some initially speculative prac¬ 
tical applications of recombinant techniques will be 
realizable. Taken altogether, these results are striking 
confirmation of the unity of nature, both in structure and in 
function. 
It was not easy for the scientific community to raise the 
issues implicit in recombinant DNA research. The actions 
involve significant divergence from historical practice and 
belief. The actors were unaccustomed to conserval under¬ 
takings and the wisest course was not clear. 
Those colleagues who warned early that uncontainable 
and irrational public responses might follow, were cor¬ 
rect. But their counsel was set aside because other consid¬ 
erations were overriding. It is worth making some of these 
other considerations explicit. 
Scientists today recognize their responsibility to the 
public that supports scientific work, in the expectation that 
the results will have a significant, positive impact on 
society. To describe the scientific community of the late 
twentieth century otherwise is to ignore or misunderstand 
the evidence. Dispute over the best way to exercise this 
responsibility must not be confused with the negation of it. 
The scientific community has accepted the counsel of 
ethicists, philosophers and representatives of the public 
who long trouble to point this responsibility out. Origins 
for the actions on recombinant DNA research are also 
found in the world-wide movement to protect the bio¬ 
sphere from the ravages of technological development. 
While we need continuing discussion of the proper bal¬ 
ance between efforts to assure environmental protection 
and opportunities for solutions to existing and forthcom¬ 
ing problems, we all agree about the importance of en¬ 
vironmental considerations. Scientists also accept the 
need to restrict certain laboratory practices in order to 
protect the safety and health of laboratory workers and the 
public. Further, we recognize the need to consider possi¬ 
ble hazards before large scale activity is undertaken and 
before untoward events occur. 
But we differentiate between restrictions on hazardous 
or potentially hazardous activities, and restrictions on 
intellectual freedom. While a democratic society rests on 
the virtually absolute freedom of individuals to ask any 
question whatever, it is clearly unacceptable knowingly to 
cause harm to others in the process of trying to obtain an 
answer. 
Thus, the recombinant DNA problem was originally 
posed, and has been dealt with, as a problem in safety of 
living things. Some have argued that this definition of the 
problem was too narrow. It is said that the scientists and 
the public should consider the moral and the ethical impli¬ 
cations of future applications of the knowledge to be 
acquired from this research—and so they should, but in 
broader context, and with even wider participation than 
was engaged in dealing with the technical matters of safety 
and laboratory practice. 
Further, it has been argued that scientists should not 
only consider, but should in fact, assume responsibility 
for the eventual application of any knowledge they may 
acquire in the course of research. 
That statement raises complex and difficult issues and 
varied responses. It can be a subject for a reasonable 
debate only if the distinction between the acquisition of 
knowledge and the application of knowledge is not 
obscured. Thus any exercise of such a responsibility can 
logically come only after the acquisition of knowledge. To 
call for such an exercise prior to the research itself is a 
sham, because the outcome of research is by definition not 
knowable in advance. This is not to say that freedom of 
inquiry is unlimited, but limitations on the acquisition of 
knowledge must be with good cause—as when harm may 
result from the process of acquisition. 
History reminds us that constant vigilance is required if 
we are to avoid the perilous consequences of attempts by 
society or individuals to determine what is permissible to 
know and what is illicit to learn. The consequences of past 
attempts to restrain the search for knowledge have been 
even more fearsome than the science fiction scenarios 
constructed by genetic fearmongers. Besides, such at¬ 
tempts are certain to fail. They will fail, first, because we 
are not smart enough to foresee what we will, or will not 
learn from a given line of research; they will fail, second¬ 
ly, because we are not smart enough to foresee all the 
future applications of the knowledge; and they will fail, 
finally, because the indomitable forces of nature oppose 
such attempts—the acquisition of knowledge by the 
human brain is part of the protean nature. Biologists and 
poets alike know this. In 1862 Emily Dickinson wrote: 
“The brain is just the weight of God, 
For . . . heff them . . . pound for pound. 
And they will differ, if they do . . . 
As syllable from sound." 
Most scientists today also recognize the need to partici¬ 
pate together with the public in decisions about research 
areas ripe for encouragement, or areas where knowledge 
is desired or areas for which safeguards may be needed. 
The worthy report of the Cambridge, Massachusetts Ex¬ 
perimentation Review Board must surely quiet doubts 
about the ability of the lay public to deal intelligently and 
forthrightly with complex technical issues. Future public 
reviews of such matters will be judged by the standards set 
by that Cambridge Review Board. 
But cooperative deliberations between scientists and 
public bodies is difficult because scientists have not 
adequately educated others in the past. It should not then 
be surprising that deep fears and ambiguities arise in the 
minds and hearts of those who suddenly learn the depths of 
modem insight into the nature of living things. On the 
other hand, those responsible for making public policy 
should recognize that levels of anxiety are often unrelated 
to levels of risk. A continuing search for effective mea¬ 
sures to inform and educate the public about science is 
essential. 
This need is emphasized by the current level of interest, 
emotion, and confusion on the subject of recombinant 
DNA in the United States, and in the attitudes reflected in 
the graphics accompanying relevant newspaper and 
magazine articles and T.V. shows: fanciful, ugly bugs 
crawling out of test tubes; DNA double helices ending 
with monster heads, and chimeric animals that insult the 
Greek imagination. Serious ethical considerations con¬ 
found the scientist when his efforts to cooperate with the 
media are used to misinform or needlessly frighten. 
The nature of the current debate was evident at the 
public forum held on recombinant DNA at the National 
Academy of Sciences on March 7 to 9. The forum success¬ 
fully fostered an exchange of views among scientists and 
the public, although the atmosphere was often charged. 
The encounter illuminated the arguments of both 
biologists and laymen who refer to themselves as “oppo¬ 
nents" of recombinant DNA research. 
It was argued that all recombinant DNA research should 
be stopped and the nation should instead give priority to 
the distribution of existing methods of health care and 
sound nutrition to the citizens of the world. This argument 
is specious. Certainly there is a need to rectify inexcusable 
inequities in the distribution of food and health care. But 
recombinant DNA research is neither an alternative to 
such action, nor a competitor for the necessary funds. 
Rather, it provides for future opportunities to solve prob¬ 
lems that are unsolved or that may yet arise. 
Another argument was the denial of any positive value 
in the research. This country, through representative gov¬ 
ernment, long ago committed itself to the importance and 
support of basic biological research. That investment has 
now yielded a powerful tool for investigating basic proc¬ 
esses relevant to understanding serious and intractable 
diseases. There is no other way at hand or foreseeable to 
investigate the structure of the genome or complex or¬ 
ganisms. 
Has the purpose of the investment been forgotten? 
Surely when a distinguished biologist couples denial of 
any positive value in the research with a denial that the 
bacterial chromosome can be characterized as a DNA 
molecule or with a denial that insulin is clinically useful, 
we must wonder just what the debate is all about. 
It was argued that because recombinant DNA 
techniques may make genetic engineering (deliberate 
modification of the genes of complex organisms, includ¬ 
ing man) feasible, all such work should stop. The argu¬ 
ment assumes a public consensus that genetic engineering 
is evil, although the arguers concede, with everyone else, 
that the subject needs intense, universal discussion. The 
argument also denies historical lessons that teach us to 
distinguish carefully between the acquisition of knowl¬ 
edge and its application. 
For the future, science needs to continue, together with 
government, to evolve policies that offer protection from 
potential hazards, and preserve opportunities for discov¬ 
ery and the development of safe and desirable applica¬ 
tions. Scientists must share their insights into the nature of 
living things with increasing numbers of people so that 
debate may be predicated on understanding rather than on 
fear. In order to counteract the growing pessimism about 
the nature of knowledge, the proper separation of science 
from technology must be made. And, in a continuing 
dialogue, the distinct values and problems inherent in 
each, must be carefully articulated. 
Finally, if scientists commit themselves to their unique 
opportunity to serve as an “early warning system” for 
evolving problems and challenges, society will proceed 
with prudence and with caution as scientific knowledge 
grows. 
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Recombinant DNA Research Safety Procedures at 
Yale 
In 1972, Yale University established the Virological 
Hazards Committee to oversee research projects involving 
possible biological hazards at Yale. In response to the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA), the commit¬ 
tee issued in April 1974, minimum safety guidelines for 
vims research at Yale, which would remain effective until 
federal guidelines were established. The committee's 
guidelines were made available to all persons working in 
or near laboratories where animal viruses were studied. 
As its responsibilities increased, the committee was 
expanded from five to fourteen members and renamed the 
Biological Safety Advisory Committee. With the sub¬ 
sequent publication in July 1976 of the National Institutes 
of Health Guidelines on Recombinant DNA Research* for 
all federally supported recombinant DNA research, the 
committee assumed the functions assigned by the 
guidelines to the “institutional biohazard committee’’. 
According to the guidelines, the membership of that com¬ 
mittee must include a diversity of disciplines relevant to 
recombinant DNA technology, biological safety and en¬ 
gineering. (See list of the Yale Biological Safety Advisory 
Committee.) 
Included [in the NIH guidelines] are specifications for 
physical containment facilities for laboratories where 
DNA research is conducted. They are classified according 
to the hazard level of research carried on, and have been 
designated as PI through P4. Each level assumes the 
practices of the lower ones plus added precautions. In 
brief summary they are: 
PI (minimal)—strict adherence to the standard mi¬ 
crobiological practices widely used in research and 
clinical laboratories for work with moderately 
pathogenic organisms. Appropriate training of all 
personnel is required. 
P2 (low)—access to the laboratory is limited to au¬ 
thorized and informed personnel when potentially 
hazardous organisms are being used and until after 
appropriate decontamination. Pipetting by mouth is 
prohibited, and specific precautions are required for 
procedures expected to release aerosoles containing 
potentially hazardous material. 
P3 (moderate)—laboratories are separated from 
areas used for less hazardous experiments and access 
is limited to those who work therein. Laboratories 
should have air pressure lower than that of the sur¬ 
rounding areas to limit the flow of airborne or¬ 
ganisms into surrounding areas. Exhaust air from 
laboratories should be appropriately discharged or 
decontaminated prior to recirculation. Biological 
safety cabinets should be used for all transfer opera¬ 
tions and for all procedures likely to produce 
aerosoles. Gloves are to be worn and all vacuum lines 
protected by filters. Alternate procedures, affording 
at least equivalent physical containment, are required 
for situations in which laboratory conditions cannot 
be controlled in the specified manner. 
F4 (high)—Special facilities designed to contain 
highly infectious and hazardous microorganisms are 
required. Such facilities involve isolation by means 
of airlocks, negative pressure environments, biolog¬ 
ical safety cabinets, clothing change and showers by 
personnel, and decontamination of all air as well as 
all liquid and solid wastes. 
(Yale University presently has one P3 laboratory, 
which is located in the Hope Memorial Building.) 
While the principal investigator has primary responsi¬ 
bility for determining the real and potential hazards of 
proposed recombinant DNA research, and for determin¬ 
ing the appropriate containment facilities and other pre¬ 
cautions, those responsibilities are ultimately the concern 
of the institutional biohazard committee. In accordance 
with the NIH guidelines the Biological Safety Advisory 
Committee reviews applications for research involving 
recombinant DNA and certifies to NIH that the facilities, 
research procedures, and training and expertise of the 
research personnel meet the guideline standards. Each 
principal investigator must submit a memorandum of un¬ 
derstanding and agreement, for certification to NIH by the 
committee, stating the nature of the research to be con¬ 
ducted, and that the investigator and his research staff are 
familiar with and will follow the NIH guidelines. The 
facilities are inspected and the staff examined in their 
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knowledge and practice of basic laboratory techniques by 
members of the committee before the research project is 
certified for approval. In the case of the recently com¬ 
pleted P3 facility in the Hope Building, the committee's 
review was certified by an outside engineering firm, the 
Cahn Engineering Company of Wallingford, Connec¬ 
ticut. 
In order to provide the City of New Haven with an 
active role in the discussion, review and approval of 
proposed DNA research at Yale, the committee has in¬ 
vited the City Engineer, Albert A. Landino, to become an 
active member. Meetings of the committee and minutes of 
its meetings are open to the public. Prior to the opening of 
the P3 laboratory, a public forum was held at which 
members of the committee. Dean Berliner and Dr. Peter 
Day, a geneticist with the Connecticut Agricultural Re¬ 
search Station, answered questions from members of the 
community concerning recombinant DNA research at 
Yale. 
Nine research projects involving recombinant DNA 
have thus far been certified by the Biological Safety Ad¬ 
visory Committee, and with two exceptions are currently 
underway. Seven are being conducted in P2 facilities, one 
in a PI facility and one in the P3 facility. 
Members of the Biological Safety Advisory Committee 
Edward A. Adelberg, Professor of Human Genetics 
Joseph R. Bove, Professor of Laboratory' Medicine 
Joseph G. Gall, Ross Granville Harrison Professor of Biology 
and Molecular Biophysics 
Albert M. Jonas, Professor of Comparative Medicine and 
Pathology 
Albert A. Landino, City Engineer, City of New Haven 
K. Brooks Low, Associate Professor of Radiobiology and 
Microbiology 
James C. Niederman, Clinical Professor of Epidemiology and 
Medicine 
Nicholas L. Omston, Associate Professor of Biology 
Chester Partridge, Research Associate in Biology 
Arthur M. Ross, Assistant to the Deputy Provost for the 
Sciences 
Frank H. Ruddle, Professor of Biology and Human Genetics; 
Chairman of the Committee 
Robert N. Sawyer, Physician, Preventive and Occupational 
Medicine, University Health Services 
Robert S. Sherman, Director of Utilities and Engineering 
David Ward, Associate Professor of Human Genetics 
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The Renaissance of the Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine 
By Malcolm S. Mitchell, M.D. 
The Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine will reach the 
venerable age of 50 in 1978, but happily, unlike the rest of 
us, journals do not necessarily reach middle age at 50. 
“Middle-aged” or “elderly” journals are those that fail to 
maintain a sense of excitement that comes from actively 
seeking new contributors and readers and exploring new 
issues. The Yale Journal is now in the process of rejuvena¬ 
tion, which involves adapting to the new medical and 
journalistic environment. 
Among the most obvious changes are a bright new 
format, with a cover of Yale blue letters on white, im¬ 
proved paper and typography, and crisper reproduction of 
half-tones. The Editorial Board has been expanded to 
include ten associate editors, a book review editor, a 
managing editor, and 22 student editors, whose number 
now includes several in epidemiology and the Graduate 
School. The recent Editorial Board meetings have been 
crowded and spirited, only in part because we now pro¬ 
vide lunch! 
Our new publisher, Neale Watson, a Yale man perhaps 
by coincidence, shares our enthusiasm and has been a 
major force in engineering the renaissance of the Journal. 
By having articles in galleys four months after submis¬ 
sion, and in print in six to eight months, we are attracting 
contributions from those who are dissatisfied with the 
interminable waiting period of many journals, particularly 
clinical ones. Our orientation has not changed, since we 
welcome articles on any medically related subjects, but 
we are now reemphasizing our desire to attract first-rate 
clinical studies and informative case reports from the Yale 
medical community as well as from elsewhere. 
Since we are a general journal, we have the option of 
publishing articles on medical ethics, anthropology and 
comparative medicine, and on environmental issues af¬ 
fecting medicine. We are already exercising that option to 
spotlight several of these areas regularly, particularly 
ecological problems. Original articles must be the 
backbone of any good journal, and these are coming in at 
an increased rate from faculty and friends. In addition, 
forthcoming symposia to be published include one on the 
status of cancer research in the United States, regulation of 
isotonic water transport in the kidney, a major interna¬ 
tional symposium held in Lausanne on renal compensa¬ 
tion for nephron loss, and one on modem cardiovascular 
surgery, will include several well-known participants. 
You will be hearing more from our new publisher about 
the revitalized Yale Journal. By your support as con¬ 
tributors of articles and as subscribers, you can join in our 
efforts on behalf of this distinguished and in many ways 
unique enterprise in medical publishing. 
None of us who are now so excited about the prospects 
for further evolution of the Yale Journal would be sur¬ 
prised to find it growing even more vital in its attitude and 
approach as it moves further towards its centennial. 
The 
ale 
Journal 
of 
Biology 
and 
edicine 
Dr. Mitchell is associate professor of medicine and pharmacology, and 
editor-in-chief of the Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine. 
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A New Chair is Established in the 
Department of Surgery 
The University has announced the es¬ 
tablishment of the Donald Guthrie 
Chair of Surgery, and the appointment 
of Dr. Arthur E. Baue as the first 
Donald Guthrie Professor of Surgery. 
The chair is a gift to Yale from the late 
Mrs. Emily Baker Guthrie in memory 
of her husband, who had earned an in¬ 
ternational reputation as a distin¬ 
guished surgeon, teacher, and civic 
leader. Dr. Baue, a noted cardiovascu¬ 
lar surgeon, is professor and chairman 
of the Department of Surgery. 
Dr. Guthrie, who died in 1958, was a 
graduate of Yale's Sheffield Scientific 
School in the Class of 1901. As founder 
of the Guthrie Clinic in Sayre, 
Pennsylvania, and as chief surgeon in 
the Robert Packer Hospital there for 
nearly 50 years, he had devoted his life 
to improving patient care and training 
young doctors. 
Dr. Baue came to Yale from St. 
Louis, Missouri, where he had been 
since 1967, Edison Professor of 
Surgery at Washington University 
School of Medicine, and surgeon-in¬ 
chief and director of the Department of 
Surgery at the Jewish Hospital of St. 
Louis. A native of that city, he received 
his B.A. degree in 1950 from 
Westminster College, Missouri, and 
his M.D. degree from Harvard Medical 
School in 1954. 
Dr. Baue completed his internship 
and residency at Massachusetts Gen¬ 
eral Hospial, and served as captain in 
the U.S.A.F., as assistant chief of 
surgery, in the U.S.A.F. Hospital, 
Clark Air Force Base, Luzon, Phil¬ 
ippine Islands. He was appointed re¬ 
search fellow in surgery at Harvard 
Medical School in 1962, and spent 
from January to July of that year as 
senior registrar in thoracic surgery at 
Frenchay Hospital, Bristol, England. 
On his return to the United States in 
1962, he was named assistant professor 
of surgery at the University of Missouri 
School of Medicine. He was selected a 
John and Mary R. Markle Scholar in 
Academic Medicine in 1963. 
In 1964 he was appointed to the staff 
of the University of Pennsylvania 
School of Medicine as assistant profes¬ 
sor of surgery and was promoted in 
1967 to associate professor. He left the 
University of Pennsylvania that year to 
assume his post at the Washington Uni¬ 
versity School of Medicine. 
He is a member of the American As¬ 
sociation for the Surgery of Trauma, 
the American College of Cardiology, 
the American Surgical Association, the 
Boylston Medical Society of Harvard, 
and the American Physiological 
Society. 
Grant Continues Support of Clinical 
Scholars Program 
The School of Medicine has received a 
grant of $799,792 for three years for 
continued support of its Clinical Schol¬ 
ars Program from the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation of New Jersey. 
Dr. Alvan R. Feinstein, professor of 
medicine and epidemiology, is director 
of the program. 
The Yale Clinical Scholars Program 
is one of nine in the United States and 
Canada supported by the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation. The program 
seeks to prepare young physicians for 
careers in which they can combine clin¬ 
ical skills with the ability to examine 
and think critically about medicine in a 
broader context. The Yale Program 
emphasizes research and graduate 
study in a new area called “clinical 
epidemiology”, as well as in non- 
biological aspects of health affairs. 
Each of the nine participating institu¬ 
tions has developed its own distinctive 
program, which includes study of clini¬ 
cal strategy, health care delivery, pub¬ 
lic health policy, and the education of 
health professionals. The Yale Pro¬ 
gram includes faculty from the Law 
School and the Institution for Social 
and Policy Studies as well as from the 
School of Medicine. 
The Scholars are selected by the in¬ 
dividual institutions for a training 
period that usually lasts a minimum of 
two years. The program of study and 
research is tailored to meet each par¬ 
ticipant’s specific needs and interests. 
So far, eleven physicians have been 
scholars in the Yale program, which 
was started in 1974. 
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Annual Named Lectures Medical Librarian Appointed 
Mary Elizabeth Feeney has been ap¬ 
pointed Librarian of the Yale Medical 
Library. She has been director of the 
New England Regional Medical Ser¬ 
vice, Francis A. Countway Library of 
Medicine at Harvard University. 
Ms. Feeney, who received a B.A. 
from the University of Pennsylvania, 
received her library training at the Uni¬ 
versity of Pennsylvania Library and the 
Drexel Institute of Technology 
Graduate School of Library Science. 
From 1962 to 1964 she served as as¬ 
sistant librarian. Library of the College 
of Physicians of Philadelphia, and from 
1964 until 1970 she was associate libra¬ 
rian, New York Academy of Medicine. 
During World War II she served for 
three years as an ensign and lieutenant 
in the U.S. Navy. 
Ms. Feeney has been a consultant for 
the Bryn Mawr Hospital Library, Epis¬ 
copal Hospital (of Philadelphia) Li¬ 
brary, and the Stamford Connecticut 
Hospital Library. She has been active 
in the Special Libraries Council of 
Philadelphia, and in the Philadelphia 
and New York Regional Groups of the 
Medical Library Association. 
New Psychiatric Publication 
As part of their ongoing educative ac¬ 
tivities, the Yale Department of 
Psychiatry and the Connecticut Mental 
Health Center have begun publication 
of the Yale Psychiatric Quarterly, a 
journal of abstracts and correspon¬ 
dence. All of the papers abstracted 
were written by faculty of the Depart¬ 
ment of Psychiatry and much of the 
work reported on was conducted at the 
Connecticut Mental Health Center. 
The abstracts present essential con¬ 
clusions, emphasize the clinical impor¬ 
tance of the work, and set it within 
some context. Reprint requests are 
available from senior authors of articles 
cited. For information contact Jane H. 
Stitelman, editor. Department of 
Psychiatry, 34 Park Street, New Ha¬ 
ven, Connecticut 06508. 
Through the generosity of friends and 
colleagues of faculty in the School, a 
number of named lectures are presented 
throughout the academic year. These 
lectures, which are usually presented 
by professors from other institutions, 
are an important aspect of the intellec¬ 
tual environment of the School, in that 
they often expose new or different 
viewpoints, as well as an exchange of 
ideas. 
The following lectures were presented during the past academic year: 
September 30 
November 30 
December 13 
January 31 
GOLDBERGER LECTURE IN NUTRITION 
Dr. Jules M. Hirsch, Rockefeller University 
THIRD ANNUAL HYMAN M. CHERNOFF LECTURESHIP IN 
CARDIOLOGY 
Dr. Andrew Wit, Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons 
CLYDE L. DEMING LECTURE, SECTION OF UROLOGY 
Dr. John Grayhack, Northwestern University 
JOHN MEYER LECTURE, SECTION OF UROLOGY 
Dr. J. Herbert Johnston, Alder Hey Children's Hospital, Liverpool, 
England 
March 18 
April 4 
April 7 
April 7 
ANNUAL BEAUMONT LECTURE 
Dr. Leonard G. Wilson, University Of Minnesota 
HENRY E. SIGERIST LECTURE IN MEDICAL HISTORY AND 
SOCIAL MEDICINE 
Dr. William F. Bynum, University College, London 
THE FIFTH ANNUAL LOUIS H. NAHUM MEMORIAL 
LECTURE 
Dr. Denis Noble, University Laboratory of Physiology, Oxford 
University 
THE THIRD CLIFFORD W. BEERS MEMORIAL LECTURE 
Dr. E. James Anthony, Washington University School of Medicine 
April 14 FERRIS LECTURE 
Dr. J. D. Robertson, Duke University School of Medicine 
May 11 THE PHILIP K. BONDY LECTURE IN MEDICINE 
Dr. Daniel D. Federman, Stanford University Medical Center 
May 12 THE FIRST ANNUAL PETER F. CURRAN LECTURE IN 
PHYSIOLOGY 
Dr. Arthur K. Solomon, Harvard Medical School 
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Two Professors Retiring 
Dr. Fredrick C. Redlich and Dr. 
David Weinman 2nd will be retiring 
from the School of Medicine faculty 
this June and will become ementus. 
Dr. Redlich, professor of psychiatry 
and director of the Behavioral Sciences 
Study Center, was appointed to the fa¬ 
culty in 1942. He was chairman of the 
Department of Psychiatry from 1951 to 
1967, when he was appointed dean of 
the School of Medicine, serving until 
1972. Instrumental in establishing the 
Connecticut Mental Health Center, a 
cooperative undertaking between Yale 
and the state, he was the Center’s first 
director from 1964 to 1967. 
Dr. Redlich has been appointed pro¬ 
fessor of psychiatry at the University of 
California, Los Angeles, and associate 
chief of staff for education at 
Brentwood V.A. Hospital in Los 
Angeles. He will also continue his 
social-psychiatric survey research at 
Yale in collaboration with Stephen R. 
Kellert. 
Dr. Weinman, professor of epi¬ 
demiology (microbiology), and an 
authority on tropical medicine and 
parasitology, was named to the faculty 
in 1949. He is a member of the World 
Health Organization (WHO) Expert 
Advisor)' Panel on Parasitic Diseases. 
On leave for three years (1962-1965) to 
be in Southeast Asia under a State De¬ 
partment project working in medical 
education, he was one of the experts 
working in Saigon and later, Bangkok 
to set up medical centers and clinics. 
Dr. Weinman will continue his re¬ 
search in the Department of Interna¬ 
tional Health, University of California, 
San Francisco, and at the San Francisco 
Medical Center. 
Annual Awards 
Dr. Paula McFadden and Dr. Henry 
Cabin received the Samuel Kushlan 
Awards for 1977. Dr. McFadden is a 
first year resident in the Department of 
Medicine. Dr. Cabin, who is a member 
of the Class of 1975, is a second year 
resident in the Department of 
Medicine. 
The Kushlan Awards were estab¬ 
lished in 1969 to recognize the resident 
or intern who has contributed the most 
to patient care during rotation through 
the Memorial Unit Medical Service. 
The selections were made in consulta¬ 
tion with the clinical faculty and the 
nursing service, “in the sincere hope 
that the recognition implicit in the 
award would improve patient care and 
communication and relations between 
the House Staff, the Clinical Faculty, 
and the Nursing Service.” 
Dr. Irwin Braverman received the 
Francis Gilman Blake Award as the 
“most outstanding teacher in the Medi¬ 
cal Sciences” from the Class of 1977. 
Dr. Braverman is professor of der¬ 
matology. 
The Betsy Winters Award was pre¬ 
sented to Dr. Mary Jane Minkin, assis¬ 
tant resident in obstetrics and gynecol¬ 
ogy, as “that member of the house staff 
designated by the senior class as the 
most outstanding teacher of Clinical 
Medicine.” The award, honoring Miss 
Winters, who is assistant dean for stu¬ 
dent affairs, was established in recogni¬ 
tion of her interest in medical education 
and teaching. 
New Books by Faculty 
The Challenge of Daycare. Sally 
Provence, M.D., professor of 
pediatrics; Audrey Naylor, assistant 
clinical professor, Child Study Cen¬ 
ter; and June Patterson. 324 pp, $15. 
Yale University Press, New Haven, 
1977. 
Speaking Out for America’s Chil¬ 
dren. Milton E. Senn, M.D., Sterl¬ 
ing Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics 
and Psychiatry. 350 pp, $4.95, 
paperback; $13.50 hard cover. Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 1977. 
The New Health Professionals: Nurse 
Practitioners and Physician's Assis¬ 
tants. Ann A. Bliss, assistant profes¬ 
sor of surgery; and Eva D. Cohen, 
associate director, Office of 
Graduate and Continuing Educa¬ 
tion. 504 pp, $22.50. Aspen Sys¬ 
tems Corporation, Germantown, 
Md., 1977. 
The Physiology of Breathing: a 
Textbook for Medical Students. 
Arend Bouhuys, M.D., professor of 
medicine and epidemiology. 368 pp, 
$12.50. Grune and Stratton, Inc., 
New York, 1977. 
Physical Illness and Handicap in 
Childhood. An Anthology of The 
Psychoanalytic Study of the Child. 
Ruth S. Eissler; Anna Freud; 
Marianne Kris; and Albert J. Solnit, 
M.D., Sterling Professor of Pedia¬ 
trics and Psychiatry, Director, Child 
Study Center, editors. Forward by 
Albert J. Solnit. 375 pp, $5.95, 
paperback; $17.50 hard cover. Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 1977. 
Self-Care: lay initiatives in health. 
Lowell S. Levin, associate professor 
of public health; Alfred H. Katz; and 
Erik Holst. 143 pp, $3.95, paper¬ 
back; $8.95, hard cover. Neale Wat¬ 
son Academic Publications, Inc., 
New York, 1977. 
Basic Correlative Echocardiog¬ 
raphy: Technique and Interpreta¬ 
tion. Siefried J. Kra, assistant clini¬ 
cal professor of medicine. 265 pp, 
$14.00. Medical Examination Pub¬ 
lishing Co., Inc., Flushing, N.Y., 
1977. 
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Faculty Notes 
The American Diabetes Association 
has named Dr. Philip Felig an Estab¬ 
lished Investigator. The Investigator- 
ship is a five-year award presented to 
individuals of unusual research ability 
and originality who have made major 
contributions to the field of diabetes 
research. Dr. Felig, who received the 
1976 Lilly Award of the American 
Diabetes Association, is recognized for 
his research in amino acid and protein 
metabolism. He is professor of 
medicine, as well as vice-chairman of 
the Department of Internal Medicine. 
The Friedenwald Award of the Associ¬ 
ation for Research in Vision and 
Ophthalmology, Inc. (ARVO), was 
presented to Dr. Marvin Sears at the 
Association’s annual meeting in April. 
In addition, he was invited to deliver 
the Friedenwald Lecture. Dr. Sears, 
who is professor and chairman of the 
Department of Ophthalmology and 
Visual Science, is known for his re¬ 
search in ophthalmic pharmacology 
and physiology, and especially for his 
studies in glaucoma. 
Three research scientists in the School 
have received Macy Faculty Scholar 
Awards for 1977. They are Dr. I. 
George Miller, professor of epide¬ 
miology and pediatrics; Dr. Henry J. 
Bind er, associate professor of 
medicine; and Dr. James W. Prich¬ 
ard, associate professor of neurology. 
The awards, established by the Josiah 
Macy, Jr., Foundation in 1974, allow 
the recipients to spend six months to a 
year studying at other institutions. Dr. 
Miller, an authority on the Epstein-Barr 
virus, will continue his study into the 
possible link between the virus and 
lymph cancer at the Universities of 
Amsterdam and Leyden in Holland. 
Dr. Binder, who is director of the Gas¬ 
trointestinal Research Training Pro¬ 
gram, will investigate severe diseases of 
the gastrointestinal tract at the National 
Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and 
Digestive Diseases in Bethesda, Mary¬ 
land. Dr. Prichard will study the action 
of anti-epileptic drugs at the Laboratory 
of Neurobiology of the CNRS in Paris, 
France. 
Dr. Robert E. Handschumacher, 
professor and chairman of the Depart¬ 
ment of Pharmacology, presented the 
Seventh Annual Schueler Distin¬ 
guished Lecture in Pharmacology at 
Tulane University on May 9. The title 
of the lecture was “Clinical Targets for 
a New Generation of Pyrimidine 
Analogs.” 
Dr. Y. Edward Hsia was the First 
Salemi Visiting Professor at the Uni¬ 
versity of California on May 2 and 3. 
Dr. Hsia is associate professor of clini¬ 
cal pediatrics and human genetics. 
On January 26, Dr. David Seligson 
was a consultant lecturer in clinical 
pathology at the National Naval Medi¬ 
cal Center, Washington, D.C. Dr. 
Seligson, who is professor and chair¬ 
man of the Department of Laboratory 
Medicine, also delivered a seminar on 
“Computers in Laboratory Medicine” 
at the University of Toronto on March 
1. 
Dr. Massimo Calabresi, clinical pro¬ 
fessor emeritus of medicine, visited the 
University of Perugia in March of this 
year. During his visit he lectured in the 
Graduate School of Public Health and 
to medical students. One special lecture 
on “Medical Personnel and Health 
Maintenance” was sponsored by the 
University, the regional division of the 
Italian Public Health and Hygiene As¬ 
sociation, and the physicians of Perugia 
to mark the occasion of the retirement 
of Dr. Calabresi’s friend and fellow 
student. Professor Alessandro Seppilli. 
Several members of the Department of 
Surgery have been appointed to new 
posts in various professional societies. 
Dr. Thomas Krizek, professor of 
surgery (plastic and reconstructive), 
has been elected president of the New 
England Society of Plastic and Recon¬ 
structive Surgeons. Dr. John A. 
Kirchner, professor of otolaryngolo¬ 
gy, is president-elect of the American 
Society for Head and Neck Surgery. 
The American Board of Neurological 
Surgery has appointed Dr. William F. 
Collins, Harvey and Kate Cushing Pro¬ 
fessor of Neurosurgery, to its board of 
directors. Dr. William W. L. Glenn, 
Charles W. Ohse Professor of Surgery, 
is chairman for the postgraduate 
courses in cardiac surgery for the Clini¬ 
cal Congress of the American College 
of Surgery meeting in October 1977. 
Dr. Arthur E. Baue, professor and 
chairman of the Department of 
Surgery, was appointed editor of the 
Archives of Surgery. Dr. C. Elton 
Cahow, associate professor of clinical 
surgery, is president-elect of The Con¬ 
necticut Society of American Board 
Surgeons. 
Dr. Samuel O. Thier presented the 
Presidential Address at the American 
Federation for Clinical Research meet¬ 
ing in Washington, D.C., on April 30, 
1977. He is professor and chairman of 
the Department of Internal Medicine. 
Dr. Gilbert Glaser, professor and 
chairman of the Department of Neurol¬ 
ogy, has been appointed the representa¬ 
tive of both the American Academy 
of Neurology and the American 
Neurological Association to the World 
Federation of Neurology and Congres¬ 
ses of Neurology. His term will extend 
through the next four years. In addi¬ 
tion, Dr. Glaser has been elected an 
honorary member of the Association of 
British Neurologists. He has also been 
appointed as chairman of the Veterans 
Administration Merit Review Board in 
Neurobiology for the next two years. 
The Board functions as a national study 
section out of the V.A. Central Office 
in Washington, D.C. 
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Douglas A. Farmer, M.D. 
Dr. Douglas A. Farmer, clinical pro¬ 
fessor of surgery and chairman of the 
Department of Surgery at The Hospital 
of St. Raphael, died on March 29, 1977 
at the age of 61. 
Dr. Farmer was bom in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada. He was graduated 
in 1938 from the University of Michi¬ 
gan, where he had excelled in the var¬ 
sity football backfield, and he received 
his M.D. degree from the Harvard 
Medical School in 1942. He took his 
postgraduate surgical training at the 
Massachusetts General Hospital and 
the University Hospital in Boston. Be¬ 
fore coming to New Haven in 1967 he 
served on the faculty of the Boston 
University School of Medicine and on 
the surgical staff at University Hospi¬ 
tal. 
Since Dr. Farmer’s arrival in New 
Haven in 1967 the Surgical Service at 
St. Raphael’s has undergone a signifi¬ 
cant expansion both physically and as a 
teaching facility. He contributed heav¬ 
ily in planning the new surgical floors 
and operating suites in the recently- 
opened Verdi Wing. For years his 
popular clerkship in clinical surgery 
was fully subscribed by Yale students, 
and his teaching efforts at Raphael’s 
were recognized in 1972 when he was 
named recipient of the Francis Gilman 
Blake Award by the senior class. The 
award was a tribute to the dedication 
and enthusiasm with which Dr. Farmer 
drew the interest of students to bedside 
diagnosis, the physiology of surgical 
problems, and the art of surgical 
techniques as taught in his animal 
laboratory and in the operating room. 
At the time of his death Dr. Farmer 
was president of the New Haven Unit of 
the American Cancer Society, 
president-elect of the Connecticut 
Chapter of the American College of 
Surgeons, and treasurer of the New 
England Surgical Society. 
Doug was blessed with a close and 
devoted family. Surviving are his wife 
Elizabeth Harris Farmer of Madison, 
his three sons Douglas A. Farmer, Jr. 
of West Haven, James H. Farmer and 
Jeffrey M. Farmer of Madison, his 
daughter Mrs. Judith F. Wales of 
Marblehead, Mass., and three grand¬ 
children. D.S.D. 
alumni 
news 
1929 
Louis Lichtenstein has been appointed 
clinical professor of pathology and 
radiology at Stanford University. The 
fifth edition of his book on “Bone 
Tumors’’ is scheduled for publication 
this fall. 
1938 
Charles Petrillo wrote recently that he 
had been a member of the guest faculty 
at a course given in April at the Mary¬ 
land General Hospital in Baltimore on 
“Corrective Functional Surgery of the 
Nasal Pyramid and Nasal Septum.” 
1944 
Robert Cooke has been elected presi¬ 
dent of The Medical College of 
Pennsylvania and will take office July 
1, 1977. Dr. Cooke, a pediatrician 
noted for his contributions in the field 
of mental retardation, will be relin¬ 
quishing his position as vice chancellor 
for health sciences at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison, to assume his 
new duties this summer. 
From 1956-1973 Dr. Cooke was pro¬ 
fessor of pediatrics and pediatrician- 
in-chief of the Johns Hopkins Hospital; 
from 1962 to 1973 he was also Given 
Foundation Professor of Pediatrics at 
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine and 
from 1972 to 1973, visiting professor, 
Department of Social and Preventive 
Medicine, at Harvard Medical School. 
In addition to being past president of 
the Society for Pediatric Research, he is 
one of three physicians on the National 
Commission for the Protection of 
Human Subjects. Dr. Cooke has been a 
member of the editorial board of the 
Journal of Pediatrics since 1961 and a 
chairman of the scientific advisory 
board of the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. 
Foundation. 
1950 
Kent EUis was named a Fellow of the 
American College of Radiology at its 
annual meeting in Houston in April. 
Dr. Ellis is affiliated with Columbia- 
Presbyterian Medical Center and Staten 
Island Hospital U.S. Public Health 
Service in New York. 
1951 
Joseph Cort, who has resided in 
Czechoslovakia since 1954, returned to 
the United States early this year and is 
now an adjunct professor of physiology 
at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in 
New York City and a vice-president of 
Ferring Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
1957 
The new chairman of the Department of 
Pathology at The Hospital of St. 
Raphael in New Haven is Romeo Vid- 
one. Dr. Vidone was head of the De¬ 
partment of Pathology at Charlotte 
Hungerford Hospital (Torrington, Ct.) 
where he was also a former medical 
staff president. Dr. Vidone is a diplo- 
mate of the American Board of Pathol¬ 
ogy in clinical and anatomic pathology. 
1958 
Robert Neuwirth was one of three dis¬ 
tinguished physicians appointed to 
named professorships at St. Luke’s 
Hospital Center (N.Y.) by Columbia 
University College of Physicians and 
Surgeons. The appointment became ef¬ 
fective January 1, 1977. Dr. Neuwirth 
was named F. Huntington and Dorothy 
D. Babcock Professor of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, the chair having been es¬ 
tablished at the time of the appoint¬ 
ment. 
Dr. Neuwirth is known as one of the 
first to develop methods and improved 
instrumentation for sterilization by 
laparoscopy and hysteroscopy and has 
most recently worked with colleagues 
to develop a simple transuterine sterili¬ 
zation technique that may be used on an 
out-patient basis, with dramatic impli¬ 
cations for birth control efforts 
throughout the world. 
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1969 
The item regarding Dr. Cooney in the 
last issue should have read: 
Leo Cooney is the new director of the 
Continuing Care Unit at Yale-New 
Haven Hospital, which is “designed to 
give intense restorative services to pa¬ 
tients with rehabilitative potential who 
still require acute hospitalization for 
continuing diagnostic and therapeutic 
services.’’ 
William Bynum delivered the first 
Henry E. Sigerist Lecture in Medical 
History and Social Medicine at Yale on 
April 4 in the Medical Historical Li¬ 
brary. His topic was “Hospital, Com¬ 
munity and Disease: the London Lever 
Hospital, 1801-1850.” Dr. Bynum, 
who received his Ph.D. from Cam¬ 
bridge University in 1974, is lecturer 
and head of the Sub-Department of the 
History of Medicine at University Col¬ 
lege London. During the 1977 spring 
term he has been in the United States as 
Visiting Mellon Lecturer at Union Col¬ 
lege in Schenectady, New York. 
1970 
Richard Edelson, one of six New 
York City biomedical scientists 
selected as Hirschl Career Inves¬ 
tigators, is an assistant professor at 
Columbia University College of Physi¬ 
cians and Surgeons where he holds ap¬ 
pointments in the Clinical Immunology 
Division, in the Cancer Research 
Center and in the Department of Der¬ 
matology. 
1971 
Barbara Kinder has been appointed 
assistant professor of surgery at Yale, 
effective July 1, 1977. 
House Staff 
1964 
WiSHam Pettinger, director of the Di¬ 
vision of Clinical Pharmacology, pro¬ 
fessor of pharmacology and internal 
medicine at the University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical School and 
since 1974 a Burroughs Wellcome 
Scholar in Clinical Pharmacology, was 
the William N. Creasy Visiting Profes¬ 
sor of Clinical Pharmacology at the 
Louisiana State University School of 
Medicine in Shreveport during the first 
week in Lebruary. 
Public Health 
1951 
Joseph Axelrod, formerly adminis¬ 
trator of Yale University Health Ser¬ 
vices and Yale Health Plan, has been 
named executive director of the 
Michael Reese Health Plan in Chicago 
where he assumed his new duties in 
January, 1977. 
1954 
Masayoshi Yamaguchi, formerly di¬ 
rector of health for Japan and then di¬ 
rector of the National Institute of In¬ 
dustrial Health retired on January 31, 
1977 after 47 years in government ser¬ 
vice. Dr. Yamaguchi is chairman of the 
Board of Directors of the Japan Anti- 
Tuberculosis Association. Recently he 
was appointed medical superintendent 
of the Labor Welfare Corporation, 
cooperating with the Ministry of Labor 
operating Women’s Accident Hospi¬ 
tals, Workmen’s Rehabilitation Cen¬ 
ters, Occupational Health Centers and 
others, in Japan. 
1956 
In early Lebruary, John Ives assumed 
his new position as executive director 
of the University of Llorida’s Shands 
Teaching Hospital and Clinics. Lor the 
past ten years he served as director of 
the teaching hospital at the University 
of Connecticut Health Center, where he 
helped in the planning and design of the 
200-bed John Dempsey Hospital and 
the affiliated medical and dental out¬ 
patient clinics. Mr. Ives also led in 
the establishment of the University- 
affiliated medical and dental clinics at 
the Burgdorf Health Center in 
Hartford. 
NECROLOGY 
’06 M.D. Louis H. 
Limauro, Lebruary 22, 
1977 
’12 M.D. Joseph E. J. Har¬ 
ris, March 23, 1977 
’20 M.D. W. Bradford 
Walker, March 18, 
1977 
’24 M.D. Stuart O. Loster, 
January 28, 1977 
’24 M.D. Lrancis B. Wood¬ 
ford, March 20, 1977 
’25 M.D. Jarvis D. Case, 
March 14, 1977 
’29 M.D. Julius Weiner, 
Lebruary 25, 1977 
ex ’31 M.D. Leon H. Warren, 
Lebruary 11, 1977 
’33 M.D. Irving Lriedman, 
January 7, 1977 
ex '40 P.H. W. Morse Little, 
M.D., Lebruary 22, 
1977 
Notice of alumni deaths has not previ¬ 
ously appeared in Yale Medicine. In 
response to several requests a necrol¬ 
ogy will appear in each issue. 
The above includes all alumni deaths 
which have occurred since January 7, 
1977 and which have been reported to 
the Alumni Records Office. 
Class of 1977 
First Year Postgraduate Appointments 
Some readers have asked why we no longer refer to this list as 
“Internship Appointments". Since free-standing internships 
were discontinued as of June 30, 1975 and the A. M. A. Division 
of Medical Education now lists all approved clinical training 
programs as residencies, this list of positions for the class of 
1977 is entitled “First Year Postgraduate Appointments.’’ 
The Editor 
Name of Student Type of Position 
Michael G. Adelberg Medicine 
Phyllis August Medicine 
Wayne Barber Surgery 
Diane M. Barnes Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Scott A. Beasley Pediatrics 
Alan D. Beckles Medicine 
Harvey J. Berger Diagnostic Radiology 
George Bolen Medicine 
John J. Boronow Psychiatry 
Bruce R. Boynton Pediatrics 
Barbara J. Brin Surgery 
Gerald M. Brody Medicine 
Susan I. Bromberg Medicine 
Richard D Bucholz Surgery 
Margery Buck Surgery 
Charles M. Bunke Medicine 
Robert A. Caplan Medicine 
Christopher S. Clark Medicine 
Marcia S. Clark Pediatrics 
Harriet Comite Medicine 
John H. Cook Medicine 
Madeline S. G. Crivello Medicine 
D. Banks Dicker Surgery 
Mark A. Dillingham Medicine 
Sybil E. Duchin Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Marybeth Ezaki Surgery 
Susan J. Fiester Psychiatry 
Susan Firestone Anesthesiology 
Anne H. Flitcraft Research 
Richard Forde Psychiatry 
James A. Fox Pediatrics 
Julia B. Frank Medicine 
Jeffrey L. Garwin Ph D. candidate 
John O. Gaston Psychiatry 
Joanne Godley Medicine 
Martin A. Goins Surgery 
Alicia Gonzalez Medicine 
Attilio V. Granata Medicine 
Gary G. Griffieth Pediatrics 
Stanley P. Griffith Family Practice 
Steven R. Hahn Social Medicine 
Robert W. Hand Medicine 
Arnold M. Henson Medicine 
Edwin K. Huang Diagnostic Radiology 
Bruce Innis Medicine 
Hospital 
Pacific Medical Center-Presbyterian Hospital, San Francisco, 
California. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
University of California Hospital, San Francisco, California. 
University of California Hospital, Los Angeles, California. 
Los Angeles County-Harbor General Hospital, Torrance, 
California. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
University of Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington, Kentucky. 
University of California Hospital, Los Angeles, California. 
Montefiore Hospital Center, New York, New York. 
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Dartmouth Affiliated Hospitals, Hanover, New Hampshire. 
Indiana University Medical Center, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
University of Oregon Medical Center, Portland, Oregon. 
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. 
Case Western Reserve Affiliated Hospitals, Cleveland, Ohio. 
University of Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville, Virginia. 
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Stanford University Hospital, Stanford, California. 
Temple University Hospitals, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Presbyterian Hospital, New York, New York. 
University of Texas Southwestern Medical School Affiliated 
Hospitals, Dallas, Texas. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
New Haven, Connecticut. 
McLean Hospital, Belmont, Massachusetts. 
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center, Bronx, New York. 
Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, Illinois. 
Yale University Graduate School, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland. 
Hartford Hospital, Hartford, Connecticut. 
Stanford University Hospital, Stanford, California. 
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center, Bronx, New York. 
Highland Hospital, Rochester, New York. 
Montefiore Hospital Center, New York, New York. 
University of Maryland Hospital, Baltimore. Maryland. 
University of Texas Southwestern Medical School Affiliated 
Hospitals, Dallas, Texas. 
University of California Hospital, San Francisco, California. 
Walter Reed Army Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
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Name of Student Type of Position 
Joseph J. Jacobs Pediatrics 
John Kao Psychiatry 
Karen G. Kelly Medicine 
Louis V. Kirchhoff Medicine 
Barbara K. Klotz Medicine 
Howard K. Koh Medicine 
Wilhelmina C. Korevaar Surgery 
David J. Kreis Surgery 
Dean E. Kross Medicine 
Rex L. Mahnensmith Medicine 
Don A. Marshal] Psychiatry 
Alice Y. Matoba Medicine 
Margaret S. McKenna Medicine 
Robert J. Mitchell Psychiatry 
Humphrey Morris Psychiatry 
Stephen N. Oesterle Medicine 
Allan R. Oseroff Medicine 
R. Andrew Packard Medicine 
Alan S. Penziner Medicine 
Richard E. Peschel Therapeutic Radiology 
Theodore M. Pitts Surgery 
Jordan S. Pober Pathology 
Leonard A. Rappaport Pediatrics 
William S. J. Rea Psychiatry 
Rachel Z. Ritvo Family Practice 
Lawrence E. Samelson Medicine 
Steven J. Scheinman Medicine 
Ricky M. Schneider Medicine 
Simeon A. Schwartz Medicine 
Jeffrey L. Sklar Pathology 
Mark S. Smith Medicine 
Kenneth M. Stallings Surgery 
Susan K. Storch Pediatrics 
Gail M. Sullivan Medicine 
Pauline A. Thomas Pediatrics 
Ronald Vender Medicine 
Steven L. Warsoff Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Diana R. Wasserman Pediatrics 
John E. Whitcomb Medicine 
John D. White Medicine 
Daniel Wohlgelemter Medicine 
Richard N. W. Wohns Surgery 
Robyn G. Young Medicine 
Hospital 
Dartmouth Affiliated Hospitals, Hanover, New Hampshire. 
McLean Hospital, Belmont, Massachusetts. 
Temple University Hospitals, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
University of Michigan Affiliated Hospitals, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 
University of Washington Affiliated Hospitals, Seattle, 
Washington. 
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
North Carolina Memorial Hospital, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Mount Zion Hospital, San Francisco, California. 
New England Center Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
McLean Hospital, Belmont, Massachusetts. 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts. 
University of Chicago Clinics, Chicago, Illinois. 
Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, New York. 
Hospitals of the University Health Center of Pittsburgh, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
The Fairfax Hospital, Falls Church, Virginia. 
University of Chicago Clinics, Chicago, Illinois. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, New York. 
The New York Hospital, New York, New York. 
Stanford University Hospital, Stanford, California. 
George Washington University Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
University of Chicago Clinics, Chicago, Illinois. 
University of California Hospital, Los Angeles, California. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
University of Rochester Affiliated Hospitals, Rochester, 
New York. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
George Washington University Hospital, Washington, D.C. 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
University of Iowa Hospital, Iowa City, Iowa. 
New York University-Bellevue Hospital, New York, New York. 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Connecticut. 
University of Washington Affiliated Hospitals, Seattle, 
Washington. 
Pacific Medical Center-Presbyterian Hospital, San Francisco, 
California. 
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Alumni Interest and Concern 
Two Views 
In the fall of 1976 a group of seven members of the 
class of 1964 visited the School of Medicine to obtain 
information regarding current policies and activities. 
The report of the Class of 1964 Committee was sent 
to all members of the class, to the dean, and to the 
officers and Executive Committee of the Association 
of Yale Alumni in Medicine. 
Following discussion of this report by the Execu¬ 
tive Committee at its winter meeting. Dr. John Ogil- 
vie, who was then president, appointed an ad hoc 
committee chaired by Dr. Nicholas Spinelli to study 
the report and respond to its suggestions. Before 
preparing its response, this committee met with 
members of the Class of 1964 Committee and dis¬ 
cussed the various issues raised in their report. 
In June the Association of Yale Alumni in 
Medicine Executive Committee recommended that 
both the report of the Class of 1964 Committee and 
that of the Association’s ad hoc committee be pub¬ 
lished in the fall issue of Yale Medicine for the 
information of all alumni. Comments in response to 
these reports, or about medical school alumni ac¬ 
tivities in general, are eagerly solicited. Letters 
should be sent to Dr. Edith Jurka, Secretary, Associa¬ 
tion of Yale Alumni in Medicine, Room 200, 333 
Cedar Street, New Haven, Connecticut 06510. 
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Magnus Hundt, Antropologium [1501], Cap. XXXI. A crude woodcut in this rare 
volume portrays the special senses and nerves of vision (O), hearing (P), smell (Q), 
and taste (R), the structures from hair (A) to pia mater (G) that cover the brain, the 
ventricles (S, T, U, X) and other anatomical details. Hundt (1449-1519) was a 
professor in Leipzig. 
1 
Report 
of the Class of 1964 Committee 
to Visit the Medical School 
The Class of 1964 Committee to Visit the Medical School 
was formed out of the concern that members of the class, 
as well as other alumni, were experiencing both a loss of 
interest in the school itself as well as an increasing reluc¬ 
tance to contribute intellectually, emotionally, or finan¬ 
cially to the support of its endeavors. Accordingly, in 
liaison with the class secretary, Joseph Curi, a committee 
under the chairmanship of Remo Fabbri, Jr., was formed. 
Subsequently, participation was obtained of the following 
members of the class who were residents of the northeast 
and who were not financially dependent upon Yale Uni¬ 
versity: Mary V. DiGangi, Peter A. Gross, David P. 
Johnson (former class agent). Richard M. Linburg, 
Robert W. Lyons, and Joseph Curi. As constituted, the 
committee included by medical specialty three internists, 
two psychiatrists, a pediatrician/adolescent medicine 
specialist and an orthopedist/hand surgeon. 
The committee convened in New Flaven on Wednes¬ 
day, November 17, 1976 in order to obtain information 
with regard to current policies and activities of the Yale 
School of Medicine. Extensive conferences were held 
with the following members of the medical school com¬ 
munity: Deputy Dean Arthur Ebbert; Associate Dean for 
Student Affairs Howard Levitin; Chairman of the Admis¬ 
sions Committee Thomas L. Lentz; Assistant Dean Louis 
Kaplan; and a committee of medical students representing 
both the preclinical and clinical years. Although originally 
included in the program, a meeting with the President of 
the Yale Alumni in Medicine and several members of the 
Executive Committee did not take place because of unex¬ 
pected schedule changes and emergencies. Nevertheless, 
it was felt that Deans Ebbert and Kaplan adequately cov¬ 
ered the questions regarding present alumni organizations 
and their role in the medical school and university. Fol¬ 
lowing the gathering of data, the committee then met in 
private toevaluate the information obtained and to prepare 
this report which was forwarded to Deputy Dean Arthur 
Ebbert as well as to all members of the Yale Medical 
School Class of 1964. The committee has now become a 
permanent committee of the Class of 1964 with member¬ 
ship open to any interested member of the class. It is the 
intent of the committee to meet once each year in New 
Haven in order to observe a different aspect of activities at 
the Yale School of Medicine and then to report back to the 
class itself. 
It is the unanimous opinion of this committee that 
alumni support of the Yale School of Medicine is depen¬ 
dent upon the active and significant participation of its 
graduates in the affairs of the school itself. Therefore, the 
committee felt that alumni who are financially indepen¬ 
dent of Yale University should be included as voting 
members of major medical school committees. In addi¬ 
tion, alumni should be more actively utilized during the 
admissions process, in order to decrease the burden on full 
time faculty members and in order to ensure stronger 
clinical and private practice representation than currently 
exists. Finally, it is felt that alumni activities should be 
coordinated with postgraduate and continuing education 
programs and that Yale should develop more fully its 
potential in these fields. The committee felt that alumni 
could be utilized as faculty for many of these courses and 
that this would constitute another means of including 
graduates in the affairs of the medical center. In addition, 
as students in postgraduate and continuing education 
programs, alumni would not only be contributing further 
towards financial support of Yale School of Medicine, but 
would also be experiencing renewed contact with the 
administration, faculty, and students. Finally, the com¬ 
mittee felt that better use should be made of alumni as a 
resource in the education of undergraduate medical stu¬ 
dents either as advisors or as preceptors offering guided 
clinical or research experiences. 
The committee most emphatically reaffirmed its belief 
in the intrinsic value of the “Yale System”. This tradition 
is seen as the distinguishing characteristic of the medical 
school itself. In addition to the traditional liberty from 
examinations, sufficient time must continue to be allotted 
for each student to engage in original research and to 
complete a formal thesis. Loss of these liberties and pos¬ 
sibilities would lead it was felt, to the loss of Yale medical 
school’s special identity. 
It was also the committee’s opinion that current 
methods of fund raising contribute to the problem of 
alumni alienation. Computerized letters and “hard sell” 
tactics are simply resented. In addition, the position and 
duties of the class agent warrant reexamination with an 
eye to the possibility of eliminating this position or of 
merging the office with that of class secretary. The com¬ 
mittee strongly feels that alumni support can be ensured 
through greater alumni participation in the affairs of the 
medical school and through the receipt of meaningful 
material on medical school policies and activities. Dis¬ 
tribution of this material together with an envelope for 
annual contributions and class notes would serve as an 
adequate method of raising money and would eliminate 
alumni alienation. 
Finally, the committee felt it to be of great importance 
to convey its belief that Yale School of Medicine, in order 
further to retain the involvement of its own alumni, must 
achieve better representation within the greater context of 
Yale University. The absence of a Yale physician as a 
member of the Yale Corporation is symbolic of what many 
felt was the continuing less than representative status of 
the medical school within the university itself. Therefore, 
adequate participation of Yale medical school graduates 
on the Yale Corporation as well as on appropriate univer¬ 
sity administrative committees and university alumni or¬ 
ganizations is imperative both in regard to its effect on 
alumni morale as well as appropriate in view of the 
enormous growth of the medical school and Yale-New 
Haven Medical Center. In addition, it is strongly urged 
that election of all officers of the Association of Yale 
Alumni in Medicine and of the Executive Committee be 
secured through the use of mail ballots sent to all alumni of 
the medical school. The present method of holding elec¬ 
tions on Alumni Day was felt simply to be restrictive and 
limiting. 
Throughout the visitation day many issues and prob¬ 
lems were discussed and should be mentioned although no 
policy positions were taken by the committee itself. In 
general there was great concern about admission policies. 
In view of the strong feelings that admissions policies 
generate, an in depth review by a committee of faculty and 
alumni would be of great utility and could contribute 
significantly toward clarifying and balancing the many 
complex issues that continue to exist. On the positive side, 
there continues to be great student enthusiasm for personal 
contacts with members of the faculty as well as with 
student colleagues. Although the perennial complaints of 
“esoterica” during the preclinical years and of a need for 
training in basic medical skills persist, current Yale medi¬ 
cal students seem to be excited about the institution and 
the possibilities that it affords. It is the purpose of this 
committee to assist the medical school in maintaining this 
same excitement and enthusiasm not only among mem¬ 
bers of the class of 1964 but also perhaps among all of its 
alumni and friends. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Remo Fabbri, Jr., M.D. '64 
Chairman, Class of 1964 
Committee to Visit the Medical School 
Martyrologium [1484], A martyrology gave information about the saints for each day 
of the year. As the dates changed, so also did the influences of the stars. Each astral 
body affected a particular part of the human body, as illustrated here. Thus a patient’s 
horoscope was believed to explain his disease. This is the earliest printed picture of a 
‘zodiacal and “blood letting man; used with an accompanying chart, it showed 
the appropriate times and sites for venesection. 
A Response 
to the Report of the Class of 1964 
Committee 
What is a medical school alumni organization? And why? 
Do alumni have responsibilities to institutions who train 
them? Conversely, do universities have obligations to 
their graduates that extend indefinitely in time? 
Interestingly it is only recently that these questions have 
begun to be asked. Certainly nostalgia, and the affection 
that word suggests, is part of the relationship equation. 
Financial support of the school has become an increasing 
activity, as schools have reeled under the economic 
realities of modern costs and processes. It has given the 
organized alumni groups a tangible role and goal to allow 
expression of alumni loyalty and feeling. While of help, 
the financial function is of recent origin, and is not vital to 
the symbiosis which welds alumni and school together. 
The single word which perhaps best defines the relation¬ 
ship is “identity". A school in its present form is not 
complete, with its students and faculty, without its re¬ 
corded past and the accomplishments and identity of the 
same group of the past. The professional physician or 
scientist has his anchor of identity in his alma mater, and 
his relationship with it is actually and symbolically a 
continuum. 
At Yale School of Medicine the major alumni organiza¬ 
tion is the Executive Committee of the Association of Yale 
Alumni in Medicine. Its structure and function is simple. 
It has four officers and eleven members. It meets in New 
Haven three times annually. Its major business is to struc¬ 
ture the programs for Alumni Day and the five year re¬ 
unions held annually in the spring with the help of each 
reunion Class Secretary. The Committee receives infor¬ 
mation from the Dean and his faculty; communication, the 
vital function of an alumni organization, is achieved. The 
content of reported School developments and their rele¬ 
vance to national change in medical education and health 
care can thereby be programmed more rationally into the 
content of reunion activities of the year to come. The other 
main alumni group is represented by the Chairman of the 
Yale Medical School Alumni Fund, who supervises the 
activities of the Class Agents. The Medical School 
Alumni Fund is a part of the Yale Alumni Fund. The 
efficiency of the Alumni Fund is reflected in the increase 
from token annual contributions of two decades ago to the 
nearly $75,000 raised in 1970. The figure for 1977, in 
turn, has grown to about $ 145,000. Our alumni organiza¬ 
tion, indeed, is becoming something with greater profile. 
All of this is prelude to the discussion of a remarkable 
meeting of six members of the Class of 1964, all residents 
nearby to New Haven, which occurred in autumn 1976. 
The purpose of the meeting was to articulate criticism of 
the medical school forfailing to satisfy or address, in their 
view, certain alumni needs and expectations. The group 
visited the medical school in New Haven, met with ad¬ 
ministrative officers as well as students, and prepared a 
report which was circulated to all class members as well as 
members of the Executive Committee. This report is pub¬ 
lished elsewhere in this issue of Yale Medicine. 
Since the early 70’s there has been increasing question¬ 
ing and interest in broader definitions of the purpose and 
function of the alumni association. Issues have included; 
possible formation of regional Yale medical alumni or¬ 
ganizations in larger cities across the country; increasing 
continuing medical education content at annual reunion 
weekends in New Haven; greater alumni contact with 
current medical students, especially in preceptor roles; 
and with almost monotonous regularity, the questioning 
of the process of admissions and the technology of modern 
fund raising. 
The above issues were contained in the Class of 1964 
Report. The group felt that greater alumni participation in 
school affairs should be provided, such as participation in 
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committee functions, as in the Admissions Committee. 
Lack of such input enhanced the process of “alienation 
. . . and apathy.” The absence of a physician on the Yale 
Corporation was felt to reflect the peripheral role to which 
the medical school was consigned by the University. Elec¬ 
tion of members to the Executive Committee by at-large 
balloting was urged. Most passionate was the disapproval 
of the computer assisted methods of fund raising which 
was felt to be counter-productive in inviting resentment 
and alienation. The Committee of 1964 felt it should 
repeat its visit annually, submitting a report to classmates 
as a fund-raising device as well as a source of information. 
This was felt to be a more acceptable, low-key method 
than conventional, hard-sell fund raising systems. 
The Executive Committee, in responding, appointed an 
ad hoc committee to thoughtfully study and respond to its 
suggestions. The following is an approximate summary of 
this group’s reactions. 
Several issues raised had indeed been recent topics of 
discussion by the Executive Committee, and some 
changes were being implemented. The reunion programs 
in both 1976 and 1977 represented rich continuing educa¬ 
tion material which offered not only credit as such, but a 
showcase of current clinical department activities as well. 
The need by the Medical Center for a continuing education 
facility with overnight accommodations and a restaurant 
as well as conference and lecture rooms has been dis¬ 
cussed. This is a project which hopefully may be realized 
in the future. 
Many of the expectations of the Class of 1964 were felt, 
however, to be unrealistic. The Yale alumnus who does 
function on appointed committees is invariably a harried 
and busy practicing professional, by necessity from the 
New Haven area. The function of the Admissions Com¬ 
mittee in American medical schools at the present time 
carries an onerous mission which nearly defies rational 
fulfillment. Alumni input and assistance should be en¬ 
couraged; participation cannot be reasonably anticipated. 
Dr. Thomas Lentz, assistant dean of admissions, and 
himself a graduate of the Class of 1964, reiterated the fact 
that the possibility for admission must ultimately reside in 
the faculty of the school, whose prerogative it must remain 
to determine whom it wished to teach. 
Medical students attending as representatives to the 
Executive Committee have presented a direct avenue of 
communication between student and alumnus. They are 
an extremely attractive and energetic group. Communica¬ 
tion between both groups is invariably mutually pleasura¬ 
ble and instructive, and the committee agrees that avenues 
for broadening this area of communication should be 
sought. Yet the enormity of the modern medical school 
curriculum content makes possible elective experiences 
with alumni elusive. The group agreed they should, how¬ 
ever, be pursued. 
The sensitive and demanding qualifications inherent in 
appointments to membership on the Yale Corporation 
render consideration of this issue a simple one. It was 
concluded in discussion with the Class of 1964 group that 
the concept of “medical science’’ members rather than 
solely a “clinical physician’’ member should be an ap¬ 
propriate goal. A physician has, indeed, been a member of 
the Corporation in the past. The eminent medical scientist. 
Dr. Maxine Singer, is a member of the Yale Corporation 
at the present time. 
DE ANATOMIA 
Giacomo Berengario da Carpi,Isagogae breves, 1523, folio 32, verso. The aorta was 
believed to carry not blood but vital spirit throughout the body. The three cusps of the 
aortic valve were called ostiola. The recurrent laryngeal nerve, nervus reversus, on 
each side was thought to close the epiglottis by pulling downward. Perhaps this is why 
the nerve is here represented as cord-like. 
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Perhaps no area of discussion generated greater differ¬ 
ence of opinion than the issue raised concerning fund 
raising methodology. The history of the Yale Medical 
School Alumni Fund in recent years is one of remarkable 
growth, much of which must be credited to more modem 
technology and leadership resident at the Yale Alumni 
Fund. A significant contribution to their increased effi¬ 
ciency in turn must be attributed to the modem 
“scapegoat/villain”, the computer. The achievement of 
doubling our annual goal since 1970 would have simply 
been impossible without modem technology. The compu¬ 
ter. the system—abrasive, impersonal, fallible as it may 
be at times—is essential if the goals are felt to be worthy 
and relevant. Our successive deans have repeatedly tes¬ 
tified to the immense value of the uncommitted funds we 
have raised in the past. Dean Berliner in the present day 
has committed all of our collections to student aid, in the 
form of a structured and functioning rotating loan fund. In 
these times of escalating costs, and failing federal funds 
for students, few alumni polled have argued the wisdom 
and generosity of Dr. Berliner’s decision. The com¬ 
puterized, hard-sell letters as vehicles for conveyance of 
so important a message is a problem handed to each Class 
Agent for personalization to his class members. This 
hard-working group of Yale alumni usually does very well 
in softening this process and communicating individual 
greetings and conveying class news of interest to class 
members. The rise in annual giving is a testimony to their 
efforts and to the leadership of the Fund. The Committee 
of the Class of 1964's request to substitute their proposed 
annual report for the conventional alumni fund efforts is 
an interesting proposal. The time-consuming nature 
suggests it will not receive wide replication among other 
classes. The ad hoc committee felt that the Class of 1964 
should be offered the opportunity to fulfill its requests to 
test such a report as a means of fund raising and that the 
result of their class performance should be watched with 
interest. The committee appreciated further the sincere 
and extraordinary effort of communication by this group 
of six in the Class of 1964. Alumni activity is nothing, in 
the end. if it is not communication. Their efforts suc¬ 
ceeded in identifying themselves as concerned alumni 
sufficient to allow two of their group to be nominated as 
members of the Executive Committee and of the Associa¬ 
tion of Yale Alumni. 
It is only through communication with the members of 
the Executive Committee that those alumni willing and 
able to devote time to committee, reunion, and future- 
direction activities can be identified. Perhaps Yale 
Medicine can be used more effectively to communicate 
such announcements, notice of nominations, and dead¬ 
lines. The suggested balloting process for nominations has 
been tried in the past and has failed. 
These are contentious times, for people and institu¬ 
tions. Our medical school and all medical schools have 
never been more challenged or threatened. The ultimate 
function of an alumni association, if one must define a 
single element of function, is support. If we cannot as 
former students, as old friends, or organizations be sup¬ 
portive; if we have demands we feel are due us as obliga¬ 
tions to alumni; then we have added one more albatross to 
a burdened institution which we, along with the current 
students, revere and respect. The Report of the Class of 
1964 informs us that their visit to Yale found the “Yale 
system’’ of medical education is alive and well. Their 
report further testifies to the type of alumni concern which 
can only serve to make an institution strong. Let us to¬ 
gether search for a larger and stronger definition of an 
alumni association. Let the sum of our increased efforts 
and change translate to constructive support. 
N. P. R. Spinelli, M.D., ’44 
Chairman, ad hoc Committee 
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Follow-up on PL 94-484, the Health Manpower Act 
The Yale School of Medicine has submitted an appli¬ 
cation for federal capitation grants for the academic 
year 1978-79. Attached to the application is an “ex¬ 
ception to assurances” which states: 
“This application is signed, and the requirements 
and assurances contained therein are accepted and 
provided, subject to the exception that the applicant 
school reserves the right not to admit any transfer 
student who does not meet the applicant’s entrance 
requirements related to academic qualifications. The 
applicant school believes that section 771(b)(3)(C)(i) 
of Title VII of the Public Health Service Act, as 
amended by the Health Professions Educational As¬ 
sistance Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. S 295f-l (b)(C)(i), 
violates the First and Fifth Amendments to the United 
States Constitution, insofar as it conditions the re¬ 
ceipt of federal capitation grants upon the acceptance 
by the applicant of transfer students who do not meet 
the school’s academic standards.” 
Lawyers for Yale, Harvard, Johns Hopkins and 
Stanford universities are studying the constitutional 
implications of the Act. They will meet in September 
to decide whether to take legal action. 
Albertus Magnus, Philosophic naturalis, 1506, Cap. XIII. The author, who lived in 
the thirteenth century, has been discussing the soul. The circles represent the lateral, 
third, and fourth ventricles, or cavities, of the brain. To them medieval scholars 
assigned the attributes of common sense (I), imagination (II), and memory (III). 
Gramma 
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Dr. Alan C. Sartorelli 
Dr. John S. Strauss 
A New Chairman is Appointed to the 
Department of Pharmacology 
Dr. Alan C. Sartorelli, who is well 
known for his research in anticancer 
drugs, has been named chairman of the 
Department of Pharmacology. He is 
professor of pharmacology and head of 
the Developmental Therapeutics Pro¬ 
gram of the Comprehensive Cancer 
Center at Yale. 
Dr. Sartorelli’sresearch involves the 
development of combination 
chemotherapy for cancer, as well as 
drugs that will affect cancer cell mem¬ 
branes. In addition, his laboratory is 
investigating drugs that would convert 
cancer cells to less-cancerous or non- 
cancerous forms. 
As chairman, he succeeds Dr. 
Robert E. Handschumacher, professor 
of pharmacology, who is also noted for 
his work in chemotherapy. On sabbati¬ 
cal for the coming academic year. Dr. 
Handschumacher will be the first 
Alexander Haddow Fellow at the Ches¬ 
ter Beatty Institute, London, England. 
Dr. Sartorelli was appointed to the 
Yale faculty in 1961 as assistant profes¬ 
sor of pharmacology, and was named 
associate professor in 1965, and pro¬ 
fessor in 1967. He is a graduate of the 
New England College of Pharmacy 
(Northeastern University), and re¬ 
ceived his M.S. degree in chemistry 
from Middlebury College, and a Ph.D. 
degree in biochemical oncology from 
the University of Wisconsin. Prior to 
coming to Yale he was a Senior Re¬ 
search Chemist at the Samuel Robert 
Noble Foundation, Inc., Biomedical 
Division. 
The author of over two hundred arti¬ 
cles and abstracts on chemotherapy, he 
is a member of the editorial board of 
several professional publications in¬ 
cluding Biochemical Pharmacology, of 
which he is regional editor, American 
continent; Cancer Research; Interna¬ 
tional Encyclopedia of Pharmacology 
and Therapeutics; and the Journal of 
Medicine and Chemistry’. He is execu¬ 
tive editor of Pharmacology and 
Therapeutics: Part A. 
Dr. Sartorelli is a member of a 
number of professional societies in¬ 
cluding the American Association for 
Cancer Research, of which he serves as 
a member of the Board of Directors; 
The American Association for the Ad¬ 
vancement of Science; The American 
Society of Biological Chemists; The 
American Society for Pharmacology 
and Experimental Therapeutics. 
X 
A New Director Appointed to YPI 
John Steaven Strauss, M.D. has been 
appointed director of the Yale Psychiat¬ 
ric Institute and professor of psychiatry 
at the School of Medicine. He succeeds 
Dr. Stephen Fleck, psychiatrist-in- 
chief of the Institute, who has been 
interim director since January 1976. 
Dr. Strauss comes to Yale University 
from the University of Rochester 
School of Medicine and Dentistry, 
where he has been for the past five 
years on the faculty as director of Clini¬ 
cal Psychiatry Programs in the Depart¬ 
ment of Psychiatry. He is best known 
for his research in the treatment of 
schizophrenic patients and since 1966, 
he has been collaborating investigator 
of the World Health Organization's 
program for comparative research in 
schizophrenia. 
The Yale Psychiatric Institute (YPI) 
was founded in 1931, and is a compo¬ 
nent of the Department of Psychiatry. 
Its staff conducts research in the causes 
and development of behavioral and 
psychological disorders, in addition to 
treating severely disturbed young 
adults in the Institute’s hospital. In July 
1976 YPI moved from facilities in the 
Institute of Human Relations to more 
modem and spacious facilities on the 
campus of Albertus Magnus College. 
Dr. Strauss received his B.A. de¬ 
gree, magna cum laude in 1954 from 
Swarthmore College, where he was 
elected a member of Phi Beta Kappa; 
and his M.D. degree from Yale Univer¬ 
sity School of Medicine in 1959. While 
he was in medical school he spent a 
year as a special student with Jean 
Piaget, internationally-known profes¬ 
sor of child psychology at the Univer¬ 
sity of Geneva, Switzerland. 
After completing internship in 
medicine, and residency in medicine 
and psychiatry in Boston area hospitals 
in 1964, he joined the U.S. Public 
Health Service, Adult Psychiatry 
Branch of the National Institute of 
Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland. 
He served as clinical associate, re¬ 
search psychiatrist and chief of the 
Psychiatric Assessment Service, before 
joining the faculty at the University of 
Rochester in 1972. 
Dr. Theodore Lidz 
Dr. Theodore Lidz Named 
a Sterling Professor 
Dr. Theodore Lidz, who is well known 
for his research and treatment of 
schizophrenic disorders, has been 
named a Sterling Professor of Psychia¬ 
try. He has been a professor of 
psychiatry at Yale since 1951 and was 
chairman of the Department of 
Psychiatry in 1967-1969. 
The Sterling Professorships are 
among the most distinguished chairs at 
Yale University. Numbering 25, they 
are held by leading scholars and scien¬ 
tists in the major departments and 
schools of the university. 
Dr. Lidz is the author of works relat¬ 
ing schizophrenia to the patient’s envi¬ 
ronment. His books include The Origin 
Treatment of Schizophrenic Disorders 
and Hamlet’s Enemy: Myth and Mad¬ 
ness in Hamlet. 
In 1972 he was one of six prominent 
physicians honored by the American 
College of Physicians ‘ ‘for outstanding 
contributions to the progress of health 
and medicine.” He received the or¬ 
ganization’s William C. Menninger 
Memorial Award. In 1961 he received 
the first Frieda Fromm-Reichman 
Award for Research in Schizophrenia, 
presented by the American Academy of 
Psychoanalysis. 
Dr. Lidz received his B.A. and M.D 
degrees from Columbia University. He 
was an intern in medicine at Yale-New 
Haven Hospital before becoming an as¬ 
sistant resident at the Henry Phipps 
Psychiatric Clinic, Johns Hopkins 
Hospital in 1938. He became an in¬ 
structor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins 
University in 1940 and was promoted 
to assistant professor in 1946. Simul¬ 
taneous to his appointment as associate 
professor of psychiatry in 1947, he was 
also named assistant professor of 
medicine, and a year later, lecturer in 
preventive medicine. He came to Yale 
as professor of psychiatry in 1951, and 
was psychiatrist-in-chief at Grace-New 
Haven Hospital and psychiatrist-in¬ 
chief at the Yale Psychiatric Institute 
from 1951 until 1961. 
New Appointments 
The School of Medicine has announced 
the appointment of seven new faculty 
members with the rank of professor. 
They are Philip K. Bondy, M.D., pro¬ 
fessor of medicine; Paul B. Hoffer, 
M.D., professor of diagnostic radiol¬ 
ogy (nuclear medicine); Edward Cot- 
lier, M.D., professor of ophthalmology 
and visual science; Pasko Rakic, M.D., 
ScD., professor of neuroscience; Dar¬ 
ryl Carter, M.D., professor of patholo¬ 
gy; John S. Strauss, M.D., professor of 
psychiatry; and W. Roy Breg, M.D., 
professor of clinical human genetics 
and pediatrics. 
There were also four appointments 
of associate professors. They are Hillel 
Laks, M.D., associate professor of 
surgery (cardiothoracic); M. Joyce 
Pais, M.D., associate professor of clin¬ 
ical diagnostic radiology; David A. 
Balia, Ph.D., associate professor of 
psychology in the Child Study Center; 
and Robert H. LaMotte, Ph.D., as¬ 
sociate professor of anesthesiology. 
Promotions to Professor 
Nine members of the medical faculty 
have been promoted to the rank of pro¬ 
fessor effective July 1977.They are D. 
Martin Carter, M.D., professor of 
dermatology; John C. Marsh, M.D., 
professor of clinical medicine; Morton 
G. Glickman, M.D., professor of clini¬ 
cal diagnostic radiology; Robert Byck, 
M.D., professor of clinical psychiatry 
and pharmacology; Jerome M. 
Eisenstadt, Ph.D., professor of human 
genetics; C. Elton Cahow, M.D., pro¬ 
fessor of clinical surgery; Robert J. 
Touloukian. M.D., professor of 
surgery, (neurosurgery), and Richard 
H. Mattson, M.D., clinical professor 
of neurology. 
Augustus A. White III, M.D. was 
promoted to professor of surgery (or¬ 
thopedic) effective January 1977. 
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Gift from Thalberg Foundation 
Will Benefit Student Aid 
The School has received scholarship 
and loan fund support for students in 
the memory of Dr. Reuben E. Thalberg 
who, until shortly before his death last 
year, devoted 48 of his 50 years in 
medicine as a general practitioner in the 
town of Southington, Connecticut. 
The aid was provided in the form of a 
$4,500 grant, renewable on an annual 
basis, from the Reuben E. Thalberg 
Foundation, and a loan fund estab¬ 
lished by the late doctor’s wife, Mrs. 
Genevieve B. Thalberg. 
The $4,500 grant from the founda¬ 
tion will make possible the designation 
of a Reuben E. Thalberg Scholar who, 
with the approval of the foundation and 
the School of Medicine, will receive 
scholarship assistance through the four 
year medical program. 
The loan fund established by Mrs. 
Thalberg will represent a continuing 
source of funds from which deserving 
students can borrow to help defray the 
heavy expense of medical education. 
Citing the high and still-rising cost of 
medical education. Dean Robert W. 
Berliner expressed appreciation to the 
foundation and Mrs. Thalberg for 
"‘generous contributions that represent 
a sound investment in the quality of 
health care to which Dr. Thalberg dedi¬ 
cated his life.” 
A New Haven native. Dr. Thalberg 
was graduated from Yale in 1923, and 
received his Doctor of Medicine degree 
from the Yale School of Medicine in 
1926. His nearly half-century of ser¬ 
vice to the people of Southi ngton began 
in the late 1920’s when 18-hour work¬ 
ing days were the rule rather than the 
exception, and his Main Street office 
frequently doubled as his sleeping quar¬ 
ters. In appreciation for his loyal ser¬ 
vice, the community honored him at the 
time of his 25th anniversary, and 
named the Reuben E. Thalberg School 
in his honor. 
“The cost of four years of medical 
education, usually on the heels of ex¬ 
pensive undergraduate study, is higher 
today than it has ever been,” according 
to Dr. Howard Levitin, associate dean 
and director of student affairs. “Medi¬ 
cal students at Yale are admitted regard¬ 
less of their ability to pay. The concern 
and foresight exemplified by these gifts 
in the name of Reuben E. Thalberg will 
contribute to our ability to continue to 
accept qualified students regardless of 
their financial resources.” 
The Thalberg contributions were 
made as a part of The Campaign for 
Yale, the largest private fund raising 
effort ever attempted which is seeking a 
total of $370 million from Yale alumni, 
friends, corporations and foundations. 
More Time for The Campaign 
for Yale 
The Campaign for Yale, the Universi¬ 
ty’s $370,000,000 drive for new capi¬ 
tal, has been extended for one year and 
will now end on December 31, 1978. 
The action was taken by the Yale Cor¬ 
poration at its June meeting. 
In announcing the Corporation’s de¬ 
cision, Hanna H. Gray, provost and 
acting president of the University, 
commented, “At the time of the formal 
announcement of The Campaign for 
Yale in April, 1974, the Corporation, 
the Yale administration and the volun¬ 
teer leadership of the Campaign all be¬ 
lieved that the goal could be reached by 
the end of 1977, in three years and nine 
months. It has become evident that this 
was an unrealistic expectation.” 
Amplifying her announcement, the 
Acting President went on to say, “The 
experience of Yale’s campaign and of 
other comparable campaigns which 
began both earlier and later strongly 
suggests that these days it takes about 
five years for a major university to 
complete a major capital-fund drive 
successfully. By the end of this month, 
The Campaign for Yale will have raised 
about $200,000,000 in gifts and com¬ 
mitments. On a five-year basis, it 
would be just about on schedule.” 
The announcement revealed that al¬ 
though over 4,000 volunteers have 
signed on for the Campaign, more are 
still to be recruited and most individual 
solicitations still lie ahead. “With more 
time now at the Campaign’s disposal,” 
Ms. Gray continued, “there are good 
grounds for confidence in the final out¬ 
come, for as the number of solicitations 
mounts it is clear that the planning deci¬ 
sion to raise the money Yale needs 
through face-to-face appeals was a wise 
one. The direct contact of solicitor and 
prospect, typically both alumni, many 
times each day in communities all 
across the country is generating a new 
respect for Yale’s quality and achieve¬ 
ments, a new awareness of the difficul¬ 
ties Yale faces and a renewed warmth 
and affection toward Yale herself, not 
just as she was but as she is. This alone 
is a Campaign achievement of great 
importance and one that will benefit the 
University long after the Campaign is 
over.” 
Commencement - 1977 Faculty Notes 
Yale University’s 476th commence¬ 
ment, held on May 16, marked the end 
of an era. After 14 years as President of 
the University, Kingman Brewster, Jr. 
performed his commencement duties 
for the last time. Several hours later he 
was sworn in as United States Ambas¬ 
sador to the United Kingdom by Secre¬ 
tary of State Cyrus Vance, ’39, ’42L. 
The event was marked by more than 
the usual pride and nostalgia associated 
with graduation ceremonies. Honorary 
degrees had been conferred on thirteen 
distinguished men and women, includ¬ 
ing former President Gerald R. Ford, 
when Provost Hanna H. Gray called for 
Kingman Brewster, Jr. to join the roster 
of those honored. President Brewster 
was taken completely by surprise and 
was clearly moved by the unexpected 
event. 
Following the ceremony on the Old 
Campus, medical and public health 
graduates and their families and 
friends, with the usual array of Yale 
blue balloons and pennants, walked 
back to the medical center campus for 
the presentation of diplomas. The 88 
candidates for the M.D. degree con¬ 
vened in Mary S. Harkness Auditorium 
and were welcomed by Dr. Howard 
Levitin, associate dean and director of 
student affairs, who also presented 
awards and prizes. 
Following the presentation of de¬ 
grees by Dean Robert W. Berliner, Dr. 
Robert Gifford, professor of clinical 
medicine, gave the commencement ad¬ 
dress. “Although medicine must be a 
major force and priority in your life, do 
not let it consume you,’’ he urged the 
new M.D.’s. “The world is too won¬ 
derful and too broad to focus solely on 
your profession, important as it might 
be.’’ 
The Dickson Prize was awarded to Dr. 
Paul Greengard by the University of 
Pittsburgh. The prize, which consists 
of a bronze medal and an award of 
$10,000, is given annually to an inves¬ 
tigator who has made outstanding con¬ 
tributions to the field of medicine. Dr. 
Greengard, professor of pharmacolo¬ 
gy, was invited this year to give the 
First Distinguished Lecture of the Soci¬ 
ety of General Physiologists at the 
XXVII International Congress of 
Physiological Sciences, held in Paris in 
July. 
Dr. Gary Tischler, professor of clini¬ 
cal psychiatry, has been appointed Di¬ 
rector of Studies of the President’s 
Commission on Mental Health. He will 
be the senior non-governmental pro¬ 
gram officer on the staff of the Com¬ 
mission and will direct and coordinate 
the work of several task panels. 
Dr. George A. Silver, professor of 
public health, was the 1977 Michael M. 
Davis Lecturer at the Center for Health 
Administration Studies of the Univer¬ 
sity of Chicago. His address was titled 
“Medical Care as Social Policy— 
Child Health”. Dr. Silverhas also been 
appointed to the National Advisory 
Council of the Boys’ Clubs of Ameri¬ 
ca’s National Health Project. Members 
of the Advisory Council, including 
leaders in the health services, social 
services and business fields, will de¬ 
termine policy for the three-year pro¬ 
ject aimed at improving health services 
for children in low-income com¬ 
munities. 
Dr. John Stitt, associate professor 
of epidemiology and physiology, was 
invited to present a lecture on “Prosta¬ 
glandin Fever” at the XXVII Interna¬ 
tional Congress of Physiological Sci¬ 
ences held in Paris in July. 
In spite of construction activities in 
progress all around them, the Depart¬ 
ment of Epidemiology and Public 
Health held their graduation celebra¬ 
tion as usual, in the blue and white 
striped tent set up in front of the 
Laboratory of Epidemiology and Pub¬ 
lic Health. Dr. Robert W. McCollum 
presided over the ceremony, and with 
Assistant Dean Kathleen Howe, pre¬ 
sented diplomas to the 83 M.P.H. can¬ 
didates and one Dr. Ph.H. candidate. 
Dr. Arthur J. Viseltear, associate 
professor of public health, announced 
the recipients of the E. Richard 
Weinerman Fellowships. They are 
Nancy Rayburn and Bernadette R. 
Scecchitano. 
The commencement address was 
given by Dr. Adrian M. Ostfeld, Anna 
M. R. Lauder Professor of Epidemiol¬ 
ogy and Public Health. He compared 
the public health profession with a 
sleeping giant and challenged the 
graduates to set new goals and seek new 
horizons. 
George Rosen, M.D., Ph.D. 
On July 27, 1977, Dr. George Rosen 
died suddenly in Oxford, England. He 
and Mrs. Rosen had planned to travel 
leisurely through the English coun¬ 
tryside, enjoying themselves as they 
had so often in the past, and ultimately 
arrive in Scotland in time for Dr. Rosen 
to deliver a key-note address and par¬ 
ticipate in a symposium on "Medicine 
and Industrialization in History.” Pro¬ 
fessor of the history of medicine and 
epidemiology and public health at Yale 
since 1969, he was regarded, nationally 
and internationally, as one of the elder 
statesmen and pre-eminent scholars of 
the history of medicine, a distinction 
earned through some forty years of un¬ 
remitting research in archives and li¬ 
braries in the United States and abroad. 
To those who knew him. Dr. Rosen 
was the quintessential academic scho¬ 
lar. He was aman ofimmenselearning, 
originality, certainty, and order. Au¬ 
thor of ten books and over two hundred 
articles, his life’s work extends over 
and into every branch of the history of 
medicine. Known primarily as a social 
historian of medicine and public health, 
his career also embraced clinical 
medicine and public health practice. 
George Rosen was bom in Brooklyn, 
New York in 1910. He was educatedin 
local schools and at the College of the 
City of New York where he was 
graduated B.S. in 1930. At a time when 
gaining entrance into medical school 
was dependent upon criteria other than 
ability alone, he of necessity sought his 
medical training abroad, receiving the 
M.D. degree in 1935 from the Univer¬ 
sity of Berlin. 
In Berlin, he was introduced to a 
fellow medical student named Beate 
Caspari, an uncommonly gifted and 
gracious young woman who was the 
daughter of an active and well re¬ 
spected Berlin physician. They shared 
an immediate and profound affection 
for each other, nurtured by a common 
interest in the theatre, art, music, bal¬ 
let, nature, and Weltanschauung. They 
were married on July 6, 1933 and, after 
graduation, with Nazism spreading ir¬ 
resistibly, were encouraged by family 
and friends to depart immediately for 
America. Dr. Caspari-Rosen pursued 
her own active career as an ophthal¬ 
mologist and was most recently as¬ 
sociated with the Yale Health Plan. Dr. 
Rosen is also survived by a son. Dr. 
Peter Rosen, associate professor of 
pathology, Cornell University School 
of Medicine, and a daughter. Dr. Susan 
Koslow, assistant professor of art his¬ 
tory, Brooklyn College, and four 
grandchildren. 
Upon returning to the United States 
in 1935, Dr. Rosen interned at Beth El 
Hospital in Brooklyn and entered the 
private practice of medicine in 1937. 
He began his public health work in the 
early 1940’s as clinic physician. 
Bureau of Tuberculosis, and junior 
health officer in the New York City 
Department of Health. During the war 
he served in the Medical Intelligence 
Division of the Army Medical Corps 
and also in the Preventive Medicine 
Service, the Surgeon General’s Office, 
and the European Theatre of Operation. 
He returned to the health department in 
1946, serving as health officer, district 
health officer, and director of its 
Bureau of Health Education. He had 
been awarded a Ph.D. degree in sociol¬ 
ogy by Columbia University and re¬ 
ceived the M.P.H. degree in 1947. In 
1950, he was appointed director of the 
Division of Health Education and Pre¬ 
ventive Services of the Health Insur¬ 
ance Plan of Greater New York and 
concurrently held the position of pro¬ 
fessor of public health education at 
the School of Public Health and 
Administrative Medicine, Columbia 
University. 
Despite the fact that the overwhelm¬ 
ing majority of Dr. Rosen’s publica¬ 
tions were in the history of medicine, 
he surprisingly did not dedicate himself 
full-time to teaching and research in the 
history of medicine until 1969, when he 
was called to Yale to head the program 
in the history of medicine in its De¬ 
partment of History of Science and 
Medicine. Here he offered courses in 
the Graduate School and in Yale Col¬ 
lege, as well as in the School of 
Medicine. In all that he did, he was the 
ideal and consummate teacher— 
scholarly, demanding, concerned, 
humane. He expected a great deal from 
his students and, in turn, they re¬ 
sponded with a distinctive productivi¬ 
ty, enthusiasm, and excellence man¬ 
ifested in only the best courses offered 
in an academic institution. 
A writer of force and clarity, who 
possessed sound editorial judgment and 
an ability to separate effortlessly 
documented fact from opinion prof¬ 
fered as fact. Dr. Rosen also exerted a 
wide influence through his editorship 
of theJournal of the History of 
Medicine and Allied Sciences (1946- 
52) and the American Journal of Public 
Health (1957-73). Throughout his 
career, he refereed countless manu¬ 
scripts and authors benefited greatly 
from his editorial comments and anno¬ 
tations which were gems of erudition 
and restraint. 
Dr. Rosen’s writings reflect the in¬ 
fluence of Henry E. Sigerist, formerly 
director of the Johns Hopkins Institute 
of the History of Medicine. Sigerist’s 
conception of medicine was the study 
and application of biology in an histori¬ 
cal matrix which encompassed social, 
political, and cultural phenomena. 
Medical practice was an integral com¬ 
ponent of sociology and an outgrowth 
of sociological factors. Medical his¬ 
tory, then, was a tool for analyzing the 
past in order to orient to the present and 
help to foresee the future. Professor 
Rosen’s research andteaching, in many 
ways, began where Sigerist’s had left 
off. 
Dr. Rosen’s books. The History of 
Miner's Disease, the now classic A His¬ 
tory of Public Health, Madness in Soci¬ 
ety, and Preventive Medicine in the 
U.S.A., 1900-1975, and his many arti¬ 
cles are indications of the wide range of 
his interests. For these and other works 
he received the Grant Squires Award of 
Edith Banfield Jackson, M.D. 
Columbia University, the William H. 
Welch Medal of the American Associa¬ 
tion for the History of Medicine, the 
Elizabeth S. Prentiss Award in Health 
Education of the Cleveland Health 
Museum, the Edgar C. Hayhow Award 
of the American College of Hospital 
Administrators, and the Hafner Award 
of the American Medical Library As¬ 
sociation. He served as president of the 
American Association for the History 
of Medicine, the Society for the Social 
History of Medicine, and the Interna¬ 
tional Academy of the History of 
Medicine. 
As Dr. Rosen approached both re¬ 
tirement and emeritus status, there was 
no discernible change in life style. Both 
he and Mrs. Rosen continued to work 
diligently and productively throughout 
the academic year and reserve summers 
for European holidays to Greece, Italy, 
Scandinavia, or Great Britain. During 
the academic year they entertained of¬ 
ten, were inveterate readers of “good” 
fiction, and frequented movie houses 
more than they cared to admit. Both 
enjoyed the company of old friends and 
new acquaintances, of students and 
contemporaries. And, in turn, they 
have been admired and loved by those 
whose lives came within their ken. 
At this time when our loss weighs 
heavily upon us, we can remember with 
gratitude all that George Rosen was and 
accomplished. We can take comfort in 
the knowledge that he instilled in 
others, simply by being himself, stan¬ 
dards of excellence and high principle 
and that his wisdom, enthusiasm, and 
vitality influenced and enriched many 
lives. A.J.V. 
Dr. Edith B. Jackson, clinical professor 
emeritus of pediatrics and psychiatry, 
died on June 5 at her home in Denver at 
the age of 82. A native of Colorado 
Springs, she received her B.A. degree 
from Vassar and her M.D. from Johns 
Hopkins. She came to New Haven in 
1923 following internships at the Uni¬ 
versity of Iowa Hospital and Bellevue 
Hospital in New York City. 
Edith Jackson, like her ancestors, 
was a pioneer. Her grandfather went 
with the railroad into the Colorado Ter¬ 
ritory in the 1850's, and remained there 
to establish a family which left its mark 
on the evolving state. Edie, in another 
way, was a pioneer who has left her 
mark on our evolving understanding of 
the behavioral aspects of human de¬ 
velopment. 
Edie’s professional history reads like 
an account of what was avant garde at 
the time in psychiatry and pediatrics. 
However, the advances were always 
based on a sound philosophy and an 
awareness of the need to increase 
knowledge through research and ob¬ 
servation. 
First there was a slight digression 
into more conventional aspects of 
pediatrics when she came to New 
Haven in 1923 to work with Dr. Martha 
Elliott and Dr. Edwards Park in a 
United States Children's Bureau study 
on the prevention of rickets. However, 
her interest soon turned to the more 
dynamic aspects of child development, 
and she took the unconventional step of 
being among that first group of Ameri¬ 
cans who went to the Psychoanalytic 
Institute of Vienna to study under Sig¬ 
mund Freud. It was here that she as¬ 
sisted Dorothy Burlingham and Anna 
Freud in establishing the Jackson Nur¬ 
sery , a day care center for preschool 
children. 
Upon her return to New Haven, she 
found the door to the one unit within the 
University which dealt with child de¬ 
velopment closed to her because, as she 
put it, she was “tarred with the brush of 
psychoanalysis.” With the strong sup¬ 
port of then Professor Grover Powers, 
she opened her own door, and estab¬ 
lished a psychiatric unit within the De¬ 
partment of Pediatrics. This Child Wel¬ 
fare Research Unit, established in 
1938, was, I believe, the first psychiat¬ 
ric unit in a pediatric department in the 
United States. 
After Arnold Gesell’s retirement, 
and with the founding of the Child 
Study Center under Milton Senn in 
1948, Edie felt it was no longer appro¬ 
priate to have an independent psychiat¬ 
ric unit in pediatrics, and so the Child 
Welfare Research Unit was gradually 
disbanded and its functions taken over 
by the Child Study Center. 
Concurrently, Edie had become in¬ 
terested in early child development and 
the relationship of behavioral problems 
in young children to their infancy ex¬ 
perience. Again the pioneer, and with 
the support of Professor Herbert 
Thoms, she was instrumental in open¬ 
ing, on the obstetrical service of the 
New Haven Hospital, the second 
rooming-in unit in the United States. 
Here she could—and did—study the 
effects of lenient child care practices as 
opposed to rigidly scheduled ones on 
the young child's emotional develop¬ 
ment. 
Edie retired in 1959, and returned to 
Colorado to live in Denver. A better 
statement would be that Edie retired 
from Yale in 1959, for after she moved 
to Denver she was hardly in retirement. 
She designed a new rooming-in unit 
at Colorado General Hospital, and 
made weekly teaching rounds as a visit¬ 
ing professor. She worked with unwed 
mothers who preferred to keep their 
babies—an unusual circumstance in the 
early 1960’s—providing counsel be¬ 
fore and after delivery. She developed 
outreach services for young minority 
mothers of school age, to provide con¬ 
tinuation of schooling and assistance 
with child care while in school. She 
helped start the Edith B. Jackson Fam¬ 
ily Development Center, devoted to 
prevention and treatment of child abuse 
and neglect. She was instrumental in 
developing a therapeutic nursery 
school for physically abused children 
under age five. She was an important 
participant in the development of a 
Psychoanalytic Insitute at the Univer¬ 
sity of Colorado in 1968. 
In retrospect, the word “pioneer” 
seems a little mild to describe Edie's 
life pattern. “Crusader” might be a 
better term. E.H.K. 
Harold M. Marvin, M.D. 
Dr. Harold M. Marvin, associate clini¬ 
cal professor emeritus, died on Satur¬ 
day, August 6 after a long illness. He 
was a noted New Haven heart specialist 
for more than 40 years. 
Dr. Marvin was born in Jackson¬ 
ville, Florida in 1893. He attended 
Davidson College in Davidson, N.C., 
and Harvard Medical School. He be¬ 
came a member of the Yale School of 
Medicine faculty in 1921 and was ap¬ 
pointed associate clinical professor in 
1933. At Yale-New Haven Hospital he 
began as a visiting physician and be¬ 
came chief of the cardiac clinic. 
Dr. Marvin served as president of the 
American Heart Association from 1949 
to 1950, and had been a member of the 
association’s board of directors, chair¬ 
man of the executive committee, acting 
executive secretary, and executive sec¬ 
retary. In 1951, he received the associa¬ 
tion’s Gold Heart Award. 
He was the author of many articles on 
various aspects of heart disease in both 
American and British medical journals. 
In 1960, he received the Blakeslee 
Award for his book, “Your Heart: A 
Handbook for Laymen’’. 
He was predeceased by his wife, 
Elizabeth Turnbull Marvin, and leaves 
a son, John T. Marvin of New York 
City. 
CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS 
Fall 1977 
Oct. 28 Open House to visit the new laboratories of the Department of 
Human Genetics and facilities of the Center for Human Genetics 
and Inherited Diseases, Sterling Hall of Medicine, 4:00 p.m. 
Nov. 3 First Annual Yale Endocrine Symposium. Guest speakers in¬ 
clude: Ronald Arky, M.D., Harvard Medical School; Lewis 
Braverman. M.D., University of Massachusetts School of 
Medicine; Sidney Ingbar, M.D., Harvard Medical School; Judith 
Vaitukaitis, M.D., Boston University School of Medicine. 8:30 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.* 
Nov. 10, 11 “Cancer, A Cooperative Concern for Care”, a two-day sym¬ 
posium for nurses, social workers, home mental health workers, 
and others who care for cancer patients. Sponsored by the Connec¬ 
ticut Oncology Association, the American Cancer Society, Conn. 
Division, Inc., The American Association of Dieticians and the 
Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center, it will present lectures and 
workshops on various aspects of caring for the cancer patient. For 
additional information contact the Yale Comprehensive Cancer 
Center, 25 Park St., New Haven, Conn. 06510; (203) 436-3779. 
Nov. 19 Cardiovascular Monitoring in Anesthesiology. Yale faculty will 
present this symposium dealing with the application and interpreta¬ 
tion of some of the modern modalities for monitoring cardiovascu¬ 
lar dynamics during anesthesia and surgery. 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m.* 
Dec. 11, 12, 13 Seminar in Psychopharmacology. The program includes lectures 
as well as workshops on the subject. 6:30 p.m., Dec. 11, through 
4:00 p.m., Dec. 13.* 
For additional information contact: The Office of Graduate and 
Continuing Education, 333 Cedar St., New Haven, Conn. 06510, 
(203) 432-4582 
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alumni 
news Alumni Weekend 1977 
Miss Ann Winslow and Dr. Robert W. McCollum 
Alumni Day has expanded to two full days of events 
ranging from seminars and scientific sessions to fun and 
frivolity. This year, the weekend started on Friday, June 3 
with a surgery seminar, the 100th Anniversary Commem¬ 
oration of Professor Charles-Edward Amory Winslow, 
and the First Yale Alumni Ophthalmology Convocation. 
The list of speakers for each was outstanding, and more 
than a few alumni found themselves rushing from au¬ 
ditorium to auditorium in an effort to hear and see as much 
as possible. 
“The Yale School of Medicine Revisited" was the first 
program on the schedule for Saturday, followed by the 
annual meeting of Yale Alumni in Medicine. That after¬ 
noon, the School of Nursing held dedication ceremonies 
of its new building. Brief reports of these events and 
accounts of the five year reunion classes follow. 
Leonard Woodcock 
Mayor Kenneth Gibson and Mayor Frank Logue 
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Commemoration of the 
100th Anniversary of 
Professor C.-E. A. Winslow 
Yale University, the John B. Pierce 
Foundation and the City of New Flaven 
joined in recognition of Professor 
Winslow’s contributions to the Univer¬ 
sity, the community and to research. 
With Dr. Robert W. McCollum, 
chairman of the Department of 
Epidemiology and Public Health, as 
host. Dean Robert W. Berliner, Frank 
Logue, mayor of New Haven, and Dr. 
Arthur B. DuBois, director of the 
Pierce Foundation, opened the celebra¬ 
tion . 
Their remarks were followed by 
reminiscences by friends and col¬ 
leagues of Professor and Mrs. Winslow 
including. Ira V. Hiscock, Anna M. R. 
Lauder Professor Emeritus of Public 
Health; Mary Elizabeth Tennant, as¬ 
sociate professor emeritus of nursing; 
A. Pharo Gagge, professor emeritus of 
environmental health; Harriet Welch; 
and Isidore S. Falk, professor emeritus 
of public health. 
Leonard Woodcock, U.S. envoy to 
China and past-president of the United 
Automobile Workers, spoke on the 
economics of national health programs. 
It is a topic he has spoken about fre¬ 
quently and his views generated con¬ 
siderable audience response. 
The first speaker in the afternoon 
was Mayor Kenneth Gibson of 
Newark, New Jersey, who talked about 
the impact of urban economic crises on 
health, education and welfare. Mayor 
Gibson's appearance at the commem¬ 
oration was especially appreciated. 
Newark’s police force was in the midst 
of a strike vote, and after attending an 
all night negotiating session, the Mayor 
made a whirlwind trip to fulfill his 
promise to speak. 
Dr. Hector Acuna, director of the 
Pan American Health Organization, 
concluded the session with a discussion 
on international health problems and 
programs. Dr. Acuna received his 
M.P.H. degree from Yale in 1951. 
(Edited texts of these talks will ap¬ 
pear in the NovemherlDeeetnher issue 
of the Yale Journal of Biology and 
Medicine.) 
Recertification—Update”; Dr. Donald 
Nagel, chairman of orthopedic surgery 
at Stanford, spoke on “Mechanics of 
Injury”; Dr. Robert Zeppa, chairman 
of surgery at the University of Miami, 
outlined “Portal Hypertension”; Dr. 
Lawrence G. Crowley, dean of the 
University of Wisconsin School of 
Medicine, examined “Graduate Medi¬ 
cal Education—Current Problems and 
Future Prospects”; and Dr. Robert 
Jahrsdoerfer, associate professor and 
vice-chairman of otolaryngology and 
maxillofacial surgery, the University of 
Virginia, spoke about “Penetrating 
Wounds of the Head and Neck.” 
Also returning to speak at this first 
gathering of Yale surgical alumni were 
Dr. Sidney Levitsky, chairman of 
surgery and chief of cardiothoracic 
surgery at Abraham Lincoln School of 
Medicine, presenting “Intraoperative 
Protection of the Myocardium— 
1977”; Dr. Harris B. Shumaker, pro¬ 
fessor of surgery and former chairman 
at the University of Indiana, who gave 
“Some Reflections of Residency 
Training”; and Dr. Arthur Donovan, 
professor and chairman of surgery, and 
vice-president for health at the Univer¬ 
sity of South Alabama talked about 
“What’s New.” The second portion of 
the seminar included participation by 
Drs. William Collins. John Kirchner, 
Wayne Southwick, Robert Toulou- 
kian, Bernard Lytton, Thomas Krizek, 
William Glenn, and Elton Cahow of the 
Yale faculty. 
The day’s events were concluded 
with a formal banquet attended by the 
participants, as well as members of the 
department and other physicians and 
their spouses. It is hoped that the 
alumni seminar concept may be con¬ 
tinued on an annual basis, bringing to¬ 
gether surgeons from all over the coun¬ 
try, and the world, to exchange ideas 
with fellow alumni and physicians at 
Yale and in the greater New Haven 
community. 
Surgical Alumni Hold Seminar 
On June 3, the eve of Alumni Day, the 
Department of Surgery sponsored a 
day-long seminar, “Surgery 77”, with 
a number of distinguished surgeons 
who had taken part or all of their train¬ 
ing at Yale, as participants. Various 
surgical topics were presented by these 
outstanding alumni in the first part of 
the day. Following this, the chiefs of 
the surgical sections at Yale sum¬ 
marized some of the past year’s work. 
Dr. Gustav E. Lindskog, former 
chairman of the Department of 
Surgery, welcomed the group which 
included many former students as well 
as colleagues. A welcome was also ex¬ 
tended by the present chairman. Dr. 
Arthur E. Baue, and the program then 
proceeded under the direction of Dr. 
William W. L. Glenn as moderator. 
Among the speakers were Dr. Wil¬ 
liam Kiesewetter, professor of surgery 
and chief of pediatric surgery. Chil¬ 
dren’s Hospital, the University of 
Pittsburgh, who spoke on “Tip-Offs in 
the Newborn”; Dr. Robert A. Chase, 
retiring president of the National Board 
of Medical Examiners and now profes¬ 
sor of surgery at Stanford, who re¬ 
viewed “Medical Relicensure and 
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Yale Alumni in Ophthalmology Hold 
First Reunion 
Over 75 Yale alumni in ophthalmology, 
with their wives, revisited the School of 
Medicine on Alumni Weekend. Fol¬ 
lowing a mixed doubles tennis tourna¬ 
ment on Friday morning and lunch at 
the New Haven Lawn Club, the alumni 
attended a scientific session, while 
their wives visited the Yale Center for 
British Art. 
Speakers at the scientific session in¬ 
cluded Dr. Marvin Sears, chairman of 
the Department of Ophthalmology, 
who discussed “New Adrenergic 
Drugs in Glaucoma’’; and Dr. Robert 
Wiznia, who told about “Gelatin Exo¬ 
plants Retinal Detachment Surgery’’; 
Dr. Arthur Gelser and Dr. Robert Bahr 
related recent “Experience with In¬ 
traocular Lenses’’; Dr. Ronald Berger 
lectured on “Ocular Complications of 
Electroconvulsive Therapy”; and Dr. 
John Caldwell discussed “The Practi¬ 
cal Use of Fresnel Prisms”. Two other 
lectures included “Non Invasive Mi¬ 
crospectrophotometry of Butterfly 
Photoreceptors” by Dr. Gary Bernard, 
and “Visual Acuity in Man and Birds” 
by Dr. William Miller. 
Dr. Stanley B. Hersh, who was 
chairman of this first reunion and con¬ 
vocation. acted as moderator. Dr. An¬ 
drew S. Wong, president of Yale 
Alumni in Ophthalmology, conducted 
a brief business meeting at the close of 
the scientific session. Members then 
joined their wives for a social hour and 
dinner with dancing at the Lawn Club. 
On Saturday morning Dr. Thomas J. 
Walsh and Dr. Robert L. Lesser con¬ 
ducted a neuroophthalmology sym¬ 
posium on “Diplopia”, which was 
held at the Brady Auditorium. Assist¬ 
ing were Dr. Caleb Gonzalez and Dr. 
James Puklin. 
The next reunion of Yale Alumni in 
Ophthalmology will be held in Dallas, 
Texas on Wednesday, October 5, 1977 
from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m., at the Dallas 
Hilton Hotel, Parlor Room 414, during 
the annual convention of the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology and 
Otolaryngology. 
The Annual Meeting 
The annual meeting of the Association 
of Yale Alumni in Medicine was held in 
Harkness Auditorium at noon on Satur¬ 
day, June 4. President John Ogilvie, 
M.D., ’34, welcomed the members and 
their guests and expressed gratitude to 
Harvey Young and the Class of 1952 
for their special fund raising efforts. 
Later in the meeting. Dean Robert W. 
Berliner expressed appreciation for Dr. 
Ogilvie’s activities as President of the 
Association, and presented him a cer¬ 
tificate in grateful recognition of his 
services. 
The following slate was recom¬ 
mended for nomination to office: Wil¬ 
liam L. Kissick, M.D., ’57.president; 
Nicholas P. R. Spinelli, M.D., ’44, 
vice-president; John W. Blanton, 
M.D., ’70, Joel Kavet, M.P.H., 
SC.D., ’67, and Harvey L. Young, 
M.D., ’52, renominated for two years 
to the executive committee; Walter J. 
Burdette, M.D., '42, and Joseph F. J. 
Curi, M.D., ’64, for two years to the 
executive committee; Remo Fabbri, Jr., 
M.D., ’64, and R. Leonard Kemler, 
M.D., ’43, for three years as rep¬ 
resentatives to the Association of 
Yale Alumni; and Archie J. Golden, 
M.D., ’50, to fill the last year of the 
term of William Meffert, who resigned 
as representative to the AY A. The enti re 
slate was elected unanimously. 
School of Nursing Building 
Dedication 
The School of Nursing dedicated its 
new building on the afternoon of June 
4, as a part of its alumnae activities. 
The building, a former parochial grade 
school at 855 Howard Avenue, has 
been completely remodeled inside to 
accommodate the growing programs of 
Yale’s graduate School of Nursing. 
The project provides approximately 50 
new offices, ten classrooms, lounges, 
and special facilities including a teach¬ 
ing laboratory, a convertible physical 
diagnosis training room, an audio¬ 
visual teaching/leaming space, a con¬ 
ference room, and a two-story refer¬ 
ence room. 
The remodeling, costing approxi¬ 
mately $1 million, was funded primar¬ 
ily by a Division of Nursing, UPHS, 
and a Department of H E. W. grant. 
Matching funds were given by the 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation, the 
Booth-Ferris Foundation, friends and 
colleagues of former Dean Margaret G. 
Amstein, alumnae, and other col¬ 
leagues. The building project was 
begun July 1, 1976 and completed in 
April this year. 
Distinguished guests from the Uni¬ 
versity, the Federal government, other 
schools of nursing in Connecticut, and 
the Yale-New Haven Medical Center 
joined in a reception and tours of the 
facility following the dedication cere¬ 
mony. The dedication followed a day 
of presentations on clinical work re¬ 
search, and teaching offered each year 
as “Alumnae College.” About 150 
alumnae attended the weekend ac¬ 
tivities, which included a banquet at 
Kline Biology Tower and the presenta¬ 
tion of four Distinguished Alumnae 
Awards. 
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1927 
Fiftieth 
by Harry Zimmerman 
The Class of '27 celebrated its 50th 
reunion on Medical Alumni Day June 
4th and of the original class of 44 
graduates, 25 still remain but, alas, not 
all of us in good health. Travel dis¬ 
tances and physical infirmities re¬ 
stricted the number of returning alumni 
to eight, but wives and guests of the 
class members swelled the number who 
sat down to the class reunion dinner at 
Mory's to 19. 
Your secretary attempted to reach 
the class members by letter and in most 
instances by phone, but not always with 
success. Daniel Morton in Los 
Angeles wrote that he was sorry he 
couldn’t come to New Haven; Dawson 
Tyson in Vermont indicated that he 
would come for the daytime activities 
but could not stay for dinner; it turned 
out that he could not come for either. 
Doug Sprunt wrote from Memphis 
that he and his wife Edith would have to 
miss the reunion because Doug’s health 
would prevent his travelling. A phone 
call to Ed Harkavy elicited the fact that 
non-cancellable patient appointments 
prevented his leaving New York. It was 
disappointing to miss Herman Gold¬ 
stein who had written that he was plan¬ 
ning to come from Miami with his wife 
but somehow didn't arrive. 
An especially sad incident occurred 
when some ten days before the reunion. 
Leo Elson called by phone from 
Jackson, Mississippi to say that he and 
his wife Sue were coming and that she 
would bring a reunion cake to cele¬ 
brate. Most of us had not seen Leo since 
graduation fifty years ago. A week later 
Sue called to say that Leo succumbed to 
a coronary attack the previous night. 
The morning of reunion day which 
turned out sunny and warm was oc¬ 
cupied in attending several informal 
lectures by members of the faculty, 
meeting Dean Robert Berliner, touring 
the many new buildings that have al¬ 
most completely altered the physical 
facilities of the medical school we 
knew in 1927 and finally, in attending 
the annual meeting of the Association 
of Yale Alumni in Medicine. 
Luncheon served in Harkness Dor¬ 
mitory provided an opportunity to 
renew acquaintances with members of 
contemporary classes who were also 
attending their reunions. The afternoon 
found some of our class members tour¬ 
ing the newly opened and already fa¬ 
mous Mellon Museum of British Art, 
and others attending the dedication of 
the new Nursing School facilities. In 
the late afternoon we were reunited at a 
cocktail party at Harkness Dormitory, 
from which we all left for Mory's on 
York Street, and the class dinner. 
Those in attendance were Henry and 
Grace Fineberg, Meyer and Dorothy 
Friedenson, Albert and Anna Jab- 
lonsky, Lewis and Nancy James, Wil¬ 
liam Meredith and his sister-in-law 
Mrs. Olga White, Joseph and Edreth 
Videtti and their guests Mr. and Mrs. 
Alfred Pagano, Harry and Miriam 
Zimmerman, and George Zinn with 
his son and grandson, all three named 
George, who travelled the greatest dis¬ 
tance to come to the reunion from their 
home in Detroit. The dinner, enlivened 
with many tales by the class raconteur 
Henry Fineberg, ended with a unani¬ 
mous vote to defy custom by holding a 
fifty-fifth class reunion and dinner in 
1982. 
Ernesto Icaza wrote from Mexico that 
poor health prevented him from attend¬ 
ing the 50th reunion activities. He re¬ 
called that in 1934 he received a Gold 
Medal award from the American Medi¬ 
cal Association for excellence of a sci¬ 
entific exhibit illustrating diagnosis and 
pathology of human amebiasis. 
1932 
Forty-fifth 
by Clement Clarke 
Our present roster consists of 35 
classmates plus 11 others whose main 
associations were with the class of '32. 
Out of this 46, we got 25 responses: 8 
present in person with 4 spouses and 1 
daughter, 7 nice letters, and 10regrets. 
Our program was in keeping with the 
august seniority of the group. Some 
attended the splendid activities at the 
School, then we had dinner at Mory’s 
on Saturday night, June 4th. Those pres¬ 
ent were Clem Clarke, Bob and Robin 
Cushing and daughter Hilary, Joe and 
Monica Donnelly, Storer P. Hum¬ 
phreys, Lloyd Minor, Mario Pal- 
mieri, Artie and Barbara Present, 
Rudy and Ellen Vandeveer. There 
was no official program but a very 
pleasant nostalgic evening was spent in 
hearing news from those present and 
reading letters received from those un¬ 
able to attend. 
Artie Present took the prize for com¬ 
ing the longest distance but he got dou¬ 
ble reward by including his 50th Yale 
College reunion on the same junket as 
well as a trip to Martha’s Vineyard and 
other parts of New England. He con¬ 
tinues on as a professor of radiology at 
the University of Arizona in Tucson. 
He was full of news of a number of old 
friends, including Bob Huntington 
(’33), pathologist out in California, 
who has just come out with a new book. 
Health, retirement and grandchil¬ 
dren gave a familiar tone to the conver¬ 
sation but the accomplishments of 
some of our classmates were com¬ 
mented on and class pride reared its 
head. The letter from Jack Wolfe in¬ 
cluded news of his recent retirement as 
a plastic surgeon in Louisville. He has 
spent part of his lifetime in India and in 
China after, as well as during, WW II. 
He is now retiring to Naples, Florida 
where he hopes to pursue his interest in 
sculpture. As he says, "the use of a 
mallet and chisel is great for aggressive 
instincts.” He had one other most un¬ 
usual comment: "The Alumni Fund 
has lost touch with me”, and enclosed a 
$100.00 check. All take note! Fred 
Beck is still at Ithaca. He has retired 
from Cornell University Medical Serv¬ 
ice of which he was director for a 
number of years. He has three married 
children and one grandchild and is in 
reasonably good health. 
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Henry Brill has also retired from his 
lifetime in psychiatry in New York 
State. He finds that being retired does 
not let him out of considerable teach¬ 
ing, consulting and writing. Lee Farr 
has moved into San Francisco from 
Carmel where “I am enjoying a re¬ 
tiree’s life” but he, being Lee, finds 
plenty to keep him occupied. At the 
present time, he and his wife are on a 2 
or 3 months trip on the QEII covering 
most of Africa and Europe. Frank 
Carroll remains active in his ophthal- 
mological practice in Rye and New 
York City, although he has, like some 
of the rest of us, given up the surgical 
side of his work. Myron Wegman sent 
a very interesting and newsy letter. He 
had to retire as Dean of the School of 
Public Health at the University of 
Michigan but returns as a professor 
without administrative responsibility 
until 1978. He pinpoints his life by say¬ 
ing, “a Dean never plans his day, he 
rockets from one crisis to another while 
a professor has to plan his teaching for a 
whole semester.” He has been on one 
of the recent missions in China to study 
the health program there. His highly 
productive and successful life has 
borne out his promise as 1932's val¬ 
edictorian . Connie Lam who has faith¬ 
fully attended most of our reunions 
couldn't make it this time as grandchil¬ 
dren took priority. He maintains his 
consultant capacity in thoracic surgery 
at Henry Ford Hospital. Various other 
names cropped up during the course of 
the evening including Johnny Gobere 
who didn’t finish medical school but 
married and lives in the eastern south 
somewhere. Tom Farthing has retired 
and left the San Francisco area and is 
now living in North Carolina. Rudy 
Vandeveer is pretty well retired from 
his pediatric practice in Rome, New 
York, as is Myron Adams from his 
pediatric group in Tennessee. Myron 
has a sister in the New Haven area 
through which news percolates occa¬ 
sionally . He has recently returned from 
a trip abroad, and gets back to 
“Hahvaard” occasionally for a foot¬ 
ball game. 
In New Haven, Gid deForest is still 
practicing internal medicine particu¬ 
larly related to arthritis. Storer Hum¬ 
phreys is still active in neurosurgery in 
the Boston area. Shorty Clarke has 
given up his surgical and hospital work 
but still maintains an office practice in 
ophthalmology in New Haven and de¬ 
votes all spare time to his sail boat and 
three grandchildren. All in all, the 
meeting was low key and delightful. I 
think everyone there had only one re¬ 
gret, namely that more were not there 
too. But there is another one coming! 
1937 
Fortieth 
by Wilbur Johnston 
Five years ago as we shook hands in 
farewell and vowed to meet again in 
1977, none of us realized how fast time 
would pass. 
All who attended this reunion on 
June 3rd and 4th can attest to the fine 
scientific programs on Friday and 
Saturday mornings and to the 100th 
Birthday Anniversary Commemoration 
of Professor Charles-Edward A. 
Winslow which recalled memories of 
his public health lectures in Brady Au¬ 
ditorium. For those of us inclined to¬ 
ward the lighter side, certainly the 
movie portraying the obtaining of 
bodies for anatomical study was both 
enlightening and entertaining. 
On Saturday, a delightful sherry 
hour and luncheon was enjoyed by all 
and although the friendly breezes al¬ 
most blew the canopy down, the stal¬ 
wart columns of Edward S. Harkness 
Dining Hall held fast. The afternoon 
program devoted to the Yale School of 
Nursing dedication ceremonies was fol¬ 
lowed by a social hour in Edward S. 
Harkness Lounge where we were able 
to visit with our many friends. 
Specifically, regarding the class of 
’37, we pay respect to Allan B. Crun- 
den, Jr., Robert C. Horn, Jr., and 
William M. Wiepert, three of our 
members who passed away last Oc¬ 
tober. 
Our class was represented by the re¬ 
turn of Jean Wells, Louise and Alfred 
King, Barbara and Jim Morrill, Mar¬ 
ion and A1 Spicer, Ellie and Morgan 
Sargent and Betty and Bill Johnston. 
In the evening. Bill and Betty 
Johnston were host and hostess for 
cocktails and supper at their home, and 
a warm spring evening followed what 
any poet would have called a rare day in 
June. 
A toast was raised to Clair B. 
Crampton presently recovering from a 
coronary occlusion and we all wished 
him a speedy recovery. 
Of some interest: Jim Morrill pre¬ 
sented three medical texts of historical 
value to the Yale Medical Library; the 
first, “The Medical Pocket Book, 2nd 
edition,” by John Elliot, M.D., pub¬ 
lished in 1781 with a description of the 
symptoms and treatments of diseases 
and conditions arranged alphabetically 
from “abortion” to “warts” was for¬ 
merly owned by Jim’s father and grand¬ 
father, both physicians. The second, 
“The Principles of Surgery” by John 
Bell, Surgeon, was published in 1812 
and I found chapter XXIV, “Tumours 
of the Gums, Lips, Cheeks and 
Throat”, most interesting. A third vol¬ 
ume, “Plain Home Talk”, embracing 
medical common sense and illustrated 
throughout, was written by Edward B. 
Foote, M.D. and published in 1858. It 
is both informative and entertaining. 
Our evening together after forty 
years was much too short and hardly 
time enough to “remember” the old 
dormitories. Oak Street with Mrs. 
Glick’s second-hand furniture shop, 
Achenbrodal’s Restaurant on Crown 
Street where fifty cents would buy a 
steak sandwich and a beer, or the open 
trolley rides to the Yale Bowl Football 
games. 
We regretted that there were not 
more of us and all hoped that Louise 
and A1 King would enjoy their retire¬ 
ment in Florida. Jean, Jim, Morgan, A1 
and Bill, although slowing down, still 
feel our services are needed and hope¬ 
fully Uncle Sam appreciates the taxes 
we pay. 
Here’s to our forty-fifth reunion 
which will be like the day after tomor¬ 
row! 
Wilbur Johnston has been named 
president of The American Association 
of Orthodontists at the 77th annual ses¬ 
sion of the 3,000-member organization 
in Atlanta. Dr. Johnston is also a Di- 
plomate of the American Board of Or¬ 
thodontics, a member of the American 
Dental Association, the New Haven 
Medical Society, a Fellow of the 
American College of Dentistry and the 
International College of Dentistry. 
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1942 
Thirty-fifth 
by Charles Scholhamer 
Thirteen members of our class attended 
our 35th reunion the weekend of June 3 
and 4. They were: Eugene de Hostos, 
William Harrison, Jr., and with their 
wives, Charles Harms, Leo Keller- 
man, Patrick Mullins, Michael 
Puzak, Samuel Ritvo, Charles 
Scholhamer, Richmond Smith, Jr., 
Edgar Taft, Francis Vose, Irving 
Wolfson, and Raymond Zagraniski. 
All attended the Saturday meetings, the 
sherry party and the luncheon at the 
medical school, an informal cocktail 
party at Charlie and Anne Scholham- 
er’s home followed by the reunion din¬ 
ner at the New Haven Country Club in 
Hamden. After dinner there was a 
“This Is Your Life” type of format in 
which all husbands and wives dis¬ 
cussed the past, present, and our won¬ 
derful kids. 
Steve Mullins and Charlie Harms 
have now retired and the remainder of 
us are sweating it out. Steve, who orig¬ 
inally practiced urology in Utica, 
joined the Navy as a civilian physician 
in North Carolina and now has retired 
in Morehead City, North Carolina. 
Charlie, after many years in family 
practice, has retired and resides in Man- 
toloking. New Jersey. Charlie 
Scholhamer is an associate medical di¬ 
rector at Aetna Life & Casualty Insur¬ 
ance Company in Hartford, Conn., a 
position in which he has been employed 
full time for the last six years. 
After dinner, most of us retired to the 
Scholhamers’ home for further liba¬ 
tions. At the reunion dinner $710 was 
collected as a special gift to the Yale 
Medical School Alumni Fund. 
1947 
Thirtieth 
by William Maniatis 
Thirty years pass in the twinkle of an 
eye but the memories of the 47th were 
vivid as they were reminisced June 4th 
at the beautiful shore villa of Alice and 
Bob Newton overlooking the Sound in 
Branford. 
The weekend agenda was heralded 
by a Surgical Symposium highlighting 
papers by Bob Chase and Bill Collins. 
Larry Crowley and Harry Shumacker, 
with whom many of the class were as¬ 
sociated at YMS, were also on the 
speakers roster. 
Many reunion strangers graced the 
festivities. Igor Tamm and classmate 
spouse Olive Pitkin were among those 
too long absent. Owen Doyle made the 
pilgrimage from North Carolina and 
promises to be accountable in five 
years. The Northeast Corridor regulars 
were lifting their glasses when the as¬ 
semblage was called. Newton, Col¬ 
lins, Darrow, Blansfield, Chase, 
Machcinski, Perry, Ziegra, Dean, 
Horton, Cannon, Epstein, Breg, 
Maniatis, Kerin and Mache all added 
to the scene of merrymaking. The 
California pioneer George Barnes was 
present with his lovely wife, Ellie. Bill 
Rudman braved the trek from Chicago 
and enjoyed the challenge of the Yale 
Golf Course. Unfortunately Phil Phil- 
bin was unable to arrange his busy 
schedule since he was riding camels in 
Egypt with the Near East Diplomates. 
As the sun was setting on a perfect 
weekend of the quinquennial reunion 
the heady revelers were treated with a 
synopsis of rare pictures from the first 
year at YMS through the reunion high¬ 
lights of the passing years. 
Robert Chase, who has resigned as 
president and director of the National 
Board of Medical Examiners, will re¬ 
join the faculty of Stanford University 
School of Medicine in September as 
Emile Holman Professor of Surgery 
and professor in the Department of 
Structural Biology. 
1952 
Twenty-fifth 
by Harvey Young 
Seventeen members of our class re¬ 
turned to celebrate our 25th reunion. Of 
a $25,000 hoped-for goal ,$11,526 has 
been reached as a special class gift to 
the Yale Medical School Alumni Fund. 
Maurice Bogdonoff and Lou Mat- 
tie hosted the week-end activities. Fri¬ 
day night was celebrated with beverage 
and conversation in the Morse College 
Commons and a memorable Saturday 
evening was spent at Mory’s. After a 
fine dinner. Mo Bogdonoff presented a 
soliloquy on THE CHALLENGE OF 
THE FUTURE! Each member of the 
class was then invited to comment on 
his or her impressions of the past and 
the immediate future. Some of the ideas 
presented were: some additional fed¬ 
eral intervention into medical care 
seems inevitable; we physicians must 
be more than critics; medicine must not 
be practiced as a business; we have not 
been good medical leaders; we must get 
involved; and Yale did indeed give us a 
good educational experience. Some 
have made mid-career changes and 
have been very happy with their voca¬ 
tional choices. 
Those attending were: John and 
Gloria Wolff, Xenia, Ohio; Bob and 
Maggie Gerety, Fairfield. Ct.; Don 
and Judy Schultz, Kingston, N.Y.; 
John and Peggy Roberts, Philadel¬ 
phia, Penn.; Phil Deane, Mercer Is¬ 
land, Wa.; Vio and Pauline Peralta, 
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone; Bill and 
Siggie Centerwall, Redlands, Ca.; 
Ken and Emily Bartels, Henderson¬ 
ville, N.C.; Seth and Mrs. Abraham- 
son, N.Y.; Bill and Jean Klatehko, 
Lebanon, Penn.; Dick and Mary 
Floyd, Lexington, Kentucky; Lou and 
Camille Mattie, New Haven, Conn.; 
Mo Bogdonoff, Chicago, Ill.; Doris 
and Garvall Booker, N.Y.; Bob and 
Cicely Zeppa, Miami, Florida; and 
Harvey and Hilda Young, Spokane, 
Wa. 
During dinner, a moment of silence 
was held in respect of Bert K. O. Kus- 
serow, Robert I. Weed and Jack R. 
Royce, three members of our class who 
died within the past two years. 
The evening closed in the late hours 
in the lounge at the Holiday Inn. The 
25th was great but already conversation 
was heard with regards to returning in 
five years for our 30th! 
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1957 
Twentieth 
by Jack Levin 
Our 20th reunion was very successful. 
Thirty-four classmates (43% of the 
class), most of them accompanied by 
their wives, returned to New Haven for 
Medical Alumni Day. Those who 
traveled the farthest to attend were 
Jane Battaglia (from Denver, Col¬ 
orado) and Dave Martin (from 
Wabasha, Minnesota); and the person 
about to travel the farthest (as has been 
the case ever since medical school) was 
Howie Minners, who is about to be 
loaned by the National Institutes of 
Health to the World Health Organiza¬ 
tion in Geneva, Switzerland. 
In addition to attending the program 
presented by the School of Medicine on 
Saturday, those returning re-convened 
for cocktails and dinner at the lovely 
beach home of Bill and Barbara Was- 
kowitz, in Clinton, Connecticut. The 
weather was perfect,and the beach and 
superb view of Long Island Sound 
added to the pleasure of the evening. As 
Bill had promised, there was unlimited 
food and drink of high quality, and the 
evening was enjoyed by all. The plea¬ 
sure of the evening was increased by 
the occasional appearance of another 
classmate, who had been unable to ar¬ 
rive in New Haven earlier. Un¬ 
scheduled entertainment was provided 
by Arthur Taub who, for twenty years 
has carefully guarded his tape record¬ 
ing of the class show. Having a chance 
to listen to the various skits again 
brought back many pleasant memories 
of past associations and of classmates 
who were not present. Hopefully, we 
have become better physicians than we 
were singers and dancers. 
Members of the class who attended 
the reunion were: Vince Andriole, 
Jane Battaglia, Jack and Barbara 
Blechner, Carl and Diane Brinkman, 
Jack and Anne Carey, Louis and 
Matty Cooper, Dick and Alice Cross, 
Tom and Nancy Danaher, Jose and 
Karin Demis, Ed Eyerman, Hal and 
Jo Fallon, Bob Fishbein, Ron and Es¬ 
telle Fishbein, Joyce and Bill 
Gryboski, Gil and Carol Hogan, 
Warren and Barbara Johnson, Bill 
and Priscilla kissick. Jack and Fran- 
cine Levin, Mark and Ellen Marshall, 
Dave and Sylvia Martin, Howie Min¬ 
ners, Bob and Jill Modlin, George and 
Pat Nelson, Herb and Ann Newman, 
Tom and Nancy O’Brien, Ray Phil¬ 
lips, Cliff and Barbara Reifler, Lath 
and Geri Roberts, Mel and Marianne 
Roberts, Stan Simbonis, Bob and 
Marion Southworth, Don Stahl, Ar¬ 
thur and Sheila Taub, and Bill and 
Barbara Waskowitz. 
Twenty-one of the 34 returnees are in 
private practice, 12 are full-time mem¬ 
bers of medical school faculties, and 
one is a member of the administrative 
staff of the National Institutes of 
Health. A partial tabulation of the ques¬ 
tionnaires which many returned, indi¬ 
cated that at least 20 members of the 
class are full-time members of medical 
school faculties, including 12 profes¬ 
sors and 6 departmental chairmen. 
More details of the current status of the 
class will follow shortly in a newsletter 
from me. 
In significant part due to the success¬ 
ful efforts of Bill and Barbara Was¬ 
kowitz, this reunion will be the stan¬ 
dard by which our future reunions will 
be judged. I hope that those of you who 
were unable to be in New Haven on 
June4, 1977 will join us in 1982 for the 
25th reunion. 
1962 
Reunion report not yet received. 
1967 
Tenth 
by Robert Kirkwood 
In June, nineteen of our class members 
and their wives gathered in New Haven 
at Tivolbs Restaurant to renew friend¬ 
ships over good food. We found New 
Haven to have changed very little, al¬ 
though there are great plans for expand¬ 
ing and modernizing the medical cen¬ 
ter. 
Four of our class have remained in 
New Haven. Jim Dowaliby, recently 
married to Joanne Thompson, is very 
busy in the practice of ENT. Our class 
“father” has remained timeless and is 
in terrific spirits. Brian Rigney started 
at the top by becoming chief of the 
Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology at St. Raphael’s Hospital. 
He and Sue now have five children. 
David Tilson, an assistant professor at 
Yale in the Department of Surgery, 
lives on the shore and has taken up 
fishing, keeping a boat at his dock. Bob 
Noth, also at Yale, is an assistant pro¬ 
fessor of medicine. He has kept his 
interest in playing the cello in chamber 
music groups. 
Farther north, Peter Zeman and 
Martin Wand have settled in Hartford. 
Peter is now a psychiatrist at The Insti¬ 
tute of Living and Martin has gone into 
the practice of ophthalmology. 
Continuing up the Connecticut 
River, Tony Lovell has settled in 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts and is in 
the private practice of cardiology. Tony 
has become an avid farmer with a large 
garden and even a greenhouse. He and 
Kathy have two children. Through 
Tony, I have also settled in Long- 
meadow where I am doing neuro¬ 
radiology at The Baystate Medical 
Center in Springfield. I was married 
three years ago to Gale Duncan, and we 
now have three children and are expect¬ 
ing a fourth in February. I am sailing an 
old wooden sloop on Long Island 
Sound and our whole family actively 
skis in the winter. 
Many have settled in Boston. John 
Pastore is a cardiologist at St. 
Elizabeth's Hospital and Jim Dineen 
and Steve Miller are both at Mas¬ 
sachusetts General where Jim is in 
charge of continuing medical education 
particularly with regard to emergency 
room services and Steve is a cardiac 
radiologist. Steve continued his interest 
in sailing, in spite of seasickness, but 
finally gave it up after a hurricane got 
the better of his boat. Dan Arons is 
doing endocrinology as a full-time 
physician at The Mount Auburn Hospi¬ 
tal in Cambridge. Larry Henry has 
been fine and is now in charge of the 
surgical outpatient department, includ¬ 
ing the emergency service at the Peter 
Bent Brigham Hospital. He has slowed 
down a bit, but not much! 
Bob Young, still a bachelor, has 
taken a residence in the Washington, 
D.C. area where he is in charge of the 
Federal Drug Administration’s De¬ 
partment on Cancer Chemotherapy. He 
has been testifying frequently against 
Laetrile and he gets my vote for being 
the one in the hot seat at this time. 
Karen Harkavy Toker lives near 
Washington and is doing pediatrics, as 
is A1 Scheuer, also in northern Vir¬ 
ginia. Richard Hart is a cardiologist in 
Arlington, Virginia and Mel Goldblat 
is an internist in northern New Jersey. 
The longest travelers were Ken 
Crumley and Bill Perkins who came 
continued on next page 
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from California. Ken is a pediatric 
psychiatrist at the University of 
California Medical Center in Los 
Angeles. He is still singing, and 
brought his song book so we could all 
sing a few bars of "barbershop'' while 
his wife Cindy played the piano. Ken 
met Cindy in Gallup, New Mexico 
while he was there with the Public 
Health Service. Bill Perkins was mar¬ 
ried on April 2. This resulted from a 
Sierra Club-sponsored ski trip to 
Mammoth Mountain, a story just like in 
the magazines! 
Many of those who were unable to 
come have written. Cynthia Rapp 
Curry lives in Fresno, California, 
where she began a clinical genetics ser¬ 
vice which has been sponsored by The 
University of California in San Fran¬ 
cisco. She is growing olives, oranges, 
and peaches in her yard, and who 
knows, maybe some hybrids. Laura 
Kirchman Manuelidis is a neuro¬ 
pathologist at Yale. She has two 
"bambenos”. Dave Conkle is a staff 
surgeon at The National Heart Institute 
at Bethesda where he does five to six 
major heart procedures a week (not 
enough according to him). Mary Jur- 
bala, also a neuropathologist, is at the 
Norwich Hospital and was unable to 
attend because she was taking her 
neuropathology boards. John Northup 
is in the private practice of gastroen¬ 
terology in Savannah, Georgia. Harry 
Holcomb has finished his orthopedic 
training at the University of Virginia to 
become the only orthopedist in a small 
town. He just sent a postcard from the 
coast of Maine where he is sailing, of 
course. Joe Morris is also in or¬ 
thopedics but in Eastern Maryland be¬ 
tween the ocean and the Chesapeake 
and Carl Lane is a thoracic surgeon in 
Roanoke, Virginia. 1 have seen him 
when he has visited his mother in 
Longmeadow. He still plays the guitar. 
Melvin Korobkin continues to live in 
California with Rowena. He is now an 
associate professor of radiology at The 
University of California in San Fran¬ 
cisco and is making a real name for 
himself in the field of computed tomog¬ 
raphy of the abdomen. Rowena is a 
neurologist at the Stanford University 
Medical Center. Peter Herbert is leav¬ 
ing his "fat" job at NIH and is moving 
to Rhode Island where he will be at the 
Rhode Island Hospital, presumably 
doing lipid chemistry. He was unable to 
attend because his son Garth decided to 
have appendicitis on reunion weekend. 
Arthur Beaudet is doing pediatric 
genetics in Houston, Texas. He has 
also become an active sailor racing his 
Day Sailer across the country in na¬ 
tional competition. 
Please write to me about your lives. 
My address: Department of Radiology, 
Baystate Medical Center, 759 Chestnut 
Street, Springfield, Massachusetts 
01107. 
1972 
Fifth 
by Harry Malech 
Our class had the first of what we hope 
will be many 5-year reunion dinners. 
The dinner was held at the Tivoli 
Restaurant on Saturday, June 4 at 6:30 
p.m. 
Those attending were John and Lynn 
Fulkerson, Robert and Louise 
Glassman, Bruce and SherryJ1 Haak, 
Anthony Jackson and Marci Brown, 
Harry and Emily Malech, Ward and 
Mary McFarland, James Nathanson. 
Mark and Lesley Osias, David and 
Ann Romond, Charles and Susan 
Scholhamer, Gary Strauss with his 
wife and children, and Lawrence and 
Barbara Temkin. 
There was some discussion of things 
past but mostly there was a lot of catch¬ 
ing up on the present status of both 
those who attended and those who 
could not make it to the dinner. 
Bruce Haak and Arthur Seigel ('76 
house staff) announce the opening of 
their office. Neurological Associates of 
New Haven, for the practice of neurol¬ 
ogy, electroencephalography and elec¬ 
tromyography, at the newly established 
Temple Street Medical Center. 
In July Fred Hyde assumed the new 
position of vice president for plan¬ 
ning at Yale-New Haven Hospital, with 
responsibility for the planning of 
program and facility changes for the 
Hospital, working with its medical 
and administrative leadership and 
with personnel of the Yale-New Haven 
Medical Center, Inc. 
He will be the primary liaison be¬ 
tween Yale-New Haven Hospital and 
regional and state health planning 
agencies and will direct the Hospital’s 
community and government relations 
programs. In addition, he will explore 
ways in which the Hospital should ex¬ 
tend its services through affiliations or 
other cooperative or shared programs 
with other hospitals and health care 
agencies. His duties will also include 
direction of the Hospital’s fund de¬ 
velopment program. 
Dr. Hyde, also a graduate of Yale 
Law School, was admitted to the Con¬ 
necticut bar in 1975 and just previous to 
his new appointment, was vice presi¬ 
dent and genera] counsel of the Connec¬ 
ticut Hospital Association. 
NECROLOGY 
'16M.D. Lloyd L. Maurer. August 
19, 1977 
ex ’22 P.H. Margaret Hotchkiss, 
March 31. 1977 
ex ’24 M.D. Mary P. Jeffery, date not 
known 
ex '26 M.D. Locke L. MacKenzie, 
May 10, 1977 
’27 M.D. Leo Elson. May 15, 1977 
'29 M.D. Morris A. Cohn, May 
19, 1977 
'31 M.D. A. Allison Wills, 
February 16, 1977 
"53 Hs. William West, June 15. 
1977 
’54 P.H. Mrs. Francisco L. 
Vicuna, date not known 
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1976-77 Medical School Alumni Fund Campaign 
A Message from the Dean 
This report of the Medical School Alumni Fund 
demonstrates the interest and devotion of our alumni. It is 
extremely encouraging to see the annual giving reach a 
new high at a time when unrestricted funds are so badly 
needed. 
I am often asked how the Alumni Fund is used and in 
what ways it benefits the School. One of our critical needs 
is money for student financial aid, particularly loans. For 
the past several years the Alumni Fund annual giving has 
been used primarily for this purpose. The income from 
this past year's campaign will also be used to provide 
student loans. 
About two-thirds of our students require financial aid. 
Since the School's scholarship and loan funds are in¬ 
adequate to meet this need, many students must seek funds 
from other sources, often under unfavorable conditions. 
The Alumni Fund is extremely important in that it adds to 
our resources for student financial aid. 
I want to thank and commend Harvey Young and all of 
those alumni who worked with him to make the 1976-77 
campaign such a success. 
Robert W. Berliner, M.D. 
Dear Medical School Alumni: 
It has again been a record year, with a total of $143,137 
contributed, compared to $131,169 last year. We have 
also increased our percent of participation from 49% to 
51%! These unrestricted funds give the administration of 
our medical school the type of support so critically needed 
at this time. 
My thanks to all those who participated, and in particu¬ 
lar, the Class Agents, and Vice-Chairmen Malvin White, 
William McClelland and John Cieply. 
Sincerely, 
Dear Public Health Graduates, 
The magic words this year were “Ira V. Hiscock”. A 
special appeal was made to all those who graduated during 
the years that Dr. Hiscock was chairman, for financial 
support to relocate the library and to name it in his honor. 
In the relatively short period of occupancy of the “new” 
building, the student body has about tripled in size. The 
consequent acquisitions of large numbers of books and 
journals and the need for additional seating space have 
necessitated a move within the building that will increase 
the library size by about fifty percent. 
The warmth of feeling that is held for Ira Hiscock was 
amply demonstrated by the response to the special fund 
drive. The support of graduates since the Hiscock days 
was equally generous, resulting in a grand total of 
$30,030. This surpasses all previous accomplishments 
without the obvious benefits of a matching challenge gift 
as was the case last year. 
Our fond hope is that all the graduates who contributed 
so generously, many for the first time, will have found it a 
gratifying and comparatively painless experience and will 
continue to support the department at the same, or even 
higher, level of giving. 
We thank you one and all, finding it impossible to 
express adequately the depth of our appreciation. 
Cordially, 
Kathleen H. Howe Robert W. McCollum, M.D. 
M.P.H. 1956 D.P.H. Chairman 
Eric W. Mood 
M.P.H. 1943 
Harvey L. Young, M.D., 1952 
Chairman 
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Fund Officers 1976-77 MAJOR GIFT DONORS 
Medical School Alumni Fund 
Harvey L. Young, '52, Chairman 
J. Roswell Gallagher. '30 
Bequest and Endowment Chairman 
Malvin F. White, ’31, Vice-Chairman 
William K. McClellend. '47, 
Vice-Chairman 
John L. Cieply, '71, Vice-Chairman 
Public Health Alumni Fund 
Robert W. McCollum, Chairman 
Kathleen Howe, "56, Volunteer Co- 
Chairman 
Eric W. Mood. '43 Volunteer Co- 
Chairman 
MEDICAL SCHOOL ALUMNI 
FUND 
Chairman's Gift Association 
Donors of $500 to $1000 
Nathan Levy, '21 
Daniel F. Harvey, '33* 
Harry Sherman, '34* 
Margaret C. L. Gildea, '36* 
Rebecca Z. Solomon, '39 
Walter J. Burdette, '42 
Nicholas P. R. Spinelli, '44* 
Thomas J. Coleman, '46* 
Arthur A. Pava, '5 1 
John L. Wolff. "52 
John Downing Rice. Jr., '53* 
Richard Charles Miller, "58 
Warren D. Widmann, ’61* 
Donald G. Skinner, '64 
Robert J. Winer, '68 
Mr. & Mrs. H. Pelham Curtis (Parents) 
Elihu Yale Association and 
Chairman's Gift Association 
Donors of $1000 and over 
Myron A. Sailick, '24* 
David M. Raskind. '24* 
Lewis A. Scheur. '28* 
Sanfurd G. Bluestein, ’46* 
Lowell I. Goodman, ’51* 
Arthur P. Hustead, ’52 
John Macklin Roberts, '52 
Mary Wheatland Schley, ’52 
John H. Wagner. Jr. '52 
Harvey L. Young, '52* 
William H. Hindle. '56 
Leo H. Von Euler, '59 
Thomas B. Caldwell III, '65 
Andrew D. Cook, '71 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis A. Bartha (Parents) 
Nathan Hale Association and 
Chairman's Gift Association 
Donors of $5000 and over 
Mrs. Frederick G. Wilson, '30 
John B. Ogilvie. ’34* 
Member of a Special Gifts Association 
last year. 
PUBLIC HEALTH ALUMNI FUND 
Chairman Gift Association 
Donors of $500 to $1000 
Ira V. Hiscock, ’21 
Andrew S. Wong, '38 
Robert W. McCollum 
Elihu Yale Association and 
Chairman's Gift Association 
Donors of $1000 and over 
Isidore S. Falk, ’23 
Philip S. Platt. ’27 
Nathan Hale Association and 
Chairman's Gift Association 
Donors of $5000 and over 
Leona Baumgartner, ’32 
Mrs. Frederick G. Wilson, '34 
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1975-6 1975-6 1976-7 1976-7 
Year(s) Agent % Part. Total % Part. Total 
1900-20 Charles C. Murphy 42% $ 883 36% $ 1,129 
1921 Barnett Greenhouse 67% 245 67% 345 
1922 Edward T. Wakeman 57% 450 62% 390 
1923 William Cohen 50% 500 73% 725 
1924 Myron A. Sailick 64% 1,870 67% 4,070 
1925 Alice A. S. Whittier 58% 540 61% 690 
1926 Maxwell Bogin 56% 685 46% 435 
1927 Henry Irwin Fineberg 46% 1,265 50% 2,050 
1928 Clement F. Batelli 43% 1,653 54% 1,668 
1929 Paul F. McAlenney 76% 1,642 78% 1.224 
1930 J. Edward Flynn 44% 17,840 36% 6,010 
1931 Michael D'Amico 36% 1.250 39% 1,360 
1932 Storer P. Humphreys 47% 809 57% 1,122 
1933 Frederick Wies 52% 1,652 43% 1,654 
1934 V. Gerard Ryan 40% 2,925 46% 6,974 
1935 James Q. Haralambie 53% 1.836 56% 1,839 
1936 Hannibal Hamlin 36% 2.979 38% 1,621 
1937 Lorande M. Woodruff 49% 1,819 48% 748 
1938 Nelson K. Ordway 50% 1,180 57% 1,456 
1939 Robert G. Ernst 49% 1,837 48%. 1.910 
1940 James F. Ferguson 40% 969 49% 1,051 
1941 Charles B. Cheney 60% 1,700 59% 1,715 
1942 Walter J. Burdette 54% 1,413 55% 2,882 
1943 Gerard Fountain 
S. Brownlee Brinkley 
52% 2,405 52% 2,655 
1944 Nicholas P. R. Spinelli 71% 3,636 63% 3.102 
1945 Richard W. Breck 54% 1,815 57% 2,150 
1946 Julian A. Sachs 48% 5,042 54% 3.570 
1947 Ellis J. Van Slyck 63% 1,775 59% 2,515 
1948 Boy Frame 39% 1.070 48% 1,955 
1949 Paul Goldstein 45% 1,935 44% 1,470 
1950 Archie Golden 57% 2,772 60% 2.176 
1951 Lowell I. Goodman 37% 4,876 36% 3,905 
1952 Harvey L. Young 49% 2,690 55% 11,541 
1953 Vincent Lynn Gott 55% 2,672 64% 2,807 
1954 John K. Rose 61% 3,640 47% 2,620 
1955 Robert A. Kramer 59% 2,535 55% 2,595 
1956 John H. Gardner 62% 7,645 56%. 5,155 
1957 Howard Alyn Minners 50% 2,542 61% 3,743 
1958 Charles A. Hall, Jr. 60% 3,350 63% 4,530 
1959 Asa Bames, Jr. 57% 2,640 62% 3,863 
1960 Thomas P. Kugelman 53% 2,921 56% 3,788 
1961 Jon D. Dorman 54% 3,045 51% 2,743 
1962 A. Richard Pschirrer 49% 2,370 53% 2,210 
1963 Craig H. Llewellyn 56% 2,775 53% 3,230 
1964 William J. Houghton 58% 2,260 65% 2.895 
1965 David A. Hill 63% 2.208 54% 3,182 
1966 Mary Alice Houghton 61% 1,565 63% 2,195 
1967 James M. Dowaliby 64% 2,010 62% 2,205 
1968 Frank E. Lucente 53% 1,210 54% 1.905 
1969 Lee Merrill Jampol 49% 1,430 52% 1.823 
1970 James R. Missett 41% 878 37% 1,143 
1971 John L. Cieply 53% 1,215 52% 2,092 
1972 Paul A. Lucky 23% 300 28% 510 
1973 David Bailey 30% 376 31% 501 
1974 Peter J. Buchin 17% 175 19% 206 
1975 Daniel J. Passieri 8% 116 13% 196 
1976 Sarah S. Auchincloss 8% 155 
Medical School Alumni 
Medical School Parents 
House Staff 
Others (Friends & In Memoriam Gifts) 
49% $125,836 
2,070 
3,305 
763 
51% 134,396 
4,242 
3,353 
1,146 
Medical School Alumni Fund Total 
Public Health Alumni Fund 
53% 131,969 54% 143,137 
30,030 
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Comment by the Dean 
The Contribution of Research to the 
Educational Process 
On October 25, Dean Berliner spoke at a joint hearing of the 
Public Health and Safety, Education and Appropriations Com¬ 
mittees of the Connecticut General Assembly who were receiv¬ 
ing testimony related to the Blue Ribbon Commission to Estab¬ 
lish Specific Goals for the University of Connecticut Health 
Center. Following are excerpts from his remarks. 
Medicine is a very rapidly changing field. A large fraction 
of what we know about the function of the human body, 
about disease and its treatment was unknown and un¬ 
thought of a few decades ago. The drugs, the diagnostic 
tests, the procedures that make up most of what physicians 
do and use were invented in the last 25 years or so. A Rip 
Van Winkle of medicine attempting to return to practice 
today would be totally lost; even the language might seem 
unfamiliar, and his patients would be much the worse 
for it. 
And yet we have a long way to go. Despite the remarka¬ 
ble progress that we have made there remain enormous 
problems that are beyond our capacity to deal with. I need 
not remind you of how relatively ineffective we are in 
dealing with many of the common problems of heart 
disease, cancer, diabetes and a long list of other conditions 
for which inadequate basic knowledge precludes treat¬ 
ment aimed at fundamental causes. Medicine is much 
criticized these days for being too much directed at treat¬ 
ing established disease and not enough at prevention and 
on detecting disease early. But it should be recognized 
how few are the diseases that we know how to prevent 
and, often, how limited is our ability to halt the progress of 
diseases that may be discovered early. True, we should be 
able to prevent most of the infectious diseases by vaccina¬ 
tion, and to cure certain cancers if they are discovered 
early. We also know that there are many problems that 
would be avoided if we could persuade people to eat 
sensibly, to drive slowly and not to smoke cigarettes. But 
our repertory of preventive measures is limited. Despite 
all that we know, there is much that we don’t. That is one 
of the important reasons that we must maintain an undi¬ 
minished effort in research. 
However, our need for new knowledge to advance the 
capacity of medicine to deal with problems of health and 
disease may be one of the least compelling reasons for any 
individual school of medicine to devote significant effort 
to research. After all, human knowledge knows no bound¬ 
aries. What is discovered at one university is available to 
all others; what is learned in one state will not be kept from 
another. Human disease is much the same throughout the 
world and what is learned through research in the United 
States will benefit the entire world. Any one school of 
medicine, if its only concern with research were the ad¬ 
vancement of the tools of medical practice, could say “Let 
the other schools do it. We will profit by their invest¬ 
ment.’ ’ Of course, no university worthy of the name could 
neglect that important part of its mission, to increase 
knowledge as well as to transmit knowledge to a new 
generation. And it would be a sterile environment, indeed, 
and not one that would attract and hold a faculty with drive 
and imagination. 
Far more important than the contribution to medical 
progress is the contribution of research to the process of 
education itself. Involvement of the teacher in research is 
essential to the adequacy of his teaching. He must have 
first hand experience of both the trials and the rewards, the 
discouragement and exhilaration that go with the search 
for new knowledge, if he is to be able to keep his teaching 
in tune with the rapidly changing subject matter that is 
medical science. He must, through his research, maintain 
the skeptical attitude and the critical capacity to recognize 
the important new advance and to detect the fallacy in the 
false lead. It is not sufficient to consume and digest the 
medical literature undiscriminatingly and to spew it out 
for his students. He must provide for his students a model 
of the inquiring attitude that they will themselves need if 
they are, for the rest of their active lives, to keep abreast of 
the changing world of medicine. 
And it is important to the students. The students of 
today will be practicing medicine well into the 21st cen¬ 
tury. It is certain that medicine will be as different then 
from what it is today, as it is today from what it was when I 
was a student. They must have the sound base in science 
that will make it possible for them to comprehend and 
adapt to the changes in their profession and to be able to 
discriminate between the kernels of truth and the chaff of 
fallacy that together constitute the inevitable harvest of 
medical research. As Sir George Pickering, the noted 
British medical educator has said, it is the task of medical 
education to make the student’s mind a “discriminating 
instrument’’ rather than a “temporary storehouse of mis¬ 
cellaneous information . . . retained long enough to be 
reproduced at the moment of examination.’’ It is through 
exposure to research itself and, short of that, at least to 
those who are actively involved in research, that such 
discriminating minds are developed. 
Finally, and not the least important, the freedom to 
remain active in research is critical to the recruitment and 
retention of outstanding faculty. There are few in 
academic medicine who could not gain greater material 
rewards in the practice of medicine. They devote their 
lives to academic pursuits because of the intellectual chal¬ 
lenges of research, the joys of discovery and of transmit¬ 
ting their knowledge to a new generation and the collegial 
relationship with outstanding people of like mind. An 
environment hostile to research, where the faculty 
member does not feel free to pursue his chosen path, will 
not long hold those who are essential to the quality of 
the institution. 
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the MD/PhD degree program 
Each year, seven or eight first-year medical students are 
enrolled in the Medical Scientist Training Program at 
Yale. They are selected from over 200 highly qualified 
applicants to the special program, which requires at least 
six years to complete, and leads to a combined M.D./ 
Ph.D. degree. 
Although the Yale School of Medicine had trained a 
few M.D./Ph D. students during the 1950's and 60’s, the 
number was considerably increased ten years ago when 
the National Institutes of Health sponsored Medical Scien¬ 
tist Training Program (MSTP) was established. Yale is 
one of 22 medical schools in the country to participate in 
this program which provides comprehensive and inte¬ 
grated training in both clinical and basic sciences for men 
and women planning to enter careers in medical research 
and teaching. 
Students in the program participate both in all of the 
preclinical and clinical training required for the M.D. 
degree, and in course work and dissertation research under 
a.faculty advisor in one of the graduate science depart¬ 
ments. The medical curriculum is sufficiently flexible to 
permit them to integrate medical and graduate school 
courses during the first two years. In addition, there are a 
number of seminars and tutorial sections specifically for 
M.D./Ph.D students. 
What kind of students are admitted to the Medical 
Scientist Training Program? Obviously, to make such a 
commitment in time, funds and hard work in this demand¬ 
ing course of study, they must be highly motivated, as 
well as science-oriented. Applicants are first screened by 
the Medical School Admissions Committee for qualifica¬ 
tions for clinical medicine. This is important, for although 
application to the program implies an intended career in 
basic or clinical research, a strong interest in, and motiva¬ 
tion for, clinical investigation is also essential. 
According to Dr. Jamieson, professor of cell biology 
and current director of the program, about 90 of the 200 
applicants make it through the initial screening for medi¬ 
cal school. The MSTP faculty then reviews applications 
for additional qualifications, relying heavily on letters of 
recommendation and previous research experience during 
their undergraduate years. A required essay on why they 
want to enter the program also tells a great deal about the 
prospective students’ understanding and expectations of 
the program. 
Applicants are then interviewed by members of both the 
MSTP faculty and the Medical School Admissions Com¬ 
mittee. Those students acceptable to both groups are of¬ 
fered positions in the program, and on matriculation are 
registered in both the medical and graduate schools. In the 
past three years, the number of applicants to the program 
has steadily increased, but because of funding limitations, 
only half of the qualified students can be accepted. It is 
hoped that the enrollment can expand from seven or eight 
funded positions to ten per year. 
Presently, there are 47 students enrolled in the six-year 
program. About three-fourths of them receive tuition and 
stipend support from N.I.H. National Research Service 
Awards which extend through the six years. A few receive 
support from the Insurance Medical Scientist Scholarship 
Fund, and three or four are self-supported. Yet, in spite of 
the heavy investment in time and funds, attrition in the 
program is surprisingly low. 
Courses are tailored to the research interests of the 
individual student. The first and second years are pretty 
much devoted to the medical curriculum, but M.D./Ph.D. 
candidates usually take one or more graduate school 
courses in their area of interest, which help fulfill the 
course requirements of the graduate school department 
they will later enter for dissertation work. 
During this period, the students also meet and talk with 
faculty in the medical and graduate science departments, 
and select a department and Ph.D. advisor by the end of 
the second year. They are encouraged to complete a major 
clerkship at the end of their second year in order to gain 
some clinical experience prior to entering the laboratory. 
Progress is reviewed by the MSTP faculty periodically 
during the six years, and the program director’s office is 
available for consultation and advice throughout the 
course of study. 
Regardless of whether or not they intend to pursue a 
clinically oriented career, all candidates are required to 
complete advanced clinical work prior to receiving their 
degree. This is usually done in the last year of the pro¬ 
gram, after completion of the doctoral dissertation, to 
facilitate transition to internship and residency programs. 
For the most part, students in the MSTP identify with 
their medical school class, especially in the first two 
years, rather than with students in their graduate school 
department or with other MSTP students. Two courses 
have recently been introduced to help establish peer rela¬ 
tionships among the MSTP students. One is a clinical 
session in pathophysiology, designed to help them keep in 
touch with clinical aspects of medicine during the times 
when they are heavily involved in laboratory work. The 
other is a seminar which meets once or twice a month, 
where students in their final years present progress reports 
of material they plan to present for their Ph.D. require¬ 
ments. Students in the first years of the program are 
encouraged to attend these sessions. 
Rotation back and forth between clinical courses and 
basic research projects is perhaps the most difficult aspect 
of the program. One student, who was deeply committed 
to a basic science career when she entered the program, 
became “completely turned around” when she went on 
the wards for the first time. She has since returned to the 
laboratory part of the program and once again is heavily 
involved in research, but the question of which is more 
important to her remains open. 
Dr. Jamieson feels experiences of this sort are an impor¬ 
tant part of the program. “Towards the end of the six years 
things tend to fall into place, and the students begin to 
apply clinical experience to their research. That's what it 
is all about,” he explained. “Ph.D. graduates usually do 
not have the insight into medical research that M.D./ 
Ph.D. students achieve by going back and forth between 
clinical and basic science experiences.” 
Some of the students presently enrolled in the program 
plan careers that are definitely clinically, oriented, in fields 
such as medical genetics and oncology. Others plan to 
continue their investigations at the laboratory bench. Most 
will admit, however, that some event or discovery during 
the course of six or seven years might alter their present 
career plans. 
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fourth year medical students 
The Wednesday Evening Clinic 
Dr. Gretchen Stearns, center, leads a discussion prior to a session of 
the Wednesday Evening Clinic 
‘7 enjoy working in the clinic. The students 
are enthusiastic-they take time in evaluating 
their patients’ ’-an attending physician 
On a recent Wednesday afternoon, a dozen or so fourth- 
year medical students were seated around the conference 
table in the Primary Care Center. Their white coats looked 
slightly incongruous over jeans and plaid shirts, but they 
were obviously deeply involved in discussing the prob¬ 
lems of a fifty-year old patient who lives alone at the “ Y”, 
and complained of general malaise. 
Three nurse practitioner students from the School of 
Nursing and an attending physician were also participat¬ 
ing, contributing both medical and practical advice. After 
a while, a young nurses’ aide tiptoed in and quietly told 
one of the students that his first patient had arrived. It was 
5:30 and the Wednesday Evening Clinic had begun. 
Organized over a year ago by medical students in¬ 
terested in providing good, continuing care to clinic pa¬ 
tients, and in turn, gaining valuable experience following 
patients for a year in a clinic setting, the Wednesday 
Evening Clinic has earned enthusiastic support from its 
faculty advisors and the Primary Care Center staff, and 
praise from its patients. Nineteen fourth-year medical 
students and eight nurse practitioner students participate 
in the Clinic, which is open from 5:30 to 8:00 p.m. almost 
every Wednesday in the year, and provides care for 300 
patients. 
The medical and nursing students are divided into four 
teams which work closely with the staff of the Primary 
Care Center, under the supervision of two or three attend¬ 
ing physicians. Students in the Clinic are quick to note that 
the staff of the Primary Care Center are invaluable— 
“They keep the place going”—and tremendously suppor¬ 
tive, as are the attending physicians who are important 
both from a learning and from a patient-care perspective. 
Selected from the faculty by the students, the physicians 
vary from week to week, but there are four or five regulars 
who volunteer their time, offer advice, teach practical as 
well as clinical medicine, and who oversee all treatment 
plans and medical records. 
Patients who come to the Clinic are, for the most part, 
low-income residents of the inner city. Hypertension, 
depression, diabetes and obesity top the list of common 
complaints. Many of their problems are easily handled by 
the students, often with the aid of support groups which 
specialize in alcoholism, obesity and diabetes in the Pri¬ 
mary Care Center. 
When a patient's illness requires the consultation of a 
specialist, the referring student doctor follows up on the 
results. Occasionally, they arrange to be present for spe¬ 
cial procedures such as sigmoidoscopy or endometrial 
biopsy, and to follow their patient through hospitalization 
when it is required. 
One of the concerns of the Clinic is making sure that the 
patients know what is happening to them and why, and to 
help them through the often bewildering labyrinth of med¬ 
ical bureaucracy. One of the student doctors interviewed 
had seen his elderly patient, who had recently come from 
Puerto Rico and spoke little English, through an ophthal¬ 
mology consultation. He made sure that she and her fam¬ 
ily understood the diagnosis and treatment plan, and of- 
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fered reassurance that she would be cared for. 
The problem of losing a patient to specialty treatment is 
common to most medical center clinics, and the Wednes¬ 
day Evening Clinic is no exception. The students try to 
take the initiative in contacting the specialist for follow-up 
care plans, and to ensure that their patients return to the 
Clinic for continuing care. 
If Clinic patients have an urgent problem they need not 
wait until Wednesday evening for help. The students are 
“on call” 24 hours a day, seven days a week, with one of 
them carrying the “beeper” for a week at a time. Calls are 
referred to the student in charge of the patient, who in turn 
consults the attending physician if the problem is more 
than routine. The Clinic averages about five calls a week, 
with as many as 12 during some weeks. 
Although most calls are ostensibly for simple 
complaints—coughs, headaches or rashes—many are in 
reality a call for reassurance. Social problems are often 
revealed in the course of the conversation. Recently a 
patient called about a headache, but she was really con¬ 
cerned about her neighbor with a new baby and no funds to 
heat her very cold house. 
One student soon found that a Puerto Rican mother who 
called repeatedly about her childrens’ sniffles and rashes, 
was actually quite concerned about their very real problem 
of adapting to the local school system. After conferring 
with the school psychologist, he was able to help the 
children adjust, and the complaints of sniffles and rashes 
have become less frequent. 
Not all of the problems are minor. Student examina¬ 
tions have revealed cervical cancer in several patients, and 
one emergency call was correctly diagnosed as the initial 
stage of a massive heart attack. 
Dr. Robert Gifford, professor of clinical medicine, has 
been the guiding hand in the organization of the Wednes¬ 
day Evening Clinic and has high praise for the students 
involved. “We have some very sick patients here, and 
some would argue that they shouldn’t be seen in this 
clinic,” he said. “I feel they are probably getting better 
care than they would in any other general clinic in the 
hospital, because the students are willing to get more 
involved and to pay more attention to their problems.” 
The path has not always been easy for the students. In 
the beginning, they were not exactly overwhelmed with 
hospital staff and faculty enthusiasm for their project. 
With assistance and encouragement from Dr. Gifford, as 
well as from Dr. Thomas Dolan, professor of clinical 
pediatrics, and Dr. Richard Lee, who is now at the State 
University of New York in Buffalo, faculty and staff 
support has increased considerably. 
Some of the problems have been internal. Last year 
there was noticeable tension between medical students 
and nurse practitioner students. In retrospect, most Clinic 
participants attribute this to a lack of experience in work¬ 
ing with other professionals. Anne Ledell-Hong, a nurse 
practitioner student, commented that the Clinic, where 
medical and nurse practitioner students are both learning 
to share information in team perspective, is a good way. 
and a good time in medical education to introduce that 
concept. 
According to fourth-year medical student Trudy Wil¬ 
kins, who is in charge of the Clinic this year, there are no 
overall guidelines for how the teams should function— 
each team decides that for itself. They meet once or twice 
a month, sometimes with an attending physician or a 
social worker, to discuss various medical and social prob¬ 
lems of their patients. 
“Speaking for my own team,” Ms. Wilkins said, “We 
have found it helpful to share ideas, and perhaps more 
important, to find out what everyone else is doing. The 
nurse practitioner students sometimes have different view¬ 
points, if only because their instructors and previous 
experiences have been different.” This adds a dimension 
to the Clinic's capabilities. 
A persistent problem is that of achieving continuity of 
patient care from one academic year to another. Some 
students told their patients early in the year that they will 
be leaving in the spring and another student will be taking 
their place. In the meantime, next year’s student clinicians 
will gradually become involved in Clinic activities, and 
introduced to as many patients as possible before the 
year's end. 
Now that the Evening Clinic is established and proven, 
the students are able to put their project into perspective. 
The benefits to patients are well articulated by the patients 
themselves, who like to see familiar faces each time they 
come—office staff, nurses, and aides as well as the stu¬ 
dent doctors. They know that someone from the Clinic 
will respond to their telephone calls, usually within a half 
an hour, on any day, at any hour. This is certainly a plus 
for patients who are accustomed to using the emergency 
room for their primary care, and resigned to waiting three 
or four hours for attention. For patients with daytime jobs, 
especially those with chronic ailments who must be seen 
frequently, the evening hours of the Clinic are definitely a 
convenience. 
Students who participate in the Clinic benefit from 
excellent teaching. “There has been self-selection among 
the attendings as well as the students, and those who are 
still with us as regulars are the most enthusiastic in dealing 
with students,” Ms. Wilkins explained. “They are usu¬ 
ally the best teachers as well.” 
The students also benefit from longitudinal experience. 
Following a patient with diabetes or heart failure for a year 
in a clinic setting is far different than handling the acute 
problem which requires hospitalization. 
Perhaps they benefit most of all from the sense of 
responsibility that comes from caring for patients over a 
period of time. “In every ward rotation and elective there 
are few things the medical student does which are not done 
by someone else as well. In the Clinic, however, there is a 
real sense that these are our patients; if we neglect to ask 
the proper questions or take care for the patient’s emo¬ 
tional status, then no one else is waiting in line to do it,” 
Ms. Wilkins said. “As heavy a responsbility as that may 
sometimes be, it is also a welcome one. It is, perhaps, one 
of the best stimuli for learning medicine.” 
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“When people don’t have anyone to talk to about their problems and sicknesses, they 
come here to talk. ”— a patient 
Some patients have multiple problems. This 
woman came to the Clinic because she was 
having trouble seeing. In addition to caring 
for her eyes, the student doctors are treating 
her for diabetes, and have referred her to an 
obesity clinic in the Primary Care Center. 
A 
Students Anne Ledell-Hong, center, and 
Trudy Wilkins, right, discuss a treatment 
plan with their patient. Employed during 
the day, he likes the convenience of the 
Wednesday Evening Clinic, and is so im¬ 
pressed with the care he has received that he 
plans to take back with him to Puerto Rico 
his medical records to show others. 
“Our patients are very involved medical cases. IBs good to have continuity of care for 
them. Before this clinic started patients would have to give their case histories again and 
again.”— Joan Shea, R.N. 
Joan Shea, R. N. Jean dc Marsilis, secretary 
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new approaches to 
childhood autism 
and similar disorders 
In spite of many years of research, autism remains one of 
the most enigmatic disorders of childhood. Its unique and, 
for parents, most devastating symptom is the inability of 
autistic children to relate in a normal way to other human 
beings. Mothers and fathers are deprived of the joys of 
caring for a loving, responsive infant and the pleasures 
of growing with a companionable, concerned son or 
daughter. 
It is estimated that one child in 3000 has a form of 
autism. The emotional and behavioral disturbances of the 
disorder are sometimes apparent from the child’s first 
weeks of life. A mother may notice that her child’s atten¬ 
tion fades in and out, and how uncomfortable he seems 
when he is held. Later, the baby will not respond to 
affection, and will look beyond his mother, never into her 
eyes while being fed. 
The infant may be “unusually good’’, or cry inconsola¬ 
bly for long periods. During the first year, the autistic 
child may become preoccupied with one object or toy, or 
spend hours repeatedly banging his head against the crib. 
The parents’ vague but persistent feeling that something 
is wrong becomes more certain as the baby grows older 
and fails to babble socially, or learn to say “mama”, 
“dada” and other first words. 
Most autistic children are physically quite healthy. 
They usually learn to sit, crawl and walk at the usual 
times, or with only slight delay. By age two or three, 
however, their increasing hyperactivity, social aloofness, 
difficulties with language,and odd mannerisms are in such 
sharp contrast to the behavior of normal toddlers, that it is 
quite evident something is wrong. 
Autism has been considered a form of mental retarda¬ 
tion, yet there are important ways in which it differs from 
other forms of mental retardation. While most retarded 
children arc more competent socially than intellectually, 
the opposite is usually true of autistic children, who are 
more interested in dealing with inanimate objects than in 
relating to humans. Also, many profoundly retarded chil¬ 
dren have other signs of brain damage, such as slow motor 
development, abnormal reflexes or unusual appearance. 
Autistic children, on the other hand, while quite retarded 
in their social and emotional skills, are more or less 
normal in their motor development and show no other 
evidence of brain damage. 
The cause of this severe and baffling illness is un¬ 
known, and as yet there is no cure. Parents of a three- or 
four-year old child may go from one physician to another 
in search of diagnosis and guidance. Because there are 
other mental disorders as well as organic diseases such as 
phenylketonuria and congenital rubella which resemble 
autism, a correct diagnosis requires thorough clinical 
study. 
Dr. Donald J. Cohen, associate professor of pediatrics, 
psychiatry and psychology, and an authority on autism 
and other mental illnesses of childhood, is developing 
neurochemical and developmental models of these disor¬ 
ders which will aid in their diagnosis and effective treat¬ 
ment. Research of this depth requires the collaboration of 
scientists with special abilities. The research team work¬ 
ing with Dr. Cohen at the Yale Child Study Center in¬ 
cludes a developmental psychologist and educator, Bar¬ 
bara Caparulo; a child psychiatrist. Dr. Gerald J. Young; 
physiological psychologists Claudia Carbonari and John 
Kootz. They work closely with other investigators includ¬ 
ing Dr. Bennett Shaywitz, associate professor of pediat¬ 
rics and neurology. They also collaborate with phar¬ 
macologists, human geneticists and general psychiatrists 
as well as staff members of the Children’s Clinical Re¬ 
search Center and the Mental Health Clinical Research 
Center. 
The team is conducting multi-system studies of 
develop mentally disabled children in an attempt to obtain 
a detailed explanation of the principles of biological and 
cognitive development which can clarify normal matura¬ 
tion, as well as ways in which various abnormalities may 
emerge. In the past, research has been impeded by dis¬ 
agreements in differential diagnosis, according to Dr. 
Cohen, who noted that continuous, well-documented 
diagnostic studies are essential for biologically oriented 
clinical research. 
“Child diagnosis is essentially developmental,” Dr. 
Cohen explained. “A child's functions are assessed in the 
light of a family history, reaching back before the child's 
birth, and with a view to changing life tasks and expecta¬ 
tions. Developmental advances and irregularities are un¬ 
derstood as the result of forces that are internal—genetic, 
psychologic and physiologic—as well as external— 
familial, educational and communal.” 
For years it was believed that parents were responsible 
for their child’s autistic condition—that it was a reaction 
to a lack of love, perhaps even feelings of hate on the part 
of the mother and father. Fortunately, this theory, which 
often compounded parents' feelings of profound-sorrow 
and disappointment with feelings of guilt, has been dis- 
proven. Instead, recent studies have indicated the possibil¬ 
ity that congenital physiological disorders may be in¬ 
volved in autism. 
The Child Study Center team is investigating the possi¬ 
bility that an abnormality in the biochemistry of the central 
nervous system may play a role in autism and similar 
developmental disturbances. One specific area of investi¬ 
gation involves the function of dopamine, serotonin and 
other central nervous system neurotransmitters in children 
with autism, childhood aphasia, severe early onset of 
childhood psychosis and the syndrome of chronic multiple 
tics of Gilles de la Tourette. 
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Neurotransmitters are chemicals which are responsible 
for carrying information from one nerve cell to another, 
and various neurochemicals serve different functions in 
different parts of the brain. Evidence of altered brain 
neurochemistry can be found by measuring metabolites or 
break-down products of neurotransmitters in the cerebral 
spinal fluid and in other body tissues. Studies such as these 
have provided suggestions about abnormal brain function¬ 
ing in various neurological and psychiatric disturbances, 
and the work of the Yale Child Study Center team has 
correlated neurotransmitter functioning with aspects of 
behavioral disturbance in children. 
Some of the most convincing evidence to date about 
neurochemical dysfunctions in psychotic and other dis¬ 
turbed children are the effects of pharmacological interven¬ 
tion. Medications which inhibit dopamine functioning 
reduce the severity of the autistic syndrome in some chil¬ 
dren, resulting in a decrease in their self destructive, 
repetitive actions, and bizarre behavior. With this medica¬ 
tion, some autistic children relate better socially and are 
more available for behavior modification and special edu¬ 
cation. 
On the other hand, stimulant medications which in¬ 
crease dopaminergic functioning usually increase the 
symptoms of childhood autism. Even several doses of this 
medication may lead autistic children to become ex¬ 
tremely agitated and hypersensitive to environmental 
events. They will cry, moan, rush about and lunge at 
people. 
On the basis of clinical, pharmacological and 
physiological studies, Dr. Cohen and his research as¬ 
sociates have postulated that certain characteristics of 
autism, such as the stereotypic behavior, are positively 
related to overactivity of dopaminergic functioning. 
They also believe that there may be a reciprocal relation 
between the functioning of dopamine and the functioning 
of serotonin, and inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central 
nervous system which is responsive to environmental 
stimulation and which modulates dopaminergic activity. 
An optimal balance between various neurochemical sys¬ 
tems may be required for the normal expression of a 
child’s competence. 
While the systematic investigation of neurotransmitter 
functioning in normal and deviant children may prove 
extremely valuable in elucidating the biochemical basis 
for childhood psychosis, there are other avenues which 
must also be explored. According to Dr. Cohen, it is 
possible that the genetic predisposition to autism and 
similar disorders is expressed in some aspects of central 
nervous system integration, or in the neuronal organiza¬ 
tion of the brain. Atypical neurotransmitter functioning 
would then be secondary to more basic disturbances. 
Basic biological research offers the only hope of truly 
effective therapy or remediation for childhood autism. It is 
important to note, however, that autistic children benefit 
from highly structured education provided by experts; 
thoughtful behavior modification taught by parents and 
teachers; the judicious and well-monitored use of medica¬ 
tion; careful pediatric care, and the support of families, 
who are, in turn, supported by professionals. It is also 
possible that the early detection of the autistic syndrome 
and early intervention, can reverse certain aspects of au¬ 
tism. 
“The Yale Child Study Center is known nation-wide 
for its investigation of developmental disorders which 
appear during the first years of life,” Dr. Cohen com¬ 
mented. “Dr. Sally Provence, director of the Child De¬ 
velopment Unit of the Center, pioneered in the description 
of the effects of environmental deprivation in early child¬ 
hood. She has coordinated a multidisciplinary team which 
assesses and develops treatment programs for children 
under the age of six, many of whom are autistic or severely 
disturbed. ” Using this work as a basis. Dr. Cohen and his 
associates have emphasized studies of older autistic chil¬ 
dren, and the use of biological techniques for understand¬ 
ing neurochemical correlates of abnormal behavior. 
In addition to biological factors, they are concerned 
with the description and understanding of cognitive and 
language disturbances in autistic and similar children. 
Applying methods of developmental psycholinguistics, 
they have studied language patterns in autistic children 
and the differences in the language abilities of autistic and 
aphastic children. In collaborative studies with teachers 
and parents, often involving dozens of hours of observa¬ 
tion at home and in schools. Dr. Cohen and Ms. Caparulo 
have delineated the relations between cognitive difficul¬ 
ties and social competence in autistic and aphastic chil¬ 
dren. 
“The detailed description of children’s underlying 
competence often provides a framework for designing 
educational interventions for autistic children. White for¬ 
mal testing may underestimate a child’s true competence, 
many hours of careful observation can reveal remarkable 
underlying abilities which can be capitalized on in spe¬ 
cially structured educational settings,” Dr. Cohen 
explained. 
A major principle of the research at the Child Study 
Center is to regard an autistic child as a whole person, and 
to pay attention to biological and psychological factors. 
The scope of their research reflects this general 
philosophy, as does the commitment to using the knowl¬ 
edge gained from their studies in designing special 
therapeutic programs for the children involved in the re¬ 
search. 
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Eric and his parents come from Fairfield, Connecticut to the 
Child Study Center several times a year for a thorough evalua¬ 
tion of his condition. 
Biological studies of children like Eric require the skills of the 
specially trained nursing and medical staff, provided by the 
Yale Children s Clinical Research Center. While Eric's father 
reassures him, a member of the staff will take a blood sample. 
They will also study his attention, using special psycho- 
physiological procedures developed at the Child Study Center 
in which blood pressure, heart rate, and other cardiovascular 
indices are measured during different psychological states, 
(below, right) 
Video tape recording is used to document Eric’s behavioral 
progress, and to assess his response to the medication. 
Several of the autistic children seen at the Yale Child Study 
Center by Dr. Cohen and his associates are enrolled in Benha- 
ven, a special residential and day school in New Haven, which 
is directed by Ms. Amy Lettick. Others, like eleven-year old 
Eric, attend special classes in public school systems, or in other 
schools. 
Eric is an autistic child whose social relations and language 
have progressively improved as a result of his special education 
and his extremely supportive family. A centra! nervous system 
abnormality, detected by the Child Study Center, has led to the 
use of anticonvulsant medication which has been therapeuti¬ 
cally valuable for Eric. 
Dr. Cohen and his associates have developed the Yale Atten- 
tional Perception Battery (YAP) —a series of tasks that are used 
in diagnosing the autistic child's strengths and weaknesses. 
They are used before and during medication to assess whether 
the child is benefited or hindered by treatment. The YAP, which 
is also used to assess perception and skills of normal children in 
several New Haven area schools, consists of twenty tasks in¬ 
volving perseverance, attention span, and cognitive, gross and 
fine motor skills. 
Here, Eric is sorting different colored marbles into holes in a 
board, while Dr. Cohen keeps track of the time and accuracy. 
This is a test of cognitive strategies and motor control. 
Eric presses a button as soon as the light on the right has been 
turned on. How long it takes him to respond, and whether he 
misses the occurrence of a stimulus, are measured as an indica¬ 
tion of‘his attentiveness and vigilance, (below left) 
The balance beam or catwalk device shown here measures gross 
motor skill and can reveal an unevenness of gait, which might 
result as a side effect of some medications, (below) 
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Yale-New Haven Hospital 
planning new clinical facilities 
to upgrade services of the Medical Center 
Yale-New Haven's projected $68.1 million construction and ren¬ 
ovation program is the product of a firm commitment to keep the 
Hospital one of the world’s great medical institutions. 
Many groups shared in the decision to plan the construction of 
a new 7-story inpatient facility at Davenport Avenue and South 
Street, on the site of the old St. John the Evangelist Church, and 
to renovate the 60 to 100 year-old New Haven Unit for ambulat¬ 
ory care. 
Among the groups were the Hospital's Board of Directors, its 
medical staff, Yale University and its Medical and Nursing 
Schools, community practitioners, health professionals and the 
Yale-New Haven Medical Center, Inc. 
The Hospital adopted this long-range expansion program to 
maintain its high standard of care to the people it serves, both 
ambulatory and inpatient, in the Greater New Haven area 
and beyond. 
It must provide highly specialized care to the acutely ill 
patients referred here from all over Connecticut. 
It must also continue w ith basic and clinical research and with 
training of physicians, nurses and other health practitioners 
which is its mission as a world-renowned teaching hospital. 
In short, this Hospital made a commitment to its patients and 
to itself to grow, change and expand to retain its excellence as a 
reliable provider of quality health care. 
If all goes well, construction will begin in 1979 and the new 
300-bed patient tower will be completed and ready for occu¬ 
pancy by early 1982. The renovated ambulatory care facility 
w ill be ready by late 1983 or early 1984. That time table is 
contingent upon approval of the plans by the Health Systems 
Agency of South Central Connecticut and the Commission on 
Hospitals and Health Care. Discussions between Hospital rep¬ 
resentatives and staff of both agencies have been underway 
since early October. The formal application will be filed with 
these agencies on January 16, 1978. 
It is estimated that the plan will entail a capital expenditure of 
approximately $57 million and that financing charges will in¬ 
crease the total cost to $68.1 million. Tax exempt revenue bonds 
issued by the Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities 
Authority are being considered as a primary source of financing. 
An important element in financing will be a capital fund drive 
as well. 
Why is this building program necessary? The New Haven 
Register provided a thoughtful answer in an editorial entitled 
“Keeping Yale-New Haven Great’’ in its edition of October 13, 
1977. It stated: 
“There are many sound reasons for undertaking the $68.1 
million building that would replace the 40 year-old New Haven 
Unit on Howard Avenue. 
“The New Haven Unit is technically one building in a com¬ 
plex of several inter-connected structures. The average age of 
the unit is 40 years, with some patient care areas more than 100 
years old. The mechanical condition and adequacy of electrical 
equipment for modern methods surely seems doubtful. The 
hodgepodge nature of the Unit, which was put together under 
the pressure of imperatives, adds to costs and results in prob¬ 
lems. There also is a great deal of duplication of functions and 
services because the New Haven Unit and Memorial Unit are 
separated. 
“By linking the Memorial and New Haven Units, the Hospi¬ 
tal would not only effect service improvements but would make 
better use of existing space. There would be opportunity for 
overdue changes.” 
More can properly be said about the inadequacy of the New 
Haven Unit for today’s as well as tomorrow’s health care needs. 
Many buildings in the Unit were constructed before the de¬ 
velopment of modern cancer treatment, before present day 
coronary care techniques, before the discovery of penicillin, 
before the development of modern surgical techniques, before, 
in fact, the development of almost every aspect of modern 
hospital-based medical and surgical practice. 
Moreoever, the buildings in the New Haven Unit are saddled 
with problems that mere renovation cannot correct. Ambulatory 
care is housed in cramped space in the basement of the New 
Haven Unit; clinical laboratory areas are too small; inpatient 
rooms are not adequately sized or equipped. 
The configuration of buildings within the New Haven Unit is 
Administrators of the Yale-New Haven 
Medical Center view with obvious pleasure 
a model of the proposed hospital facility’. 
not efficient for the transportation of patients or for convenient 
access between patient care areas and specialty services. 
Within the Hospital as a whole, there is inadequate space 
available for support functions. Most teaching hospitals have, on 
the average, more than 1,300 gross square feet per bed. Yale- 
New Haven Hospital, on the other hand, has only slightly more 
than 1,000 gross square feet per bed. This confines essential 
support services such as medical records, building services and 
others to cramped and inadequate facilities. 
Separation of services between the New Haven Unit and the 
Memorial Unit is a serious problem. Acutely ill patients must 
occasionally be transferred through the Hospital’s 1,000 foot 
long underground tunnel under Davenport Avenue. The separa¬ 
tion has necessitated the duplication of several services (e.g., 
diagnostic radiology, operating room, coronary care) to 
minimize patient travel between units. 
For all these reasons, Yale-New Haven Hospital's building 
program is a project whose time is overdue. 
The Hospital has a responsibility not only to bring its build¬ 
ings and equipment up to date, but also to anticipate the future 
needs of patients from throughout the Hospital’s service area. 
More than a year ago, the Yale-New Haven Medical Center 
reiterated the need to move forward with a program to solve 
these problems. A decision was made by the Hospital Board of 
Directors in early 1977 to retain professional assistance. A team 
of architects, engineers and health planners compiled a detailed 
study which has been reviewed by the Hospital Planning Com¬ 
mittee, the Medical Center Board and the Hospital Board. 
What will the new inpatient structure be like? It has been 
designed in a joint venture by the firms of Russo & Sonder, 
Llewelyn-Davies and Davis Brody Associates of New York 
City, nationally known leaders in the field of hospital design. 
The centerpiece of the construction program is a 7-story 
tower containing approximately 285,000 square feet of floor 
space to be erected on the St. John’s site, with eight floors 
devoted to inpatient nursing and six of those floors connected 
directly with the Memorial Unit. 
Most of the 363 beds now located in the New Haven Unit will 
be placed in the new tower. Integrated clinical services, i.e., 
medicine, surgery, pediatrics, will be created between the new 
structure and the Memorial Unit. In addition, emergency and 
urgent visit facilities will be located on the ground floor, while 
the surgical facilities and centralized radiology facility will be 
conveniently located on the second level. 
The plan of improvement calls for construction of an over¬ 
head skyway to provide a sheltered walkway between the new 
inpatient complex and the buildings of the New Haven Unit, and 
the creation of a new hospital entrance at the intersection of 
York Street and Davenport Avenue. 
Equally important, the program includes substantial im¬ 
provement in the quality of ambulatory care facilities of Yale- 
New Haven Hospital. 
Ambulatory care will be provided in the Dana Building, in the 
areas now occupied by inpatient beds in the Fitkin and 
Tompkins Wings, and in much of the area now occupied by 
other functions in the Clinic Building. 
Clinics now housed in the basement will be relocated in the 
newly-renovated space. Cramped clinical laboratory quarters 
will be extended to occupy the fifth and sixth floors of the Fitkin 
Wing and Clinic Building, the fifth floor of the Tompkins 
Building and the fifth floor cafeteria. 
These buildings will, of course, all be renovated prior to their 
use for ambulatory care. Significant replacement will be made 
of plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems and of windows 
which are not airtight. 
Yale-New Haven Hospital is at a crossroads. Its ability to 
continue to provide modern medical services and to prepare for 
the future depends, to a significant extent, upon the size, con¬ 
figuration, efficiency and humaneness of the physical structures 
within which its employees work on behalf of patients. 
Comments concerning the future importance of this building 
program to serve patients, train health professionals, and par¬ 
ticipate in medical research are included on the following pages. 
This article and the following comments were reprinted from the 
December/January issue of Yale New Haven, and updated, 
with permission. 
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What does this 
Hospital 
Building Program 
mean to the 
Medical Center and 
the Community? 
Richard C. Bowerman 
Chairman of the Board 
Yale-New Haven Hospital 
No other community the size of New 
Haven has a major teaching and re¬ 
search hospital comparable in stature to 
Yale-New Haven. Our “community” 
hospital is one of the country’s five 
kidney stone centers, one of its 19 
major cancer resource centers and one 
of approximately 10 designated genetic 
centers. Many of our patients are re¬ 
ferred from other hospitals for the 
specialized treatment available only at 
Y-NHH. 
On any scale, we have a fairly unique 
medical resource. 
It is the “family doctor” for vast 
segments of New Haven’s inner city 
population. As such, upgrading and 
renovating our clinics and Primary 
Care Unit is more than just an architec¬ 
tural plan, it represents a commitment 
to our neighbors. 
What was adequate 50 to 75 years 
ago as a hospital facility will no longer 
suffice. We must build and modernize 
to keep pace with the standards of ex¬ 
cellence which we have established 
here. 
C. Thomas Smith 
President, Yale-New Haven Hospital 
When a hospital’s name is synonymous 
with excellence, more than a reputation 
is at stake. The quality of care at 
Yale-New Haven Hospital affects med¬ 
ical standards nationwide, both due to 
the quality of the staff and their con¬ 
tributions to the development of new 
knowledge. 
Our name “telegraphs” a message 
of assurance to residents in the city, the 
state and region that recent develop¬ 
ments in medical science will be avail¬ 
able today, not tomorrow. 
Yale-New Haven Hospital has lived 
with an outmoded facility for more than 
a quarter of a century. We are ap¬ 
proaching the point where we will no 
longer be able to provide the leadership 
of which we are capable nor provide the 
the services which we are able to de¬ 
liver in a humanitarian or cost effective 
manner. 
In order to maintain the confidence 
of our patients and our integral place in 
this country’s health care system, we 
must vigorously work to accomplish 
the proposed physical plan. There has 
probably not been a more significant 
hospital program since construction of 
the Memorial Unit in the early 1950's. 
It is a major effort, complex in its mul¬ 
tiple objectives and components, but 
simple in its impact on Yale-New Ha¬ 
ven: essential sustenance for continued 
service. 
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Dr. Edmund D. Pellegrino 
President, Medical Center, Inc. 
The Yale-New Haven Medical Center 
was incorporated three years ago as a 
distinct entity sponsored by the govern¬ 
ing boards of the Yale-New Haven 
Hospital and Yale University. The 
Medical Center is charged, among 
other things, with coordinating all as¬ 
pects of the program and physical plan¬ 
ning of its three component 
institutions—the Schools of Medicine 
and Nursing of Yale University and the 
Yale-New Haven Hospital. 
In assessing the needs of patients and 
the community served by the Medical 
Center, the replacement of the out-of- 
date facilities in the New Haven Unit 
emerges as our top priority. The new 
hospital unit is essential to improve the 
care of our patients, to enhance the 
capabilities of the Hospital as a referral 
resource for the entire community and 
fulfill our responsibilities as one of the 
foremost academic and health service 
institutions in this nation. 
The hospital replacement is the first 
entity to be undertaken in a master plan 
which includes the upgrading of educa¬ 
tional and research facilities as well as 
the addition of new services. The Med¬ 
ical Center must undertake the complex 
task of keeping its programs and 
facilities abreast of current develop¬ 
ments. It must enter the 21st century 
equipped for optimum performance of 
its tripartite tasks of high quality patient 
care and instruction for its students as 
well as the advancement of our know¬ 
ledge of health and disease. 
Dr. Robert W. Berliner 
Dean, Yale School of Medicine 
Yale-New Haven Hospital is the major 
teaching hospital of the Yale School of 
Medicine and its excellence is a major 
concern to us. First-rate hospitals are 
essential for first-rate educational pro¬ 
grams and vice-versa. William Osier’s 
statement in 1903 is still valid today. 
“It is, I think safe to say,” he said, 
“that in the hospital with students . . . 
the patients are more carefully looked 
after, their diseases are more fully 
studied and fewer mistakes are made.” 
The physical facilities of the New 
Haven Unit of the hospital are no longer 
adequate for the needs of first-rate pa¬ 
tient care nor for teaching. In addition 
to being inefficient, uncomfortable, 
crowded and noisy, they have become 
excessively expensive to maintain and 
operate. 
The physical separation of the two 
units of the hospital has not only 
created duplication of support services 
but has led to poor communication be¬ 
tween the full-time clinical faculty and 
the community physicians. Both would 
benefit by greater contact of the sort 
that will be made possible by the inte¬ 
grated facility that is planned. 
Judith Krauss 
Acting Dean, Yale School of Nursing 
The prospects of a 7-story “bed 
tower” looming next door to the Yale 
School of Nursing leaves us wondering 
whether we will be sitting in its shadow 
or drawn more actively into the patient 
care programs by virtue of increased 
contiguity. 
It is the latter possibility which ex¬ 
cites me. A structure of this magnitude 
has great impact on programs as well as 
the physical space it occupies. It is at 
the interface of facility planning and 
clinical program planning that I see the 
possibilities for new alliances to be 
explored between the hospital and the 
School of Nursing for the delivery of 
patient care. 
There can be little doubt that a new 
“facility” will provide more pleasant 
environments for patients and staff 
alike. The School of Nursing is com¬ 
mitted to work with the hospital in 
program planning that will bring health 
care delivery in line with the goals of 
improved patient care. 
note: Donna Diers, dean of the School 
of Nursing was on sabbatical at the 
time this article went to press. 
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Congress Revises Health Manpower Law 
On November 30, the House-Senate conferees reported a new 
version of H.R. 9418, a bill to revise the United States foreign 
medical student capitation provision of the 1976 health man¬ 
power law. The bill Public Law 95-215, which passed both 
houses of Congress and was signed into law by President Carter 
on December 19, repeals the controversial provisions of the 
1976 Law which would have made receipt of capitation funding 
for medical schools dependent upon a school's willingness to 
admit United States students transferring from foreign medical 
schools without consideration of their academic qualifications. 
For the past year. Yale, Johns Hopkins, Stanford, Duke and 
Harvard universities had voiced strong objection to these provi¬ 
sions as a violation of a university’s basic academic freedom: 
the right to apply its own admission criteria, including academic 
requirements, in selecting its students. 
On the enactment of Public Law 95-215, Yale’s acting presi¬ 
dent and provost Hanna H. Gray joined the presidents of the 
other universities in a statement expressing pleasure that Con¬ 
gress has acted to repeal these provisions of the 1976 act. 
“We are pleased that Congress has acted to repeal the provi¬ 
sions of the Public Health Service Act, added in 1976, that 
would have made receipt of capitation funding for medical 
schools dependent upon the school's willingness to admit an 
unknown number of students, without regard to their academic 
qualifications, who desire to transfer from fbreign medical 
schools. 
“For the past year we have voiced our strong objection to 
these provisions as a violation of a university’s basic academic 
freedom .... Despite the financial loss of being declared in¬ 
eligible for capitation support, we then informed appropriate 
members of Congress that, while we were prepared to take steps 
to increase our enrollments of qualified transfer students, we 
could not abdicate our responsibility to determine those qualifi¬ 
cations. 
“Congress has now responded positively to those objections, 
repealing Section 771(b) (3) and replacing it with a new ap¬ 
proach. Under the new law. American medical schools are 
asked to give assurances that they will seek to increase their 
third year enrollment by five percent, but the enrollment in¬ 
crease need not come solely from foreign transfer students or 
from any other particular source. More importantly, the schools 
are free to apply their own admissions criteria in evaluating 
applicants and in attempting to achieve the increased enroll¬ 
ment. 
“The conferees, speaking on behalf of both Houses of Con¬ 
gress, expressly stated that the new law has been structured in 
such a way that it "in no way impinges on the academic freedom 
of schools of medicine to apply their own admissions criteria 
Congress no longer seeks to dictate what students shall be 
admitted to our schools of medicine. Instead, as Congressman 
Rogers, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Health and the 
Environment, stated during floor debate of the Conference 
Report, schools are now required to ‘make good faith effort and 
. not put up artificial barriers' against foreign transfer stu¬ 
dents. We regard this explicit recognition of the principle of 
academic freedom in university admissions as a reaffirmation of 
the basic values that have made American universities strong 
and independent. The new legislation thus directly repudiates 
the attempt made in 1976 to use federal funding to override a 
university’s right to determine who is best qualified to be admit¬ 
ted to study. 
Each of us is pleased that the Congress has been so sensitive 
to the principle of academic freedom and has acted so decisively 
in reaffirming our autonomy in the university admissions 
process.” 
Under the revised law, in order to receive capitation funds for 
fiscal year 1978, a medical school must increase the enrollment 
of its third year class by five percent. The pool from which these 
students can be drawn includes transfers from two-year U.S. 
medical school programs as well as U.S. students from foreign 
medical schools. The law provides that U.S. students from 
foreign medical schools may be placed either in the second or 
third year class. 
In view of the changes which permit a school to apply its own 
admission requirements, the Yale School of Medicine is accept¬ 
ing applications from eligible students. To be considered for 
admission into the third year, a student will be expected to have 
completed a basic science curriculum comparable to this 
school’s course of study and to have had a course in history 
taking, physical diagnosis and laboratory medicine. The appli¬ 
cant must also have attained a passing score in each of the 
subjects of the Part I examination of the National Board of 
Medical Examiners. Applicants for transfer from foreign medi¬ 
cal schools who have not met these requirements will be con¬ 
sidered for admission into the second year. 
6 
Child Study Center Dedicates New Wing 
Leaders in child health care joined 
local, state and University officials in 
dedication ceremonies for the new 
wing of the Child Study Center, held on 
September 29. 
Following opening remarks and 
acknowledgement of those who had 
contributed to the new wing by director 
of the Child Study Center, Dr. Albert J. 
Solnit, Dr. Milton Senn, the Center's 
first director, gave a moving account of 
its creation almost 30 years ago. Speak¬ 
ing of a special university committee 
appointed in 1947 by Yale President 
Charles Seymour, he said, ‘ ‘One of the 
reasons for the Committee’s decision to 
recommend to the Yale Corporation 
and to President Seymour that an entity 
to be called the Yale Child Study 
Center be created, seemed to be their 
sincere desire to have a special place for 
the study of child development which 
would involve a variety of professional 
people who could benefit from and con¬ 
tribute to knowledge in that field. Child 
development, although not a discrete 
subject, specialty, art, or science was 
esteemed as if it were any of these.” 
Later, F1EW assistant secretary for 
health. Dr. Julius Richmond, told the 
audience of 100, “Anyone associated, 
as I have been for a good many years, 
with the field of child development 
must stand in awe of the enormous con¬ 
tributions that this Center has made 
under the direction of Dr. Senn and of 
his successor, Dr. Solnit. Every disci¬ 
pline that touches on the care of 
children—psychiatry, psychology, 
pediatrics, the law, sociology, an¬ 
thropology, every aspect of education, 
and many more—has been enriched by 
the work carried out here.” 
Other speakers included, Dr. David 
Hamburg, president of the Institute of 
Medicine, National Academy of Sci¬ 
ences; Frances H. Maloney, commis¬ 
sioner of the State Department of Chil¬ 
dren and Youth Services, and Mayor 
Frank Logue of New Haven. 
The new $1.2 million wing, a one 
story addition to the Child Study Cen¬ 
ter’s main offices, will serve as the new 
home the Center’s Child Development 
Unit, the Child Psychiatry Unit and 
Child Psychology Unit. Included in the 
addition are six testing rooms, for ex¬ 
amining infants or interviewing pre¬ 
school children, and two large class 
rooms for therapeutic nursery school 
programs. Observation booths adjoin¬ 
ing the testing and nursery school class 
rooms, as well as a closed-circuit tele¬ 
vision system, provide opportunities 
for staff dicussion and training. 
The Yale Child Study Center is the 
largest outpatient mental health facility 
for children in Connecticut. More than 
600 children are treated at the Center 
each year, and through consultation 
and in-service training, over 20,000 
children are served. 
It provides services through three 
units. The Child Psychiatry Unit, di¬ 
rected by Dr. Solnit, treats children be¬ 
tween four and 16 years old and their 
families with individual psychiatric 
evaluation and counseling. Under the 
direction of Dr. Sally Provence, the 
Child Development Unit assesses chil¬ 
dren from birth to age five to determine 
their growth and development rate and 
oversees the several nursery school pro¬ 
grams in the Center. Dr. Edward Zigler 
directs the Child Psychology Unit, 
which evaluates and consults on pro¬ 
grams for children in institutions for the 
mentally retarded, and develops new 
treatments for childhood mental disor¬ 
ders. 
Many of the Center's programs have 
aided local and state institutions, in¬ 
cluding the Hill Health Center of New 
Haven, the West Haven Center and 
several public school systems in the 
area. The Center’s faculty and trainees 
are closely affiliated with the Yale- 
New Haven Medical Center and many 
of them work in the pediatric units and 
clinics. 
A reading room in the new wing of the 
Child Study Center has since been 
named the Seymour L. Lust man Read¬ 
ing Room, in memory of Dr. Lustman, 
who died in August 1971 in a sailing 
accident. A conference room on the 
second floor of the Center has been 
named the Milton E. Senn Conference 
Room, in honor of Dr. Senn. 
Dr. Salty Provence, professor of pediatrics, Dr. Albert Solnit, director 
of the Center, and Dr. Richard Granger, associate professor of clinical 
pediatrics, were instrumental in the creation of the new wing for the 
Child Study Center. 
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Reception Honors Dr. Comer 
Dr. James P. Comer was honored with 
a reception in the President’s Room, 
Woolsey Hall, following the dedication 
of the Yale Child Study Center. Dr. 
Comer, who was named the first 
Maurice Falk Professor of Child 
Psychiatry in the Child Study Center in 
fall 1976, is also associate dean for 
student affairs in the School of 
Medicine. 
Following greetings by Dean Robert 
W. Berliner, tributes to Dr. Comer 
were made by Phillip Hallen, president 
of the Maurice Falk Medical Fund; Dr. 
Edward Zigler, Sterling Professor of 
Psychology; Gerald Tirazzi, superin¬ 
tendent of New' Haven Schools, and 
Henry Parker, treasurer of the State of 
Connecticut. 
Dr. Comer, a leader in the field of 
child psychiatry, has been a consultant 
to school officials in serveral cities, as 
w ell as to the National Institute of Edu¬ 
cation. the National Institute of Mental 
Health and the Children’s Television 
Workshop. He is the author of Beyond 
Blin k and White, and w ith Dr. Alvin F. 
Poulssaint, Black Child Care. He has 
been a member of the School of 
Medicine faculty since 1968. 
Dr. Redlich Honored 
Over 200 friends and colleagues of Dr. 
Fredrick C. Redlich attended a program 
in his honor on September 30. The 
former dean and chairman of the De¬ 
partment of Psychiatry from 1951 to 
1967 retired from Yale last June. 
The program, which was sponsored 
by the Department of Psychiatry and 
the Child Study Center, began in the 
afternoon with a scientific session held 
in Harkness Auditorium. Speakers in¬ 
cluded Dr. Eugene Brody, professor of 
psychiatry and human behavior, Uni¬ 
versity of Maryland; Dr. Daniel X. 
Freedman, professor and chairman of 
the Department of Psychiatry, Univer¬ 
sity of Chicago; Dr. John Romano, Dis¬ 
tinguished University Professor of 
Psychiatry, University of Rochester; 
and Dr. Lewis Thomas, president and 
chief executive officer. Memorial 
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center. 
A dinner was held in the evening at 
the New Haven Lawn Club, where 
guests heard Dr. David Hamburg, pres¬ 
ident of the Institute of Medicine, Na¬ 
tional Academy of Sciences, remark 
that “Yale became one of the leading 
psychiatric centers of the world" w hile 
Dr. Redlich was chairman of the De¬ 
partment. Dr. Hamburg was the main 
speaker of the event which also in¬ 
cluded tributes to Dr. Redlich from 
Mayor Frank Logue of New Haven; Dr. 
Albert J. Solnit, director of the Child 
Study Center; Dr. Boris M. Astrachan. 
director of the Connecticut Mental 
Health Center; Mrs. Angus Gordon, a 
civic leader active in mental health af¬ 
fairs; and Dr. Charles H. Taylor Jr., 
former provost of Yale University and a 
lecturer in psychology. 
Highlight of the evening ceremonies 
was the unveiling of a portrait of Dr. 
Redlich by Rudolph Zallinger, well- 
known New Haven artist. The painting 
will be hung with the portraits of other 
medical school deans on the second 
floor of Sterling Hall of Medicine. 
Dr. Redlich joined the Yale faculty 
in 1942. He was a key figure in the 
establishment of the Connecticut Men¬ 
tal Health Center, and was its first di¬ 
rector, from 1959 to 1967. On his re¬ 
tirement from Yale he was appointed 
professor of psychiatry at the Univer¬ 
sity of California. Los Angeles, and 
associate chief of staff for education at 
Brentwood Veterans Administration 
Hospital in Los Angeles. 
Dr. Forbes Named 
Hunt Professor of Anatomy 
Dr. Thomas R. Forbes has been named 
Ebenezer K. Hunt Professor of 
Anatomy. A member of the medical 
school faculty since. 1945, Dr. Forbes is 
known for his research in reproductive 
endocrinology, and as co-developer of 
the Hooker-Forbes bio-assay, used 
throughout the world for measuring the 
activity of the hormone, progesterone. 
He is chief of the Section of Gross 
Anatomy, Department of Surgery. 
Dr. Forbes is also well known as a 
scientific and medical historian and is 
the author of more than 170 papers, 
chapters, and abstracts, as well as three 
books: The Midwife and the Witch 
(1966); Chronicle from Aldgate: Life 
and Death in Shakespeare's London 
(1971); and Crowner’s Quest (in 
press). In recent years he has produced 
a series of films on the history of 
medicine, the latest of which. The 
Resurrectionists, appeared in Spring 
1977. 
The Ebenezer K. Hunt Professorship 
was bequeathed to Yale University by 
Mrs. Mary Crosby Hunt in 1896 in 
memory of her husband, who died in 
1889. Dr. Hunt, an alumnus of the Yale 
College Class of 1833, received his 
M.D. degree from Jefferson Medical 
College in 1838. A Hartford resident, 
he served as president of the Connec¬ 
ticut Medical Society in 1863-64. 
Dr. Forbes received his B.A. degree 
cum laude in biology from the Univer¬ 
sity of Rochester, where he was also 
awarded a Ph.D. degree in anatomy. 
He was an assistant, then an instructor 
in the Department of Anatomy, Johns 
Hopkins Medical School from 1937 
until 1942, when he took a leave of 
absence to serve as a technical aid to the 
Division of Medical Sciences, National 
Research Council, and to the Commit¬ 
tee on Medical Research, Office of Sci¬ 
entific Research and Development in 
Washington. In 1942, he received a 
Guggenheim Foundation fellowship, 
but tenure was prevented by the war. 
Following World War II, he came to 
Yale as an instructor, and the next year 
was appointed assistant professor. He 
was named associate professor in 1951, 
and professor in 1962. In 1948 he be¬ 
came assistant dean of the School of 
Medicine and chairman of its Commit¬ 
tee on Student Affairs; and in 1960 he 
was appointed associate dean, serving 
until 1969. He is advisor on Yale Medi¬ 
cal Memorabilia. 
Dr. Forbes is a member of numerous 
academic and professional societies in¬ 
cluding the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science; Society 
for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine; Royal Society of Medicine 
(Fondon); American Association of 
Anatomists; Endocrine Society; 
American Association for the History 
of Medicine; Faculty of the'History and 
Philosophy of Pharmacy and Medicine 
of the Worshipful Society of 
Apothecaries (London); Society for the 
Social History of Medicine (London); 
the International Society for the History 
ot Medicine; Phi Beta Kappa, and 
Sigma Xi. 
He was De Laune Lecturer and 
Medalist of the Worshipful Society of 
Apothecaries in 1975, and has recently 
been named to the Special Study Sec¬ 
tion, History of Life Sciences, N.I.H. 
Dr. Forbes was on the Board of Editors 
of the Journal of the History of 
Medicine and Allied Sciences from 
1956 until 1968, serving as acting 
editorfrom I960 to 1962, and editor in 
1962-63. 
Department of Human Genetics 
Holds Open House 
On October 28, members of the De¬ 
partment of Human Genetics and the 
Center for Human Genetics and Inher¬ 
ited Diseases held an open house to 
mark completion of the first phase of 
their expansion program. Following a 
tour of the library, offices, laboratories 
and conference rooms on the first and 
third floors of the Sterling Hall of 
Medicine, guests gathered in the new 
seminar room to hear comments from 
Dean Robert W. Berliner and Dr. Leon 
E. Rosenberg, chairman of the depart¬ 
ment and director of the Center. 
In addition to completed facilities 
and renovations under construction in 
the Sterling Hall of Medicine, plans 
include the building of a two-story 
bridge between Sterling Hall and the 
Yale-New Haven Hospital. The new 
structure will house laboratories aqd 
patient consultation rooms for the De¬ 
partment of Human Genetics, as well as 
facilities for the Yale Comprehensive 
Cancer Center. 
The first phase of the expansion pro¬ 
ject was funded by grants and gifts from 
the National Institutes of Health, The 
Commonwealth Fund, the Kresge 
Foundation, the Surdna Foundation, 
and friends of the Department of 
Human Genetics. Bristol-Myers Com¬ 
pany of New York has contributed 
$250,000 and other funds are being 
sought, to aid in the construction of the 
$2 million bridge which is scheduled to 
begin early this year. 
New Appointment in Psychiatry 
Dr. John W. Mason was appointed pro¬ 
fessor of psychiatry effective October 
1977. He comes to Yale from Walter 
Reed Army Medical Center, where he 
has served as chief of the Department of 
Neuroendocrinology and scientific ad¬ 
visor to the director of the Division of 
Neuropsychiatry. He is internationally 
recognized for his research in the field 
of psychoneuroendocrinology and 
mechanisms involved in the stress dis¬ 
eases of man. 
Faculty Notes 
Dr. Gerhard H. Giebisch and Dr. 
George E. Palade have been named 
honorary doctorates of Upsala Univer¬ 
sity, Sweden. The honors were confer¬ 
red on September 30th during a three- 
day celebration of the University’s fifth 
centenary. Dr. Giebisch, Sterling Pro¬ 
fessor of Physiology, was chairman of 
the Department of Physiology from 
1968 to 1973. Dr. Palade is Sterling 
Professor of Cell Biology and chairman 
of the Section of Cell Biology. 
The American Medical Writers As¬ 
sociation selected Viral Infections of 
Humans by Dr. Alfred S. Evans as the 
best book on a medical subject for 
physicians published in 1977. Dr. 
Evans is professor of epidemiology and 
director of the World Serum Bank at 
Yale. 
The Thorvald Madsen Award was pre¬ 
sented to Dr. Dorothy Horstmann at 
the 75th anniversary celebration of the 
Staten Seruminstitut in Copenhagen, 
Denmark. Dr. Horstmann, John Rod- 
man Paul Professor of Epidemiology 
and professor of pediatrics, is the only 
non-Danish person ever to have re¬ 
ceived the Madsen Award. The presen¬ 
tation marked the culmination of a 
three-day ceremony which included a 
symposium on virus and bacterial dis¬ 
eases, and an audience with Queen 
Ingrid. 
Dr. Wilbur G. Downs, clinical pro¬ 
fessor of epidemiology, has received 
the Richard Moreland Taylor Award of 
the American Committee for Ar¬ 
thropod Borne Viruses. The prize is 
presented periodically for outstanding 
scientific contributions to the field of 
arbovirology over a significant period 
of time. 
Dr. David F. Musto, associate profes¬ 
sor of psychiatry at the Child Study 
Center, has been appointed to the 
White House National Strategy Coun¬ 
cil on Drug Abuse and Drug Enforce¬ 
ment Policy. The Strategy Council was 
created in 1972 to develop a com¬ 
prehensive policy for all drug-abuse 
prevention and enforcement functions 
of the Federal Government. Dr. Musto 
is author of "The American Disease: 
Origins of Narcotics Control," pub¬ 
lished by Yale University Press in 
1971. 
Dr. Norman S. Talner, professor of 
pediatrics and diagnostic radiology, 
spent two weeks this fall as pediatric 
cardiology consultant to the Philippine 
Heart Center in Manila. During his vis¬ 
it, which was sponsored by the Ameri¬ 
can Heart Association and the World 
Health Organization, Dr. Talner par¬ 
ticipated in ward rounds, house staff 
teaching, and diagnostic studies in in¬ 
fants and children with congenital heart 
disease. He delivered lectures on 
“Congestive Heart Failure in Infancy” 
and “Pulmonary Hypertension.” 
Dr. Thomas J. Krizek, professor of 
surgery (plastic and reconstructive), 
and Dr. Stephan Ariyan, assistant 
professor of surgery (plastic and recon¬ 
structive) received a Cine Clinic Plaque 
at the Clinical Congress of the Ameri¬ 
can College of Surgeons for their teach¬ 
ing film “Reconstruction after Resec¬ 
tion of Head and Neck Cancer.” 
Dr. Philip Felig, professor and vice 
chairman of the Department of Internal 
Medicine, presented the John Claude 
Kellion Lecture at the Annual Meeting 
of the Australian Diabetes Association 
and the Royal Australasian College of 
Physicians, in Adelaide, on October 
18. The title of his lecture was “Hor¬ 
monal Interactions in the Pathogenesis 
of Diabetes.” While in Australia, Dr. 
Felig also lectured at the Royal Prince 
Alfred Hospital in Sydney, at the Gar¬ 
vin Institute of the University of New 
South Wales and at St. Vincent's Hos¬ 
pital in Melbourne. 
New Books by Faculty 
Viral Infections of Humans: 
Epidemiology, Pathogenesis, and Con¬ 
trol. Edited by Alfred S. Evans, M.D. 
professor of epidemiology. Plenum 
Medical Book Company (New York) 
1977. 630 pp, illus. 
This comprehensive guide covers all 
major viral groups, plus cancers and 
chronic infections of the central nerv¬ 
ous system of suspected viral origin. 
Emphasis is on epidemiology, 
pathogenesis and control. 
Clinical Biostatistics. By Alvan R. 
Feinstein, M.D.,professor ofmedicine 
and epidemiology. The C. V. Mosby 
Company (St. Louis) 1977. 468 pp, 
iljus. 
This series of essays, which originally 
appeared in Clinical Pharmacology 
and Therapeutics, examines the field of 
clinical biostatistics. They cover the 
diverse statistical techniques used in 
medical practice and research; research 
and design problems; presentation of 
data; and methods of data analysis. 
Problems with Temperature Regula¬ 
tion During Exercise. 
Edited by Ethan R. Nadel, Ph.D., as¬ 
sociate professor of epidemiology. 
Academic Press (New York) 1977. 144 
pp, illus. 
Written for students, teachers, physi¬ 
cians and scientists interested in var¬ 
ious aspects of exercise, thermal or 
circulatory physiology, this book de¬ 
scribes in detail the physical means of j 
energy transfer during exercise, both 
within the body, and between the body 
and its environment. It offers detailed, 
current explanations of the physiologi¬ 
cal means by which the body controls 
the rates of transfer to regulate its core 
temperature. 
Essential Otolaryngology. A Board 
Preparation and Concise Reference. 
Second Edition. By Keat-Jin Lee, 
M.D., assistant clinical professor of 
surgery (otolaryngology). Medical 
Examination Publishing Company, 
Inc. (Flushing) 1977. 592 pp, illus. 
Formerly entitled The Otolaryngology 
Boards-A Preparation Guide, this 
comprehensive new edition is specifi¬ 
cally written for the young otolaryn¬ 
gologist who is already acquainted with 
the specialty through formal residency 
training. It is intended to assist those 
preparing for boards and includes de¬ 
tailed illustrations, current references 
to recent literature in otolaryngology, 
and a section of objective questions for 
self evaluation. 
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Levin Lyttleton Waters, M.D. William Barriss McAllister, Jr., M.D. 
Dr. Levin L. Waters, professor 
emeritus of pathology and director 
emeritus of the Jane Coffin Childs Fund 
for Medical Research, died on 
November 14. 1977 at the age of 67. He 
succumbed to the disease which had 
been the main focus of his scientific 
life. 
A graduate of Princeton University 
in 1932, he received his M.D. degree 
from Yale in 1937. After an internship 
at the New Haven Hospital, he was 
appointed as the Charles Linnaeus Ives 
Fellow in pathology at the School of 
Medicine and in 1939 joined the faculty 
as an instructor. The next year was 
spent at Memorial Hospital in New 
York City as an International Cancer 
Research Fellow, and he returned to 
Yale in 1941. He had been a member of 
the Department of Pathology since that 
time and was promoted to professor in 
1957. He served as acting chairman of 
the department following the death of 
Dr. Harry S. N. Greene in 1969. 
During the war years 1941 to 1945, 
he was on leave of absence from Yale to 
serve on the Committee on Medical Re¬ 
search of the Office of Scientific Re¬ 
search and Development, and with the 
Division of Medical Sciences, National 
Research Council. At the close of the 
war he was awarded a Certificate of 
Merit from the Department of Defense. 
Dr. Waters had been a member of the 
Board of Scientific Advisors of the Jane 
Coffin Childs Memorial Fund for Med¬ 
ical Research since 1950, and was ap¬ 
pointed chairman and director in 1970. 
He was a member of the Board of Di¬ 
rectors, Universities Associated for 
Research and Education in Pathology; 
and was secretary of the Connecticut 
Commission on Medicolegal Investiga¬ 
tions. He was a member of Alpha 
Omega Alpha and Sigma Xi honor 
societies and was past president of the 
Beaumont Medical Club. 
Internationally recognized for his 
pioneer research on atherosclerosis. 
Dr. Waters’ critical scholarship and 
originality in the development of im¬ 
portant animal models have had a major 
impact on the evolving concepts in this 
field. His work will live on through his 
writings and through his teaching of 
generations of medical students, 
housestaff and colleagues. 
Beyond his professional life Dr. 
Waters was deeply interested in the cul¬ 
ture and history of the Connecticut 
shoreline communities. He delighted 
many with his extensive knowledge of 
the early families in this area and their 
relationship to the great historical 
events which led to the founding of our 
nation. In many respects he was able to 
recapture this history in his personal 
life style. He and his wife, Priscilla, 
purchased a home built in the early 
1700’s and furnished it with appro¬ 
priate pieces. Many evenings were 
spent before the large stone fireplace 
fed by wood which he had split and 
often accompanied by a string quartet, 
with Levin at the violin. 
Dr. Waters is survivied by his wife, 
the former Priscilla Alden; two sons, 
Levin L. Waters V, and Jonathan 
Barclay Waters; one grandson; and two 
brothers His integrity, honesty, loyalty 
and perseverance will long be remem¬ 
bered by his friends, students and col¬ 
leagues at Yale. 
As this issue was going to press, word 
was received of the death of Dr. Wil¬ 
liam Barriss McAllister, Jr., professor 
of clinical pathology, on January 18. 
His obituary will appear in the next 
issue. 
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1931 
In October the Max Taffel Room was 
dedicated at Yale-New Haven Hospital 
as a tribute to Max Taffel who served 
there as a surgeon for almost forty years 
prior to his retirement in July, 1976. 
The room, equipped as a classroom, 
will also be the meeting place of the 
Board of Directors and the Medical 
Board and is located on the first floor, 
east wing of Memorial Unit. Contribu¬ 
tions from more than 200 of Dr. Taf- 
fel’s friends and colleagues made the 
complete redecoration of this room 
possible. “Deeply honored" by the 
recognition, he said he hoped the room 
would serve not only as a place of in¬ 
struction but one in which differing 
opinions could be resolved. 
1935 
Upon his retirement from general prac¬ 
tice in September, Norman Rindge 
was honored on October 2 by a special 
day, “Dr. Rindge Day”, as proclaimed 
by the residents of Clinton (Conn.) and 
the neighboring towns of Madison, Kil- 
lingworth and Westbrook, in apprecia¬ 
tion of his “nearly half a century of 
unselfish and tireless devotion” to 
serving their medical needs. 
Dr. Rindge, a native of Madison, 
was Clinton's Director of Health from 
1941 to 1964 and over many years, was 
school physician to the children of Clin¬ 
ton and Killingworth. In addition, he 
has been Clinton’s Medical Examiner, 
and for almost 40 years physician at 
Chesebrough-Ponds industrial plant in 
Clinton. 
1936 
Morris Tager will be retiring as pro¬ 
fessor and chairman of the Department 
of Microbiology at Emory University at 
the end of this academic year. 
1943 (Dec.) 
To mark his 25 years as chairman of the 
Department of Internal Medicine at 
Southwestern Medical School in Dal¬ 
las, Donald Seldin’s colleagues hon¬ 
ored him with a scientific program, 
reunion and celebration from Sep¬ 
tember 29 through October 1. About 60 
speakers participated in the three-day 
symposium, “Current Topics in Inter¬ 
nal Medicine” and Dr. Seldin was the 
honored guest each evening at banquets 
with former house staff, former renal 
fellows and with former and pres¬ 
ent full-time and clinical faculty of the 
Department of Internal Medicine. 
According to an account of the cele¬ 
bration in the “Center Times”, a pub¬ 
lication of the University of Texas 
Health Science Center at Dallas, Dr. 
Seldin "has been termed an intellectual 
and spiritual leader in the rise of 
Southwestern Medical School to 
preeminent national status” and in his 
introduction of Dr. Seldin, the Center’s 
president. Dr. Charles Sprague, com¬ 
mended him for “being instrumental in 
the medical school’s accretion of top 
faculty.” 
1947 
A letter recently received from Arthur 
Chapman disclosed that he and Mrs. 
Chapman announce the graduation on 
December 3 of their daughter Miriam 
Celeste Martins Chapman-Santana 
with the degree of doctor of medicine 
from the Escola de Medicina e Saude 
Publica of the Universidade Catolica of 
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil. 
Amoz Chernoff is now associate vice 
chancellor for academic affairs at the 
University of Tennessee Center for the 
Health Sciences in Knoxville. While on 
sabbatical leave from the University, 
during the past eighteen months he was 
the national medical director of the 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Dr. Cher¬ 
noff, a specialist in hematology and 
oncology, was given a lifetime Re¬ 
search Career Award starting in 1962, 
by the National Institute of General 
Medical Sciences of the U.S. Public 
Health Service. 
1950 
Carl Gagliardi is the new president¬ 
elect of the Wayne County Medical 
Society in Michigan. Dr. Gagliardi 
practices pediatrics in Lincoln Park and 
is associate attending physician at 
Children’s Hospital and clinical in¬ 
structor at Wayne State University. He 
has served on the Council of the Wayne 
County Medical Society, been on a 
number of its committees, and is also a 
member of the Michigan State Medical 
Society House of Delegates and of its 
Council. 
1953 
At the 37th Annual Meeting of the 
American Diabetes Association in 
June, Donnell Etzwiler was presented 
the Banting Medal for his outstanding 
service to the organization. Dr. 
Etzwiler is director of the Diabetes 
Education Center in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota and was elected president of 
the American Diabetes Association last 
year. 
1955 
The new president of the Oregon 
Ophthalmological Alumni Associa¬ 
tion, is Paul Robinson who was 
elected to the post early last fall at the 
32nd annual meeting of the Association 
whose membership is composed of 
graduates of and former residents 
and/or fellows in the University of Ore¬ 
gon Health Sciences Center Depart¬ 
ment of Ophthalmology. Dr. Robin¬ 
son, a former fellow and resident in the 
Department, is in private practice in 
Portland. 
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1956 
Dwight Miller wrote in December that 
he had become director of laboratories 
at St. Mary’s Hospital in Waterbury, 
Conn. He still spends some time each 
week on Yale-connected activities and 
on occasions when he has been in 
Washington, D.C., he has seen 
classmates Bill Narva, chief of der¬ 
matology, and Mitch Edson, chief of 
urology at the Bethesda Naval Hospi¬ 
tal, Fred North, now a part-time con¬ 
sultant in pediatrics and professor of 
public health (Univ. of Pittsburgh) and 
Ben Sharer, a practicing pediatrician. 
1957 
Louis Avioli, of the Department of 
Medicine at Washington University 
School of Medicine together with Dr. 
Stephen Krane of Harvard Medical 
School, has edited “Volume I 
Metabolic Bone Disease”, published 
in August 1977. A two-volume treatise 
(“Volume 2”, at press time, is in prep¬ 
aration), it will provide an authorita¬ 
tive, comprehensive, and up-to-date 
reference work on metabolic disorders 
of the bone, discussing in detail the 
pathophysiology, clinical manifesta¬ 
tions, and therapy of metabolic bone 
diseases. 
Melville Roberts, professor of 
neurosurgery at the University of Con¬ 
necticut School of Medicine, spoke on 
“Connecticut’s First Surgeon, Thomas 
Pell” at the 206th meeting of the 
Beaumont Medical Club at Yale in 
November. 
1961 
Newly elected president of the 1,250 
member Medical Staff at Yale-New 
Haven Hospital, John Fenn will serve 
one year and represent the staff on the 
Hospital Medical Board and the Board 
of Directors and will also oversee fund 
raising activities and coordinate medi¬ 
cal staff meetings. In private practice of 
vascular surgery. Dr. Fenn holds staff 
appointments at Yale-New Haven, the 
West Haven Veterans Administration 
Hospital, the Hospital of St. Raphael in 
New Haven and at Waterbury Hospital. 
1962 
Carter Marshall, formerly chairman 
of the Department of Community 
Medicine at Morehouse College, has 
been appointed director of the Office 
of Primary Health Care at New Jersey 
Medical School, College of Medicine 
and Dentistry of New Jersey. Dr. Mar¬ 
shall, who will hold the position of pro¬ 
fessor of preventive medicine and 
community health will be responsible 
for educational programs involving 
primary care. A key program, started 
two years ago as a pioneering effort in 
medical education, is the Office's prac¬ 
tice of medicine clerkship which em¬ 
phasizes ethical, legal, political, and 
socio-economic influences on medical 
practice. 
John Wallin is head of nephrology and 
director of the Clinical Investigation 
Center at the 413-bed Oak Knoll Hospi¬ 
tal at the Naval Regional Medical 
Center in Oakland, California, where 
he and his staff have been very active in 
kidney research and control of hyper¬ 
tension. 
Over the last five years since Dr. 
Wallin has been at Oak Knoll, about 55 
kidney patients have received dialysis 
treatment and of these, 15 have re¬ 
ceived kidney transplants. He has spent 
much of this period working on water 
metabolism research as it relates to kid¬ 
ney disease. His principal area of re¬ 
search involves studying the 
mechanisms with which some drugs 
used in everyday clinical practice inter¬ 
fere with the effects of hormones on the 
kidneys. 
Through the Hypertension Clinic at 
the Navy’s Oakland hospital. Dr. Wal¬ 
lin has helped develop an unusual and 
innovative program to control hyper¬ 
tension. Established three years ago as 
a research project to see if a system not 
requiring extensive physician time 
could be devised to fully care for a 
chronic disease, the clinic uses a select 
group of paramedical people trained in 
the management of hypertension, sup¬ 
ported by a computer bank which stores 
all the patient data regarding side ef¬ 
fects either to the disease or medica¬ 
tions. The computer gives recommen¬ 
dations as to medication, allowing the 
nurse practitioner and regular medical 
corps people to regulate medication to 
control the patient’s blood pressure. 
Under this system. Dr. Wallin and his 
staff can handle 16,000 annual visits 
with less than one physician-year of 
time expended. 
1967 
Helen Smits has been appointed direc¬ 
tor of the HEW Health Care Financing 
Administration’s Office of Health 
Standards and Quality. The office con¬ 
tains both the PSRO program and re¬ 
sponsibility for institutional standards 
and certification. The new position will 
be principal liaison with the assistant 
secretary for health’s office, the Public 
Health Service, and the many profes¬ 
sional health groups that work with the 
HCFA. In 1975, Dr. Smits was an NHI 
advisory panel member to the House 
Ways and Means Health Subcommit¬ 
tee. 
1969 
Lee Jampol is now associate professor 
of ophthalmology at the University of 
Illinois School of Medicine and chief of 
the Sickle Cell Eye Clinic/Retinal Vas¬ 
cular Service at the University of Il¬ 
linois Eye and Ear Infirmary. 
1970 
Leonard Milstone, who was ap¬ 
pointed an assistant professor of der¬ 
matology at Yale in September, has 
received the first Anna Fuller Fund Fa¬ 
culty Award in support of his research. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH 
1952 
Milton Lisansky has been appointed 
chief of the Dentistry Department at 
Yale-New Haven Hospital. Dr. 
Lisansky, a resident of Milford, Conn, 
has been in private dental practice in 
New Haven for almost 30 years and 
holds positions as attending dental sur¬ 
geon at the Hospital and assistant clini¬ 
cal professor of dental surgery at Yale. 
He was a resident in dental surgery at 
Yale-New Haven in 1946-47, and in 
subsequent years has been director of 
dental services for the New Haven 
Health Department, president of the 
Loeb Dental Clinic of New' Haven, and 
a past chairman of the Board of Health 
for Milford. 
1963 
Samuel Webb, Jr. has been elected 
president of the Shelburne Museum in 
Vermont and becomes the third genera¬ 
tion of his family to head the Museum 
which was founded in 1947. It is on 45 
acres of landscaped grounds in the 
Town of Shelburne just south of Bur¬ 
lington and displays collections of 
American and European fine art, early 
American folk art, pewter, carriages, 
quilts, furniture and other collections in 
35 buildings, most of them authentic 
examples of early American architec¬ 
ture. 
Dr. Webb is associate professor of 
public health at Yale and is director of 
the program in hospital administration. 
He recently returned to Yale after a 
year’s sabbatical during which he was 
honorary consulting epidemiologist to 
the National Centre for Spinal Cord In¬ 
jury at Stoke-Mandeville Hospital, 
Aylesbury, England. 
1964 
As noted under 1962 Med. class notes. 
Carter Marshall has been named di¬ 
rector of the Office of Primary Health 
Care Education at the New Jersey Med¬ 
ical School of the College of Medicine 
and Dentistry of New Jersey. Dr. Mar¬ 
shall has had a diverse background in 
teaching, administration and research 
in a number of public health areas and 
in addition to the directorship, he will 
hold the position of professor of pre¬ 
ventive medicine and community 
health. 
1967 
Lawrence Krone is now the executive 
director of the National Environmental 
Health Association, the professional 
association of environmental health 
sanitarians and others who are con¬ 
cerned with environmental health mat¬ 
ters. The Association has its headquar¬ 
ters in Denver. 
Effective December 26, James Malloy 
became director of the John Dempsey 
Hospital at the University of Connec¬ 
ticut Health Center in Farmington. Mr. 
Malloy assumes his new post after hav¬ 
ing served as executive director of the 
Jersey City Medical Center in New Jer¬ 
sey since 1975. 
1969 
Robert Merritt is president of the As¬ 
sociation for Black Management in 
Health Care, Inc., the group that spon¬ 
sored the development of Marcus Gar¬ 
vey Manor, a new 295-bed nursing 
home and health related facility located 
in the Crown Heights section of Brook¬ 
lyn. New York and which is committed 
to the recognition of the contributions 
of the elderly to society. Mr. Merritt 
has said, ‘‘Our planning, development 
and construction took into considera¬ 
tion the needs of the elderly Black resi¬ 
dents of Brooklyn who, by the way, 
made significant contributions to our 
society. We created an atmosphere and 
environment that recognizes their 
maturity and desire to continue to par¬ 
ticipate in various projects.” 
1972 
Stephen Baruch accepted a new posi¬ 
tion last fall as the technical manager of 
environmental services with the Elec¬ 
tric Power Research Institute in Palo 
Alto, California. His responsibilities 
center on the environmental influences 
of using fossil fuel in the production of 
electric power. 
1968 
Arnold Saslow, having completed a 
pneumococcal research project at the 
University of Pennsylvania, reports 
that he has “dropped out" for a year’s 
leave in England and extends an invita¬ 
tion to alumni to “drop in” for a visit. 
He will be living at 61 Riverview Gar¬ 
dens, Barnes, London SW 13. 
NECROLOGY 
ex ’12 M.D. 
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ex ”21 M.D. 
’28 M.D. 
'28 M.D. 
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Daniel T. Banks, M.D., 
May 3, 1977 
Thomas J. Sullivan, 
October 25, 1977 
Hans Deutsch, M.D., 
August 5, 1977 
Bernard S. Brody, 
October 21, 1977 
Thomas J. Danaher, 
May 12, 1977 
Robert Ward, Date not 
known 
Levin L. Waters, 
November 14, 1977 
George R. Andrews, 
November 3, 1977 
Graciela C. Carrillo, 
July 17, 1977 
Calendar of Coming Events 
March 30, 31 
March 29 
April 5 
April 12 
May 4, 5, 6 
June 1, 2, 3 
A two-day international symposium on combined therapy for 
cancer in high risk areas of the head and neck, presented by the 
Section of Otolaryngology, Department of Surgery, will include 
presentations of surgical techniques and concepts by a guest 
faculty including Drs. Ettore Bocca, John Conley, Donald F.N. 
Harrison, Richard Jesse, Max Somand Elliot Strong. Dr. John A. 
Kirchner will lead a panel discussion on neck dissection. On the 
following day, the impact of chemotherapy and immunotherapy 
on local treatment by surgery or radiation will be discussed by 
Drs. Joseph Bertino, Paul Cretien, James Fischer, and Robert 
Wittis. Dr. Thomas Krizek will head a panel discussing combined 
treatment for head and neck cancer. 
A course in Perinatal Medicine will be offered on three suc¬ 
cessive Wednesdays to up-date knowledge in the rapidly ex¬ 
panding field of perinatal medicine. 
The Annual Postgraduate Seminars on Vascular Disease and 
General Surgery will be presented by the Division of Peripheral 
Vascular Surgery and the Section of General Surgery, Depart¬ 
ment of Surgery. An outstanding guest faculty will join the Yale 
faculty to speak on new techniques and concepts. Registrants may 
attend one or both of these programs. 
For further details on the above listed events, please contact the 
Office of Graduate and Continuing Education, Yale School of 
Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, New Haven, Connecticut , 
telephone (203) 432-4582. 
ALUMNI WEEKEND—plan now to attend! 
Alumni Weekend— 
June 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
Mark your calendar 
and make plans to 
attend 
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The following text is excerpted from The Making of a Library- 
extracts from letters 1934-1941 of Harvey Cushing. Arnold C. klebs 
and John F. Fulton. The volume, which was edited by Madeline E. 
Stanton and Elizabeth H. Thomson, was presented to John Fulton by 
his friends on his sixtieth birthday, November 1, 1959. 
Harvey Cushing, M.D., was Sterling Professor of Surgery at Yale; 
Arnold C. Klebs, M.D. , was a bibliographer and incunabulist, living 
in Basel, Switzerland; and John F. Fulton, M.D., was professor of 
physiology at Yale. The three men referred to themselves as the 
Trinitarians. 
THE MAKING OF A 
LIBRARY 
The occupation with old books, with histori¬ 
cal facts, even with historical processes, with 
the philosophy of science and medicine must 
not create a new specialty ... it must serve 
for the re-creation literally in the shop and 
laboratory worker of a broader, finer orienta¬ 
tion, above the definite life tasks, and helpful 
in them . . . Arnold C. Klebs 
New Haven, Connecticut 
Oct. 4th, 1934 
Dear Arnold: As I may have intimated to you in times past 
I have always intended to have a check list of my books 
made and then to have them sold by my Executors so that 
others might have the pleasure of collecting them as I have 
done. 
This idea has begun to wane in favor of leaving them to 
Yale to be kept together ... as the basis of a medico- 
historical collection. 
I have talked the matter over with John and though I did 
not press the matter, I gather that he would like to leave his 
books also when the time comes, making a Fulton- 
Cushing Collection. 
I woke up in the middle of the night with the 
thought—why not a Klebs-Fulton-Cushing Collection so 
that we three could go down to bibliophilic posterity hand 
in hand. Just imagine some young fellow long hence 
stumbling on our diaries and papers and correspondence 
about books. I envy him to think what fun he would have, 
for I think in a certain way our three collections have a 
more personal and intimate provenance than has W.O.’s 
(Sir William Osier) library . . . 
With this letter from Harvey Cushing to Arnold C. Klebs, the making 
of one of the world’s greatest medical historical libraries was begun. 
Although Klebs’ initial response was somewhat cautious, he soon 
wrote of the plan enthusiastically: 
Dear Harvey:. . . Dreams do come true sometimes. Mine 
of a retreat over here at Fes Terrasses for wandering 
American scholars in search of rest and illumination in 
new surroundings I scarcely ever thought possible of 
materialisation. It would need an endowment which I 
could hardly provide and also merely duplicate what is not 
so rare here as it is in America, a center of study with an 
atmosphere. Hence to go into your scheme of combining 
your and John’s and my own collection makes the greater 
appeal. If the Sterling Trustees will really build a medical 
students’ dormitory to which would be annexed a medical 
library, that might make a marvellous home for what we 
three have accumulated in literary treasures during a good 
part of our lives. As you say, none of us realize perfectly 
what we really have for not only have we added by 
purchases but daily we added notes and scraps of relevant 
pictorial and other accessories. We have surely more than 
mere bricks for the construction of new medical histories 
i 
It seems to me you can go right ahead with plans. I for 
my part can see no plan ahead that offers greater attrac¬ 
tions. If John would not only give his books but his 
energies to something that will keep alive the curious 
search that has swayed us, the danger that our collections 
might one day form nothing but piously maintained 
cemeteries of books would be averted. Otherwise they 
might as well go back into the market and find interested 
buyers. . . . The occupation with old books, with histori¬ 
cal facts, even with historical processes, with the 
philosophy of science and medicine must not create a new 
specialty ... it must serve for the re-creation literally in 
the shop and laboratory worker of a broader, finer orienta¬ 
tion, above the definite life tasks, and helpful in them . . . 
Thus, the basic philosophy of a working library, which has remained to 
this day, was established. A few weeks after this letter was written, 
Fulton entered the following in his diary: 
The Cushing Library: The most stirring development 
since I have been at Yale has occurred within the last 
week. Dr. Cushing has several times intimated during the 
past winter that he proposed to leave his library to Yale. 
He had talked the matter over with Mr. Keogh1 and Mr. 
Day2, the treasurer, and with Dr. Bayne-Jones, the new 
dean. He had indicated that his desire to leave his books to 
the University would be somewhat more real and tangible 
if the University, during his lifetime, could make some 
provision in the form of a room to receive the books. He 
intimated also that Dr. Klebs might also present his li¬ 
brary, and I would certainly want to leave mine wherever 
Dr. Cushing left his. When he mentioned the subject of an 
appropriate room for the books, no cue seemed to re¬ 
spond. Dr. Cushing, fearing that no action would be 
taken, broached the subject to Winter (M.C. Wintemitz)3 
on Wednesday, June 5th. It caught Winter’s imagination 
instantly and he saw in a flash that a library such as Dr. 
Cushing’s is perhaps the greatest thing that could come to 
any institution. On Thursday morning, accordingly, he 
came down to discuss the matter with me, asking for 
details about Dr. Cushing’s library, and he immediately 
drafted a twelve-page memorandum which he polished up 
on Friday and presented it Saturday morning to the Yale 
Corporation who immediately authorized him to employ 
an architect to draw up plans with a view to raising the 
necessary funds . . . 
With the drawing card of Dr. Cushing’s library, even 
the pessimistic George Day feels that the money for the 
building can be secured without difficulty . . . Dr. Cush¬ 
ing proposes to endow the library in addition so that there 
will be funds for its permanent upkeep. Klebs is on the 
ocean and will arrive on the 13th and we shall be able to 
take up the details w ith him before we sail at midnight of 
the 14th. I have seldom been more excited about anything 
The architect for the proposed library was Grosvenor Atterbury. His 
original scheme for the building is described in this entry in Dr. 
Fulton’s diary: 
August 19 - September 8, 1935 
The Cushing Library: In The New Haven Evening Regis¬ 
ter for August 7th, 1935, appeared an announcement that 
the University would start their demolishing of the build¬ 
ings on the Betsy Ross lot4 on York and Oak Streets and 
Davenport Avenue. When we arrived in New Haven Au¬ 
gust 29th, the wrecking company was engaged in remov¬ 
ing various structures and about half of them were down 
by the first of September. As yet we have no information 
as to what funds have been secured to build the library, but 
Mr. Grosvenor Atterbury has drawn most engaging plans 
of the building which will be entered on Davenport Av¬ 
enue immediately opposite the entrance to the Institute5; it 
will consist of a large auditorium, a three story wing in the 
center for rare books in the history of medicine and a 
working medical library extending in another wing toward 
Oak Street and Davenport Avenue . . . 
. . . (the new library) will make possible a 
development in the cultural side of medicine 
which I firmly believe will have national sig¬ 
nificance . . . John F. Fulton 
As with most building projects, progress was slow, and there were 
many frustrations, including the introduction of alternative schemes. In 
March the following year Fulton wrote in his diary: 
The library development: For more than a year nothing 
has been done about our plans for building a new medical 
library. However, within the last few weeks plans have 
been going back and forth from Mr. Grosvenor Atter- 
bury's office and, having somewhat reluctantly decided to 
abandon the idea of erecting a separate building, we are 
now concentrating attention upon a very attractive exten¬ 
sion of the present Sterling Hall of Medicine in the direc¬ 
tion of the power house, on the site of the present amphi¬ 
theater and dog house. It will be a Y-shaped building, one 
branch of the Y being for the historical collections and the 
other for the working library. The plans are very alluring 
and the new situation has the great advantage of being very 
central in location, particularly attractive to me as the 
entrance will be within half a minute’s walk of my office. 
. . . I am very pleased with the compromise as it seems 
entirely feasible, and it will make possible a development 
in the cultural side of medicine which I firmly believe will 
have national significance. 
2 
As plans for the new library unfolded, the Trinitarians’ mounting 
enthusiasm for their project began to affect fellow collectors. On May 
14, 1937, Cushing sent news to his friend in Switzerland of one 
important contribution: 
Dear Arnold: ... I have just had a letter from Casey 
Wood who says he is sending some books for our trifoliate 
collection, which is very good of him indeed, and I won¬ 
der how he learned about it. He regrets that he hasn’t a 
hundred thousand dollars to help toward the enterprise. 
I’ll remind him of this later on for he may scare up, let us 
say, half of this amount. The G.A. plans of the library 
have been passed upon and approved by the Corporation, 
and now it’s up to the Prudential Committee of the Univer¬ 
sity to get the funds. I hope they may land on some 
Maecenas for us . . . 
And later in August of that year, Cushing wrote Klebs: 
Dear Arnold: . . . I think I told you about a man here after 
your own heart named George Smith who goes in for fish 
and has an amazing collection of books on ichthyology. 
Next time you come over I want you to meet him, and we 
will go down together and see his books, which he keeps at 
his summer place in Pine Orchard. 
He has succeeded in getting in touch with Streeter*5, 
who came up here and passed an afternoon with us; and on 
Friday, Smith, John and I paid a return visit to his so- 
called farm at Stonington. It is a most fascinating place on 
the Sound just east of New London, a modernized old 
farm house with gorgeous trees and magnificent views. 
But the important thing was that he showed us his 
collection of weights and measures and books pertaining 
thereto, at all of which John and I simply gasped. So far as 
I know, no one else has taken an interest in collecting these 
things, and he has been picking them up here and there for 
the past twenty years, old Greek and Roman and Egyptian 
and Assyrian weights and pots and scales. No doubt 
therein lay the beginnings of exact measurement which 
not only was important for commerce but must hold also in 
some way the kernel of early science. But you probably 
know as much and more about this than Streeter himself in 
view of your researches in the history of science. 
There were about eight hundred volumes on his shelves 
which I think he is perfectly willing to turn over to us. John 
may write you something of what he made out of them. 
Mrs. Streeter, I gather from Smith, would be glad to get 
them out of the house, but even more glad if we could get 
Streeter back into bibliographical studies which he has 
practically dropped since he became a quasi - farmer. 
Fulton also wrote Klebs about the visit to Stonington! 
MydearACK:. . . On Friday H.C., without much warn¬ 
ing, organized a trip to Stonington, Connecticut, to see 
Streeter in the hope of getting his books and his collection 
of weights and measures for our trinitarian scheme. I think 
he has succumbed. It is a terribly long trip, as Stonington 
is twenty miles beyond New London, and I have had 
dyspepsia ever since. 
In 1939, the building plans were again revised as Cushing noted in a 
letter dated June 3 to Klebs. 
Dear Arnold: . . . The University has finally notified us 
that they will allocate ca. $600,000 to erect a building to 
house the medical school library, with one wing for the 
general medical library and another wing for the historical 
collections . . . 
It was learned from them that the sum which they had 
agreed upon to allocate to us came from the original 
Sterling Trust Fund and probably could not be legally 
utilized for anything other than an extension of the exist¬ 
ing buildings of the Medical School to which the Sterling 
Fund had largely contributed in the beginning. . . . 
All this may not be very understandable to you; but I am 
expecting to hear from them any minute to the effect that 
they have allocated a half million dollars to us, that Atter- 
bury will immediately go ahead and modify his plans for 
the Y-shaped building in the middle of the present Medical 
School group and to enlarge it to hold a possible 400,000 
books instead of the 200,000 his plans originally called 
for, and that they propose to start building immediately. 
So there is a possibility that perhaps a year hence we 
may be having a public opening of some sort which John 
will have to arrange while you and I sit back and watch the 
wheels go round. . . . 
Klebs replied: 
Dear Harvey: . . .Iam not at all sorry that the grand plans 
that you had about the Library cannot materialize. The 
simpler they are, the better they will please me, and I do 
hope that John will not insist on a large staff of pink 
fingered ladies. At Sigerist’s shop in Baltimore I was very 
much impressed by the businesslike routine of the estab¬ 
lishment, but I did rather long for my own shop and yours 
and Stanton’s.7 
. . . there has been in the past and will con¬ 
tinue to be a reasonably active group here 
that will keep an interest in medical history 
alive . . . Harvey Cushing 
To Klebs’ reference to Sigerist’s shop, Cushing responded: 
Dear Arnold: . . . I don’t think we can pattern the institute 
and its organization either on Sarton or Sigerist. We can 
only hope that the right person or persons will turn up as 
years pass who will bless us for the source material that we 
have put in their hands and will get something worthwhile 
out of it. We haven't yet even decided on what the special 
collection had best be called. For my own part, I rather 
fancy imitating you and calling it Bibliotheca Scientifica 
et Medica, to give it a certain humanistic flavor in name as 
well as purpose. 
There is as you know, a Beaumont Club here who are 
very anxious to have a special room. Mendell8 and Hen¬ 
drickson5’ , for example, are members of the Club and there 
are one or two others like Lorande Woodruff10 who have 
very strong historical interests. It’s a group that will al¬ 
ways make a strong back-log. . . . 
So there has been in the past and will continue to be a 
reasonably active group here that will keep an interest in 
medical history alive. John's future is of course unpredict¬ 
able, but I have a hunch that he may some day wish to 
relinquish his present chair and devote himself to the 
Library. 
On June 21, 1939, Fulton and Cushing wired good news to Klebs: 
Library Funds Granted. Honorary Degrees Today (to) 
George Stewart11 . . . John Harvey 
Klebs received the final plans of the Library with great enthusiasm, as 
noted in this August 30, 1939 note to Cushing: 
Dear Harvey: . . . Grosvenor Atterbury’s blue prints I 
have also studied carefully, especially the historical wing. 
In many ways it is the most admirable I have ever seen. A 
long hall with a balcony, the walls covered with books, is 
just what one wants, the aesthetic background for com¬ 
parative and individual work that will take place in the 
center. Two floors of alternating study and stack rooms, 
all accessible from the balcony in the second floor though 
definitely private and undisturbed by casual wanderers 
and curiosity seekers, who can find a welcome below. 
Not quite a month later Fulton sadly told Klebs: 
My dear A.C.K.: The dear man has gone ... I need not 
tell you that we are all distracted, but I shall not cease to be 
thankful for two things. One, that you were here for his 
birthday party (on April 8, 1939) and, two, that Lucia and 
1 got back from Europe in time to see him well and that we 
were both here when he fell ill. What a wonderful life it 
has been, and we cannot but be happy that he was spared a 
lingering illness. . . . 
One item of news with regard to the Library. We had a 
very satisfactory meeting yesterday with Tom Famam12 
and Mr. Atterbury, Bayne-Jones and George Smith. The 
plans are complete, including the steel drawings, and after 
the Corporation gives formal approval next Saturday, 
October 14th work will begin. . . . 
H.C. was informed of these things and it seemed to 
please him very much. . . . 
In the historical drawing room or workshop 
one meets infinitely more comrades of se¬ 
curely established records than in the biggest 
contemporary medical congress . . . Arnold 
C. Klebs 
Cushing replied to this letter a week or so later: 
Dear Arnold: . . . All that you say about the library plans 
pleases me greatly. We may feel both of us mentally and 
physically antiquated, but I have a hunch that you will be 
over here again and will perhaps make a few appropriate 
remarks a year hence, when possibly we may have proper 
dedicatory exercises. At that time you can select for your¬ 
self the space where you would like to feel thatyourbooks 
some day will come to rest in order to complete our much 
talked of, all these past years, tri-foliate program. . . . 
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On February 12, 1940 Klebs wrote his son-in-law, George Stewart a 
long letter in which he philosophized about the Trinitarians’ plan: 
(I hope there will soon materialize) a very fine dream 
which Harvey and I, and John with us, had dreamed for 
years when our labors with old books made us increas¬ 
ingly aware that something much bigger than mere knowl¬ 
edge lay at the bottom of medical progress. . . .Theusual 
assumption that the last and the most modem is also the 
best in line of evolution and that all before is but a more or 
less primitive preparation is effectively countered by voy¬ 
ages to other times and other places. It need not make us 
suspicious and dissatisfied with what we have reached, 
but it makes us give up an easy complacency for a more 
critical attitude in the amazing multitude of hygienic and 
therapeutic propositions sprung on helpless humanity. In 
the historical drawing room or workshop one meets infi¬ 
nitely more comrades of securely established records than 
in the biggest contemporary medical congress. With a 
little practice, with some linguistic aptitude one can learn 
to converse with them, provided one looks at them as 
human beings, not as “antiquarian samples” on which to 
show off one’s erudition or scholarship (facile terms to 
hide often emptiness of head and heart). 
Human contacts in the yesterdays that are no more 
bring us into contact with ideas and strivings of eternal 
validity, but to be “human” we have to acquire more than 
books can give us, though books or other written docu¬ 
ments will always be the basis from which to start for the 
voyage into other times. Books in this search acquire an 
individuality of their own which often adumbrates that of 
the author. To them cling in various ways signs of their 
contact with owners, of their influence on them and 
others, and thus many other individuals are drawn into the 
circle of interest. Harvey in several letters emphasized this 
aspect of provenance in our books, which he thought 
would rarely be found in any one library, not even Osier's. 
Dedication ceremonies for the new Library were held on June 15, 1941. 
John Fulton was the only Trinitarian to attend; World War II, raging in 
Europe, detained Arnold Klebs from the occasion he had so looked 
forward to. Wilmarth S. Lewis, Chairman of the Yale Corporation’s 
Committee on the Library and Museums, made introductory remarks. 
Starling W. Childs, presented a gift for the Rotunda from the Class of 
1891 in memory of Harvey Cushing, and President Charles Seymour, 
accepted the gift for the University and in turn, presented the keys of the 
building to Francis G. Blake, dean of the School of Medicine. Arnold 
Klebs’ son-in-law, Reverend George Stewart, gave the blessing of the 
books. 
EPILOGUE 
Dr. Klebs died in 1943, but because of the war his books 
did not join those of his friends until 1946 when they 
reached New Haven on a snowy afternoon five days be¬ 
fore Christmas. As the three men had hoped and foreseen, 
this was only the beginning of the Historical Library. Dr. 
Streeter had presented in 1941 the weights and measures 
which H.C. and J.F.F. had examined with astonishment 
and delight four years earlier, together with a rich group of 
supporting texts. In 1951 George Milton Smith be¬ 
queathed to the Library his books on anatomy and 
medicine and on marine biology, especially ichthyology. 
Still later a superb lot of medical caricatures and books on 
psychiatry came from Clements C. Fry, one of H.C.’s 
opponents in the croquet games which were a summer 
attraction at 691 Whitney Avenue. Samuel C. Harvey, a 
former student who was then Professor of Surgery at Yale, 
willed his library of working texts in the history of surgery 
in 1953. Still other gifts have enriched the ever-growing 
collections of the Historical Library. 
A department of the history of medicine was established 
in February 1951, and John Fulton resigned his professor¬ 
ship of physiology to become its chairman and Sterling 
Professor of the History of Medicine. Thus the dream of 
the two older men implemented by the third took further 
concrete shape. Should the day ever come when their 
voluminous correspondence (of which the letters here are 
but a minute part) is edited and published, it will readily be 
seen that, as A.C.K. wrote H.C. on 13 January 1938, “a 
good deal of what merits to be called history is just there.” 
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The Edward Clark 
Streeter Collection 
... he showed us his collection of weights 
and measures and books pertaining thereto, 
at all of which John and I simply gasped . . . 
Harvey Cushing 
This winter the Edward Clark Streeter Collection was 
moved from its original space in two rooms on the second 
floor of Sterling Hall of Medicine to a new gallery de¬ 
signed especially for it in the lobby next to the entrance 
rotunda. The handsome display has attracted many facul¬ 
ty, students and visitors, with its remarkable scope of 
intriguing scientific measures and other implements. 
Included are ancient weights from Babylonia, Assyria, 
Egypt, Greece and Rome. There are French town weights 
from the 13th to 18th centuries, as well as an extensive 
collection of Nuremberg nested weights. Dr. Streeter col¬ 
lected numerous types of scales from the smallest Dutch 
gold scales to large Spanish steelyards, as well as naviga¬ 
tional and surveying instruments. 
A colorful collection of Renaissance and 19th century 
pharmaceutical jars and other implements for making and 
dispensing drugs are housed in a separate room, known as 
the “Pharmacy”, adjacent to the main gallery. The new 
exhibition also includes surgical instruments, ranging 
from the 2nd century Roman to tum-of-the century 
American, from collections in addition to the Streeter 
collection. 
Edward Clark Streeter, the son of a prominent Chicago 
physician and surgeon, was a member of the Yale Class of 
1898. He received his M.D. degree from Northwestern 
University Medical School in 1901, and soon after settled 
in Boston, where he became acquainted with Harvey 
Cushing. Well-known as a medical humanist and a classi¬ 
cal scholar. Dr. Streeter was an ardent collector of books 
as well as objects. Before his interest turned to collecting 
weights and measures he had amassed an extensive Re¬ 
naissance library, which he subsequently sold. In May 
1921, with Dr. Cushing and Dr. Malcolm Storer, he 
founded the Boston Medical History Club. At the same 
time, he was appointed lecturer of the History of Medicine 
at Harvard, where his most distinguished student was John 
F. Fulton. 
Dr. Streeter left Boston to return to the family farm in 
Stonington, Connecticut and in 1929 was named visiting 
professor in the History of Medicine at Yale. Both Dr. 
Fulton and Dr. Cushing had also come to New Haven, and 
his friendships with them were rekindled with the plan¬ 
ning of the Historical Library, of which Dr. Streeter was 
an enthusiastic supporter. 
John W. Streeter, who shared his father’s great interest 
in collecting, was named honorary curator of the Edward 
Clark Streeter Collection after the death of his father in 
1947. Assisted by Nancy Curry Bavor, of the Historical 
Library, he mounted the handsome display in the new 
gallery, as well as a study display of weights and measures 
in the hall leading to the library. 
Fa dog weights, iron: Southeast Asia, 18th c. 
Feeling Good 
Studies on the effects of cocaine use 
Dr. Robert Byck. professor of clinical psychiatry and 
pharmacology, is one of three or four research scientists in 
the country studying the effects of cocaine in man. Be¬ 
cause cocaine is fast becoming the “in” drug of social 
use, this work recently has attracted considerable attention 
in the popular press. 
“You might say that I got my job through th eNew York 
Times," Dr. Byck replied when asked how he got in¬ 
volved in cocaine studies. A reporter from the Times, who 
was planning a series of articles on Sigmund Freud’s 
Cocaine Papers, asked for an interview. When Dr. Byck 
said that he hadn’t seen th & Papers the reporter lost no time 
in delivering them to him. “They came through the mail 
slot at my home that very midnight.” 
The Cocaine Papers describe Freud’s experiments in 
cocaine, using himself as subject, which present an early 
demonstration of the critical relationship between the 
physiological effect and the mental effect of the drug 
relative to its time course action. Although the Times 
never published the series of articles. Dr. Byck was, in the 
language of street users, hooked. He wrote an introduction 
to the English translation of the papers, published in 
paperback by the New American Library in 1974, and 
began, in collaboration with other scientists at Yale, a 
series of studies on cocaine. 
Although Dr. Byck had been interested in ampheta¬ 
mines since 1957, he had never done research on cocaine, 
which is also a central nervous system stimulant, and he 
had never done research on the effects of these drugs on 
human subjects. The findings described in Freud’s papers 
offered a challenge. 
The social use of cocaine is expensive and illegal—an 
evening’s “high” can cost as much as $50 and penalties 
for the possession of even a minimal amount are harsh— 
yet an estimated 4.8 million Americans have tried it, and 
the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration admits that 
cocaine traffic has become at least a $1 billion a year 
business. Some experts believe its popularity has yet to 
peak. 
There are many ways of taking cocaine. It can be 
dissolved in water, sprinkled into cocktails or dabbed onto 
a cigarette; it can be burned and the fumes inhaled, or it 
can be taken intravenously. Most often it is sniffed, or in 
the street users vernacular, “snorted”—and the ritual 
often seems as important as the drug itself. When inhaled 
through the nose, it goes to the back of the nasal cavity, 
combines with mucous and drips down the back of the 
throat. The nose and upper gum become numb—and the 
“high” begins. 
Cocaine is extracted from the leaves of the cocoa plant 
(Erythroxylocon coca), found in western South America. 
Bolivian and Peruvian Indians have been chewing the 
leaves for centuries, reportedly with remarkable results. 
However, the chewing of coca leaves should not be con¬ 
fused with snorting or swallowing “street” cocaine. This 
is a white translucent crystalline powder, often “cut” 
with amphetamines or other substances such as talcum 
powder. 
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The isolation of the purified psychoactive agent in coca 
leaves was achieved sometime during the 1850’s, and the 
extract was soon readily available and widely used 
throughout Europe and the United States in patent 
medicines, soft drinks and wines and liquor. Mariani's 
Wine, which contained cocaine as well as wine, and was 
claimed to prevent malaria, influenza and “wasting dis¬ 
eases”, was wildly popular in Europe, even among royalty. 
For all its popularity and claims of benefits to mind and 
body alike, cocaine had a strong force of detractors, and in 
1914 the Harrison Act banned it along with opiates. (In 
fact, the Act misclassified cocaine as a narcotic, instead of 
calling it a stimulant). Its only legal use today is in 
medicine, as a safe and effective topical or local anesthetic 
and vasoconstrictor. 
Dr. Byck’s interest in cocaine is part of a long-range 
effort to find out about the chemical basis of what makes 
people “feel good”, and why. The first step in the cocaine 
studies was a collaboration with Dr. Peter Jatlow, profes¬ 
sor of laboratory medicine, and Dr. David N. Bailey, to 
work out a method to determine the amount of cocaine in 
blood plasma. Drs. Jatlow and Bailey developed the first 
such assay sensitive enough to pick up the low levels of 
cocaine that are present after clinical use, which was a 
major step in understanding the pharmacology of the drug. 
Using this procedure. Dr. Byck and his colleagues, Dr. 
Paul G. Barash, associate professor of anesthesiology, 
and Dr. Craig Van Dyke, assistant professor of psychia¬ 
try, measured the plasma level of cocaine in hospital 
patients who had received the drug for tooth extraction or 
open heart surgery. This study revealed some rather star¬ 
tling facts about the course of cocaine effectiveness. 
There was no data at that time on the psychological 
effects of cocaine measured in the laboratory, but it had 
always been assumed from the descriptions of street users 
that when someone snorts cocaine they get a terrific 
“high” almost immediately, feel wonderful for a little 
while, and then the “high” quickly disappears. “One 
would assume, on that evidence, that if you were to 
measure cocaine in the blood, you would find that the 
level would go way up right away, and then drop off,” Dr. 
Byck said. “In fact, medical text books agree that this is 
what happens, but our experiment indicated that it isn’t 
that way at all.” 
The study demonstrated that the time course of cocaine 
in plasma is very different from what is claimed to be the 
timing of the psychological effect of the drug. When 
cocaine is given intranasally, it is detected in plasma by 15 
minutes, reaches peak levels at around 40 to 50 minutes, 
and then decreases gradually over the next three to four 
hours. 
This new information led to a study of the physiological 
and psychological effects of intranasal cocaine. It was 
believed by most physicians that cocaine was not effective 
when taken orally. To test this belief the Yale inves¬ 
tigators made up gelatine capsules containing about 150 
milligrams of cocaine and gave them to a subject. 
“Much to our surprise, he got a huge psychological 
effect,” Dr. Byckrecalled. “We were amazed—butifwe 
had had any sense we would have known that cocaine had 
to be effective by mouth, otherwise Mariani’s Wine 
wouldn’t have been so popular in the old days. We were so 
brainwashed by reading the text books, and by believing 
that cocaine was hydrolyzed in the stomach that we, and 
others in the field, couldn’t see the evidence in front of us.” 
Dr. Byck and his colleagues then examined the effect of 
cocaine taken by mouth versus placebos taken orally, to 
make sure that the response they had seen was a phar¬ 
macological effect rather than a psychological reaction. 
They measured the plasma level of the subject after oral 
administration of cocaine and found that there was good 
reason he had gotten a “high”. This, and other similar 
studies have convinced Dr. Byck that people, including 
scientists, do not always respond to evidence and 
reality—they respond, instead, to fixed prejudices. 
To compare the efficacy of oral cocaine versus in¬ 
tranasal cocaine use, they tested four healthy male sub¬ 
jects who were between 25 and 32 years old and had used 
cocaine previously for recreational purposes. In an initial 
set of experiments, a 10 percent solution of cocaine hy¬ 
drochloride was applied topically to the nasal mucosa. The 
total dose ranged from 115 to 246 milligrams. In sub¬ 
sequent experiments, the subjects swallowed the same 
dosage of crystalline cocaine hydrochloride in a gelatin 
capsule. 
In each case, the cocaine was administered under the 
same conditions. Before the drug was administered, and 
again at regular intervals after administration, the subjects 
were asked to rate themselves on a six-point “high” scale, 
and to complete the morphine and amphetamine signifi¬ 
cant scales of the Addiction Research Center Inventory. 
The difference in timing of mean peak plasma concen¬ 
trations for the two routines of administration was not 
significant. What was significant however, was that in 
three of the four subjects, peak plasma concentrations 
were higher after oral cocaine than after nasal cocaine of 
the same dosage, and peak “highs” after oral administra¬ 
tion were significantly greater than those reported after 
intranasal application. 
This leads to an interesting point about drug acceptabili¬ 
ty. “Here you have a drug which is commonly available 
on the street. If you swallow it, it gives you a better 
“high” than if you snort it, but because snorting it is the 
‘right’ thing to do, street users go through the ritual,” Dr. 
Byck said. “They believe the fantasy too.” 
We choose our poisons on the basis of tradition, not 
pharmacology, he insists. Societal attitudes determine 
which drugs are acceptable and the extent to which moral 
qualities are ascribed to chemicals. 
“Take tobacco, for instance,” he said. “It does not 
appear to have much of an effect that one can define—it 
doesn’t make you “high” or crazy. The most that smokers 
can attribute to it is that it makes them feel relaxed. 
Smoking is an acceptable drug use in spite of the fact that 
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there is no question that it can cause cancer, and in fact, 
can increase the incidence of almost every disease you can 
think of.” 
Quoting from an article in the March 9, 1978 issue of 
The New England Journal of Medicine, he noted that the 
economic consequences of cigarette smoking in the 
United States were estimated at $27,539.9 million, and 
that the economic consequences of alcohol abuse during 
that year were estimated at $44,193.8 million,—a total of 
nearly $72 million, for two of three of the country’s major 
drugs of social use (coffee is the third). 
‘ 'These are accepted drugs, used by literally millions of 
Americans each day. Their use is legal and even encour¬ 
aged. State governments, for instance, make a profit 
through taxation on the sale of both alcohol and cigarettes, 
and cigarettes are even available to hospital patients with 
terminal respiratory disease, and to school children, 
through vending machines, which anyone can use.” 
Contrary to common belief, cocaine is not a narcotic, it 
is not addictive in the strict use of the term, and stopping 
its use causes no withdrawal symptoms. Yet, cocaine 
ranks high on the United States Drug Enforcement Ad¬ 
ministration’s list of law enforcement priorities for 
dangerous drugs. Penalty for its use and possession are 
harsh throughout the country—in New York State posses¬ 
sion of even a small amount can lead to life imprisonment. 
Dr. Byck admits wryly, that one of the practical appli¬ 
cations of his research is to point out that much of what 
society accepts, and much of what scientists appear to 
know in medicine, is simply reinforced myth. 
In ongoing studies, he and his colleagues are applying 
new methods and new knowledge to define the effects of a 
psychoactive drug. ”1 am particularly interested in drugs, 
or anything else, that make people feel good, because I 
believe that the body’s mood state is controlled by hor¬ 
monal and other influences which can be modified by 
drugs,” he explained. ‘‘I am very interested in whether or 
not there is such a thing, in effect, as a 'feeling good’ 
hormone. If there is a chemical basis for a good mood, one 
of the ways we are going to be able to study it is by finding 
drugs that hook up with the receptor system that controls 
this mood.” 
He is currently examining the chemical-hormonal na¬ 
ture of feeling good. “Cocaine is the most potent euphori- 
gen that we have found,” he noted. “It is the one sub¬ 
stance that is more likely to make people feel good than 
anything else. There must be something in the structure or 
pharmacological interactions of cocaine that tells us some¬ 
thing about the chemical nature of feeling good, versus 
feeling bad.” 
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The Three A’s 
Excerpts from the commencement address by Thomas J. Krizek, M.D., 
professor of surgery (plastic and reconstructive), to the medical 
graduates of the Class of 1978. 
In his commencement address, Dr. Krizek had three 
pieces of advice for the graduating class on how to achieve 
happiness and be fulfilled in medicine. They are the three 
A’s: Ability, Affability, and Availability. After defining these, he 
discussed the challenges of a medical career. 
“I honestly believe that Yale has presented 
you with the finest opportunity for under¬ 
graduate medical education that is available 
in the world today. You have through blood, 
sweat and tears and thesis advisors each pro¬ 
duced scholarly work entitling you in every 
sense of the word to receive a doctorate 
degree—which you have. It is you and your 
abilities, of course, which have and will con¬ 
tinue to make this a great school. The words 
of the motto of the University of Salamanca 
are applicable here: 
“What nature hath denied—The Univer¬ 
sity cannot provide”. 
All of the medical students who finish are qualified to 
finish medical school by all our yardsticks that we have 
established. However, one-third of all those who finish 
residencies fail to pass the Board exams which are de¬ 
signed to measure minimum levels of competence, and 
this is particularly of concern since there are no further 
sanctions to prevent these persons from practicing the 
specialty as self-ordained specialists. Basically, the last 
sanction on your ability to practice has occurred today. 
You have a degree. Your license is perfunctory and 
routine. You will never again be officially measured. 
Of even more concern is what the system may do to 
those who succeed. The pressures on your time will be so 
great as to make any reading almost impossible. The 
challenge of just living in a civilized way will be great. To 
read the newspaper, much less anything scientific, will 
become a chore. Beware—the joy of learning which you 
have today can be lost. Medicine can easily become a 
chore. The great danger is that the joy of learning may be 
stolen from you. The eager student is too often turned into 
an overworked, bored resident who does not come to 
rounds, who rarely reads a medical journal. The day you 
no longer are interested in the AMA Journal and the New 
England Journal of Medicine because they are not relevant 
to your specialty—that is the day you are in trouble. The 
joy of medicine will have been stolen from you. Mark that 
day. It is at that point that we must make rules that you 
attend lectures, check attendance, and demand of you 
demeaning activities that should be unthinkable for edu¬ 
cated and dedicated people. 
You run the risk of your abilities becoming too narrow, 
your affability strained and your availability to intellectual 
expansion closed. The greatest challenge to medical 
educators is in this area of graduate, specialty education. 
Curricula must be designed, yardsticks for measuring 
accomplishment must be developed, and the universities 
must gradually develop more interest in and control over 
this phase of the educational process and become the true 
arbiters of accomplishment as they are for undergraduate 
studies. 
The specialty Boards evolved some 40 years ago in an 
attempt to establish criteria for competence in specialty 
areas. These Boards are now under serious challenge. 
This brings me to the second major challenge which you 
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will encounter—namely the major change in the public 
attitudes toward medicine. 
Over the last several decades the American public came 
to believe that they could expect 1) immortality, 2) total 
sexual vigor for that duration, 3) and at no cost. They were 
led to believe that health was somehow something that 
could be “delivered”—likfe milk. We are in danger of 
entering an “Iron Lung” era. As Lewis Thomas has 
pointed out—if polio existed today we would be spending 
millions to buy Iron Lungs instead of growing those vi¬ 
ruses on kidneys that led to a vaccine. The promises of 
immortality, sexual vigor, and the no cost were a sham. 
We as scientists and physicians participated in that decep¬ 
tion, and now the American public is angry. In addition to 
the American public being angry and disappointed, they 
are confused about what they want. They still wish to 
believe that somehow if we had an obstetrician on every 
street corner we’d improve our maternal and infant mortal¬ 
ity. We all want Marcus Welby living next door. The 
public has not and perhaps will not accept the responsibil¬ 
ity for their own health. They continue to smoke in record 
numbers and then raise money to study the cause of 
emphysema. They continue to overeat and then give 
money for mobile coronary care units. They continue to 
drive at incredible rates of speed, often totally unprotected 
on a Harley-Davidson, and then spend millions for an 
Emergency Medical System to pick up the pieces. Doctors 
can deliver medical care—doctors cant deliver 
health—we can’t change all social ills and yet we must try. 
We are truly in a schizophrenic era. 
On the one hand we have been berated by the Govern¬ 
ment for not policing ourselves, for not weeding out the 
unqualified, for not demanding updating of skills. In 
many states the Government has tied licensing to continu¬ 
ing education, established PSRO’s or review organiza¬ 
tions to review our performance and, by virtue of medi¬ 
care, made us establish fee schedules. 
At the same time other branches of the Government 
seem to be moving us into what Dr. Carl Schlicke, Chair¬ 
man of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospi¬ 
tals, calls the Golden Age of Quackery. The Government 
has successfully sued us for setting the same fee schedule 
they demanded. As the freedoms of hospitals and physi¬ 
cians are curtailed, the cultists are having a heyday. 
Chiropracty is recognized by Medicare and the Depart¬ 
ment of Labor. 
Orthopaedic surgeons were successfully sued by 
Podiatrists who demanded unlimited hospital privileges 
without supervision. Naturopaths, Acupuncturists, phony 
Nutritionists, Parapsychologists, Sexologists and un¬ 
scrupulous untrained non-surgeons doing cosmetic 
surgery have achieved widespread and undeserved respec¬ 
tability. The courts and legislatures ignore the Food and 
Drug Administration and virtually mandate the use of 
laetrile—a worthless and dangerous drug and yet make it 
almost impossible to study and introduce new and poten¬ 
tially valuable drugs. The Federal Trade Commission has 
banned the proscription on advertising held by lawyers 
and physicians. One has only to pick up a Los Angeles 
newspaper to see the unscrupulous and the incompetent 
attempting to dupe, mislead and solicit patients. All the 
boards and societies are now open to charges of being 
self-serving and monopolistic. My specialty, plastic 
surgery, will be the first to be sued by the FTC—charging 
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that our boards, since they limit certification to those who 
qualify by training and exam, are in fact restraining the 
free trade of any who should choose to identify themselves 
as plastic surgeons. Fully one-half of the cosmetic plastic 
surgery in this country is done by self-acclaimed surgeons 
without training—many have never been trained in 
surgery at all. Fully one-third of all surgery done in the 
U. S. is done by those who have never had a day of training 
in surgery. Do we have too many surgeons?—or too many 
people doing surgery? 
The entire medical profession is now standing accused 
as being a gigantic conspiracy and the President of the 
United States has stated that organized medicine is the 
major impediment to good health care. 
The challenges of the next decades are great. The prac¬ 
tice of medicine may well change dramatically during the 
40 productive years that you each will have. The best 
defense we have against any and all changes is the trust of 
our patients. 
All opinion polls continue to reveal that physicians still 
rank first among various groups in public belief that we 
tell the truth and we rank second only to the clergy in our 
perceived altruism. This belief was earned and it must be 
preserved. 
My recommendation on how this might be preserved is 
as follows: Tell the truth. 
At all times, and in all areas, be truthful with the 
Government, be truthful with insurance companies, be 
truthful with your patients and with yourself. For instance, 
I cannot conceive of a situation in which a patient or 
family should be told other than the truth. Trust is main¬ 
tained only when the truth is the basis for the relationship. 
The priest and penitent - the lawyer and client - the doctor 
and patient. It is a relationship which cannot exist without 
trust and without truth. What does truth mean for the first 
A - Ability? It means being truthful corporately with the 
public. Don’t lead them to believe that the cure for cancer 
is only a few years and a few million dollars away when 
that is simply not true. The building of a cancer center here 
at Yale and the opening of cancer clinics is not going to 
change the curability of cancer and you know it. The basic 
science will, some day; but not better delivery of what we 
know now. Be truthful with your patients—informed con¬ 
sent is not merely a legal term—it is the basic human right 
to decide one’s own fate. Let’s do away with that pompous 
and arrogant “Doctor knows best attitude’’ and let the 
patient at all times decide his own fate. Be truthful with 
yourselves in terms of your own abilities. Know and admit 
the limits of our science. Involve {heart of medicine to its 
fullest. 
Therefore, be truthful in terms of Ajfability or as I 
pointed out earlier. Caring. We are, by accepting this 
degree and the profession, opening ourselves to caring for 
people—sharing with them and not deceiving. Maintain 
patient trust—be affable and caring for their needs, and 
Quackery will have a tough time. 
Finally, he available—not only physically but truly and 
truthfully and openly available to what the people are 
telling us. Taken individually, the Government is really 
only people and those people are really patients. If they’re 
unhappy, perhaps we should be available to hear why. 
May you be joyful in your work and joyous in your 
continuing and ongoing education. 
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The Second Year Show 
Waiting for Fallot 
an impudent, often funny parody of the faculty 
The Class of 1980 presented “Waiting for Fallot” on April 8. 
Billed as a “tragicomedy for doctors” it was, in the words of 
one viewer, in the tradition of second year shows - impudent, 
irreverent, bawdy, and, at times, hilarious. 
The show consisted of 16 acts and several song and dance 
numbers, covering subjects ranging from nepotism (a reference 
to several students who are sons or daughters of faculty), to 
student recruiting and the new curriculum. As in previous sec¬ 
ond year shows, most of the not-so-subtle innuendoes were di¬ 
rected at the faculty. One act that brought down the house was 
“MacHoward, Duke of Fitkin”, in which Mac Howard plots 
the overthrow of the dean. His accomplices are Lady Mac Betsy 
and Charles. The confrontation also involves several well- 
known members of the faculty. The three witches with their 
smoldering caldron were superb. 
Although it is unlikely (and fortunate) that any of the second 
year students will give up their medical education to pursue a 
career in the theater, the production of “Waiting for Fallot” had 
several professional touches. Mark Bernhardt, for instance, did 
an excellent job as technical director, overcoming with skilled 
lighting design the limitations of transforming Harkness Au¬ 
ditorium into a theater. Choreography by Nancy Goldman and 
Sheryl Ryan’s voice coaching produced enjoyable results, and 
the script, written by members of the class was imaginative. 
The show was produced by Donald Moore and directed by J. 
Arthur Jensen. 
Two scenes from MacHoward, Duke of Fitkin: 
Polly McKinstry and John Freedman as MacBetsy and MacHoward 
The Witches played by Marc Glickstein, David Adelberg and Milton 
Austin 
Dauntless Crusaders-Mary S. and the Harknettes A Day in Anatomy 
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in 
and 
about 
New Director of Physician Associate 
Program 
Elaine E.R. Grant has been appointed 
director of the Physician Associate 
Program. She has been assistant direc¬ 
tor of the Program, and lecturer in the 
Department of Surgery since 1976. 
The Yale Physician Associate Pro¬ 
gram was established in 1970 with funds 
from the Office of Special Programs, 
Bureau of Health Manpower Educa¬ 
tion, National Institutes of Health. To 
date it has graduated 89 students who 
are working in a variety of medical set¬ 
tings, including health maintenance or¬ 
ganizations, emergency rooms and 
special wards in major city hospitals, 
and satellite clinics in rural and semi- 
rural areas. 
Before joining the Physician As¬ 
sociate Program, Ms. Grant had been 
assistant director of the Methadone 
Maintenance Program, Connecticut 
Mental Health Center, and director of 
the Center’s Orange Street Methadone 
Maintenance Program. She is the au¬ 
thor of “Drug Abuse Information for 
Nurse Practitioners and Physician’s 
Assistants: Strategies for Encouraging 
Training in Drug Abuse”, published by 
the National Institute of Drug Abuse. 
A native of St. Louis, Missouri, Ms. 
Grant received her B.A. degree, cum 
laude, from St. Louis University in 
1963. She attended Southern Connec¬ 
ticut State College as a graduate student 
in urban studies from 1970 to 1972; and 
was a member of the 1974 class of the 
Yale Physician Associate Program. 
She is a member of Gamma Pi Epsilon 
Honor Society. 
Ms. Grant is past-president of the 
Connecticut Academy of Physician’s 
Assistants and a member also of the 
American Academy of Physician’s As¬ 
sistants; the National Drug Abuse 
Training Center Advisory Board; the 
Health Services Administration, Re¬ 
gion II, Governing Body; and the Na¬ 
tional Commission on Certification of 
Physician’s Assistants. 
Dr. Felig Appointed C.N.H. Long 
Professor 
Dr. Philip Felig has been named 
C.N.H.Long Professor of Medicine. 
An Established Investigator of the 
American Diabetes Association, he is 
recognized for his research in amino 
acid and protein metabolism. 
Dr. Felig has been professor of 
medicine and vice-chairman of the De¬ 
partment of Internal Medicine since 
1975. He received the 1976 Lilly 
Award of the American Diabetes As¬ 
sociation for his contributions to the 
field of diabetes research, and in 1975 
he was co-recipient of the Alvarenga 
Prize of the Swedish Medical Society. 
The C.N.H. Long Professorship 
honors the late Dr. Long, who was well 
known for his studies of diabetes. In the 
1930’s his research gave substance to 
the relatively new concept that the bal¬ 
ance of the endocrine glands was re¬ 
lated to the diseases of metabolism. Dr. 
Long, who was Sterling Professor of 
Physiological Chemistry, served as 
dean of the School of Medicine from 
1947 until 1952. He was also chairman 
of the Department of Physiological 
Chemistry as well as chairman of the 
Department of Physiology. Dr. Long 
died in 1970. 
Dr. Felig received his B.A. degree, 
magnacum laude, from Princeton Uni¬ 
versity in 1957, and his M.D. degree, 
cum laude, from the Yale School of 
Medicine in 1961. He was an intern and 
resident in medicine in the Yale-New 
Haven Hospital, and from 1967 to 
1969, a research fellow in the Depart¬ 
ment of Medicine at Harvard Medical 
School and Peter Bent Brigham Hospi¬ 
tal. 
He was appointed to the Yale medi¬ 
cal faculty in 1966 following comple¬ 
tion of military duty as research inves¬ 
tigator with the rank of captain in the 
U.S. Air Force Aerospace Medical Re¬ 
search Laboratories. He is chief of the 
Section of Endocrinology-Metabolism 
at Yale-New Haven Hospital, and di¬ 
rector of the Clinical Research Center. 
Dr. Felig is a member and past- 
president of The American Diabetes 
Association-Connecticut Affiliate, Inc. 
He is also vice-chairman of the Na¬ 
tional Program Committee of the 
American Diabetes Association, and a 
member of a number of other profes¬ 
sional societies, including the Ameri¬ 
can Society for Clinical Investigation, 
the Association of American Physi¬ 
cians, and ithe Endocrine Society, 
Congratulations to the Class of 1978 
One hundred and three students re¬ 
ceived M.D. degrees from Yale Uni¬ 
versity during commencement exer¬ 
cises held on May 22. Four candidates 
were awarded joint M.D./Ph.D. de¬ 
grees, and five received joint M.D./ 
M.P.H. degrees. Dr. Howard Levitin, 
associate dean and director of student 
affairs, welcomed the medical 
graduates and their guests at the award¬ 
ing of degrees and presentation of 
prizes ceremony held in Mary S. Hark- 
ness Auditorium. Dr. James Comer, 
associate dean, presented prizes, and 
Dean Robert Berliner awarded the de¬ 
grees. Excerpts from the commence¬ 
ment address delivered by Dr. Thomas 
Krizek are printed on pages 11 to 13 of 
this issue. 
In a separate ceremony held on the 
lawn in front of the Laboratory of 
Epidemiology and Public Health, Dr. 
Robert McCollum, chairman of the 
Department, presented M.P.H. de¬ 
grees to 79 students. In addition, three 
students received Ph.D. degrees in pub¬ 
lic health. Kathleen Howe, assistant 
dean for public health, assisted in the 
presentation of degrees. The com¬ 
mencement address was given by Dr. 
James Jekel, associate professor of 
public health. 
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Dr. Greengard Honored 
Dr. Paul Greengard has been elected a 
member of the National Academy of 
Sciences and of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences. A pro¬ 
fessor of pharmacology, he is a leading 
research scientist in the biochemistry 
and pharmacology of the nervous sys¬ 
tem. 
This year Dr. Greengard was the 
only Yale faculty member elected to the 
National Academy of Sciences, one of 
the highest honors for an American sci¬ 
entist or engineer. He was one of 11 
Yale scholars and scientists elected to 
the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, founded in 1780 to honor in¬ 
tellectual achievement. 
Dr. Greengard came to the School of 
Medicine in 1968 from the Geigy Re¬ 
search Laboratories in Ardsley, New 
York, where he had been director of the 
Department of Biochemistry. A 
graduate of Hamilton College, Clinton, 
New York, he received his Ph.D. in 
neurophysiology from the Johns Hop¬ 
kins University in 1953. He did post¬ 
graduate studies at the Institute of 
Psychiatry, University of London and 
at Molteno Institute, Cambridge Uni¬ 
versity, before joining the staff of the 
Physiology and Pharmacology Divi¬ 
sion of the National Institute for Medi¬ 
cal Research in London. 
In addition to being elected to the 
two academies, Dr. Greengard has re¬ 
ceived numerous other honors, includ¬ 
ing the McKnight Award for Research 
in 1977. Last year he was invited to be 
the First Distinguished Lecturer, Soci¬ 
ety of General Physiologists, at the In¬ 
ternational Congress of Physiological 
Sciences in Paris, and a lecturer at the 
500th Anniversary Symposia of the 
University of Uppsala, Sweden. He 
was also awarded the Mayor’s Gold 
Medallion from the City of Milan, Italy. 
Esselstyn Fellowship Established in 
the Department of Epidemiology and 
Public Health 
Dr. Rene Dubos, the well-known med¬ 
ical scientist and environmentalist, was 
the first Caldwell B. Esselstyn Fellow 
of the Department of Epidemiology and 
Public Health. The Fellowship, a gift of 
the Esselstyn Foundation, was estab¬ 
lished in honor of the late Dr. Es¬ 
selstyn, Yale Class of 1925, to bring to 
the Yale community the opportunity for 
dialogue on the relationships among 
social and ethical issues as they affect 
health and the spirit of man. 
Dr. Dubos was the guest of Morse 
College during his visit from April 19 
to 21. As Esselstyn Fellow he held a 
number of informal discussions with 
undergraduate students as well as with 
public health and medical students and 
faculty. On April 20th he delivered the 
Caldwell B. Esselstyn Lecture on 
“Health and the Quality of Life” to an 
audience of over 500 people. 
Dr. Dubos, who is professor 
emeritus of The Rockefeller Universi¬ 
ty, is a microbiologist and experimental 
pathologist who first demonstrated the 
feasibility of obtaining germ fighting 
drugs from microbes, over forty years 
ago. More'recently he has been con¬ 
cerned with the effects that environ¬ 
mental forces—physiochemical, 
biological, and social—exert on life. 
Through his interest in the influence of 
the total environment, he has become 
involved in the sociomedical problems 
of the underprivileged communities as 
well as in those created by economic 
affluence in industrialized nations. 
During the past ten years. Dr. Dubos 
has become increasingly interested in 
theoretical problems related to en¬ 
vironmental quality and to the future of 
technological societies. 
A member of The Rockefeller Uni¬ 
versity faculty since 1927, he is also 
well known as an author and lecturer. 
He is the recipient of numerous awards 
and honorary degrees. 
Dr. Esselstyn was a distinguished 
physician and humanitarian, and a 
strong advocate of prepaid group prac¬ 
tice. A citation to him from the Na¬ 
tional Council of Senior Citizens reads 
in part, “And when the Annals of the 
successful fight for better prepaid 
health care for senior citizens, and ul¬ 
timately for all Americans, are written, 
your name will be at the top of the list of 
those who dared and cared enough to 
stand up and be counted.” 
Dr. Esselstyn was born in New York 
City in 1902. An athlete as well as 
scholar, he was named to the All 
American Football Team as a member 
of Yale’s famed unbeaten and untied 
team in 1924. He received his M.D. 
degree in 1929 from Columbia Univer¬ 
sity College of Physicians and Sur¬ 
geons. 
Although his early medical interest 
was surgery. Dr. Esselstyn later be¬ 
came involved in preventive medicine 
and community health. He had been 
president and chairman of the board of 
Group Health Association of America; 
founder and medical director of Rip van 
Winkle Clinic, Hudson, New York; 
chairman of the Medical Care Section 
of the American Public Health Associa¬ 
tion; and chairman of the Physician’s 
Committee for the Aged Through So¬ 
cial Security. 
EPH Dedicates Library 
in Honor of Dr. Hiscock 
Dr. Ira V. Hiscock, AnnaM.R. Lauder 
Professor Emeritus of Epidemiology 
and Public Health, was honored on Fri¬ 
day, February 3, at the dedication of the 
Ira V. Hiscock Library in the Labora¬ 
tory of Epidemiology and Public 
Health. Dr. Hiscock, for many years a 
leader in public health in the United 
States, was chairman of the Depart¬ 
ment of Public Health from 1945 until 
his retirement in 1961. He was a 
member of the Yale faculty for 40 
years. 
Speaking at the dedication, which 
was attended by over 100 friends and 
colleagues, were Dr. Isidore Falk, pro¬ 
fessor emeritus of public health and di¬ 
rector of the Community Health Care 
Center Plan of New Haven; Dr. Colin 
White, Ira Vaughan Hiscock Professor 
of Public Health; and Dr. William L. 
Kissick, who is professor of research 
medicine at the University of Pennsyl¬ 
vania School of Medicine and professor 
of health care systems at the Wharton 
School, as well as president of the As¬ 
sociation of Yale Alumni in Medicine. 
Dr. Robert McCollum, chairman of the 
Department, was host for the occasion. 
The library, which more than dou¬ 
bles existing library space for the De¬ 
partment, is the gift of former students 
of Dr. Hiscock, and other alumni. It 
consists of more than 20,000 publica¬ 
tions and includes a large reading 
room, a stack room, and office, storage 
and work space, located on the first 
floor of the building. 
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Awards Honor Two Distinguished 
Yale Medical Historians 
The Beaumont Medical Club has re¬ 
cently established two awards in honor 
of the late Dr. John F. Fulton and Dr. 
George Rosen. 
Dr. Fulton was professor of physiol¬ 
ogy as well as Yale’s first Sterling Pro¬ 
fessor of the History of Medicine, and 
chairman of the Department of the His¬ 
tory of Medicine from 1951 to 1960. 
His involvement in the founding of the 
Yale Medical Library is related on 
pages 1 to 5 of this issue. 
Dr. Rosen, who was professor of the 
history of medicine and epidemiology 
and public health, was a noted medical 
historian and an authority on public 
health education. He was president of 
the International Academy of the His¬ 
tory of Medicine at the time of his death 
last summer. 
A John F. Fulton Fellow in the His¬ 
tory of Medicine will be named each 
year in September. The Fulton Fellow 
will be expected to visit the Yale 
School of Medicine during the 
academic year, use its library and achi- 
val resources, meet with faculty and 
students, and present an annual “John 
F. Fulton Memorial Lecture”. The fel¬ 
lowship is the gift of Mr. Berne Dibner 
of the Burndy Library, Norwalk, Con¬ 
necticut. 
The George Rosen Prize in the His¬ 
tory of Medicine will be presented each 
year to a prominent figure in the history 
of medicine. The first George Rosen 
Prize was awarded to Professor 
Thomas R. Forbes (see story this page). 
It is the gift of Mr. Neale Watson, a 
New York publisher of historical medi¬ 
cal texts. 
The Beaumont Medical Club was 
founded in 1920 at the School of 
Medicine. Its members meet monthly 
during the academic year for lectures 
and discussion on medical history. 
Professors retiring 
Three distinguished members of the 
medical faculty are retiring this June 
and will become professors emeritus. 
They are Dr. Edward M. Cohart, C- 
E.A. Winslow Professor of Public 
Health; Dr. Gerald Klatskin, David 
Paige Smith Professor of Medicine; and 
Dr. Theodore Lidz, Sterling Professor 
of Psychiatry. 
Dr. Forbes Awarded 
First Rosen Prize * 
The George Rosen Prize in the History 
of Medicine has been awarded to Dr. 
Thomas R. Forbes, Ebenezer K. Hunt 
Professor of Anatomy. The award will 
be presented annually by the Beaumont 
Medical Club to “a prominent scholar 
in the history of medicine”, and is 
named for Dr. George Rosen, late pro¬ 
fessor of the history of medicine, and 
epidemiology and public health, and 
one of the leading medical historians of 
his generation. 
Dr. Forbes, known for his research 
in the field of reproductive endocrinol¬ 
ogy, is also well known as a scientific 
and medical historian. He is the author 
of more than 170 papers, chapters and 
abstracts, as well as three books on the 
history of medicine. In recent years he 
has produced a series of films on histor¬ 
ical medical subjects, the latest of 
which, “The Resurrectionists”, 
appeared last spring. 
The citation for the George Rosen 
Prize noted that Dr. Forbes has consis¬ 
tently combined the disciplines of 
anatomy and history in his teaching, to 
the enhancement of both. “Your 
course in the history of anatomy has 
expanded the horizons of hundreds of 
students and made them aware of the 
great landmarks of medicine. ...” 
New Books by Faculty 
The Biochemical Basis of 
Neuropharmacology. By Jack R. 
Cooper, professor of pharmacology, 
Floyd E. Bloom, and Robert H. Roth, 
associate professor of psychiatry and 
pharmacology. Oxford University 
Press (Oxford) 1978. 327 pp, illus. 
Physiology of Membrane Disorders. 
Edited by Thomas Andreoli, M.D., 
Joseph F. Hoffman, M.D., chairman 
and professor. Department of Physiol¬ 
ogy, and Darrell D. Fanestil, M.D. 
Plenum Medical Book Company (New 
York) 1978. 1025 pp, illus. 
CRC Handbook Series in Clinical 
Laboratory Science. Section E: Clin¬ 
ical Microbiology. 2 vols. David 
Seligson, editor-in-chief, chairman 
and professor. Department of Laborat¬ 
ory Medicine', Alexander von 
Graevenitz, section editor,professor of 
laboratory medicine. CRC Press, Inc. 
(Cleveland) 1977-78. 950 pp, illus. 
New Editor for Yale Journal 
The Yale Journal of Biology and 
Medicine announces the appointment 
of Dr. Philip K. Bondy, as editor-in- 
chief, effective October 1, 1978. Dr. 
Bondy will replace Dr. Malcolm S. 
Mitchell, who left Yale in June 1978 to 
head the Division of Medical Oncology 
at the University of Southern California 
Cancer Center. In the interval. Dr. 
Emile L. Boulpaep has been serving as 
acting editor-in-chief. 
Dr. Bondy was on the Yale faculty 
from 1952 to 1972 and returned in 1977 
from a five-year appointment as profes¬ 
sor of medicine at the Institute of 
Cancer Research in London, England. 
He was previously C.N.H. Long Pro¬ 
fessor of Medicine at Yale, and chair¬ 
man of the Department of Internal 
Medicine from 1965 to 1972. He has 
had experience on many editorial 
boards and as editor-in-chief of the 
Journal of Clinical Investigation. 
Dr. Bondy commented, “The re¬ 
birth of the Yale Journal as an impor¬ 
tant publication in medical and biologi¬ 
cal science, history and philosophy, is a 
reflection of the devoted efforts and 
high standards of its former editor, Dr. 
Mitchell. Since it is edited almost en¬ 
tirely by medical students, it offers an 
unusual learning opportunity. Al¬ 
though the Journal is an important man¬ 
ifestation of the importance Yale places 
on originality and scientific investiga¬ 
tion, its pages are certainly not re¬ 
stricted to contributions from Yale or 
even from Yale alumni. We would 
welcome appropriate contributions 
from any source, subject to review by 
our editorial board.” 
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Awards and Honors 
At its commencement on May 16, The 
College of Physicians and Surgeons of 
Columbia University awarded Dean 
Robert YV. Berliner the Joseph Mather 
Smith Prize. This award is given to an 
alumnus of the school whose research 
is decided by its Committee of Honors 
and Awards to be the most meritorious. 
Dr. Berliner is well-known for his re¬ 
search in renal physiology, as well as 
for his contributions as director of sci¬ 
entific programs at the National Insti¬ 
tutes of Health. In addition to the Smith 
Prize, his medical alma mater has 
awarded him the Alumni Award for 
Distinguished Achievement in 1966, 
and the Bicentennial Medal for 
achievements in Internal Medicine in 
1967 
Dr. Philip Felig, C.N.H. Long Profes¬ 
sor and vice-chairman of the Depart¬ 
ment of Internal Medicine, and chief of 
the Section of Endocrinology and 
Metabolism, was awarded an honorary 
Doctor of Medicine degree by the 
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Swe¬ 
den, at commencement exercises held 
there on June 2. Dr. Felig was honored 
for his contributions to intermediary 
metabolism in normal physiology and 
diabetes, and in particular, the regula¬ 
tion of gluconeogenesis. During the 
past ten years, he has collaborated with 
scientists at the Karolinska Institute in 
studies on diabetes 
The Francis Gilman Blake Award is 
presented each year by the graduating 
medical school class to the outstanding 
teacher of the medical sciences. The 
winner of the award this year is Dr. 
Sidney N. Klaus, professor of der¬ 
matology. 
The Benedict R. Harris Award was es¬ 
tablished in 1967 to honor the private 
physician who has contributed the most 
to the teaching of the house staff. The 
selection is made by first year assistant 
residents. This year the award was pre¬ 
sented to Dr. Leonard E. Grauer, as¬ 
sistant clinical professor of medicine. 
Dr. Joseph Craft, an intern in the De¬ 
partment of Medicine, Yale-New 
Haven Hospital, received The Samuel 
D. Kushlan Award. Inaugurated in 
1969, it recognizes the intern who has 
contributed the most to patient care dur¬ 
ing rotation through the Memorial Unit 
Medical Service. Selection for the 
award is made in consultation with the 
clinical faculty and the nursing service. 
Dr. Paula McFadden received The 
Samuel D. Kushlan Award for the sec¬ 
ond year resident who has contributed 
the most to patient care during rotation 
through the Memorial Unit Medical 
Service. Dr. McFadden is a resident in 
the Department of Medicine. Both of 
The Samuel D. Kushlan Awards were 
established to improve patient care and 
communication and relations between 
the house staff, the clinical faculty and 
the nursing service. 
The Betsy Winters House Staff Award 
is presented annually to that member of 
the house staff of the Yale-New Haven 
Hospital, designated by the senior 
class, who has made the most signifi¬ 
cant contribution toward the education 
of medical students. The award was 
presented in May to Dr. Robert Black, 
resident in medicine. 
The American Psychiatric Association 
presented the Foundations Fund for Re¬ 
search in Psychiatry Award to Myrna 
Weissman and Brigitte Prusoff and 
their colleagues for their collaborative 
study of assessment of the pharmaco¬ 
therapy of the treatment of depres¬ 
sion, and the development of model 
methodologies for use in cognate 
studies of the future. Dr. Weissman is 
associate professor of psychiatry and 
epidemiology; Ms. Prusoff is assistant 
professor of psychiatry. Their col¬ 
leagues in the study were Dr. Gerald L. 
Klerman, and Dr. Eugene Paykel, 
former members of the faculty, and Al¬ 
berto Di Mascio. 
Cedar Street Bridge Construction 
Starts 
Construction was started in mid-June 
on Yale-New Haven Medical Center’s 
bridge across Cedar Street, and an addi¬ 
tion to the Hunter Building. The New 
Haven City Plan Commission gave 
final approval of the $4.8 million proj¬ 
ect on May 5. 
The steel and brick bridge will in¬ 
clude administrative offices and re¬ 
search laboratories of the Yale Center 
for Human Genetics and Inherited Dis¬ 
ease and the Yale Comprehensive 
Cancer Center for Connecticut. Con¬ 
necting the Sterling Hall of Medicine 
with the Winchester Building, it will 
provide important contiguity between 
basic medical research and patient care. 
The second and third floor additions 
to the Hunter Building will include 
cancer research laboratories and offices 
for the Department of Therapeutic 
Radiology. In addition, plans call for 
the renovation of part of the first floor 
of the Winchester Building to create a 
new clinic for chemotherapy out¬ 
patients, in close proximity to the 
therapeutic radiology out patient clinic 
and the general oncology clinic. 
Development of new facilities for the 
Yale Center for Human Genetics and 
Inherited Disease and the Yale Com¬ 
prehensive Cancer Center has been in 
progress since 1974. The building of 
the Cedar Street Bridge and alterations 
and additions to the Winchester and 
Hunter Buildings is the next to last 
phase. The final project will be the 
renovation of the second floor of the 
Winchester Building for a 20-bed in¬ 
patient facility. 
Funding for the projects has come 
from state, federal and private grants. 
Architects for the projects are Douglas 
Orr, Winder and Associates; van Zelm. 
Heywood and Shadford, Inc. are 
mechanical engineers; and Pfisterer 
Tor are structural engineers for the 
buildings. General contractor for the 
construction will be Edwin Moss and 
Son,Inc. 
Completion of this phase is 
scheduled for January 1980. Construc¬ 
tion will necessitate interruption of 
through traffic on Cedar Street for ap¬ 
proximately the next 12 months. 
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Update on Construction Plans 
for New Hospital Building 
The Connecticut State Commission on 
Hospitals and Health Care has au¬ 
thorized the Yale-New Haven Hospital 
to proceed with additional architectural 
drawings for proposed new inpatient 
facilities. (See Yale Medicine, Winter 
1978, pp. 12-15.) In approving the ex¬ 
penditure of $500,000 for architectural 
work, the commission adopted the con¬ 
clusion reached by their investigatory 
panel that “the applicant has dem¬ 
onstrated the need for replacement of 
the inpatient beds in the New Haven 
Unit” and that “in general the proposal 
to construct new inpatient facilities on 
the St. John's site could rectify these 
basic needs.” 
The panel report went on to say that 
“not only would such construction re¬ 
place the inpatient beds in the New 
Haven Unit, but it would also provide a 
unitary concept of care. Services would 
be coordinated and community physi¬ 
cians and Yale School of Medicine 
faculty would no longer practice sepa¬ 
rately, but side-by-side in a single inpa¬ 
tient facility.” The proposed inpatient 
facility would connect with the west 
wing of the Memorial Unit. 
The commission expressed reserva¬ 
tions about the other major components 
of the project and suggested that the 
Hospital resubmit plans for renovation 
of the New Haven Unit and new 
equipment requests. 
Special Lectures 1977-1978 
Through the generosity of friends and colleagues, a number of named lectures are 
presented throughout the academic year. These lectures, which are usually presented 
by faculty from other institutions, are an important aspect of the intellectual environ¬ 
ment of the School, in that they often expose new or different viewpoints and insights, 
as well as an exchange of ideas. 
The following lectures were presented during the past academic year: 
November 7 Clyde Deming Lecture 
Dr. Ruben Gittes, Harvard University 
“Surgery of the Solitary Kidney” 
November 15 The John Punnett Peters Memorial Lecture 
Dr. Franklin H. Epstein, Harvard Medical School and 
Beth Israel Hospital 
“Salt and Water Under the Sea” 
February 27 The Samuel Clark Harvey Lecture 
Major General James A. Weir, Fitzsimmons General 
Hospital, Denver, Colorado 
“Surgical Experiences of the Frontier West” 
February 28 John Meyer Lecture 
Dr. John P. Blandy, The London Hospital 
“Prostatectomy: Past and Present” 
April 24 The Second Henry E. Sigerist Lecture in Medical 
History and Social Medicine 
Dr. Charles E. Rosenberg, University of Pennsylvania 
“Florence Nightingale on Contagion: The Hospital as 
Moral Universe” 
April 27 
May 3 
May 24 
The Fourth Clifford W. Beers Memorial Lecture 
Dr. Peter B. Neubauer, Downstate Medical Center, State 
University of New York 
“A Study of Identical Twins Separated at Birth” 
Sixth Annual Louis H. Nahum Memorial Lecture 
Dr. Harold Retuer, Pharmacological Institute, University 
of Bern, Switzerland 
“Control of Cardiac Contractions by Calcium Movements 
Across Membranes” 
Second Annual Peter F. Curran Lecture in Physiology 
Dr. Stanley G. Schultz, University of Pittsburgh 
“Homocellular and Transcellular Ion Transport: An 
Unstable Relation.” 
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Medical Student Life at Dartmouth, 
1808 
The Journal of William Tully, Medical 
Student at Dartmouth, 1808-1809. 
Edited by Oliver S. Hayward, M.D. 
and Elizabeth H. Thomson, with a 
foreword by John F. Fulton. Science 
History Publications (division of Neale 
Watson Academic Publications, New 
York) 1977. 88 pp, illus. 
In 1808, William Tully, a true-blue 
Yalie and Connecticut Yankee, jour¬ 
neyed to the hills of Hanover, New 
Hampshire to further his medical edu¬ 
cation. The only attraction to this “pal¬ 
try little village” was Dr. Nathan 
Smith, founder of the fledgling 
Dartmouth Medical School. 
Tully studied with Dr. Smith and 
suffered the hardships of his self- 
imposed exile for a scant three months. 
Fortunately, this provincial and 
opinionated young man, who was later 
to become one of the most colorful and 
original teachers of his time, kept a 
journal of his days and ways among the 
natives of this rude New Hampshire 
outpost. Recently discovered in the 
Yale University archives, it has been 
carefully edited by Dr. Oliver S. Hay¬ 
ward and Elizabeth H. Thomson, re¬ 
search associate in the history of 
medicine. 
The journal offers a colorful, often 
pompous and amusing, observation of 
medical education at Dartmouth in the 
early nineteenth century. Although 
Tully obviously disdained his 
classmates, “a motley crew”, he was 
unstinting of his praise of Dr. Smith 
and his new medical school, although 
only after he had accustomed himself to 
the Doctor’s extemporaneous and col¬ 
loquial manner of lecturing, which 
Tully thought showed a “certain lack 
of elegance”. 
This “damning with faint praise” 
runs throughout the journal. The trou¬ 
ble with Dartmouth and Hanover was 
that they were not Yale and New Ha¬ 
ven. “I wonder how many times ... 1 
have made and shall make comparisons 
between Yale and her faculty and 
Dartmouth and hers, and invariably to 
the disadvantage of the latter.” 
Tully eventually returned to Yale in 
1829 as professor of materia medica 
and therapeutics. Perhaps because of 
the example set at Dartmouth two dec¬ 
ades before, he became a gifted and 
effective teacher of Yale medical stu¬ 
dents. 
William Barriss McAllister, Jr., M.D. 
Dr. William Barriss McAllister, Jr., 
professor of clinical pathology, died on 
January 18, 1978 in Yale-New Haven 
Hospital after a long illness. 
He was bom in Cleveland, Ohio on 
May 6, 1914. A graduate of Yale Col¬ 
lege in 1935, he received his M.D. de¬ 
gree from Johns Hopkins in 1939. Dr. 
McAllister completed his internship at 
Johns Hopkins Hospital in 1940 and 
was an assistant resident in the Depart¬ 
ment of Pathology there from 1940 to 
1941, when he became an assistant in 
pathology at the Johns Hopkins School 
of Medicine. 
He entered active duty in the U.S. 
Navy Medical Corps in September 
1941. After serving at the U.S. Navy 
Medical School in Washington, D.C., 
and as assistant district medical officer 
for the 10th Naval District, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, he was appointed 
pathologist of the U.S. Army Typhus 
Commission in Egypt and in June 1943 
was appointed Executive Officer of the 
Commission. 
Dr. McAllister joined the Yale 
School of Medicine faculty in 1946 as 
Rockefeller Fellow and instructor in the 
Department of Pathology. He was 
promoted to assistant professor of 
pathology in 1950 and associate profes¬ 
sor of pathology in 1964. He was 
named professor of clinical pathology 
in July 1974. 
As chief of surgical pathology for the 
Memorial Unit for 25 years he contrib¬ 
uted to the health care of thousands of 
patients. Most of these patients were 
unaware that the management of their 
illness was directly guided by his diag¬ 
nostic abilities, his vast experience, 
and his knowledge of the natural course 
of disease. He had a special ability to 
look carefully, see clearly and make 
accurate conclusions. For the surgeon 
in the midst of an operation, his deci¬ 
siveness was invaluable, yet he was 
always open for question and discus¬ 
sion. 
To colleagues and students alike, he 
was physician, consultant, advisor, 
teacher and friend. His interests were 
diverse and his understanding of na¬ 
ture, sports, history, and art made the 
surgical pathology laboratory more 
than a source of medical information. It 
was a seminar on the subject of life. His 
office was a gathering place for those in 
search of his special view of medicine 
and the world. The particularly effec¬ 
tive way in which he served as a bridge 
between the academic and the practic¬ 
ing physicians of the medical center as 
well as between the members of the 
university and the community at large 
will be impossible to duplicate. 
Dr. McAllister is survived by his 
wife, the former Nancy Barth; a daugh¬ 
ter, Mrs. Susan McAllister Warner; a 
son, Ian C. McAllister; his mother, 
Mrs. William B. McAllister; and one 
grandson. 
Friends and colleagues have estab¬ 
lished a fund to endow an annual lec¬ 
tureship in memory of Dr. McAllister. 
Contributions payable to Yale Univer¬ 
sity may be sent to the Department of 
Pathology, 333 Cedar Street, New 
Haven 06510 for the McAllister Fund. 
Raymond J. Zagraniski, M.D. 
Dr. Raymond J. Zagraniski, assistant 
clinical professor of ophthalmology, 
died on May 17 at the Hospital of St. 
Raphael. He was 62 years of age. 
Bom in Woonsocket, Rhode Island, 
he graduated from Yale College in 
1937, and received his M.D. degree 
from Yale in 1942. After interning for a 
year at the Syracuse University Hospi¬ 
tal, he served during World War II as a 
captain in the U.S. Army Medical 
Corps in Europe. 
Following military service, Dr. Zag¬ 
raniski interned at the Hospital of St. 
Raphael and then entered general prac¬ 
tice in New Haven. In 1956 he relin¬ 
quished his practice to take residency 
training in ophthalmology at the 
Grace-New Haven Hospital. Upon 
completion of his residency in 1959, he 
entered private practice in New Haven 
and was appointed to the faculty as a 
clinical instructor. He was promoted to 
assistant clinical professor in 1968. 
Dr. Zagraniski was a diplomate of 
the American Board of Ophthalmology 
and a member of the state and county 
medical societies. He had served on the 
New Haven Board of Fire Surgeons 
during the terms of former Mayor 
Richard C. Lee. 
In addition to his wife and father, he 
is survived by a daughter. Dr. Ollie 
Jane Sahler, and a son, Dr. Michael 
Zagraniski, and two sisters. 
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Gertrude van Wagenen, Ph.D. 
Dr. Gertrude van Wagenen, a well- 
known pioneer in reproductive endo¬ 
crinology, died on February 8. 
Dr. van Wagenen had been a 
member of the Department of Obstet¬ 
rics and Gynecology at the Yale School 
of Medicine since 1931. In her distin¬ 
guished career, which virtually spans 
the entire history of the young science 
of reproductive endocrinology, she 
provided new basic knowledge in the 
development of the ovary and testis, 
and the role of the pituitary and other 
hormones in ovulation, fertilization, 
sex differentiation, and growth of the 
fetus. Her findings are essential to the 
field of population control. 
To further her research, she estab¬ 
lished a colony of Macaque monkeys at 
Yale in 1935, when little was known 
about the species. Her meticulous work 
established the fact that this monkey 
provided an ideal model for studies of 
human reproduction. Her colony be¬ 
came one of the foremost primate re¬ 
search centers of the world, and she 
was internationally recognized as a 
leading expert in the field. 
Dr. van Wagenen was born in Rock 
Rapids, Iowa on May 23, 1893. Edu¬ 
cated in private schools, she received 
herB.A. degree in 1913, and her Ph.D. 
in 1920 from the University of Iowa. 
She was an instructor in anatomy at 
Stanford University for one year, and at 
the University of California Medical 
School from 1920 until 1927. She spent 
the next two years as an instructor in the 
Department of Physiology at the 
Municipal Hospital of Frankfurt, Ger¬ 
many, and in 1929-30 she taught in the 
Department of Anatomy at Johns Hop¬ 
kins Medical School. 
She was appointed to the Department 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Yale 
in 1931, where she became associate 
professor. On her retirement in 1960, 
she was appointed lecturer in obstetrics 
and gynecology. 
She is the author of over 120 scien¬ 
tific papers in her field, and two books, 
Embryology of the Ovary and Testis, 
and Postnatal Development of the 
Ovary, co-authored with Dr. M.E. 
Simpson of the University of California 
in Berkeley, are recognized as unique 
contributions to the scientific knowl¬ 
edge of reproductive biology. 
In 1967 she received the Samuel L. 
Siegler Award of the American Fertil¬ 
ity Society, and the Reproductive Biol¬ 
ogy Laboratories in the Department of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology at Yale 
were dedicated in her honor in 1976. 
She was a member of the American 
Physiological Society, the American 
Association of Anatomy, the American 
Endocrine Society and the British En¬ 
docrine Society. 
alumni 
news 
Alumni Hold Meeting in 
Washington, D.C. 
The Association of Yale Alumni in 
Medicine and the Yale Alumni in Pub¬ 
lic Health sponsored a reception for 
alumni in the Washington, D.C. area 
on April 13. Approximately 100 
alumni and former house staff attended 
the gathering which was held at the Pan 
American Health Organization. The 
meeting provided an excellent oppor¬ 
tunity for old friends to get together. 
Dean Robert Berliner and Dr. Robert 
McCollum, chairman of Epidemiology 
and Public Health, briefly addressed 
the group. It was suggested that this 
gathering might be the first annual 
medical-public health alumni meeting 
in the District of Columbia and sugges¬ 
tions were made for topics for future 
meetings. Committee members who 
helped plan this first event were Drs. 
Joel Kavet, Jonathan Lanman, Muriel 
Wolf and Mr. Eric Mood. The commit¬ 
tee was most grateful to Dr. Hector 
Acuna for making the Pan American 
Health Organization available to the 
Yale alumni. Alumni who have sugges¬ 
tions for future activities can contact 
the School of Medicine Alumni Office, 
333 Cedar Street, New Haven 06510 
(telephone 203-436-0027), or any of 
the committee members in the 
Washington area who were involved in 
planning the 1978 meeting. 
1932 
Conrad Lam, who now serves as con¬ 
sultant emeritus at Henry Ford Hospital 
in Detroit, has been honored, along 
with two other recipients, by his alma 
mater, Hardin-Simmons University, in 
Abilene, Texas, as one of this year’s 
Distinguished Alumni. At the annual 
presentation in February, the awards 
were given to former students “whose 
personal and professional accomplish¬ 
ments are exemplary of the ideals and 
aims of the University and thus bring 
honor to Hardin-Simmons Universi¬ 
ty-” 
1936 
The Veterans Administration Chief 
Medical Director’s Honor Award was 
presented in January to Nicholas 
D’Esopo, chief of the pulmonary dis¬ 
ease section and assistant chief of med¬ 
ical service at the Veterans Administra¬ 
tion Hospital in West Haven. The 
Award, accompanied by an Honor 
Award Pin, was presented to Dr. 
D’Esopo “on the thirtieth anniversary 
of his pioneering efforts in establishing 
the practice of 'combined 
chemotherapy’ in the treatment of pul¬ 
monary tuberculosis. Dr. D’Esopo, 
with his team of devoted investigators, 
in 1948 initiated clinical trials on the 
long term use of combined SM-PAS in 
the treatment of pulmonary tuber¬ 
culosis and the definitive medical 
treatment of all forms of tuberculosis 
practiced today was developed from 
those studies.’’ 
1943 
Joseph Kriss is director of the Division 
of Nuclear Medicine at Stanford Medi¬ 
cal School and in addition to conduct¬ 
ing research in endocrinology, thyroid 
disorders, and nuclear cardiology, has 
had his art exhibited in shows in the San 
Francisco area. Before joining the fa¬ 
culty at Stanford in 1948, Dr. Kriss 
served on the faculties of Yale and 
Washington University. 
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1950 
John LeRoy writes: “After twenty- 
three and a half years at the University 
of Connecticut Student Health Service I 
took an early retirement and now am 
the medical director of the A. I. M. 
Medical Center of Cape Cod Hospital 
located in Wellfleet on Cape Cod. 
1951 
Walter Morgan was elected president 
of the Hospital Medical Staff at Yale- 
New Haven Hospital at the annual 
meeting in April. 
1952 
Robert Zeppa, professor and chair¬ 
man of the Department of Surgery at 
the University of Miami School of 
Medicine in Florida, was a participant 
in the Second Annual Postgraduate 
Seminar in Vascular Disease held at 
Yale in May. 
1953 
At the annual meeting and convocation 
of the American College of Radiology 
held in San Diego in April, Robert 
Kiley of West Hartford, Connecticut, 
was cited for distinguished medical 
achievements by being named a fellow 
of the American College of Radiology. 
Dr. Kiley is on the staff of the Hartford 
Hospital. 
1954 
Frank Gruskay has been promoted to 
associate clinical professor of pediat¬ 
rics at Yale. He is on the full-time 
pediatric staff at the Hospital of St. 
Raphael. 
1956 
Thomas Ferris, after ten years at Ohio 
State, has been named chairman of the 
Department of Medicine at the Univer¬ 
sity of Minnesota as of July 1, 1978. 
At the annual meeting of the American 
Academy of Child Psychiatry, Alan 
Gurwitt was presented with the Presi¬ 
dential Award for work related to his 
role as co-chairperson of the Commit¬ 
tee on the American Indian Child. 
William Hindle writes from Hawaii 
that he has been elected treasurer of the 
Hawaii Medical Association. He con¬ 
tinues to serve as chairman of the 
Commission on Population in the 
Hawaiian Future (of the State of 
Hawaii). Dr. Hindle is associated with 
the Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology at Straub Clinic and Hos¬ 
pital in Honolulu. 
1957 
Thomas O’Brien, Jr. has accepted an 
appointment as professor of medicine 
and head of the Section on Gastroen¬ 
terology at East Carolina University 
School of Medicine, starting in June. 
His responsibilities will include or¬ 
ganizing the Section on Gastroenterol¬ 
ogy at the new East Carolina medical 
school. For the past sixteen years Dr. 
O’Brien has been a member of the fa¬ 
culty of Bowman Gray School of 
Medicine and is presently professor of 
medicine and head of the Section on 
Gastroenterology at that school. 
1958 
In a note to Dr. Thomas Forbes, Wil¬ 
liam Radcliffe said: “We just acquired 
a new Pfizer head and body CT scanner 
in our X-ray department. I still feel like 
a student in Anatomy I—apparently the 
learning process in anatomy is endless! 
The CT scanner of course for us in 
radiology puts us back to looking at the 
body in transverse section, where I be¬ 
lieve it was when we started 23 years 
ago.” 
1959 
Christmas greetings from David and 
Elbe Skinner in Chicago included 
news about some of David’s many ac¬ 
tivities during the year: “His year-long 
labors with the University’s Presiden¬ 
tial Search Committee successfully 
culminated in December with the ap¬ 
pointment of Hanna H. Gray who is 
now Acting President of Yale Universi¬ 
ty. He also finished up a year as presi¬ 
dent of the American Society for Artifi¬ 
cial Internal Organs last April when he 
was installed as president-elect of the 
Society of University Surgeons for 
1977-78.” 
1961 
David Brook, assistant clinical profes¬ 
sor of psychiatry at Mount Sinai School 
of Medicine, has assumed the position 
of medical director of the Washington 
Square Institute for Psychotherapy and 
Mental Health. He is co-author, with 
Dr. A. T. Jersild and Dr. J. S. Brook, 
of “The Psychology of Adolescence” 
just published by Macmillan. 
He was a discussant at the Group 
Therapy Conference at the Washington 
Square Institute and chaired a work¬ 
shop at the annual meeting of the 
American Group Psychotherapy As¬ 
sociation in New Orleans. 
1963 
Craig Llewellyn is assistant deputy 
chief of staff for research plans in the 
U. S. Army Medical Research and De¬ 
velopment Command in Washington, 
D. C. He is responsible for the de¬ 
velopment of research programs and 
goals for Army medical research 
laboratories in the United States and 
overseas. He has served as a consultant 
to the Pan American Health Organiza¬ 
tion and to the White House. 
1968 
Gordon Sasaki has been appointed 
chief resident in plastic and reconstruc¬ 
tive surgery at Yale-New Haven Hospi¬ 
tal as of July 1978 and will also be an 
instructor in surgery (plastic) on the 
Yale medical faculty. 
1970 
Robert Young wrote from Rockville. 
Maryland that “this past year has been 
very busy with laetrile-related ac¬ 
tivities. I’ve had to testify before legis¬ 
lative committees and in court. I've 
also had to be a spokesman for the 
aging for the press. I’ve had to become 
a part of the legislative and judicial 
process. Somehow I missed being 
trained for all of this at Yale. I never 
dreamed that I would ever be doing 
such things when I was a student. 
Nevertheless the experience has been 
interesting and enlightening." 
1972 
Marc Feller finished his fellowship in 
endocrinology at the Hospital of the 
University of Pennsylvania in June 
1977 and is now in the private practice 
of endocrinology in Providence, Rhode 
Island. He is on the staffs of Rhode 
Island. Roger Williams and Miriam 
Hospitals, and when he wrote in 
March, his appointment as clinical in¬ 
structor at Brown University School of 
Medicine was pending. 
Holiday greetings from John and Bar¬ 
bara Foster at Christmas indicated that 
they are very happily settled in Rad¬ 
ford, Virginia and are "learning that 
transplanted Easterners can adjust to 
the slower tempo of life found in 
southwestern Virginia, but the transi¬ 
tion has admittedly been eased by 
John’s schedule which provides him 
with four months vacation from his 
practice each year.” John had, at that 
writing, successfully taken his oral 
Diagnostic Radiology Board examina¬ 
tions and he and Barbara have been 
travelling extensively when not repair¬ 
ing and refurbishing their newly- 
purchased “50-year-old, colonial-on- 
the-outside, Victorian-on-the inside, 
15-room” house. 
Harry Malech is to be assistant profes¬ 
sor of medicine (Infectious Disease 
Section) at Yale, starting in July 1978. 
1973 
John Kirkwood has been named assis¬ 
tant professor in the Oncology Section 
of the Department of Internal Medicine 
at Yale beginning July 1, 1978. 
1975 
On July 1, Martin Krag will begin his 
appointment as chief resident and in¬ 
structor in orthopedic surgery at Yale. 
House Staff 
1958 
Robert Houlihan was elected to serve 
as vice president of the Hospital Medi¬ 
cal Staff of Yale-New Haven Hospital 
at the annual meeting in April. 
1966 
In April, Richard Gold was honored 
by being named a fellow of the Ameri¬ 
can College of Radiology at its annual 
meeting and convocation in San Diego. 
Public Health 
1967 
“Preventing Cancer”, a book written 
by Elizabeth Whelan, was published 
in March. With preface by Dr. Philip 
Cole of the Harvard School of Public 
Health, Dr. Whelan’s book was pub¬ 
lished by W. W. Norton & Company, 
Inc. 
1968 
A newsletter received in March from 
Theodore and Joan Tulchinsky re¬ 
vealed that they are in Jerusalem, hav¬ 
ing moved there from Manitoba in 1976 
where after starting with the Ministry of 
Health, Ted was appointed Director of 
Public Health for Israel. He writes: 
“Joan works in the nursing school at 
Hadassah and enjoys it a lot. My work 
is busy and stimulating—a lot needs to 
be done here in spite of all the achieve¬ 
ments. . . . To anyone contemplating a 
visit to Israel, contact me; for anyone 
interested in working here—also con¬ 
tact me.” 
NECROLOGY 
18 M.P.H. Morris Dworski, 
October 10, 1977 
’20 M. D. Helen M. Scoville, 
December 5, 1977 
’24 M. D. Arthur H. Jackson, 
December 3, 1977 
ex 27 M. D. Raymond V. 
Thomas, 
March 31, 1977 
27 M.P.H. Mrs. Philip Silver 
May 26, 1977 
’28 M. D. Edward L. Howes, 
January 29, 1978 
’28 M. D., Algot R. Nelson, 
’26 Ph.D. November 26, 1977 
’29 M. D. Louis Lichtenstein, 
October 28, 1977 
’31 M. D. Mrs. Archibald 
Daniels, 
February 18, 1977 
’35 M.D. Averill A. Liebow 
May 31, 1978 
’35 M. D. Max Miller, 
March 25, 1978 
’38 M.D. Conrad C. Clement 
March 1, 1978 
’40 M. D. Edward R. Smith, 
March 5, 1978 
’42 M. D. Raymond J. 
Zagraniski, 
May 17, 1978 
’47 M.P.H. Hannah 0. Hotvedt, 
October 12, 1977 
’64 M.P.H. Claire G. Farrisey, 
November 4, 1977 
Class of 1978 
First Year Postgraduate Medical Education Appointments 
Some readers have asked why we no longer refer to this list as 
"Internship Appointments". Since free-standing internships 
were discontinued as of June 30, 1975 and the A.M.A. Division 
of Medical Education now lists all approved clinical training 
programs as residencies, this list of positions for the class of 
1978 is entitled "First Year Postgraduate Appointments." 
The Editor 
Name of Student Type of Position 
Kathy Lynn Ales Medicine 
Thomas T. Amatruda III Medicine 
Michael Jon Anderson Medicine 
Richard James Baron Medicine 
Patricia Bell Medicine 
Francine M. Benes Medicine 
Theodore 1. Benzer Medicine 
Alan Bruce Bloch Pediatrics 
Joel Donald Bregman Pediatrics 
Booker Teliaferro Bush, Jr. Medicine 
Duke Edward Cameron Surgery 
David Lranklin Cawthon Surgery 
Jesse Michael Cedarbaum Medicine 
Howard Michael Chase Surgery 
Mary-Margaret Chren Medicine 
Paul Michael Copeland Medicine 
Emilio Louis Cruz III Ophthalmology 
Edward Susumu Curry Pediatrics 
Charles Thorbum Davisson Family Practice 
Lisa B. Davisson Family Practice 
Julius Dean Medicine 
Henry Robert Desmarais Medicine 
Mark Joseph DiNubile Medicine 
James Nathaniel Dreyfus Medicine 
Neal Leonard Eigler Medicine 
Eric Brandt Einstein Medicine 
Ellen Lofgren Finch Medicine 
Emily Alison Fine Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Mark Lee Finklestein Medicine 
Eugene Gheng-Kwan Fong Pathology 
Stuart Marshall Forman Psychiatry 
Elliot Frank Medicine 
Maija Guna Freimanis Medicine 
Holly Virginia Fritch Medicine 
Linda J. Lucey Gardiner Surgery 
Robert Alan Gelfand Medicine 
Arthur Maurice Gershkoff Medicine 
George Michael Golenwsky Pathology 
Nancy Ellen Good Medicine 
Judith Nancy Green Pediatrics 
Hospital 
The New York Hospital, New York 
University of California Hospital, San Francisco 
San Diego Naval Regional Medical Center, San Diego 
Bellevue Hospital, New York, New York 
Presbyterian Hospital. New York, New York 
Waterbury Hospital, Waterbury, Connecticut 
Boston City Hospital, Boston 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston 
Stanford University Hospital, Stanford, California 
Yale-New Haven Hospital 
Yale-New Haven Hospital 
New England Medical Center, Boston 
University of Chicago Clinics, Chicago 
New York Medical College-Metropolitan Hospital, New York 
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, New York 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 
Los Angeles County-University of Southern California Center, 
Los Angeles 
Children’s Hospital, Los Angeles 
Memorial Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island 
Memorial Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island 
Harlem Hospital, New York 
Georgetown University Hospital, Washington. D.C. 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York, New York 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. Los Angeles 
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston 
Yale-New Haven Hospital 
Boston City Hospital, Boston 
University of Chicago Clinics, Chicago 
Tufts University Affiliated Hospitals, Boston, Massachusetts 
Brookdale Hospital Center, New York, New York 
Baylor College Affiliated Hospitals, Houston, Texas 
University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, Kansas 
St. Vincent’s Hospital, New York, New York 
Bellevue Hospital, New York 
Roger Williams General Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island 
Yale-New Haven Hospital 
Los Angeles County-University of Southern California Center, 
Los Angeles 
Bronx Municipal Hospital Center, New York 
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Linda Jeanne Hall Medicine 
Jerald Dahl Hansing Flexible 
Jeffrey Neal Hausfeld Surgery 
Alexandra N. Helper Pediatrics 
Karen Dolores Hendricks Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Robert Hershfield Medicine 
Elizabeth Susan Hodgson Pediatrics 
Stephen Strong Humphrey Surgery 
J. Edward Jackson III Medicine 
Kay Frances Johnson Flexible 
Philip David Kanof Medicine 
Howard Leonard Kantor Medicine 
Robert Lawrence Kraft Surgery 
Cynthia Sweetnam Kretschmar Pediatrics 
Jill Lacy Medicine 
Karen Jane Laffey Flexible 
Robert Preston Lamberton Medicine 
Kendrick Evan Lee Surgery 
Robert Edward Lee Medicine 
Felix Wing Hang Leung Medicine 
Keith Carl Leverenz Psychiatry 
Carol Elinor Lipsitch Medicine 
Robert Keene McLellan Family Practice 
Kenneth Lee Marek Medicine 
Jose Luis Martinez Medicine 
Michael John Mitchell Pediatrics 
Jose Luis Munoz Pediatrics 
Glenn Tetsu Nagami Medicine 
Kurt Ken Nakaoka Medicine 
Olaf Johan Ogland Psychiatry 
Michael Henderson Owens Medicine 
Robert Lee Pinsky Medicine 
Yvette Louise Piovanetti Pediatrics 
Barbara Rose Pober Pediatrics 
Seth M. Powsner Psychiatry 
Londe Apolphe Richardson Medicine 
Richard Barry Rogart Physiology 
Noreen F. Rossi Medicine 
Jeffrey David Roth Psychiatry 
Robert Mitchell Rothbart Medicine 
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September 25th Alan Bakke began classes at the Uni- 
sity of California School of Medicine at Davis. The 
year old white engineer was admitted to the school 
ler a U.S. Supreme Court order which has been de- 
ibed as one of the most significant civil rights pro- 
mcements since 1954. 
When his application to the University of California had 
;n rejected in 1973 and again in 1974, Mr. Bakke sued in 
Yolo County Superior Court in June 1974. He charged 
t the medical school’s special admissions policy uncon- 
utionally set aside 16 of 100 positions in the first year 
ss for minorities; and that he was better qualified for 
nission than some of the students admitted under the 
:cial program. 
[n an opinion on November 25, 1974, the court ruled 
t the university’s program was invalid on the ground 
t it discriminated against Mr. Bakke because of his 
e; but it refused to order the school to admit Mr. Bakke, 
ing only that he was entitled to have his application 
onsidered without regard to race. 
3oth the university and Mr. Bakke appealed. In subse- 
mt action the California Supreme Court found in favor 
Vlr. Bakke, and ordered the university to admit him as a 
dical student in the fall of 1976. The state then appealed 
he U.S. Supreme Court, which had not previously ruled 
such “reverse discrimination” charges. The justices 
ird almost two hours of arguments on the case on 
tober 12, 1977. A San Francisco lawyer, Reynold 
Ivin, represented Mr. Bakke; Archibald Cox, former 
itergate special prosecutor, represented the university; 
1 Solicitor General Wade McCree argued for the Gov- 
ment as a friend of the court. 
■uve days later the justices asked each side and the 
vemment to submit new briefs in the case, focusing 
;cifically on how a portion of the Civil Rights Act of 
y4 affects the Bakke case. That portion makes it illegal 
any institution receiving Government funds, as do most 
te schools, to discriminate against anyone because of 
e. 
Dn June 28, 1978, the Supreme Court by a 5-to-4 vote 
irmed the constitutionality of college programs that give 
:cial advantage to blacks and other minorities to help 
ledy past discrimination against them. But, by another 
o-4 vote, the justices also ruled that Alan Bakke must be 
admitted to the University of California School of Medi¬ 
cine at Davis, determining that the college’s affirmative 
action program was invalid because it was inflexibly and 
unjustifiably biased against white applicants. 
Although the two-sided ruling has been the subject of 
confusion and controversy since its passage, it has, in the 
opinion of many, provided some guidance for educators 
trying to insure that their admissions programs will pass 
judicial inspection. 
Bakke: A Conversation with a 
Dean of Admissions 
by Burke Marshall 
John Thomas Smith Professor of Law, Yale Law School 
Reprinted from Regulation, Sept/Oct 1978, with permission from the 
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, Washington, 
DC. 
The following conversation happens to have taken place 
between the dean of admissions of a graduate, professional 
school and his learned counsel. As an informal sampling 
shows, similar conversations are taking place in many 
government offices, businesses, and other institutions that 
have the task of setting the policies by which scarce places 
(jobs, admissions) are allocated among the people who 
want them. 
Dean of Admissions: Among the qualified, how does one 
choose, now that the Bakke case has been decided? 
Learned Counsel: That is not the question, of course, 
even though you stole it directly from Justice Blackmun’s 
refreshing and personal “general observations.” The 
question is, who decides how one chooses? And the an¬ 
swer. after Bakke, is that you do not, and probably would 
not be able to even were you working for a private univer¬ 
sity— so long as it received federal funds—unless you 
and your employers were willing to run a “racially neu¬ 
tral” admissions policy. If you were not willing to do 
that—the institution that would—and will—decide how 
you choose is the federal court system, because any pro¬ 
gram you put into practice would be subject to the risks of 
litigation. I regret also to have to note that you personally 
will be, at the very least, subject to having to explain as a 
witness under oath exactly what goes on in the admissions 
process and especially, how it comes about (if indeed it 
did) that you accepted a disproportionately large group of 
minority applicants with relatively low test scores and 
lower predicted performances than white applicants. And 
you will, I tear, have to do that no matter how cleverly you 
w rite your policy statements. 
Dean of Admissions: Even if I worked for Harvard?* 
Learned Counsel: Perhaps especially if you worked for 
Harvard, despite the endorsement of its policies in the 
opinions of a majority of the Justices. The question in the 
end must be. What are you doing?—and not. What do you 
.say you are doing. Alan Dershowitz, who is a perceptive 
and learned professor at the Harvard Law School, has 
publicly expressed skepticism that Harvard could pass that 
test. 
Dean of Admissions: Why did you say “probably” when 
you spoke of the effect of Bakke on private universities? 
Learned Counsel: Because one of the strange conse¬ 
quences of the split among the justices is that we do not 
know what Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 re¬ 
quires with respect to the Bakke issue. Title VI, you recall, 
says that “no person . . . shall, on the ground of race, 
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation” 
in any federally funded program. That must affect Har¬ 
vard, for example, although we can assume that the con¬ 
stitutional provision involved—the equal protection 
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment—does not. You 
have noted, I am sure, that four Justices thought the Bakke 
case was simple, because of Title VI. The University of 
California conceded that Mr. Bakke would have been 
admitted but for the racially preferential admissions pro¬ 
gram for sixteen students, and Justices Stevens, Burger, 
Stewart, and Rehnquist would have decided the case on the 
basis that the literal language of Title VI applied: Bakke 
was excluded from participation in the medical school’s 
program on the ground of race, and that was the end of the 
matter, whatever the impact of the equal protection 
clause—an issue that those Justices did not reach. 
The majority of the Court, however, did not agree that 
the Stevens opinion properly construed Title VI. The ma¬ 
jority held that the legislative history and consistent ad¬ 
ministration of Title VI showed it was intended to prohibit 
in federally funded programs whatever the equal protec¬ 
tion clause prohibited in state institutions—no more and 
no less, at least so far as discrimination based on race, 
color, or national original is concerned. 
The difficulty is that we do not know from the Bakke 
decisions what a majority of the Court thinks the equal 
protection clause means, and therefore (accepting as au¬ 
thoritative the majority conclusion that Title VI means 
what the equal protection clause means) we do not know 
what Title VI means as applied to a program like that at 
Cal-Davis. Most commentary on the Bakke case proceeds 
on the premise that Justice Powell’s opinion is equal pro¬ 
tection law, at least for the present. But you, as a sophisti¬ 
cated dean of admissions, know that no member of the 
Court has expressed agreement with Justice Powell's opin¬ 
ion on the effect of the equal protection clause. Suppose 
that in a future case a Justice who joined in Justice Stevens’ 
opinion on Title VI (Justice Stevens himself, say, or 
Justice Stewart) believed that he was bound by the Bakke 
majority’s view of the meaning of Title VI—believed that 
he now had to accept (despite his disagreemennt with it) 
the interpretation that Title VI was coextensive with the 
equal protection clause. Then this justice’s decision on the 
Harvard University was cited in the decision as having the ideal 
admissions policy, ed. 
Title VI question in the future Bakke-like case would turn 
on his view of the effect on the equal protection clause. But 
we do not know what that view is. It may be that he would 
agree with Justice Powell’s position, but it is at least 
possible—perhaps equally plausible—for him to adopt 
the constitutional construction made by Justices Brennan, 
White, Marshall, and Blackmun. And in that event Bakke, 
Jr. whoever he may be, would lose, not win, on the Title 
VI issue. 
Dean of Admissions: If I follow your logic, should you 
not also qualify — with the word “pr°bably”, Gr some 
similar phrase — your first statement about the effect of 
Bakke on state universities, which the equal protection 
clause reaches directly and not just through Title VI? 
Learned Counsel: I have said all along that the constitu¬ 
tional doctrine of Bakke, whatever it is, is unstable. 
Dean of Admissions: This conversation so far makes me 
even more exasperated than I was before—exasperated 
with being constantly told by lawyers that I am asking the 
wrong question. I asked. Among the qualified, how does 
one choose, after Bakke? This time, since counsel will not 
answer my question, I am going to answer it myself. The 
answer is that one chooses on the basis of test scores, 
grade-point averages, predicted academic performance in 
the first yearorso, reliable letters of recommendation, and 
possibly interviews, on a color-blind basis. In other words, 
one lets the chips fall where they may on tested merit 
(except perhaps, for some non-racial special groups, like 
alumni children). That course isclearly legal. It is morally 
right because it is racially neutral, giving no advantage or 
disadvantage because of race. It is safe. It does not require 
me to be a witness. It is what I am going to do. 
Learned Counsel: I am authorized to give you a tentative 
opinion that the policy you propose is lawful, at least under 
the equal protection clause, and probably under Title VI— 
depending, of course, on future constructions of Title VI, 
not only by the courts, but also by the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare and other government 
agencies such as the Department of Justice, and on all the 
facts and circumstances over the years, including the im¬ 
pact of such a deliberate change in policy on minority 
candidates for admission, proof of validation of all tests 
used, and similar factors. But I should point out to you that 
what you suggest is not racially neutral except in the most 
narrow sense of the word. 
Dean of Admissions: Why do you say that? My policy 
would not discriminate against anyone on grounds of race. 
Learned Counsel: I have agreed, tentatively and condi¬ 
tionally, that your policy would be legally nondiscrimina- 
tory. But that does not mean that it is neutral, or that it is 
not going to disadvantage anyone because of race. The 
starting point is that we are talking about applicants who 
are qualified to go to your school. We are talking about 
choosing among them. If you and your counterparts in 
other universities choose among them on the basis that you 
describe, the results would be about a 75 percent reduction 
in the admission of black applicants by the law schools 
surveyed by the Educational Testing Service for a brief in 
the Bakke case, and a dramatic reduction in admission of 
such applicants by the medical schools surveyed by the 
Association of Medical Colleges for the same purpose. 
Remember that we are not talking about large percentages 
to start with. By the fall of 1977 with significant affirma¬ 
tive action programs in place in most important education¬ 
al institutions, and considerable pressure for them from 
HEW, black enrollment (according to a Civil Rights Com¬ 
mission Report) reached 6 percent in medical colleges, 
including the considerable numbers at Howard and 
Meharry, and 4.7 percent in law schools, including pre¬ 
dominantly black schools. Comparable ratios in 1970, 
when the effect of programs were first being felt, were 3.8 
and 2.6 percent respectively. You will find similar com¬ 
parisons for other racial minorities. Now it may be that 
because of general social, educational, and economic de¬ 
velopments in the past decade, use of the statistical mea¬ 
surements admissions policy you describe would not mean 
going back to the ratios that existed before affirmative 
action. Perhaps, although I doubt it, the consequence 
would be only a return to the situation in 1970. One would 
have to take into account, in making an estimate, possible 
adverse effects on expectations and therefore on numbers 
of applications, as a result of the change in policy you 
propose. In any event, the change would predictably — 
and inevitably—cause a significant reduction in the per¬ 
centages and numbers of minority applicants accepted, 
from among those qualified, with the heaviest effect fal¬ 
ling on the schools generally considered most desirable. 
While that result may be legal, and safe, and even moral, it 
seems to me quite a stretch to say that it is racially neutral 
or that it would not disadvantage anyone on the grounds of 
race. 
Dean of Admissions: But how could I avoid that result, if I 
wanted to? 
Learned Counsel: If we just count the Bakke votes and 
disregard the ambiguities that flow from the Stevens’ 
position, the answer has to be that you must do something 
that Justice Powell would say the equal protection clause 
permitted. In trying to describe what that is, I stick to my 
view that the issue must turn on what you do, and not on 
what you say you do. There are passages in the opinion — 
particularly the discussion of a presumption of good faith 
and the prolonged references to the Harvard program — 
that some lawyers believe suggest an opposite emphasis. 
But I do not believe Justice Powell meant to imply that 
important constitutional distinctions should turn on the 
mechanics of an admissions policy—such as the existence 
of a specific number target rather than a more general goal, 
or a separate and special process for consideration of 
minority applications. What his opinion plainly permits is 
an admissions policy designed to achieve diversity (in¬ 
cluding racial diversity) in a student body, and the use of 
race as a factor in admissions decisions in achieving that 
end. Davis was not try ing to achieve that end at all: the 
“quota” issue and separate track process were, in part, the 
proof of that particular pudding. I would say, as a working 
hypothesis, that if you really want to achieve diversity of 
backgrounds of all sorts, you can probably do it without 
significant departures from normal predicted grade- 
average indicators (test scores and otherwise) for all pur¬ 
poses except racial diversity. If that is so, I should think it 
permissible, under Justice Powell’s semi-colorblind con¬ 
struction of the equal protection clause, to use special 
criteria to achieve significant racial diversity. At least, you 
could examine the data on applications and admissions to 
see if my working hypothesis is true. Of course, your 
institution would have in fact to decide on a general policy 
of diversity: I am not suggesting a hidden agenda to deal 
w ith the problem of race alone. And that general policy 
would have to fit with your institution's goals, perhaps 
even be necessary to achieving those goals—something it 
would not seem to be if you were running a business or 
even a fire department rather than an educational institu¬ 
tion. Otherwise, as matters stand, and in the absence of the 
need to remedy past racial discrimination favoring whites, 
I am afraid Powell’s opinion requires the kind of admis¬ 
sions policy you described, with all its attendant racial 
disadvantages for minorities. 
Unless — this occurs to me just now—you want to 
follow the advice of the National Advisory Commission on 
Selective Service in 1967. 
Dean of Admissions: What was that? 
Learned Counsel: Faced with more or less the obverse 
situation, that of the military services' being unable to use 
all draftable men, the advisory commission entitled its 
report Who Sen es When Not All Sene? and recommended 
random selection. 
Nothing Will Change in the School of 
Medicine’s Admissions Policies 
by Thomas L. Lentz, M.D. 
Associate Professor of Cytology; Assistant Dean of 
Admissions 
Admissions policy toward minority students 
Several years ago the Yale School of Medicine Committee 
on Admissions established a policy to attempt to obtain a 
reasonable representation of minority students in the med¬ 
ical school class. This policy and the means to achieve it 
were determined as a result of study and discussions by the 
Committee on Admissions, members of the administration 
of the medical school, and an advisory group of minority 
faculty. It was felt that such a policy would assist in 
meeting the needs of groups underserved by the medical 
profession. It would add to the diversity of backgrounds, 
interests, and goals among the students in the class. Final¬ 
ly, in keeping with a general objective of producing gradu¬ 
ates who will make substantial contributions to medical 
practice and knowledge, it w'as felt that Yale had an oppor¬ 
tunity to produce physicians in an area in w hich additional 
leadership and creative solutions were needed. 
A precise definition of a minority group proved more 
difficult. For purposes of records and statistics, minority 
groups include Black Americans, mainland Puerto Ri¬ 
cans, Commonwealth Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, 
other Spanish Americans (e.g., Cuban. Dominican Re¬ 
public), Native Americans (American Indians), and Asian 
Americans. In practice, the Committee on Admissions 
generally defines a minority student as one who has not 
received equal opportunity as a result of past discrimina¬ 
tion or economic disadvantage. This definition is some¬ 
what broader than racial classification and, while includ¬ 
ing some or most members of the above groups, is not 
restricted to them and can include disadvantaged white 
students or economic minorities. 
A second difficulty was what would constitute a reason¬ 
able representation of minority students. Under ideal con¬ 
ditions. it could be expected that the number of minority 
students in medical school and in the medical profession 
would approximately reflect the proportion of minorities 
in the general population. It was recognized also that this 
goal could not be achieved until the number and quality of 
minority applicants was similarly proportionate. Thus, no 
numerical goal or quota was established and some varia¬ 
tion in numbers admitted from each group could be ex¬ 
pected from year to year depending on the number and 
quality of applications (see table). Efforts w'ould be made 
to increase the applicant pool through recruiting and com¬ 
munication with minority programs and groups and to 
retain those students accepted. 
Procedures for consideration of minority students 
Minority applicants are considered in the same manner as 
all other applicants. There is no separate committee for 
consideration of minorities. The Admissions Committee 
does include minority faculty members. All applicants are 
screened and a decision made whether or not to grant an 
interview. Minority applicants invited for interview have 
the opportunity to have lunch with and meet minority 
students. At least one of the applicant’s interviews is with a 
minority member of the committee. Applicants are then 
discussed and decisions made by the full committee. Ac¬ 
cepted applicants are followed up and contacted by minori¬ 
ty medical students to answer any questions and to encour¬ 
age them to attend Yale. 
Broad criteria are utilized by the Admissions Commit¬ 
tee in the consideration of applicants. Of course, all must 
be academically qualified and capable of performing suc¬ 
cessfully at Yale as indicated by grades and test scores. In 
addition, the committee looks at the student’s record of 
activities and accomplishments, letters of recommenda¬ 
tion, motivation toward medicine, ability to interact with 
people, personal qualities, and potential for future contri¬ 
butions in medicine. In evaluating candidates, the commit¬ 
tee attempts to view the applicant as a whole and take all 
aspects of the record into consideration. Thus, it is pos¬ 
sible in some instances for an applicant to be somewhat 
lower in a particular area and have this balanced by unusu¬ 
al strength in another. Furthermore, the applicant’s back¬ 
ground, including socio-economic disadvantages and lack 
of opportunities, is taken into consideration in evaluating 
performance and potential. 
While it is not possible to describe a typical applicant, 
the following profile of a hypothetical applicant will illus¬ 
trate some of the above points. 
W .J. is a biology major at Columbia. He was bom in Mississippi and 
attended public school there. After participating in a college prepara¬ 
tory program for minority students, he was admitted to Columbia 
where he achieved an overall grade point average of 3.1. His MCAT 
scores are 10 10 9 9 7 8. His premedical evaluation rates him as an 
excellent candidate for the study of medicine and his individual 
letters emphasize his drive and determination. He has had to work as 
a waiter during the school year and drives a truck in the summers to 
help support his education and provide assistance to his mother and 
five siblings at home. Despite this, he has engaged in a number of 
extracurricular activities including the Afro-American Society of 
which he is president. Black Pre-Medical Society, and the Student 
National Medical Association. In addition, he organized a successful 
tutoring program for high school students in a ghetto area and 
participated in a screening program for sickle cell disease. He 
became interested in medicine as a result of his work on sickle cell 
disease and would like to enter the area of community medicine. He 
feels that he will practice in rural Mississippi, near his home. The 
interviewers found him to be a mature individual with demonstrated 
leadership qualities. They felt he was a well-motivated student with a 
clear notion of what he hopes to achieve. 
In evaluating such a candidate, the committee would 
look at the candidate’s entire record in light of his back¬ 
ground. In the area of grades and MCAT scores, he would 
be below average for the class but certainly capable of 
performing successfully. In other areas, such as outside 
accomplishments, leadership capabilities, drive, determi¬ 
nation, and motivation, the candidate would be considered 
very strong. Finally, this record of accomplishment would 
have to be considered very impressive in view of the 
opportunities available to the student and the obstacles he 
had to overcome. 
Implications of Bakke decision on admission process 
With this background on the procedures for consideration 
of minority students, the effect of the Bakke decision can 
be assessed. In the Bakke decision, the Supreme Court 
affirmed the lower court order admitting Bakke to medical 
school because the special admissions program for minori¬ 
ties at Davis violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964. On the other hand, the court held that under certain 
circumstances a university could continue to take race into 
consideration in admissions. 
The procedures used at Yale differ in several respects 
from the admissions program at Davis. First, there is no 
quota for the number of minority students admitted. The 
number is determined by the number and quality of appli¬ 
cants in a given year. Secondly, minority students are 
considered by the same committee that reviews all appli¬ 
cants and by the same criteria. Thirdly, multiple criteria in 
addition to academic record and test scores are used in the 
consideration of applicants. 
The Supreme Court stated that race can be taken into 
account in admissions decisions although it is not exactly 
clear in what manner. Justice Powell did point approvingly 
to the Harvard College Program which does take race, 
along with many other factors, into consideration as a 
method of achieving a diverse student body. 
In summary, the Yale School of Medicine’s policy and 
procedures for consideration of minority students seem to 
be consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision and do not 
contain those features that were objected to. This program 
attempts to provide an opportunity for minority students to 
study medicine without violating the rights of the majority. 
We plan, therefore, to continue our efforts as in the past to 
fairly consider and attract qualified minority students to 
Yale. It should be noted that while Yale’s record in attract¬ 
ing minority students compares favorably with that of most 
other schools, the number of applicants and students ad¬ 
mitted is still relatively small and that there is further 
progress to be made. It is hoped that improved educational 
opportunities for minority students at the undergraduate 
level and earlier, together with affirmative action on the 
part of the medical schools will in time increase the num¬ 
ber of minority physicians. 
5 
THE FUTURE OF MAN LIES IN 
UNDERSTANDING THE COMPLEX 
STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN BRAIN 
The human brain is perhaps the most complicated piece of 
machinery' in the world. It consists of five hundred billion 
cells, all interconnected in almost hopelessly complex 
networks in which, on the average, each neuron receives 
between one thousand to ten thousand synaptic connec¬ 
tions in a highly patterned and precise order. Medical 
scientists are now beginning to understand how this system 
is developed. 
Dr. Pasko Rakic, one of the world's leaders in brain 
research, came to the School of Medicine last March to 
head the new Section of Neuroanatomy. Under his direc¬ 
tion, scientists in the Section will teach neuroanatomy as 
well as continue an extensive multidisciplinary program of 
investigations on primate brain development. 
The research is primarily directed toward how and when 
various parts of the primate brain develop. Projects cur¬ 
rently under study concern mechanisms of cell prolifera¬ 
tion and migration, and the establishment of synaptic con¬ 
nections. The objective is to elucidate the fundamental 
principles governing development of the central nervous 
system as a basis for understanding neurological diseases 
in man. 
Although his research covers a broad range, Dr. Rakic is 
best known for his investigation of neuronal maturation, as 
well as for research on the development of the visual 
system and cerebellum in primates and neurological 
mutant mice. Among his contributions are the discovery of 
guidance mechanisms underlying neuronal migration; the 
elucidation of the mode of development and modifiability 
of connections between the eyes and the brain; and the 
systematic analysis of the relative impact of extrinsic (en¬ 
vironmental) and intrinsic (genetic) factors governing 
formation of synapses. 
When Dr. Rakic, who is a native of Yugoslavia, re¬ 
ceived his M.D. degree from Belgrade University Medical 
School in 1959, he was headed for a career as a neuro¬ 
surgeon. He had completed his internship at University 
Hospital and started a residency in neurosurgery in 1962, 
when he took a leave of absence to become an exchange 
scholar and research fellow in surgery at Harvard Medical 
School. 
“If it were not for my exposure in 1963 to the unique 
collection of developing human brains at the Warren Ana¬ 
tomical Museum, and to the newly formed Laboratory of 
Cellular Neuropathology at Harvard, I would now probab¬ 
ly be a practicing neurosurgeon,” he said. “Development 
of the central nervous system came to fascinate me as an 
intellectual challenge so much so that I abandoned com¬ 
pletely any consideration of practical clinical work to do 
full time research on this subject.” 
During the four years he was at Harvard, Dr. Rakic 
worked hard at learning modem methods of neurocytology 
and neuroanatomy, before returning to Belgrade in 1967. 
His interest in brain development was further enhanced the 
following year while he was a visiting lecturer at the Brain 
Research Institute of the Academy of Medical Sciences in 
Moscow. Here he became familiar with the vast Russian 
literature on the subject of human neuroembryology as 
well as with the classical Golgi method of impregnating 
neurons with silver precipitates, which is illustrated on the 
cover page. He has since successfully combined this tradi- 
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tional method with the more contemporary technique of 
electronmicroscopy. 
He also completed work for his Doctor of Science 
degree from the Institute of Biological Research in 
Belgrade. The title of his thesis was “Studies of the 
Process of Proliferation, Migration, and Differentiation of 
Neuroblasts during Neurohistogenesis in Mammals, 
Particularly Man.” 
At this point in his career he realized that opportunity in 
Belgrade for continuing research of this kind was limited. 
He emigrated to the United States in 1969, and returned to 
Harvard as an assistant professor of neuropathology. 
Since returning to the United States, Dr. Rakic has 
combined a wide variety of advanced neurobiological 
techniques to obtain new information on the genesis of 
brain cellular organization which could not have been 
achieved by any single method alone. In addition to more 
commonly used procedures such as electronmicroscopy, 
autoradiography, and Golgi impregnation, his studies 
involve the relatively new technique of surgical manipula¬ 
tion of monkey brain development during intrauterine and 
early postnatal life. 
Experimental sciences advance as much by the devel¬ 
opment and application of techniques as by new theories. 
One major breakthrough in recent years has been the 
development of the ability to successfully remove monkey 
fetuses from the womb, replace them and deliver them at 
term. Originally devised more than a decade ago by inves¬ 
tigators studying pregnancy and fetal development, the 
procedure gradually has been refined to the point where 
prenatal neurosurgery is feasible. 
According to some neurobiologists, surgery on primate 
fetuses will provide new insights into complex interrela¬ 
tionships between the central nervous system, the envi¬ 
ronment and behavior. Since so much of the structure of 
the central nervous system is developed before birth, they 
feel that prenatal manipulation of development is essential 
for further advancement of knowledge in the field. 
Dr. Rakic used this technique, in combination with 
others, for his research on the development of the primate 
visual system. For example, in a project to trace the 
connections between the eye and the brain, he injected a 
radioactively labelled chemical into the eye of a monkey 
fetus and returned the fetus to the womb to continue its 
development. Later when he checked the course of the 
chemical, the radioactive labelling of the developing nerve 
fibers permitted him to determine when they reached the 
visual cortex, and how they are organized there. Results of 
the experiment show that all neurons in the primate visual 
system have been generated, reached their final positions 
and formed their basic connections subserving independ¬ 
ently two eyes before birth. Dr. Rakic’s findings in this 
area have important implications for research on the de¬ 
velopment of other structures of the brain, as well as for 
investigation into the interaction of genetic and environ¬ 
mental factors governing human behavior and intelligence. 
Another study, using autoradiography to trace radio¬ 
active chemicals incorporated in dividing cells, indicated 
that primate neurons are not generated within the neocor¬ 
tex. The entire population of cortical neurons is generated 
in distant proliferation centers, the so-called ventricular 
and subventricular zones of the brain, and after their last 
cell division migrate to their final position. Furthermore, 
these studies demonstrated that in primates, including 
man, all neurons that comprise the visual system are 
produced within the first half of the gestational period. 
Systematic plotting of the time of origin and eventual 
disposition of these neurons shows that the production of 
neurons destined for various brain structures are precisely 
regulated. Thus, each structure has a specific timetable for 
production of its neuronal components and well defined 
pathway of cell migration, so that neurons generated si¬ 
multaneously in adjacent regions of the proliferative zones 
end up on different cortical layers, and eventually assume 
different morphological and functional characterizations. 
‘ 'The orderliness and regularity of the cellular organiza¬ 
tion and the pattern of synaptic circuitry in the adult central 
nervous system is the end result of an enormous number of 
changes that occur during ontogeny,” Dr. Rakic ex¬ 
plained. "Individual neurons change their position rela¬ 
tive to one another; many of them migrate long distances to 
attain their final locations; their processes become redistri¬ 
buted while entire brain structures are shifted, and synaptic 
junctions change their size and location on target cells.” 
Tracing how, where and when neurons are generated, 
and how they migrate to their final place in the brain, is one 
of the main tasks of the new section. The purpose of this 
research is to discover how much of this is modifiable by 
environment and the extent to which damaged neuronal 
function can be recovered. Indications are that some rear¬ 
rangement is possible during critical periods of develop¬ 
ment, but that the capacity for rearrangement diminishes 
when that period has passed. Dr. Rakic uses as example a 
violin virtuoso. “He has been playing and studying the 
violin from a very early age, and the patterns of his 
intellect and ability are well established by the time he is a 
teenager. A person twenty or thirty years old, just starting 
to study the instrument could never achieve the same 
proficiency, no matter how hard he studied,” he ex¬ 
plained. "The capacity to learn and exceed in new skills 
has already diminished by that time.” Knowledge of the 
sequence and timing of cellular events that take place 
during the organization of the brain is essential for the 
understanding of abnormalities associated with mental re¬ 
tardation, and may also yield new insights to brain 
regeneration. 
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Most of the research of the Section of Neuroanatomy is 
conducted in newly renovated laboratories on the third 
tloor of the Sterling Hall of Medicine. Lined against the 
corridor walls and filling several closets are some 300 
thousand slides of autoradiograms used in dating neuronal 
origins of the primate brain and the study of the pattern and 
rate of cell migration. Complex drawings of schematic 
representations of patterns of synaptic connections, cross 
sections of cells and the like, cover the walls of Dr. Rakic’s 
office. Many of the beautiful and sensitive pen and ink 
drawings bear the initials “P. R.” “I love to draw. I found 
that drawing the neural patterns required to extract data 
from Golgi material, is esthetically very satisfying, and 
allows me to make use of my natural inclination toward 
visual expression," he commented. 
Work on the Section's laboratories and offices is 
finished and the equipment is in place. Recruitment of the 
scientific staff is still in process and will probably require 
another year before being completed. Although the Sec¬ 
tion is less than a year old, there is a sense of excitement 
about it. Dr. Rakic describes this well. "I consider it a 
privilege to be working in this field. People say that the 
future of mankind depends on this or that development of 
energy, weaponry, or research in outer space, or what¬ 
ever. If you think about it though, the future of man lies in 
understanding the complex structure of the human brain. ’ ’ 
Kip Riley, electronmicroscopic technician prepares ultrathin sections 
of the fixed and plastic embeddedfetal monkey brain. These sections are 
subsequently examined in the electron microscope for the presence of 
synapses betw een specific neuronal classes. 
Right, Dr. Pasko Rakic, Dorys McConnell Duberg Professor of 
Neuroscience. 
Dr. Scott Brand taking measurements of cells and synapses from an 
electron micrographs preparedfrom fetal rhesus monkey brain using an 
image analyzing computer. 
Peter Oldham, histology technician, uses a rotory microtome to cut 
adult rhesus monkey brain that was exposed to radioactive isotopes 
during development. Sections are overlayed with photosensitive emul¬ 
sion for autoradiographic analysis. 
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Dr. Marilee Ogren and Dr. Michael Cooper most recent members of the 
Section will work on the normal and pathological development of the 
visual system in rhesus monkey. 
Dr. Barbara Gould, a postdoctoral fellow, using a microscope 
equipped with drawing apparatus to map the distribution of radioac 
tively-labelled nerve cells in a monkey brain. 
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Dorothy M. Horstmann, M.D. 
A Leader in American Medicine 
Last year Dr. Horstmann was inten’iewed by Dr. Robert 
W. McCollum, chairman of the Department of Epidemiol¬ 
ogy and Public Health, for the ‘ ‘Leaders in American 
Medicine’ ’ series sponsored by Alpha Omega Alpha, 
National Honor Medical Society, and the National Library 
of Medicine, Department of Health, Education, and Wel¬ 
fare. The videotaped series of autobiographical memoirs 
of eminent medical scientists and teachers is produced as a 
teaching aid, archival deposit and historical resource. 
Yale Medicine presents an edited portion of the inter¬ 
view, which relates Dr. Horstmann's involvement in and 
contribution to the development of the poliomyelitis vac¬ 
cine. Dr. Horstmann, John Rodman Paul Professor of 
Epidemiology and professor of pediatrics, has received 
many awards and honors during her career, including 
membership in the National Academy of Science. 
Dorothy, your interest in infectious disease is well es¬ 
tablished. I wonder if you would tell us how this inter¬ 
est was aroused, and how it developed. 
It goes back to medical school (University of California at 
San Francisco) when I had the privilege of being in Dr. 
Karl Meyer’s bacteriology class. Dr. Meyer lectured to us 
from one to four or later every Friday afternoon. His 
immense knowledge of the pathogenesis and pathology of 
infectious diseases was most impressive. Later, when I 
was an intern at the San Francisco County Hospital we saw 
many infectious diseases and again, some of the problems 
suggested by Dr. Meyer seemed direct and answerable. 
That was a time of rapid developments in the field. 
It was. We were using sulfonamide drugs and curing 
pneumonia rather dramatically for the first time. But I 
really had no intention of making a career of infectious 
diseases at this point, although I was very interested in it. I 
fully intended to go into the practice of internal medicine. 
It is really an accident that I ended up where I am today. 
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Did that accident occur when you moved from the 
west, part way to the east and stopped at Vanderbilt 
University for a year with Dr. Hugh J. Morgan? 
No. I would say that that year made me very sure that I 
wanted to practice medicine! But then I decided I really 
ought to have one year in research before going back to 
enter practice in San Francisco. That’s when I came to 
New Haven. Somehow, everything changed when I came 
under the influence of Dr. Paul (Dr. John Rodman Paul) 
and others who were here at the time. It was a great team 
working on poliomyelitis at Yale. Many fascinating proj¬ 
ects were under way and I got involved in them more or 
less accidentally because we had an epidemic here in New 
Haven in 1943, while Dr. Paul was in Egypt serving as a 
consultant in the U.S. Army. They needed an extra hand 
and I pitched in. I’ve been hooked ever since. 
It’s hard to realize now what an enormous impact polio¬ 
myelitis had, not only on the medical profession, but on 
the public. Everyone knew about polio; everyone was 
worried about it every summer. There was a great deal of 
excitement about any advances in knowledge about the 
disease. Dr. Paul was a leader in the field and directed us in 
so many important areas. As a result, some significant 
contributions came out of the work of those early days. 
We did a lot of work in the New Haven Hospital, 
investigating various aspects of the epidemiology and 
clinical virology of poliomyelitis, for example, where the 
virus was at different stages in the clinical course. It had 
become apparent to everyone that poliomyelitis was not 
simply a central nervous system disease, but rather that it is 
a common intestinal infection. The virus is excreted in 
stools and from the throat. We were curious as to whether 
the virus reached the nervous system by way of the blood. 
We studied several hundred patients, testing them for 
virus in the stool and the throat, and we actually collected 
blood specimen from 111 acute paralytic cases. Only one 
was positive! That was a little frustrating, but neverthe¬ 
less, it was exciting when it happened. 
Especially considering the laborious way you had to 
test for poliovirus at that time. 
Yes. Those were the days when the only way was to 
innoculate monkeys intracerebrally. We had an enormous 
monkey colony—from 80 to as many as 150 monkeys on 
test all of the time. “Monkey rounds’’ were a big part of 
the day’s work. We took turns “running” the monkeys. It 
was quite an operation—training the monkeys so they 
would run out of their cages around the enclosure, and race 
back to collect their peanuts. As they ran we could tell 
whether they were showing early signs of the disease. One 
monkey was more or less equivalent to one tissue culture 
tube, so it was a very laborious way of testing all of the 
specimens we had collected. 
We tended to discount the observation of the single 
positive result with blood, because it seemed that it must 
have been a fluke—or else just a rare event. We really felt 
that we had finished with that subject in 1943. But we 
came back to it later. 
You have always managed to bring together the clinical 
and laboratory aspects of infectious disease in investi¬ 
gating the epidemiology and natural history of the 
diseases. Can you tell me a little more about how this 
evolved out of your earlier interest in polio and its 
clinical epidemiology? 
I’ve never lost my interest in clinical medicine, although I 
certainly do less of it these days. Tying in the clinical 
events with what’s going on in terms of pathogenesis and 
pathology has always been a challenge. In the early days, 
in studying epidemiologic problems, one couldn’t help but 
be involved in clinical activities, too, especially when we 
went to epidemics. Virtually every summer we tackled 
some specific problem or other. That was the big thing in 
those days. 
The very first epidemic I went to was in North Carolina 
in 1944. We were concerned with the possibility that 
poliovirus might be spread to some extent by flies. DDT 
had just entered the scene. Here was a method of control¬ 
ling the spread of the infection if flies were important. 
So Dr. Ward, Dr. Melnick and I went to North Carolina. 
A major project was to expose bananas to flies at houses 
where there had been cases of polio. I had the job of putting 
out plates of bananas on the back porches of the houses. 
Twenty-four to 48 hours later I would go back and collect 
the bananas, which by this time, were covered with fly 
specks—and freeze them on dry ice for eventual transport 
to New Haven. 
When I got back we had acquired four chimpanzees, 
lent to us by the Yerkes Laboratories in Florida. They were 
very attractive chimpanzees—very small and tractible— 
they are not so tractible when they get big. They were fed 
the contaminated banana mixture. It was very exciting 
when the chimpanzees did become inapparently infected, 
but we were faced with the problem of “what does this 
mean?” That wasn’t so easy! 
We did prove that flies can contaminate food, and that 
ingestion of such food could result in infection with polio¬ 
virus. But we weren’t so naive as to assume that this was 
the missing link in the polio story. I believe it was that 
same year that a number of efforts were made by Dr. 
Melnick to use DDT to spray from airplanes areas where 
epidemics were going on, to see if this would in any way 
influence the course of the epidemic. It did not. 
The role of flies remained an unanswered question. But, 
at the end of the story, I think one would have to say that 
flies obviously do not play a very important role, if any, in 
the spread of poliovirus. This was certainly brought home 
when there were winter epidemics in Alaska and in north¬ 
ern Canada, and even in New York City in the middle of a 
snow storm. We went down there to investigate a bizarre 
epidemic, which occurred in February. 
It is easy to understand how the discovery many years 
earlier of the fecal spread made such studies logical and 
important when there were no other control measures 
available. 
Right. It was a reasonable conclusion, but it just didn't pan 
out. In those days people were very leary about venturing 
into thoughts of a vaccine. It hadn’t been so long since the 
disasters of the mid-thirties with the trial vaccines of Park 
and Brody in New York, and Comer in Philadelphia. 
Those efforts resulted in the infection, and even death, of 
some children who had been given vaccine made from 
infected monkey central nervous system, using extremely 
crude methods—unknown virus quantities, unknown 
degree of inactivation, and so on. Since the possibility of a 
vaccine was not considered, we were thinking in terms of 
how one could prevent the spread of the disease by other 
means. 
In the course of all of this, we were involved in clinical 
studies as well. Dr. Ritchie Russell at Oxford, had pointed 
out that physical activity seemed to be an important precip¬ 
itating factor in severe paralytic disease. We took advan¬ 
tage of several epidemics in 1948 to look into this. I went 
to New York and North Carolina and to California, where 
there were large outbreaks, and examined and interviewed 
hundreds of patients and parents, trying to evaluate the 
question of whether or not physical activity at the time of 
onset had any impact on the ultimate course of the 
disease—whether it precipitated paralysis or made it 
worse, or had no effect. We confirmed Russell’s observa¬ 
tions and found that particularly in adults, who were the 
most prone to continue their work even though they 
weren't feeling very well, there seemed to be a strong 
correlation between activity and the severity of paralysis. 
I remember there were very firm warnings to parents 
to keep their children at moderate activity during polio 
season. 
It was much easier to achieve that with a child, for in the 
summertime parents were always terribly concerned when 
the least symptom appeared. Adults were not so concerned, 
considering themselves immune, or not at risk, at least. It 
was in those years (the late forties) that there was increas¬ 
ing evidence ot a shift in age incidence of poliomyelitis, a 
point which was of interest to Dr. Paul. In the early 
epidemics, 90 percent of the cases were under five years 
old and cases in older children and adults were very un¬ 
common. But by 1948 and 1950, in Connecticut, we were 
having almost more cases in people over the age of 15 than 
under. 1 here had been a marked shift in the age incidence 
of poliomyelitis in countries like the United States, Sweden 
and other developed countries around the world, so we had 
ample opportunity to compare the clinical manifestations 
in children and adults. 
We took advantage of this and came up with the idea 
that, as in tuberculosis, there is a childhood form and an 
adult form of poliomyelitis. Their manifestations, their 
onset, and their clinical courses are different. This came 
out of some of these observations during the 1948 epidem¬ 
ics. We reviewed all of the clinical data and found that one 
of the reasons adults were apt to continue their activity so 
long after they became ill was that, in contrast to children 
who usually have a sudden, abrupt onset of symptoms, in 
adults frequently it was a very slow, gradual affair, with 
very little fever and few of the dramatic symptoms so 
common in childhood. 
It was about that time that techniques of tissue culture 
were developed sufficiently to allow a much more rapid 
progression in studies of poliomyelitis. I believe you 
and Dr. Paul and the Yale Poliomyelitis Study Unit 
were among the first to move into the tissue culture 
field in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s. How did you 
get into that activity and what use did you make of it? 
Dr. Melnick was the leader in this. He was fascinated by 
the new development. It came at a very appropriate time in 
our work because it was then that we began to reexamine 
the question of whether there was a viremic phase in polio. 
In looking back over our earlier experience, we realized 
that we had tested all of those ill patients after the onset of 
the clinical disease. In all probability most of them had 
antibodies at that time and one would expect to find virus 
in the presence of a good titer of antibodies. 
With this knowledge we started afresh, using monkeys 
and chimpanzees to test the theory that viremia might 
occur during the incubation period. This was done by 
feeding the virus and then bleeding the animals every day, 
which was something of a task I may say. We found that 
rather regularly the animals developed viremia three or 
four days after virus feeding, which was anywhere from 
six to eight days before they developed paralysis. 
Reviewing the one positive isolation we had made from 
human blood in 1943, it was apparent that the child from 
whom the specimen came had been sick for only about six 
hours when I collected her blood. Furthermore, she didn't 
have paralytic or non-paralytic polio, but rather the so- 
called abortive type of poliomyelitis—a minor illness that 
precedes the central nervous system phase. That was an¬ 
other point in favor of trying to look again at the question 
of viremia in humans. 
It was the summer of 1952. Since I was all set up to go to 
Egypt on another project and you didn’t have a project for 
the summer while you were awaiting military orders to 
Korea, you spent quite a long time in Ohio collecting 
specimens from close contacts of cases of polio. We hoped 
that perhaps some of these contacts would be in the early 
phase of the infection. 
Sure enough, that turned out to be the case. I remember 
most vividly the one “W” family with four children. 
Three of them had minor illnesses and one was asympto¬ 
matic, but we found poliovirus in the blood of all four 
children. We wouldn't have been able to find it if we 
hadn’t had the more sensitive tissue culture method, be¬ 
cause none of the samples was positive when tested intra- 
cerebrally in monkeys. 
We had several other isolations from blood, but most of 
the patients were far enough along in their infections that 
they already had antibodies. The results indicated that 
viremia was, in all probability, a regular occurrence during 
the incubation period of poliovirus infection. The impor¬ 
tance of this observation was that it meant that the virus 
probably reaches the central nervous system mainly by 
way of the blood stream, and not by way of neural path¬ 
ways, except under special circumstances. 
You mentioned the finding of antibodies in a large 
portion of the individuals tested. The apparent protec¬ 
tive effect of specific antibodies was already well rec¬ 
ognized. You, Dr. Paul and others had found that 
antibody patterns offered explanations for the ob¬ 
served differences in age distribution of paralytic 
polio. I remember that these studies of various popula¬ 
tions carried you rather far afield. 
That's true. In 1949 Dr. Paul went to Point Barrow, Alaska 
where he did a serologic survey which proved to be one of 
the most important observations on the epidemiology of 
polio. It showed that a single experience with a virus of 
Type 1,2, or 3, gave life-long immunity. The antibody 
patterns in this remote population where poliovirus rarely 
penetrated, were such that one could identify the times at 
which each type had been circulating in the community. It 
turned out that no one who had been bom in the past twenty 
years had antibodies to Type 2 poliovirus, whereas every¬ 
one over the age of twenty had such antibodies. For Type 
1, it was virtually everyone over 30, and for Type 3, it was 
everyone over 40 years old—very clean-cut patterns. 
The importance of this observation was that it indicated 
that a single experience with one poliovirus type would 
give lasting immunity. That influenced Dr. Paul to favor 
the live vims vaccine, subsequently, rather than killed 
vims vaccine. The antibody patterns in the Alaskan com¬ 
munities were also very revealing in terms of what they 
told us about the extensive spread of the vims, for virtually 
everyone had been exposed and infected. 
In the same year, 1949, after a short stop in New Haven, 
Dr. Paul went to Egypt, where he collected sera from 
people in various age groups, living in villages outside 
Cairo. The antibody results showed, as he suspected, that 
inapparent infection was very common in the young chil¬ 
dren who then became immune, therefore the disease did 
not occur in older children and adults. In fact, the polio 
was considered to be very rare in similar places like Mor¬ 
occo, Guatemala, Costa Rica—all countries where we 
have done serologic studies. While paralytic poliomyelitis 
was uncommon in these areas and epidemics did not oc¬ 
cur, the infection was extremely common. Virtually every 
child became infected with all three types of poliovims by 
the age of two to five years, and as a result had lasting 
immunity. It was such serologic surveys that brought out 
many remarkable features of poliovims infection, and 
revealed how widespread these infections are, particularly 
in tropical and subtropical countries of the world. 
Such findings served rather well in later plans for the 
use of vaccines. You were very active in the planning 
and field testing of polio vaccine. Could you tell me a 
little more about your activities in the area? 
We did not do much about killed virus vaccines in this 
laboratory, but we did plug away at the live vims vaccine 
from the very beginning. Dr. Sabin, in the early 1950's 
had started attenuating various strains of poliovims and 
testing their effectiveness in chimpanzees and monkeys, 
and eventually in people. As soon as we were satisfied that 
the live attenuated vaccine was safe, we began working 
with Dr. Sabin's strains. 
First, we worked at the Southbury Training School here 
in Connecticut. We did many studies on the infectivity of 
the vaccine strains and their capacity to spread. We also 
were interested in the live vims vaccines in terms of the 
fact that they provided what we called “local immunity’’ 
in the throat and intestinal tract. We didn't know at that 
time what the local immunity consisted of, but we were 
sure it was there. Dr. Paul was very firm about this. 
This observation of local immunity, though, was made 
well in advance of the discovery of the subtypes of 
immunoglobulins. 
Yes it was. We didn’t even know that the protective factor 
was an immunoglobulin, much less a subtype! We actually 
thought of it more in terms of cellular immunity, but we 
know very little about cellular immunity, even today. 
Subsequently, very much more sophisticated immunolo¬ 
gists than we were, proved that local production of secre¬ 
tory IGA antibodies in the pharynx and the intestinal tract 
accounts for the local immunity. 
From these early experiences, we collected enough in¬ 
formation to satisfy ourselves that the vaccine which Dr. 
Sabin had developed was safe and effective, and that there 
was a certain amount of spread to contacts. We next moved 
into the open to a Yaqui Indian village in Arizona, and did a 
study of the LSC Type 1 attenuated poliovirus, supplied by 
Dr. Sabin. We measured the antibodies in the entire child¬ 
hood population, but found very few susceptible children. 
We fed the virus to the very few susceptibles as well as to a 
number who were antibody positive. There was no evi¬ 
dence of virus spread in the population and little evidence 
of infection in the children that were vaccinated, because 
most were immune by virtue of previous natural infection. 
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We did find an extraordinary number of other viruses 
circulating in this community at the time. We repeated this 
experience when we carried out another vaccine trial in 
Costa Rica, using a Lederle strain of vaccine. Here the 
results were rather different. In this project we vaccinated 
one child, the youngest, in each of 49 families. We fol¬ 
lowed all the other children in the family to find whether 
they became infected, and if so, how rapidly. We found 
that within 48 hours the other susceptibles in the family 
were excreting the same virus. We expected contact infec¬ 
tions, but the thoroughness and speed with which the virus 
got around was something of a surprise. 
From there you moved to some larger field trials—one 
major one here in Connecticut that was rather impor¬ 
tant in establishing the efficacy and safety of the live 
virus vaccine. 
Yes. We first did a vaccine trial in New Haven among 
young children, all of whom had previously received the 
killed virus vaccine, which was an added safety factor. We 
found that the oral vaccine was very effective in inducing 
high antibody titers against all three types. The presence of 
antibodies resulting from Salk vaccine did not prevent 
infection of the intestinal tract. 
When the New Haven studies were completed we 
moved to a very large trial for a laboratory the size of ours. 
Some ten thousand children in Middletown were given 
vaccine in January 1961, and a second dose six weeks 
later. This was a highly successful trial in a sense, and was 
the culmination of our efforts in vaccine studies. 
You had gained quite a reputation in poliomyelitis 
research by 1960-61. You had already been called upon 
by the World Health Organization to carry out a major 
international project concerned with polio vaccines. 
That was a very special trip. 
Yes indeed. In 1959 there was an international conference 
on live poliovirus vaccines. At that conference investiga¬ 
tors from the U. S. S. R., Poland and Czechoslovakia all 
presented papers indicating that they had used the oral 
vaccine in large field programs and that they had had great 
success and no problems. People were a little skeptical 
about these extraordinarily good results. The upshot of it 
was that W. H. O. invited me to go to the U. S. S. R., Poland 
and Czechoslovakia to examine the situation on the spot, 
as it were. 
I spent two months on this assignment, which was an 
extremely interesting one. I traveled to various parts of the 
U.S.S.R. — Moscow, Leningrad, Tashkent—all places 
where the vaccine had been used extensively. In reviewing 
the data and the serologic results, the virus excretion and 
soon, it seemed to me that the results reported at the earlier 
international meeting were reliable. The same was true of 
studies done in Poland and especially in Czechoslovakia, 
where very sophisticated clinical, virologic, immunologic 
studies with oral vaccine had been done. My conclusion 
was that the vaccine developed by Dr. Sabin against the 
three types of poliovirus was indeed the best answer to the 
prevention of poliomyelitis, and that the vaccine was safe 
and effective and should be used wherever possible. 
It wasn’t long after that the general use of live virus 
vaccine was adopted in this country, and we saw what 
we hoped was the end of poliomyelitis. 
Well, I think you can almost say it has been. It is really 
phenomenal when you think that before poliovirus vac¬ 
cines were available, some twenty thousand paralytic 
cases a year occurred in the United States. Since 1973, we 
have had less than ten cases per year. This is a far better 
record than any of us anticipated. 
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Dr. Boyer Named Head 
of Liver Study Unit 
In and About 
Dr. Boyer 
Dr. James L. Boyer has been appointed 
professor of medicine and head of the 
Liver Study Unit. A nationally recog¬ 
nized leader in the field of liver dis¬ 
eases, Dr. Boyer is also known as an 
outstanding clinician and teacher. 
As head of the Liver Study Unit, he 
succeeds Dr. Gerald Klatskin, David 
Paige Smith Professor Emeritus of 
Medicine. Dr. Klatskin became profes¬ 
sor emeritus in July after 40 years on 
the School of Medicine faculty. 
Since 1972 Dr. Boyer has been the 
director of the Liver Study Unit at the 
University of Chicago Pritzker School 
of Medicine. His research interest is in 
the physiology and pathophysiology of 
bile secretion. 
A native of New York City, he grad¬ 
uated in 1958 from Haverford College, 
Haverford, Pennsylvania, and received 
his M.D. degree in 1962 from The 
Johns Hopkins University School of 
Medicine. He was an intern and a first 
year resident at the New York Hospital 
before becoming head of the Liver Re¬ 
search Laboratory at The Johns Hop¬ 
kins University International Center for 
Medical Research and Training in Cal¬ 
cutta, India from 1964 to 1966. He 
completed his residency at Yale-New 
Haven Hospital the following year, and 
was a postdoctoral fellow in the Liver 
Study Unit at Yale from 1967 until 
1969, when he was appointed assistant 
professor of medicine. 
Dr. Boyer went to the University of 
Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine in 
1972 as associate professor of medi¬ 
cine, as well as director of the Liver 
Study Unit. He was promoted to pro¬ 
fessor in 1976. 
He is a member of a number of pro¬ 
fessional societies including the 
American Federation for Clinical 
Research; the American Association 
for the Study of Liver Diseases; the 
American Gastroenterological Assoc¬ 
iation and the Sigma Xi honor society. 
He is a diplomate of the American Board 
of Internal Medicine and a fellow of the 
American College of Physicians. 
The author of numerous articles and 
papers, he is a member of the editorial 
boards of several professional journals 
including Gastroenterology: View¬ 
points on Digestive Diseases; and 
Clinical Research. 
Dr. Naftolin 
Dr. Naftolin Appointed Chairman 
of the Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology 
Dr. Frederick Naftolin has been ap¬ 
pointed professor and chairman of the 
Department of Obstetrics and Gyne¬ 
cology. He held the same position in 
the Department of Obstetrics and Gy¬ 
necology at McGill University since 
1975, and was also obstetrician and 
gynecologist-in-chief of the Royal 
Victoria Hospital, Montreal, Quebec. 
He succeeds Dr. Nathan G. Kase, 
who has been chairman of the Depart¬ 
ment since 1969. Dr. Kase, professor 
of obstetrics and gynecology, will con¬ 
tinue his research in endocrinology and 
fertility, as well as teaching in the 
department. 
Dr. Naftolin is an authority on repro¬ 
ductive neuroendocrinology and has 
published over 100 scientific papers on 
that and related subjects. Bom in 
Bronx, New York, he is an honors 
graduate of the University of Califor¬ 
nia, Berkeley. In 1961 he received his 
M.D. degree with honors from the 
University of California, San Fran¬ 
cisco, and in 1970, he was awarded a 
Doctor of Philosophy degree from 
Oxford University. 
After completing his intership at 
Kings County Hospital, Seattle, and his 
residency at the University of Cali¬ 
fornia, Los Angeles, he was from 1966 
to 1968, a research training fellow and 
senior endocrine fellow at the Universi¬ 
ty of Washington. He served as Special 
Research Fellow of the National Insti¬ 
tute of Child Health and Human Devel¬ 
opment for the next two years. 
Dr. Naftolin was appointed assistant 
professor of obstetrics and gynecology 
at the University of California, San 
Diego in 1970, and was promoted to 
associate professor in 1972. He joined 
the faculty of the Harvard Medical 
School in 1973 as associate professor. 
A Fellow of the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, he is 
a member of a number of professional 
societies, among which are The Endo¬ 
crine Society; the International 
Society of Neuroendocrinology; the 
Society for Gynecologic Investigation; 
The Perinatal Research Society, and 
the International Society of 
Psychoneuroendocrinology. 
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Dr. Thier 
Dr. Rakic 
Dr. Thier Named David Paige Smith 
Professor of Medicine 
Dr. Samuel O. Thier. chairman of the 
Department of Internal Medicine, has 
been named David Paige Smith Profes¬ 
sor of Medicine. Dr. Thier, who was 
recently elected to the Institute of 
Medicine of the National Academy of 
Sciences, is well known as a medical 
educator and for his research in kidney 
diseases. 
He came to Yale in 1975 from the 
University of Pennsylvania School of 
Medicine where he had been professor 
and vice-chairman of the Department 
of Medicine and associate director of 
medical services at the Hospital of the 
University of Pennsylvania. From 1967 
to 1968 he was chief of the renal unit at 
Massachusetts General Hospital and an 
assistant professor of medicine at 
Harvard Medical School. A graduate of 
Cornell University, he received his 
medical degree in 1960 from the State 
University of New York College of 
Medicine at Syracuse, and completed 
his internship and residency at Massa¬ 
chusetts General Hospital. 
David Paige Smith received his B.A. 
degree in 1851 and his M.A. degree in 
1854 from Yale. He was a member of 
the School of Medicine faculty from 
1873 until 1880. The professorship to 
further the theory and practice of medi¬ 
cine was established in his honor in 
1912. Dr. Gerald Klatskin, an interna¬ 
tionally recognized leader in the field of 
liver disease was the David Paige Smith 
Professor of Medicine from 1960 until 
his retirement in June 1978, and is now 
Professor Emeritus. 
Dr. Thier is a member of the John 
Morgan Society, an honor society at the 
University of Pennsylvania. In 1971 he 
received the Christian R. and Mary F. 
Lindback Foundation Distinguished 
Teaching Award. He is a diplomate of 
the American Board of Internal Medi¬ 
cine and a member of several profes¬ 
sional societies, including the Ameri¬ 
can Federation for Clinical Research; 
the American Society of Nephrology; 
the American Physiological Society, 
and the International Society of 
Nephrology. 
Dr. Komp 
Dr. Rakic Appointed First Dorys 
McConnell Duberg Professor of 
Neuroscience 
Dr. Pasko Rakic, chairman of the 
Section of Neuroanatomy, has been 
named the first Dorys McConnell 
Duberg Professor of Neuroscience. He 
is an internationally recognized leader 
in research on brain development. (See 
article on page 6) 
The Dorys McConnell Duberg Pro¬ 
fessorship was established this year by 
H.P.J. Duberg in honor of his wife, in 
recognition of the excellence of the 
neurological sciences at Yale. This 
professorship will greatly strenghten 
the School’s extensive teaching and 
research programs in neuroscience. 
Dr. Rakic came to Yale a year ago 
from Harvard Medical School where he 
had been associate professor of neuro¬ 
pathology since 1972. He was, as well, 
senior research associate at Children's 
Hospital Medical Center in Boston. 
Although his research covers a broad 
range of developmental neurobiology, 
he is best known for his investigation of 
the development of the primate visual 
system. In general, it has been assumed 
that primate visual systems cannot 
develop fully without visual expe¬ 
rience. Through complex experiments 
with rhesus monkeys. Dr. Rakic has 
demonstrated that, in fact, the connec¬ 
tions between the eyes and the brain, 
and the “wiring” of the brain itself, are 
completed before birth. His findings in 
this area have important implications 
for research on the development of 
other segments of the brain, as well as 
for investigation into the interaction of 
genetic and environmental factors 
governing human behavior and 
intelligence. 
Dr. Rakic was bom in Yugoslavia in 
1930. He received an M.D. degree in 
1959 and a doctor of science degree in 
1969 from Belgrade University. Fol¬ 
lowing internship at the University 
Hospital, he completed his residency in 
neurosurgery at University Neurolog¬ 
ical Hospital in Belgrade. 
He first came to the United States in 
1962 as a research fellow in surgery and 
later, as a fellow in neuropathology at 
Harvard Medical School. His expe¬ 
rience at Harvard influenced his 
decision to pursue a career in neuro¬ 
science rather than in neurosurgery. 
In 1967 he returned to Belgrade as 
assistant professor in neuroembryology 
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at the Institute of Biological Research. 
He emigrated to the United States in 
1969 when he was appointed assistant 
professor of neuropathology at Har¬ 
vard. Dr. Rakic is a member of several 
professional societies including the 
.Society of Neuroscience, the Inter¬ 
national Brain Research Organization, 
and the American Association of 
Anatomists. 
Dr. Komp Appointed Chief of the 
Section of Pediatric Hematology and 
Oncology 
Dr. Diane M. Komp has been ap¬ 
pointed professor of pediatrics and 
chief of the Section of Pediatric Hema¬ 
tology and Oncology. She is known for 
her research in childhood leukemia and 
histiocytosis x, a disease related to 
cancer. 
Dr. Komp has been on the faculty of 
the Department of Pediatrics at the 
University of Virginia School of Med¬ 
icine since 1969, when she was ap¬ 
pointed assistant professor of pediat¬ 
rics. She was promoted to associate 
professor in 1973, and professor 
in 1976. 
A native of Brooklyn, New York, 
Dr. Komp received a B.S. degree in 
chemistry in 1961 from Houghton 
College, Houghten, N. Y., and her 
M.D. degree in 1965 from the State 
University of New York Downstate 
Medical Center, Brooklyn. She com¬ 
pleted her internship in pediatrics and 
her pediatric residency at Kings County 
Hospital in Brooklyn. In 1967 she was 
awarded a United States Public Health 
Service Fellowship in pediatric hema¬ 
tology/oncology at the University of 
Virginia. 
The author of numerous articles on 
pediatric oncology, she has been since 
1976 chairman of the Childhood Ad¬ 
visory Board, Virginia Division of the 
American Cancer Society. She is also a 
member of several committees and 
boards including the Hemophilia Ad¬ 
visory Board, State of Virginia; the 
National Cancer Institute Cancer Con¬ 
trol and Rehabilitation Advisory Com¬ 
mittee, and the Executive Council, 
Southern Society for Pediatric 
Research. 
Promotions to professor 
The following members of the medical 
faculty have been promoted to the rank 
of professor effective July 1978: 
William C. Billings, M. D., clinical 
professor of obstetrics and gynecology; 
Henry J. Binder, M. D., professor of 
medicine; Paul W. Brown, M. D., 
clinical professor of surgery (orthope¬ 
dic); Richard K. Donabedian, M. D., 
professor of laboratory medicine; 
Raymond S. Duff, M. D., professor of 
pediatrics; Gerald H. Flamm, M. D., 
clinical professor of psychiatry; 
Bernard G. Forget, M. D., professor of 
medicine; Charles H. Gardner, Jr., 
M.D., clinical professor of psychiatry; 
Alexanders. Geha, M. D., professor 
of surgery; William R. Goff, Ph. D., 
professor of psychology in neurology; 
Richard H. Granger, M. D., professor 
of pediatrics (Child Study Center). 
Also, John P. Hayslett, M. D., pro¬ 
fessor of medicine; Julius Landwirth, 
M. D., clinical professor of pediatrics; 
Stanley R. Lavietes, M. D., clinical 
professor of obstetrics and gynecology; 
Pasquale E. Perillie, M. D., clinical 
professor of medicine; James W. 
Prichard, M. D., professor of neurolo¬ 
gy; Robert H. Roth, Ph. D., professor 
of psychiatry and pharmacology; 
Herbert S. Sacks, M. D., clinical pro¬ 
fessor of pediatrics and psychiatry 
(Child Study Center); Michael H. 
Sheard, M. D., professor of psychiatry; 
Stephen B. Sulavik, M. D., clinical 
professor of medicine; William C. 
Summers, M. D., Ph. D., professor of 
therapeutic radiology; George F. 
Thornton, M. D., clinical professor of 
medicine; Robert C. Wallis, D. Sc., 
professor of epidemiology 
(entomology). 
Other New Faculty Appointments 
Recent full-time faculty appointments 
at the rank of associate professor in¬ 
clude: Uta Francke, M. D., associate 
professor of human genetics and pedi¬ 
atrics; ManoharM. Panjabi, Dr. Tech., 
associate professor of biomechanics in 
surgery (orthopedic), and Frederick L. 
Richardson, M. D., associate professor 
of medicine, all effective July 1978; 
and John A. Cegalis, Ph. D., associate 
professor of psychology in psychiatry, 
effective January 1979. 
Four Faculty Members Retire 
Four members of the medical faculty, 
having reached the University's retire¬ 
ment age, are now emeritus professors. 
They are Dr. Edward M. Cohart, 
Charles - Edward A. Winslow 
Professor of Public Health (30 years on 
the Yale faculty); Dr. Clarence D. 
Davis, professor of obstetrics and 
gynecology (21 years); Dr. Gerald 
Klatskin, David Paige Smith Professor 
of Medicine (45 years); and Dr. 
Theodore Lidz, Sterling Professor of 
Psychiatry (42 years). 
Symposium Honors Dr. Klatskin 
A two day scientific program on liver 
disease was held in Fitkin Amphithea¬ 
ter on June 1 and 2 to honor Dr. Gerald 
Klatskin, David Paige Smith Professor 
of Medicine and chief of the Yale Liver 
Unit, on his retirement from the active 
faculty. 
When Dr. Klatskin established the 
Liver Unit in the Department of Inter¬ 
nal Medicine in 1948, it was the first 
such unit in this country. Since that 
time 47 postdoctoral fellows have been 
trained in the program. All but five 
currently hold academic positions, and 
seventeen are full professors. Nineteen 
of Dr. Klatskin’s former fellows pre¬ 
sented papers at the scientific program; 
in addition there were two guest lectur¬ 
ers, Dr. Kamal Ishak of the Armed 
Forces Institute of Pathology and Dr. 
Rudi Schmid of the University of Cali¬ 
fornia in San Francisco. 
It is planned to publish the proceed¬ 
ings of this program in the January- 
February 1979 issue of the Yale Journal 
of Biology and Medicine. 
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Redlich Symposium Included in 
Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine 
Introductory remarks and four pre¬ 
sentations of the “Scientific Program 
in Honor of Fredrick C. Redlich," held 
September 30, 1977, are reprinted in 
full in the March/April issue of the Yale 
Journal of Biology and Medicine. In 
addition to welcoming remarks by Drs. 
Morton Reiser and Albert Solnit, the 
presentations include: Eugene Brody, 
“Learning Social Psychiatry in the 
Medical School'; John Romano," . . . 
And Gladly Teche"; Daniel X. 
Freedman, “From Mind to Brain: New 
Emphases on Psychiatric Education"; 
and Lewis Thomas, “Biomedical 
Science and Human Health. 
Copies of the issue are available for 
$7.50 from Yale Journal of Biology and 
Medicine, L 220, Sterling Hall of 
Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, New 
Haven, Conn. 06510. 
New Directors Named for 
Yale Women In Medicine 
Anne M. Curtis, M.D., assistant pro¬ 
fessor of diagnostic radiology, and Ann 
M. Oberkirch, M.D., clinical instruc¬ 
tor of psychiatry, have been named co¬ 
directors of the Office for Women in 
Medicine. Lisa J. Anderson will be the 
associate director of the Office and 
assistant to the dean. 
The Office for Women in Medicine 
was established in 1975 on recommen¬ 
dation to Dean Robert W. Berliner of a 
faculty committee chaired by the late 
Dr. Phyllis Bodel. Its main objective is 
to advance the careers of women stu¬ 
dents, postdoctorates, and faculty. The 
status of women at the School is eval¬ 
uated on a continuing basis. Individuals 
w ith problems relating to their status as 
women are encouraged to discuss them 
with the directors or Ms. Anderson. 
Programs are sponsored by the Office 
throughout the year which address the 
broader concerns of women in the med¬ 
ical community. 
The Office, w hich is available to the 
over 300 women at the School of Med¬ 
icine. has been relocated to Room 1 
I (X), near the entrance to the Sterling 
Hall of Medicine. It is open on week¬ 
days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Faculty Notes 
Under the combined auspices of the 
State Department and the National In¬ 
stitutes of Health, Dr. Lawrence S. 
Cohen, professor of medicine, spent 
two weeks in the Soviet Union as part 
of a scientific delegation. They visited 
cardiologic centers in Moscow, Minsk, 
Thilisi and Leningrad. During the visit 
Dr. Cohen noted several striking dif¬ 
ferences from cardiology in the United 
States. For one, a decision has been 
made to do very little cardiac surgery. 
Only a few patients have had coronary 
bypass surgery. Instead, the Russians 
stress medical therapy and will devote 
four months of in-hospital time to a 
patient who has sustained a myocardial 
infarction. At the end of that period, it 
is expected that the patient will return to 
work, as his problem has been taken 
care of. Dr. Cohen also reported that 
the cardiologic institutes are quite 
antiquated in general. 
Dr. Morris A. Wessel, clinical profes¬ 
sor of pediatrics, has been re-elected 
vice-president of the Board of Directors 
of the Child Welfare League of ArPeri- 
ca. He chairs the Long Range Planning 
Committee of the League and has 
served on the CWLA Standards Devel¬ 
opment Committee. The Child Welfare 
League of America is a federation of 
more than 380 child-serving agencies 
in the U.S. and Canada. 
At the recent meeting of the Infectious 
Diseases Society of America in Atlan¬ 
ta, Georgia, Dr. Dorothy M. 
Horstmann received the Max Linland 
Award for outstanding contributions in 
the management of infectious diseases. 
At this time she delivered the Seventh 
Max Finland Lecture entitled “Virus 
Vaccines and their Ways.” 
Dr. Ernest I. Kohorn, professor of 
obstetrics and gynecology, was on a 
sabbatical leave during the first six 
months of 1978. During this time he 
was awarded a Fogarty International 
Fellowship and was a visiting scientist 
at the Institute of Cancer Research, 
Sutton, Surrey, England, to study im¬ 
munologic aspects of ovarian carcino¬ 
ma. He was also a member of a work¬ 
shop for the study of endometrial carci¬ 
noma, convened by the International 
Union Against Cancer, in Geneva. 
The University of California, Santa 
Barbara Department of Biological 
Sciences presented three seminars by 
Dr. Wilbur G. Downs in October. The 
topic of the seminars was “The Epi¬ 
demiology of Arthropod-Transmitted 
Viruses”. Dr. Downs is clinical profes¬ 
sor of epidemiology. 
Dr. Orvan W. Hess, clinical professor 
of obstetrics and gynecology, and a for¬ 
mer president of the Connecticut Medi¬ 
cal Society, has received the scientific 
achievement award of the American 
Medical Association. The award is in 
recognition of his accomplishments in 
fetal heart monitoring, wound healing 
in the uterus and perinatology. 
New Books by Faculty 
Neuro-Ophthalmology—C linical 
Signs and Symptoms. Thomas J. 
Walsh, M.D., associate professor of 
ophthalmology. Lea and Febiger, 
Publishers (Philadelphia) 1978. 294 
pp, illus. 
Differential Diagnosis in Otolaryn¬ 
gology. Edited by K.J. Lee, M.D., 
F.A.C.S., assistant clinical professor 
of surgery (otolaryngology). Arco 
Publishing Co., Inc. (New York) 1978. 
278 pp, illus. 
Helping Children Cope: Mastering 
Stress Through Books and Stories. 
Joan Fassler, Ph.D., research associ¬ 
ate, Child Study Center. The Free 
Press/Macmillan (Newark) 1978. 
176 pp. 
Child Health: America’s Future. 
George A. Silver, M.D., professor of 
public health. Aspen Systems Corp. 
(Germantown, Md.) 1978. 
Atlas of Gray Scale Ultrasonogra¬ 
phy. Kenneth J.W. Taylor, M.D., 
associate professor diagnostic radi¬ 
ology (ultrasound). Churchill 
Livingstone (New York) 1978. 424 pp, 
illus. 
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Phyllis Tuck Bodel, M. D. 
Dr. Phyllis Bodel, associate professor 
of medicine, died on July 2 after a long 
illness. She was 44 years old. 
Dr. Bodel was a leader in the field of 
the pathogenesis of fever. In particular, 
her research on the role of leucocytes in 
the production of pyrogen has earned 
wide recognition. She was also a prac¬ 
ticing physician, specializing in infec¬ 
tious diseases. To those who knew her, 
Phyllis Bodel was a special person. Pe¬ 
tite in stature, she had a marvelously 
quick and penetrating mind and a lively 
temperament that added an unforgetta¬ 
ble zest to all she did. Her service to the 
medical school on numerous commit¬ 
tees, especially those dealing with 
women, did much to change the style 
and viewpoint of a previously male- 
dominated profession. Above all, there 
was her warmth and interest in students 
which was a living impulse to friend¬ 
ship—so that she became a model of a 
physician, teacher, investigator, as 
well as a devoted mother, wife and 
friend. The students of the graduating 
class this year have commemorated this 
in establishing an annual lectureship in 
her name. 
Dr. Bodel, who was bom in Hart¬ 
ford, Connecticut, received her A.B. 
degree, summa cum laude in 1954 from 
Radcliffe College, where she was 
awarded the Jonathan Fay Prize, and 
her M.D. degree, cum laude, from 
Harvard Medical School in 1958. She 
did her internship at Boston City Hospi¬ 
tal on the Harvard Service, and her 
assistant residency at New York Hospi¬ 
tal. After completing a public health 
service research fellowship in Montre¬ 
al, she joined the Department of Inter¬ 
nal Medicine at Yale in 1961 as a re¬ 
search assistant. She was a research 
associate in medicine from 1962 until 
1971, and senior research associate the 
following year. She was appointed 
associate professor of medicine in 1972 
and in 1977 was appointed to tenure. 
Dr. Bodel was a member of the 
American Federation for Clinical Re¬ 
search, the American Society for Clini¬ 
cal Investigation, Infectious Diseases 
Society of America, American Associ¬ 
ation for the Advancement of Science, 
the American Medical Women’s Asso¬ 
ciation, and Sigma Xi. She was a fel¬ 
low of Calhoun College at Yale. 
Dr. Bodel was married to Dr. Robert 
M. Donaldson, Jr., professor and vice- 
chairman of medicine at Yale and chief 
of medicine at the Veterans Adminis¬ 
tration Hospital, West Haven. In addi¬ 
tion to her husband, she is survived by 
her father. Dr. John K. Bodel of Lake¬ 
ville, Connecticut; her three children 
by a previous marriage, Katherine, 
Rowena, and David McKee, all of 
Guilford; and her sister, Mrs. Martha 
Perrin of Fairfax, Virginia. 
In recognition of her accomplish¬ 
ments, the medical class of 1978 has 
established a fund to endow The Phyllis 
T. Bodel Lectureship, for an annual 
lecture to be given at the School of 
Medicine by an outstanding woman 
medical scientist. Contributions pay¬ 
able to Yale University may be made to 
The Phyllis Bodel Lectureship Fund, in 
care of Dr. Elisha Atkins, Department 
of Internal Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, 
New Haven, Connecticut 06510. 
Philip Bishop Cowles, Ph. D. 
Dr. Philip B. Cowles, professor emeri¬ 
tus of microbiology, died on September 
4, 1978 at his summer home in Wester¬ 
ly, Rhode Island at the age of 79. 
Dr. Cowles was bom in Wallingford, 
Connecticut. After graduating from the 
Choate School, he entered Yale College 
and received his B.A. degree in 1921. 
From 1921 to 1927 he was instructor in 
science at Choate. In 1929 he was 
awarded his Ph. D. from Yale. 
After receiving his Ph. D. degree, he 
joined the faculty of the School of 
Medicine as an instructor in immu¬ 
nology. He was promoted to assistant 
professor and later to associate profes¬ 
sor. In 1951 he became professor of 
microbiology. After serving on the 
Yale faculty for 35 years. Dr. Cowles 
retired in 1964 as professor emeritus. 
He had been a fellow of Davenport Col¬ 
lege since 1936, served as acting mas¬ 
ter for the year 1962-63, and upon his 
retirement became a fellow emeritus of 
the college. Dr. Cowles was also asso¬ 
ciated for many years with the National 
Board of Examiners. 
In addition to his wife, Mabel Smith 
Cowles, he leaves a son, Philip B. 
Cowles, Jr., of Woodbridge; a daughter, 
Mrs. Patricia Verdier of Montreal; a 
brother, F. Morgan Cowles of West 
Hartford; and nine grandchildren. 
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Alumni News 
Alumni Weekend 1978 
This year’s Alumni Weekend offered a 
wide variety of activities extending 
over the three day period, June 1-3. As 
one enthusiastic graduate remarked, 
“It was a real circus.” 
A scientific program on liver disease 
honoring Dr. Gerald Klatskin was held 
on Thursday and Friday, purposefully 
scheduled to precede the Alumni 
Weekend. The Second Yale Alumni in 
Ophthalmology Convocation on Friday 
and Saturday included a symposium on 
diabetic retinopathy. Other events on 
Friday were the Surgery ’78 Alumni 
Seminar and a workshop for the Hospi¬ 
tal Administration Alumni Associa¬ 
tion. 
“The Medical School Revisited” 
was the theme of the Saturday program 
for all alumni. A highlight of the day’s 
various activities was a talk by Dean 
Emeritus Vernon Lippard (’29), who 
spoke on “The Yale School of Medi¬ 
cine, Yesterday and Today.” This de¬ 
lightful and entertaining reminiscence 
covered a fifty-year period which be¬ 
gan in 1925 when Vernon Lippard, then 
a Yale College student, was inter¬ 
viewed for admission by Dean 
Wintemitz and Miss Dasey and admit¬ 
ted to the medical school. He then went 
on to describe the many changes which 
have taken place in curriculum, bio¬ 
medical research, clinical services, the 
finances and facilities of the school and 
hospital, and medical care in general 
over the past half century. Dr. Lippard 
concluded his talk as follows: 
“Despite all these changes, I am 
happy to report that many of the 
qualities that distinguished the Yale 
School of Medicine fifty years ago 
have been retained. The Yale Sys¬ 
tem, introduced in 1926, is still in 
force. Many medical schools now 
provide opportunities for student re¬ 
search but Yale is still the only one 
that has a dissertation, based on ori¬ 
ginal research, as one of the require¬ 
ments for the M. D. degree. Examin¬ 
ations in individual courses are not 
required but passing Part 1 and II of 
the N.B.M.E. is still a threshold re¬ 
quirement for advancement and 
graduation. Small group instruction 
is still a major feature. 
“As Alumni Day programs tend 
to follow the same pattern, fifty 
years from now someone will be re¬ 
porting at a similar meeting on the 
changes that have taken place over 
his or her lifetime. It is hard to 
believe that they will have been as 
great as those I have described but I 
suspect they will. 
“Finally, I am glad to report that 
the School is in good hands. It has 
never had a better dean or faculty, 
and its excellent national reputation 
is being sustained.” 
Annual Meeting of the Association of 
Yale Alumni in Medicine 
Dr. William Kissick (’57) presided. 
Following his welcoming remarks, on 
recommendation of the nominating 
committee the following alumni were 
elected to the Executive Committee: 
Sarah Auchincloss (’76), New York, 
New York 
Richard Breck (’45), Wallingford, 
Connecticut 
Michael Flynn (’65), New York, 
New York 
Myron Sallick (’24), New York, 
New York 
William Waskowitz (’57), New 
Britain, Connecticut 
New representatives to the Association 
of Yale Alumni are: 
Majic Potsaid (’51), Hanover, 
Massachusetts 
Muriel Wolf (’59), Washington, D.C. 
Dr. Kissick expressed appreciation of 
the Association to Clement Batelli 
(’28), John German (’62), and Muriel 
Wolf (’59) who are finishing their terms 
on the Executive Committee this year 
and also thanked Richard Breck (’45) 
for his service as a representative to the 
Association of Yale Alumni. 
Alumni Fund reports were given by 
Dr. Harvey Young for the medical 
school and by Ms. Kathleen Howe for 
public health. Dean Berliner then gave 
a brief progress report on activities at 
the School. In conclusion he expressed 
his thanks to those who had contributed 
to the Alumni Fund and to the class 
agents and chairmen who have worked 
so hard to set new records of annual 
giving. 
Under new business Dr. Remo 
Fabbri, chairman of the Committee of 
the Class of 1964, moved that it be 
resolved that the Yale system of medi¬ 
cal education be preserved and that a 
committee be appointed to concern 
themselves with this task; the com¬ 
mittee would be composed of sixteen 
members with representatives of the 
faculty, administration, alumni, and 
students. A number of people spoke to 
express opinions about this proposal. 
Following considerable discussion, it 
was moved and voted that this matter be 
referred to the Executive Committee 
for further consideration. 
It was announced that the next Medi¬ 
cal Alumni Weekend would take place 
on June 1 and 2, 1979. 
Following the business meeting the 
assembled alumni adjourned to Edward 
S. Harkness Hall for sherry and an 
elegant buffet luncheon. 
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REUNIONS 
1928 
Fiftieth 
The 50th reunion of the class of 1928 
has come and gone. In attendance were: 
Sheldon and Annette Jacobson, 
Raymond and Sally Johnson, 
Ferdinand Kojis, Robert and Annetta 
Rubinstein, Alvin and Oneida 
Schaye, Er-Chang and Maia Ping, 
and Max and Helen Alpert. 
The early arrivals attended the vari¬ 
ous clinical sessions prepared by the 
Departments of Surgery, Medicine, 
and Ophthalmology. Excellent semi¬ 
nars, covering various administrative 
and professional activities of the 
School were presented. The annual 
meeting of the Association of Yale 
Alumni in Medicine was held at noon 
on Saturday, and Dean Berlinerand Dr. 
Kissick addressed the alumni. The usu¬ 
al sherry hour and luncheon in Hark- 
ness were followed by tours of the his¬ 
torical section of New Haven and the 
recently developed Yale Center for 
British Art. After the cocktail party in 
Harkness Lounge, our class adjourned 
to the Graduates Club for our class 
dinner. 
A minute of standing in silence was 
observed in memory of our classmates, 
25 in number, who have turned in their 
“working tools” over the years. 
The session then adjourned, hopeful¬ 
ly to reconvene in the not too distant 
future. 
No report of class activities would be 
complete without extending a hearty 
thanks to Mr. Louis Kaplan, Assistant 
Dean, and his charming secretary, Ms. 
Connie Payne. Their helpfulness and 
cooperation made my task extremely 
simple. Max Alpert 
1933 
Forty-fifth 
Francis Woods and I were the only 
members of our class to return to New 
Haven. My wife gave a reunion dinner 
at our home in Branford for Dr. Woods 
and his charming wife. The Woodses 
now live in Jaffrey Center, New 
Hampshire. Dr. Woods works on a lim¬ 
ited basis in his specialty, thoracic sur¬ 
gery. I am completely retired from my 
practice which was ophthalmology. 
Frederick A. Wies 
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1938 
Fortieth 
The pre-reunion Roundup of the 
Wintemitz—Bayne-Jones Mavericks 
of 1938 began with a class mailing in 
January 1978 to Cape Cod and Califor¬ 
nia, Vermont and Florida and points 
between. Seventeen of twenty-two let¬ 
ters sent were answered. Of the latter 
all told eight respondents gathered for 
the fortieth reunion in New Haven Fri¬ 
day and Saturday, June 2 and 3. 
On Friday, Roy and Margaret 
Barnett entertained at their home in 
Westport: Ben and Blanche Lyons, 
also of Westport; Lester and Elizabeth 
Wallman of Burlington and Agnes 
Bartlett of Norwich, Vermont; 
Charlie and Muriel Kasdon of Cohas- 
set, Massachusetts; and Bill and Judy 
Wawro of West Hartford, Connecticut. 
All had shared the blizzard of ’78. At 
this dinner messages were taped to Bill 
and Joan Maurer of West Lebanon, 
New Hampshire in response to their 
greetings taped that same morning by 
the Secretary en route to New Haven. 
On Saturday before the annual meet¬ 
ing of the Alumni in Medicine, there 
were seminars on the challenges and 
problems in modem medical educa¬ 
tion. An ophthalmology seminar- 
symposium was also offered on June 2 
and 3. 
The official class dinner, arranged 
by Charlie and Anne Petrillo before 
their departure to the Mayo Clinic 
where Charlie was to be a guest speak¬ 
er, was held at the New Haven Country 
Club on Saturday evening. After a 
magnificent roast beef dinner, and dur¬ 
ing a thunderstorm (which precluded 
speeches) news of the absent members 
was brought up to date. Bill and Judy 
Wawro were attending their daughter’s 
Commencement at Brown; Ted and 
Lee Steege were at a four-brother fami¬ 
ly reunion. Ed and Genevieve Roberge 
were unable to attend by reason of a 
last-minute illness. Ed has recently re¬ 
tired as company physician to Raythe¬ 
on Manhattan, Remington Arms, and 
Dresser Industries. Those who replied, 
but could not attend were: Jack Dillon, 
snow-bound in Providence at his time 
of writing; Roberta Crutcher in Los 
Angeles, still busy with psychiatry- 
related activities; Nelson and Jane 
Ordway could not make both an April 
and a June journey East from Gallup, 
New Mexico where Nel is working 
with the Navajo Health Services; Ed 
Nichols, in Larmington, Connecticut 
also participated in the blizzard of '78. 
It was good to have Jim and 
Elizabeth Radcliffe from Mattapoisett, 
Massachusetts, and Joe and Virginia 
Reynolds from Havertown, Pennsyl¬ 
vania add their voices on Saturday 
night to the tape for Bill Maurer. Ed 
Pinkham, Capt. U.S.N., retired, 
wrote that he was working on his golf in 
Sarasota, Florida. 
The thoughts of all went out to the 
families of those who are no longer 
with us. Ben Lyons was designated co¬ 
ordinator of a suitable class memorial 
to Lyman Stowe for the Lyman Stowe 
Memorial Library at the University of 
Connecticut. Roy Barnett will coordi¬ 
nate a memorial tribute to Lou Welt at 
Yale School of Medicine. 
IN MEMORIAM: Robert Biach, 
Henry Carideo, Stanley Durlacher, 
William Scanlan, Jr., Lyman Stowe, 
Nathaniel Rossett, Kenneth 
Chapman, Conrad Clement, 
William Kober (WW II), Norman 
Ruud, Louis Welt, Richard 
Worthington, Jack Zahn. 
Now retired from active practice and 
the Veterans Hospital in White River 
Junction, the class secretary intends to 
send out individual letters in more de¬ 
tail concerning the activities of the 
members of the class of 1938. 
Agnes V. Bartlett 
Announcement was made in July by the 
National Committee for Clinical Labo¬ 
ratory Standards that Roy Barnett, 
chairman of the Department of Pathol¬ 
ogy at Norwalk Hospital and clinical 
professor of pathology at Yale, has 
been appointed chairman of the Coun¬ 
cil of the National Reference System in 
Clinical Chemistry. The National 
Committee for Clinical Laboratory 
Standards is an interdisciplinary, non¬ 
profit organization whose purpose is to 
provide a forum for and promote the 
development and use of national and 
international standards for the clinical 
laboratory. 
1943 (Mar.) 
Thirty-fifth 
The 35th reunion of the class of 1943 
(March) concluded with a most conviv¬ 
ial dinner at Mory’s attended by four¬ 
teen members of the class plus eleven 
spouses. 
After dinner each member of the 
class delivered a brief autobiography, 
summarized as follows: (If dilution 
with wine has made the summary a 
little inaccurate, I apologize.) 
John Brobeck came with Dorothy. 
John has been professor of physiology 
and chairman of the department at the 
University of Pennsylvania for 23 
years, having worked with Dr. Pulton 
in the Physiology Department at Yale 
for about 12 years following gradua¬ 
tion. 
Bill Davey and Artemis dropped in 
before dinner for a brief chat with 
everyone. Bill submitted the following 
information in writing so I know it is 
correct: He is clinical professor of sur¬ 
gery at Yale and associate section chief 
of neurosurgery at Yale-New Haven 
Hospital. He is a retired captain of the 
United States Naval Reserve. In his 
spare time he owns a cattle farm in 
Ecuador and claims to be a cowboy. 
Rocky Fasanella, who practices oph¬ 
thalmology in New Haven is an associ¬ 
ate clinical professor of ophthalmology 
and visual science at Yale. Rocky has 
travelled a great deal, lectured all over 
the world, and written several books on 
ophthalmologic surgery. Marian came 
with him. 
Tom Flynn is practicing orthopedics 
in Meriden, Connecticut. He has made 
a splendid recovery from the ruptured 
cerebral aneurysm which kept him 
from our 30th reunion. 
Gerry Fountain came with Polly. 
They are moving from New Hampshire 
to Vermont to be closer to Dartmouth 
where Gerry is on the faculty. He is 
practicing psychotherapy and is chiefly 
interested in child psychiatry. 
Henry Markley and his wife, Mary, 
came up from Greenwich where he has 
been practicing internal medicine for 
many years. He has become interested 
in home care and has contributed a 
great deal to the nationally recognized 
program for home care in Greenwich. 
Ed Murphy attended a reunion for 
the first time. Ed is doing basic research 
on mouse tumors at the Jackson Labor¬ 
atory in Bar Harbor, Maine. 
Dee Peck came with her husband, 
Hugh Dwyer. Dee is still an attending 
radiologist at Yale-New Haven Hospi- 
tal and is an associate clinical professor 
of diagnostic radiology. 
Ted Soule and Florence came from 
Minnesota where Ted is a senior surgi¬ 
cal pathologist at the Mayo Clinic. 
Hilly Spitz attended with Norma. 
Hilly has practiced internal medicine in 
New London, Connecticut for many 
years, and has also had a distinguished 
career in the State Medical Society, of 
which he was recently president. His 
monthly comments in the Connecticut 
State Medical Society’s journal, Con¬ 
necticut Medicine, were informative 
and interesting. 
Oily Stonington came to his first re¬ 
union and brought Kate. Oily has just 
retired as chairman of the Department 
of Urology at the University of Colo¬ 
rado. He is now doing everything he 
had to give up during his academic 
years—skiing, travelling, et cetera. 
Sophie Trent kept us all in stitches 
with the accounts of the vicissitudes of 
her career in internal and tropical medi¬ 
cine. She is now an internist on the staff 
of the Newington (Conn.) Veterans 
Hospital. 
Fred and Polly Waldron came from 
Concord, New Hampshire where Fred 
is practicing radiology. He has had a 
very stimulating practice with several 
others, but is now contemplating re¬ 
tirement. 
John Weber is now chief of the Psy¬ 
choanalytic Institute at Columbia Uni¬ 
versity College of Physicians and Sur¬ 
geons in New York. Clara came with 
him. 
Morris Wessel who has practiced 
pediatrics in New Haven for many 
years came with Irmgard. Morris is a 
clinical professor of pediatrics at Yale. 
He is also writing a monthly column in 
a lay publication and has been a de¬ 
voted worker for Hospice, a program 
for care of terminal cancer patients. 
I neglected to request those who 
could not attend to send some informa¬ 
tion about their careers; however, I do 
have a few reports by the oral grape¬ 
vine. 
Ralph Alley did participate in 
Alumni Weekend although he could not 
stay for the class dinner. He lectured on 
cardiothoracic surgery at the symposi¬ 
um on Friday. His letter to the class 
included the following: After 26 Vi 
years at Albany Medical College, he is 
continuing as professor and head of the 
Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery, as 
well as director of its residency training 
program. He is interested in immuno¬ 
therapy of lung cancer. He is a mem¬ 
ber of the Board of Regents of the 
American College of Surgeons and its 
executive committee. (A meeting of 
this august group with the Royal Col¬ 
lege of Surgeons necessitated his going 
to London the day of our reunion .) He 
reported seeing Nick Stahl frequently. 
Nick is a pediatric surgeon in Syracuse. 
Ed Rabe, who is on the pediatric 
neurology faculty at Harvard, spoke at 
Yale this past year. Dusty Rhoades is 
practicing orthopedics in New Haven; 
Joe Kriss has had a distinguished aca¬ 
demic career in nuclear medicine at 
Stanford in California; and Bob Taylor 
is practicing surgery in Ohio, but is 
contemplating retirement. Bob Wyatt 
is practicing obstetrics and gynecology 
in Greenwich, Connecticut and missed 
the reunion because a daughter was 
graduating from nursing school. 
Priscilla Dienes (Pidi) Taft who 
started with our class, but because of 
illness finished in 1944, is working full 
time in charge of cytology at Massa¬ 
chusetts General Hospital, where her 
husband, Edgar (class of 1942) is a 
senior pathologist. Douglas Wilkie 
wrote Gerry Fountain from the Uni¬ 
versity of London where he is Jodrell 
Professor of Physiology and chairman 
of the department. He has spent the last 
thirty years in research on muscle con¬ 
traction and is currently concerned with 
the application of nuclear magnetic re¬ 
sonance to the study of living, contract¬ 
ing muscle. 
To get back to the reunion itself, I do 
not know how many attended the 
Thursday and Friday sessions. Al¬ 
though I am in the Yale-New Haven 
Medical Center, I was unable to attend 
any of them; however, I did join about 
five other classmates on Saturday to 
hear comments on the past 50 years at 
Yale by Dr. Lippard, Dean Emeritus, 
and attended a superb discussion of the 
principles of immunology, which has 
entirely developed since we struggled 
with the basic sciences. Most of the 
people who were in town Saturday af¬ 
ternoon replaced the scientific with the 
esthetic and concentrated on the Art 
Gallery or the new British Art Center. 
As already noted, some of our class¬ 
mates had never attended a reunion be¬ 
fore. Let us all start working on the rest 
of the class to make the 40th even more 
enjoyable and instructive than the 35th. 
I suspect at that time we will learn a 
great deal about retirement, but it will 
be interesting to compare notes before 
we have progressed too far on the “to¬ 
boggan slide to senility”. 
Dorothea R. Peck 
1943 (Dec.) 
Thirty-fifth 
Two important events took place on the 
East Coast the weekend of June 3, 
1978. Both of these were well ar¬ 
ranged, excellently managed, informa¬ 
tive, and occurred in Connecticut prox¬ 
imal to New Haven. The first of these 
was the large, well attended and formal 
presentations of the Yale Medical 
Alumni Day Program. The second was 
a gathering of the class of December 
1943. This was a small, sparsely at¬ 
tended, informal dinner and bull ses¬ 
sion in Weston, Connecticut at the 
lovely home of Tom and Doris Bucky. 
The deluge of rain during the evening 
did not dampen any spirits nor conver¬ 
sation; quite the contrary, the more 
spirits, the more conversation. In four 
hours we regroaned and relaughed 
those wonderful years in New Haven. 
We sadly recounted the passing of some 
of our classmates and rejoiced at the 
achievements of others. We posed all 
the questions harassing medicine today 
and solved none. Late in the evening 
the Henry Joneses, the Keasley 
Welchs, the Philip Chases, the 
Ronald Cookes, the Tom Buckys, the 
Joe Epsteins, and John Almkiov went 
their separate ways having had a won¬ 
derful evening and vowing that another 
35 years had better not supervene till 
our next meeting together. 
Joseph 1. Epstein 
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1948 
Thirtieth 
The class of 1948 held its class dinner 
on June 3, 1978 at Mory’s in New 
Haven. Twenty-six classmates, wives, 
husbands or relatives attended this 
function. The attendees were as fol¬ 
lows: Bill Sibley (Tucson, Arizona); 
Bob Lawson and wife. Kit (Topeka, 
Kansas); Boy Frame and wife, Jane 
(Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan); Ben 
Rush and wife, Norah (Summit, New 
Jersey); Bernie Naab (Palmerton, 
Pennsylvania). From California: A1 
Bridge (Riverside) and A1 Green and 
wife, Agnes, and daughter, Judy, a 
1978 graduate of Yale School of Medi¬ 
cine (Fairfield). Those who attended 
from Connecticut: Russ Barrnett and 
wife, Gail (New Haven); Paul 
Goldstein and wife, Betty (Branford); 
Paul Koehler and wife, Lorraine, and 
daughter. Kris O’Connor, a 1977 
graduate of the Department of Epi¬ 
demiology and Public Health at Yale 
(Trumbull); John Morrison and wife, 
Gerry (Orange); Gabe Saviano and 
wife, Lois (Norwalk). From New York 
were Julie Frieden (Larchmont) and 
Sylvia Preston Griffiths and husband, 
Ray (New York City). Bud Rowland 
and his wife, Esther (New York City), 
attended the afternoon social hour at 
the School but, unfortunately, could 
not stay for the class dinner. 
The program consisted of extempo¬ 
raneous speeches about unusual events 
that transpired during medical school or 
thereafter, a Yale University School of 
Medicine update by Russ Barrnett, and 
a historical overview of class members 
by A1 Green, who has volunteered to be 
our “official'’ class historian. For 
record-keeping purposes, please keep 
Al informed: Allan Green, M.D., 874 
Bransford Court, Fairfield, California 
94533. Incidentally, 1 will be collabo¬ 
rating with Al and his address list for 
the mailing of notices for all future re¬ 
unions. This should enhance the medi¬ 
cal school’s computerized listing. 
Paul Koehler 
1953 
Twenty-fifth 
Our Silver Reunion turned out to be 
pure gold for those of us who attended! 
Since Yale has increased the Medical 
Alumni Day educational program from 
Saturday only to include Friday, 
Maureen and I decided to invite every¬ 
one to our North Haven home for Fri¬ 
day dinner. Those who were able to 
join us had a lot of fun reliving old 
times and renewing friendships. At¬ 
tending were: Marion and Don 
Etzwiler from Minneapolis; Betty and 
Tom Gentsch of Miami; Bob 
Hamlisch from Ithaca with his daugh¬ 
ter, Liz; San Franciscans Barbara and 
Dave Holman; Betty and Paul Quie of 
St. Paul; and Martha and Bill Wilson 
from Storrs, Connecticut. Mary Lou 
and Jim Young drove in late in the 
evening from Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
Saturday we enjoyed Yale’s pro¬ 
grams, the delightful lunch, and guided 
tours of either the new Yale Center for 
British Art or redeveloped New Haven. 
Our formal dinner was in the elegant 
Board of Governors Room of The 
Quinnipiack Club, where thirty-one of 
us delighted in a scrumptious meal sur¬ 
rounded with very warm feelings and 
good companionship. In attendance 
were all who were at our home Friday, 
except the Gentschs, who had to depart 
for a Colorado graduation. 
In addition to the Friday group: From 
New York, Paula and Lou Del Guercio 
and Hyla and Bob Melnick (Larch¬ 
mont); Claude Bloch and Carol and 
Fred Lane (New York City); from New 
Jersey: Harvey Peck (Mahwah) and 
Doe and Jim Dunn (Summit); from 
Massachusetts: Peggy and Irv 
Goldberg (Brookline); Wick Potter 
(Ipswich) and Mary and Al Keroack 
(Springfield); from Connecticut: Ora 
Kingsley and Howie Smith (New 
Haven). The Holmans from San Fran¬ 
cisco had the distinction of the longest 
distance travelled, while the Smiths ar¬ 
rived from just down the road. 
After dinner I went through the roster 
of the sixty-two of us graduates, five of 
whom are now deceased (Art Berman, 
Ralph Gross, Bert Kusserow, Rudi 
LaMotta, and Claude Reed). Those of 
us present contributed personal data, 
and as much information as possible of 
those not in attendance. Classmates 
have received a newsletter containing 
available information. I’d much appre¬ 
ciate any details any of you can add. 
Our only regret is that even more 
didn’t join us. If any classmates get to 
New Haven, please contact us. And do 
plan on coming for our Thirtieth in 
1983! 
Please send information to Harold 
D. Bornstein, Jr., Five Ives Street, 
North Haven, Connecticut 06473. 
Harold D. Bornstein, Jr. 
1958 
Twentieth 
The twentieth reunion of the Class of 
1958 was an outstanding success. Thir¬ 
ty members of the class from 12 states 
and one foreign country returned to 
New Haven to relive in a small way 
their days at medical school. Those at¬ 
tending included George Aghajanian, 
Gerry Burrow, Dave Carlson, Joe 
Cillo, John Creatura, Bob Donohue, 
Larry Dubin, Phil Fazzone, Marcia 
Kraft Goin, Bill Gould, Mike 
Kashgarian, Ted Lieberman, Leo 
McCallum, Andy McGowan, Pat 
McKegney, Jack Merritt, Bob 
Neuwirth, Al and Carol Phillips, Bill 
Schlaepfer, Tom Shea, Arlene Smith 
Sweedler, Jack and Pauli Wood, 
Gene Spector, and Dick Gershon, as 
well as their respective spouses. Al¬ 
though they could not make the reunion 
dinner Ernie Hartmann, Jay Kislak, 
Al Muggia and Roger Herdman were 
around for part of the weekend as well. 
Amongst the most notable absentees 
were our class secretary Paul 
Rudnick, and our class agent Charlie 
Hall. It was felt appropriate that their 
absence should be recognized by a vote 
for a continued tenure in their respec¬ 
tive offices. The youth and vigor of the 
class was remarkable and old friend¬ 
ships were instantly reborn. The re¬ 
union dinner, lubricated with three 
wines, was held at the New Haven 
Lawn Club and allowed everyone a 
chance to catch up with each other’s 
activities of the past twenty years. As is 
customary in his newly adopted en¬ 
virons of Toronto, Canada, Gerry 
Burrow started off the festivities with a 
toast to the Queen. After dinner every¬ 
one had an opportunity to share a few of 
their own personal reminiscences. Dis¬ 
cussion about those members of the 
class who were absent included ques¬ 
tions of the whereabouts of Ken 
Jimenez and wondering if Mike 
McCabe was trying to make it all the 
way from Hawaii on his surfboard. Be- 
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fore the end of the festivities those pre¬ 
sent unanimously agreed that the Class 
of 1958 was undoubtedly Yale’s best. 
Michael Kashgarian 
1963 
Fifteenth 
No report received 
1968 
Tenth 
No report received 
1973 
Fifth 
The class of 1973 partook of a small, 
but intimate 5th year reunion dinner at 
Mory’s. In attendance were Mike 
Kramer; Tom Romano (a.k.a. 
Noodles); George Colson and friend; 
Chris Kull and her fiance; Rick and 
Harriet Fingeroth; Harry and Sheila 
Romanowitz; and John and Gail 
Kirkwood. Much of the time was 
spent filling each other in on profes¬ 
sional and personal developments of 
the last five years and relating news of 
those not among our fortunate number. 
Michael S. Kramer 
George Lister has been appointed an 
assistant professor of pediatrics at Yale 
and will be working in pediatric cardi¬ 
ology. He returns to Yale from the Uni¬ 
versity of California, San Francisco, 
where he has served as an assistant pro¬ 
fessor since completing his postdoctor¬ 
al fellowship in cardiology in June 
1977. 
James Nathanson, an instructor in the 
Department of Neurology at Yale is a 
1978 recipient of a McKnight Scholars 
Award in Neuroscience. The McKnight 
Foundation’s award supports, at a criti¬ 
cal stage, scholars who will continue in 
distinguished research that promises 
to exert a major influence on brain 
science. Dr. Nathanson’s research is in 
hormone receptor mechanisms in the 
regulation of cerebral blood flow and 
cerebrospinal fluid circulation. 
Other Class Notes 
1934 
At the Yale Alumni Fund Convocation 
on October 6, a special Chairman's 
Award presented to Dr. John Ogilvie 
carried the following citation: 
“Jack Ogilvie has served his Col¬ 
lege and Medical School in their 
alumni affairs for many years. 
Special service began as a member of 
the Executive Committee of the 
Association of Yale Alumni in Medi¬ 
cine and later through the Presidency 
of that Association. At the same 
time, he served as Chairman of the 
Special Gifts effort for the Medical 
School Alumni Fund, with outstand¬ 
ing diligence and success. He not 
only raised the sights of alumni in 
considering gifts, but also broadened 
the base of giving to the Medical 
School substantially. While working 
professionally as a surgeon, he still 
found time to seek ever larger gifts 
from an ever greater number of his 
peers, consequently developing a 
whole new base for annual giving in 
the Medical School. 
“We take pleasure tonight in 
recognizing Jack for his special and 
loyal service to all of us through his 
efforts on behalf of the Yale Medical 
School.” 
Leona Baumgartner has recently been 
honored by election to senior member¬ 
ship in the National Academy of 
Sciences Institute of Medicine. 
’ll M. D 
ex ’ 19 M. D 
ex ’19 M. D 
’27 M. D 
’30 M. D 
’37 M. D 
ex’37 M. D 
’60M.P. H. 
1948 
Beatrix Hamburg was among those 
recently elected to membership in the 
Institute of Medicine of the National 
Academy of Sciences. Dr. Hamburg is 
now Special Assistant for Children and 
Youth in the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and 
Mental Health Administration of the 
Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare. 
1960 
Edw'ard Longo has recently become 
certified by the American Board of In¬ 
ternal Medicine in the subspecialty of 
Cardiology. Dr. Longo, who is chief of 
coronary care and director of the coro¬ 
nary care unit at the Middlesex 
Memorial Hospital in Middletown, 
Connecticut, is a member of the Con¬ 
necticut Heart Association, the Ameri¬ 
can College of Cardiology, the Ameri¬ 
can College of Physicians and the 
American Heart Association. 
House Staff 
1958 
Amilcar Vianna writes that in addition 
to his private practice, he is now vice¬ 
dean of the School of Dentistry of the 
Federal University of Rio de Janiero 
and has been acting dean for the past 
year. He is also associate professor in 
charge of the Operative Dentistry 
course. Dr. Vianna notes that he would 
“be glad to correspond with Yale 
alumni!” 
1965 
Thomas Spackman, associate profes¬ 
sor of radiology at University of Penn¬ 
sylvania School of Medicine, has been 
appointed chairman of the Department 
of Radiology at the University of Con¬ 
necticut School of Medicine. 
Maxwell Lear, June 30, 1978 
Michael J. Kranichuck, M. D., 
(Date unknown) 
David B. Witt, M. D., (Date unknown) 
Peter W. Fiskio, September 25, 1978 
Anne L. Lawton, (Date unknown) 
Eugene E. Cliffton, June 11, 1978 
Henry Klein, D.D.S., Died recently 
(Date unknown) 
Eileen D. Flynn, August 29, 1978 
NECROLOGY 
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From Yale Alumni Magazine and Journal, March 1978 
A. John Anlyan, ’42S, ’45M.D., Clinical Professor of 
Surgery at the University of California, was born in Egypt 
and now lives in San Francisco. One of three brothers — all 
physicians, all working in A merica — he was a scholarship 
student at Yale. Dr. Anlyan has concentrated on two aspects 
of medicine: thoracic surgery and cancer research. While 
thinking about his commitment to The Campaign for Yale — 
which he recently made — Dr. Anlyan wrote down the 
following observations and later passed them on to his 
solicitor. 
Thoughts on $70 Million 
Yale has a great tradition of service to the youth of America. These youths have become 
the leaders of our country, a country with a proud heritage in the world of nations. 
The fortunes of Yale are important to the fortunes of our great nation. Yet at this time in 
history the Yale we know is in danger of being buried in an avalanche of rising costs, government 
edicts and public apathy — and of being priced out of existence as well. 
“Yale is just a rich boys’ school — let her fold.” say some of the unenlightened public. “We 
don’t like President X — he was too soft on activists,” say some of the alumni. “We don’t like the 
idea of a coed Yale College,” say other graduates. “They didn't take my son, so why do I have 
to contribute?” say still others. 
Some of the criticism is understandable. The “legacies” did not have an open passport to 
Yale. Some of the faculty were indeed sympathetic to activists, but the facts show that Yale, 
under the leadership of Kingman Brewster, weathered the dissenting generation with no major 
upheavals and no campus tragedy such as the one at Kent State. Yale remains one of the world’s 
few truly great universities, still educating the future generation of leaders. These achievements 
do not come easily or automatically. 
Most of us have taken from Yale, gone into the wide world and had good lives, with 
success in our chosen fields. We forget, however, that a dedicated cadre chooses to work at a 
fraction of their financial potential to educate those who came after us. These are the men and 
women of the Yale faculty. 
It is true that some of our children who we felt were entitled to admission, were refused. 
It is true that mistakes were made in financial planning, but let us look at the positive aspects. 
I have talked to many alumni about the current capital drive. There are many, thank God, 
who are concerned and willing to contribute. The ones who aren’t give a lot of excuses: 
• Yale had a liberal President. • Yale has gone coed. 
• My son, the genius, was not accepted. • Yale does not need my money. 
• The era of private institutions is ended, and the government will take over anyway. 
• What has Yale ever done for me? 
There are flimsy excuses by the faint of heart. We have a new President. Admission of 
alumni children is back to where it used to be. Yale will remain pre-eminent in educating 
leaders of the next generation — if she gets the help of all of us in a concerted effort to continue 
the proud tradition of Lux et Veritas. 
* In the Middle of October, The Campaign 
for Yale reached the $300 million mark, 
leaving $70 million to go. 
J#Yl, 
thXk's 
AXKr The Campaign for Yale 
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1977-78 Medical School Alumni Fund Campaign 
Fund Officers 1977-78 
Medical School Alumni Fund 
Harvey L. Young, ’52, Chairman 
J. Roswell Gallagher, ’30, 
Bequest and Endowment Chairman 
Malvin F. White, ’31, Vice-Chairman 
William K. McClelland, ’47, 
Vice-Chairman 
John L. Cieply, '71 Vice-Chairman 
Public Health Alumni Fund 
Robert W. McCollum, Department Chairman 
Kathleen Howe, ’56, Volunteer Co-Chairman 
Eric W. Mood, ’43, Volunteer Co-Chairman 
Message from the Dean for the Medical School 
Alumni Fund Report 
In reviewing the report of the Medical School Alumni Fund for 
1977-78, it was gratifying and most encouraging to see that the 
total contributions by our graduates is continuing to increase. 
This year’s total represents the largest amount ever raised by 
medical alumni during an annual fund campaign. 
To establish this record took a great deal of time and hard 
work, and we at the School deeply appreciate the outstanding 
job that has been done by that devoted group of class agents and 
the officers of the Fund. I personally want to congratulate 
Harvey Young and all those who worked with him to make 
1977-78 a record year. 
I also want to express my sincere appreciation to those alumni 
and alumnae who have contributed to the Fund and to assure you 
that the Fund continues to meet a very important need in support 
of the Yale program of medical education. 
This year, as for the past several years, income received from 
the Alumni Fund annual giving will be used to provide addition¬ 
al student loans. With increased tuition ($5400 a year) and the 
ever-increasing cost of living, money for student financial aid, 
particularly loans, continues to be one of our critical needs. The 
Alumni Fund is one of the few sources of dependable and 
unrestricted income that can be used for this purpose. 
Let me remind you that the 1978-79 Alumni Fund annual 
giving campaign is now underway. I trust that we can count on 
the continued support of those who contributed last year, and I 
hope that many others who for one reason or another did not 
participate will do so this coming year. The need is great. 
With deep appreciation for your past and future support, I am 
Dear Medical School Alumni: 
Once again I have the pleasure of reporting a record total of 
$168,367 contributed by 1800 generous alumni, parents 
and friends of the School. Another figure of equal impor¬ 
tance is the level of participation in our Fund. At 56% we 
have the highest participation of any Graduate or Profes¬ 
sional School Fund at the University. 
The success of this campaign is due entirely to the 
dedicated efforts of our volunteers. My thanks to all those 
who participated and in particular, the Class Agents, the 
reunion-year telephoners, and especially the Vice- 
Chairmen: Malvin White, William McClelland and John 
Cieply. 
Sincerely, 
Harvey L. Young, '52 
Chairman 
Open Letter to Public Health Graduates 
We were pleased to report during the activities of Alumni 
Weekend early in June the results of our 1978-78 fund-raising 
efforts as well as to give some highlights on the opening of the 
Ira V. Hiscock Library. 
You will recall that in the previous year over $30,000 was 
raised from Alumni and other friends of Ira Hiscock to make 
possible an enlarged Department library. The opening was 
celebrated on February 3, 1978 with personal reflections offered 
by Isidore S. Falk, Colin White and William Kissick. Following 
a warm response by Ira, the more than 100 guests were received 
in the new library. We wish that you all could have been with us 
on a truly joyous occasion. 
Our hope of maintaining the support of our graduates at the 
same high level was nearly fulfilled when we closed the books 
for 1977-78 with almost $27,000 in contributions. 
We thank you all and look forward to your continued interest 
in the Department's needs in the coming year. You'll be hearing 
from us!! 
Sincerely, 
Robert W. McCollum 
Eric W. Mood 
Kay Howe 
Sincerely, 
Robert W. Berliner, M.D. 
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MAJOR GIFT DONORS 
MEDICAL SCHOOL ALUMNI 
FUND 
Chairman's Gift Association 
Donors of $500 to $1000 
Joseph T. Eagan, '21 
Henry I. Fineberg, '27 
Vincent A. Doroszka, '30 
Daniel F. Harvey, '33* 
Harry Sherman, '34* 
Margaret C.L. Gildea, '36* 
Rebecca Z. Solomon, '39* 
Norman W. Sears, '40 
Elihu Friedmann, '42 
Michael A. Puzak, '42 
Prof. John B. Brobeck, '43 
Nicholas PR. Spinelli, '44* 
Thomas J. Coleman, '46* 
Robert W. Winters, '52 
James P. Dunn, '53 
Donnell Dencil Etzwiler, '53 
Vincent Lynn Gott, '53 
Robert N. Melnick, '53 
Arthur C. Crovatto, '54 
Herbert 1 Goldberg, '56 
George E. Green, '56 
John D'Agostino, Jr., '57 
Joseph E. Angelo, '58 
Donald A. Duncan, '58 
James E. Greenwald, '58 
Richard Charles Miller, '58* 
John J. Jasaitis, '59 
James D. Prokop, '59 
Robert Michael Livingston, '61 
Warren D. Widmann, "61* 
Arthur Howard Ackerman, '63 
Benjamin Keith Harris, '63 
Gregory W. Bartha, '71 
Sidney Paly (Parent) 
Elihu Yale Association and 
Chairman’s Gift Association 
Donors of $1000 and over 
Myron A. Sallick, '24* 
Lewis A. Scheuer, '28* 
Mrs. FredG. Wilson, '30* 
Joseph P. Donnelly, '32 
John B. Ogilvie, '34* 
S.G. Bluestein, '46* 
Lowell I. Goodman, '51* 
Sidney N. Paly, '52 
Harold D. Bomstein, Jr., '53 
James F. Young, '53 
William H. Hindle, '56* 
F. Calvin Bigler, '57 
Robert J. Donohue, '58 
Leo H. Von Euler, '59* 
Eugene C. Gaenslen, ‘60 
Thomas B. Caldwell. Ill, '65* 
Andrew D. Cook, '71* 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis A. Bartha (Parents) 
Mr. & Mrs. H.P. Curtis (Parents)* 
PUBLIC HEALTH ALUMNI FUND 
Chairman Gift Association 
Donors of $500 to $1000 
Pamie S. Snoke, '61 
Robert McCollum* 
Elihu Yale Association and 
Chairman’s Gift Association 
Donors of $1000 and over 
Leonard Greenburg, '23 
Mrs. Fred Wilson, '34* 
Allentown & Sacred Heart Hospital Center 
Nathan Hale Association and 
Chairman’s Gift Association 
Donors of $5000 and over 
Samuel S. Herman, '48 
* Member of a Special Gifts Association last 
year. 
MEDICAL SCHOOL CLASS PARTICIPATION 
1977-1978 
1976-7 1976-7 1977-8 1977-8 
Year(s) Agent Total % Part. Total % Part. 
1900-20 Charles C. Murphy $ 1,129 36% $ 1,181 35% 
1921 Barnett Greenhouse 345 67% 390 100%- 
1922 Edward T. Wakeman 390 62% 865 69% 
1923 William Cohen 725 73% 1,025 73% 
1924 Myron A. Sallick 4,070 67% 2,015 78% 
1925 Alice A S. Whittier 690 61% 945 64% 
1926 Maxwell Bogin 435 46% 600 52% 
1927 Henry Irwin Fineberg 2,050 50% 1,332 42% 
1928 Clement F. Batelli 1,668 54% 2,204 59% 
1929 Paul F. McAlenney 1,224 78% 1,370 72% 
1930 J. Edward Flynn 6,010 36% 3.535 52% 
1931 Michael D’Amico 1,360 39% 1,405 47% 
1932 Storer P. Humphreys 1,122 57% 2,205 52% 
1933 Frederick Wies 1,654 43% 1.958 39% 
1934 V. Gerard Ryan 6,974 46% 3,134 50% 
1935 James Q. Haralambie 1.839 56% 1,733 45% 
1936 Hannibal Hamlin 1,621 38% 1.801 39% 
1937 David Dolowitz 748 48% 889 43% 
1938 Nelson Ordway 1,456 57% 2,100 54% 
1939 Robert G. Ernst 1.910 48% 1,890 48% 
1940 James F. Ferguson 1,051 49% 2,245 60% 


1976-7 1976-7 1977-8 1977-8 
Total % Part. Total % Part. 
1941 Charles B. Cheney 1,715 59% 2,195 66% 
1942 Walter J. Burdette 2,882 55% 2,781 50% 
1943 Jonathan Lanman 
S. Brownlee Brinkley 2,665 52% 4,465 55% 
1944 Nicholas P.R. Spinelli 3,102 63% 3,522 62% 
1945 Richard W. Breck 2,150 57% 3,220 64% 
1946 Julian A. Sachs 3,570 54% 4,375 53% 
1947 William Roy Breg 2,515 59% 2,174 53% 
1948 Boy Frame 1,955 48% 1,610 47% 
1949 Daniel Elliot 1,470 44% 1,800 38% 
1950 Archie Golden 2,176 60% 2,847 73% 
1951 Lowell I. Goodman 3,905 36% 2,910 40% 
1952 Harvey L. Young 11,541 55% 3,398 44% 
1953 Vincent Lynn Gott 2,807 64% 8,960 61% 
1954 John K. Rose 2,620 47% 3,195 58% 
1955 Robert A. Kramer 2,595 55% 3,090 53% 
1956 John H. Gardner 5,155 56% 5,900 51% 
1957 William J. Waskowitz 3,743 61% 5,320 65% 
1958 Charles A. Hall, Jr. 4,530 63% 8,585 66% 
1959 Asa Bames, Jr. 3,863 62% 5,882 62% 
1960 Thomas P. Kugelman 3,788 56% 4,865 57% 
1961 Jon D. Dorman 2,743 51% 3,805 54% 
1962 A. Richard Pschirrer 2,210 53% 2,665 56% 
1963 Craig H. Llewellyn 3,230 53% 4,864 56% 
1964 William J. Houghton 2.895 65% 3,030 62% 
1965 David A. Hill 3,182 54% 4,510 61% 
1966 Mary Alice Houghton 2,195 63% 3,140 61% 
1967 James Dowaliby 2,205 62% 3,265 65% 
1968 Frank E. Lucente 1,905 54% 2,837 63% 
1969 Lee Merrill Jampol 1,823 52% 2,763 58% 
1970 James R. Missett 1,143 37% 1,288 41% 
1971 John L. Cieply 2,092 52% 3,482 52% 
1972 Paul A. Lucky 510 28% 955 38% 
1973 David Bailey 501 31% 1,540 48% 
1974 Peter J. Buchin 206 19% 360 29% 
1975 Daniel Passed 196 13% 356 16% 
1976 Sarah Auchincloss 155 8% 256 12% 
1977 David Kreis — — 455 22% 
Medical School Parents 4,242 7,681 
House Staff 3,353 4,001 
Others (Friends & In Memoriam Gifts) 1,146 1,197 
Medical School Alumni Fund Total $143,137 54% $168,367 56% 
Double-Ask Explanation 
As you may realize. The Campaign for Yale and the Alumni 
Fund operate separately and gifts are recorded separately. The 
Campaign is an extraordinary one-time effort to raise capital 
dollars for long term support of the University. The Alumni 
Fund is equally important, as it is a continuing effort to provide 
unrestricted funds for student aid and new academic programs. 
Yale clearly needs both types of funds to maintain its educa¬ 
tional excellence. 
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Alumni Weekend - June 1st and 2nd 
Mark your calendar and make plans to attend! 




